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Index of: 122 page 'Bluebell/Mac' file

plus ALL additional references / material



No <—Bluebell doc. Page Source (Title/number) Date (or detail) Page(s)

1 Cover Type Only

2 Record BDC Records Maintenance notes

■ Record BDC chassis records Owners List Front

4 Record BDC chassis records Owners List Back

5 Press MotorSport May 1939 p.132

6 Press Motorsport May 1939 p.134

7 Press The Autocar April 21st, 1939 p.666/667

8 Press The Autocar April 21st, 1939 p.668/669

9 VSCC 'Bulletin' Vol IV, No.5 VSCC May 1939 p.20/21

10 VSCC 'Bulletin' Vol IV, No.5 VSCC May 1939 p.22/23

11 VSCC 'Bulletin' Vol IV, No.5 VSCC May 1939 p.24/25

12 Press MotorSport July 1939 p.221

13 BDC Review 2 September 1946 p.28/29

14 VSCC 'Bulletin' Vol IV, No.6 July 1939 p. 18/19

15 VSCC 'Bulletin' Vol IV, No.6 July 1939 p.20/21

16 VSCC 'Bulletin' Vol IV, No.6 July 1939 p.22/23

17 Press MotorSport October 1939 p.293

18 BDC Review 113 August 1974 p.202/203

19 BDC Review 113 August 1974 p.204/205

20 BDC Review 1 June 1946 p. 10/11

21 Press MotorSport July 1946 p.143

22 Press MotorSport July 1946 p.145

23 BDC Review 2 September 1946 p.8/9

24 BDC Review 2 September 1946 p. 10/11

25 BDC Review 5 June 1947 Hendon 1947a/Hendon 1947b

26 BDC Review 11 December 1948 p.24/25

27 BDC Review 14 September 1949 p.22/photosA

28 BDC Review 14 September 1949 photosB/photosC

29 BDC Review 14 September 1949 photosD/p.23

30 BDC Review 15 December 1949 p.14/15
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31 BDC Review 15 December 1949 p. 16/17

32 BDC Review 15 December 1949 p.24/25

33 BDC Review 17 June 1950 p.44/45

34 BDC Review 18 September 1950 p.24/25 (& 28/29 McKenzie)

35 BDC Review 20 March 1951 p.30/31

36 BDC Review 21 June 1951 p.24/25

37 BDC Review 22 September 1951 p.38/39

38 BDC Review 22 September 1951 p.40/41

39 VSCC ‘Bulletin1 Vol X, No.2 VSCC September 1951 p.56/57

40 VSCC ‘Bulletin1 Vol X, No.2 VSCC September 1951 p.58/59

41 VSCC ‘Bulletin' Vol X, No.2 VSCC September 1951 p.60/61

42 BDC Review 22 September 1951 p.26/27

43 BDC Review 23 December 1951 p.8/9

44 BDC Review 23 December 1951 p. 10/11

45 BDC Review 25 June 1952 Front Cover

46 VSCC ‘Bulletin’ Vol XI, No.2 VSCC Summer 1952 p.28/29

47 VSCC ‘Bulletin’ Vol XI, No.2 VSCC Summer 1952 p.30/31

48 VSCC ‘Bulletin’ Vol XI, No.2 VSCC Summer 1952 p.32/33

49 VSCC ‘Bulletin’ Vol XI, No.2 VSCC Summer 1952 p.34/35

50 BDC Review 26 September 1952 p.100/^1C^1

51 BDC Review 26 September 1952 p. 102/103

52 Press MotorSport December 1952 p.560/561 (Walker at Brighton)

53 Press Motorsport April 1953 p.182

54 Press/Press MotorSport / AutoSport Oct. 1953/ 9th Oct. 1953 p.530 / p.476

55 BDC Review 35 December 1954 p.540/541

56 BDC Review 36 March 1955 p. 12/13 (also p.36/37)

57 BDC Review 43 December 1956 p. 194/195

58 BDC Review 43 December 1956 p. 198/199

59 BDC Review 43 December 1956 p.200/201

60 Press MotorSport May 1957 p.222

61 VSCC ‘Bulletin’ No.55 VSCC Summer 1957 p.28/29

62 BDC Review 77 July 1965 p.220/221
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BDC Review

64 BDC Review

65 BDC Review

66 BDC Review

67 BDC Review

68 BDC Review

69 BDC Review

70 VSCC ‘Bulletin’

71 VSCC ‘Bulletin’

72 VSCC ’Bulletin’

73 BDC Review

14 BDC Review

75 VSCC ‘Bulletin’

76 VSCC ‘Bulletin’

Tl VSCC ‘Bulletin’

78 VSCC ’Bulletin’

T9 BDC Review

80 VSCC ‘ Bulletin’

81 VSCC ‘ Bllletin'

82 BDC Review

83 VSCC‘ metin’

84 VSCC ‘Bylletin’

85 VSCC ‘Bllletin'

86 Book

8l BDC Review

88 Book

89 Book

90

91

92

93

94
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77 July 1965

112 May 19T4

112 May 1191-4

p.222/223

p.154/155

p.15/151

115 February 19T5 p.20/21

115 February 19T5 p.82/83

1^8 May 1918 14^143

131 February 1919 p.58/59

No.142 VSCC Summer 1919 p.20/21

No.142 VSCC Summer 19T9 p.56/5l

No.144 VSCC Winter 1919 p.60/61

140 May 1981 p.1O6/10l

140 May 1981 p. 108/109

No. 154 VSCC Summer 11982 p.89

No. 154 VSCC Summer 1982 p.1813

No.15l VSCC Spring 1983 p.4843

M>.159 VSCC Altomn 1983 p. 14/15

150 November 1983 p.286/28l

N0.15T VSCC Spring 1983 p.4/5

No.162 VSCC Summer 1984 p. 18/19

152 May 1984 p.144/145

No.166 VSCC Sommer 1985 p.50/51

No.16l VSCC Aotomn 1985 p.34/35

No.1T3 VSCC Spring 198T p.T8/T9

Silverstone '86 - Golden Jlbilee 1936-1986 - BDC p.2l

1T4 Noiember 1989 p.308303

Bentley Specials & Special BenUeys - Ray Roberts p.110

Bentley Specials & Special Bentleys - Ray Roberts p.109

Pictore Sept 2nd 1950 ai Brighton ‘Bllebell leads seafront cars’

Pictores x2 ‘Race 63' ‘Road’

Pictores x2 ‘Race 14' ‘Start 63’

Pictores x2 ‘Hendon’ ‘Race 53’

Pictores x2 ‘Race’ ‘Small’
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Pictures x2 ‘Engine’ ‘Empty’95

96 Pictures x3 ‘Race’ ‘Owner’ ‘Banking 17’

97 Pictures x2 ’Trial’ Trial’

98 BDC Review 43 December 1956 p. 164/165

99 BDC Review 43 December 1956 p.166/167

100 BDC Review 43 December 1956 p. 168/169

101 BDC Review 45 June 1957 p.50/51

102 BDC Review 45 June 1957 Front Cover (plaque)

103 BDC Review 45 June 1957 p.62/63

104 BDC Review 45 June 1957 p.64/65

105 BDC Review 45 June 1957 p.66/67

106 BDC Review 4 March 1947 p.14/15

107 BDC Review 4 March 1947 p.16/17

108 BDC Review 4 March 1947 p. 18/19

109 BDC Review 4 March 1947 p.20/21

110 Press Motorsport April 1937 p.185

111 BDC Bulletin No.8 March 1937 P-2

112 BDC Bulletin No.8 March 1937 p.3

113 BDC Bulletin No.1 1938 p.6

114 BDC Bulletin No.1 1938 P-7

115 VSCC ‘Bulletin’ Vol III, No.4 VSCC June 1937 p.6/7 (+ p.11 Forrest Lycett at Shelsley)

116 Press/Press The Autocar October 23rd, 1936 p.846/847

117 Press Motorsport March 1938 p.105

118 VSCC ‘Bulletin’ Vol III, No.2 VSCC March 1937 p.10/11

119 VSCC ‘Bulletin’ Vol IV, No.2 VSCC April/May 1938 p.14/15

120 Press MotorSport January 1936 p.113

121 Press Motorsport October 1939 p.294

122 Press MotorSport February 1937 p.103
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Bluebell doc. - Bentley DC magazines Bluebell doc. - VSCC ‘Bulletin’ magazines

(‘Bulletin’) No.8 1937 26 Vol III, No.2 No.144

No.1 1938 35 Vol III, No.4 No.154

(‘Review’) 1 36 Vol IV, No.2 No.157

2 43 Vol IV, No.5 No.159

4 45 Vol IV, No.6 No. 162

5 77 Vol X, No.2 No.166

11 112 Vol XI, No.2 No.167

14 113 No.55 No.173

15 115 No. 142

17 128

18 131

21 140

22 150

23 152

25 174
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ADDITIONALLY FOUND BDC REVIEWS

Source (Title/number) Date Page(s) (subject)

(Bulletin) No.6 November 1937 p.1-7 (Brooklands Meeting & Results)

10 September 1948 p. 14/15 (Cook)

18 September 1950 p.28/29 (McKenzie) extra to doc.

19 December 1950 p.36/37 (Wilmshurst)

30 September 1953 p.304/305 (Walker)

31 December 1953 p.350/351 (Walker)

36 March 1955 p.36/37 (Alexander in '47) extra to doc.

38 September 1955 p. 154/155 (Walker)

42 September 1956 p. 148/149 (Walker), 152/153 (Walker)

55 January 1960 p.2/3 (picture)

133 August 1979 p.198/199 (Harvey Hine)

135 February 1980 p.30/31,58/59, 60/61

145 August 1982 p.202/203 (Hine & Simon Llewellyn)

151 February 1984 p.50/51 (Llewellyn)

153 August 1984 p.154/155 (Cindy Harris)

154 November 1984 p.244/245 (Cindy Harris)

161 August 1986 p.180/181 (Cindy Llewellyn)

163 February 1987 p.30/31 (Llewellyn)

165 August 1987 p.182/183 (Llewellyn)

169 August 1988 p.218/219 (Llewellyn)

171 February 1989 p.36/37 (Llewellyn)

198 November 1995 p.289/290 (new McKenzie plaque)

202 November 1996 p.314/315 (Llewellyn)

217 August 2000 p.246/247 (picture)

236 December 2004 p.374,378 (colour pics.)

263 June 2009 p.171 (Llewellyn)
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ADDITIONALLY FOUND BDC ADVERTISER

Advertisement Bluebell For Sale May 1991 p.9 Tim Llewellyn

Advertisement Bluebell For Sale November 1997 p.5 Tim Moulding

Advertisement Bluebell For Sale January 2000 p.5 Stanley Mann

Advertisement Bluebell For Sale July 2011 p.6 E. Thiesen

ADDITIONALLY FOUND VSCC ‘BULLETIN’

VSCC ‘Results’ Silverstone Speed Trials VSCC April 23rd, 1949 p.4/5 (Cook, Class 7a)

VSCC 'Results’ Vol VIII, No.1 VSCC May 1949 p.2/3, 26/27 (Cook)

VSCC ‘Results’ No.216 VSCC Autumn 1987 p.86 (Llewellyn)

VSCC 'Results’ No.238 VSCC Winter 2002 p.13 (Sandy)

ADDITIONALLY FOUND MAGAZINES / BOOK

Press MotorSport February 1943 p.27 (McKenzie in VSCC during 1939)

Press MotorSport August 1949 p.320 (Cook at Silverstone)

Press MotorSport October 1949 p.395/396 (Cook 3rd at Brighton)

Press MotorSport October 1950 p.493/494 (Wilmshurst 20th at Brighton)

Press MotorSport September 1955 p.536 (Walker BDC Silverstone)

Press MotorSport October 1956 p.601 (Walker at BDC Firle)

Press MotorSport September 1957 p.530 (Gordon Alexander Mem. Trophy)

Press MotorSport June 1973 p.590 (Bluebell For Sale - Vintage Autos)

Press MotorSport June 1979 p.817 (May 12th Donington collision)

Press MotorSport October 1980 p.1555, 1559 (Llewellyn/Hine Silverstone)

Press MotorSport May 1982 p.549 (Llewellyn VSCC Silverstone)

Press MotorSport February 1983 p.183 (Llewellyn Exeter Trial)

Press Classic & SportsCar December 1983 p.78/79 (Llewellyn Brighton pics.)

Press Classic & SportsCar February 1984 p.7 (Llewellyn Lakeland Trial)

Press The Automobile December 1988 p.50 (Llewellyn Silverstone pic:.)

Press / Advertisement The Automobile July 2010 p.79 (Bluebell For Sale - Martin Chisholm)

Book The Golden Jubilee Book 1936-1986 The BDC p.93-96 (L.C. McKenzie biography)
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ADDITIONALLY FOUND IN THE ROLLS-ROYCE ENTHUSIASTS CLUB

RREC‘Bulletin’ Issue 207 November/December 1994 p.14 (L.C.McKenzie military photo)

ADDITIONALLY FOUND BDC PICTURES (chronology) (Bluebell or subject)

1 A ‘Donington Crash / D. Llewellyn’

2 B ‘Donington Crash / D.LIewellyn’

3 ‘Mac at Speed'

4 ‘Harvey Hine’

5 ‘Hilltop’

6 ‘River crossing’

7 ‘Race 74’

8 ‘Grid 108’

9 ‘Grid 177’

10 ‘Cindy 177’

11 ‘Race 180’

12 'Llewellyn in deerstalker

13 'McKenzie attending a dinner’

14 'McKenzie in winter coat’

15 'McKenzie in hat & suit’

16 ‘McKenzie in hat & suit - titled’

17 ‘Silverstone plaque - Don McKenzie’

18 'Silverstone plaque - Don’s brother/family’ 

(8DC item colour photo) 19 'Silverstone 1957 plaque - slate frame’ 

(BDC item colour photo) 20 Silverstone 1957 plaque - wooden frame’

(x2 pics) 21 ‘New Silverstone 1995 plaque / Unveiling’ 

Non BDC (Hayward Collection) (x2 pics) 22 ‘Donington crash 12/5/79’(reference only)
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BDC Archive

Bluebell Maintenance Notes and Owners Card
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Vintage Sports Car Club 'The Bulletin' 
(ALL magazines - in chronological order)

(1937 -1939 VSCC sourced, 1949-2002 BDC sourced)



BULLETIN
OF THE

VINTAGE SPORTS-CAR CLUB

VOL. III. No. 2. :: :: MARCH, 1937

SMILE PLEASE!

Clive Windsor-Richards and his 30 98 at the start of the
Chiltern Trial.



“IT W^S

THE

BEST

BUTTER”

Fee CarsonRacing drivers Tim and Marcus much unnerved and 
discovered with her head through one of the window-panes.

After that Tim drove home.
Clive insists that the road was covered with ice, but it is the 

editorial v iew that this is merely a modest feint to conceal the fact 
that the accident was really precipitated by a humane attempt to 
avoid one of those herds of green crocodiles in red top-hats that are 
such a menace on our country roads in the wee hours.

* **

Fl. Whitfield Scmmence, 161 Elgin Terrace, W.9, wants a 
120 b.h.p. Heenan and Fronde Dynamometer at a reasonable 
price.

Scmmence used to be works foreman at Vale Motors and has 
set up his own tuning establishment for all sorts of sports-cars, with 
Washes as a speciality.

* * *

Everybody’s domestic carriages seem to have gone in for poking 
rods at the moment, Harry Bowler, Tony Darbishire, and the Press 
Secretary all having suffered within the last week or two.

“ l told you butter wouldn't suit the works,” lie added, looking 
angrily at the March Hare.

“ It was the best butter,” the March Hare meekly replied.
But the best laugh of all is on the owner of a certain pre-war car 

who kept on ffnding chunks of aluminium in the sump, and eventu-
ally discovered that the clearance was so small that the big-end bolt 
split pins were hitting against the crank-case every time they came 
round.

to



“ When tlic bulb is inflated the asid will ascend and the sub-
mergence of the densimeter will enable the density' existing to be 
read off the graduation marks on the densimeter corresponding to 
the submergence."

So an Alfa Romeo instruction book.
Or. as one might have otherwise expressed it. “ The density ot 

the acid in the accumulator may be tested with an hygrometer."
* * ♦

The news ot Mr. Forrest Lycett’s entry of the 8-litre Bentley for 
Le Mans will gladden the heart ot every member, and our very’ 
earnest good wishes will go with him; especially as none is better 
qualified to fly the Vintage colours than our popular Vice- 
President .

The Bentley really has a most fantastic performance; it isn't 
merely faster than other last cars—it is something altogether dif-
ferent. The push in the back which is still available at 80 and even 
too is more than most sports-cars can produce at 40, and yet the 
whole thing is achieved with the silence and effortlessness of steam.

As is well known it is looked after by that artist of tuners, Mr.
L. ('. McKenzie, whom we arc proud to number among our 
membership.

* * *

This snow (as we go to press) calls to mind a classic run by Col. 
('hitton in the 1909-10 Fafnir immediately after the lenitic blizzard 
ot Christmas, 1927, from Winchester to Newport Bagnell (North 
Bucks.—nearly 100 miles). A.A. scouts all along the road informed 
him that he was easily the first to get through, over thirty modern 
cars being completely stranded in the stretch between Basingstoke 
and Oxford alone. And that with 105 mm. section tyres!

As from the next number of the “ Bulletin ” (which will be 
published, roughly, bi-monthly) a series of articles will be com-
menced on the various famous (and in many cases unique) cars 
in the Chib.

* * *

A standard fitting on many early Daimlers, about thirty years ago, 
was a body attached only to the chassis by hinges at the back, and 
held down at the front by bolts. When these were released the 
whole body could be swung upwards and backwards; an admirable 
arrangement, one imagines, so long as the fastener did not come 
undone while the carriage was in motion.
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JUNE. 1937

IA
1 One of our Associate Members in difficulties; 

of course Vintage Cars keep them under the bonnet.

PRICE SIXPENCE



Here are the confirmed results:

C. W. E. Windsor*

Sports upto 1,500ec. E. Wrigley ... 
Miss Redfern

laea Francis ... 
ll.R.G.................

1st Vintage 
1st Open

Sports unlimited .Mrs. Langton
Garstin ... Speed 6 Bentley 1 st Open A Vintage

J. Swainsun ... 4A litre ,, 2nd . ..
Super Sports up to

3,000 cc. ... M. W. B, May 2 litre Alvis ... 1st \ 'intage
J. O. C. Samuel Frazer Naslt(.s)... 1st Open

Super Sports un-
limited ... Forrest Lycett 4 A litre Bentley 1st Open & Vintage

L. C. McKenzie • * •» If 2nd .. ..
Racing up to (500 A. Baron ... Bugatti (s) ... 1st \ ' mtage A Open

IL S. Wilton... M.G. 740 cc. ... 2nd < >pen
Racing 1,500-

3,000 CC. ... J. Bolster ... “Bolster Mary” 1st Vintage
A. Ba in ton ... 2 3 Bugatti (s) 1st Open
A. T. Darbishire Bugatti 2 litre ... 2nd Vintage

Racing unlimited G. B. C.Sumner l<»A litre Delage 1st Open A Vintage

pano Suiza ... 1st

Richards ... Vauxhall 3<> 98 2nd..................
Lady Drivers ... Mrs. S. Darbi-

shire ... Bugatti 2 litre ... 1st .* ■. ft
Mrs. B. Bolster Vauxhall 30,98 2nl a» * • r »

All Comers ... G. B.C.Sumner m.l litre Delage 1Ltie ƒ l st Vintage
A. G. Ba in ton 2-3 Bugatti (s)... Jrt,c\ 1st Open
A. Baron ... 1A litre Bugatti (s) 2nd Open A Vintage
J. Bolster ... “Bolster Mary” 3rd O 9 9 M

Pre - War Cars
(formula) ... Forrest Lycett 1914, 16 h.p. 1lis-

Run off for fastest time of day:—
1st. G. B. C. Sumner, lot litre Delage, 22-6 secs. 
2nd. A. C. Bainton, 2-3 Bugatti (s), 22-8 secs. 
3rd, A. Baron, It litre Bugatti (s), 23-9 secs.

Our enduring thanks are due to Marcus Chambers for organizing 
this most difficult meeting (speaking from bitter and intimate 
experience); to Bruce Nicholson, for acting as Secretary of the 
meeting: to Mr. Patrick, the R.A.C. Steward, who again per-
formed his delicate office so pleasantly, and helped so much in 
putting the timing together; Jimmy Martin, who once more took 
on the unpleasant job of scrutineering and also the billowing, all 
of whom helped in different ways, and are credited with marks 
accordingly: ■ Mrs. Pee Carson, Mrs. Bowler, Mrs. Passini, Messrs. 
Panting. Wrigley, Cutton, Seth-Smith, Hewer, Bowler, Powell, 
11. ami R. Dawkins, Pitchford, Martin, Passini, Mills, G. B. C. 
Sumner. Chambers, McCaw. Anyone forgotten, please?

NEW MEMBERS
In future new members will be gazetted in each Bi HETix. 

For the moment we have to report P. (“Porky”) Lees, Park House, 
Shaw, Oldham, Lancs. (Associate), who used to be a shining 
exponent of the Nash cult and now drives a Riley Sprite to con-
siderable effect.
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DEALERS 
EXPRESSIONS
No. 3.

HELP FOR AUTHORS
Bunkers and hazards of all descriptions face the writer, be it of 

books, film scenarios or short articles for I it-hits when he makes 
so bold as to venture into the realm of motorcars. For the motoring 
world has this in common with the hunting fraternity —it is 
intolerant of idiotic mistakes by laymen. To ask if the radiator 
vent-pipe is the supercharger (happened to writer. August 11134) 
has much the same effect on a motor enthusiast as talking of 
“dogs” and foxes' tails has on the lover of horseflesh and stirrup 
cups. It is hoped that the following explanations and examples 
may prove of use to the beginner and save him from the contempt 
of his motoring readers. All quoted examples may be verified.

SPARKING PLUG,—Most useful for minor breakdowns.
e.g. Al the sound of her voice, Basil emerged from under the 

car. an oil smudge on bis face, an enormous wrench in his hand. 
She came near and for a moment their eyes met. The clear mess-
age he read then1 set his heart beating wildly. He forced himself 
to appear calm, to speak casually. “Spot of bother with a spark 
plug,” he said.

7



Foiter'i 1923 Double Cam G.P. Aston Martin.

Whit Monday nt Brooklands saw a field day lor members, 
including Michael May's win on the Ahis, and also Almack and 
Samuel, though on non -Vintage cars.

Shelslev too gave second places to May and Forrest Lycett (on 
the 41 litre this time) while “Mary” was indisputably the event 
of the day. in making fastest unsupercharged time. Considering 
its unwieldy bulk the old Leyland Thomas really did well at 
56 seconds, and must have gone a lot faster than it looked.

Donington, on 29th May, yielded yet another win to May on 
the Alvis, in the 10 lap race, and Plowman took another at very 
high speed on the 3o 98.

But if we have prospered in these events we practically domin-
ated that priceless meeting of the S.O.D.C. at Southall, Winter-
bottom, on the amazingly efficient (iwynne engined Emeryson 
Special, Parker (Lancia), James Allason (41 litre Bentley), and 
Tim, on the 30 98 Special, all winning their classes, and' giving 
exceptionally neat displays of driving skill.

Kirkman, too, went well on the abbreviated Alvis, which inter-
mittently made noises apparently in the transmission ■ Tor all 
the world like an ambulance bell. It really looks as though, if 
he shortened it by another six inches, the front wheels would 
be touching the back ones. Tim’s Special, which did the course in 
441 secs. (? less than last year's record, and exceptionally quick 
for such a large machine on such a very tortuous course) now has 
an O.E. block (140 mm stroke) and a S.V. crank (150 nun stroke). 
We understand th.it this triumph of relativity has been brought 
about by a rigid economy in the matter of upper piston rings.

A Mr. Shea-Simonds brought 23 litres of Maybach-Mercedes 
(reputed to be the veritable Chitty) to Southall, but it went very 
slowly and with a great deal of confused sound. Mr. Shea-Simonds 
also brought a very lovely speed six Bentley, on which he was 
beaten by Allason. in the Sports Class and Tim, in the racing.
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of the crudest variety, and investigation showed that the handle 
starter had broken away from its moorings under the bonnet and 
proceeded with deadly accuracy to lodge itself between the flying 
wheel and the crank-case. At the time of going to press the full 
extent of the damage is not known, but at best it is feared to be 
considerable.

Mathew, too, was in trouble, as his smart Alfa Romeo dis-
gorged a big-end bearing, and Anthony Ileal was doing 
wonderful things to the brakes of his just-acquired Ballot. This 
is one of the 5-litre straight B's built for the 1919 Indianapolis 
race where they were the fastest cars present, but the road wheels 
all fell to pieces. This is believed to be* the only one still in 
existence and it has not been seen in racing for manv years. 
Anthony only got delivery of it at blister and a variety of cir-
cumstances prevented any high speed practice. The car is 
obviously tremendously fast, but very difficult to steer, and once 
the brakes have been attended to it will certainly be most 
formidable.

Ken Burncss had not studied the regulations with quite the 
necessary attention, and arrived without any exhaust pipe worth 
mentioning. In a matter of two hours, therefore, Louis Giron 
towed the car into Melbourne, procured a pipe of the right size 
and shape, welded it on to the car and made and fixed brackets 
which stayed put through several races. It is interesting that 
the Sunbeam engine was designed by Monsieur Henri, who also 
designed the engine of the 5-litre Ballot, ami they are both vers* 
similar in detail, finish and general layout.

Choate, as usual, scrutineered, and the value to any club of 
a member who combines tact, equability of temperament, and 
reliability as he does simply cannot be overstated. A scrutineer 
has unrivalled opportunities of giving unnecessary offence, while 
one of the main difficulties of running a motor club is the incred-
ible unreliability of so many of the kind people who, with the 
best intentions in the world, promise to “do a job of work” and 
then wreck everything by turning up a few hours late or not at 
all. With Choate, however, you just know that he will be there, 
oil time.

We were also grateful to Mr. McKenzie for giving up his 
time to come and be a steward; to the Dawkins, who ran the 
timekeeping with customary efficiency; and to Michael May, who 
flagged in the winners. Also to the following, who have been 
credited with marks for officialising in one capacity or another. 
Anyone omitted should, as usual, inform Harry Bowler, to whom, 
together with Eddie Wrigley, was mainly due the efficient 
organisation and running of the meeting.

List of Marshals : Darewski, R. and W. Dawkins, Crutch, 
Fry, E. J. L. Griffith, C. 1’. L. Nicholson, Hutton-Stott, Bowler,
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Mrs. B«>wlvr, Wrigley, W'ike, Lees, Chitton, May, McKenzie, 
and also a number ol noil-members.

In the first race Gerard won on the Riley he drove in the 
Empire Tropin • , and Hampton took the first of the three Vintage 
awards lie was to win on the 1922 Strasbourg G.P. Mercedes 
Benz supercharged ll-litre. ( sing the blower almost continu-
ously the Merc, sounded as impressive as it looked, and motored 
with full touring equipment, including a strictly illegal bell of 
imposing proportions. It successes were all the more noteworthy 
as bottom gear was in a very poor state, ami practically useless.

In the next race, over 3-litre Sports, Whitworth took the 
Vintage lirsl on the 30-98, and among the moderns the two 
specialised Lords were outstanding. Crozier’s, with twin 
blowers, appeared to be covered with hood material, precariously 
applied with pop fasteners. When travelling at speed this 
material ballooned outwards in a fascinating manner and one 
waited breathlessly for the expected explosion. StedaH’s blue 
Batten Eord, although unblown, seemed just as fast and was 
beautifully prepared, possessing really pleasing lines.

Peter Clark’s H.R.G., tuned by Marcus Chambers, was 
another outstanding modern car, and after several races its note 
was as sharp and vigorous as ever, although the exhaust system 
fell eff on one or two occasions. He won the 3-lap 1.500 class 
at 08.1 m.p.li.

Grimshaw • brought a beautifully prepared blown 2-litre 
Bugatti that was a complete joy to behold, and it went as well 
as it looked, winning the fourth race al 69.3 m.p.li.
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 Even when cornering, McKenzie preserves his benign expression. 
Photo by L. Kleiiiantaski.

this year instead, and we hope to get a decent entry, so roll up.
Blit the piece de resistance is the discovers’ of as absolutely 

perfect speed-trial course at IJlleshall, in Shropshire, and the 
R.A.C. are to look at it, and we are to prejudice our big-ends 
there. 'Phis is a Good 'Piling of the first magnitude; we live 
vers much in hope. Also, the Vorkshiremeii have invited the 
Cllib to do their fiercest at Wetherbv earls- in Mas-, and this 
again is a Good Thing; remember that sou Ml ST have good 
brakes for this sort of affair. Il is also hoped to run another 
event in the Buxton area in the summer, when the impossibly 
slippery hills will just he climable.

It has been decided that there is no longer any call for 
a separate Northern Bulletin, which has served its purpose of 
attracting new members, and in future all Northern news will 
be found in these chaste columns. 'Pile next gathering will be 
on April 28th at the Hop lnn, Bamber Bridge, near Preston, 
and it is hoped that Mr. Lycett svill attend, so those svbo do 
not come s^'ill stay asvay at their peril.

Bradshaw’s Daimler won the Veteran Class in the Welsh 
Ralls-, and had a trouble-free run of 349 miles out and home, 
doing about 10 tn.p.g. fuel, 300 oil, and covering tsvents- miles 
in the half-hour when required. lts capacity is not lOf-Hircs, 
as previously stated, this being the size of the original poppet-
valve engine; it is only 9,240 c.c. Wike’s Regal De Dion has 
been found to have been running svitli the engine oil alwve the 
level of the crank-shaft, ss-hicli must be why it used to oil-tip l

Edwardian motors continue to come to light, two interesting 
examples being a horizontal-engined Wolseley, driven by 
inverted-tooth primary and final-drive chains, and an Orient 
Buckboard, with its air-cooled single engine abaft the rear 
axle. Both of these are in good order, and are NOT for sale.
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STANLEY CUP MEETING
APRIL 15th

We were to have been doodling at Donington, but owing to 
the clash of dates we abandoned the notion to come in with the 
Frazer-Nash and B.M.W, Car Club on the organization of the 
Stanley Cup Meeting at the Sydenham Conservatory.

Mery nice thing for us, ami I’m told bv them as done the 
work (most notably Harry Bowler and Norman McCaw) that it 
was a pleasure to co-operate with the ’Nash Club officials.

The running of the meeting was really astonishing—it just 
could not have been improved upon, yet there was a complete 
absence of the sergeant-major attitude on the part of the officials. 
Hundreds and hundreds of people marshalled, including 
members of both organizing Club and the Road-racing Club. 
Particularly active among our own members were Harry Bowler, 
as Chief Marshal, Eddie Wrigley in the paddock, and Col. 
Chitton as the Vintage Steward.

Two thousand spectators spectated, so that we even look 
like making a small slice of money on the transaction. Owing to 
the great number of officials, I hope they will forgive me for not 
reproducing their names ; the Club is none the less grateful to 
them.

The spoils were very reasonably divided between Vintage 
cars, ’Nash’s and B.M.W.’s, and it was remarked with ghoulish 
glee that a certain inferior brand of pseudo-sports car, represented 
in large numbers (the name is neither R.R. nor T.T.), only once 
came in among the first five of any race and included most of 
those who did a behind-about face at the turnings.

Barson, driving John Clarke’s ’Nash, won the ’Nash and 
B.M.W. Club members’ handicap at the very smart pace of 49.56 
m.p.h. This ear now has very complex independent vanguard 
suspenders, but later in the day Barson drove among a bank and 
it is feared that the geometry is no longer what it was. Clarke 
really has had wicked luck w ith this lovely machine.

Our ow n handicap race attracted such a drove of drivers that 
it had to be two races. Ellis’s blow n Lea Francis pulled out an 
astonishing quota of acceleration to win by 3.2 seconds from 
Hampton’s 1922, supercharged, 1| litre Targa Florio Mercedes 
Benz. Peck’s T.T. Aiisto Daimler went well, but Clive’s 30/98 
was not in really good form, Huffing at high revs.

How many of us, having turned 50, would enter for our first 
race (and on a circuit like the Crystal Palace), win it, get put 
back on handicap, and again romp home in front? Anyway, it 
is clearly just nothing in the life of our ever-popular Mr. 
McKenzie. He won the second Vintage race and still had two 
m.p.h. in hand to win the 3rd open short handicap at the round 
pace of 48.66 m.p.h. With characteristic guile he had put in 
just the right ratio to enable him to do practically all his motoring 
in top, which is worth seconds per lap on a course like this. 
Fotheringham Parker gave us a nice view of Lancia cornering, 
blit the terrific push of Mac’s 4| Bentley left him 14 seconds 
behind in second place. On this race John Morris had the 
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accelerator stick open on the big Benz ami the car fell over at the 
stadium dip. Fortunately neither John nor the Benz were 
seriously damaged ; it is a difficult enough car to handle without 
any added troubles of this soil.

Among the open short handicaps, Vintage places were secured 
by Lady Mary Grosvenor on her Riley, Clive Windsor-Richards 
on liie 30 98, and Bothering ham Parker on the Lambda, in addi-
tion to McKenzie’s second win. Roy Cutler’s 'Nash was 
not fully run in and was taking things fairly gently, despite 
which it pocketed a first at 48.64 m.p.h., Roy swerving with his 
customary skill and verve.

Vintage cars were not so generally prominent in the long 
handicaps. Nine miles w ith 45 corners are over harsh for elderly 
brakes and machinery, and most of our people left the course 
clear for the youngsters.

Mr. Lycett’s tom d’hmneur in the 8-litre Bentley was one 
of the high spots of the daw 'The Bentley has had a new body 
during the winter and a whole lump of weight has again been 
cut away. The improvement in acceleration is easily visible and 
its performance was really electrifying, even when running 
with full equipment. Mr. Lycett was attaining about 95 m.p.h. 
on the bottom straight. When he started on his first lap he had 
never even seen the back part of the circuit, yet he came down 
to the Stadium dip and curve at a speed which really frightened 
me as a spectator, and 1 would wager a small sum that no faster 
standing lap was put up during the day. I n fortunately 1 have 
been tillable to learil the exact speed.

'Vile Veteran race seemed to give universal pleasure and it 
certainly did to the combatants. The I tala, going for the fust 
time after ten months of mechanical tribulation, went beyond 
all expectation, so that neither the Fiat nor Vieux Charles could 
pick up more than eight seconds on her in the three laps and she 
won at 43.7 m.p.h., which is only 10 m.p.h. below the highest 
winning speed of the day. 'l'hus, allowing for modern braking, 
it will be seen how remarkably well these larger machines can 
slip round the corners.

Anthony Mills could not run at the last moment, so Bob 
Porter (of veteran de Dion lame) courageously took his place 
on the Renault, Imt neither he nor Shakspeare on the little 
Fnfield Alldays could make any impression on their handicaps.

Anthony Ileal and Dick Nash had a titanic scrap for second 
place, and considering tile tremendous acceleration of the Fiat 
and tb.e fact that the Lorraine’s new cast iron pistons are still 
tight it shows how tremendously fast the Lorraine really is.

The Vintage team did not prosper in the team race, though 
Clive’s well-known feats of pedcstrianism were as popular as 
ever. The 30 98 was out of sorts. Whincop’s Bugatti was 
getting tired. Anthony Ileal’s 30/98 had blown up in practice, 
when it was shaping really well, and the H.P.B., special, as 
reserve, was motoring very fitfully. For the same reason we 
were (piite nowhere in the Stanley Cup placing. Still, we could 
not have w ished it w ith a belter home than our co-organizers of 
the meeting.
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The itala, stadium swerving.
Photo In I.. Kir manta ski.

'file 15 lap raving handicap was most interesting, the two 
lion-vintage M.G.s really going at a splendid speed and 
MacArthur’s cornering was outstanding. Wintcrbottom had got 
the old Alta Hashing along in tine fettle and fully deserved his 
third place. John Bolster has at last got the new special to stay 
pin on the road and the acceleration out of the Stadium Curve 
was absolutely terrifying. Then, unfortunately the braking 
system faded out and he could not make anything up on his 
already onerous handicap. 'Pile special, nevertheless, greatly 
enlivened the race by shedding its exhaust system at the feet 
of the gratified stewards, and in another lap they would have 
had the tail as well.

Racing finally stopped at 6.30 after 5 hours non-stop 
performance and here are the results of a very right and proper 
meeting.

STANLEY CUP.
1. Frazer-Nash and B.M.W. C.C., 46 points.
2. North-West London M.C., 32 points.
3. Junior Car Club, 19 points.
4. I’nited Hospitals and University of London M.C., 

IS points. 5, Chiltern C.C., 17 points. 6, Kentish Border C.C., 
15 points. 7, Vintage C.C., 10 points. 8, Berkhampsted M.C., 
8 points. 9, SS C.C., 6 points. 10, Cambridge F.A.C., no 
points.

RACE RESULTS.
Frazer-Nash and B.M.W. C.C. Members’ Handicap (four 

laps): 1, F. C. Barson (Frazer-Nash), 49.56 m.p.h. Won by 
5.3 secs. 2, G. M. Crozier (Frazer-Nash). 3, G. Hudson
(Frazer-Nash), 13.8 secs, behind Crozier.

Vintage Sports C.C. Members* First Handicap (four laps): 
I, VV. II. ICHis (ly Lea-Francis S), 44.96 m.p.h. Won by 3.2
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secs. 2, C. W. 1'. Hampton (14 Mercedes S). 3, W. G. S. Peek
(3.0 Austro-Daimler), 2.5 secs, behind Hampton.

Vintage Sports C.C. Members' Second Handicap (four laps):
l, L. C. Mackenzie (4j Bentley), 40.97 m.p.h. Won by 14.1
secs. 2, J. Fotheringham Parker (24 Lancia-Lambda). 3, N.
Green (3.0 Bentley), 2.5 secs, behind Lancia.

First Short Handicap (four laps): 1, L. G. Johnson (Frazer- 
N'ash-B.M.W.), 49.89 m.p.h. Won by 6.1 secs. 2, Lady Mary 
Grosvenor (1| Riley). 3, R. M. Turner (1,100 Riley S), 0.7
sec. behind the Riley.

Second Short Handicap : 1, R. Cutler (Frazer-Nash), 48.64
m. p.h. Won by 6.1 secs. 2, C. Windsor-Richards (30.98 
Vaiixhall). 3, A. F. P. (Frazer-Nash-B.M. W.), 6.3 secs, behind 
the Vauxhall.

Third Short Handicap: 1, L. C. Mackenzie '41 Bentley), 
48.66 m.p.h. Won by 2.2 secs. 2, R. IL Richards (Rover 10). 
3, Fotheringham Parker (Lancia), 3.6 secs, behind the Rover.

First Long Handicap (eight laps): 1, L. G. Johnson (Frazer- 
Xash-B.M.W.), 52.28 m.p.h. Won by 8.7 secs. 2, IL B. Shaw 
(1,100 M.G. S). 3, K. E. Thwaites (1,292 M.G.), 3.6 secs,
behind Shaw.

Second Long Handicap : 1, II. J. Aldington (Frazer-Nash- 
B.M.W.), 51.94 m.p.h. Won bv a tenth of a second. 2, A. F. P. 
Fane (Frazer-Nash-B.MAV). 3, G. M. Symons (1,292 M.G. S), 
1 sec. behind Fane.

Third Long Handicap : 1, G. M. Crozier (Frazer-Nash), 
47.56 m.p.h. Won by 6.1 secs. 2, J. Fotheringham Parker 
(Lancia). 3, I). Grieg (1,6)57 Frazer-Nash), 0.3 sec. behind the 
Lancia.

Team Relay Race (three cars per team, three laps per car):
l, United Hospitals and University of London M.C. Team— 
Turner (Riley), Barson (Frazer-Nash), Gerard (Riley), 47.61
m. p.h. Won by 5 secs. 2, Frazer-Nash and B.M.W. C.C. Team 
—Aldington, Fane (Fraz.er-Nash-B.MAV.’s), and Cutler (Frazer- 
Nash). 3, Chiltern C.C.

Pre-War Car Race (Handicap), three laps: 1, C. Chitton 
( 12--itre I tala), 43.7 m.p.h. Won by 3.7 secs. 2, A. S. Heal 
( lOdltrc Fiat). 3, R. G. J. Nash ( 15-litre Lorraine-Diet rich), 
0.6 sec. behind the Fiat.

First Long Scratch Race (eight laps): 1, A. F. P. Fane 
(Frazer-Nash-B.M. W.), 53.67 m.p.h. Won by 1.9 secs. 2, 
II. J. Aldington (Frazer-Nash-B.M.W.). 3, R. M. Turner (1.100 
Rilev S), 8.7 secs, behind Aldington.

Second Long Scratch Race : 1, L. G. Johnson (Frazer-Nash- 
B.M.W.), 52.09 m.p.h. Won bv 7 secs. 2, N. D. Moffat (34 
SS). 3, Mrs. E. M. Thomas (Frazer-Nash-B.M AV.), 17.8 secs, 
behind the SS.

Racing Car Handicap (15 laps): 1. A. II. B. Hurst (1,100
M.G.), 52.13 m.p.h. Won by 51.1 secs. 2, A. MacArthir 
(M.G. Mygnettc 1.100 S). 3, E. Winterbottom (1,100 Alta S'
4.1 secs, behind the -M.G.
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Private owner wishes to dispose of two Vintage cars.
These are :—

1. 30/38 chassis No. OE.149, 1925 model, Velox Tourer, in 
really excellent condition.
This rar is the property of a member of Vauxhall Motors Limited 
Technical Staff, ami in view of the facilities open to its owner, it has 
naturally been maintained really well. Within 5,000 miles it was 
re-bored, crankshaft re-ground, new main and big ends lilted, matched 
set of pistons fitted, new radiator core, new Antixac, modified dynamo 
driven, dynamo and magneto overhauled and really thoroughly 
looked over. Since then it has been checked over and tuned by 
Vauxhall Motors' Experimental Department, and is really A. 1 
mechanically. 1t has five excellent tyres, four almost new, and the 
all-weather equipment is very good, as is the car externally. 
Conforms to all safety glass, etc., regulations. £45.

2. The same owner has a 1931, 12/50 Open Four-seater Alvis 
for sale.
Tile oil consumption is guaranteed to be over 0,000 miles to the 
gallon, using an oil of viscosity twenty. The clutch, gearbox, and 
transmission of this car are in excellent condition, and the ear is 
ready for any amount of hard work without anything being done at 
all. Bodv work is good with the exception of the wings, which need 
touching up. flic tyres are only fair, but at the price of £57-10-0 
this represents good value.

Any details from
J. A. BARNET, The Corner House, Blackmore End, Near 

Wheathampstead, Herts. Telephone Kimpton Herts 86.

MR. F. J.

B R Y M E R
a constant supporter of 
Vintage events, is always 
happy to direct his pro-
fessional camera towards any 
member, on receipt of 
P r e v i o n s application, 

addressed to

4, ALDRINGTON ROAD

STREATHAM PARK

S.W.16

Telephone: Streatham 1168

RED BIDDY
MONOPOSTO SPECIAL. Ready 
for Season's sprint racing. 4 cyl. 
S.V. Anzani Engine ex-Andrew 
Leitch. Special rods, crank, 
pistons, etc. Light tubular front 
axle and I'.W.B. fOO ton rear 
axle. New 4 nickel drop forged 
flywheel ami re-designed clutch. 
Pour-speed G.N. Transmission. 
Strengthened bevel-liox mount-
ing. Aluminium body. 11.C. 
Deflector head on order. Total 
weight 5y cwt. Very reliable. 
Successes al Liltlestone, Svston, 
Backwell and C.A.l'.A. Price £40. 
Apply to:—

J. MILLS
Cherry Copse, Cadbury Camp 
Lane, Clapton-in-Gordans, 

Nr. Portishead, Somerset
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stuck with no possibility of getting a pull from before or behind !
Great varieties of gear change can be used. Playing strictly 

fair, they are incredibly slow (the compression ratio is low and 
the flywheel immense), a pause in neutral of four or five seconds 
being required at any sort of revs., for upward changes, though 
by using the quite efficient clutch stop a reasonably rapid 
exchange of ratio can be effected. Alternatively, between 1st 
and 2nd, or 3rd and top, one can go up to nearly full revs, and 
pull straight through with the throttle kept full open throughout. 
This must on no account be bungled, and in any case should be 
regarded as an emergency measure for the rarest use !

Acceleration is brisk up to 60, and 60-65 (about 2,000 r.p.ni.) 
is a nice cruising speed. Above this the chassis begins to hop 
about and wheelspin may set in. However, given time and 
favourable circumstances, it is possible to exceed 90, and the 
engine will hold any speed up to which you can coax it ; it is 
absolutely smooth and safe up to its peak of 3,000 r.p.ni. Inci-
dentally, the rods on the E type are of steel, as opposed to the 
treacherous duralumin rods on the O.E., and the stroke on the 
E type is 10 m.m. longer, the dimensions being 98 x 150 m.m. 
The crankshaft is unbalanced and runs in five main bearings.

Driving these cars in quite an art in itself. At first, they 
seem quite petrifying, but quickly one gets used to the flexing 
of the chassis and the practically undamped springs, and to 
driving on the handbrake (the transmission footbrake is for 
dire necessity only). After a few miles all the old confidence 
returns and one regains the jov of driving this, perhaps the most 
individual and historic of all English snorts cars.

It is really a great comfort to me to feel that, short of fire 
or king’s enemies, at least one good example of this noble motor 
car is now reasonably safe from destruction.
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LEWES, JULY 15th

( hir new plan of having the paddock at the top really worked 
rather well. I nfortunately, most of the competitors arrived 
before any of the organisers, and chose a different place to what 
had really been intended, but it all seemed to work quite nicely. 
It is really remarkable that although everyone pokes fun at our 
organisation, our meetings always go off smoothly and in good 
time.

As a matter of fact, we have some rather considerable feats 
of organisation to our credit at meetings where it really mattered, 
and with ll'arrv Bowler at the helm one can always be sure of 
success. Incidentally, Harry has bought a very line touring car 
to replace the famous Bentley, now for sale. It is a 1935, 3|-litrc 
Lagonda. It gets up to 85 really quickly, does 75 in 3rd, has 
the same axle ratio as the Bentley, corners magnificently, is 
arrested with alarming suddenness by Mr. Girling’s appliance, 
is very smooth, comfortable and silent, and altogether everything 
a touring car should be.

And what, as you so rightly ask, has this got to do with 
Lew ■ es?

Then, Tom Rolt and Angela Orred have got married, and 
this has not got anything to do with Lewes either, but it is 
dreadful the way I can never think of what I am supposed to be 
writing about for more than a minute or two together, and every-
one will wish them every happiness. I do hope that two such 
enormously enthusiastic motorists won’t let matrimony squeeze 
out their motoring activities.

About this Lewes business.
Stuart Wilton has driven Mrs. Corbett Eisher’s M.G. at a lot 

of our meetings, so that we were very glad to see him making 
fastest time of 21.6 seconds, which is very good for this little car. 
Symonds* M.G. went somewhat intermittently as though with 
disordered sparkling plugs.

Arthur Laing also suffered from deranged igniting and 
motored up the course with a large load of wheels in the back, 
for reasons not perfectly explained.

Crozier brought a lovely blow n If-litre Bugatti, externally 
rather like Richard Shakspeare’s type 55. It had an unbeliev-
ably high bottom gear, so that getting it away was a real labour 
of love, and lie did not change out of bottom for a good 2(X) 
cards. The exhaust note was a joy, and his time of 254 seconds 
good, everything considered.

Watson drove his Bentley with loud gear changing, while 
Bin ton, on a very lovely Talbot, put the self-thingummv gear-box 
to highly effective use. His time of 24.6 was good. His decision 
to rebuild his towing apparatus in the middle of the return road 
while the Benz, boiled behind him was, perhaps, not quite SO 
good !

Bagratouni effected some pretty gear slicing in his nice Alfa, 
and in the same class, Clark, driving Cowell’s Alfa, and Alan 
Southon’s H.E., both gave way to irregular bursting noises.



McKenzie urged his blue 4| Bentley up the course taster than 
anyone vise has ever done before on a 4^. to the tune of a mag-
nificent 23| seconds, lie now has the dose ratio 1) type box 
with a higher bottom gear. Running up to tremendous revs., he 
effected instantaneous gear exchanges with complete silence.

Kidston’s 57.c. drop-head Coupe was lovely to look .it and 
impressively silent in action, though not as fast as one might, 
perhaps, have expected. 1 believe this is the first time one of 
these splendid cars has been seen in action in England, and his 
runs were therefore both interesting and instructive. His best 
time was 26.35 seconds.

Also noteworthy was Fitzpatrick on the blown Phantom I 
Rolls, lie had fitted practically roller skates on the back and 
nearly folded his mudguards as a result, while the blower gave 
out a considerable whine at the higher revs. 'This was another 
run which was impressive, rather than outstandingly fast, 
occupying 29.44 seconds.

Clive Windsor-Richards did a number of effective runs on 
the Bentley, 30/98 (now inordinately smartly turned out), 
Delage and ’03 I tala, the last of which he had driven down 
himself and competed with excellent noise for the good time of 
27.13 secs., despite a slightly slipping clutch. The Delage went 
magnificently, although a major overhaul had only been com-
pleted at 1.30 the previous night. A time of 23{ secs, is fine for a 
16-vear-old car, though even so he was only a split second faster 
than Anthony Ileal on the Fiat with 23|—a purely monumental 
run, the car snaking about in a very spectacular manner. This 
car’s | iet’for ma lives really beggar description and defy 
explanation.

Raphael and John Morris had driven the Big Benz from 
Birmingham ami reported a highly enjoyable run on which the 
petrol consumption worked out at the highly creditable figure 
of 10 m.p.g.

I was taken up by Raphael on one run, which was a very 
memorable occasion. The lightning gear changes possible on the 
Fiat and I tai a are not practicable on the Benz, and even to one 
accustomed to these big, slow engines the performance was 
deceptive. Second gear sufficed all the wav, the engine speed 
rising to 1,750 r.p.m., w hich is terrifyingly high for cylinders of 
this size, and 150 r.p.m. over the advertised limit. Lander 
tacked gracefully up the hill in his beautifully restored 1899 New 
Orleans and Hampton’s Bugatti was not quite as fast as one 
might have expected from its previous performances elsewhere. 
Samuelson's 1914, 61-litre Peugeot was seen for the first time 
and altogether lovely ami impressive it is. Clearly, it can be 
made to go faster vet, though such widely spaced ratios are no 
help on a course such as Lewes.

It should be mentioned that Eddie Wrigley was actively 
efficient on the starting line ami everyone was delighted to see 
Cecil Choate back at scrutineering, practically recovered from 
his fearful crash.

Here are the results:—



SPECIAL AWARDS.
Kistest Time.—Stuart Wilton (M.G.).
Fastest Vintage ami Pre-1925.—C. Windsor-Rich ants 

(1 Mage).
CLASS 1 N 11 (A, B N C), up to 1,100 c.c.

1 J. Lowrey H.R.G. 33.93
94M N. Green Ford 31.92
3 Mrs. Corbett Pi slier M.G. 21.6 1st

(II. Stuart Wilton)
4 G. II. Symonds M.G. 23.62

CLASS III (A). up to 2,000 Sports.
5 G. Pitt B.M.W. N.S.
6 II. Kidston B.M.W. N.S.
7 1). E. Smith .Aston Martin 34.12 1st
8 A. Laing Bugatti 35.73
9 Miss Wilby Frazer Nash 27.08 1st

( M iss Dobson )
10 Miss Wilby .Atalanta 30.05

( M iss Brotchie)
CLASS III (B) . up to 2,000 Super-Sports.

11 Peter Clark H.R.G. 26.52
12 D. Greig Frazer Nash 28.52
14 G. Crozier Bugatti 25.57 1st
9 Miss Wilby Frazer Nash 27.08

(Miss Dobson)
10 Miss Wilby Atalanta 30.05

( Miss Brotchie)
CLASS IV (A), 2,000 3.000 Sports.

15 J. Banks Lancia 31.72 1st
16 A. Goldman S.S. 28.51
17 W. Peck Austro Daimler N.S.
18 G. Watson Bentlev 33.01
19 B. Burton Talbot 24.59 1st

CLASS IV (B). 2,000 3.000 Super-Sports.
16 A. <loldman S S 28.51
20 G. Bagratouni Alfa-R omeo 22.44 1st
21 A. Southon H.E. 36.02
>2 A. C. Whincop Bugatti 27 1st V.
«7 W. Peck Austro Daimler N.S.
19 B. Burton Talbot 24.59
50 R. Cowell Alta 23.19 2nd

CLASS III (C) and IV’ (C). 1,100-3,000 Racing.
12 D. Greig Fraser Nash 28.52
23 R. G. J. Nash Nash Inion Spec. 22.95
20 G. Bagratouni Alfa Romeo 22.44 1st
22 A. C. Whincop Bugatti 27 1st V.

CLASS V (A). 3,000-5,000 Sports.
24 G. Campbell I nvicta 27.45
25 1). Silcock Allard 23.79 1st
26 Miss Wilby Atalanta 25.86
27 C. Windsor-R ichards Bentley 29.21 1st V.



CLASS V (B), 3,000-5,000 Super-Sports,
28 L. McKenzie Bentley 23.9 1st V
24 G. Campbell Invicta 27,45
29 C. Windsor-Richards Vauxhall 26,41
25 I). Silcock Allard 23.79
30 G. Fitt Hudson 22.42 2nd
31 S. Allard Allard 22.12 1st
32 II. Kidston Bugatti 26.35

CLASS V (C) J< VI, 3,000-5,000 Racing.
29 C. Windsor-Rich aids Vauxhall 26.41
28 L- McKenzie Bentley 23.9
33 I). FitzPatrick Rolls Royce 29.44
34 C. Windsor-Richards 1 )clage 23.33 1st V
35 A. S. Ileal F.I.A.T. 23.52

CLASS VII (Ladies).
36 A. C. Whincop 

(Miss Strain)
Bugatti 30.6

9 Miss Wilbv brazer Nash 27.08
(Miss Dolison)

10 Miss Wilbv Atalanta 30.05
(Miss Brotchie)

26 Miss Wilbv Atalanta 25,86 1st
43 Mrs. Fry Bentley N.S.

CLASS IN (Consistency)
9 Miss Wilbv I'razor Nash 1st

(Miss Dobson)
CLASS X (All Comers).

12 D. G reig I*'razor Nash 28.52
16 A. Goldman S.S. 25.34
25 D. Silcock Allard 23.45
39 J. Morris

((). Raphael) Benz 28.48
14 (. Crozier Bugatti 24.59
28 L. McKenzie Bentley 23.95
33 D. FitzPatrick Rolls Royce 29.19

3 Mrs. Corbett Fisher
(II. Stuart Wilton) M.G. 21.78 1st

23 R. G. J. Nash Nash I nion Spec. 23.03
34 C. Windst>r- R ichards Delage 23.25

4 G. Symonds M.G. 22,76 2nd
35 A. S. Heal Fiat 23.57

PRE-WAR CLASS.
Formula Figi

A. S. Heal F.I.A.T. 23.52 secs. 123
C. Windsor-Richards I tala 27.13 secs. 134
C. W. 1*. Hampton Bugatti 46.26 secs. 155
J. N. Morris Benz 27.21 secs. 163
B. Samuelson Peugeot 44.71 secs. 222
J. Lander New < Means 156.7 secs. 560



 

 

A RECORD BREAKER MOVES TO NEW 
QUARTERS

Peter Robertson-Rodger is nothing if not a trier. For the 
last seven years people have been trying to buy the single sealer, 
Brooklands lap record, ex-Birkin, blower Bentley. Then Peter 
goes and bursts the Birkin road Bentley at Donington and 
succeeds in scooping the whole issue from under the noses of all 
the people who have been angling for it for years.

So he duly went with John Morley, Francis Hutton-Stott 
and Colin Lindsay-Nicholson to gather it up, ami having found 
that the racing tyres were still continent of air they towed it 
triumphantly away behind John Morley’s quite disgustingly 
opulent Packard, followed by a very great pantechnicon contain-
ing a crankshaft, two new superchargers, Hi pistons, 25 shock 
absorber brackets (very sinister), and a vast agglomeration of 
assorted things as to whose precise mission discussion was at 
times both rile and heated. They also bore away very many 
tyres and a complete issue of pit equipment.

'file incredible thing to me is that not one of the party 
thought of seeing if the engine would start !

Altera loud argument with the management of the "Comet” 
at Hatfield, they secured a reluctant lunch, and then Peter strove 
to insert his ample form into the historic driving seat.

“ Fetch that —— shoe horn ” (featuring John Morley, Peter Robertson-Rodger 
and the single seater.
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VINTAGE SPORTS-CAR CLUB
RESULTS

OF

SILVERSTONE SPEED TRIALS
Held under the General Competition Rules of the R.A.C. and 

the Supplementary Regulations
at

SILVERSTONE
on

SATURDAY, APRIL 23rd, 1949
Under R.A.C. Permit No. B 49

Stewards:
For the R.A.C.—Col. F. S. Barnes.

For the Organisers—Major J. M. B. Dove and E. Sawers, Esq.

Clerk of the Course: H. P. Bowler, Esq.

Timekeeper : A. ƒ. Gibbons, Esq.

Scrutineers: L. C. McKenzie, Esq., and Major L. F. Woolston.

Chief Marshal: D. Hodkin, Esq.

Secretary of the Meeting : Mrs. M. CARSON,
Mellaha, Pack Lane, Kempshott, Basingstoke, Hants.

BROADCASTING BY ANTONE



No. Name Car Date c.c. Time
1st Run 2nd Run

Class 5a. SPORTS CARS 1,501 to 2,000 c.c.
36 J. Jane Lancia 1923/5 1993 47.38 50.21

37 R. Bickerton Frazer-Nash 1660 N.S. N.S.
38 R. Way B.M.W. 1971 32.20 32.71
39 Miss B. Haig B.M.W. 1971 N.S. N.S.
40 R. H. Carter Alvis 1645 46.00 46.61
41 G. R. Grigs A.C. 1991 47.43 47.14

Vintage 1st—36. Open 1st—38.

Class 6a. SPORTS CARS 2,001 to 3,000 c.c.

42 A. P. Southon H.E. 1923 2235 43.89 44.16
43 D. Allen Lancia 1925 2570 44.47 46.36
44 A. S. Heal Sunbeam 1926 2916 42.80 42.60
45 K. B. Salmon Beckenham Sp. 1930 2456 N.S. N.S.
46 I. B. Baillie Bentley 1925 3000 N.S. N.S.
47 B. Morgan Bentley 1925 2996 44.08 44.18

48 P. Waring Alvis 2511 37.80 38.04
49 L. S. Richards Alvis 2511 41.13 40.47
50 F. M. Wilcock Talbot 2276 N.S. N.S.
51 A. R. Nattriss Alvis 2511 41.53 41.93

Vintage 1st—44.

Open 1st—48. 2nd—49.

Class 7a. SPORTS CARS over 3,000 c.c.

52 W. A. L. Cook Bentley 1929 4398 35.81 35.39
53 T. P. Breen Bentley 1929 4398 41.32 40.78
54 M. L. Quartermaine Vauxhall 1925 4300 39.58 40.17
55 P. F. H. Towle Vauxhall 1928 4224 42.20 42.78
56 T. H. Plowman Vauxhall 1928 4224 38.41 43.30
57 G. C, H; Kramer Bentley 1930 4398. 38.10 37.20
58 P. S. Russell Bentley 1930 4500 N.S. N.S.
59 G. G. McDonald Bentley 1928 4576 N.S. N.S.
60 J. Whittingham Bentley 1927 4398 40.17 39.15

(W. H. Stout)
61 T. Longuet-Higgins - Vauxhall 1923 4250 43.83 43.93
62 C. W. B. Milner Bentley 1926 6597 37.80 36.48

63 K. H. Miles Frazer-Nash 3622 35.20 33.18
64 P. Whittingham Ford/Bugatti 3622 33.48 34.50
65 R. C. Symondson Bugatti 3257 34.92 33.56
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No. Name Car Date c.c. Time
1st Run 2nd Run

66 G. L. Hancock Allard 3622 38.15 ’ 38.13
67 A. A. Tulloch Hudson Sp. 4168 33.68 34.37
68 R. F. Wright Lagonda 4453 35.63 36.52
69 B. A. Henry Lagonda 4480 37.91 37.77
70 R. R. C. Walker Darracq 3998 35.98 35.60
71 F. Lycett (L. Johnson) ...Bentley 7963 29.73 t

Vintage 1st—52. 2nd— -62. 3rd—57.

Open 1st—71. 2nd—63. 3rd—64. 4th- —65.

Class 8. EDWARDIAN CARS.
72 B. M. F. Samuelson Peugeot 1914 7410 N.S. N.S.
73 L. Pomeroy Vauxhall 1914 4000 46.09 45.60
74 G. A. Cuthell Hispano-Suiza 1912 3622 51.00 49.40
75 F. M. Wilcock Talbot 1909 2214 N.S. N.S.
76 C. E. Milner Benz 1912 22000 38.92 t
77 A. S. Heal F.I.A.T. 1910 10087 35.64 35.44
78 Dr. G. Ewen Itala 1908 12000 36.80 37.82
79 P. C. T. Clark Mercedes 1914 4496 34.60 34.33
80 L. Taylor Stanley Steamer 1911 1150 52.20 45.03
81 C. R. Abbott Mercedes 1904 4084 75.18 72.52
82 B. M. F. Samuelson Sunbeam 1914 3.298 40.41 41.71
83 S. Tippetts Rolls Royce 1914 7248 49.70 52.96
84 C. L. Densham Sunbeam 1914 3000 50.04 57.41
85 W. A. Hill Hispano-Suiza 1912 3622 40.20 48.00

Time 1st—79.

Handicap 1st—80. 2nd—85. 3rd—84.

Class 9. SUPERCHARGED SPORTS CARS up to 2,000 c.c.
86 D. Parker
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

D. H. C. Hull 
H. H. Cundey
H. N. Edwards
J. M. Ching 
Mrs. Bremner. 
L. H. Heyward
K. C. Jarvis 
J. V. Bowles 
V. J. Hern
O. A. F. Finch

I1

Alfa-Romeo 
Alfa-Romeo 
Frazer-Nash 
Bugatti 
Alfa-Romeo 
Alfa-Romeo 
Austin 
Austin 
Austin 
Amilcar 
Amilcar

1930 
1930 
1930
1929 
1929.
1928
1930
1929
1930 
1929 
1926/8

1750 
1750
1496
1496
1487 
1750
747
747
747 

1100 
1100

41.29
40.61
43.60
N.S. 
t

37.95
42.69
41.32
37.80
36.16
N.S.

97 R. G. Shattock
98 J. D. Hanman
99 A. C. Griffiths

Atalanta
M.G. 
A.C.

1486
940

1997

1st—95. 2nd—90. 3rd—91.Vintage

Open 1st—95.

t This run disqualified—wrong finishing lane taken.

2nd—97. 3rd—98.

36.10
36.48
41.13

*

36.20
74.17
42.47
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Pickworth’s ’Nash at Silverstone.
(Photo by Guy Griffiths)
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CORRESPONDENCE COLUMN
The Editor, .
The Bulletin of the Vintage Sports-Car Club.
Sir,

I wish to protest most strongly against your abuse of your 
office by utilising it to make a vindictive personal attack on Mr. 
Gilbey in the last issue of the Bulletin. I have discussed the attack 
with a number of members and we are of the unanimous opiniön <
that your conduct in this particular matter is deplorable.

Personally I like both you and Mr. Gilbey, but I feel that as 
all readers now know exactly what you think of him, he Gilbey, 
should now be allowed to say in these columns exactly what he 
thinks of you, the Editor.

If the Club cares to hire a formula Maserati for your use, .
Mr. Gilbey can rest assured of the services of Mr. Monkhouse, 
Mr. Fairman and myself as • his seconds. We . will do all in our 
power to. help him beat you and make you choke over your own 
words.

A. C. WHINCOP.
[Personalities do not enter into this publication, but its Editor 

is jealous of the reputation of British drivers, especially in inter-
national events, where foreign competitors are apt to judge the 
skill and courage of British drivers by the performance of anyone 
with an English name.]
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Cook and Breen near the start at Silverstone, Breen’s 4^ is a very fine 
and fast example in standard trim, but it could not compare with Cook’s 

famous ex-Mackenzie machine.

NORTHERN ACTIVITY

The Annual General Meeting of the Northern Section was held 
at the Angel Hotel, Knutsford, on January 8th, and over fifty people 
attended.

This powerful section of the Club has somewhat stagnated 
since the war, and events have been negligibly patronised. At 
the A.G.M., however, an entirely new outlook was apparent, which 
bodes well for the future.

Kenneth Neve has been obliged to give up the Northern 
Secretaryship owing to the rapid increase of his business responsi-
bilities, but Peter Wike has extremely nobly offered to take on this 
arduous task during 1949. Ken Neve remains on the Northern 
Committee, and will also continue to represent it on the main Com-
mittee. Also elected on to the Northern Committee were John 
Ashton, a notable Bentley exponent, and Chris Slater, who thus 
brings the more arctic north into the scheme of things. It should be 
a right powerful team.

Pomeroy, Heal, Carson and Clutton had travelled up from 
London, and Pomeroy took the chair at the meeting. This was 



not seem to provoke much wheelspin. The start was only a few 
yards from the really steep bit, so that people with high bottom 
gears couldn’t get going fast enough for the engine to start biting. 
Techniques varied from slow and steady (which generally paid) to 
highly dramatic performances, which only came off where the 
motor had plenty of power.

In the under 1,500 c.c. Vintage Dr. Kennedy was a regretted 
non-starter on his beautiful 1910 1,100 c.c. 4 cylinder Delage. On 
the whole, the Vintage Voiturettes showed themselves to be some-
what lamentably underpowered, but D. A. Densham (with 
extremely nonchalant juvenile crew) and Dr. Watkins, on their 10-23 
Talbots, had ample power for the job and even more meritorious 
was Bingham with his very standard 1926 Austin Seven. Mrs. 
Malden stopped on the hill to refuel her Gwynne, which was nót 
then equal to restarting. It was curious how the small cars as they 
struggled with the hill, sounded to have bottom gears in the neigh-
bourhood of 10 to 1, which instantly sounded like 25 to 1 as soon 
as they got on the level again.

Ching’s Alfa was impressive as usual, and John Cooper, on 
his F.W.D. Alvis, had terrible things happen to the transmission 
system.

In the over 1,500 Vintage the Alfas were again outstanding, 
having that invaluable power at low revs. This went alike for Lord 
Strathcarron’s well-used 1928 1,750 ; Douglas Hull on his com-
pletely immaculate 1930 1,750 and de Yarburgh Bateson’s rare 
1927 3 litre, also faultlessly turned out by Hull’s garage. Yarburgh’s 
car has excellent road-holding and steering, but its performance 
suffers on English roads through top being rather too high, and 
third considerably too low. High constant-mesh gears would 
make all the difference to this interesting car.

Allen’s and Jane’s Lancias were both good, Julian storming 
the hill at high speed, as he also did the reversing test. Cook, on 
the ex-Mackenzie blue 4|, naturally sailed up with power in hand 
but, most surprisingly, Quatermaine’s 30/98 sounded as though it 
had nothing to spare and he even seemed to be helping out with . 
some clutch-work.

Vaughan’s Delage gave up after hardly more than a token 
effort, but Partridge’s car, despite its heavier coachwork, was most 
impressive.

One might have laid a modest sum on a two litre Lagonda 
passing out fairly early, but Sawers’ machine went up in fine style. 
Wilks’ 1923 3 litre Bentley, on the other hand, could not get going 
fast enough to carry it up the gradient, and much pushing and 
clutch-smell was called for. Eminson’s 1923, 12-50 made the grade 
despite the alarming oscillation of its back axle, which was also in 
evidence during the reversing test.

Among the many superb cars present Ellis’s immense 1925 
Isotta was completely outstanding (in every sense). This was its 
first club appearance and its immaculate touring body, done in an 
almost peacock blue, is only equalled by the job under the bonnet.
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 A most impressive view of Cook’s powerful Bentley on the test hill in 
the Bisley Rally.

(Photo by Guy Griffiths)

It idled up the gradient as though it was level country, while in 
the reversing test Ellis showed excellent judgment in getting its 
immense wheelbase where he wanted it.

This class also produced three Edwardians, of which C. L. 
Densham’s 1914 3 litre Sunbeam tourer was frankly unequal to the 
gradient, and enveloped its manual assistants in a completely 
impenetrable smoke-screen. After the sun had broken through 
again, Hill’s well-known Alfonzo had a go but, as might have been 
expected, it was too high-geared. Hill went through the reversing 
test with all his customary P.O.R. technique.

But the surprise of the whole day—not even forgetting 
Bingham’s Austin—was Bland’s 1914 Studebaker Coupé, which 
made a sure and silent climb with the result never in doubt, except 
for a fear that, with its vast height, it would tip over in a backwards 
somersault.

Among non-Vintage cars, Tulloch, on the big Hudson Special, 
made a rollicking ascent, and Leigh’s handsome Frazer-Nash, 
which parted with some of its transmission in the reversing test, 
nevertheless got successfully over the hill, as also did Leo’s impres-
sive 1936 Lagonda 4|. . Farmiloe’s 1931 2 litre Lagonda, on the 
other hand, was in no way equal to. Sawers’ Vintage 2 litre, and
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Renowned ex-Editor goes motor-racing. Cecil Clutton in his famous 101-litre 
Delage of 1923. On his right, joint owner Forrest Lycett and .pit attendant 

Holland Birkett; on his left, Alan Southon, who rebuilt the car.
Photograph by Guy Griffiths
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Due to the excessive number of interesting photographs available of 
the May 19th Silverstone Meeting, and the limited space available in 
the “Bulletin”, photographs of the second Silverstone are being withheld 
until the next issue.

SILVERSTONE, JUNE 23rd.

Your scribe is now in no doubt as to how to report future Vintage 
Meetings at Silverstone: for it has suddenly dawned upon him that all 
he really need do is to stand by an Antone Amplifier and jot down all 
the relevant material as it falls from the tongues of Messrs. Tubbs, Clutton, 
Heal, Turner and Co. Better still, he could hire a shorthand-typist to 
do it for him, so that he could go and' enjoy watching the dicing ; but then 
a shorthand-typist might get a little muddled by Bunny Malaprop’s 
Risotto-Frascatis and those other delicacies of speech which he dishes 
up to stimulate our receptive appetites. (We overheard one gentleman 
wearing a Club tie and badge say he’d have thought a man of Bunny’s 
calibre would Have known better ; the name was really Isotta-Fraschini 
—and he ,could not pronounce it, either !)

Well, this time your foolish scribe spent the entire previous night 
without sleep, assembling the rear axle of his 40/50 Napier, so that he 
arrived at Silverstone with leaden lids and discharged brain, and the only 
thing quite clear to him was that assistant observers for the “Bulletin” 
must be found. Unfortuately, only one of several who had promised 
help actually produced any material, and I am obliged to John Wrigley 
for many of these notes.

Clot Barker recorded his impressions in the same notebook he had 
used for last year’s Brighton Run, and some of his references may have

Shades of S.C.H.D. Hour High Speed Trial, May 19th 
Photograph by Geoffrey Deason
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become crossed. Albeit, observation of a gentleman who bumped up 
and down to tighten his belt wag presumably recorded on the Brighton 
Road, unless one of our members had suffered shock-absorber trouble 
resulting in some temporary derangement of his manly figure.

If on future occasions anyone would care to observe for the 
“Bulletin”, even to the extent of making a full report, the Editor would 
be grateful to hear from him beforehand ; for consecutive accounts from 
the same pen cannot but have a monotonous uniformity of style and 

• matter.
Shortly before the close of practice, Anthony Heal was unfortunate 

enough to suffer breakage öf the camshaft of his 10|-litre F.I.A.T., 
which probably disappointed the spectators almost as much as it did 
Anthony. Edwardian events are not as well supported as they might be, 
several early racing cars existing in this country which never get an 
airing at ' all these days. Next year, however, Douglas Fitzpatrick may 
have his Maybach-engined Metallurgique monster in running trim, and 
there are remote possibilities that a vast racing Napier may step into the 
breach left by the late-lamented Gordon-Bennett car.

First car away in the first event, ■ a 4-lap handicap for Vintage cars, 
was the Clover-leaf Citroen of E. E. McGowan, which received 44 
seconds start over the next away (Clutterbuck’s Standard Avon) and no 
less than 3 min. 28 sec. from scratch. Haythornthwaite cannot expect 
too many mentions in dispatches unless he can provide an abbreviated 
name for future references, paper restrictions being what they are — 
nevertheless, his Riley 9 motored very well. Nigel Arnold-Forster had 
worked through the night to fit his best engine to the faithful old Frazer- 
Nash, and it was scarcely run in, ■ whilst Birrell’s Bugatti produced lots 
of smoke one way and another. R. J. Barton’s 1928 Austin had a great 
long tail which seemed to hold it back (Birrel eventually retired on the 
second lap), and Tweedie Walker’s Lagonda was clutching its slip. 
Samuelson’s 1914 T.T. Sunbeam sounded very crisp and healthy, but 
Arnold-Forster’s engine pinked loudly and resisted speed, as was to be 
expected. Meanwhile the Citroen, which had air brakes at the front and 
curious wire-spoked wheels which looked Alvis but weren’t, crept 
around and, like Sister Anna, was in everybody’s way. Winner on 
handicap was Spence’s Lea-Francis at an average speed of 60.18 m.p.h., 
followed closely by Len Gibbs’ Riley which averaged 60.08 m.p.h.

Second event was a 4-lap handicap for the Chain Gang, which was 
creditably won by Crowther’s- very nicely maintained example. The start 
was a wonderful moment, with a wide miscellany of the familiar sounds 
of engaging dogs, jumping chains and so forth.

All the F.N.’s were of 1496 c.c., three of them being supercharged ; 
and Scratch-man Sears’ example looked and sounded in fine fettle, 
making a double gear-change soon after leaving the starting . line, from 
which we assume it was fitted with a Duplex chain system. It’s bark on 
the overrun was reminiscent of a G.P. Lago-TalBot, but its bite was not 
quite sufficient to overcome its handicap in the time and distance 

. available, and it finished 6th after an astonishingly fast run.
After the race, Secretary Carson generously extracted his entire form 

from the Onze Légere and applied it to Crowther’s ’Nash, to restart it 
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A Poore view of Goodhew during the Seaman Trophies Race, as witnessed 
by George Monkhouse

with such vigour that he pushed it right away from himself and then had 
nothing left to lean on.

Judging by the resulting indentations on the track, which are there to 
this day, Secretary Carson has a wheelbase only exceeded by that of a 
Bugatti Royale.

All this time, it seemed, there was a very diSTORRbing noise and 
fuss going on in the paddock, a large Teutonic kraftwagen belting up 
and down to everyone else’s intense discomfort and danger, until one 
wished someone would have the good sense to choke it by stuffing a bun 
up its elephantine trunk. Why must we put up with these exhibitionist 
demonstrations long after practice time ?
. Race Three seemed to be all 30/98’s and Bentleys in the traditional 
and evergreen battle, this time won by Wilmshurst’s 4|-Bentley from 
Plowman’s 30/98, McDonald bringing his 4j Bentley into third . place. 
Winner’s speed, 65.08 m.p.h. On lap 3 McDonald had passed Plowman, 
but was overtaken again on the final lap.

A 4-lap handicap for Vintagents and Historians followed, with 
Goodhew starting from scratch in the P3 Alfa-Romeo. Davis slid about 
enthusiastically at Beckett’s in his blown M.G. and the Vauxhalls of 
Binns, Plowman and, , Quartermaine did battle once more with the Wilms- 
hurst Bentley. Goodhew was baulked at almost every comer, which 
could scarcely be avoided, and Powell handled his huge Mercédès as 
though it were a 170 V. Quartermaine was extremely fast round comers 
but lacked urge on the straight, and McNaughton’s Sunbeam understeered 
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as usual: at the end of it all Davis, who had really tried very hard indeed, 
was first past the flag by 42.8 seconds, second being Webb’s Vauxhall, 
and third Mrs. Gibbs in her Riley. All this time Goodhew had been 
racing like anything, and on his final lap he picked up 6 places, averaging 
79.79 m.p.h., to finish a handsome fourth.

Event 5, the 8-lap race for the G.P. Itala Trophy, was less exciting 
than it might have been due to the small number of entries and the fact 
that two of those did not start. Nevertheless there were some exciting 
moments whilst Sam Clutton tried to catch Hern after losing some ground 
on lap 2, when he was baulked. Hern (Amilcar), Clutton and Byron 
(Bugatti) were never'far apart, and Perkins’ earlier 2-litre Bugatti was in 
very good form. Richards’ Riley lost some power, and Storr’s Mercédès 
was probably suffering from elephantiasis of the blower, as there jvere 
frequent phenomenal rumblings “Abdominal” which made one wonder 
whether the plumbing was as efficient.as when it left Unterurkheim. 
Broad’s Austin had, incidentally, caused some entertainment at the start 
by being push-started By three large men.

Until the last moment there remained a chance that Sam might over-
haul Hem, but finally Hern crossed the line first with a lead of only 
eight-tenths of a second.

Event 6 was a handicap for Driving Members, chiefly notable for 
the fine performance and handling of Chevell’s 4.3 litre Alvis-Special, 
which averaged 75.66 m.p.h. to finish second behind Goodhew’s well- 
known Lagonda. Sears’ Frazer-Nash again went extremely fast and left 
delicious noises in its wake, and the F.I.A.T. Balillas of Spiers and 
Metcalfe enjoyed each other’s company until Spiers retired during his 
second lap.

The Edwardian race, always a joy to watch, lacked the usual 
quantity of rapid machinery. Jeddere Fisher non-started because his 
11.1 h.p. Lagonda, which had left his home in the hands of Hamish 
Moffatt in the early morning, never arrived at the course due to magneto 
trouble, and Samuelson wasn’t able to produce his 1910 Talbot.

Costin Densham’s game little Calcott showed its usual form, but was 
caught and overtaken on handicap by Gerald Firkin’s Darracq and by 
Samuelson’s Silver Ghost chassis, and all the time the Itala thundered 
round in the very capable hands of Bob Ewen, a martyr to its handicap, 
but not far behind the Calcott.

McGowan’s Citroen was sent off as soon as possible for Event 8 as 
it had a very substantial handicap in its favour, and Len Gibbs won this 
Vintage and Historic handicap by more than a quarter minute from 

- Goodhew’s Lagonda, whilst in Event 9, Sears drove his Frazer-Nash to 
victory from Frost’s blown twin-camshaft 1750 c.c. Alfa-Romeo.

Event 10 was a 12-lap Relay Race which provided much entertain-
ment for competitors as well as spectators. The fastest car of each team 
of three carried the handicap for that team and set off first, each car 
having to cover 4 laps, although the second could carry on where the first 
one left off, if the second one left off too soon, and the same naturally 
applied to the second and third cars.

Sir Francis Samuelson in the T.T. Sunbeam did a very neat change- 
over with his second string, B. M. F. Samuelson in the 1914 Ghost, who 
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Incidentally, no praise could be too great for George Grigs and his 
grand body of marshals who were so largely responsible for the smooth 
running of this and the previous meeting.

unfortunately ran out of petrol far from the pits, much to .the relief of 
the Third Man, brother R. Samuelson, who was anxious about the 
big-end bearing on his 1924 Humber “8”.

Webb (Vauxhall) also- passed the sash with dexterity to team-mate 
Marsh (Lancia), and Sears, who led Team E, had a small red carpet 
prepared for the occasion, so that he should know exactly where to stop. 
Perkins’ Bugatti thought it ought to ' live up to le Patron’s oft-repeated 
claim about making his cars to go, not to stop, and pranged gently into 
Chapman’s Bentley, which had already had its fling.

Lockhart (12/50) Alvis) cheerfully endures the inevitable, as- a pit attendant 
searches for the remote wheel-studs. Hour Trial, May 19th. A Geoffrey 

Deason photograph

, Marsh’s Lancia came to rest broadside, a marshal just managing not 
to get independently suspended from it, and Arnold-Forster’s ’Nash shed 
an apparently unimportant- part of ’ its anatomy which . was instantly 
swallowed up by a pursuing Bentley, whereas Plowman lost his sash and 
went back for it, more conscientious than others who likewise lost their 
sashes and substituted pocket handkerchiefs. The Webb-Marsh-Pickworth 
team won by 20.6 seconds from the Chapman-Williamson-Bailey team, 
the scratch team (Chevell-Margulies-Wilmshurst) coming in third a 
further 19.6 seconds later at an average speed of 70.14 m.p.h.

And then it was all over, and we suddenly realised that there were 
probably eleven months to wait before it would all happen again.
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THE SILVERSTONE RACE MEETING, on May 3rd.

‘ It’s funny,’ said the present writer to his driver ‘ that last time I 
came here to Silverstone, which was for the Pom Trophy, a kind man 
drove me in an Austin 8, and this itime it’s your Morris 8 ’. ‘ What’s 
funny about that ?’ he asked. ‘ Well, each time the driver concerned 
was invited to come in my car, and it wasn’t, until he arrived at my house 
that he found it was to be his car, because mine always shies at the 
prospect. Last time it wet its sump, and this time it dropped all four 
clangers simultaneously.’ But he didn’t seem to mind, even when we 
hid the Morris in the public car park for 5/- rather than be seen in it 
among the Official Cars for nothing.

The first person we saw was Gerry Crozier, carrying the croziest 
of little brass whales ever, mounted on little brass wheels with very worn 
bearings and smiling at the largef whale with Oriental detachment. 
After that we were prepared for anything, and there it was, right in front 
of us ! ‘ Anything ’ had the ODDEST figure, and her dress was a little 
crumpled round the tail — perhaps she had been sitting on it. She had 
a G.N. chassis here and there, a Riley 9 engine and a Ford steering-box 
and 2 gearboxes giving a total of 12 speeds. An eminent Club Official 
said : ‘ Why the hell... never saw such a ... the Scrutineers ...’ and 
Kent said : T hope it wins !’ Nearby Nigel Arnold-Forster was getting 
his things together, as it were. We looked inside the capacious luggage 
boot of his side-valve Frazer-Nash, and it was full of chains and sprockets 
and pedigree dogs ; the luggage lay on the tarmac beside the car, and 
a mass of extra sprockets and dogs were being chained up by tom and 
bleeding fingers. (Biting the hands that fed them.)

Arthur Fisher was hook, line and sinker under the bonnet of his 
blown 2-litre Lagonda — a genius at play amidst a fantastic web of 
errant pipes and wires. If half of them went anywhere, it wasn’t his 
fault. A very fragile-looking Bebé Peugeot was appropriately labelled 
‘ TENDER CAR ’ ; one way and another we knew we had come to the 
right place. •

Lord Charnwood’s 1911 Coupe De l’Auto 3-litre Delage was a most 
welcome addition to the Edwardian contingent. If anyone can spare 
him a nice steering wheel with a thin wooden rim it would much improve 

• the appearance of the car, and be more ' in keeping than its present 
modern spring Bluemel. A DISS Delage wheel would be particularly 
appropriate.

This was our first meeting to be run on the new club circuit, and 
the majority of drivers seemed to think well of it. The spectators thought 
extremely well of the B.R.D.C.’s new grandstand, which kept them dry 
on the very best corner, and there was no doubt in anyone’s mind that 
the B.R.D.C. were also making an excellent job of such amenities as 
the pits and other conveniences ; moreover the new method of protecting 
spectators on corners whilst still giving the ' drivers a sporting chance of 
survival were much approved.

Anthony Heal, who was lap scoring for the One Hour High Speed 
Trial, installed himself in a neat little single-seater hut with a glass front, 
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looking therein rather like an Emmettic Tram-driver ■; and soon after 
mid-day a lot of familiar faces, sheltered by unfamiliar crash-helmets, 
waited tensely opposite their owners’ cars for the Le Mans-style start of 
this first event of the day. The up-to-1100’s were first off, one minute 
ahead of the remaining field, there being altogether 21 starters. John 
Vessey (Lancia-Lambda) and Rolls (Sunbeam) were very smartly away 
indeed, but Jenkinson’s Bugatti and Edgar’s Alvista were correspond-
ingly slow. Nigel Arnold-Forster, looking rather like Old Bill in a 
particularly rakish Battle Bowler, couldn’t, at first, induce any revs out 
of his Frazer-Nash and was Last Man out. •

Barker spun his Bentley on Woodcote during his first lap, and the 
Clutton/Tubbs commentary began to alternate on the current affairs 
with endless sparks of electric wit to illuminate their very competent 
discourse. Competitors soon began visiting their pits for the first of two 
obligatory stops for mock plug and wheel changes. Jenkinson’s Bugatti 
had its wheel knocked off the wrong way for about half a minute, and a 
fortune awaits the inventor of a power-driven multiple brace for the 
Alvis 12/50 contingent. Nigel A-F lost his few remaining fingers getting 
his wheel off, while Bonham-Christie in another Nash used both hands 
to get his first speed in. Then a twin-cam Sunbeam wearing an Austro- 
Daimler radiator (D. Maclver) pulled in with off-side front brake 
smoking Ferodo-Sobranie, and the other Sunbeam with a Sunbeam 
radiator was seen to have a standard-looking pushrod engine. John 
Vessey wore a neatly painted Lancia emblem on his helmet, and Edmund 
Seal, another Lancia owner, said to the present writer (another Lancia 
owner) that he thought owning an Italian car was like wearing a Swiss 
watch.

The Austro-Sunbeam retired early with a broken gear selector, the 
Sunbeam-Sunbeam ditto with an air-uncooled motor, and Mrs. .Gibbs’ 
Riley let itself down at one corner (of itself) far from the pits, but she 
put it all together again and continued on the spare. Thompson drove 
his 12/50 with great dash, drifting his corners with polished regularity.

After one hour it was revealed that all the Bentleys had qualified 
(Messrs. Hollington, Copeland, Barker and Bailey, all in 4|’s) as did 
the Alvises of Edgar, Hall, Gaudin and Thompson and the Frazer-Nashes 
of A-Forster, Brown and Smart, the Bugattis of Jenkinson and Brand, 
J. Pinkerton’s Austin 7 and Cuff Miller’s Riley 9.

Event Two. 5-lap handicap (approx. 8.5 miles)
The weather now cleared, having rained intermittently throughout 

the Hour Trial, but the course was no less slippery for this event. Bob 
Ewen was at the wheel of the Lycett/Clutton 10| litre Delage, which 
he drove steadily and well, and Paddy Denton a 1| litre blown Alta 
which sounded very healthy and kept all four cylinders going. Margulies’ 
Talbot nearly lost itself once on Woodcote and narrowly missed the 
double decker bus which serves as time-keepers’ office upstairs and 
shelter for all and sundry during rainstorms downstairs. Easdale had 
an even more dramatic series of moments in his blown 1750 Alfa, the 
workmen still building the pits probably seeking danger money as a 
result. Sears drove his post-vintage Frazer-Nash with great brilliance
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Lord Charnwood at speed in his recently restored 1911 Coupe de 
I’Auto Delage, Silverstone, 23rd May. Note the high exhaust manifold 

emanating from the horizontally disposed valves.
Photograph by Max Hill.

If you have tyres to shed, prepare to shed them now. A photograph 
by John Hughes of the start of the G.P. Itala Trophy Race at 

Silverstone, 23rd May
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Dudley Gahagan’s Bugatti is not a bit exhausted after all this dashing 
about at Silverstone. Photograph by K. Wright.

' ~ • • -

Retrospective picture by John Hinchcliffe of the Frazer-Nash Christmas 
Party at the ' Royal Oak ’, Gretton. A Full Sprocket engagement 
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but could not overtake Gilling’s Salmson, third place going to Mason in 
his 4| Bentley, which beat the Wilmshurst Bentley by six seconds of the 
44 which Wilmshurst had to concede to it.

Event Three. — Another 5-lap handicap.
This race was spoilt by there being 9 non-starters (including both 

reserves) out of a field of 22. - Dick Hardy looked awfully Mickey 
Rooney as he sat desaxé in his Hardy Annualcar (alias ‘ Anything ’), and 
Copeland’s Bentley’s rear axle was in such a hurry to get away at the 
fall of the flag that it nearly left the rest of the car and Copeland behind. 
Goodman broadsided his high, wide and handsome 3-litre Alfa-Romeo 
on Woodcote, half-disappeared down the reverse-camber grass escape 
patch, but kept his wits about him and pulled back on to the track with 
no delay at all, much to the spectators’ delight — a notable piece of 
sang-froid. The Fisher Lagonda played Guy Fawkes to the gallery, and 
what was going on in its induction system was nobody’s business, 
including Arthur’s. Treen motored impressively fast in a much nicer- 
looking Riley than last year’s, and Dudley Gahagan displayed a . touch of 
Molsheim Madness by describing a semi-helix right in front of Eric 
Sears in the family Sunbeam (1914 T.T.). J. H. Pratt brought his Bugatti 
home first a mere 5 seconds ahead of Sargent in his Riley, who was in 
turn 3 seconds ahead of Moss in a blown 1500 Alfa-Romeo.

Event Four — The 1908 G.P. Itala Trophy for Vintage Racing Cars — 
10 laps = 17 miles ,

A dramatic start with everyone in everyone else’s way, and nothing 
to see or smell but - smoke. It was Byrom’s race from the very start, his 
impeccable type 51 - Bugatti sounding wonderfully crisp and healthy and 
he driving it with real mastery. For the second successive year Sam 
Clutton had to be content with second place in the big Delage, a mightily 
impressive sight; in -the midst of it all we overheard Bunny Tubbs say 
something over the Antone about ‘ Sir Francis in the purple Sunbeam ’, 
which phrase . seemed somehow in keeping with the nature and title - of 
the race.

Jack Sears tried all he knew to catch and pass Williamson’s 
4| Bentley, having one nasty prolonged moment at Woodcote, but his 
lack of rear brakes on the wet track was a great handicap, and he had 
to wait for the final lap to overtake Williamson, when the latter coasted 
over the finishing line after producing - some really frightening noises 
under the bonnet. ‘ Broken Crankshaft ’ said the -pundits, and everyone 
was very sorry. This was the fastest race of the day, Byrom having 
averaged 69.41 and come in 44 seconds ahead of Sam Clutton.

Event Five — A 5-lap Scratch race for ' Vintage Sports Cars.
In this contest Wilmshurst seemed to handle his 4| Bentley as though 

it were a much smaller and more manageable machine and won deservedly 
from Sargent in his rapid and reliable Riley, the winner’s average being 
almost 65 m.-p.-h. Vessey was good - value in -his Lambda, cornering wide 
and fast, and third place went to George Burton’s 4| Bentley. -
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Event Six — 10-lap handicap, open to all comers
A motley collection of mostly post-vintage machinery, but the first 

three places fell to the only vintage runners, Sargent winning in his Riley 
as a right and proper culmination to a fine afternoon’s sport. Campbell’s 
Invicta exhibited a predilection for sliding off the course, but Sears 
again impressed spectators with his handling of the spruce little Frazer- 
Nash, although he did once do a piece of grass-tracking.

Gerry Crozier swam round in his little whale like a budding Jonah, 
the huge Bentley displaying marked oversteer, which was surprising, 
but it gained 4th place for him, which wasn’t. Tony Eminson, wearing 
the most novel line in crash-proof headgear, did well to get his newly- 

1 acquired Type.37A Bugatti into second place ahead of Frost’s 1750 
Alfa. John Ching was, incidentally, impressively silent and smooth in 
an ex-Brian Lewis Talbot 105.

Event Seven — 5-lap handicap for Vintage Cars
Williamson had miraculously changed his crankshaft (or was it a 

loose float chamber ?) and was all ready to thunder round again in this 
handicap. More rain fell, but this didn’t seem to worry B. E. Brown 
at all, and he won at almost 62 m.p.h. John Charmyood’s wonderful 
1911 Delage sounded better than it went, but it will soon find its form. 
Pratt brought his Bugatti over the line in 2nd place, only two seconds 
behind the Bentley (a feather in the handicapper’s hat) and well ahead 
of Hollington’s Bentley. (Give me back that feather.)

EVent Eight — 10-lap handicap, open to all comers
Ladies first! So Miss J. Bode left early in her 1925 Salmson hotly 

pursued by the rest of the field. Jack Sears in the 1914 Sunbeam shot 
away from Major Bailey’s Bentley at the start, leaving the latter with 
wheels spinning on the line, and Paddy Denton’s Alta couldn’t get a 
proper grip of things in 1st speed, so he put it straight into 3rd. Reynolds 
reversed his blown Austin 7 as the flag fell, but fortunately without 
damaging the next in line. Wilmshurst made no mistakes and pressed on 
regardless, and Byrom was superb to watch in the Type 51 as he 
struggled to reduce his handicap. The Reynolds Austin went ever so 
slow, then slower and slower until eventually it wasn’t going at all. 
Jack Sears used the grass a bit but could not hold the Bailey Bentley, the 
latter winning in fine style from Mason’s Bentley, Byrom and Mrs. Gibbs, 
who had driven her Riley very prettily.

Final race was a 54ap handicap in connection with the ‘Motor 
Sport ’ Trophy Competition. This was won by Len Gibbs in a Riley 
from Mason’s and Wilmshurst’s and Bailey’s Bentleys, in that order.

Altogether a very brave show, not one bit marred by fickle weather, 
and a record attendance with more than 500 spectators’ cars saturating 
the official car park. We were especially sorry for Lt-Col. Michael, who 
bent his 4| litre Lagonda rather badly in practice, and we hope he has 
put it all together again ready for the next time. R. B.

‘ He that driveth (latte out and without mappes loseth his bearings ’ 
(From an old proverb.)
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VINTAGE-HAPPY

What I knew then about motor-cars could have been written on that 
postage stamp (what I know now would take two) as I was — and am — 
a collector of vintage boats. These, for the record, ranged from a naval 
whaler (believed ex-Nelson’s * Victory ’) through, during one of our 
financial crises, a bright scarlet coracle, to our present charming Victorian 
steam launch. Incidentally, if Scott-Moncrieff sees this, Cameron Peck 
does collect obsolete steamers.

However, one felt the urge for wheeled transport, even if only to 
rescue the family from the scene of our latest maritime disaster. But 
what to get ? Natural inclination, or selection, demanded a ‘ car of 
character ’ and a chance perusal of a Certain Periodical showed that 
vintage machinery would provide this. And at a figure within — or at 
least not too far beyond the range of our slender means. Vintage, then, 
but there still remained the question of what make (or marque, as I now 
say) ?

My father rushes all over the landscape in a series of Rolls Royces, 
each larger and more potent, in that silent way of theirs, than the last. 
I remember, in parenthesis, a Phantom III just before the war, with a 
bonnet about twelve feet long — and seemingly full of engine at that — 
and bicycle mudguards. I put the nostalgic thought from my head, and 
cast back among the Old Man’s earlier treasures. There were, let’s see, 
a black and yellow Wolseley coupé de ville, in which the chauffeur, 
lonely and no doubt stiff with cold on his wintry ‘ bridge,’ skidded us 
into the Victorian Memorial at Hyde Park Comer. Then there was a 
Hudson, and purple at that, over which a decent veil will be drawn, an 
incredibly nude Stutz (before my time) a Mercer, a Cole and — a 
Sunbeam.

Sunbeam ! As. a more than usually repulsive small boy, one of my 
few saving graces was a reverence for Sir Henry Segrave : I didn’t know 
Barry Dove then. So I bought all the magazines until I saw just the 
thing — ninety pounds, ‘ enthusiast maintained,’ and reputed to start on 
the button, whatever that meant.

So, one fine Sunday I deserted hearth and home and took the train 
to Berkhamstead to view this perfect piece of machinery, fortified by 
beer and the ‘ News of the World.’ Berkhamstead is a nice place, but 
hilly. I tramped all over those beautiful hills looking for I knew not 
precisely what and then — I saw it. Over a gate, among a motley horde 
of geese and children, I perceived a rather down at heel looking heap, 
at whose depressed and generally bedraggled air my heart sank. If its • 
bodywork grew whiskers, its tyres were bald. I thought of those hills — 
but, at least, if it had been uphill walking all the way there it would be' 
downhill motoring back again. In my mind’s eye I began to see the 
effect of a little brasso here, some paint there, some insulating tape 
there...

I bought it.
The following Wednesday I escaped early from the office and, 

bowler-hatted in the pouring rain scaled all those hills again to take 
over Our Car. The late owner assured me she would indeed start on
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SILVERSTONE—6th APRIL, 1957
In the dark days of petrol rationing—those early days .when we were 

still wondering if the world’s politicians hadall gone mad, the commit-
tee of this club debated our chances of holding a successful race meeting 
while petrol was still . rationed. They need hardly have bothered to 
debate this point, because one has only to look back to the days of Luton 
Hoo (when there was not even a basic ration) and Gransden to realise 
that adversity is a spur which brings out the best in the vintage 
motorist.

And so indeed it was. Numbers were not merely up to. standard— 
records 'were broken in every direction. There was a record number of 
spectators, and of petrol-driven motor cars in the car parks. • The record 
for marshals was exceeded by a very large margin—and what a surprise 
relief, and help this was to the organisers. And a very full day’s racing 
was organised and run, as usual, to time in weather which, though cold 
and windy,' was at least dry.

But perhaps the most important record of the day was one of speed. 
Stuart’s 1937 2-litre E.R.A. did a lap during the seventh race at 82.46 
m.p.h. This was undoubtedly a record for a vintage meeting at Silver-
stone, but it also seems almost certain that it represents an absolute record 
for the Silverstone Club circuit. A letter to Mr. Stuart from the 
B.R.D.C. expresses this belief, but the B.R.D.C. have not got their records 
sufficiently well tabulated to be able to confirm it as an official record 
If, as seems likely, it is a record for the circuit, then this is indeed a great 
thing and Mr. Stuart deserves our best congratulations.

Practice the day before the racing was held on the most wonderful 
sunny spring evening. This first practice period is always a pleasant 
one, so much more relaxed than the hectic period of the following morn 
ing. There is time for conversation, and time for improvement to the 
cars, plenty of room in the paddock, and a preponderance of racers.

J. S. Mudd spent nearly all the practice period rushing round the 
circuit, demonstrating the reliability of his 2.6 blown Alfa Romeo, and 
getting wound up for his stirring drives the next day. D. H. Day had a 
3-litre Bentley which was equipped with a most curious sort of drum 
set across the chassis. The 'exhaust gases were fed into this, and they 
came out of two large holes at the side with the most thunderous noise. 
Day had the theory that the sooner you point your car in the direction 
you ultimately . wish to go, the quicker you will get round the corner. 
Centrifugal force, tyre adhesion and the weight of the car all fought 
against him like anything, but he was not to be put off, and with great 
tenacity of purpose he would eventually get the car on an even keel 
again and going in the direction in which it had been heading since the 
early stages of the corner. •

In the middle of practice came the most dramatic moment of ' the 
day, and perhaps of the week-end. A famous car met with perhaps the 
most dramatic end to its career that any car could wish ' for. Bluebell 
started life in earnest well ' before the war, when she was McKenzie’s own 
car, and raced by him with success for several years. . After the war she 
passed through a number of hands, but McKenzie continued to main- 
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tain and tune her for racing. J. A. Walker, her latest owner, had im-
proved the power output of this already highly tuned Bentley engine just 
a little bit more, perhaps, than McKenzie himself would have considered 
prudent, and the sad result was one enormous explosion on the straight, 
with little rather personal bits of her engine strewn about the countryside, 
and virtually nothing worth • salvaging left under the bonnet. It was fit-
ting that this, the end of McKenzie’s own car, should coincide with the 
official unveiling of the memorial to the man himself.

Saturday was race day, and the practice period in the morning was a 
busy time both on the circuit and in the paddock. Harris’ Austin 7 
seemed to be going better than ever, though Harris was complaining bit-
terly of misfiring and axle tramp. Ferrari’s Alvis was pouring petrol on 
the corners early in practice, though as the level dropped in the tank, so 
the stream from the filler dwindled. Blandford was lapping steadily 
in his very trim and workmanlike blown 1750 Alfa. Burton and 
McDonald were lapping at high speed, McDonald’s speed being slightly 
higher, a situation which was reversed during the races. Clutton had a 
very interesting moment in the middle of Becketts when he discovered 
that contrary to his expectations he was catching up a small four-wheel- 
braked car in the Itala. The Itala’s brakes are not its strong point, and 
some furious heavings with the gear lever were necessary to restore the 
equilibrium without devouring the smaller car. .

John Barber, in a very stark Anzani Frazer Nash, turned his car over 
at Becketts, and then, having got the rather battered car back to the pad-
dock and some sticking plaster on his nose, he got hold of yards of 
rope with which he tied it all together again and then, trusting soul, he 
took it back to the scrutineers, who sadly shook their' heads. Sir Ralph 
Millais had trouble on the circuit with the V.12 Sunbeam which had a 
tendency to stall when he tried to do a standing start with it. As it took 
four strong men to push it to the side of the track it may be that the 
brakes were binding.

Before the motor racing started, we all gathered round the splendid 
new scrutineering bay which had been erected (in record time) in mem- • 

. ory of the greatest and best known scrutineer of them all, McKenzie. 
The fund for this building was organised by the Bentley Drivers Club, 
and it was a great tribute to the V.S.C.C. that they should unveil it at our 
meeting—admittedly the first of the season—rather than at their own 
Silverstone meeting.

Race 1 was a five-lap handicap for Bentleys and others. There was 
an anxious moment for Bamford’s Invicta at the start whelr Vessey’s 
Lambda stalled in front of him. Day, whose cornering technique was dis- - 
cussed earlier, made an enterprising excursion at Becketts on the first 
lap. Burton was on top of his form, apparently a little wild but none the 
less quick, keeping ahead of McDonald. Freeman, whose 1936 Aston 
Martin made the fastest lap, was overtaken on the last lap by Burton 
who thereby gained fourth place behind three other Bentleys. This 

/ happened because Freeman had a most tremendous slide at Copse which 
very nearly brought him to a dead stop, and gave Burton a chance to slip 
by.

[29]
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Through the good offices of Barfy Clarke we are now able to publish this 
hitherto unknown shot of Miss J. Hunter Dunn—the original tennis club 
sports car?



 

What? another Moggie — Yes, but isn’t it splendid to see them in the fold? 
{Roger McDonald)

which took to the grass at Redgate Corner on lap 2, and consistently 
fourth was Seber. After this four came what little excitement there 
was with several horrid hybrids and the standard cars such as Harvey’s 
Riley Lynx and McGrath’s Austin Seven having a great dice to little 
purpose. Bringing the field home was the splendid Aero Morgan of 
Dutton, its watercooled JAP engine making that exciting V-twin noise.

W.R.S.
Race 2,

An eight lap scratch race for the John Holland and Tim Birkin 
Trophies; the former for the winner and the latter for the first Bentley 
home. Unhappily, of the nine Bentleys entered, only five appeared 
on the starting grid, the favourite clearly being David Llewellyn’s 
8.3 litre engined 3 litre driven, on this occasion, by his son Tim, while 
he drove Tim’s 41. Peter Morley had the Bentley-Napier out but, due 
to its power unit hailing from Acton instead of Cricklewood, it did 
not qualify as a contender for the Birkin Trophy.

At the end of the first lap, the Cognac Special already had a good 
lead over the 8.3 litre, followed by the Norris Special, hotly pursued 
by Julian Ghosh who was maintaining a lead over the mighty Bentley

Quite why Ron Footitt is looking so anxious is a mystery—his was a runaway 
victory in the John Holland. (Roger McDonald)
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Napier. Then David Llewellyn shot up the escape road at Park, did 
a smart U-turn and was waiting to rejoin the race when Judd’s 41 litre 
Bentley, coming into the bend with all wheels locked, slid into him and 
they both finished up against the wall with their front wheels inter-
twined and horribly mangled.

Thereafter, Footitt just kept increasing his lead over Tim Llewellyn 
who was building up an even more enormous lead over the Norris 
which was being pressed hard by the Vauxhall with the Napier breathing 
down his neck all the way, to finish in that order. ~Tt must be said, 
however, that the Napier engine clearly was not on full power and only 
just saved fifth place from John Howell’s blown twin cam Sunbeam.

G.W.S.
Race 3. 4-lap Handicap

A nice collection of cars competed in this race including Trisha 
Pilkington’s Ulster race winning Alfa Romeo, Mike Quartermaine’s 
well campaigned 30/98 Vauxhall, Benfield’s immaculate 200 mile race 
Alvis and Wicksteed’s similarly nice racing 12/50 Alvis, Smith’s 
J2 MG, Kerr’s Le Mans Aston Martin and Barker’s V12 Lagonda. 
Regrettably Clutton’s Itala was a non-starter.

The Rileys of J. E. Newman and Fountain led the first lap, but 
Quartermaine in the Vauxhall had gobbled them up by the second lap 
and then held the lead until in sight of the finish. Hine and Barker 
in their Lagondas moved effectively through the field, Barker being 
the faster and he finished third with Champion’s Alvis performing well 
to gain fourth. The real excitement though was provided by Smith 
in the J2 MG who came from midfield to pip Quartermaine on the 
finishing straight to win by two seconds.

W.R.S.
Race 4. Shuttleworth and Nuffield Trophies

Any nostalgic regret was dispelled by the reality of four ERAs 
with hardly a split second between them, screaming down towards the 
Old Hairpin from Holly Wood on lap one. Remus and Hanuman 
(Honpatlin and Bilmoris), R9B and RIB (Peter Mann and Pat Marsh) 
were closely followed by four Maseratis — David Black’s delectable 
2.9 8CM, Dan Margulies 11 4CL, Paul Colborne’s 4CM and Fuad 
Majzub’s famous Appleton Special.

Peter Mann evidently decided to liven things up a bit and came 
round last on lap two and by lap three the leaders had lapped the back- 
markers and R9B was beginning to pick up places. Coming into 
Craner Curves on the next lap, Hanuman squeezed past Remus with 
the gap between these two and RIB increased to 25 seconds.

The tussle for the lead was cut short as Pat Lindsay’s “trouble” 
returned, and he dropped out with a dead magneto. However, there 
was plenty of interest in the midfield as Syd Beer, using all the road 
at Old Hairpin, tried to get on terms with Mike Dodds’ well-turned 
out A.C. Special and Keith Knight’s bumble tailed Riley. Chris Mann 
was by now really enjoying himself and had come right up through 
the field to sixth place, with Margulies next in his sights. John 
Howell’s 3-litre blown twin cam Sunbeam, still looking precisely the 
same as it always does, appeared to be a bit of a handful but Syd Beer,
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At the front of the field, the 8-litre and the 35B got ahead of the 
Bentley Napier on lap 5, with Moffatt pressing Llewellyn hard. Giles 
retired Salome on lap 6 after successfully and consistently defying 
gravity beyond all reason at Woodcote. On lap 7 the Bugatti retired, 
the air pipe for pressurising the fuel tank having broken, and the re-
mainder of the race was rather dull, the 8-litre winning the Itala 
Trophy in some comfort. The Bugatti had done fastest lap at 1-13.9.

The Straker Squire meantime had got away from the Alvis cars 
somewhat, even though Benfield’s was very fast into Woodcote. 
Liddell, therefore, won the Lanchester Trophy.

Winner of the up to llOOcc class was Farquhar’s immaculate Riley 
Brooklands which came 6th overall, doing a fastest lap of 1-23.4 and 
beating all the Bentleys except the winner and Stewart’s 3/44 which 
finished 4th, alas with a suspected broken big-end. Llewellyn fils had 
to retire the Bentley 44 “Bluebell” on lap 7 due to failure of the 
modern oil filter which blew off, shearing the threads. It’s always the 
non-original bits on Bentleys which give trouble, says he pompously.

J.R.N.

G.P. Itala Trophy—not Henlys’ Alvis Day. (.Roger McDonald)

Race 4.
The second of the five lap handicaps was won by Hine in his 

Lagonda. The A.C. engined T.T. Rep. Frazer Nash of Fairley and 
Tony Jones’ newly painted Patience carved their way through the field 
to finish well up. Warrington’s MG F Type Magna sounded crisp and 
the Meadows GN of Malyan and Frazer Nash of Whale also sounded 
well. Gilbert’s Alvis Special was black flagged for spilling fuel but 
finished third just behind Golder’s Riley Sprite. A very entertaining 
race. D.L.L.
Race 5.

Event Five was the Pre-War All-Comers’ Scratch Race, contested 
over ten laps. Peter Morley unleashed the 24 litres of the Napier a 
fraction too quickly, earning a 10 second penalty, but ensuring an 
early lead. Peter Mann, driving the ex-Peter Waller ERA R9B, of
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 While Studio 3 and Patrick Marsh have been over indulging in the bar, John
Millham has been indecently exposing the innards of the Seaman E.R.A.

which he is now the sole owner, made another good start but got side-
ways at Copse and was passed by Bill Morris in Hanuman. Patrick 
Lindsay in Remus had started from back on the fourth row of the 
grid, after postal problems with his entry, but came storming through, 
overtaking Bill Morris through Woodcote to take second place at the 
end of the opening lap. Brian Classic was driving very well in fourth 
place with the ex-Gordon Chapman ERA R2A, cornering in a rather 
un-ERA-like fashion with its Tecnauto IFS, and was followed by 
Harvey Hine (8-litre Bentley), Martin Dean (T51 Bugatti) and David 
Black in his 8 CM Maserati, this being the car raced before the war 
by Whitney Straight and Cholmondley-Tapper, and later used as a 
road car by Gavin Maxwell. Cameron Millar was unfortunate enough 
to stall his big 8CTF Maserati on the approach to the starting grid and 
when the flag fell was still in the process of getting it tow-started, 
eventually departing in this delectable motor car half a lap after the 
field.

After a very quick opening lap Peter Morley, struggling with the 
very hairy handling of the Napier-Bentley on a somewhat oily track, 
dropped back behind the two White Mouse ERAs. Lindsay was diving 
through on the corners but it was Bill Morris who produced a few 
extra b.h.p. from Hanuman to take the lead, steadily pulling away 
from Remus to give himself a 3 second buffer by the half-way mark. 
Bill took Hanuman out to Australia last season for the Phillips Island
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History does not reveal who was riding shot gun for Charlie Martin during the 1937 
T.T. and thus might have been able to respond to this pit signal hung out by Raymond 
Somner.



Hamish Moffat had arrived early and parked the Brescia under a large 
elderberry, which led one pundit to suggest that what looks like a bolster 
tank was really a fermentation vat, if true, the results showed it can’t have 
hindered progress.

Davis I
This is a long track curving gradually upward through the bracken 

and across the side of a hill, being reasonably gentle on its lower reaches. 
However, those with large cars, who went fast found that their cars were 
seized with an irresistable urge to delve into a hew at the bracken lower 
down the hill, which made it quite exciting for those imprudent enough to 
stand below the track—where the markers (much to the consternation of 
the marshals) were to be found. Winder senior, in his modified Humber 
Chummy made his ascent in great style, and was accorded the treat of 
investigating the bracken at the top. Clearly the car has a fondness for 
bracken as it insisted on returning down the steepest possible route, though 
thoughtfully watering the bracken en-route.

The only 30/98’s to clear the hill were Patrick Marsh’s and Spollon’s, 
which demonstrated fine throttle control and spectacular front axle tramp.

Spence’s well known Leaf special made a fast clear climb, with the use 
of much sensitive throttle work. Keith Hill decided it wise to forget the 
track altogether and took to the bracken above the track, blowing the horn 
of his A.J.S. at those imprudent enough to stand on such an eminently 
suitable surface—however it only got him to 12, Just retribution for wear-
ing those false dumb irons, fell on Reed’s Mulliner Austin 7 two seater—it 
ran out of petrol at 6, while the next car—Gunn’s Austin Ulster cleared the 
hill at speed, despite some loss of traction near the top.

Roger Collings’ Bentley—which my 4 year old son assured me sounded 
like a Hoover, seemed possessed of a desire to emulate a crab and travel 
sideways (or perhaps it just found the bracken irresistable) and only made 
14. However, credit for the most spectacular climb must go to John Rowley, 
who was fast and gave an impressive demonstration of “bags of opposite 
lock” before burying markers 11 and 12\ Julian Ghosh would have made a 
clear ascent had not a momentary wish by his car to sample the bracken 
caused an upset to a marker.

Stop Gap
This starts near the bottom of Davis I but makes a direct assault up 

the side of the same mountain and lived up to its name by stopping all but 
12 of the cars.

Thorpe’s Singer tried a quiet climb—which suited the disc wheels and 
erect hood, but failed at 11, while Harris’ 3 litre Bentley could manage no 
better, so Patrick Marsh showed that even a Wensum Sedanca can make 
17. However, the Riley 9’s put many to shame with the 2 specials clearing 
and Jack McEwen reaching 22 in his standard although Howard’s 2 seater 
with twin carbs failed to exceed 12.

At the base of the hill, the scene was enlivened by the sight of bearded 
figures who kept disappearing under Holbrook’s Alvis 12/50 Beetieback. 
However this turned out to be nothing more sinister than proof of the 
inadvisability of interfering with the Captain’s designs as the fitting of a
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The Welsh has never been the forte of the 
Bentley—with one notable exception. 
Here Roger Collings essays Davis II and 
Tim Llewellyn fails to coax Bluebell 
beyond unlucky 13 on Stop Gap.

non original rear fuel tank had necessitated the fitting of a stone guard, 
which was now being hit by stones and becoming dislodged!
Davis II

Paradoxically this hill came before Davis I and consisted of a short 
’orrible climb into the bracken; starting on loose stones and with a vicious 
bump just before it really steepened and became pure mud. Opinions 
varied as to whether this bump was intended to test body timbers or just 
make the back wheels become airborne and make loss of grip inevitable. 
Anyway, it was very spectacular for spectators.

Winder’s Humber was driven with great verve to 24, while Reed’s 
Austin 7 Mulliner reached 24 in Fine style. Spence used the Leaf special to 
great effect and cleared the hill in a deceptively quiet way. Harris’ ’Nash 
came to the end of a spectacular sideways slew at 23. Abbot’s Ford A 
special demonstrated its American antecedents by fitting the cart ruts 
perfectly with its extremely wide track. Templeton’s Velox made 22 and 
showed fine disciplined bouncing, thereby defeating the dreaded bump and 
keeping the rear wheels firmly to the ground.
Lletypeod

This was to prove the hill of vengeance for the big and/or powerful 
cars. It started quietly enough on pure mud but quickly steepened up to a 
fierce climb, with a loose stone surface before becoming mud again near 
the summit.

Roger Collings’ Bentley failed to get further than 20 but saved face by
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25th June 1912. The start of the French Grand Prix. On the left Coquet's Schneider about 
to be flagged off, and on the right Renaux (Gregoire). Lined up behind Coquet is the 
eventual winner Boillot in the 7| litre Peugeot. The second day's racing saw a tremendous 
battle between Boillot and Bruce-Brown in the FI A T driving in what was to prove his last 
grand prix.
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Dick Smith has contrived to make UTW 6 go an awful lot quicker during the winter and went 
extremely well during the hour despite the attempts of the rain to dissuade the magneto from 
producing any spark.. His enthusiasm took him onto the grass once or twice, but not so 
comprehensively as Rolfe in his 4% who was able to enjoy a chat with the marshals. (Jim Moir)

standing start quarter mile and with a car shaped like a shiny brick a quite 
remarkable 12-11 secs for the flying sector of the sprint. Only the streaming 
wet conditions in the blind, which defeated his magneto, prevented him 
giving Horton a run for the Densham Trophy. As an example of the 
essential affinity mentioned in the first paragraph there can be no better 
choice than Liddell who did an impressive 5-1 seconds in the braking test 
with the rear-braked only Straker Squire, and won the Edwardian 
Pomeroy Trophy.

This reporter would find it easy to drool on for pages about this 
superbly organized event, but will only draw your attention to some 
interesting details: Channon’s 14-36 secs for the standing quarter mile with 
the ‘little’ 4-7 Cobra on a wet surface, uphill against a stiff breeze, Felton’s 
16-16 secs in the 8c Alfa, Duffy’s 7-75 secs for the flying sector in the D-type 
Jaguar. It was lovely to see the T43 drivers gentling their Bugattis away for 
the first few feet before booting off to quarter mile times in the seventeen to 
nineteen seconds bracket.

The club has gained not a few Associate members with the good sense to own post-war N ashes as a 
result of the generous gesture by A. F. N. Ltd. which led to such cars' admission to the Nash 
Section. This is Jackson's Le Mans Replica in the second hour trying to lose its number.

(Jim Moir)
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By my count there were three Edwardian cars, 9 PVT, 12 Vintage, 17 
fitting broadly into the Historic class (say up to about 1964). It is evident 
that in this last category the cars are benefitting from all the serious racing 
that goes on. The Sabre’s time in the quarter mile when road tested in about 
’61 was around 18-2 secs and the Nash times of 16-75 and 17-56 secs speak 
volumes for the preparation that goes into them. If you add the detailed 
chassis tuning that must have been undertaken, it begins to look as though 
the Histories are set to win most of the remaining Poms until the oil runs 
out or they redevelop Silverstone as Milton Keynes’ HGV overnight 
parking lot.

In short—unless your prewar car can better 19 secs and your postwar 
one 15 secs, for the quarter-mile, then you’ll have to forget about winning 
the event and settle for a first or second award (or regard it as an enjoyable 
way to pass a March Saturday). No matter how good a driver you may be. 
Interesting though, that the Bugatti T43 is still so competitive on handling. 
What a brilliant vehicle it was (and is).

J.McL.
RESULTS

Trophy: Rew Densham Trophy: Horton.
Edwardian: Liddell.
Firsts: Phillips, Jackson, Roberts, Joice.
Seconds: Kettel, Conway, Smith, Malyan, Lindsay, Dutton, Morris. 
Thirds: Mason, Wills, Lees, Barker.

THE 1982 WESSEX
Saturday was a marvellous day. The rain which had made the drive 

down from London rather like the curate’s egg had stopped by midday. 
Your reporter was mounted in? on? Tim Llewellyn’s racing 4{ litre (one 
gallon for xenophobes) Bentley “Bluebell”. Tim, unable to compete due to 
pressure of exams, had lent the car to Harvey Hine, on only his second trial, 
and sent Llewellyn senior and missus along to respectively keep an eye on 
things and goad H. to greater efforts.

A tour of the car park before the start produced such amusing sights as 
Roy Adnams with the Peugeot JAP tightening the valve caps to prevent 
them erupting rather like 3 inch mortar rounds through the top of the 
bonnet, the president looking most serious as he tried to drop the wheel 
studs down inside the drums of his muddy Ford whilst changing over to his 
knobbly tyres, and many other old friends.

Your reporter was then transported to the delights of Crowland Copse 
which was under the observation of Rosemary Burke:

Luckily the spring which caused the lower part of the approach road to 
turn into a river didn’t affect this section; Brian Gray in his 30/98 took some 
barracking when he demolished the No. 3 marker on the way up and had 
another go at it when coming down. The two little Gordon England Cup 
cars of Downes and Evans went up here very well; statedly standard cars 
and obviously light, the passengers sit well back over the axle and the 
wheels get a good grip.
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Above, a splendid pair of marshals' 
conveyances—a Twin Cam Sunbeam and a 
one-pot Levis. Seen at St. Michael.

Alongside,your roving reporter in the back of 
the Hine Bentley giving new meaning to the 
expression "normally seated”. This is 
Batcombe 1.

half way up to cause problems. The drivers who had not bothered to walk 
the hill had problems, Garland apparently running out of power at the turn 
and the other lower powered cars not managing the steep second half, 
Harding running out of road rather than power. St. Michael was a gentle 
climb on grass and seemed to cause few problems for those who got away 
from the muddy start line. Surprise failures here were Thirlby and Adnams 
who only got to 6 and 1 respectively and Spollon who only got to 7 in the 
Wensum.

Sunday dawned grey and wet, the fine weather of Saturday finally 
breaking to give way to greying clouds, mist and drizzle. By the time we 
reached the quarries to perform our 6 hills of the day the ground was well 
wetted, it having rained since about 11 o’clock the night before. This was 
great, the Wessex as one remembers it, having to slither over wet rocks and 
through thick mud. We inspected Callow and decided to leave it until the 
early cars had cleared some of the mess at the start of the rocks, and retired 
to the other side of the road to try our luck at Quarry Side.

Quarry Side was a straight, fairly clean climb to 20 followed by a very 
muddy zig-zag to get to the top. There were many delays here to let cars 
down as there was no return road. The best way up was to go as fast as 
possible up the straight climb and rely on momentum to carry you through 
the mud. Most cars got to the corner but only the better drivers making 25, 
Collings and Evans in long wheelbase cars and Uglow, Leigh, Moffatt, 
Clarke and Mann in short wheelbase cars. Other good scores were Garland 
with 24 and Hine with 23. Sudjic’s Tatra managed an impressive swing axle 
15, a sight for sore eyes!
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Branislav Sudjic's latest acquisition—- a 1929 Type 12 Tatra. It seemed a little underpowered 
with only 998 cc to pull the saloon bodywork along and had the interesting suspension 
arrangement of swing axles at the rear and beam at the front. (TJ.T.)

V.Hr A/ £

Pig Lane was a straight power climb over rocks to the top and thence 
round through pretty woods to the bottom of Quarry side again. Few cars 
had any problems in clearing this relatively straightforward hill. It was thus 
possible to watch the cars climbing the hill you had just left from a 
grandstand view. By this time the mist was so bad that you couldn’t see the 
quarry on the other side of the road. You could however hear the echoing 
reverberations of the Peugeot JAP to such effect that had there been snow 
about one would have feared an avalanche!

Callow still looked muddy so we decided to try the two hills at the top of 
the quarry. These were very muddy, only Leigh and Uglow managing to 
clean Cable, a good score here being 12. The best sight here was Armitage’s 
Phantom I, who with thoroughly syncopated bouncing had the back rising 
and falling some two feet to score 8, a most impressive score for such an 
unsuitable car. Other good performances were Garfitt with 17 and Clarke 
in the plate glass Austin 7 greenhouse, which obviously is no relation to the 
grotty chummy who made 20, and Stanley Mann in his Le Mans Bentley 
Austin 7 (a sort of Austin 7 masquerading as a Le Mans Bentley—even 
down to a large slab tank and a winged “B” on the radiator) who got to 19.

Thence further up a very bumpy track to Quarry Top a very churned 
up right hand disappearing into the gorse bushes. Very few people got 
round the first corner, and nobody found out what 25 was like—a real 
stopper, best score here was Leigh with 17.

We then returned to the bottom to attempt the two Callows. Callow II 
was the easier of the two and by this time most of the moss at the 
bottom had been scrubbed away. This turned out to be a good romp up on 
stone all the way up, a healthy roar all the way to 25. Most of the more 
powerful cars managed this hill, surprises being Moffatt who only got to 15 
and Mrs Moffatt who got all the way to the top!
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Shelsley Walsh June 9th 1934. The late Eddie Hall (K3 Magnette) taking the sports car 
record at 44-2 seconds. (F. R. Logan)



 
 

THE LAKELAND TRIAL
November 6th

Well it had to happen sooner or later. The Editor was for once so 
preoccupied with other matters that the question of finding a reporter for 
the Lakes completely escaped his mind—and once in the Northern 
hemisphere there seemed no one who was both literate and unemployed. 
The latter condition may have been a deliberate ploy adopted on sight of 
the Editor with a somewhat plaintive expression.

The weather was really quite kind—though it became very cold indeed 
by the end of the afternoon. That condition was compounded of course if 
your last hill was the dreaded Drumhouse, which it was for Julian Ghosh’s 
30/98 in which the editor was transported around the hills. Whilst the 
general format of the event was much as in previous years, Dick Smith and 
his team of hill scrutinizers had replaced the delights of Sletharry and the 
other hills in the Setmurthy forest with some new ones in Wythop Woods: 
Routen Beck Rise, Sale Fell and Nanny’s Peep. In addition we were sent to 
two more new hills in Alan Dunn’s back garden, Burthwaite and High Side.

Fortunately the photographers were out in force and so in addition to 
the list ofa wards you .may ponder the selection of pictures and for the first 
time ever a complete set of results from which you can make your own 
extrapolations.

AWARDS
Class Two
Kirkstile Plate: Threlfall . 
Firsts: McEwen, Gray. 
Seconds: Jones, Ghosh. 
Thirds: Evans, Downes.

RP 1951 Cup: Winder.

Class One
Kirkstile Trophy: Winder.
Firsts: Spence, Uglow, Blake, Clarke R.
Seconds: Clarke, B., Fenner, Johnson, D., Phillips.
Thirds: White, S., Mann, Marsh, D.

MacKinnons spartan Riley on the lower and gentler slopes of Beck Wythop. It gets rather steeper 
later on—but not so much so that a 30/98 can't stop and restart when a failed Wolseley is in its way 
and the walkie-talkie has failed to report the obstruction to the start.
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The Winder Special emerged from a long 
period of hibernation with a dealer but only 
essayed six of the hills—here it it seen on the 
first stage of Prickly..

Alongside we see Tony Jones and crew— 
Margaret Rowley finds the prospect of 
Thirlby's Folly so daunting that she clings on 
for dear life.

Llewellyn scoring 15 on Sale Fell—high enough to beat all the others in Class 2 and a creditable 
effort amongst Class 1. (Roger McDonald)



 M.C.C. Exeter Trial 7/8th January 1983 
by B. R. Akeshoe

Once upon a time, the entries for Class 7 of the Exeter Trial were very 
varied, ranging from the Austin 7s right up to Briginshaw’s 1920 5-7-litre 
Daimler tourer. Many of the hardcore of the V.S.C.C. competitors were 
there, including the Model A Fords of Tom Threfall and Richard Campbell, 
carrying Di Threlfall and Martin Grant Peterkin as their respective 
bouncers. To provide a little contrast Barry Clarke’s Austin, Grotty 
Chummy, was due to be followed by Tim Llewellyn’s 4| Bentley tourer.

A team of three Nash’s had been entered, including Mark Joseland’s 
Fast Tourer and David Leigh’s TT replica, and Freddy Giles’ Boulogne. 
Unfotunately both Barry Clarke and Freddy Giles had to drop out due to 
illness, but luckily Freddy was able to delegate the conduct of his car to his 
two sons. Dear’s 1935 M.G. PB Cream Cracker was entered, also
R. H. Comber’s 1937 Morgan 4/4.

The first hill after breakfast was at Tiverton. Now it was light the hills 
were beginning to get a little more difficult, and this hill’s ruts showed signs 
of the ability to re-arrange a modern car’s floor pan. With their abundance 
of ground clearance, all the vintage contingent romped up this hill without 
any trouble.

Next was Fingle Bridge, which is a hill that the M.C.C. have been using 
for many years. The hill is very similar to the top section of Drumhouse, but 
not so steep, and having a similar surface. The second hill at Fingle Bridge 
was a new hill, with a steep grass gradient flattening out at the top with a 
stop and re-start half way up. Most of the old cars, to their owners’ 
amazement, climbed this hill without too much trouble, but unfortunately 
Tom Threlfall did not clear the stop and re-start within the required three 
seconds.

Giles Junior is pulled up Simms on the end of his broken first gear chain.
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R. G. J. Nash at the Bugatti Owners' Club Hill Climb at Chalfont St Peter, May 21st 1932 
itl The Terror. (Rivers Fletcher Collection)



 
 
 
 

 

Lofty England (Manx T.T. racing motor cyclist, racing mechanic, 
RAF. pilot, team manager and ultimately Jaguar chief executive) had come 
over from his home in Austria and tried to get both Mike’s mother and Sir 
William Lyons to come to the Reunion, but this did not prove possible, 
however, we had a message from Mrs Hawthorn to say how pleased she was 
we were remembering her son in this way. I told Lofty I had been present at 
a race in a Brussels park in 1946 in which he drove the Dunham Alvis, and 
he said he had spent a hectic few days before the race converting this 
Brooklands single-seater into a two seater sports car so it would comply 
with the regulations. He presented the laurels to the winner of the postwar 
sports car race, who fortunately drove a Jaguar. John Bolster presented the 
laurels to the winner of the Shuttleworth Trophy, who fortunately drove an 
ERA and Brit Pearce did the same for the winner of the Hawthorn Trophy, 
who fortunately drove a Ferrari Dino. Peter Hull

The Bill Phillips Trophy. Unhappily a monster traffic jam prevented the Bulletin arriving in time 
to bring you a first hand report so all we can do is to report that the race was won by Summerfield 
(Avon Bentley)from Keith Schellenberg (3/4%) and Woodley (Alvis Firefly). The trophy was won 
by T ay tor's Le Mans Aston for the third time. Here we see Bryson's Riley leading MacDonald’s 
Rapier and others around Woodcote. (Harold Barker)

Event 2—the first Five lapper. Cotter (J 2 Midget) leads Bailey’s AC and Bugler's Lagonda. Dods' 
AC won at 71-34 mph from Gunn’s MG and Rickett’s Riley. (Harold Barker)
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Event 3
Once again the Boulogne Trophy 10 lap Scratch race for Vintage 

Racing Cars saw a marvellous battle between Foottit’s Cognac Special, 
Morley’s 24 litre Bentley-Napier and the Russell and Schellenberg 8 litre 
Bentleys Alain de Cadenet in the 1930 26 M GP Maserati unfortunately 
non-started, as did Stirling’s Norris Special and Lake’s Amilcar-Riley.

Ron Foottit and the Cognac Special were quite obviously both in 
fantastic form, immediately taking and retaining an increasingly command-
ing lead and winning the Trophy once again at the superb speed of 
78-76 mph which looked even faster when glimpsed by your reporter from 
John Scott’s pit.

Peter Morley and Gordon Russell followed very strongly into 2nd and 
3rd places, despite the Bentley-Napier having had a new clutch delivered 
and fitted only the night before. Keith Schellenberg’s Bentley took 4th place 
after some close fighting with Mr. P’s Ford which eventually succumbed, 
yielding 5th place to the resolute John Howell’s T45 which appeared to be 
firing on all 16 throughout and left Julian Majzab’s T35B and Tim 
Llewellyn’s 4| Bentley at 7th and 8th.

Event 4 5 Lap Handicap incorporating Edwardian and Light Car Race
A good entry of Light Cars was disappointingly reduced by several non-

starters, including both Salmsons. Lee never appeared and Branislav 
Sudjic, having driven over-night from Edinburgh and passed scrutineering, 
suddenly suffered a cracked head.
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The Club's first President, Sammy Davis at the wheel of a Three Litre Bentley in the 
opening stages of the 1926 Le Mans. (BDC)



 
 

 

Happy scenes in the Paddock—young atten-
tion to Venables MG was to no avail, older 
and more successful to R9B, and ‘ You too can 
have one like Daddy's when you grow up.'

(Royer MacDonald and Ashley Sadler)

Event One: Hour Blind
However hard one tries to say the Forty Minute High Speed Trial, there 

is no substitute for the old title. David Franklin was too busy keeping 
drinking drivers off the track to exercise the Scott 30/98 in company with 
others who had less well known problems. Guy Spollon ‘led’ from the start 
in the 4^ Bentley, set fastest lap at 1-22 and completed one more circuit than 
was strictly necessary for his tankard. Retirements included Smith’s Alvis 
and the Nash of Newton and Kettell, Simon Llewellyn failed to qualify 
Bluebell despite brother Tim burning a finger during the plug change, 
and—mirabile dictu—a Blackburne engined Frazer Nash (Buxton’s 
Shelsley) successfully completed the course. Nine of the twenty seven 
starters chose to change their plugs on the first lap. (Pause for letters of 
complaint from nose out of joint ’Nash owners.)

I
!

Different ways of keeping your hands full during the Hour Blind—David Payne Stewarding while 
Alastair Pugh has a plug changed on his immaculate Anzani Nash. (G. Gibson and Ashley Sadler)
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Event Two: 5 Lap Handicap
Nine—that number again—failed to make the grid for the first of the 

afternoon’s four 5 lappers, perhaps because they didn’t want to be in a race 
which showed just how much the Club has changed in 50 years. Seber’s 
Wolseley Hornet—a different one apparently, because he has sold the 
original device to a little man somewhere on the other side of the world— 
won from the 10 second mark ahead of Burrell in the Bentley Royce and 
Woodley’s Alvis, both from 55 seconds. Excellent handicapping—which we 
were to witness later on in the racing as well. Burrell took fastest lap at 
75-86 mph (1-16 minutes).

Event Three: GP Itala and Lanchester Trophies
The wisdom of warming up laps was brought into question when Julian 

Majzub capsized his Type 35B before even reaching the start. This delayed 
his start altogether and everyone else’s by nearly half an hour. Nick Mason 
and John Horton shared the front row of the grid in their Type 35Bs— 
which remained upright throughout—and John Howell (Type 47 Bugatti) 
and Harvey Hine (3/4| Bentley) shared the second. Mason made a good 
start and led Horton to the flag, finishing 13| seconds ahead. Bob Roberts 
enlivened things a little by spinning at Woodcote on lap 7, and Wills (Type 
35) led the pre 1926 unsupercharged department (Lanchester Trophy) 
despite sounding rather fluffy on lap 5. Martin Stretton was trying very 
hard and going indecently quickly for a car that managed to win the Chain 
Gang’s fastest standard Nash at Prescott award. He finished in fourth place 
behind Harvey Hine and ahead of Trisha Pilkington (1750 Alfa) who gained 
a place when Roberts span.
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RACE I. Brooklands Society Trophy Race. (5 Laps)
Twenty-five cars entered for this race—the Brooklands Society Trophy 

handicap comprising a general selection of racing and touring vintage cars. 
Smith son no. 2 was in the Frazer Nash, Mrs. Tim Llewellyn was driving 
the blue 4f litre Bentley (which originally belonged to her father —keep it in 
the family!), John Harris in his standard touring Lagonda, Burrows in the 
Alvis Sped 25 special—still being retarded by cable brakes, Hurwood 
driving his Ulster engine mounted in Stanbridge’s Austin Ulster.

First away was the Ulster of Hurwood together with Boyack’s Aston 
Martin. They were followed by Hancock in Balilla Fiat and Fountain in the 
Bugatti/Riley Special. Last away was Tom Threlfall in the McDowell 
Racer. He was still on the pits straight when the field reappeared round the 
chicane with the Bugatti Riley in the lead, followed by Boyack’s Aston, 
Hancock’s Fiat, Walker’s Alvis and McGrath’s Austin. Fountain held the 
lead throughout. Di Threlfall, who challenged for the lead on lap 3 was 
herself overtaken by Willie Green driving the Heelis Riley, and Willie 
finished second followed by Sparrowhawk in the 4-3 Alvis (who recorded 
the fastest lap of 70-73 mph).

DM

RACE 2. The John Holland Trophy
No Bugattis took part—after watching Peter Morley’s getaway in the 

Bentley-Napier, you realised why: their panelwork was important. Initially 
it looked as if Ron Footitt was going to waltz into the distance, but an 
errant plug lead saw Ron pit at the end of the first lap—he rejoined to set a 
new vintage lap record, but two laps behind eventual winner Tim Llewellyn.

Freddie Giles entertained with some sideways motoring until he 
succumbed to big end failure—or at least his car did. There were three chain 
driven devices powered by AC engines, which must represent about half of 
AC’s vintage engine production...

All in all, a rather processional race, with best value coming from the 
Goodman/Farquhar/de Wills Rileys dicing for sixth, although they were 
■rudely interrupted by Martin Stretton’s ’Nash after the latter had dived into 
the pits, opened the bonnet theatrically, and dived out again. As his driving 
style was rather less rallycross than usual, maybe there was something 
wrong with the car.

Tim Llewellyn’s life won’t be worth living after yet another victory in the 
3/8 device—he lapped wife Cindy in the admittedly lower powered 
Cricklewood machine mysteriously named ‘Bluebell’. Other north London 
products, or derivatives thereof finished third (Morley in the tire smokin’, 
gut rumblin’ beastie) and fifth (Schellenberg, fresh from Eigg in his 3/4|), 
separated by Dick Smith’s ’Nash, and Tom Threlfall’s Ford thingy, which 
has oversquare dimensions.

Perhaps we might see a few more genuine vintage racing cars next 
year—they might put these specials in their proper place...

MG
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Race 3. 4/5 Lap Handicap
Race 3, a five-lap handicap for the slower cars, was honoured by before- 

and-after V-16 BRM demonstration runs, conducted respectively by 
Messrs. Green and Corner, so the meat in the sandwich was understand-
ably just a little less tasty. First away was Comber’s rare Standard 10- 
engined 4/4 Morgan (No, it didn’t have ten engines!) followed by Warner’s 
very smart NA Magnette. Gillies stalled his Ulster, then Baker’s Riley and 
Painter’s Kayne Special MG appeared to share a false start. The Morgan 
eventually succumbed on its final tour to Baddiley’s Speed 25 Alvis which 
had been moving most effectively through the field, hotly pursued by 
Dolton’s Magnette and Bellenie’s Riley Special. However, it transpired that 
Ash’s 12/50 Alvis, Waller’s Austin Seven and Wortley’s Morris Oxford 
Special had been required to complete merely four laps, and that there had 
in fact been a convincing victory for Longbridge over its rival from Cowley, 
with Baddiley relegated to third. David Sewell

David Black in the Alfa-Romeo leading Willie Green in ERA R9B and Martin Morris in R11B. 
(Roger McDonald)

Race 4. Shuttleworth and Nuffield
The decision to watch this race from the in-field near the Old Hairpin, 

looking from a great height, turned out not to be the best idea if being close 
to the pre-war racers is the desideratum. From the start Lindsay in R5B 
appeared just in front of Black in the Alfa, with Martin Morris third and 
what looked like Peter Mann’s R9B fourth. In fact this car was driven by 
Willie Green, who briefly overtook Martin on lap 3 or 4 perhaps.

This excitement did not last, since Green experienced oil surge on lap 4 
and had to ease off. We knew this happened with sports cars like Speed 6 
Bentleys, but were slightly appalled to learn that proper racers did it as well.

For the first few laps there was some good dicing variously involving 
Spollon’s R8C, Venables-Llewellyn in Lord Raglan’s Bugatti Type 51, 
Classic in R2A and Mason in R10B. Colborne’s Maser had a fairly lonely 
race as did the President’s RIB, but Patrick was running in a new gearbox, 
originally purchased in Zimbabwe. Sweet’s MG KN was quick whilst it 
lasted, whilst Guy Smith’s Alvis-Nash was apparently slightly brakeless at 
one end. Hawkins’ ERA-engined Riley TT Sprite was impressively fast. 
Lindsay and Morris were both very fast through the hairpin, but Black 
seemed to be demonstrating better torque out of that corner, not 
surprisingly. The finish became rather processional, the order being 
Lindsay, Black, Morris, Green and Colborne.
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Evidence in the Cricklewood Enquiry of 1985. My name is Cindy Llewellyn, Mr Nutter, and I was 
following my husband Tim Llewellyn in car 39 through Becketts and I have to testify that he thought it 
was a Frazer Nash he was driving. Yes, his attitude is not only affecting you as Editor of the BDC Bulletin 
but our members as they attend picnics, tea parties and concours events. Yes it is true that he did win the 
Boulogne Trophy. (Ashley Sadler)

SECOND SILVERSTONE 
by RB in charge, and IMP, ROWK, 

CJB and others in her team.

Paddock Scene
Perhaps one of the more interesting 

sights in the Silverstone paddock, after the 
cars and Peter Hull on his bicycle, were 
members of the Committee marshalling— 
good show and votes of thanks for the 
example. Another respected member of the 
Club was caught in the full glare of a pair of 
PlOOs during the night when he rose from 
his camp bed and crossed the paddock to 
the gents in the nude. He hid his face!

The paddock had changed enormously 
over the last decade; it is certainly within 
quite youthful memory that everyone 
parked by their numbered oildrum and 
could watch the races from the pit roofs. 
Nowadays we could have been the GP 
circus itself with all the transporters and 
mechanics; initial reaction to this splen-
dour is to deprecate it, but on reflection it 
was quite fun—the only real grumble is that 
to visit any of the out-flung ordinary com-
petitors and see their cars was hard on the 
feet.

Another perennial Vintage moan is the 
average age of competitors, but you only 
have to watch Ben Black balancing the Alfa 
through Copse to know the young are 
there, keen as ever and delighted to drive 
our cars for us.

RB

A properly garnished report of the 
meeting must place it in its setting of an 
excellent and hassle-free day’s racing, high-
lighted by the Maserati race (arranged by 
Cameron Millar) with eight 25OFs on the 
grid.

Race One
As a hors d’oeuvre this six-lap scratch 

race—including the Bill Phillips Trophy— 
did very well. Paul Grist obviously thought 
the handicappers has underestimated the 
capabilities of his Alfa Monza in putting it 
on the third row, and was into the front row 
before the flag actually fell at the start. He 
remained in third spot to the end of the
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Wood Farm was included again, this year, perhaps to spread the entry about the map a bit as it is 
no stopper, however picturesque. Some consternation was caused when a competitor used some dry 
stone wall as ballast; no names, no pack drill but if the Eigg Ferry is torpedoed this year, look to the 
farmer!

Hickling’s Dodge, looking like a ghost of a Paris-Nice racer haunted the fells, frightening the 
natives, President Collings’ Mercedes looked equally unlikely but less frightening; perhaps the result 
of one’s familiarity with this apparition.

With the impending retirement of the management team of the Lakeland, Smith reported to be 
setting up stall in Whitehaven Market selling second hand sprockets and teeth; Rushton to run an 
Oxfam clinic and Dunn to run a breakers yard. It is becoming the province of the younger generation. 
Andrew Smith, known for thrashing Dad in the family ’Nash was strong on the organisation sid with 
fiancee Gillian and the paperwork, as usual, arrived on time with good humour the keyword.

Photographers are well advised to put their name on the backs of photographs, each and every one when 
they send them to the Editor. The Editor thinks these two pictures of Mr Rance in his Trojan Utility 
lacking Alpine gearing and of David Hescroff in the AC 16/80 were taken by the MacDonalds of the 
Lanchester ilk.
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LAKELAND POSTSCRIPT
Mr Poe, when he arrives at the Horseshoe Inn at Lorton on the Friday lunch time of the Lakeland 

Weekend, always enquires off the landlord as to his health and to what is the going price of a pint of 
Jenning’s beautiful draught beer. This year he received the customary reply that it was excellent, and 
the price was up by four pence, to 76p. Mr Poe replied as normal ‘All’s well, the quality is miles higher 
than my local and, it is also lower priced than the 79p I normally spend’. This always brings gasps of 
astonishment from those living in, or near, the Great Wen, whose tales of paying over a pound and 
harrowing stories are told of £1-20 being not uncommon this year.

A member of the committee was upset this year. It is well known, he says, that 30/98s are 
magnificient in trials and Bentleys are absolutely useless. What do we find but that young Tim 
Llewellyn wins the Bridge Hotel trophy for winning Class 2, which is supposed to be the reserve of 
3O/98s and the best that they can do is two seconds and two thirds—what you might say snapping at 
Cricklewoods heels.

Raughton Beck Rise is one of the great hills of the Lakeland Trial and needs a large flock of 
Marshals to run it and Land Rovers with winches to tow cars that fall off it—there is no going back to 
the start on this section. The hill start with a long ascent, looking down precipitately to the Bridge 
Hotel and Lake Bassenthwaite hundreds of feet below. It is a curved ascent so Marshals have to be 
spread along its length to pass messages to and fro. Suddenly the section curves into the trees and it is 
from here on the cars fail on an ever changing section. The two Land Rovers are needed to effect 
winching up of the failed cars but the last third is up to Marshals. It is a gruelling section for Marshals 
and one ‘lady’ passenger ventured to complain that she had been kept waiting at the start. Her ears 
should have burnt for the rest of the night.

Tim Llewellyn's crew were as yet unaware of the 
importance of the occasion for the illustrious name 
of Cricklewood or else you would have thought 
they would have treated the event with more ~ 
gravity. The Cricklewood Enquiry could still be 
reopened. (Mon Oncle)

Tim Llewellyn receiving the Bridge Hotel Trophy 
from Jan Dee. (John Worboys)

EE YORES’ DISAPPOINTMENT
Owl’s feathers were ruffled. He screwed his head right round and blinked through his glasses. 

Scrutineering had been peaceful up to now. Mrs Owl and he had arrived early after a long drive from 
their nest in deepest Herefordshire. Driving his modern car was a chore after his racing car which 
whimsically called his GNOWL but Christopher Robin’s ‘Trial’ was always a pleasant event. Now he 
had an awkward problem. T don’t care what Piglet says, Eeyore, its only got three wheels. It will 
FALL OVER’. Eeyore surveyed his pride and joy, T suppose it will’, he said, gloomily, ‘Everything 
seems to fall over in time. I fall over if I’m standing up for long enough and if I don’t, Tigger bumps me 
over’.

‘Go on, Owl, be a sport’, piped up the voice of Piglet, ‘It really won’t fall over, you know, because it 
doesn’t really go and Eeyore so much wants to enter’.
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In the first 5-lap handicap, Tony Seber’s Wolseley is about to be passed by Paul 
Gregory’s Riley -while Tim Lle-wellyn’s winning Bentley looms up behind (Steve
Welsh Racing)

different car on pole position. Rjci 
had burst Brierley’s Connaui 
Donington so had borrowed the 
green BRP coloured P25 B RM fr0( 
Donington Museum. Beside Hall < 
two-by-two grid was Robin 
(Dino Ferrari). Hall took the lead 
start followed by Lodge and Tony; 
(Aston Martin DBR4) and this rem 
the order throughout a rather 
cessional race. Burkhard von Sc 
(250F Maserati) was fourth for ten 
but then strayed into the Copse 
trap and stayed there. This let 
Friend (Lotus 12) up into fourth.! 
had spun at Brooklands on lap tw 
had worked his way up through the 
again. David Pennell (250F) had di 
the leading group at the beginnii 

Morley passed Llewellyn and both 
closed right up on Collings. This order 
held until lap seven when Llewellyn 
was back to second and Burrell also 
moved in front of Morley. Collings 
was working hard and managing to 
keep ahead of the fight behind him and 
had a lead of three seconds at the flag. 
On the last lap, Burrell went by 
Llewellyn coming out of Luffield to 
take second place by 0.2 of a second, 
Morley was fourth. The first of the 
Derbys, discounting Burrell, was Ian 
Bentall in sixth place. In contrast to all 
the specials at the front, Philip 
Strickland and Philip Hine motored 
round quietly at the back in their 
standard 3-litres. Afterwards, Peter 
Morley said, “The Napier was on song 
and I was full of admiration how Ben 
managed to keep ahead.”

The twelve lap Hawthorn Memorial 
Trophy for the post-war racers brought 
out the usual runners but there was a

obilD Mobil

Michael Hudson’s Brescia Bugatti and Philip Irwin’s Chevron 
Sawyer)

ohil

David Saxl’s Riley comes round Luffield in front of David Threlfall's Aston and
Robin Toone’s Alfa in the second 5-lap handicap (Steve Welsh Racing)

then fell back and was caught by a 
struggle between the Cooper-B 
Gregor Fisken and Oliver R 
Bob Gilbert’s Connaught and 
Steele’s Lola.

Once upon a time, 
formed the bulk of the pro 
Club Silverstones. Now they arc 
an endangered species. A 
handicap came next for the 
faster cars. For two laps the 
of David Hine led from the limn 
then it retired and Tim 
Bentley went to the front. He had 
near the back and had come th 
field at a hot pace followed by 
Mitchell’s GN/AC. The Bentley 
nearly nine seconds while 
was second. The Rileys of 
and Paul Gregory, which had s 
the middle of the field were ft
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In the first 5-lap handicap, Tony Seber’s Wolseley is about to be passed by Paul 
Gregory’s Riley while Tim Llewellyn’s winning Bentley looms up behind (Steve 
Welsh Racing)

Morley passed Llewellyn and both 
closed right up on Collings. This order 
held until lap seven when Llewellyn 
was back to second and Burrell also 
moved in front of Morley. Collings 
was working hard and managing to 
keep ahead of the fight behind him and 
had a lead of three seconds at the flag. 
On the last lap, Burrell went by 
Llewellyn coming out of Luffield to 
take second place by 0.2 of a second, 
Morley was fourth. The first of the 
Derbys, discounting Burrell, was Ian 
Bentall in sixth place. In contrast to all 
the specials at the front, Philip 
Strickland and Philip Hine motored 
round quietly at the back in their 
standard 3-litres. Afterwards, Peter 
Morley said, “The Napier was on song 
and I was full of admiration how Ben 
managed to keep ahead.”

The twelve lap Hawthorn Memorial 
Trophy for the post-war racers brought 
out the usual runners but there was a 

bil Mobil f l ■ Mahi

different car on pole position. Rick Hi 
had burst Brierley’s Connaught 
Donington so had borrowed the pi 
green BRP coloured P25 BRM from! 
Donington Museum. Beside Hall ont 
two-by-two grid was Robin Lod 
(Dino Ferrari). Hall took the lead atl 
start followed by Lodge and Tony Smi 
(Aston Martin DBR4) and this remain 
the order throughout a rather pi 
cessional race. Burkhard von Schei 
(250F Maserati) was fourth for ten la 
but then strayed into the Copse grat 
trap and stayed there. This let Roj 
Friend (Lotus 12) up into fourth. Friei 
had spun at Brooklands on lap two ai 
had worked his way up through the fie
again. David Pennell (250F) had cha 
the leading group at the beginning

obii a

Michael Hudson's Brescia Bugatti and Philip Irwin’s Chevron Losange (Eric 
Sawyer)

then fell back and was caught by a fier 
struggle between the Cooper-Bristols 
Gregor Fisken and Oliver Robinsc 
Bob Gilbert’s Connaught and To 
Steele’s Lola.

Once upon a time, handica 
formed the bulk of the programme at t 
Club Silverstones. Now they are aim 
an endangered species. A five-l 
handicap came next for the sligh 
faster cars. For two laps the 4r Lagen 
of David Hine led from the limit nui 
then it retired and Tim Llewellw 
Bentley went to the front. He had start 
near the back and had come through t 
field at a hot pace followed by Wes
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A bove left- the President spins a wheel exiting the Hairpin (Roger McDonald); then, clockwise - Harry Scott's early Lambda in 
the Lancia parade (Tony Bond); George Sandy in the venerable Bentley, 'Bluebell ’ (Paul Foggitt); the connoisseurs thrilled to 
see two 1914 TT cars together on the track; Brian Moore (Sunbeam) here leads Nic Portway (Humber) (Eric Sawyer)

Team Hyper Lea Francis second, and 
Tim Kneller (Riley) in third place.

The Patrick Marsh Trophy for 
vintage racing cars was well supported. 
The result was something of a foregone 
conclusion, with Tim Llewellyn 
providing a stunning exhibition of high-
speed driving, to win the race comfort-
ably at an average speed of 81 -21 mph. 
Geraint Owen, in the De Havilland- 
engined Riley, offered some competi-
tion. Stuart Harper (Morgan Super 
Aero) again took third place.

The race for pre-war sports cars was 
of considerable interest to your reporter, 
as Toby was driving my Delage D675 
TT replica. There was paternal concern 
for both driver and car! The race proved 
to be a scrap between Brian White, in his 
very fast BMW-engined 'Nash, and 
Bruce Riches in the supercharged 
Riley/Alvis. The 'Nash succeeded in 
pulling away, to record a second win of 
the day, this time at a slightly slower 
speed of 79-27mph. The lovely low- 
chassis Invicta driven by Mark Lewis

was third, and Roy Spiers fourth in the 
much-campaigned 4-3 Alvis. Happily, 
the Delage finished in one piece, 
halfway down the field, with a best lap at 
lmin. 06-65. The race provided a very 
interesting montage of the best of pre-
war sports cars - the foundation of the 
VSCC.

Race 8 was for Austin Sevens only, 
and included some impressive single 
seat specials, only two of which 
appeared as supercharged in the pro-
gramme. It was won, in characteristic

■
Left — Bruce Spollon corners in the E.R.A.-Delage (Eric Sawyer) Right — Branislav Sudjic awaits in the collecting area before 
the Edwardian race:, in his 1914 Stutz speedster. (Tim Gresty)
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All extra pictures subsequently found (& plaque photos)

Bluebell and McKenzie
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McKENZIE MEMORIAL
Erected by enthusiasts and their 
Clubs in appreciation of the many 
services rendered to motoring 

, and motoring sport by 
[LEWIS CHARM'S McKENZIE 
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Built in April 1995 replacing the original 
Scrutineering Bay erected in April 1957, by 

members of the Bentley Drivers Club as a memorial 
to Lewis Charles McKenzie, which served at over 

1,000 race meetings.
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Bentley Drivers Club magazines

Beginning with ’The Bulletin', followed by 
'The Bentley Drivers Club Review'

(ALL magazines - in chronological order)



TH3 BULLETIN FOR 1TOV3OBR, (iTOo 6)

Owing to unexpected, pressure of work, the Hon, Secretary;, 
G,K, Pelmore was unable to compile this bulletin in time for 
publication on the usual day, The committee has therefore 
undertaken the responsibility of summarising the Club's 
activities^ and asks members indulgence and apologises for 
the delay,

THE BROOKIudCDS MEETING,

For the first time in the history of the B,A,R,C, a two lap 
handicap race was held, on the outer circuits, open on£z to cars 
of one make, the old-type Bentley, and to entrants who were 
members of this Club, The enthusiasm of the response 
surprised the organisers, and aroused the keenest interest 
among the thousands of spectators, Not only were there 
fourteen entrants, but it can also be placed on record, that 
every one faced the starter.

It was thought, when the race was first suggested, that 
the necessity for bonnet straps and Brooklands silencers would 
deter so many that the entry-list would prove a disappointment 
It now appears that such is the enthusiasm of members that 
should the Club be so fortunate as to arrange a similar event 
in the future the problem will be how to select and. reject 
entrants to reduce the number to reasonable proportions.

Before describing the race itself, we feel that some 
mention should be made of the trials and tribulations of 
practice and preparation. The best results in motor-racing 
have only seldom been obtained by leaving the car in its 
garage until the day of the race, and then starting up and 
driving to the track in the hope that all will be well. 
Generally it won't. In any case, at Brooklands practice is 
compulsory, and preparation advisable even in the case of a 
Bentleyj

A number of non-competing members put in an appearance 
on practice day, and availed themselves of a magnificent 
opportunity to offer advice,, criticism and encouragement. 
There was the usual mixture and swift change of mood from 
exuberance to gloom, and in the case of IToel Sisson's ’’Six"
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Owing to unexpected pressure of work, the Hon. Secretary, 
GoKo Pelmore was unable to compile this bulletin in time for 
publication on the usual day. The committee has therefore 
undertaken the responsibility of summarising the Club’s 
activities; and asks members indulgence and apologises for 
the delay0

THE EROOKL-dTjjS MEETING.

For the first time in the history of the B.-A.R.C. a two lap 
handicap race was held on the outer circuit* open only to cars 
of one make* the old-type Bentley, and to entrants who were 
members of this Club. The enthusiasm of the response 
surprised the organisers, and aroused the keenest interest 
among the thousands of spectators. Not only were there 
fourteen entrants, but it can also be placed on record that 
every one faced the starter.

It was thought, when the race was first suggested, that 
the necessity for bonnet straps and Brooklands silencers would 
deter so many that the entry-list would prove a. disappointment. 
It now appears that such is the enthusiasm of members that 
should the Club be so fortunate as to arrange a similar event 
in the future the problem will be how to select and reject 
entrants to reduce the number to reasonable proportions.

Before describing the race itself, we feel that some 
mention should be made of the trials and tribulations of 
practice and preparation. The best results in motor-racing 
have only seldom been obtained by leaving the car in its 
garage until the day of the race, and then starting up and

. driving to the track in the hope that all will be well. 
Generally it won't. In any case, at Brooklands practice is 
compulsory, and preparation advisable even in the case of a 
Bentley!

A number of non-competing members put in an appearance 
on practice day, and availed themselves of a magnificent 
opportunity to offer advice, criticism and encouragement. 
There was the usual mixture and swift change of mood from 
exuberance to gloom, and in the case of Joel Sisson's "Six” 
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despite 'he straps on the bonnet many willing steeds had 
escaped and some of those still present were in need of 
vetinary attention»

Brooklands observers were watching, and their 
mystification was increased by a drifting mist* and a most 
baffling smoke screen put down by L»C» McoKenzie's green 
four-and-a-half-litre» Heedless to say the redoubtable 
McoKenzie was not baffled by it himself, and decided that 
the smoke and the odd noises were caused by a cracked 
piston head» fs 'could not be prepared in time for the
race' has never been a Bentley excuse, McoKenzie at once 
decided to return home* running’ on two cylinders* and fit 
a set of new and younger pistons» He went with the 
sympathy and best wishes of those present* but his departure 
robbed competitors of their most valued advisor» The 
results show how well his work was done»

After McoKenzie's departure the mist thickened* and 
darkness began to fall» Nevertheless Noel Sissons* having 
changed plugs* took his ” Six:; on to the track again» H»N»
Belmore who was juggling cleverly with wheels came in 
satisfied that he had now the right size to give him the- most 
suitable effective gear ratio» Robertson-Rodger* a few yards 
away, was audibly changing the plugs of a hot engine* and in 
the intervals depressing a petrol salesman who offered to fill 
his tank free of charge» Little fudrey* standing nearby* was 
laughing and laughing because she knew it would hold fifty 
gallons»

An individual paragraph is needed to do justice to 
Robertson-Rodger's car» It is the one that Sir , Henry Birkin
drove at Le Mans in 1930° -s will be remembered he overtook 
Caracciola at a hundred and thirty miles an hour* with two 
wheels on the grass verge» As the car is now used for touring, 
the compression has been considerably lowered* and with it the 
maximum speed» Even so it was lapping at a speed in excess of 
a hundred miles an hour during practice» By removing’ the 
passenger's seat and otherwise trimming it for speed* the owner 
hoped to do even better thing’s on the morrow» Be that as it
may* this was easily the most imposing car participating»

Another car much admired during practice was F» Lycett's 
rebuilt* and beautifully bodied four-and-a-half» This is a
most'attractive two-seater* and so beautifully clean and highly 
polished is the engine that however virile its performance is* 
it must surely be surgically sterile» Hardly run in yet* it 
was not expected to do more than enliven expectation of its 
ultimate form? but it attained a maximum of a hundred and seven
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miles an hour,

Marcus Chambers’ standard four-and-a-half, with four-
seater body, a carefully tuned engine, lightened flywheel, and 
raised compression was obviously likely in the hands of so 
capable a driver to spring a surprise on the handicappers» 
The special short chassis four-and-a-half which Chambers has 
driven with conspicuous success in trials is now owned by 
U»H» hllason, and was Ho» 5° in the race» Spccially 'bullt add 
tuned for trials, the engine of this car is more flexible than 
fierce; but even with lowered compression it lapped at 
ninety-one miles an hour,

3»P» Ortweiler who had enterd, a convertible coupe was 
doubtful of his car's maximum speed being sufficient for the 
race, Using standard closed coachwork final ratio, he was 
nevertheless lapping at over eighty miles an hour, is all the 
other four-and-a-half litre cars were lapping at ninety-one or 
more, and his 4g- had only four seconds start from the rest, he 
seemed to stand very little chance of being. Cn the first three, 
Nothing is certain Cn racing, however, and as he was enjoying 
himself immensely’ he was unperturbed»

One of the three-litres entered had alread^c' completed 
thirteen gruelling years on the road, but its owner, ACB, de 
3» Sutton felt no qualms about keeping his foot down on the 
floorboards» It was probably the chance the car had been 
waiting for all those years» TSeT'allotte» span of a modern 
car's life is said to be seven years, but few of them after only 
thirteen months coul, lap Brooklands at seventy even Cn 
advertisements» Several members were seen to Lift their hats 
in pas s cng No t 1pt

The other three-litres were only a few years younger, and 
all were lapping in the seventies, S„Cc Rogers with his green 
two-seater put in a flying lap close to the eighty mark, and 
Wilton and Henry seerne, likely to run him fairly close,

Not even the fact that the Bentley paddock was adjoining 
the rubbish dump depressed competitors, who made full use of the 
’rad until it closed» Enthusiasm was stull at a high pitch 
when practice ended; and Noel Sissons loomed out of the darkness 
and mist still trying to round up horses»

The result of the race was then still in doubt, Baker- 
Carr, an experienced track driver with a car that had proved 
itself cn a number of races,. had most sport’ acted to be
retired to scratch, thereby sacrCfcccag six seconds; and this
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coupled with the unknown possibilities of Robertson-Rodger's 
'great blown beast' as someone called it, and Sissons’ wayward 
horess, gave promise of a close finish,

THE RACE,

Public interest in the race was amazing, On all sides 
one heard comments, flattering, pessimistic, enthusiastic 
according to prejudice and age, The fact that there were no 
non-starters caused quite a stir, and a mood of sulkiness fell 
upon those pessimists who had predicted hopeless disaster in 
practice.

The impressive spectacle of the starting-line can be judged 
from the Press photograph, which by this time most members have 
seen, Sutton, the limit man, roared away from the line, and
they were definitely ’cff’, S,C, Rogers made a start that 
left the other three-litres in his group well behind. Fifteen 
seconds later Grtweiler was away, and managed to catch Rogers 
just after the completion of the first lap),

GoK, Pelmore and Mc,Kenzie, on the twenty-five second 
mark, left the line with Pelmore leading, But Mc-Kenzie 
running amazingly well, overtook him in a short distance. 
Thereafter, Mc,Kenzie.. taking a short course low on the banking, 
gained rapidly on the field, finishing the first lap two seconds 
ahead of Pelmore’. and closing up fast on the leader S,C, Rogers, 
Ortweiler suffered the misfortune of fuel-pump trouble, and the 
weakened mixture firing in the silencer shattered it, Bad luck!

L,C.. Mc,Kenzie’s night-work was bringing its reward, but 
G.K«, Peliore was very little slower, and appeared to have 
something in hand, Their standing laps were seventy-nine, 
and seventy-nine respectively, A dry skid amongst showered 
leaves slowed MicKenzie, ana the resutt of the duel was in doubt,

F, Lyeett, and M, Chambers were in pursuit, and the pace 
became hotter, Chambers’ standing Ian was completed at an
average of 83,14- with Lyeett only thirty yards in the rear 
hardly a mile ah hour slower, •

Allason who had started with H,N, Pelmore was 
outdistanced, at the end of the first lap, his time being 
slightly lower than that of the oars which had a six-second 
lead on handicap, As was mentioned in the account of practice 
his engine was designed for trials work; his ultra-short chassis, 
however, caused him to be classified with H,N, Pelmore whose 
car has a similar wheelbase,



H»N» Pelmore put in a terrific standing lap at 870I3, 
nevertheless at the completion of his first lap he found 
Baker-Carr who had started twelve seconds later, only a 
hundred yards behind»

Baker-Carr’s acceleration was startling, and his maximum 
speed could not have been less than a hundred and ten-. It 
was fairly obvious that barring accidents he could catch the 
leaders» At the end of his first lap he was three or four 
hundred yards ahead of Robertson-Rodger who had started with 
him from scratchy Koel Sissons, luckless, haunted still by 
mysterious power-loss at the top end of his engine’s range, 
was gamely fighting a losing battle.

The cars were by no means scatteredo Indeed one 
competitor on entering the Railway Straight, likened it to 
Piccadilly Circus? another confused by the leaves mistook it 
for Vallombrosa» Bor the spectator it was a magnificent sight., 
Twelve cars were still running» Ortweiler and Henry, who had 
coasted in conscious that he was cut-paced, were the two who 
had fallen by the roadside» The rest were in 'home Tomes1 mood

It was a stirring finish» Baker Carr 
thundered home three hundred yards ahead of

; high on the
H»N» Belmore

banking 
who had

worked hrs way through the field» 
out Chambers, finding a string of 
him, seized opportunity where he 
left by cutting down the banking,

Third place was in doubt? 
cars across the track ahead of 

found it, and filtered to the
This quick-thinking manoauvr

earned. him third place with Lycett a close fourc-h» Mr. 0 Kehzie, 
Robertson-Rodger and G»K» Pelmore the:, crossed the line in that
order» Allason. Rogers 
travelling flat-out fini 
at intervals of from one

,/L'issc-ns, 1'ilton and Sutton all 
shed the race strung out along the 
to four hundred yardso

It was a race which competitors and 
enioyedc and one which the club hopes to

specie, tors 
be able to

thoroughly 
repeat»

As a small momeuto of the occasion, every competitor has 
been presented with a suitably engraved plaque for affixing to 
the fascia heard of his car.

There is little doubt that the information provided by 
this race will enable us to perfect the handicapping so that the 
finishing line in future events will resemble a red-light suop 
at Hyde Park Corner»

To all those whose generous assistance in the .matter of 
silencers, technical advice and loan o:f equipment contributed 
so enormously to the si'ccess of the event, the committee on
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behalf of the club, tenders its gratitude*
C_^

A tabulated list of entrants, speeds and placings as 
suppl.ied by the BoAoRoC» is given bielow in the hope that 
will prove of interest,

B,A,RcCo Meeting Oct. 17th» 1936»

it

The Bentley Drivers' Handicap,

o

U C Ca -- Ct oO c O 0
lap speed

F oL o 

lap speed
Start

1

l- PoJ” o Robertson-Rodger (S') 4398 86 0 92 103,11 OoO
2, KoHo Sissons. 6597 77’69 89 0 25 O0O0
3 = C,T, Baker-Carr 0 4-4-87 93-79 104019 OoO, 1st
4, H,N„ Pelmore > 4398 85.13 99 = 41 00,12 2nd
5 = J0II0 Allason, *-98 77-21 91,05 0 012
6 0 M. Chambers 0 4398 83 -14 96 0 52 0 0 18 3rd
7 = .Cy c e t L 0 4398 82 o 18 97,46 0,18
8 Go Ko Palmore. 44-4-2 77 = 93 91,22 0,25
9 = LeCo Me 0Kenzie 4308 79 = 30 91 0 05 Oo25
10 0 B0P0 Ortwe 0. ler 0 4398 75-23 NIL 0,29
1 11 1.0 c? r3 , Co Rogers. 2996 68 22680 22 78,79 C , 44
12 0 H 0 S 0 Wilton . 2996 62 023 77 = 21 0,44-
14, D 0 L 0 Co 2996 ö 3 = 8,4 NIL Co44
IP A oBo De 3c Sutton, ? 2996 63o44 69,17 0,50

All cars driven in full touring

Correspondence 0

trim with the exce prior? of No = 3 =

o

o

From time to time members wrioe 
criticism and suggestions* cr with the 

a wordy duel. It is impossible for 
post, and as an alter 
in the bulletin, end 
views of members are 
,articularly de sir ous 

etches of private

in
replied to by 
quote letters 
Naturally the 
committee is p 
own half mile str 
owners whose enthusiasm can be fanned,, 
a bye-word.

to the Secretary offering 
intention of engaging him 
every letter to be 

ernative it is proposed to 
to give brief replies,, 
of great interest;,, and the 
of hearing from those who 
road,, or who know suck 

whose generos1ty is

k- -1- z

> c r o

Funds are insufficient at 
a club-house, or even 
the selection of some 
vdie re , on some chose n 
Bentleys, play darts,

permit of renting 
are contemplating 
easy reach of Town 

y each week* members can talk 
otherwise pass the time together.

to
we 

within 
mem

og
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Suggestions will be welcomed and receive careful consideration^

THE CLUB DIM.

A full report of the Annual Club Dinner held on 19th 
November which our President, Vice-Presidents, guests and 
members combined to make so delightful a function will be 
given in the next bulletin^

DANCES.

We have been informed by Bentley Motors (1931) Ltd.,' 
Service Department, that it is organising dances at the 
Brent Bridge Hotel on the following dates? December 16th., 
January 27th, 1937> and March 10th. Tickets, which may 
be obtained by sending a remittance to the Secretary, are 
2/6d. Evening dress optional.

PELMORE.

-4 NOV 1936

SECOND RACE
DISTANCE : ABOUT 6| MILES. (FORK START.)

(Cars will run two complete laps of the Outside Circuit and finish in the Railway Straight.)
2.20p.m. THE BE NTLEY DRIVERS* HANDICAP. (The entrant of the winner to receive £14 ; the entrant of the 

second £9 ; and the entrant of the third £4. The entrant of each placed car will also receive a Brooklands Ash Tray. 
Two to start, or no race ; four to start, or no second prize ; seven to start, or no third prize.) For Bentley cars, with 
open bodies, driven , by members of the Bentley Drivers Club.

/( \ ) Entrance 2 guineas.
c

Closed 7th October, 1936.

I

(

'IB
LU

B
 

B
LA

C
K

No. Entrant. /

/
No. 
of 

Cyl.
Bore. Stroke. Cubic 

Capacity. Driver. Coloi
Car :

r.
Wheels. Start, 

m. s.
No.

1 Mr. P. J. R. Rodger ... Bentley S(s> -M® 4 100 140 4,398 Entrant /()?.//... Green : Black ... 0 0 1
2 Mr. N. H. Sissons Bentley 7- 6 100 140 6,597 Entrant Bfezk : Black ... 0 0 2
3 Mr. C. T. Baker-Carr... Bentleyd/.-jo... 4 101 140 4,487 Entrant /a<p- Black : Black ... 0 6 3
4 Mr. H. N. Pelmore ... Bentley /ƒ.. 4 100 140 4,398 Entrant QQ.CH-.. Green : Black ... Ö 12 4
5 Mr. J. H. Allason Bentley 7r2-/... 4 100 140 4,398 Entrant Black : Red 0 12 5
6 Mr. M. Chambers Bentley Vj.fr.. 4 100 140 4,398 Entrant Qó -£2- ■ Black : Red 0 18 6
7 Mr. F. Lycett............... Bentley 52-/8— 4 100 140 4,398 Entrant V-; -u-6 ■ Black : Black ... 0 18 7
8 Mr. K. Peimore Bentley -7*7-G?. 4 100-5 140 4,442 Entrant^/.JJ... Black : B.:ack ... 0 25 8
9 Mr, L. C. McKenzie ... Bentley ~/(2-3ö.. 4 100 140 4,398 Entrant U/OS'- Green : Black ... 0 25 9

10 Mr. E. P. Ottweiler ... Bentley 4 ƒ. 23- 4 100 140 4,398 Entrant 'p/|L. ••• Black : Black ... 0 29 10
Ti~ Mr. S. C. Rogers Bentley '^-72" 4 80 149 2,996 Entrant ~]g. -]Q. Green : Green ... 0 44 II
12 Mr. H. S. Wilton Bentley 62‘26'- 4 80 149 2,996 Entrant VT2F- Black & Red Black ... 0 44 12
14 Mr. B. L. C. Henry ... Bentley C3-^U> - 4 80 149 2,996 Entrant fill.... Grey : Black ... 0 44 14
15 Mr. A. B. de S. Sutton... Bentley 63-W— 4 80 149 2,996 Entrant Black : Red ... 0 50 15

Winner..................3 Second..... Aj-.

S denotes supercharged engine.

RESULT.
Third..... 6..........  Speed of Winner.Won by
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6 Mr. M. Chambers ... Bendey Wf.. 4 D0 140 4,398 Entrant Black : Red ... 0 18 6
7 Mr. F. Lyccte............... Bentley tf2. /£.. 4 100 140 4,398 Entrant Black : Black ... 0 18 7
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Mr. S. C. Rogers ... Bentley '£>£.21-. 4 80 149 2,996 Entrant '-]&QQ- Green : Green ... 0 44 II

12 Mr. H. S. Wilton ... B^r^tley 4. 4 80 149 2,996 Entrant 77'2h- Black & Red Black ... 0 44 12
14 Mr. B. L. C. Henry ... Bentley 4j. 4 80 149 2,996 Entrant ‘tfu..... Grey : Black ... 0 44 14
15 Mr. A. B. de S. Sutton... Bentley 43 4 80 149 2,996 Entrant fcq.ry.. Black : Red ... 0 50 15

Winner......... .3., Second..... Jr..

S denotes supercharged engine.

RESULT.
Third......6.......... Speed of Winner .tytytffam.p.h. Won by.
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THE BULLETIN FOR MrRCH (NO.8)

Springtime greetings to all members.

On Sunday 7th February the Club held its first
outing for 1937 - meeting for lunch at :i The Roebuck Hotel” 
Ashdown Forest-. A more uninspiring day climatically it 
would be hard to imagine? a more enjoyable meal and better 
humoured company it would be equally difficult to concei^eo 
An attractive lounge, a cheery fire and a cordial Host 
awaited us. Small wonder therefore that under such influences 
the atmosphere of ;The Roebuck” soon became convivial to a 
degree and the elements forgotten. The persistent rain 
whilst it failed to damp the spirits of the 42.members and 
guests present did deprive us of one pleasure always associated 
with a Bentley gathering - critical inspection of other 
member's mounts-. Nevertheless the car-park, as viewed 
through the ra.in-splashed windows, monopolised as it was 
almost entirely by Bentley cars (Why no 3 Litres ?) 
presented a truly inspiring spectacle. In short a most 
delightful outing and moreover one which proved that Bentley 
Drivers are not dependant on the weather for their enjoyment, 
so bear this well in mind on the morning of Sunday April 18th 
(Of which more anon) So much fcr the past now for tine futur.»

On Wednesday 7th April a Cocktail Party (Soft drinks
procurable} will be held at the Hotel Rembrandt Thuoloe Place 
S.W.7, (Nearly opposite Brompton Oratory) at 6.3° Pom.
Tickets which include light buffet costing 2/6 each., may be 
obtained from the Hon. Sec. Bush House, .WoColo Drinks at
moderate prices. It is hoped there will be a record muster 
of members and their friends, who will be especially welcome. 
The Ao(ooi^o being still some way off it is 'felt that this 
gathering may serve a really useful purpose in providing 
members with an opportunity to exchange views, and make 
suggestions for Club activities for the season now opening.
So in the meantime put on your thinking-c.aps, for what better 
chance for airing opinions is there tharC^a cocktail party 
especially with members of the Csmmittr$*Eager listeners!

Therefore don't forget The Rembrandt Wednesday 7 th 

April at 6.30, with which exhortation we pass on to
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Sunday April 18th

by which date it is confidently expected members will have 
regained their poise after the evening of Wednesday yhtio 
(Your Committee be it noted have already of their own free 
will and knowledge aforethought arranged to hold a Committee 
meeting on Thursday April 8th i! May heaven guide their 
deliberations on this night ’) However to return to Sunday 
April 18th when will be held the Club’s second outing of the 
season - a run to the Pheasant Hotel for lunch around 1 o/c ® 
How the Pheasant Hotel stands prominently in a dip on the 
right hand side of the main Andover and Salisbury Road, about 
one mile beyond the Stockbridge fork, and about seven miles 
short of Salisbury - say, 75 miles from London (Look out for 
the Club’s emblem, the wheel locking-ring and hub-cap) 
displayed on a board which our indefatigable Secretary has 
undertaken to place early in a prominent position at the road- 
sideo Having partaken of lunch members will, in their own 
time, proceed to the Royal Ascot Hotel, Ascot for tea, where 
it is hoped will be found any member, or members prevented by 
domestic reasons (Weather not accepted) from making "The 
Pheasant"® Buoyed up by these pleasing expectations we now- ■
come to

Saturday May 8th®

and here is indeed a tit-bit® The Club has very kindly been 
invited by the popular Kent and Sussex Light Car Club to 
participate in the latter’s Speed Trials on.the Lewis Race Hill 
to be held on the foregoing date, a Handicap Class all to ourselves 
being included in the programme# This is a great honour and 
needless to say the invitation has been accepted with .
acclamation® Our own Sports Sub-Committee is arranging the 
handicap which it is hoped will permit all models of old-type 
Bentley cars to start with equal chance of success® The course 
is l/3rd of a mile long, slightly up hill and very pleasantly 
situated on the Downs shortly before reaching Lewis from London® 
The entry fee is but 10/~® and there are no troublesome 
regulations as to silencers etc® All cars for this class are 
however expected to be genuine "Road” cars and in ordinary-
touring trim® It may be necessary to limit the number of ,
entries so weigh in promptly with yours when the time comes along® 
Members may also enter their cars for other classes in the



Speed. Trials Hay 3th. 1937

Copy of the Times by Bentley Club Members.

Name Handicap Actual Time Net Time.

F.Lycett owe* 1.00 21.39 22.59

J.Robertson Rodger rec. 1.00 29.15 28.15

A.H.Lancaster S J 1.00 26.34 25.34

H.N.Sisson 9 9 1.50 26.44 24.94

E.L,Rossman S P 2.50 32.09 29.59

R.D.Gregory J 9 2.50 31.84 29.34

M.Chambers 9 9 3.00 27.03 24.03

J.H.Allason 9 9 3.00 27.27 24,27

H.N.Pelmore 9 9 3.00 26.59 23.59

Mrs Garstln 9 9 1.50 30.06 28.56

W. A.Jones 9 9 4.00 31.40 27.40

L. McKenzie 9 9 4.00 26.59 22.59

E.C.Burt 9 9 4.00 33.91 29.91

J.Evan Cook 9 9 7.00 40.42 33.42

A.J.^orral 9 9 9.00 40.76 31.76

Please let me know by return If there is to be any alteration 

In the Handicap times for the next Trials, as I am printing the 

regulations on Tuesday or Wednesday, as soon as ID receive the

Permit
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LIST 0? AWARDS

GAINED BY MEMBERS

DRIVING BENTLEY CARS DURING I937O

Syston Park Oxon»& Cambs. Speed Trials 

Fry (4y Litre Bentley) 2nd.

Chiltern Trial Vintage Car Club. Feb, 14th.

JoH. Allas'on (4g- Litre) 2nd.o class»

Fastest time at Maiden’s Grove with reversing test.

JcCoC. Brooklands Rally, Febo •-

Half mile speed test Class III 2nd place.

Tied for 2nd place J.H, Allason (4-g Bentley) 85» 71„n,p,h.

BROOKLANDS RECORD ATTEMPT» April» 27th,

Forrest Lycett (8 Litre Bentley) broke the 

British and International -Class B. record for 

Standing Kilometre @ 81.5 mopoho

1st Lewes Meeting Kent & Sussex 1.0.0, May 8th.

Bentley Drivers.Club Event,

F. Lycett 1st 0 22o79 secs» nett time Silver Cup

Lo Co Mc.Kenzie 2nd 22.59 ii ti it n

N. Ho Pelmore» 3rd 27.59 n ti it Tankardo

Mo Chambers 4"?. 24.07 n ti u Silver

J. Ho Allason 5 th 24.27 11 it ft Bronze.

Other events.

Super Sports cars unlimited.

F. Lycett 8 Nitre 1st ° 21.70 secs» Silver Cupo
No Ho Sissons AL :i°2 7rd. 25.57 Tankard,

A»..H, Lancaster 4| 1 S. 0 4tho 25.58 ti

Racing Cars Unlimited»

No Lycett (8 Litre) 7rdo 21.22 Tankard,

Handicap Class»

Mo Chambers 4i So 7rd» Silver Cup,

The "Caffyn" Challenge Cup and Souvenir Cup for Sports Classes.

F. Lycett.

1st, Shelsley Climb» Ma..

5 Litres Unsupercharged.

F. Lycett 4-—- Lite e ndd - 99.73 eec».



Brooklands Whitsun Meeting»

Coronation Race for "The Star” Gold Trophy (H,’cap) 

1st. CeTo Baker-Carr 4-g Li.tre Bentley) 2m.4so start 

won at 112oC5 m.p.h.° by 1 sec. 7 2/5 secs» be^tween 2nd&3rd

Littlestone-On-Sea Vintage Sports Car Club May 22nd,

Unlimited Sportso 1st, Mrs, L, Garstin (6-r Litre) 30 secs 

Unlimited,Super,Sports

Fo Lycett 4|- Litre lsbo 28ole secs»

LoCo Mc.Kenzie " . 2nd. 28.9o "

2nd, Lewes Meeting Kent & Sussex L,^^ June, 12th, 

Super-Sports Cars Unlimited,

F, Lycett 1st, 22,89 secs,

(8 Liti^e^)

Bentley Drivers Club»

F. Lycett (4-g Litre

M.Ho Sissons (6/ ”

J.H, Allason (4f "

1st,

2nd,

3rd,

22,60
secs • net time

24.07 « tt tt
24.10 tt tt it

2nd, J,^, Brooklands Meetingo____________ July 3rd.

Special Award. ................................................

J.H, Allason,

First One Lap H'cap Section, A,

Allason (4g • Litre) ^s  ̂ 9» secs. © 82,73m.p.ho

Test Hill Sweepstake Sports,

J.H, Allason tied with 

B,^ Farley (H.R.Go) © 10 1/5 Secs,

J.CoC, Evening Trial,

J,H. Allason (4-g Litre) 1st, Class Award..

-I

Brooklands Campbell Circuit Meeting July, 10, 

Second July Short Handicap, 

C,T, Baker-Carr (4g- Litre) 2nd<>

Bugatti & Vintage Clubs Joint Meeting, at Donington July, 10th, 

Sports Car Races (3 laps each. as h'caps) Over 3°500 c.  ̂

1st. Marcus Chambers 4-g Litre © 62 m^h.

Racing Cars (3 laps seraph) over 3»5QO 0»C« 

1st. Marcus Chambers 4-g LiAre © ' Ó4.8 m.p°h° 

3rd, Lewes Meeting Kent & Sussex L,C,C. Aug, 25th.

Super Sports Car Unlimited,

F° Lycett 18^ (8 Litre) 22,27 secs.
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ROLL OF HONOUR.
The following members have been killed, or reported 

missing during the war:
Keston Pelmore Paul Marx G. P. Hughes.
C. C. Tomkinson Roddy Seys

POST-WAR EVENTS TO DATE.
As many committee members as could be contacted met 

on July 6th, 1945, and decided to call a General Meeting of 
members and prospective members, and to seek confirmation 
of their decision to continue the Club.

A General Meeting was accordingly held at the 
Rembrandt Hotel on October 6th, 1945, at which the decision 
to carry on the Club was acclaimed, the appointment of a 
new honorary secretary announced, and the committee re-
elected en-bloc, to serve until the presentation of the Club’s 
reports and accounts at an Annual General Meeting to be 
held in the early part of 1946. The meeting concluded with 
a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. C. J. L. Mertens for assuming 
the role of acting secretary, and for his efforts resulting in 
this meeting.

The first event was planned, most fittingly, as a visit to 
Brooklands Track, following a luncheon at the White Lion 
Hotel, Cobham—and the Bentleys were to travel to the track 
in convoy. That these plans were abortive, and the dismal 
explanation are now common knowledge to us all, and further 
comment would appear to be futile, but Messrs. Thompson * 
and Taylor, hearing that the piece-de-resistance of the 
whole meeting had fallen through, kindly gave permission 
for all those who attended to view some interesting racing 
cars which they had stored in the vicinity. Everyone, there-
fore, rallied at Cobham as originally intended. Over sixty 
members and friends turned up, and two-dozen vintage 
Bentleys graced the car park. After luncheon Mr. Lycctt 
and Mr. McKenzie performed the unenviable task of judging:

1. The oldest Bentley present, and
2. The best-kept Bentley present.
The oldest turned out to be a 1922 3-litre, with front 

brakes added, the property of Geoffrey Dunn, and the best- 
kept Bentley was judged to be the beautifully-turned-out 4j- 
litre saloon belonging to A-. D. Welch.

After the judging the Bentleys were lined up in single 
file, and shortly afterwards moved off in convoy, a truly 
inspiring spectacle, to the barn where the racing cars were 
stored. These included the Barnato-Hassan Special; the
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Napier-Railton, the ex-Reggie Tongue Maserati and
Jill Thomas' 2.9 Alfa.

The next event was the Kensington Gardens Rally on 
February 9th, 1946. This was held on a strip of road in front 
of the Albert Memorial, made available by the co-operation 
of the Office of Works. This was attended by the gratifying 
complement of one hundred members and friends, and no 
less than 31 Bentleys, their number being composed of 13 
3-litres', 9 4|’s, 4 speed sixes,' one 8-litre and four 4|’s. Of 
especial interest were J. Evan-Cook's ex MacKenzie 4|-litrc, 
which won the two events for which it was entered at the 
Stanley Cup meeting in 1939, and is still the fastest 4J up 
Lewes: Thomas’s ex-Glen Kidston car, which used to race 
as a 3-litre and now, fitted with a 4|-litre engine, has a . truly 
excellent performance, the original pit-signals still being in 
evidence on the front nearside door: Obeyesekere’s beauti-
fully clean blown 4|, and Sidney Smith's 100 m.p.h. 3-litre, 
with Speed six brake adjustment in the cockpit. • •. Most 
beautifully turned-out Bentley present was UL-7, Goodwin’s 
8-litre MacKenzie rebuild. Apart from faultlessly-kept 
coachwork, the entire engine and bulkhead has been either 
plated or polished, and the spectacle of such magnificence 
is matter for rapture to all True Believers. The propaganda 
value of this meeting in the heart of London was tremendous, 
and many members of the public came in to view the cars. 
W.O. Bentley and Kensington-Moir attended in person, and 
Woolf Barnato presided over the Annual General Meeting 
and the excellent cocktail party-which followed at the Rem-
brandt Hotel afterwards, Rex Hayes’ excellent model of 
Forrest-Lycett’s 8-litre being on view throughout the 
evening. •

Final event to date was the Invitation Meeting at 
Hendon Police College. Entries for this meeting had to be 
limited owing to lack of accommodation, to members only, 
but a complement of 46 turned up just before 9 a.m. on 
April 7th, and the dignified .entrance to the world-famed 
Emporium of Law was further embellished by the unpre-
cedented spectacle of twenty-three Bentleys drawn up in 
glittering line abreast and redolent of an atmosphere whicn 
somehow assorted strangely with the austere buildings and 
trim blue uniforms of the attendant police officers. Every-
body assembled in the main lecture-theatre at t)9(00hrs. for 
a talk by Chief Inspector Taylor and then, dividing into four 
parties, were shown round the driving-school . by the 
instructors, and this is a pilgrimage which every enthusiastic 
motorist should try to make. The first item of interest was 
a pedal-reaction testing device which resembled the cockpit
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Halt-wav up the Gorge on a small plateau above the 
road, the cars were arranged in a rough semi-circle, noses 
pointing inwards, and closer inspection was possible. There 
were: Six 3-litres; ten 44’s; one 6| and one speed 6. Of 
especial interest was Paxton’s 100 m.p.h. 3-litre, K.M. 4250. 
This is the car which was taken over to Le Mans in 1926 -by 
Thistlethwaite and Gallop, but which retired following 
trouble during practice.

Of special interest at Cheddar was Paxton’s 100 m.p.h. 3 litre.

Some members visited Cheddar Caves, then everybody 
sat down to a huge picnic tea, at which prizes were awarded 
for:
(1) The lady who had covered the longest distance to the 

meeting in an open car.
(2) The best kept Bentley.
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The first went to Mrs. Dewey, who had travelled 170 
miles from Helston, in Cornwall, to attend the rally, in her 
husband's 44 tourer, and the second went to Stewart Marshall 
for his beautifully kept drop-head 44 coupe. There was also a 
booby prize for the Bentley which had used the most petrol, 
irrespective of mileage. This consisted of an official applica-
tion form for a supplementary ration of pool, and was pre-
sented, amongst great hilarity, to John Norris, who had 
brought along his large speed-six with the quintuple gas-
works.

Great credit is due to Ronald Loader, of the Committee, 
for organising such a satisfactory show7.

The Club was represented at Shelsley by John im Thorn.

The' Club was represented at Shelsley Wash on June 
1st by J. D. imThurn, also of the Committee, who, in his 
big 44, on a wet and slippery course, returned the excellent 
time of 52.92 secs., being 9th out of an entry of 25 in the 
3000-5000 c.c. unsupercharged class.

The epic ‘do' at Gransden Lodge on June 15th, organised 
by the Cambridge University Auto Club, and to which the 
Club was invited, was a great success, both for our hosts 
and ourselves. Stanley Sedgwick did a magnificent job as 
a controller, an official with a designation, new to the organ-
isation of motoring events, but seemingly of great value in 
the smoothness and dispatch of the proceedings.
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Then the incomparable Mac, ably assisted by Vaughan 
Davis, expended much energy and patience in the paddock' 
in the capacity <>f Scrutineer and Scrutineer’s Male. Just 
Io show that Scrutineers arc in fact as other men, Mac suc-
cumbed to a cold and was ordered to bed by Mrs. Scrutineer 
and kept there, without cigarettes, until Monday,

The racing was most enjoyable and the times were very 
creditably quick. The rain which had fallen during practice 
stopped in time for the first race and the early classes were 
run in what, nowadays, passes for sunshine. The lirst race 
of direct interest to the Club, Class Sa, for sports cars, 2#01 
to 3000 c.c. and blown 2-litres, produced four 3-litre entries. 
They were unlucky to come up against Heath’s 2-litre Alta 
which won in the fastest sports car time of the day, by a 
vast-margin. The 3-litres went well, particularly that of 
Tanya Jason Henry and sounded grand, but were unable to 
make much impression on modern stuff.

Alexander drove a splendid race.

It began to rain heavily again as Class 6a, for sports 
cars up to 3 litres, blown, and 3001 to S000 c.c. unblown, went 
to the line. Owing to the size of the entry the class was 
run in two heats and a final, the first containing .the 44s and 
Metcalfe’s Lagonda (ex-Le Mans, 1936). At the drop of 
the Hag, John imThurn’s Bentley was away in front, fol-
lowed by Metcalfe, but was passed going into the first 
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corner by Gordon Alexander with Mac’s old car. At the 
end of the lap, the Bentleys came home well ahead of the 
Lagonda, with Mertens not far behind. These four passed 
into the final.

The second heal was an affair of modern machinery, the 
qualifiers being three Jaguars and Gilbey’s 2.3 Alfa.

It was still raining for the final. This time the start 
was more bunched, but Alexander led into the first corner, 
with Windsor Richards and Mann (Jaguars) and imThurn 
close behind. In clouds of spray the field disappeared. By 
the end of the first lap Alexander, driving a beautifully fast 
and steady race, had increased his lead. At the top corner 
Windsor Richards left the road and the race, and on the back 
Stretch imThurn passed Mann, only to be repassed going 
down to the hairpin. At the end of the straight, when he 
seemed likely to catch the Jaguar, imThurn went into the 
corner several knots too fast, had a healthy four-wheeler 
and removed one of the marker buoys, losing much ground. 
Thereafter the order did not change, and Alexander won a 
splendid race at 65.5 ni.p.h. from Manp, with imThurn third. 
The Lagonda was well back and once again Mertens ex-
celled himself. Both Bentleys with McKenzie crankshafts, 
were getting 4,000 on the indirects and 3,750 in top on the 
straight.

In the Giant class, MacGregor drove a fast and steady 
race in the Blower 4J, but was not really extended by the 
4-litre Bug or by Howard Sorrell’s 6-litrc coupe avec spot-
light.

The Committee had previously decided to award a 
memento for the best performance on a Bentley, and this 
most deservedly went to Gordon Alexander. The consolation 
prize of the bottle of champagne—and what a consolation— 
went to imThurn for his attempt to surmount all barriers, 
but he complained bitterly that from where he was sitting 
he could sec very little of the race.

The next meeting w’as organised on Sunday, July 21st, 
at Weston-super-Mare.

The morning dawned very bright with promise of a 
‘scorcher,’ which it turned out to be, and holiday-makers 
slept peacefully in their deck-chairs until soon after mid-
day, when they suddenly came to life, craned their pecks 
and cocked their ears as the low burble of arriving Bentleys 
broke upon the air.

At 12.30 p.m. in the courtyard of. the Grand Atlantic 
Hotel were parked Loader’s very imposing Speed Six saloon, 
a recent addition to his stable, all the way from Bridgnorth
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i

Barnato and Birkin, Le Mans 1930.

Another fine action study of the President, Le Mans 1930.

I
■
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Ramponi at Mulsatme.

McKenzie at Lewes 1939.
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January. 19th saw the types gathering at the 16th Century Shibden 
Mill Inn, near Halifax, and 'the bar was full of Bentley boys and girls 
shortly after opening time. Lunch went down very well, and Colonel 
Victor, indulged in much photographyJ’-Qne of the prizes distributed 
was ‘for any Colonel who had failed to book for luncheon” (as laid 
down in the monthly bulletin). This was won, amongst great hilarity. 
by the aforesaid Officer.

On 26th January 53 members and friends wrapped themselves up 
—(it’s amazing how many members have been in the Merchant Navy!) 
and braved both ice and snow to congregate at the Prior’s kitchen, 
Frimley. Mertens, Coldham, Cudemore, Gregory, Loake and Green, 
among others, arrived in open Bentleys and consequently took up twice 
as much room in the bar as their covered-in colleagues. The Hon. 
Secretary was seen to make a surreptitious arrival in the auditorial 
Ford 8 (which is more than the Ed. can say, who failed to turn up 
at all.—Hon. Sec.). The Bashall family, whose Bentleys were tem-
porarily U./S., arrived by the S.R. in preference to their motor-cycles 
—and who can blame them ? An excellent lunch was hungrily eaten 
and the specially drawn menu cards did not pass unnoticed.

Many members revealed hitherto unsuspected kleptomaniacal ten-
dencies at the sight of a set of brand-spanking-new tyres for Mrs. 
Mason’s 3-litre, in the corridor. No more noggins being available, the 
party broke up, but the natter evidently survived as three open Bent-
leys were observed taking tea at the Pantiles, wherefrom departed 
Loake, as the dusk was falling, bound for Kettering and apparently 
little concerned at the ice-covered roads which lay before him.

The Stansfield Arms at Apperley Bridge was the scene of a very 
small gathering on the night of the 31st of January. Reg. Markes and 
John Woods, who were journeying from London in the former’s 8-litre 
to collect a certain Red Label which they had located in those parts, 
were able to attend, to their great pleasure. They reported large 
quantities of good noggin and natter, but, contrary to expectation, 
little to eat. In spite of these limitations, however, a good time appears 
to have been had by all.

Large lumps of frozen snow on the icy roads failed to deter keen 
Midlands members from mustering at the Woolpack at Warwick on 
5th February, to join in the first noggin and natter in that part of the 
country. We imagine that there must have been at least ten Bentleys 
outside, since, at the bar were observed Bird, Master of Ceremonies, 
Goodwin Davies, Lumby, Lloyd, Metcalfe, .Pitts, Richardson. Stribley 
and Truelove. The Leamington characters, Lloyd (P.), and Metcalfe 
(E. G.). are carrying on quite a bit of manufacture of Bentley spare-
parts and are now preparing ribbed drums, a la Speed Six, shackle-pins 
and, later on—valves and guides. Prices of these vital commodities 
are expected to be about 50 (repeat 50) per cent, cheaper than those 
asked by some suppliers. Should be useful.

TECHNICAL CORNER (Women's Section).
The following, overheard at the Dorchester, is a descrip-

tion of a camshaft by the wife of a member:
“A camshaft is a cylinder that goes round and .round with 

different-shaped bumps on, and when the things that bear on 
the cylinder come in contact with the . they do different
things according to the shape of the particular bumps which 
they come in contact with!!!”

(I think she really has seen one.—Ed.
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THE BENTLEY DRIVERS CLUB HANDICAP 
EVENT AT BROOKLANDS, OCTOBER, 1936.
(Reprinted from No. 7 of “The Bentley Bulletin” which used 

to be the Club’s official organ in its early days).

For the first time' in the history of the B.A.R.C. a two- 
lap handicap race was held on the outer circuit, open only to 
cars of one make, the old-type Bentley, and to entrants who 
were members of this Club. The enthusiasm of the response 
surprised the organisers and aroused the keenest interest 
among the thousands of spectators. Not only were there 
fourteen entrants, but it can be placed on record that every 
one faced the starter.

It was thought, when the race was first suggested, that 
the necessity for bonnet straps and Brooklands silencers 
would deter so many that the entry-list would prove a dis-
appointment. It now appears that such is the enthusiasm of 
members that, should the Club be so fortunate as to arrange 
a similar event in the future, the problem will be how to 
select and reject entrants to reduce the number to reasonable 
proportions.

Before describing the race itself, we feel that some men-
tion should be made of the trials and tribulations of practice 
and preparation. The best results in motor-racing have only 
seldom been obtained by leaving the car in its garage until 
the day of the race and then starting up and driving to the 
track in the hope that all will be well. Generally it won’t. 
In any case, at Brooklands, practice is compulsory and pre-
paration advisable, even in the case of a Bentley!

A number of non-competing members put in an appear-
ance on practice-day and availed themselves of a magnificent 
opportunity to offer advice, criticism and encouragement. 
There was the usual mixture and swift change of mood, from 
exuberance to gloom, and in the case of Noel Sisson’s “Six,” 
despite the straps on the bonnet, many willing steeds had 
escaped and some of those still present were in need of 
veterinary attention. • •

Brooklands observers were watching and their mystifica-
tion was increased by a drifting mist and a most baffling 
smoke-screen put down by L. C. McKenzie’s green four-and- 
a-half-litre. Needless to say, the redoubtable McKenzie was 
not baffled by it himself and decided that the smoke and the 
odd noises were caused by a cracked piston-head. As “could 
not be prepared in time for the race” has never been a Bent-
ley excuse, McKenzie at once decided to return home, runn-
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ing on two cylinders and fit a set of new and younger 
pistons. He went with the sympathy and best wishes of 
those present, but his departure robbed competitors of their 
most valued adviser. The results show how well his work 
was done.

After McKenzie’s departure, the mist thickened and 
darkness began to fall. Nevertheless Noel Sissons, having 
changed plugs, took his “Six” on to the track again. H. N. 
Pelmore, who was juggling cleverly with wheels came in, 
satisfied that he had now the right size to give him the most 
suitable effective gear-ratio. Robertson-Rodger, a few yards 
away, was audibly changing the plugs of a hot engine and, in 
the intervals, depressing a petrol salesman who offered to fill 
his tank free of charge. Little Audrey, standing nearby, was 
laughing and laughing, because she knew it would hold fifty 
gallons.

An individual photograph is needed to do justice to 
Robertson-Rodger’s car. It is the one that Sir Henry Birkin 
drove at Le Mans in 1930. As will be remembered, he over-
took Caracciola at a hundred and thirty miles an hour, with 
two wheels on the grass verge. As the car is now used 
for touring, the compression has been considerably lowered 
and with it the maximum speed. Even so, it w’as lapping at 
a speed in excess of a hundred miles an hour, during practice. 
By removing the passenger’s seat and otherwise trimming it 
for speed, the owner hoped to do even better things on the 
morrow. Be that as it may, this was easily the most impos-
ing car participating.

Another car much admired during practice was F. 
Lycett’s rebuilt beautifully bodied four-and-a-half. This is a 
most attractive two-seater and so beautifully clean and 
highly polished is the engine that, however virile its per-
formance is, it must surely be surgically sterile. Hardly run 
in yet, it was not expected to do more than enliven expecta-
tion of its ultimate form; but it attained a maximum of one 
hundred and seven miles an hour.

Marcus Chambers’ Standard four-and-a-half, with four-
seater body, carefully-tuned engine, lightened fly-w’heel and 
raised compression, was obviously likely in the hands of so 
capable a driver to spring a surprise on the handicappers. 
The special short chassis four-and-a-half, which Chambers 
has driven with such conspicuous success in trials, is now 
owned by J. H. Allason, and was No. 5 in the race. Specially 
built and tuned for trials the engine of this car is more 
flexible than fierce, but even with lowered compression it 
lapped at ninety-one miles an hour.
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E. P. Ortweiller, who had entered a convertible coupe, 
was doubtful of his car’s maximum speed being sufficient 
for the race. Using standard closed coachwork and final ratio, 
he was nevertheless lapping at over eighty miles an hour. 
As all the other four-and-a-half litre cars were lapping at 
nine.ty-one or more, and his four-and-a-half had only four 
seconds start from the rest,i hqH!seeuied to stand very little 
chance of being in the first three. "Nothing is certain in 
racing, however, and as he was enjoying himself immensely, 
he was unperturbed.

One of the three litres entered had already completed 
thirteen gruelling years on the road, but its owner, A. B. de
S. Sutton felt no qualms about keeping his foot down on 
the floor boards. It was probably the chance the car had 
been waiting for all these years. The allotted span of a 
modern car’s life is said to be seven years, but few of them 
after only thirteen months could lap Brooklands at seventy, 
even in advertisements. Several members were seen to lift 
their hats in passing No. 15.

The other three litres were only a few years younger 
and all were lapping in the seventies. S. C. Rogers, with 
his green two-seater, put in a Hying lap close to the eighty 
mark and Wilton and Henry seemed likely to run him fairly 
close.

Not even the fact that the Bentley paddock was adjoin-
ing the rubbish dump depressed competitors, who made full 
use of the track until it closed. Enthusiasm was still at a 
high pitch when practice ended and Noel Sissons loomed out 
of the darkness and mist still trying to round up horses.

The result of the race was then still in doubt. Baker- 
Carr, an experienced track-driver, with a car that had proved 
itself in a number of races, had most sportingly asked to be 
retired to scratch, thereby sacrificing six seconds; and this, 
coupled with the unknown possibilities of Robertsopr 
Rodgers’ ‘‘great blown beast,” as someone called it, and 
Sissons’ wayward horses, gave promise of a close finish.

The Race.
Public interest in the race was amazing. On all sides 

one heard comments, fiattering, pessimistic, enthusiastic, 
according to prejudice and age. The fact that there were no 
non-starters caused quite a stir and a mood of sulkiness fell 
among those pessimists who had predicted hopeless disaster 
in practice. The impressive spectacle of the starting line 
can be judged from the press photograph, which by this time 
most members have seen. Sutton, the limit man, roared 
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ayvay from the line, and they were definitely "oft.” S. C. 
Rogers made a start that left the other three-litres in his 
group Well behind. Fifteen seconds later Ortweiller was 
away and managed to catch Rogers just after the completion 
of the first lap. ''

G. K. Pelmore and McKenzie, on the twenty-five second 
mark, left the line with Pelmore leading. But McKenzie, 
running amazingly well, overtook him in a short distance; 
thereafter McKenzie, taking a short course low in the bank-
ing, gained rapidly on the field, finishing the first lap two 
seconds ahead of Pelmore and closing up fast on the leader, 
S. C. Rodgers; Ortweiller suffered the misfortune of fuel 
pump trouble and the weakened mixture, firing in the sil-
encer, shattered it. Bad luck !-

L. C. McKenzie’s night work was bringing its reward, 
but G. K. Pelmore was very little slower and appeared to 
have something in hand. Their standing laps were seventy- 
nine and seventy-eight respectively. A dry skid amongst 
showered leaves slowed McKenzie and the result of the duel 
was in doubt.

F. Lycett and M. Chambers were in pursuit and the pace 
became hotter. Chambers’ standing lap was completed at an 
average of 83.14 with Lycett only thirty yards in the rear,, 

'hardly a mile an hour slower.
J. H. Allason, who had started with H. N. Pelmore, was 

outdistanced at the end of the first lap, his time being slower 
than that of the cars which had a six second lead on handicap. 
As was mentioned in the account of practice, however, his 
engine was designed for trials work. His ultra-short chassis, 
however, caused him to be classified with H. N. Pelmore, 
whose car has a similar wheelbase.

H. N. Pelmore put in a terrific standing lap at 85.13. 
Nevertheless, at the completion of his first lap, he found 
Baker-Carr, who had started twelve seconds later, only a 
hundred yards behind.

Baker-Carr’s acceleration was startling and his maximum 
speed could not have been less than a hundred and ten. It 
was fairly obvious that, barring accidents, he could catch the 
leaders. At the end of his first lap he was three or four 
hundred yards ahead of Robertson-Rodger, who had started 
with him from scratch. Noel Sissons, luckless, haunted still 
by mysterious power loss at the top of his engine’s range, 
was gamely fighting a losing battle.

The cars were by no means scattered. Indeed, one com-
petitor, on entering the Railway Straight, likened it to
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Piccadilly Circus; another, , confused by the leaves, mistook 
it for Vallambrosa. For the spectator it was a rpagni’ficent 
sight. Twelve cars were still running. Ortw^ller and Henry, 
who had coasted in conscious that he was outpaced, were the 
two that had fallen by the roadside. The rest were in “home 
James” mood. . •* ''
•J i . •

... •It was a stirring finish. Baker-Carr, high qn the banking, 
thundered home three hundred yards ahead of H. 4jT. _ Pel- 
more, who had worked his way through the held. Thi^d 
place was in doubt, but Chambers, finding a string of cars 
across the track ahead of him, seized opportunity where he 
found it, and filtered to the left by cutting down the banking. 
This quick-thinking manoeuvre earned him third place, with 
Lycett a close fourth. McKenzie, Robertson-Rodger and G.
K. Pelmore then crossed the line in that order. Allason, 
Rogers, Sissons, Wilton and Sutton, all travelling flat out, 
finished the race strung out along the track at intervals of 
from one to four hundred yards,

It was a race which competitors and spectators tho-
roughly enjoyed and one which the Club hopes to be able 
to repeat.

As a small momenta of the occasion, every competitor 
has been presented with a suitably engraved plaque for affix-
ing to the facia board of his car.

There is little doubt that the information provided by 
this race, will enable us to perfect the handicapping, so that 
the finishing line in future events will resemble a red light 
stop at Hyde Park Corner.

To all .those whose generous assistance i< the matter of 
silencers, technical advice and loan of equipment contributed 
so enormously to the success of the event, the Committee, on 
behalf of the Club, tenders its gratitude.

A tabulated list of entrants, speeds and placings, as sup-
plied by the B.A.R.C., is given below in the hope that it will 
prove of interest.

EPITAPH.
He Bentled morning, noon and eve,

.. He Bentled night and day,
He Bentled more than you’d believe,

. . He Bentled life away------
And now he Bentles up in heaven, 
With old, immortal No. 7.

I • w.c.
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B.A.R.C. MEETING, OCTOBER 17th, 1936.
2.20 p.m. The Bentley Drivers’ Handicap.

C.C. S.S. 
lap 

speed

F.L. 
lap 

speed Start
1 P. J. Robertson-Rodge:r (S) 4398 86.92 103.11 0.0
2 N. H. Sissons 6597 77.69 89.25 0.0
3 S. T. Baker-Carr 4487 93.79 104.19 0.0 1st
4 H. N; Pelmore 4398 85.13 99.41 0.12 2
5 J. El. Allason 4398 77.21 91.05 0.12
6 M. Chambers 4398 83.14 96.52 0.18 3
7 F. Lycett * 4398 82.18 97.46 0.18
8 G. K. Pelmore 4442 77.93 91.22 *0.25
9 L. C. McKenzie 4398 79.30 91.05 0.25

10 E. P. Ortweiller 4398 75.23 Nil 0.29
11 S. C. Rogers 2996 68.22 78.79 0.44
12 H. S. Wilton 2996 62.25 77.21 0.44
13 D. L. C. Henry 2996 63.84 Nil 0.44
14 A. B. de S. Sutton 2996 63.44 69.17 0.50

All cars driven in full touring trim with the exception of 
No. 3.

The Start.
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HENDON 1947.

S.P.S. Steele very busy in the Sprint and Skid 
event.

Bob Gregory passengers in his 1904 Darracq, 
driven by P. S. Skeggs.

Geoffrey Dunn in the Reversing Test. Eric Dudley “not swinging the lead.”

Pierre Marechai mountaineering. Gordon Alexander equals fastest Police time.

The Scijre-board. '• The Trophy presented to .the B.D.C. by the 
M.P.M.D.S.

All the above photographs are reproduced by kind permission of “ The Motor ”
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When Shelsley was over, plenty of the 'boys and girls made their 
way to Prescott, since the Bugatti Club was holding another of its 
popular meetings there on the following day. Marechai was driving 
a J.B.M. with large twin rear-wheels in Class 8 (racing cars over 
2,000 c.c.), but was just beaten by Cole’s Jaguar. Pierre has also in-
curred editorial wrath for failing to submit either details or times.

Richardson and the blown E.R.A. Riley were again in evidence at 
the Chester M.C. Speed Trials and collected their Class once more 
with two runs of 25.2 and 25.8 secs.

Here are the results of the not inconsiderable Bentley efforts at 
the recent Madresfield meeting:

General Classification.—Bentley 2nd Marechai; Bentley 6th Whit-
tingham; Bentley 11th Wilks; Bentley 17th Spratt.

Vintage Classification.—Bentley 1st Marechai; Bentley 2nd Whit-
tingham; Bentley 4th Wilks; Bentley 9th Spratt.

Basil Mountford doing his stuff

Total entries 25. Total vintage entries 13
These events included a brake and reverse test, a 200 yards 

acceleration test (uphill from standing start), and a concours wherein, 
incidentally, J. Whittingham's 1927 Bentley gained 2nd place in Class 1.

* * * * *

The Lancia Club is to be congratulated upon their well-organised 
competition at Overstone Solarium, near Northampton, on June 20th. 
The effort is all the more praiseworthy when it is realised that this 
was the first venture .of this new and rapidly expanding one make club 
into the world of motoring-sport. The entry was confined to one- 
make clubs and those invited were the Aston-Martin, Bugatti, Frazer- 
Nash, Lagonda and Bentley outfits. The Aston-Martin boys, being 
also in the very early stages with their promising little club, were 
unable to send representatives, but I find it most surprising that there 
were no Bugs. Maybe the idea of getting eight of their machines 
running at the same time rather appalled them, or perhaps they con-
sidered it all rather small beer; anyway, they missed a very pleasant 
afternoon.

Our team was constituted thus: Marechai (Speed Six); Rad-
ford (3A-litre) ; Cook (4£); B. H. Dove (4J) ; Sedgwick (4Ï) ; Mount-
fort (4J); and Bill Loake and his 3-litre.

14



There were seven tests, all requiring a high degree of proficiency 
for . their successful accomplishment and each bearing a maximum 
deduction-quota of twenty points; idea, of course, being to ‘be the 
team with the least amount of marks docked.

j

Cook made best Bentley performance

The winners turned out to be the organising Club (it’s a fiddle, 
sir, it's a fiddle) who in point of fact, richly deserved their victor1'. 
We were second, Frazer-Nash third and Lagondas “lanterne rouge.” 
Highlight from the Bentley point of view was undoubtedly the show 
put up by none other than W. A. L. (say it with eggs) Cook, our dear 
old Chancellor of the Excheck, together with the ex-Mac, ex-ex-

The Hon. Sec. and the Rebuilt ex-Roddy Seys 4i

Gordon Alexander 4) super-het and entirely wizard unblown 44, to wit 
“Bluebell.” He put up the best performance for our team and, most 
impressive of all, second f.t.-d. in the acceleration test. F.t.d. was made 
by a twin-blower “Shelsley” Frazer-Nash belonging to Pollock in 11.4 
secs, (and his getaway sounded glorious and smelled ambrosial).

15
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HENDON
Photos by Klemantaski

Butterworth started 
well in Sjvent 5, but 
broke hisB crankshaft 
and finished this way.

Right 
So W. A. L. Cook sub-
stituted for him. He 
didn't do any . good, 

either.

Left
John im Thurn corners 
his 4i with commend-

able precision.

A Right
Finally, Mount- •
fort was afked to have 
a go—and' managed to 
cope. So, incredible as 
it may seem, did his 

nearside rear tyre.
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(2) If the type with whom you swapped beers and lies last time greets you 
with a blank stare, do not assume that he wishes no more of you. He may be 
suffering from defective memory, eyesight, digestion, or a monumental hangover 
either in himself or his Bentley. It is just as much up to you to greet him as it 
is for him to greet you.

(3) If a Member, clear on counts (1) and (2) ,still encounters a total lack of 
brotherly love, may it not be that the fault lies with himself rather than with 
the Club ? It would be improper to mention the specific failings of individuals, 
but may I mention that he who puts something, however small, into the kitty 
of co-operation, invariably gets far more out than he who expects the whole 
works, brotherly love included, for his thirty bob a year.

Lastly, sticking my neck out a mile, a word to the wives of new Members. 
Please don't assume that all of us are either quite mad or just overgrown 
schoolboys. Our Bentleys are as important to us as are the sitting-room 
curtains or that new -hat to you—and slightly more durable. You are more 
than welcome to our gatherings, provided you meet the rest of us half-way. 
If you don't wish to do that, well, there's no place like home, is there?

Yours faithfully,
W. H. Charnock.

VIGNETTE. A TRUE STORY
We were stopped by the traffic lights, when a shout from the pavement 

assailed our ears: “ A four and a half, a real old 41! Lovely! Stop! Wait! 
I want to tell you ...”

He dashed across the waiting cars, and. climbed in beside us. He was fair-
haired, about 35, dressed in a sports jacket and flannel bags, and wore a striped 
tie. He had a growth of stubble on his face; his eyes were bloodshot. He 
was obviously “ on a jag.”

He spoke softly, thickly, disjointedly: “ A lovely 41 • • • had one myself 
once ... I know I'm three parts cut . . . was one of those flying blokes . . . 
pranged it . . . only motor car . . . wait, -I'll show you . . .”

The lights changed, we pulled up to the kerbside. He dragged out a bundle 
of papers from his inside pocket, and picked out a small well-thumbed photo 
of a very badly bent blower 41- ‘ ‘ That was it . . . beautiful car . . . wish
I had it now . . . Look! Here's something you won't guess.” He pulled out 
another photo, this time of himself at the wheel of an old open 4-seater. We 
examined the picture, and replied, “ That's a Lorraine-Dietrich.” He looked 
Surprised. “ You're dead right; dead right; but then you’d know. Of course, 
you'd know.”

His gaze dropped to the dashboard, and he was obviously admiring all the 
clocks and gauges. He lifted an unsteady forefinger, and pointing through the 
screen along the bonnet, murmured “ P 100s.”

Turning, he said: * ‘ Would you like to make me really happy ? ” Cautiously, 
and Joad-like, we replied, ‘ ‘ It all depends.” ‘ ‘ Let me drive your bus up------ ”
he mentioned a nearby local test hill. “ No,” we said, muttering something 
about insurance. Unabashed, he pleaded “ Well, drive me round the block.” 
Again we demurred, saying we were already late, and had to meet our wife. 
* ‘ Then take me with you to meet your wife . . . I'd love to.” ‘ ‘ No,” we said 
firmly. “ I suppose I'm too drunk . . . perhaps some other time . . .,” without 
rancour.

As a last resort, he said, “ Well, rev. her up, let me hear.” He watched 
the rev.-counter needle flick round to 1,500, and as he felt the throb of the 
exhaust, there was ecstasy in his expression.

He got out of the car mumbling, ‘ ‘ Lovely 41 • . ■ beautiful . . . only car,” 
then, surprisingly, he raised himself to his full height and said clearly, * * Show 
you what I'll do! ” He walked to the front of the car, and facing the radiator, 
started to chant, “ Black label 41, green label 61, er, er. ...” “ Red label 
3-litre,” we prompted. “Yes! Yes! That's right, red label 3-htre.”

He bent forward, slowly and reverently kissed the radiator badge, and 
shambled off. We did not see him again.

. A. B. S.
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SPECIAL 
SILVERSTONE PHOTOGRAPHIC 

SUPPLEMENT

All Honour to Man and Motor. Leslie Johnson driving Forrest Lycett’s 
8-litre Bentley achieved Fastest Time of Day and Fastest Lap.

Bill Cook took a little longer on that lap after slowing to hit the gap 
left by the gyrating 30/98 of the over-enthusiast T. B. Webb. (Note the 

grin of anticipation on the Ambulance man’s face!)
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George Errington’s 3-litre which won the late-type 3-litre 
race at 55.92 m.p.h. (The ex-Harry Bowler Brookland car).

Louis Klementaski.
Anthony Heal, Captain of the team of visitors from the 

Vintage Sports- Car Club, easily won the 3-litre race.

Louis Klementaski.
Edgell Baxter’s 3-litre which was at one-time Clive Gallop’s 

personal car.

Bob Gregory’s 3-litre. (with the Bofors-Gun rear tyres) 
Petrol starvation dogged both his Bentleys all day

Guy Griffiths
Alick Pitts at the wheel of his ex-Birkin Blown 4i in which 

he exceeded 103 m.u.h. over the flvimr 1-rnile.

Guy Griffiths

. Griffiths
Darell Berthon’s 4J-engined 3-litre was by no means the 

slowest short-chassis car.

John Knight’s first appearance in the ex-Emons Team car 
since “Mac” has ministered to it

Guy Griffiths

Bill Cook driving “Bluebell,” the ex-McKenzie/ex 
. Evan-Cook/ex Alexander 44-litre
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The low build of Geoffrey’s 4i is evident in this picture. 
This was the Pacev-Hassan of nre-war Brooklands davs

David Halliday encourages his 4) to turn right. 
It all depends what you mean by elbow-lifting!

Louis Klementaski.
The similarity of driving position, placing of car and headgear Bill Cook (left) and Harry Kemp-Place are interesting.of



SILVERSTONE SPRINT AND RACE MEETING
The organisation of a Meeting at Silverstone is not a task to be undertaken 

lightly and is one which involves financial commitments of a comparatively 
large nature. Your Committee, having reached a decision to organise such 
a meeting, were determined to make the most of it and to have Sprints and 
Races on the same day.

One of the principles kept to the forefront was that it was to be “a day 
out for the boys”—a real “Members’ Day”—and this is the answer to 
possible criticism which may come from spectators who found four hours of 
Sprints with one car at a time very, very dull. The competitors were con-
tributing the most money towards the cost of the meeting (2 guineas each) 
and were entitled to have their fun and obtain useful data and comparisons of 
performance with other cars hitherto not available.

I mention this, not to forestall constructive criticism which might result in 
next year’s meeting being improved, but to make clear the basis upon which 
this year’s meeting was planned.

Over 80 entries were accepted, of which over 60 were Bentleys, the remainder 
being approved cars of any make entered by Club members and invited teams 
from the Vintage Sports-Car Club, comprising 3-litre Sunbeams, 30/98 Vaux- 
halls, and 36/220 and 38/250 Mercedes-Benz.

All entrants had two runs over the Sprint Course with the exception of the 
cars other than Bentleys (Odds and Sods to you), the entrants of which very 
sportingly agreed to forego their second runs when it was found that time was 
running short.

The Sprint Course measured £-mile and the time taken to cover it from a 
standing start was split into two parts at the |-mile mark, thus giving for each 
run a time for the Standing |-mile and a time for the Flying |-mile. It must 
not be overlooked that the Course was on a considerable uphill gradient and 
that few cars, if any, can be said to have been covering the Flying |-mile at its 
maximum speed.

In the early 3-litre class G. R. Arney put up fastest time over both distances 
and it is noteworthy that both times were better than the best put up by the 
late-type 3-litres. Evan Greg’s time for the standing |-mile was better than 
any late-type 3-litre and I take off my hat to Jack Watts’ Chassis No. 1, Engine 
No. 5, which was third fastest of all the 3-litres. There is material here for 
the school supporting the old-type sumps!

R. E. B. Williams had the best acceleration of the late-type 3-litres but was 
not so quick over the flying |-mile as Edgell Baxter and George Errington.

In the Closed (???????) 4|-Iitre class, Wellington and Wilmshurst vied 
closely with each other for best times over both distances, and the laurels go 
to the former whose Bentley ran with roof on.

The open bodies, long wheelbase, 41-litre class provided an entry of fifteen 
and was won easily by Archie Butterworth driving Hogg’s car, the latter taking 
second place with the same car. John Knight made next best time with the 
genuine team car so recently rebuilt by the High Priest, and was closely followed 
by the Presidential transport which, when driven by Mrs. Mountfort, vied with 
David Halliday for next place. It is truly astonishing to find that the Hogg 
4i-litre was faster over both distances than any of the short-chassis models. 
This car is very rugged and the wheelspin on a dry road is quite something.

In the short-chassis class it is interesting to observe that the seven fastest 
cars over the standing |-mile were placed in the same order over the flying 
J-mile. (Will the Hon. Treasurer now yield to the temptation to remove 
the two compression plates from Bluebell?)

Alick Pitts did a lone run in the Supercharged 41-litre class and shook every-
one by exceeding 103 m.p.h. on the flying J-mile.

The very heavy metal then covered the Course and Leslie Johnson, driving 
Forrest Lycett’s 8-litre, proceeded to make FTD of 7.89 secs., achieving not
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Photo by J. E. Evan Cook 
“ ... . He’s over! . . . . Over the 

fence, I mean!”

, FIRLE HILL CLIMB
The last, .competitive event 

organised . by ■ the Club'this season 
was the Firle Hill Climb on 
Sunday, September 25th, and we 
were again blessed by the won-
derful weather that has made 
this year’s very full motoring 
calendar so ■ enjoyable.

•• ?:/*••• * « / • __ •

•.■ The hill was that used for 
the last test of our Eastbourne 
Rally, and we are again indebted 
to Viscount Gage for his kind-
ness in allowing the use of his 
property.

The Club had hoped that ■ it 
might be possible to have the 
stirface re-laid, but this was 
ruled out by the prohibitive cost 
quoted, so we had to be content 
with the filling-in of the many 
deep ruts and pot-holes. The elimination of these unnatural hazards, 
combined with the heroic efforts of a stalwart gang of Club helpers in 
sweeping the surface of the hill from top 'to bottom to clear away loose-
stuff, certainly made the event much more enpoyable. Our tguests were 
the one make clubs which earlier in the year had taken part in the 
Eastbourne ■ Rally.

The morning practicing had to be limited to one run each, as under 
the pounding of much heavy metal the surface showed signs of wear 
and tear, and with so much to come after lunch discretion had to 
prevail. Thus practice ■ finished early and there was a rather long gap 
when nothing was happening; but no-one seemed to mind, and there 
were the usual little groups of people sitting happily in the sun eating 
sandwiches and chatting, or walking round looking at each others’ 
cars. And there were the usual busy bods doing last ■ minute fiddling 
and adjustments. It was noted that after practicing shock-absorbers 
came in for the greatest attention.

As all times are printed at the end of this article, no' particular 
mention of them will.be made here.

The serious business of the afternoon was opened by a courtesy 
run of the Le Mans Aston-Martin Saloon powered by the 2i litre 
Lagonda engine, and the car was very fast, quiet and impressive.

The fastest 3 litre Bentley was 'that of Bob Gregory, who also had 
the rather doubtful distinction of making the noisiest gear change (if 
the day. The clutch-stop was not doing its stuff, and rather than wait 
for the shaft to slow down with attendant loss . of time he made the 
type of change that is usually referred to politely as “determined.” 
This could literally be heard from top to bottom of the hill, and resulted 
in a bent selector finger. (Not Bob’s, Stupid; in the gearbox).

Bill Cook in Bluebell was fastest unblown Bentley, and as usual 
his climb was an example of safe, polished driving. Harry Kemp-Place 
was second fastest 4i, although his clutch was not up to form, and .its

14'
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CLASS WINNERS

4i-litres (10' 10”)—D. Halliday. 41-litres (Others)—W. A. L. Cook.



RESULTS
September 25th, 1949

Opening.Run by ASTON MARTIN 36.86 seconds
Second Run •• • • 36.54 seconds

CLASS (A)'
BENTLEY 3-Litre, with closed body. . '

No Entries.

CLASS (B)
BENTLEY 3-Litre, Old Type Sump Engine (Prior to 1926).

Secs Secs
through through
1st Bend 1st Run 2nd Run 1st Bend

3 K. D. Powell 7.5 45.63 45.79 —
1 E. R. Greg 6.5 45.65 . 48.19 —

4 G. R. Arney 7.0 47.93 47.90 —
5 R. B. Sutcliffe 7.5 49.86 49.34 —
2 G. W. Dakin — N.S. N.S. • —

CLASS (C)
BENTLEY 3-Litre, with Late Type Sump Engine (After 1926).

11 R. D. Gregory 6.6 44.72 41.29 —
7 G. H. Burton 6.4 43.60 42.09 __

12 H. D. Sharp* ’ 7.5 46.69 47.98 - —
6 Mrs. B. M. Berthon* 8.4 50.60 54.00 —•
8 D. P. King 8.2 52.49 51.08 —

10 G. Dunn —— 51.56 N.S. —
9 V. Axel-Berg — ■ N.S. • • N.S. —

* Same Car.

CLASS (D)
BENTLEY 4i-Litre, with Closed Bodies (Hood and Screen erected)

14 H. J. Wilmshurst 7.0 43.44 42.54 —

CLASS (E)
BENTLEY 4*-Litre with Open Bodies and 10’ 10” wheelbase.

16 D. Halliday* 6.5 39.11 . 38.02 6.8
15 S. Sedgwick 7.2 . 39.52 38.16 7.0
19 W. G. Halliday* 7.0 40.60 40.46 6.8
17 E. J. Teal — 44.98 43.23 7.5
18 J. B. Knight — N.S. N.S. • • —

* Same Car.

CLASS (F) . *

BENTLEY 41-Litre, not eligible for Classes (D) and (E).
20 W. A. L. Cook 6.0 34.43 34.59 6.0
22 H. K. Place 6.0 35.17 35.25 6.4
21 A. J. Jarvis 6.5 36.11 36.55 6.2
27 S. J. Lawrence 6.8 37.66 36.63 6.2
28 C. H. D. Berthon 6.6 38.91 38.90 6.8
23 G. C. H. Kramer 6.5 39.51 38.93 6.4
26 W. H. Stout 6.5 39.23 38.99 6.8
24 E. D. S. Baker 7.5 40.84 39.62 6.6
25 Forrest Lycett — N.S. N.S. —

CLASS (G)
BENTLEY 4i-Litre, Supercharged.

31 A. L. Pitts 6.2 32.11 32.30 6.0
30 W. G. Smeed 6.0 33.62 34.90 6.4
29 K. Nutt 7.5 41.88 41.13 7.0
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CLASS (H) 
BENTLEY 61-Litre. 

No Entries.

Secs 
through 
1st Bend

* . -' A - '

1st Run 2nd Run

Secs 
through 
1st Bend

• *■ * i . ,

CLASS (I)
BENTLEY 8-Litre.

80 H. Parkinson 8.0 43.43 42.08 7.5
CLASS (J)

BENTLEY 3*-Litre.
81 Gavin Maxwell 6.2 36.90 36.83 6.0
33 J. E. E. Cook 6.2 41.02 42.05 6.8
CLASS (K)

BENTLEY 4i-Litre.
32 .H. S. F. Hay 7.0 39.57

» V M 3 1 ’

39.30. 6,8
CLASS (L)

Any other make of car catered and driven by a member of the
B.D.C.

35 G. M. Crozier 6.2 34.96 34.45 “ 6.2
(Mercedes-Benz)

34 G. M. Hutton 6.2 36.50 36.82 6.2
(3.2 Bugatti) *

37 J. C. Payne 6.2 37.33 4 37.06 6.0
(Riley)

36 W. H. Charnock 6.8 41.27 40.68 6.5
(24-Litre Alvis)

CLASS (M)
ASTON-MARTIN Mk. II and International li-Litre.

38 D. E. Smith 6.2 39.22 38.57 6.2
39 D. S. G. Coram 7.2 45.47 42.71 6.5
43 P. F. Black 6.4 44.61 46.99 —
41 P. M. Sims . 7.2 47.81 47.85 —
40 T. H. Stewart 7.0 48.61 48.10 7.1
42 N. S. Rook 7.4 56.30 48.69 —

CLASS (N)
ASTON-MARTAN ULSTER H-Litre.

44 K.' G. Dace 8.0 51.73 62.74 —

CLASS (O)
ASTON-MARTIN START ARD 2-Litre.

45 P. M. Penfold 6.4 40.28' 43.23 —

CLASS (P)
ASTON-MARTIN SPEED MODEL 2-Litre.

46 F. E. Cowlrick 6.2 36.80 36.73 —

CLASS (Q)
FRAZER-NASH • ■>

48 R. C. C. Palmer 6.8 45.00 43.50 —•
47 A. C. Sears — N.S. N.S. —

CLASS (R)
LAGONDA 2-Litre.

49 Mrs. M. K. Harman 7.0 42.36 '■ 40-54 6.5
50 K. L. Prosser — N.S. 'N.S., •—
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BRIGHTON SPEED TRIALS
tf . ( 1 * * . .

Brighton Speed Trials on the 3rd September, proved to be a red- 
letter day for us; but as there is so much of interest to tell, it is best 
to start with the first event in which Bentleys appeared—Class 4 
Sports Cars over 2000cc.

;R. W. Hogg driving his very quick ex-Butterwdrth 4$, ran against 
Alan May in the indecently fast 30-98 Vauxhall that went so well at oür 
Silverstone Meeting, but in spite of all that Hogg could do, May 
crossed the line first.

In view of the fact that May’s time of 32.45 secs, was fourth fastest 
in the class, the time of 33.80 secs, by Hogg shows how well he hung on

Ian Metcalfe drove his rebuilt Barnato-Hasson 8-litre and put up 
the very creditable time of 31.00 secs., which was good enough to gain 
third place in the class.

Class 8, for Vintage Sports Cars of any capacity, was greatly 
enlivened by Alick Pitts in the blower 4i, which looked and sounded 
wonderful and shot up the course as if the old gentleman himself 
was clqse behind. The time of 30.56 secs, was almost incredible, but 
just to show that there was no doubt at all, his second run was 30.55 
secs., which easily won the class and set up a new class record. Even 
this was only a foretaste of things to come, of which more anon. Although 
rather over-shadowed by the performance of the blown car, a fine run 
in 35.37 secs, by Bill Cook in Bluebell won him third place in the class.

Then came what was to many of us the high spot of the day 
Thanks to the persistent efforts of Stanley Sedgwick and Harry Char-
nock, who had for some time been trying to induce the organisers of 
the meeting to include a special class, the after lunch proceedings 
opened fittingly with Class (9) Bentleys nominated by the Bentley 
Drivers Club.

The Committee rightly felt that as good a spectacle as possible 
should be provided for the great British Public, and that sheer speed 
was not so necessary as a high proportion of close finishes. For this 
reason the pairing of the cars to run together was undertaken by the 
B.D.C., taking into account the known or expected capabilities of the 
entrants and their cars.

The original programme had to be reshuffled somewhat at the last 
moment, as there were several bits of bad luck. J. Sarginson and his 
wife could not appear as their kiddy was a suspected appendicitis case, 
and we all hope that everything is now under control.

Poor John Knight started off from Manchester in his ex-Emons 
team 4i, and had the damnable luck of both mags packing up at Lich-
field, so a tow home was the end of his day.

Gurney Smeed contracted Scarlet Fever and stayed in bed, crawling 
with germs, and we imagine his thoughts on the subject matched the 
nature of his illness.

Proceedings opened with a pair of 3-litres, those of V. Axel-Berg 
and G. H. G. Burton. In each run the former kept his nose in front, 
so his engine seems to be run-in successfully now. On. Axel-Berg’s 
second run great amusement was caused when he let in his clutch at 
the start, for his rear wheels leapt up and down many inches clear 
of the ground while the car stood still. This did not continue for 
very long, however.

David Halliday beat Scott-Russell on their first run,, but his car went 
sick at the second attempt and the tables were turned. Sid Lawrence 
conclusively beat Bill Stout in the 4% engined 3-litre both times, crossing 
the line at 100 m.p.h. on fhe first run and a little less at his second 
attempt, although the second time was better.
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Geoffrey Kramer had the temerity to lead the President home twice, 
but fortunately the private bet of a tow home for the loser if he blew 
up was not needed, and a pint of beer later in the day satisfied honours. 
On his first run Sedgwick used a pair of smaller wheels borrowed from 
Forrest Lycett, but found that he ran out of revs too soon, so reverted 
to his usual size for the second attempt. His time improved as a result, 
but the Presidential heart turned over on noticing that his revs, were 
3,800 in third gear (non-McKenzie crankshaft), and a very hasty cog 
swap to top took place.

Bill Cook and Harry Kemp-Place renewed the private battle which 
is always a source of great interest. Proving that even experienced 
drivers can do just the same silly things as you and I, although not 
nearly so often, Harry put up a real “black” on his first , run by getting 
away to a good start and then changing gear smartly across the gate 
from bottom to top and thereby ruining the time fór his run. Bill 
made no mistake, and his time of 35.57 secs, proved good enough to 
gain third place in this class too. On their second runs Harry jus.t 
got over the line first, but failed to equal his opponent’s previous time.

T. Farthing and Reg. Markes were the first blower cars, and honours 
were divided by each winning one run, although the last word remained 
with Markes, whose best time was just too good. Then came a sensa-
tion. Hogg and Alick Pitts had been paired as a result of the re-shuff-
ling mentioned earlier, and Alick got away to a perfect start. Really 
winding his engine up he simply screamed up the course and crossed 
the line at 4400 in top, equal to 117 m.p.h., while we waited on tenter-
hooks by the timekeeper’s box. Then it came, 30.38 secs., and fastest 
sports car of the day. Several of us ran up to meet car and driver as 
they came into 'the waiting area, and when Alick heard the news he 
was almost speechless with pleasure. All he could say, several times 
over was, “Oh, I AM glad.” So are we all. Jolly good show, Alick. 
congratulations!

This wonderful run, gained the cup awarded by Forrest Lvcett fc/ 
fastest sports car, and the donor must be delighted that it should g? 
to a Bentley.

Lycett,. good sportsman as always, would not run his 8-litre as a 
sports car in case he won his own cup.

When one stops to think about it for a moment, it really is pretty 
incredible that a 20-year-old car can beat a representative collection of 
the best modern high performance stuff at an International Meeting.

The next pair were 41s.—Hay in the “Corniche,” and Jack Evan-
Cook. On each run Jack showed better initial acceleration and got well 
in front, which advantage he held most of the way, but Hay shot past 
at a rate of knots, to cross the line first both times. The high gearing, 
unchanged since Le Mans, plus a clutch full of oil, handicapped Hay 
more than a bit, so his times were really highly creditable.

Harry Charnock was unfortunately running alone, another result 
of our non-starters, but did a good first run. He tried to emulate 
Kemp-Place on his second attempt by starting in third gear.

All the rejoicing while waiting to return down the course was 
rudely interrupted when Alick’s car was seen to be enveloped in smoke, 
and a rush of fire extinguishers dealt with the makings of a real bonfire 
among the wiring behind the dashboard. Fortunately no real damage 
was done, but car and driver looked as if they had just driven through 
a blizzard, being covered in white foam. Nothing daunted Pitts drove 
back with the rest,, and the spectacle of all the Bentleys returning 
down the course in pairs one behind the other was a grand sight. 
Back in the Paddock a gang of members set to, with far more, enthusi-
asm , than they usually show even with their own cars, and washed 
and polished Alick’s car with the most:, improbable assortment of cloths
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an-hour, or even an hour, and may cost 2/6d. or perhaps 5/-s., but on 
examination you will find that your block is cleaner than it has ever 
been since new/ All the scale will have been dissolved from inside the 
casting, and the carbon from the ports and cylinder crowns will have 
completely disappeared, due to the solvent action of the acid. You need 
have no fear that the solution will attack the bores or do the slightest 
harm, and for the small expense involved, you will have a cleaner block 
than would be the case after days of hammering, chiselling and scraping.

Youis, etc.,
LEONARD TAYLOR.

The Bryn, ' ,
Nora Road,

Portishead, Somerset.

Gerry Crozier’s new acquisition—the Barnato-Hassan

* * * * *

SEEING THE PARISH FROM A NEW ANGLE
A very sporting Padre, who has asked to be taken up in a flying 

machine by the custodian of this journal has assured us of his conviction 
that he will thereby be brought nearer to Heaven than ever before.

STOP PRESS
One more “Ex” is added to the pedigree of “Bluebell” (the Bill 

Cook 41) which has now passed into the hands of Horace Wilmshurst. 
This well-known Bentley now becomes the Ex McKENZIE/Ex EVAN 
COOK/Ex ALEXANDER/Ex COOK 41 and no doubt, in the normal way 
of things, it will be referred to as the Ex COOK 41 for some time— 
perhaps until Horace has chalked up a few worthwhile performances.

It is good to know that Horace is not unduly worried,by the moral 
obligation attached to this 41 to uphold the “Marque” in competition 
motoring against' both its contemporaries and modern cars. We wish the 
new owner good luck and good motoring.
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The original Log Book of Old Number 7 has recently been presented 
to -the Club by Paul Wakefield, Captain of the Frazer-Nash Section of the 
V.S.C.C. on behalf of the Section.

The book was given to him by the late C. L. Grace who acquired 
it from the Garage which broke up the. old car after its final crash.

This gesture on the part of Paul Wakefield and the Frazer-Nash 
Section is very much appreciated by the Club, particularly as the Log 
came from a collection of racing literature and is the only known relic 
of the famous old 3-Litre.
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SILVERSTONE 1950
Of course it could have rained all the time, but it didn’t— only 

83.1416 per cent of it. The course was dry and safe for high-speed cornering 
in the morning and the first run of the Sprints was in the dry, but after-
wards .... oh, dear! Thank goodness everybody behaved sensibly when 
the track became soaked for there were few ‘moments’ and no accidents.

Course practice in the morning was very pleasant to watch. It was 
interesting to see newcomers making a first slowish lap to get to know the 
course and then pressing down on the old mushroom as they gained know-
ledge and confidence. Later the more experienced came out and, at Beckett’s 
anyway, it was astonishing how quickly the drivers got their cars safely 
round this far from easy corner. Incidentally there was not a single oc-
casion throughout the meeting when Race Control had to be informed of 
thoughtless or dangerous driving at this corner.

The Sprints started immediately after practice and this year it had been 
decided to time each car in both directions up and down the straight—the 
mean of the two times to count.

The Sprint course was opened with a beautiful run by Forrest Lycett 
in the 8-litre with the President on board. Then came, in quick succession, 
the twenty groups of cars, four at a time. As each group came down the 
cars were parked on the perimeter track in rows of four. By the end of 
the first run there were over 55 Bentleys, Pomeroy’s Prince Henry, six 
30/98’s and three 38/250 Mercs waiting for the return run. What a sight!

The F.T.D. for the Sprints was made by A. G. Pitts in his blower 4£; 
Of course, the real fastest was Lycett’s 8-litre but he insisted on declaring 
himself a non-competitor, and it was obvious.to all that his car was the 
quickest there. A true sporting gesture by a superb driver of a superb car. 
Pitt’s mean time was 32.0 secs. (31.8 up and 33.2 down) the 8-litre offered 
29.8 up and 30.2 down. Stanley Sedgwick says that on the opening run they 
were well over the 100. Pomeroy’s Prince Henry was offered a courtesy 
run and put up the startling times of 43.6 and 48.4 secs. N. Powell’s 38/250 
was the best of the Mercs, with 35.6 and 38.8 secs., while Alan May in 
the 30/98 clocked 34.8 and 35.6 secs. Gerry Crozier’s 8-litre was second to 
Pitts with runs of 31.0 and 33.4 secs.

Of the Lady Drivers Margaret Pitts (whom we welcome as a new 
member in her first Club Competition) was first in Alick’s Blown 4> with 
the excellent mean time of 33 seconds.

As the meeting was running a little behind time it was decided to go 
straight on with the Races and in pouring rain Forrest Lycett made an 
opening lap with Bill Spear from the U.S.A, as passenger. The first race 
was a scratch event for 3-litres. We were very pleased to see Don 
McKenzie in the ex-Lycett 3 win his first race. After lying fifth behind 
Williamson, Denton Barker, Preston and Gregory he soon pulled through 
the field to win at a speed of 53.89 m.p.h., followed by Williamson and 
Preston, 5.8secs. and 8.4secs. later.

In the second race for 4|’s (10' 10" only) Scott Russell won from 
J. Garland with R. W. Hogg in the new-bodied ex-Butterworth car a very 
close third. The winner’s time was 7m. 14secs. (56.69 m.p.h.) and there 
was a fifth of a second difference between Garland (7m. 20secs.) and Hogg.

Scratch Race 3 was for 4|’s ineligible for the previous tussle. Such 
well-known characters as Pitts, Kemp-Place, Wilmshurst, Lawrence, 
Kramer and imThurn were to have a bash with Williams, Burton, Chap-
man and Mrs. Mountfort also around. Pitts beat Kemp-Place by 2.8secs. 
and Geoffrey Kramer, after a terrific dice with Wilmshurst and imThurn, 
came third two-fifths of a second in front of the former. Spectators en-
joyed the Kramer/imThurn duels all the afternoon and it is a thousand
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pities that this personal contest is unlikely to occur again in these cars 
as John’s 4| is going out to South Africa. Though Clarisse Mountfort 
came in last she is to be complimented on the excellent way she handled 
the 4! under appalling driving conditions. Horace Wilmshurst, Blue-
bell’s new owner, also drove his recent acquisition splendidly. One of the 
most disappointed men was Sid Lawrence in his beautifully turned out 
Special. His new hydraulic brake system worked excellently and the 
engine appeared to have more than plenty of urge, but the back end. 
may have been a bit too light for the slippery course. He therefore very 
wisely light-footed on the corners to avoid presenting any further pro-
blems to the men behind him.

In Race 4 we had the Big Stuff—the Blowers and 61 and 8-litres. 
Gerry Crozier won this in 6m. 22.4secs., 10.4secs. ahead of Pitts in his 
4f (S) and Stout in the 61. Tony Hartridge was three-fifths of a second 
behind and all the afternoon we were delighted with the ding-dong do 
fought out between these massive sixes.

As Races 5 (post-1931 Bentleys) and 6 (3-litre Bentley v. 3-litre Sun-
beam) had been cancelled owing to lack of entries, the next contest on 
the card was the nth. round of the never-to-be-settled 41 versus 30/98 
dispute. This was won absolutely and completely by Alan May in his 
30/98 in the splendid time of 6m. 15.4secs.; easily the fastest race time of 
the day. R. W. Hogg was second in 6m. 27secs. and Kemp-Place third in. 
6m. 28.2secs. May drove round in the pouring rain as af on rails and his 
winning speed of 65.58 m.p.h. made everyone, including the handicapper, 
think very hard indeed. The latter thunk to some purpose for in the 
Special Invitation Race May was paid the compliment of being put on 
Scratch, giving Gerry Crozier a 15-second start. Incidentally, the handi-
capping of the entrants to the meeting must have been a Mark I headache 
to the Clerk of the Course, what with untried drivers on unknown cars 
and, of course, the rain.

Race 8 for the Blown and Bigger Bentleys and the Mercs, was a bit 
of a walkover for the Crozier 8-litre in 6m. 17secs., but once again we 
had the Stout/Hartridge controversy, though this time Tony was only 
half a second behind. Storr in the Mercedes had the misfortune to blow 
a silencer and this extra noise, added to the delightful whine of his 
blower, made his quick trip round the Course one of more than passing 
interest.

Next came the Handicap Races of four laps each. Hollis with half 
a minute start won the 3-litre race from Williamson at Scratch and 
Maclver (rec. lOsecs.) at a speed of 53.87 m.p.h. Teddy Teal in the 
Standard 4| Race, with a start of lm. 50secs., drove very well to win 
from Arnold Stenhouse (rec. lm. 40secs.), while J. H. Orr-Ewing (rec. lm.) 
was third. Winner’s speed, 55.47 m.p.h.

The race for the Unstandard 41’s was next and Burton (rec. 30sec?v 
in his quick 3/4| came home first in 9m. 19.2secs. (62 m.p.h.), followed 
by Wilmshurst and Lawrence.

Race 12 was the Big Stuff Handicap with Pitts on Scratch and Stout 
and Hartridge each receiving lOsecs. Unfortunately Goodwin’s 8-litre did 
not come to the line. Pitts won at the very creditable speed of 63.12 
m.p.h., and once again we saw a lovely scrap between Stout and Hart-
ridge. This time the latter won by one-fifth of a second.

The last race of the day was the Special Invitation 5 Laps. This was 
won by J. C. Garland (rec. lm. 50secs.) at 57.88 m.p.h., his time being 
12m. 13.4secs. Crozier worked his way through the field to gain second 
place in 12m. 32.6secs. and Wilmshurst came third in 12m. 46.4secs.

This year several new ideas were tried out for the first time at a 
Club Meeting at Silverstone. To the delight of all competitors Benzole 
and Petrol were on sale in the Paddock. This really was a splendid inno-
vation as it saved the awful bother of lugging tins of special fuel from
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SPRINT STARTS

Quick, Quicker, Quickest. Sedgewick, Crozier, Lycett.

The first sprint group: Gregory, McKenzie, Morgan and 
Edgell Baxter. Note W.O., Bill Cook and Reggie 

Minchin standing • by. . . ‘

The Four (Hundred) Horsemen. Pitts, Kemp-Place, 
Wilmshurst and Lawrence.
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RACES WITHIN RACES

sprags?) Kramer and John imThurn 
neck and neck all afternoon.

Hartridge driving Norris’s Speed Six and Stout were 
evenly matched ___

Williamson, Maclver and Bailey chase Hollis in the 
first Handicap.

A fight for the nth place. Kemp-Place, Wilmshurst, 
imThurn, Kramer.

Geoff (What, no 
drove
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30 MARCH, 1951 B.D.C,, REVIEW

A TALE OF TWO EVENTS LAST SEASON
The Aston Martin Owners’ Club organized one of the most ambitious 

Silverstone meetings of the season on Saturday, 29th July, and we were 
well represented.

For Race 1, two 5-lap heats were run to thin out the field for the 
25-lap sports car handicap, and the first 15 in each heat went into the 
final. The winner of the first was Peter Scott-Russell, who got home just 
0.4sec. ahead of D. J. R. Chapman 'in the nicely re-bodied 41 which we 
first saw in its present form at our own Silverstone meeting. These two 
dominated the race, were never more than a few yards apart, and were 
obviously having.a private dice and enjoying themselves immensely.

In the other heat the first Bentley home, in second place, was Sid 
.’ Lawrence. Kemp-Place was 4th and Wilmshurst 6th.

The final was rather confusing to spectators, as in addition to the 
handicaps each car was flagged in for a compulsory pit stop to change a 
rear wheel, and the race order at any given time was a complete mystery. 
However, it was duly sorted out by the bods, in the timekeepers’ bus, and 
the clear-cut winner was again Scott-Russell, who had been driving an 
extremely steady and fast race. Good show, Peter!

Lawrence had trouble all day with vast quantities of oil in -his brakes, 
and so had to evolve a new technique to get round the course at all. As 
he was lapping regularly in 2mins., or just under, without any stoppers 
at all, he certainly seems to have found the answer.

Horace Wilmshurst, in Bluebell, had the misfortune of the - front 
crankshaft pulley coming unscrewed and moving forward until it fouled 
the housing and everything seized solid. Luckily the first fears that the 
crankshaft had broken were - unfounded, and all has since been put right.

Our team entered for the Relay Race had to be altered as Bluebell 
was out of action, and Scott-Russell came to the rescue. Lawrence had 
broken a carburettor, and had to borrow carbs, and manifold- and-fit them 
to his car, and was only just able to get the job done in time. He. actually 
crossed the track to take up team position just as the first car of -the limit 
team was started. After all the work and panic, we could only finish in 
5 th place.

Race 4, a 5-lap handicap for open cars in any trim, was also - run in 
two heats and a final, and produced just about as assorted a field as would 
a handicapper’s nightmare. In the first heat Lawrence and Kemp-Place 
were 3rd and 4th, and in the finat'Lawrence was 4th, still minus brakes.

In the last race of the day, a scratch 5-lap sports car effort, Lawrence 
was 6th. Thank you, A.M.O.C., for a very good day.

THE ‘VINTAGE’ PRESCOTT HILL-CLIMB

The ‘Vintage’ Prescott Hill-Climb on 19th August was blessed with 
decent weather, although the one shower of the day started promptly as 
the first car of the over 3000 c.c. class was on the line and continued until 
the last car of the class had just returned to the paddock. Thus the larger 
Bentleys had the doubtful pleasure of a slippery surface.- The hill was 
dry for the ^econd runs, and nearly all times improved -as a result.

The class winner was Tony Hartridge in the Speed Six, and he handled 
this large and unwieldy car safely and well to record. 57.27secs. ' Harry
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Kemp-Place took 3rd place, although he most unusually had an - off -day. 
The fitting of ultra small rear wheels to give more suitable gearing had 
altered the handling properties of his car, and on the first run he ran 
into the pile of sand at Orchard in a real good front-wheel slide. - His 
second run produced the time good enough for 3rd place, in spite of 
clouting a bank good and hard with the off-side rear wheel. Quarter-
main’s 30-98 Vauxhall just pipped all the 41-litres, to our sorrow, so this 
round of the eternal ' argument went against us.

' Alick Pitts ran the ' ‘Blower’ in the supercharged sports car class, as 
his unblown car, originally entered, was not ready after throwing a rod 
the previous week. His time of 56.37secs. was just not good enough for 
a place. ?

. GEOFF KRAMER.

POINTS 
OF VIEW

Dear Sir,
I enclose three photographs of S. H. Richardson’s 8-litre in process 

of rebuilding and hope that you will be able to make use of them in the 
March issue. After use perhaps you would return them to the owner or 
to me as I see him once a month at the Bexley Noggin and Natter.

This N. and N. is now enjoying an increasing measure of support 
much to the delight of the few of us who have kept it going through some 
very poorly supported months. One feels, however, that if only half the 
members of the Club who live within say a gallon of petrol of the Kings 
Head would show sufficient interest to come along, this meeting could 
break all attendance records for B.D.C. Noggins.

Harking back to Richardson’s 8-litre, I feel sure that he will produce 
some photographs of her when she is complete and I will send specimen . 
on to you. Her body is fitted but when last at Bexley she was not 
cellulosed.

Yours faithfully,
JOHN DOVE.

Whyte Lodge,
Woolwich Road,

Abbey Wood, '
London, S.E. 2.

5th February, 1951. ’
* See photo on page 12
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4'th in the “Rally— ■ 
eyes of Mesdames 

Guy GRIFFITHS

C z mHorace Wilmshurst—Best Bentley 
starts the Hill-Climb Test under the 
Cook, Cook, Greig and Kramer.

Elphinstone—Best Lagonda performer—on the line at Firle. 
GUY GRIFFITHS

of

Braking Test— 
DOBINSON

M. j. K. unapman—nest penormer in Acceleration 
is seen here “going” after a successful “touch.”

reeverse wiggle woggie. Baker in his 31-litre put 
up a phenomenal best performance in the Drunkards Dilemma. 

DOBINSON

Paul Pulver—next best Lancia—faces the 280 miles to breakfast. 
(21st in Rally) Guy GRIFFITHS

3rd in the Rally.
rs’ badge. Best 
Guy GRIFFITHS

D. P. Harris—one fifth of a mark behind the winner of the Rally 
and best Frazer-Nash—rounds the top bend at Firle. 2nd in Rally 
and best Reverse Wiggle Woggie). GUY GRIFFITHS
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HENDON

Chapman on the skid-pan after the rain

Basil and Clarisse Mountfort intent upon the task in hand

t
.1 A
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HENDON

The Secretary heads for the open country with Betty Crouch
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on again, the silencer will fill with unexploded gas, which being afterwards 
ignited, may burst the silencer.

Very great care should be taken with the adjustment of the platinum 
points, for power will be lost if the gap becomes greater than 0.012in., 
while it goes without saying that both magnetos should fire at exactly the 
same moment. On the flywheel is scribed a line which is marked with the 
firing point of the cylinders at a full advance of 40 degrees. The proper 
moment for the magneto break when the- -engine is at its best is 45 degrees, 
which means that the line should be disregarded for the moment, but that 
the nut on the clutch cover just in front of this line should be brought 
in line with the mark on the crank case, in which position the contact 
makers should break, thus giving 45 degrees advance.

To synchronise the break the contact maker should be advanced full 
upwards, a piece of cigarette paper should be placed between the platinum 
points of each magneto, then the flywheel moved in the normal direction, 
whoever moves the flywheel watching the position of the timing mark and 
the second man noting the exact moment when the cigarette papers are 
released. A more accurate method is to rig up in advance the electrical 
device illustrated. If the centre bolt which holds the contact maker is 
removed and the point on one wire held to the contact maker arm while 
the other is pressed against the boss holding the stationary platinum 
point, the electric lamp will light up as long as the platinum points are in 
contact and will go out exactly at the moment they separate. Looking 
from the radiator end the right-hand magneto runs clockwise, the left-hand 
magneto anti-clockwise.

Replacing the Magneto
Imagine that a magneto has to be replaced by a new one; it will not 

have the special jaws through which it is driven from the cross-shaft, but 
the jaws from the previous instrument will be used. Each magneto is 
held in position by three bolts. The magneto cannot be removed until 
Nos. 1 and 4 cylinders are on top dead centre. The importance of this 
will be realised when it is stated that on the cross-shaft casing is a castel-
lated and split-pinned nut which looks very much as though it holds the 
magneto, whereas it actually holds the cross-shaft bearings. If the three 
nuts holding the magneto in position have been undone and the magneto 
will not come away because 1 and 4 are not on top dead centre, it is 
possible that the castellated nut should be undone also, which would de-
range the whole cross-shaft drive.

Assuming the magneto to have been successfully removed and replaced 
on the bench, the first thing to do after this is to put the driving jaw 
on the armature spindle, noting that though there is a key-wav on the 
armature spindle, no key is used. The driving jaw should be put on 
only just tight enough to prevent it moving accidentally. The flvwheel 
should then be turned until the 45 degrees advance point is reached, and 
the magneto, should afterwards be put back on the engine and bolted up 
in position with the bolts in the centre of their slots, the contact breaker 
and distributor covers removed, and the contact breaker at full advance. 
Then by means of a spanner on the centre bolt of the contact breaker, the 
whole armature should be turned until the contact points break, care 
being taken that the break is for No. 1 cylinder, as shown by the position 
of the distributor arm, which should point outside front. Then the mag-
neto should be very cautiously withdrawn, and with the utmost care the 
jaw on the armature should be tightened home firmly. The magneto 
should then be put back, and if the contact maker has not moved the 
setting is all right.

Further Points to be Noted
Any more delicate adjustment should be made by rotating the magneto 

on its spigot. Exactly the same process as that already described is then 
followed out for the second magneto.
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Never run the car with one magneto switched off: it is very bad for 
the magneto, and remember that each distributor has a grease cup which 
must be filled at intervals. Furthermore, before deciding that a magneto 
is at fault, disconnect the switch wire from the contact maker cover, as 
the trouble may be in this wire and not in the magneto. The plugs recom-
mended are K.L.G. type JI for the standard cars, and K.L.G. type F12 for 
the latest speed model. .

Concerning the water circulation, the pump gland is at first something 
of a mystery, but the pump is detached bodily by undoing four nuts, leav-
ing two alone. These two nuts hoidwthe pump gland flange and should be 
given not more than a quarter of a-turn if the pump leaks, which will be 
noticed when water trickles through a drain provided in the front of the 
crank case for the purpose. Giving the nuts more than a quarter of a 
turn may jam the pump spindle, and both should be just tight—no more 
in ordinary circumstances. When the pump has been detached bodily 
these two nuts are undone, the gunmetal flange is withdrawn, and the 
packing, which is Palmetto, can be replaced.

Sometimes a pump leak can be stopped by screwing down the grease 
cup, which, by the way, should always be kept full of thick grease.

Sometimes the pump spindle will bring away with it the shaft connec-
tion from the cross-shaft skew gear. In that case it will be noticed that 
the hollow spindle has a square orifice at one end. This square orifice fits 
the pump spindle, the other end does not, and, moreover, two faces, one on 
the pump spindle, the other on the shaft, are marked to show which faces 
must be fitted together. The gland washer must be put back with the mark 
o in the right position when the operation is completed.

(To be concluded.)

BENTLEY v. JAGUAR
We have had a letter from Oliver Goodwin which we are delighted 

to reprint. He writes: “May I ask that you take what steps you can to 
ensure that no member of the B.D.C. is unaware of the resounding Bentley 
success at the M.M.E.C. Silverstone meeting last Saturday, June 30th? 1 
refer to Gerry Crozier’s brilliant victory in the 5-lap scratch race for 
Sports Cars over 3,0Q0 c.c. when he thundered home ahead of all the 
rest, including four of the famous XK 120’s. It was a thrilling spectacle— 
the massed start—the great green Bentley—the red 4Hitre Lagonda of 
Goodhew—the line of low sleek Jaguars—the giant of 1931 first into Copse 
—the terriers close on her flanks. The second lap and the line of Jaguars 
strings out leaving the fastest only at Gerry’s heels. This Jaguar did its 
damnedest—trying to manoeuvre inside on the bends—flat out on the 
straight—sustained pressure to the end with Gerry fighting every yard of 
the way. But the XK had to take second place to the Bentley, as so many 
other good cars have had to do in the past, and Goodhew’s Lagonda was 
a brilliant third. Give Gerry a hand.” We do with pleasure and pride 
and add that his speed for this race was 73.81 m.p.h.

Another Bentley versus XK 120 contest happened on June 17th at 
Fersfield Airfield, Norfolk, when in the 15 lap handicap race Horace 
Wilmshurst in the Lawrence-tuned Bluebell won from Sarginson’s XK in 
24mins. 59 2/5secs, being 11 4/5secs. ahead; Horace, we hear, led from the 
6th lap onwards, and overtook Clarkson’s V12 Ferrari on a bend.
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Our own records of members’ performances are, unfortunately, not 
complete, but from a quick scuffle through the motoring journals we 
find that on June 2nd at the 8 Clubs Silverstone, in the 5-lap handicap, 
R. H. B. Mason and J. H. Orr Ewing in 41s., both receiving 1 min. 15secs., 
got a first and third, the winner’s speed being 63.08 m.p.h. In the Bentley 
Handicap at Fersfield, Wilmshurst and Lawrence were first and second, 
the winner’s speed, being 70.08 m.p.h. Later, on the 23rd. June, in a. 
contest between 44 and 30/98 at the V.S.C.C. Silverstone, Wilmshurst, in a 
scratch race, won at 65.08 m.p.h. from Plowman’s Vauxhall (64.70 m.p.h.), 
with McDonald’s 41 third at 64.40 m.p.h. On the same day Jack Bailey 
wound his 3-litre up to gain a third in a four-lap handicap with a speed . 
of 61.23 m.p.h. Chapman, Williamson and Bailey were second in the 
Relay. At Bo’ness. Hill Climb, T. H. May surged up in 46.65secs. in .his 
Bentley, and at the B.A.R.C. Eastbourne Rally Bill Cook won the Concours 
de Confort with his 4j;

ONE THING AND THE OTHER
Things, as the Bishop once remarked, get around—and a rather 

aggrieved young man was the other day relating to me an experience 
which I now propose to pass on to you:—

The scene is Sutton Courtenay, near Oxford, and some young National 
Servicemen are avidly inspecting an excellent example of the Marque 
Bentley, vintage Bentley furthermore, standing beside the kerb. So far so 
good! But the individual in charge of the delectable mechanism let- the side 
down completely, for when he appeared upon the ■ scene, he loftily ordered 
the young men away from its immediate vicinity, even though, as my 
informant remarked, “We weren’t even touching the bloody thing”...........
Well, there you are. There is a story which appears to be quite true and, 
if it is, this person, whoever he is, has done us a disservice .

. Major
E. H. Lee writes again from Korea that he has been convening noggins 
to such effect since being made Korean Regional Organiser that he had 
netted at least one new member. He suggests a scheme for associate mem-
bership to allow impoverished but genuine believers and intending members 
the benefits of the Review and attendance at Club functions. In point 'of 
fact, the latter service is available, since everybody who may be . 
interested is welcome at all our meetings. Whether the Review could be 
made available, at a small charge to those desirous of having it, without 
falling foul of some Governmental edict, I' do not know. But, in the 
interests of spreading the Gospel, the question seems worthy of investiga-
tion ..... Lt. Fawcett, R.N., writes from Hong Kong on the subject of 
the recent article on the “S.S.” 100 m.p.h. 3-litres, concerning which he ' 
has a few controversial details concerning the car he had in 1947 and 
which he ran for a few months before petrol ceased altogether. In the 
first place (writer of article to note), he says he's rather fogged by the fact 
that the “S.S.” is said to be added to the Chassis No., whereas the special 
supplement of vintage Bentley chassis numbers declares that they were 
added to the' engine-numbers. Now for details of the car, quoted from 
his letter:—

“Registration No. XP 7478. Chassis No. 393 (presumably 10' 10"/1924). 
1st Engine No. NR 513 SS (1926). Stamped on starter-motor housing. 
2nd Engine No. 1043 (stamped on camshaft cover). May not mean 
anything as previous owner is known to have gathered pieces from 
various 3-litre engines when he installed this one in the Blue Label, 
chassis. ...
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Origin
The person from whom Lt. Fawcett bought this car had, at first, a Blue 

Label engine installed therein and agreed to sell for a modest sum. While 
our friend was away at sea, however, Mr. X (also, incidentally, of “Old 
Dear Motors Ltd.”) substituted a Red Label engine which, he claimed, . was 
taken from a 4f saloon, mentioning that a Blower engine had meanwhile 
gone into the saloon for the- customer. So Lt. Fawcett ultimately purchased 
the car with the Red Label engine for a not-so-modest figure and Mr. X 
of Old Dear Motors disappeared when payment was complete. This 
Bentley had a “B” type box a 4.23: J back axle ratio and was. reputed (by 
the Old Dear) to have the SS engine, together with a “high lift” camshaft 
which, however, was believed to bear the mark BM 2391—although this 
was admittedly not checked). From all .. this, Lt. Fawcett deduces, with 
some justification, that his NR 513 SS should properly be taken with 
appreciable quantities of salt, insofar as the double-esses are concerned, and 
that the delicate innuendo which the article breathes concerning the un-
authorised addition of the magic symbol in certain cases may not have 
been wholly without foundation. The car was ultimately sold during the 
absence of our correspondent on duty to a French lion-tamer (who has not 
as yet joined the Club) and the last report of this Bentley was that it was 
observed in the process of crossing the Pyrenees, the lion-tamer at the 
wheel, his trapeze artist wife at his side—and the lion in a cage bolted to 
the chassis in the place formerly occupied by the after portion of the body 
(and for those who would prefer to drive down the High Street at Morden 
in one of these buses we’re supposed to own, well, there are buses aplenty). 
Provision, incidentally, had also been made in the lion-tamer’s modifica-
tions for the stowage of a crate of monkeys, presumably out of reach of 
the lion. In a letter subsequently received from this gallant man, couched 
in very nearly indecipherable Anglo-Saxon and addressed to the friend 
who had negotiated the deal, the produce of “Old Dear Motors, Ltd.” was 
said to be going “beautiful” and without a hint of trouble. Our Officer's 
period of foreign service is due to terminate, pleasantly enough, at Shamley 
Green in Surrey towards the end of the Summer. He will wish to buy 
another Bentley, so will all the “Old Dears” who may read these lines 
take careful heed.......... Gibbs Pancheri tontiuues hi s entuusiastic cctivities

i with the Singapore Motor Club which ran its usual standing half and flying
quarter-mile, at Lim Ku Chang Road, earlier this year. Gibbs’ 4f finished 
the .half at 3,800 r.p.m., but was beaten to it by an XK 120 Jag. and a 
V.8 to which some expert had spoken rather convincingly. At the A.G.M. 
Gibbs was elected President, for which many congratulations, although it 

’ is a very well merited honour, in view of his tireless efforts upon the
Club’s behalf. After the meeting the Dunlop Endurance Film of Le Mans 
was laid on, whereafter everybody repaired to the beach for a midnight 
barbecue. This most enthrpeieing -’ Club, moreover, is reviving the very 
famous and lovely Gap Hill Climb. This is a beautiful course, with some 
sweeping bends and overlooks the western approaches to Singapore . . . .

* * * *

Congratulations to member Ralph Sleigh and all who took part in the 
now historic 21-day dash round the world by A.40 and Skymaster. Ralph 
tells us that it was a wonderful trip though he would have preferred just 
a little more time to catch up with sleep. It is rumoured that he may be 
on another long drive later in the year. Ralph is so keen on this long 
distance stuff that he nearly talked us in to co-driving the beloved 4f 
in an attack on the Trans-Sahara record. Ralph swears that it is a possi-
bility with a vintage Bentley, and after all he should know. What a 
wonderful last-anCievemeat for the Marque that would be!
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The winning Bentlev team in The David Brown Inter-Club Relay Challenge Cup

commanding lead when the third car of the team, Don McKenzie’s famous 
ex-Forrest Lycett’s 3-Litre set out. Don maintained the lead comfortably 
until faulty plugs slowed him to a crawl. Bigg’s Riley, then lying second, 
came out of Copse as the Bentley, popping and banging and boiling furi-
ously. crept round Stowe, hesitated, but picked up again. With agonising 
slowness Don, was no more than two-thirds up the incline to the finish 
as the Riley flashed round Stowe and it looked as though the Bentley 
would never make it. A hundred yards from the finish Don nearly stopped 
but managed to keep going and received the Chequered Flag a couple 
of seconds in front of his rival.

Jbslev Airfield, August 4th (Barry Sutcliffe at the hairpin) A. HOLLISTFR
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THE DORCHESTER DANCE, 1951
BY A BEN 'I ’LEY WIFE

The competition lor the Rolls Royce Challenge Trophy this year resulted in a tie. 
Above are Horace Wilmshurst's Bluebell and Gerry (Tozier's Barna to Hassan

October 20th—once again the enchanted day has arrived. The excite-
ment of choosing and buying some fabulous creation is over; or the eager 
shaking out of moth-balls, the pressing and refurbishing of a wellworn (?) 
favourite is completed; or the last pins and tacks have been removed with 
hopeful fingers from a newly-made ball-gown.

However nervously we women set out for the party ... Is my hair all 
right? . .. . My dear, I look like a sack of codd! ... I hope no-one will 
notice this raw edge . . . these fears, and a thousand others vanish in the 
crush of the Dorchester Ante-room, as 'we start a new game, that of gues-
sing the identity of the clean and elegant “King Penguins” who confront us. 
Can these really be the same men whose enthusiasm has carried them 
vintage-wise through the perils of fog, torrential rain, snow, mud and 
slush? At once we are uplifted by their annual bowing to convention 
and us, their wives and girl-friends, as we imbibe our sherries before 
going in to dinner.

The dining arrangements in the capable hands of member Max 
Colombi left nothing to be desired. The inner man replete, we settled 
back to listen to.the speeches.

The President proposed the Loyal Toast, which was drunk on this 
occasion with a peculiar poignancy; this was followed by the Toast of the 
Marque given in jocular, and at times, somewhat irreverent vein by Mr. 
Nevil Lloyd. The Health of the Guests was proposed by Mr. Murray 
Austin who caused some of the more celebrated no little embarrassment 
when he called on them to stand up as he mentioned their names! In 
reply. Sir Harold Scott thanked the Club in felicitous terms for its hospit-
ality, and said with evident sincerity that the friendly liaison that existed
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between the B.D.C. and the Police Motoring School was a unique thing, 
and one which he , averred had infused a new spirit into the School at 
Hendon.

Then followed the presentation of the awards:—

1. The Rolls-Royce Trophy was presented by Mr. R. Messcrvy to 
the joint winners, Gerry Crozier and Horace Wilmshurst.

2. The Keston-Pelmore Memorial Trophy could not be given per-
sonally to Mr, Forrest Lycett, who had won it for the second year in 
succession, as he was unfortunately prevented from attending the dinner.

3. The Christopher Tomkinson Memorial Trophy, won this year by 
Gerry Crozier, was presented to him by Mrs. Barbara Berthon, whp in a 
few simple but moving phrases described the circumstances which had 
prompted the foundation of this award.

A suitably engraved tankard, in recognition of the many acts of 
kindness to the Club performed by him when Chief of the Police Motoring 
School at Hendon, was presented to Captain R. Minchin to mark his 
retirement, from the Police. Last, but not least, the President threw over 
to Mr. Messervy the “father and mother” of all check caps, for him to 
wear when carrying out his customary assignment of Finishing-line Marshal. 
He ■ was obviously delighted with this gift, which, had just arrived from 
America through the courtesy of Briggs Cunningham, and placed it on 
his head forthwith.

u .
The “not-so-formal” business of the evening being thus completed, it 

was dance, dance, dance till 2 a.m., when “Bluebell and “The Whale” 
roared on to the dance floor, resplendent and shining (? Johnnie Greenes 
elbow grease). It was a happy and contented throng that joined hands 
round these two old warriors to finish the evening with Auld Lang Syne.

So one more “Dorch” is in the bag. Our glamour rags return to the 
moth-balls, and like their owners patiently await October 1952.

THE YEAR IN SCOTLAND

This year saw the first post-war activity of the B.D.C. in Scotland, 
starting with an inaugural meeting in January at Biggar. Since then there 
have been a number of very successful outings. Members this side of the 
Tweed may be glad to hear that for that meeting twenty-eight circulars were 
sent out on information supplied by the Club Secretary, and that for the 
November social evening held at Dr. Brown Kelly’s house in Glasgow, 
the invitation list had grown to just over fifty.

There are still one. or two cars not gathered in but the mission goes on, 
and it is hoped that next year will see all the existing products of the Firm 
in Scotland sporting locking ring badges—if we can get them! A very 
hearty welcome is extended to all new members. In spite of the obvious 
difficulties in attending meetings far distant from home, it is rewarding to 
find such a grand spirit pervading the meetings wherever they are held, 
and to hear that so many members are enjoying their motoring.

Thanks are returned to those members, and all concerned with them, 
for making so very enjoyable the meetings which have taken place in their 
homes. As the year goes out we send our best wishes to Gordon Sillars 
at present serving in the Suez area with the Marines, and hope for his 
W.O. himself who, among other things in 1919, did so much to ensure 
W.O. himself who, among other things in 1919. did so much eo ensure 
our enjoyment of 1951.

J.B.A.
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SILVERSTONE 1951
FASTEST OF THEIR KIND

Gerry Crozier about to make F.T.D. in sprints in the Bamato-Hassan

ALL PHOTOGRAPHS BY GUY GRIFFITHS

Horace Wiimshurst looks grimly determined while winning the 
scratch "short 4|-litre” race

Forrest Lycett makes a demonstration run in his incomparable 8-litre

Don McKenzie happily in the lead to win the 3-litre scratch race 
David Chapman really hurries the ' baton' change in the relay r'ace
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Copse with, it was rumoured, a seized engine. Bad luck, after coping 
with a car which was obviously losing a lot of water, for almost the full 
distance. By the finish the rain had stopped and several Bentleys were 
glad to do likewise. Class winners were: Three-litres, H. B. Crozier; long 
41’s, G. N. Stratton; short 4|’s, G. G. McDonald; and in the Big Class 
M. H. Morris’ Speed Six.

Time having seized Geoff Kramer by the forelock, the lunch interval 
was annulled and he who downed a gin and sandwich did so in the know-
ledge that he ought to be somewhere else at the same time. The first two 
seven-lap scratch races, for three-litres and long 4f’s, were run concur-
rently, producing a total field of 12. After a good start, in which Dick 
Williams gained several places, David Halliday led from Scott-Russell and 
Wyatt, followed by Hollington and Bill Mason. This order was held until 
the third, lap, when Wyatt took Scott-Russell on the run into Woodcote. 
At this stage, Don McKenzie, sliding appreciably on the curly bits, had 
worked his way up to 7th place and was leading four 4|’s with his light 
and potent ex-Lycett three-litre. By the fifth lap, Wyatt had taken the 
lead from Halliday with about 50 yards in hand, the remaining order being 
unchanged and the field stringing out. Next time round Halliday had 
forfeited second place to Scott-Russell and in that order they finished, 
with McKenzie challenging Williams right up to the flag. Ben Wyatt’s 
winning speed was 62.65 m.p.h. and McKenzie’s, an easy three-litre winner 
from Hollis, 57.6 m.p;h.

The second scratch race, again two 7-lap events in one, brought out 
the 8-litres of Gerry Crozier and Richardson and, in a field of six short 
4-}’s, the Blood and Thunder Boys, that intrepid gang which includes Jack 
Bailey, McDonald, Williamson, Uncle George Burton and all. The exploits 
of these rcharacters, who will race any distance, any place, any weather, 
would make a good Hollywood epic in the Clark Gable tradition. When 
one of them blows up an engine, he doesn’t moan about it but goes home 
and mends the thing If admitted to Formula I, they would go down in 
defeat firing on all four and no. damned excuses made. Bentley types. At 
the start, Richardson seized the lead from Crozier, followed by McDonald, 
Bailey, Williamson, Walker, Burton and Smith in that order. On the 
second lap Crozier took Richardson at Copse and Bluebell’s conductor 
executed a monumental slide. By the end of lap 3, Gerry had pulled away 
from the field and McDonald, still driving impeccably, was challenging 
Richardson’s 8-litre. All got through a greasy Woodcote adequately, as 
did Bailey and Williamson, but Walker arrived in an impressive series of 
gyrations, culminating in a forced landing on the grass just clear of the 
corner. While he was sorting himself out, Smith motored in under similar 
frictionless conditions and sought the same parking place as Bluebell, 
dealing her pristine flank an almighty wallop. Stung to action by this rude 
assault, Bluebell started up and moved off briskly, but not for long. A 
few seconds later Smith also vacated the loathly spot, which was just as 
well, since, on his next lap, Gerry Crozier seemed to want that place too. 
and slid to a standstill more or less in the path of approaching traffic. 
Hot on his heels (or rather, wet on his skid marks) came Richardson who, 
finding the way ahead full of static 8-litre, took what avoiding action he 
could and proceeded backwards almost into the safety ditch Gerry was 
quickly away but Richardson was badly bunkered and it was many agonis-
ing seconds before his spinning rear wheels yanked his bolide out of the 
mud to rejoin the contest. This multiple episode recalled boyhood memories 
of Ivanhoe and reminded one of the days of the joust when noble knights 
in all-enveloping bodywork galloped into one another at full chat. Motor 
racing preserves the age of chivalry (or does' it?), so why not adorn our 
crash hats with coloured plumes and the gossamer favours of our ladies? 
Just how and when the B. & T. Boys slipped past all this only they them-
selves know, but that they did so is evidenced by the finishing order of 
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McDonald, Bailey, Burton and Williamson. McDonald’s well-deserved 
win was at 63.02 m.p.h. and, in the big stuff, Crozier won from Richardson 
at 61.08 m.p.h. including all stops.

There followed a 5-lap handicap with 14 starters, run in black weather 
with horizontal rain and storm cones hoisted. Walker, returning to the 
fray with a slightly wilting Bluebell, went slap into the ditch at Copse on 
his first lap and made it a day for this famous little car, whose fortunes 
all have- followed for many years. Three previous owners looked on 
sadly. The - race itself followed the pattern of most handicaps and more 
successfully than some, with the limit man, McKenzie (50secs.), leading 
for-the first three laps, giving way to Williamson (25secs.) on the fourth, 
and to four other on the last lap. Final order was Williamson, Bailey (10 
secs), - Burton (25secs.), Mason (40secs.). John Norris, from scratch, could 
manage no better than ninth place which indicates the additional burden 
put on a large motor car during the rainy season. Winner’s speed was 
54.41 m.p.h. with 8 2/5 seconds between first and second, and 1 4/5sec. 
between second and third.

The weather was clearing by the start of the 10-lap handicap, at which 
point it was regretfully announced that, owing to the state of the circuit, 
the final invitation handicap had been scrubbed. The ten lapper produced 
13 starters, mostly the boys from the previous session, and the handi-
capping for the first four cars home was much above average. The limit 
man, Hollis (2min. 20secs.) led for eight laps, when he was passed by 
Williamson (30secs.) who again held the lead until the finish. Woodcote 
was by now being treated with great respect and Bill Mason was the only 
one who had one or two minor moments here. Final order was Williamson, 
Stratton (lmin. 20secs.), Hollis, McDonald (scr.). Winner’s speed 56.67 
m.p.h., 9secs. between first and second, 1 2/5secs. between second and third, 
2 4/5secs. between third and fourth. First-class handicapping and one more 
well deerved win for Williamson of the Old Firm or Bailey Commando.

The meeting concluded with a five-lap handicap frolic for five of the 
Oddmedods, ranging from Crocker’s Lagonda (3mins. 15secs.) to Robins’ 
Molsheim Marvel on scratch. The handicapper’s task was an impossible 
one of course and naturally the finish strung out more than in the Bentley 
races. Hely (Healey Silverstone), Robin Carnegie (Ford-Buckler) and 
Crocker were all good through Woodcote, now drying up nicely. Seaman 
wone with the old “white” Riley, his front wheels flapping as if in applause 
as he took Woodcote, at 56.86 m.p.h. His handicap of 2mins. lOsecs. was 
a generous one for a car with a lot of history behind it. Crocker was 
second, Hely (29secs.) third and Carnegie (lmin. 25secs.) fourth. The 
Bugatti, trying desperately to clear its throat, was last Had it been on 
form, as in the sprints, it would no doubt have made the procession bustle 
more than somewhat.

So ended a wet and entertaining meeting in the traditional manner, 
with all sorts of cars going out for a blip round the circuit, the fast motors 
cruising round slowly and the not-so-fast ones not so slowly. It is usual 
at this stage to comment on this and that, but the writer, being no racing 
man, feels this is not his job. He has nothing but awed admiration for 
all these characters who press on under conditions when most of us would 
burst into tears and yell for mother. Instead, a summary of comment 
overheard in the Paddock may me of more interest. First there was un-
stinted praise for the faultless driving of McDonald throughout the meet-
ing. It is easy to drive carefully if you are out for a few laps fun and 
don’t mind being last, but not so easy when you wish to breast the tape 
ahead of the other boys. The writer’s notes contain not a single reference 
to Burton, which indicates that George too drove extremely sensibly and 
made no nonsenses. All were sorry that Bluebell’s first outing in new
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Once Too Often

hands should have ended in disaster. It must be difficult to change from 
a fast car to a very fast one and must call for more restraint than many 
of us possess. There was much violent comment on Woodcote-in-the-Wet. 
It is presumably now so impregnated with rubber dust and oil that it 
needs retreading urgently, but if this were done, the R.A.C. would doubt-
less ban Silverstone from all competitions forthwith. Arnold Stenhouse, 
as Chief Announcer to the B.D.C., appears to be a natural for P.A. He 
doesn’t miss a thing, is audible throughout his range, and is never facetious 
at the expense of chaps who have paid good money to wear out their 
tyres. This practice of being funny, often by little men who lack the 
guts to have a bash themselves, is on the wane and Arnold has given it 
another welcome fillip in the right direction. Full marks to Geoff Kramer 
for taking his job so seriously and a special word of thanks to all in Race 
Control who miss the fun of getting soaked and who never .see a thing; 
also thanks to John Lester whose most comprehensive notes have put what 
bones there are into this report It was very pleasant to welcome Dr. 
Brown Kelly and his large Scottish contingent, also Dr. Bill Murray who 
comes all the way from Geneva to this party. Among the absentees, we 
all missed the Equipe Mountfort who non-started through illness (Clarisse, 

not the Bentley) and all 
wish her a speedy recov-
ery.

To end on the most 
fitting note of all, it was 
an honour to find that 
our patron had come 
along, just as an ordinary 
spectator, to see the 
show. The serpentine 
waste-pipes on some cars 
may make him smile, the 
backyard coachwork on 
others may make him 
shudder, but under all 
those bonnets beat the 
same great-hearted old 
motors that began as a 
dream in the mind of a 
young man in World War 
I. Though the R.A.C. 
demands vaccination and 
birth certificates, crash 
bars, rubber collision 
mats, engineers’ reports 
and exhaust gas analyses, 
may the same engine 
notes welcome you to 
Silverstone next year, 
W.O., and for many many 
more to come.
‘ W.C.

X

•I

RELIABILITY

“A showpiece among these cars (at Boreham) was the eight-litre 
“Barnato Hassan” owned by Gerry Crozier. "Built from 'Bentley parts, this 
car held the track record at 142 miles an hour for four years.”

(Daily Mail, 17.5, ’52.)
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SILVERSTONE
BEST LAPS OF EACH DRIVER SHOWN IN BOLD

Thanks to the kind co-operation of our timekeeper, Lou Ebblcwhite, 
we are able to publish below the times taken by every Bentley on every 
lap in every Race.
Note.—When studying the individual lap times reference should be made 
to the caps—L of the meeting to ascertain the weather conditions pre-

vailing in the different races.

SPRINT TIMES (PROVISIONAL RESULTS)

700 YARDS. STANDING START

Time

1st Run 2nd Run
Class (a) 3-litres

1st D. McKenzie 30.4 30.6
2nd R. Maclver 33.2 41.0

Class (b) 4|-litres (10' 10")
1st P. Woozley (Driver B. Wyatt) 26.8 27.0
2nd D. McClure 28.8 30.2
3rd R. H. B. Mason 29.0 29.0
4th D. Halliday 30.2 29.6
5th H. D. Brown Kelly 29.6 30.0
6th A. J. Hollington 30.0 30.4

E. J. Teal 30.0 33.6
8th G. N. Stratton 31.0 30.6
9th J. P. Hopewell 30.8 31.8

10th R. E. B. Williams 32.6 31.0
11th J. H. Hutchinson 32.8 33.0

Class (e) 4-i-litres (not eligible for Class (b))
1st J. H. Bailey 25.6 25.8
2nd J. A. Williamson 26.0 26.0
3rd G. G. McDonald 26.4 26.4

J. H. Orr-Ewing 27.2 26.4
5th G. H. G. Burton 27.2 27.0
6th E. Smith 27.6 29.4
7th J. A. Walker 28.4 28.4
8th Mrs. B. M. Berthon 33.0 34.4

Class (d) 4| (S), 6| and 8-litres
1st F. Lycett 8-litre 23.4 22.6 F.T.D
2nd G M. Crozier 8-litre 24.4 23.4
3rd S. H. Richardson 8-litre 24.0 26.0
4th J. Norris 6|-litre 27.0 26.2
5th T. E. Walker 4|-litre (S) 27.0 26.6

Class (e) 4|-litres
1st J. E. Evan Cook 28.2 28.6

Class (f) Approved cars of other makes
1st E. Robins Bugatti 26.6 25.0
2nd W. A. L. Cook Bugatti 26.0 26.0
3rd W. A. McMillan M.G. Special 27.0 27.6
4th D. Hely Healey 27.2 27.4
5th R. Carnegie Ford 30.6 30.4
6th W. H. Charnock Alvis 31.4 30.8
7th W. B. Seaman Riley 33.4 32.6
8th J. W. T. Crocker Lagonda 36.0 37.4
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SILVERSTONE

Don McKenzie during the • 3-litre scratch race which he won; hotly 
pursued by Jack Williamson, who finished a very good second 

HAROLD BARKER

Tweedie Walker was first across the line in Race 4 HAROLD BARKER

Bill Mason rounds Becketts in the Vintage handicap which he won 
HAROLD BARKER
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WINNERS ALL

Jack Williamson again, keeping his elbow cool round Woodcote 
while winning Race 4a HAROLD BARKER

J. A. Walker drove Bluebell into first place in Race 8 and into 
second in Race 6a. B. R. EASTICK

Mark Hollis won the last race of the day in his 34itre
HAROLD BARKER
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BENTLEY DRIVERS!!

ANDREW & BOOTH, Ltd.
ENSURE

that all Bentley Owners are

INSURED
AT NORMAL TERMS

The Insurance Brokers who will give 

comprehensive cover without condition 

or restriction to vintage Bentleys. . .

The only special Insurance scheme for 
MEMBERS OF THE BENTLEY 
DRIVERS CLUB as arranged for the 
committee is obtainable through . .

Andrew and Booth Ltd.
37 Sheen Lane, London, S.W.14
WRITE, PHONE or CALL . . PROSPECT 1061 

(15 lines)
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As is well known, the morning practice runs were completed in ideal 
weather—dry and windless—but as the afternoon wore on conditions 
became steadily worse and finally deteriorated to such an extent as to 
cause the abandonment of the meeting when 30 cars still awaited their 
second runs.

The times of competitors during practice were recorded, but not 
published. A study of them reveals that the hill record would surely 
have fallen in the afternoon had it been fine. No less than four com-
petitors (Burton, Ruddock, Woozley and Parker) climbed in a time less 
than the F.T.D. of 30.91 achieved by Wyatt’s Frazer-Nash in the afternoon. 
Woozley’s and Parker’s runs were inside the course record of 30.2 seconds. 
Members were shaken more than somewhat by George Burton’s shattering 
climb in 30.75 seconds on his 41-litre Bentley. As the figures will be of 
great interest to all, especially the competitors who were unfortunate enough 
to be deprived of second runs, it has been decided to publish the practice 
times in cases where they were better than those achieved during the 
actual competition. It must be remembered that they were practice runs 
and in some cases competitors had not previously driven up the hill. The 
figures do not, therefore, necessarily indicate the best times which could 
be made in ideal conditions by competitors, but they do show that the 
times in the rain and mist were by no means the best they could attain.

Bob Gregory and the Ford Bros, took times of nearly every competing 
car over the fastest section of the hill. (On this occasion the distance was 
measured to an inch!) It was actually 97yds. 2ft. 8ins.—a distance cun-
ningly contrived to permit quick conversion from time to speed by the 
use of a constant of 200—which terminated 40 yards before the top corner. 
Although this is thought to be the fastest part of the hill, cars are not flat 
out through the entire distance—most cars entered the measured distance 
at full bore, but were braking as they left the section. The fastest average 
speed recorded by each competitor is shown in the tabulated results.

J I . ’

J. Walker demonstrates that vou can take it with you and climb the hill in 36.40!
TOM BERTHON
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thé Shoulders of thé President and Geoff Kramer when they were checking 
some more proofs on the morning of the Dorchester and we think that 
it is going to be a superb publication. Jeffries also asks if anyone can 
give him the name of a garage in London or Kent where he can take his 
car for check up and repair. He says that if he had any money he would, 
of course, go to the recognised experts but as this wise course is not at 
the moment possible he wonders if there are any engineering equivalents 
of the “clever little woman round the corner who just ran this up,” whom 
all Bentley housewives seem to know.

He also has a comment on Kensington Gardens. “I have been there 
three times, and each time have been staggered by the care with which 
some members’ cars are kept. Also by the fact that every inch is in 
immaculate condition. This has kept me from competing. My car would 
only raise a laugh. And yet, away from such glitter, my own effort is 
not too bad. I spend hours polishing etc. But so far I have not been 
able to have the windscreen or the locking nuts re-chromed, and the inside 
is, by Ken. Gardens standards, awful. Could not a class be made for those 
of us who care for our cars as much as anyone but who fully realise we 
are not in Concours condition. Points might be awarded for the results 
reached rather than being subtracted from the grand total were the car 
in perfect condition.”

(For some years an award has been given to the best non-competing 
Bentley.—Editor.]

The other letter, from G. Makin, Sands Cottage, Whalley, Lancashire, 
asks for advice on two problems.

1. Car. 1930 41-litre open tourer. Chassis and Engine No. XT 3628.
“Trouble. Vibration period in engine experienced to slight degree at 

about 1500 r.p.m. and to a marked degree between 2300 r.p.m. and 2,700 
r.p.m. This vibration is felt on the floor board of the car and at its 
severest up the steering column to the steering wheel. It appears to ‘calm 
down’ beyond 2700 r.p.m. but I rarely feel inclined to take the car through 
this period owing to the discomfort and my ‘feeling’ for the engine.

“I have had the car just over a year and bought it just 3,000 miles 
after a complete overhaul of the engine by one of the recognised experts. 
Three thousand miles later I had the engine stripped by a local expert and 
had the pistons and clutch balanced by Laystalls. This work has made 
little improvement. As was to be expected all bearings were found to be 
in perfect condition but two of the pistons were much looser in the bores 
than the others and were even allowing gas to escape past the rings. How-
ever very pronounced piston slap, which was noticeable even with the 
engine hot when I first bought car, now quietens down after running a 
few miles.

. “Could the vibration be caused by inequalities in the compressions (I 
don’t mean compression ratios)? I have been told that it may be caused 
by hardened and worn rubber engine-mountings, but think that this could 
accentuate the vibration rather than cause it.

“2. There seems to be undue play in the steering box. I don’t think 
it is due to end float or the steering wheel would rise and fall under load. 
Can the wheel (of worm and wheel) be rotated through 180 degrees to 
use the new section? ■ Is it usual for wear to take place in this component 
and if so is this the answer?”

'■■■ Well we know it can be “turned over” as we had it done most effec-
tively by Sid Lawrence on the editorial 41. Even so it is a job we would 
not like to tackle ourselves as it is not the easiest job to free the spline. 
Special tools rather than enthusiastic and strong-armed friends armed with 
large hammers, are perhaps safer.
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In reply to our query on behalf of Vaughan Davis, who wondered what' 
had happened to his 3/4| TMG 1, we had a most helpful letter from J. A. 
Walker, the owner of the famous Bluebell. He writes: “This car, which 
I christened Greengage, has been in my possession since 1951. I saw her 
outside a garage in Bournemouth with a large ‘For Sale’ notice stuck on 
her bonnet. She looked so uncomfortable there, towering above a lot of 
rubbish, that I felt sorry for her and brought her home with me.

“I raced her for a short while during the summer of 1951, getting a 
second and a third at Snetterton on her first outing. She was also placed 
at the Vintage meeting that year and also won the Vintage race at the 
Peterborough meeting. But then Bluebell came into my possession and 
of course Greengage went into reserve. From time to time I have had to 
rob a few bits and pieces to keep Bluebell happy, but at the moment she 
is undergoing a rebuild ready for racing next season.

“The body, which was very stark, is being altered and I am fitting 
her with one similar to the one Mr. Adcock has on his very potent machine. 
Incidentally, during the summer of 1951, on an airfield near here, she had 
the pleasure of beating an XK 120 in a private race and also in a Half- 
Mile Sprint.

“There is just one more little incident during her career I would like 
to mention. I did a local car club’s Welsh Rally with her a couple of 
years ago. We reached the Bwlch-Y-Groes on a scorching day, approach-
ing from the bottom for the climb. About half way up the hill the leading 
cars were stuck owing to overheating and boiling over, consequently the 
whole rally was held up as the pass was blocked. Greengage came to the 
rescue and towed four cars to the summit one by one, thereby saving the 
rally from disaster, and gaining great distinction for her effort.”

The Vintage and Thoroughbred Car Calendar for 1955 came through 
the post the other day and we thought that our members might be inter-
ested in this very handsome production. The cover is graced with a 
picture of John Crappton’s well-known 2.9 straight eight road-equipped 
Grand Prix Maserati, which also heads the June pages. August features a 
picture taken at Kensington Gardens this year with the Wheatley 4? 
alongside the Farina-bodied Continental, and the December page features 
a close-up of the engine of this beautifully re-built 4f. As the whole 
calendar costs a mere 4/6d. we expect that a number of people will be 
writing to Pioneer Publications Ltd., Craigmore, Colne, Lancs.

E.G.D.

OBITUARY
I . - »

GORDON H. ALEXANDER

When Gordon Alexander died this month (October 1954) it was after 
a long illness borne quietly and uncomplainingly. It had robbed him in 
recent years of enjoying competitive motoring which was very dear to him.

He was the epitome of what a motoring club member should be, a 
first rate driver, a good loser and a gentleman on the road, over all this 
there pervaded a great sense of fun.

Those who saw him drive “Blue Peter” (how he disliked the name 
“Bluebell” now given to the car) at Gransden in 1946 will agree that he 
established in those early days in the post-war history óf the Club, a new 
“high” for the name Bentley.

u The Club has lost a member but many of the members are richer 
for having known him.

___ GEOFFREY DUNN.
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B.D.C. PERSONALITIES
AND THE CARS THEY DRIVE

Pensive President
While competitors and spectators belt off home, the Clerk of the Course plans improve-

ments for next year’s event and the one after that

Seraphic Secretary and his lady—the only existing photograph of Darell Berthon not doing 
. a job of work hut merely thinking of the next one
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B.D.C. PERSONALITIES
AND THE CARS THEY DROVE

Untroubled Treasurer
Bill Cook is one of that select band who have owned and raced Bluebell

Competing Competitions Secretary
Geoff Kramer on the line at Firle with the unorthodox he restored so lovingly and 

which now belongs to his brother
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First post-war Bentley race, Gransden Lodge, 1947.
The late Pierre Marechai is in the foreground and behind him Archie Butterworth, 

the ultimate winner •

TEMPLE PRESS LTD. 
First Gestapo Grand Prix.

The late Gordon Alexander, enjoying himself hugely, makes fastest Bentley time at the 
second Hendon meeting in 1947-
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- First Firle.
Evan Greg brings his 3-litre to the line for the first timed climb, September 1949. Note 

absence of spectators, mobile canteen and other inconveniences.

Brighton Sprints 1948. “The Elephants went in two by two.
Alick Pitts and Gurney Smeed moving, up to the start. So many Bentleys entered this 
event that the following year we were given a separate class and Alick made Sports

Car F.T.D,

I
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SEE HOW
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Jack Williamson. PATRICK BENJAFIELD

George Burton PATRICK BENJAFIELD



THEY CORNER

J. A. Walker. PATRICK BENJAFIFI.D

1

John Foreman. PATRICK BENJAFIELD
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front wheel brakes, was making a brave effort, but was obviously not able 
to hang on to the leaders and was lapped by the winner just before the end. 
Hollis, as is his custom, patted his bolide after passing the finishing line— 
a gesture of appreciation of a fine motor car we always like to witness—at 
an average of 59.25 m.p.h., having also put in the best lap at 61.07 m.p.h.

The next event was the scratch one of the day, namely the Gordon 
Alexander Memorial Trophy Race, over ten laps. Again there were two 
non-starters, one of them, McClure, having unfortunately bent his 41 a 
fortnight earlier, very bad luck indeed and we hope that all is well by the 
time this is in print. Walker, McDonald and Burton occupied the front 
row and what a splendid sight these very fine Bentleys made. Walker 
steamed into the lead at the start, closely followed by Burton and McDonald 
but by the end of the first lap Mac had squeezed by Burton and was in hot 
pursuit of Walker, who lost a fraction of his lead due to a brief excursion 
in his exhuberance on to the grass. Bv the end of the second lap the 
maestros had passed Bluebell and were thundering away on their own with 
about a length separating them. Two laps later the same order held, but 
the field was beginning to string out, with Eastick in fourth position and 
Holden close behind. On the seventh lap George pipped McDonald at 
Copse to grab the inside. Next time round Mac tried the same trick but 
could not quite pull it off. What a glorious scrap these two- were having, 
fairly screaming round and actually lapping Holden, whose 4j is no slug-
gard by average standards on the ninth lap. The order was the same as the 
two leaders flew down the long straight with hardly a yard separating them 
and it looked as if the Trophy would go to George Burton for the second 
year running, but Gordon left his braking for Woodcote to the very last 
moment and fizzed past Burton into the corner. George, in a last magni-
ficent effort to regain the lead, fairly shoved on the power out of the corner 
and both cars came up the finishing straight neck and neck to- the most 
exciting finish of the day, McDonald taking the chequered flag by a mere 
radiator cap. A truly magnificent race, fought out every yard of the way. 
Congratulations to Gordon McDonald on a well-earned victory and hard 
luck George—a long chassis car would have made just the inches difference 
needed for first place! The winners speed was 69.10 m.p.h. and fastest lap

The start of the first of the day’s races, the 3-litre scratch event. Hollis, on the right, 
jumps into the lead he heid to the end.



Walker gets away to a fine start ahead of Burton and McDonald 
in the Gordon Alexander Memorial Trophy race PATRICK BENJAFIELD

The Harris Austin Ulster combination executed some really neat four-wheel drifts 
PATRICK BENJAFIELD

Jack Williamson and the Itala did the -J-mile sprint in 20.49 seconds. 
PATRICK BENJAFIELD
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McDonald about to take the Abbott at Woodcote. PATRICK BENJAFIELD

silently at the same time as Walker (not quite as silent) followed, seventeen 
seconds later, by _ Burton and McDonald who, by this time, must be fairly 
accustomed to sitting motionless on the line for minutes after the race 
actually starts. At half-distance Doig still led, but the indomitable Chaffey 
had forced his way past McCosh to take second place and Hine was hold-
ing on to fourth position. On the seventh lap Chaffey and McCosh had 
overtaken Doig; Hine was still fourth, with Lochhead a short way behind 
and Burton and McDonald were next, in that order, busy carving up the 
fi<eld and by this time ahead of Walker, who had managed to put Morten 
between himself and Lord Ebury. Next time round McCosh was in front 
of Chaffey and Mac had passed Burton, but otherwise the same order 
amongst the leaders held, except that Morten had one colossal slide at 
Woodcote, which landed him amongst the greenery, from which he motored 
slowly to the pits to retire with, it was rumoured later, the all too prevalent 
disease of stripped skew gears. Cruel luck indeed in the middle of such a 
forceful drive. At the end of the penultimate lap the two dervishes were 
third and fourth, Walker slipped past Hine and Doig appeared to be slow-
ing with a hole in the exhaust pipe or silencer, probably caused by a stone 
thrown up or a faulty joint. As they hove in sight down the straight for 
the tenth time it looked as if McCosh was in an impregnable position, but 
Chaffey appeared in danger of being passed by the fast approaching 
McDonald and Burton, but he managed to stave off the challenge, to earn 
a well-merited second, 3.4 seconds behind McCosh, with Mac third, only 
6 seconds separating the first three. Winner’s speed was 61.99 m.p.h. and 
Gordon McDonald lapped fastest at 72.18 m.p.h.

Seven assorted Aston Martins lined up for the Aston 5-lap Handicap, 
ranging from Le Mans’ lfs to the 3-Litre engined DB 2s of Miss Burt 
and Mrs. Blox'am. The latter were, of course, on scratch, together with C. 
Freeman on the ex-St. John Horsfall 2-Litre Speed Model. What a fine car 
this is, but it was asking too much of man and machine to expect Freeman 
to hold on to the DB 2s, although, by dint of some very fast cornering, he 
managed to keep within striking distance and towards the end very nearly 
passed Sidney’s 2.6-Litre DB 2, off the 15-second mark, for fourth position, 
but could not quite make it and so had to be content with fffth place. 
Greaves won at 61.62 m.p.h. and Miss Burt put in fastest lap at 70.44 m.p.h.

A certain amount of re-handicapping took place in the last event of 
the day, the 10-lap “All-Comers” Race. Miss Burt, by virtue of her show-
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J. A. Walker, Lord Ebury and B. R. Eastick at Becketts. 
PAI RICK BENJAFIELD

R. E. B. Williams rounds Becketts in the five-lap Bentley Handicap Behind, Kelly 
glances back to see how things are going.

PATRICK BENJAFIELD
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EDITORIAL
L. C. McKenzie died on Friday, August 17th, after a long period of 

ill-health. The funeral service at St. Mary’s Church, Croydon, on Wed-
nesday, August 22nd, was attended by very many friends and relations, 
come together to pay their last respects, whilst outside, drawn up in line 
abreast, the proud Winged B’s that were his everlasing love silently 
mourned the passing of a great man. He was a great man because he 
possessed such a rare feeling and understanding for his work and took such 
a great enjoyment in its execution that he could never entertain the thought 
of giving anything but his best.

Because he knew what he was about he eschewed all artifices, both 
technical and political, dealing with Bentleys and people alike, honestly, 
straightforwardly and without fear or favour. We have lost a fine engineer 
and a true friend and we are happy to implement our President’s suggestion 
qf including in this issue some personal impressions written by a few of 
the members who knew ‘Mac’ well.

Lewis Charles McKenzie

The President writes—

Most outstanding makes of car, which have gained and maintained an 
enthusiastic band of admirers, have also brought forth engineers whose 
names are associated with particular marques—but none have achieved the 
widespread fame of ‘Mac’ and Bentleys. Known as the' ‘High Priest’ of 
Vintage Bentleys, Mac did more than anyone to maintain and improve upon 
the breed when manufacture had ceased. His outstanding work was, of 
pourse, the wonderful 8-litre which he developed over many years for that 
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great Bentley enthusiast Forrest ' Lycett. As far as I know the last complete 
rebuild which ‘Mac’ completed before his failing health precluded the magic 
personal touch being • always at hand, was the ex-Peter Bell 8-litre for Briggs 
Cunningham. The engine was pretty well up to Lycett specification and I 
can testify personally to the excellent performance and appearance of this 
particular car.

Perhaps ‘Mac’s’ most endearing quality as far as members of the Bent-
ley Drivers Club are concerned was his unflagging willingness to impart his 
accumulated knowledge to Vintage Bentley enthusiasts. This he did without 
any thought of keeping hard-won ‘trade’ secrets to himself—many engineers 
gaining their livelihood from work on Vintage Bentleys openly acknowledge 
that they learnt much from ‘Mac’.

It always seemed to me that no matter how unusual a mechanical de-
rangement in a Bentley one mentioned to ‘Mac’ he could remember the same 
thing happening at least three times previously and knew exactly what 
caused' it and what to do to put it right. Yet another personal impression 
is that ‘Mac’ had never heard the cliché which says that the customer is 
always right. I, personally, was always wrong according to ‘Mac’. When-
ever I took my 4-j into ‘Mac’s’ with some trouble requiring his attention he 
always made it plain that it was my fault and that I really didn’t deserve to 
have such a fine car. I left my car with him on several occasions feeling 
quite sure that the current trouble couldn’t have been avoided by any action 
or otherwise on my part yet feeling like a ticked-off schoolboy leaving a 
headmaster’s study. Yet no one I have met • inspired 'such confidence in his 
workmanship as ‘Mac’ — a confidence which I always found more than 
justified.

His failing health in recent years caused many of us deep concern as 
we observed him loyally fulfilling self-imposed tasks as scrutineer at Club 
meetings—a facet of his activities which took second place in his affections 
only to his beloved Bentleys.

‘Mac’ was a founder member of the Club and one of its staunchest 
supporters since its earliest days—we shall miss him a lot.

S.S.

Forrest Lycett’s fabulous ‘Mac’ prepared 8-litre at Goodwood, 1950, driven by
Leslie Johnson.

—Guy Griffiths,
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Con Mertens writes—

The Earth knows nothing of our sorrows and life presses on regardless, 
ignoring, the passing of men.

However, almost all our members and lots of others in the motoring 
world will have noted with deep regret the recent death of Mr. L. C. 
McKenzie—‘Mac’.

A member of the Committee of the B.D.C. from its earliest days, ‘Mac’ 
was one of the first to modify the vintage Bentley. Almost everybody in 
the Club will have seen, or at least heard of, Forrest Lycett’s famous 8-litre 
Bentley which, amongst many outstanding performances, took the Class B 
record at ■ Brooklands in the autumn if 1939.

Mr. McKenzie was generous to a degree more than normal and the way 
he answered enthusiasts’ queries by letter and telephone in the years im-
mediately after the last war was really astounding. To be disturbed at all 
hours in your own home by types wanting information and help must have 
been more than annoying but for a very long period ‘Mac’ gave the neces-
sary details without complaint.

For me the loss is very great, but the memories of happy times spent 
in his company will remain all my life as, no doubt, it will with many other 
of the older members.

‘Mac’ was always depressing relative to my Bentleys and a few of his 
remarks might not be out of place here:—

‘A pity, Mertens, that amongst all your Bentleys you have never had a 
reel one’.

‘Wrong shahcis, Mertens’. . ■ .
‘Your crank will break like a rotten carrot’ (it did,’ in fact TWO of 

them did within five weeks).
‘Your overhead gear will go before the bottom half’ (it did).
‘The shahcis will break on the nearside where the battery box is hung 

—the crack will run from the central rivet of the gearbox cross member’ 
(it did).

Many pleasant hours I have spent at his old works in Bridge Place, 
Victoria, sometimes being mellowed with some excellent liquor from 
Scotland.

Although ‘Mac’ could get annoyed, I think, considering all things, he 
was a very patient man and suffered fools glady. Only once was he really 
angry with me during all the years I have known him. It came about as 
follows:

Shortly after the war, I was returning from seeing my family which was 
on holiday, a rear wing-stay broke and the wing just held to the running 
board by a thin strip of metal. All I could do was to lug it right off and 
proceed without it. I arrived at Putney, where ‘Mac’ had.his works for an 
interim period after the war, and told my troubles to his then foreman, 
Williams.

I left the Bentley as Williams said he would weld the wing and let me 
have the car next mid-morning. Many important customers (including Mr. 
Lycett) had their cars in at that time and were clamouring for the work to 
be completed.

Next day when I turned up to collect my Bentley, ‘Mac’ actually was in 
a rage—in a definitely hostile voice he informed me with vehemence that 
‘We are not a firm of coachbuilders, Mertens’. During the 20 years or so 
I knew him, that was the only time I can remember him angry with me and, 
on reflection, justifiably so.
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One of ‘ Mac’s ’ many masterpieces, the Briggs-Cunningham 8-litre.

Naturally, ‘Mac’ was connected with Rolls-Royce and Bentley motor-
cars from the very early days and many a tale he has told of those far-off 
years. It had been intended that ‘Mac’ should be a farmer but his efforts on 
the mechanical side with certain farm machinery to make it go faster than 
designed, governors being removed, etc., the making of a steam engine with 
an oil drum as the boiler (which exploded, as was inevitable and, so it was 
said, stopped the hens from laying and the cows from giving milk) caused 
his father to have second thoughts as to how useful, or destructive (a 
cannon out of a drainpipe, the ball a round stone and the propellant 
powder for blasting out rocks and stumps, is another effort I remember) he 
might be around the farm so, thank heavens, he became an engineer as he 
wished.

‘Mac’ was in the Naval Brigade (at Antwerp, etc.) during the Great 
War and was down at Brightlingsea attending to M.T.B.’s engines during 
the Hitler episode. His tales of both periods were most amusing and I only 
wish I had time to write them all down.

1 \ % i. .

Let us salute the passing of one of the great figures of our Club who 
contributed so much to our enjoyment of the old Bentleys, to Mrs. 
McKenzie our deepest sympathy and thanks for sharing her husband with 
us during so many years, and to his son, Don, our best wishes in making a 
continued success of the business which has already done so much for us.

C.J.L.M.

Harry Chamock writes—
On August 22nd, 1946, primed with a lot of hieh-falutin gen from a 

‘ Bentley Expert ’, I attended the inaugural ‘ Noggin and Natter ’ at the 
Anchor, Shepperton, and there for the first time I met the man whom ever 
afterwards we knew as the High Priest. In a memorable quarter of an 
hour? the very model of courtesy, he proceeded to demolish all the windy 
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nonsense I’d been taught and I came away the happier for knowing I had a 
sane and simple motor-car and not a box of tricks.

Thereafter, when others approached me over spares and gen and re-
builds, I gave the same answer always, ‘ask “Mac” and very soon the en-
thusiastic reports which came back showed me it was the right one. Time 
came when I myself limped up to Thornton Heath at the wrong end of a 
towrope and I learnt personally the infinity of care and forethought which 
went into his work.

A shattered engine is no subject for rejoicing, nevertheless those three 
hours ‘inquest’ on a foggy November afternoon, the diagnosis Ind sane 
advice covering even the tiniest detail, make up one of my happiest memo-
ries of a great engineer. All over the world beautifully prepared machinery 
will be a memorial to him for more years than we care to hazard.

Nevertheless, the memory of the man himself, his courage in illness, 
his good humour and his patience with the silliest of questions, will endure 
even beyond his engines. For the green newcomer to competition, windy 
and uncertain, he always had a quiet and encouraging word as ne stuck the 
scrutineer’s tag on the dash.

The last time I saw him, at the 1956 A.G.M., he enquired after the 
health of my 4j. I said it was going magnificently and I’d swap it for no 
other Bentley in existence. He smiled in his quiet way, ‘Good’, he said, 
‘that’s what I always wanted for you’. That, I think, is what he always 
wanted for all of us.

W.H.C.

Jack Williamson writes—
As a comparatively junior member of the Bentley Drivers’ Club, I only 

had the privilege of knowing ‘Mac’ for the past five or six years, but during 
that time grew to know and respect as a friend one of the kindest of men, 
without whose ready advice, prompt assistance and profound knowledge it 
would have been impossible for me to have embarked on the few seasons 
of competition motoring that I have recently enjoyed.

We have lost a friend and counsellor—how much more those members 
of his family who mourn his loss?

J.W.

COVER PHOTO
Mark Hollis, joint winner with George Burton of the Rolls-Royce Trophy 

for 1956, and his 3-litre on the top corner at this year’s Firle.
The Speed-Six shown on September’s cover was of course No. 4 which was 

driven to victory in the 1930 Le Mans by Woolf Barnato and Glen Kidstone

CORRECTION CORNER
r *

The bit in September’s Review about the closeness of marking for the 
first three contestants in the Champions Class at Ken. Gardens was utter 
nonsense, as you will see if you look at the tabulated results. There is a 
perfectly simple explanation of all this but it is too complicated to give 
hère, if you follow.

' Our sincere apologies are tendered to members concerned in the mix- 
up but a bod called J. L. L. wrote the Rally report and one really has no 
control over such a switched off type.

THE EDITOR.
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COMMITTEE ANNOUNCEMENTS
McKENZIE MEMORIAL FUND e

The death of L. C. McKenzie (‘Mac’) is an event in the history of 
the Bentley Drivers Club which cannot pass unmarked and the Committee 
feels that members will welcome an opportunity to participate in a 
project designed to provide a tangible tribute to his memory.

Accordingly, the Committee has opened a fund (to be known as the 
“McKenzie Memorial Fund”) by the transfer thereto of the sum of 25 
guineas from the general funds of the Club and now invites all those who 
wish to do so to subscribe to the Fund.

Rather than follow the normal course of setting up a trophy for 
competition, the Committee proposes that the moneys subscribed to the 
Fund be devoted to the erection of a building at Silverstone to be used Ior 
Scrutineering purposes at race meetings. The size and nature of the 
construction will depend entirely on the total amount subscribed. It 
could be anything from a bare four posts with a roof to a walled building, 
with twin tracks, inspection pits, office and other equipment. It is hoped 
that there will be a generous response to this announcement, thus enabling 
a fine building to be erected so that scrutineers may carry out their 
exacting duties under cover with facilities equal to those at any other 
motor course.

In any event it is intended that the building should be of a kind 
which could be moved elsewhere in the unlikely event of Silverstone 
ceasing to be available for motor-racing. The proposed building would be 
available for all meetings—Club and International—without charge.

The British Racing Drivers Club welcome the proposal and have 
promised their co-operation in the selection of a site and the provision 
of water and electricity services.

The proposals of the Committee have been approved by Mrs. 
McKenzie, who is deeply touched-at the existence of such a widespread 
wish to commemorate her late husband. Furthermore, individuals who 
had known “Mac” for a long time find it difficult to conceive any other 
form of memorial which would have pleased him more.

Whilst “Mac” had a special place in the hearts of vintage Bentley 
enthusiasts, it is known that many keen motorists outside the immediate 
circle of Club members held him in high esteem and, in the belief that 
many of these will wish to contribute to the Fund, this project is being 
brought to the attention of several motoring clubs and to the motoring 
press.

In no circumstances will the amount of individual donations be 
disclosed, but a list of the names of subscribers may be published or 
displayed in the building.

No sum is too large—none too small—but speedy action on the part 
of intending subscribers will enable an early start to be made and possibly 
result in the building being ready for use when the racing season opens 
next year. • » •

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to “Bentley 
Drivers Club Ltd.”, and sent to the Hon. Treasurer of the Club—W. A. L. 
Qook? Keston Court, Keston, Kent.

STANLEY SEDGWICK,
President,
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FIRLE
It was almost too much to expect fine weather this time. The two pre-

ceding years had given us glorious days, so we greeted the grey skies of 
Sunday morning, September 2nd, with resignation and out came the gum- 
boots. Practice began on a dry hill, after an hour we began to hope, and 
after two we took it for granted; it was going to be another fair-weather 
Firle, and indeed it was.
; The surface was in excellent shape and conditions were good, with no 
perceptible wind; even the hardy types who man the top of Bo-Peep felt 
they could look forward to a temperate day, climatically at any rate. The 
entry numbered 65 motor-cars, of which 30 were Bentleys and, after weed-
ing out the non-starters, these figures were reduced to 55 and 27 respectively, 
thus giving us our required 50% Bentley entry as near as dammit.

Practice gave some enlivening times. One has come to look upon Don 
McKenzie’s 35.64 secs., recorded in 1954, as the ultimate for a 3-litre, so 
the 33.99 of Mark Hollis came as a shattering surprise. Then George 
Burton turned 29.92 with his 4f, the first time any Bentley has ever cracked 
30 seconds, and so entered the select preserve of modern sports-racing jobs. 
Walker was also going very fast with Bluebell, and promised to give George 
a run for his money. Fastest time in practice was made by Trimble’s 
XK 120C ex Ecurie Ecosse also, with 29.07, not vastly superior to the fastest 
Bentley times. If only George can pull out that tiny bit more, we thought, 
he may even wrest F.T.D. from the moderns.

Practice over, that pleasantest of all lunchtime breaks took place, en-
livened by the usual backchat. One opulent 8-litre crew even had a chap 
doing the washing up, and one noticed a marked atmosphere of calm and 
the absence of last minute flap.

Prompt as ever, the competition opened at 2.0 p.m., with Hollis going 
up in 34.06 to establish a new 3-litre record, and what a time for one of

Fastest Bentley ever: J. A. Walker with the immortal short 41 on one of his four 
faultless climbs, all inside the half minute. Benjafield
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Welcome Guests (by BENJAFIELD)

F:T.D.: Trimble on the ex-Ecurie Ecosse Jag

Workers Playtime—Arch-Marshal Dudley Coram is at last per-
suaded to forgo his self imposed task and have some fun for himself.

Prototype: Mercedophilc David Scött-Moncrieff with the “first ever”
Lotus, bearing a striking resemblance to Mr. G—t H—g (no not 

Bunty, the motor-car)

Lt
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contented himself with an exploratory climb in 35.30. Parkinson, making 
a welcome return to this event, brought his great 8-litre tourer up in a 
modest time, two seconds slower than his best in the past, and was followed 
by Becker and Lusty on a pair of extremely handsome Speed Sixes. Batten 

> on, the slender grey 8-litre, a 4-litre chassis propelled by the larger engine, 
climbed carefully and without fireworks, clipping threequarters of a second 
off last year’s time.

Hewett, with the ‘new’ 8-litre, showed a similar improvement over his 
1955 climbs. Alan Elliott, driving the only Blower present, was also a good 
deal faster than when he last competed two years ago. One wonders, in all 
these cases, whether it is the driver or the Bentley, or the hill itself which 
is getting faster, or if it is merely that time passes more quickly as you get 
older.

There were but four entrants in the post 1931 class, Neville Janion. 
home from many years’ exile in Antwerp, with a neat and cobby little 31 
coüpe, Cornforth in a drophead 41 minus passenger’s seat and doubtless 
other chunks of surplus weight, Cookson on a Mk. VI and Lord Ebury with 
the Abbott. Cornforth, as last year, made a very fast climb, but Ebury was 
appreciably down on his remarkable 1955 time.

So ended the first runs of the Bentley classes, all of which were ob-
served from the bottom corner. The driving of all was beyond praise and 
no nonsenses or excursions. Everyone seemed to take an identical line, but 
the handsful of wheel required made one realise that it isn’t quite so simple 
as it looks even with high-geared Bentley steering. Those with bags of 
power, Hewett in particular, got a lot of wheelspin entering the steep bit 
after the corner.

The Bentley handicap went deservedly to Holden, with R. P. Bradley, 
the one with a 41, second, Bob Gregory third and Fotheringham fourth. 
It is noticeable that all four were 4|-litre jobs whereas last year Derby 
motor-cars took first two places.

The remaining classes followed much the usual form, although one 
missed de Larrinaga’s Allard and Gordon Parker’s Jaguar, the fastest two 
of all. That grand veteran, K. Rolfe, was faster than ever with his tiny 
Fiat and we were really delighted to see Dudley Coram having a go with 
his Aston instead of doing the dullest part of the marshalling as in past 
years. Among B.D.C. members, Power (Porche), Hamish Morten (Alfa), 
Cornforth (Austin Healey) and Shaw (XK 120) were all very fast. The 
two latter, however, only managed to clip around two seconds off their 
previous best times with Derby Bentleys, which makes you think—or 
doesn’t it?

The timing misbehaved on Trimble’s first run so he had another go 
with his 120C and returned 28.67, which was to stand as F.T.D. for the 
rest of the event. Miss Betty Haig, very quick and competent in her Frazer 
Nash, ran second wih 29.20.

As the first runs drew to a close, those Bentleys competing in the un-
limited sports class came to the line. George Burton made a, for him, slow 
ascent in 30.22 and then Walker, all taps open, roared up in the astounding 
time of 29.27, Bentley record and third F.T.D. This was indeed a superb 
effort, reflecting immense credit on the driver’s nerve and judgment and yet 
further enhancing the wonderful record of that great motor-car Bluebell. 
In the hands of Bill Cook, this Bentley made fastest time for the Marque 
(unsupercharged) at our opening hill-climb seven years ago. It then went 
up in 34.43 and we thought that was about the limit.

Reflecting happily that the meeting was still only half over, the writer 
then repaired to the top bend, where in time past he has frightened the 
wits out of himself and never had the opportunity to observe how it should 
really be done. .

, Straight away, Mark Hollis slammed his own 3-litre record still higher 
to 33-89? M, J, Bradley clipped off two-thirds of a second and Doig had a
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Top Corner Contrasts

— . 1

Walker lifts his elbow in going hard to port while Passmore crosses 
hands (Mice been at the bonnet, mister?)

worse time still with his gearbox. Barry Eastick, staying in second all the 
way, made a splendid clim'b, way ahead of his effort last May when he had 
a following wind helping him.

McClure, Gregory and Lochhead all showed improvement over their 
first runs, while David Chapman turned an impressive 32.49, easily his best 
ever. Walker still led George but both were slower than heretofore.

Speed Sixes, 8-litres and Derby Bentleys all showed improvement on 
the second run, mostly fractional, but Parkinson, Lusty and Batten saved 
quite tidy chunks of time as they warmed up to . the job.

It was interesting to notice the diversity of line through the top bend, 
chaps coming into the corner from all quarters and all circulating with 
exemplary rectitude. Nobody clouted the bank (well, Chapman gave it a 
mild nudge) and the whole thing appeared to a spectator far steadier and 
simpler than it probably really is. We’ve had some funny do’s in the past 
at this place but it looks as though those days are over,
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Alec Hewett, faster than ever in his beautiful open 8

The free-for-all of the other classes came and went and so to the last 
runs of the ‘unlimited class’ Bentleys. McClure recorded his best run of 
the day and then, to a fizzup take-off, George Burton shot away on his ‘split 
or bust’ journey, 29.89 seconds, the best he has ever done in an unbroken 
sequence of eight hill-climbs at Firle but still not enough to cope with 
Bluebell and that was that. Walker himself, while making another great 
run, failed to crack his own record. Goddard, coming to terms with his 
projectile, knocked off another second. One feels that, left on Firle for the 
rest of the evening, he would eventually approach the half-minute mark. 
Let us hope that next year he does; it must need a brave man to drive 
that thing. It was fitting that the last Bentley climb of the day should be 
made by Alec Hewett in his immaculate grey 8 and in the best time he has 
ever recorded.

From the moment when one watched burly Sisyphus, disguised as Eric 
Dudley, push the ambulance into place before the meeting began, until 
the sight of Jack Leeney’s Alvis trundling down the hill made one realise 
sadly that it was all over for another year, it ' had been a magnificent 
meeting. One missed the usual finale by the record holder himself, one 
missed several of the blood and thunder boys from other clubs with their 
rude and rousing machinery, and a few familiar Bentleys too. Far beyond 
all this, one missed deeply the familiar presence of our senior scrutineer, 
mentor and friend who had time for everyone and the answer to every 
problem.

On the credit side, we have new 3 and 4f litre records, a Bentley 
reaching third F.T.D. and a lot of highly competent and disciplined driving. 

-If there were any dicey bits the writer missed, he hopes no one will tell 'him 
about them as he wants to go on believing that Bentley drivers always enter 
their corners the right way round and leave them the right way up and 
that certainly seems to have been the way of it at Firle in 1956. Thank you 
Geoff and Darrell, competitors, officials and marshals for a most enjoyable 
day. And thank you, Much Maligned English Climate.

W.H.C.
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Editorial
We’ve said it before and we shall undoubtedly say it again, but the way 

in which the performance of certain of the regularly raced Bentleys continues 
to improve year after year is truly quite amazing. Harry Charnock cited 
one outstanding instance in his report of Firle last year when he drew 
attention to the fact that in 1949 the fastest unblown 4| took over 34 seconds 
to go up, whereas the same car in 1956 climbed in only a little over 29 
seconds. Now admittedly the intervening years have afforded the 
opportunity for experience to be gained of the hill and the surface has 
been improved, but nevertheless most of the extra speed is due to increased 
poke, possibly allied with slight improvements in handling and braking. The 
question is, just what is the ultimate power that can be extracted ? As far 
as the car responsible for the above times is concerned, the ultimate appears 
to have been reached, if in fact it has not been passed, to judge from the 
number of mechanical derangements suffered recently in the engine depart-
ment. On the other hand, the McDonald 4| continues to motor rapidly and 
consistently, and George Burton screwed his bolide down to a swift 16.18 
secs, for the S.S. | mile at Gosport in April, having done his fastest ever 
10-lapper at Silverstone at an average of 70.78 m.p.h. a week earlier. A 
performance which rightly earned him the Itala Trophy and amply 
demonstrated that more urge with reliability is possible and that a Bentley 
can both sprint and race. Jack Williamson, unhappily not currently 
competing, has cracked 16 secs, for the | as well as having won the Rolls 
Royce Trophy three years in succession, which is the sort of record that 
cannot be founded on unreliability. Similarly, last year Mark Hollis did 
some equally outstanding times with his 3 and got a half share of the 
R-R pot, without a blow up.

All these performances, and others too, are exceedingly meritorious. 
In short, the faster the better, but let us remember that when the old 
Company’s products are destroyed they are gone for ever, so our aim 
should be to preserve what is left to us to the best of our ability.

When the McKenzie Memorial Fund was started and it was announced 
that the aim was to be a Scrutineers’ Bay at Silverstone, not a few said, 
“ Never do it, old boy, far too ambitious.” But they reckoned without 
Stanley Sedgwick’s drive, the generosity of contributors and the co-operation 
of all concerned, especially the suppliers of the building, who modified their 
standard product to provide a structure more suited to the purpose, and 
Jack Williamson, who mounted a veritable blitz to ensure that all was 
finished on time. Eric Dudley’s description of the opening ceremony appears 
elsewhere in this issue.

COVER PHOTO

The Memorial Plaque.—Photo by Derek Waller.
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IF YOU’VE ever asked yourself, which you probably haven’t, whether 
an Austin 7 head bag would fit a 4| you’ve undoubtedly replied to your-
self that it wouldn’t. That just goes to show that one never can tell, 
because Derek Waller reports that whilst playing about with 750 c.c. worth 
of bag recently, as a matter of interest he tried it on 4,500 c.c. of Bentley 
and was astounded to find that within the odd half inch or so it fitted 
perfectly ! The old Austins must have been overbodied.

G. H. ST. LEGER-CHAMBERS is interested to discover, having read 
the first instalment of “ On the Outside Looking Out and In ” in the last 
issue, that the Bill Sparrow mentioned is the father of W. C. Sparrow 
who, as Controller of Engine Production at De Havillands, is his immediate 
boss. St. Leger-Chambers is Production Engine Performance Engineer with 
the company.

THE ORIGINAL of the illustration reproduced here of the long 
chassis 3 litre at the 1926 secondhand car show held in the Islington Agri-
cultural hangs in Bates’ Garage, Seal, Kent. Copies were obtained by 
member J. W. T. Crocker, who has a spare available for the owner of 
WT 775 if he cares to come forward. Actually this Bentley may have 
been broken up because its present whereabouts are unknown, but if it 
is still alive its proud owner qualifies for a nice glossy print in glorious 
monochrome (black and white to you).

MEMBER R. M. WEBSTER, who is shortly emigrating to Canada, 
has received from one of his future colleagues a cutting from The Vancouver 
Sun which he kindly passed on to us. The heading of the article in the 
cutting reads “ Twenty Quarts of Oil Required to Fill Crankcase of Old 
Bentley,” and it deals with an 8 litre rebuild now going on under the 
guidance of a Captain Lawrence Goudy, R.N. Retd., in Vancouver. The 
article is an extremely sensible one compared with most of the stuff that 
gets into newspapers, and we are only sorry that space does not permit 
a reprint. There is an extremely cunning photograph illustrating the article 
which shows Captain Goudy behind the radiator of his 8 litre and which 
makes the radiator cap appear to be about 5ft. 6ins. from the ground. It 
ends up with a remark from Captain Goudy which we feel bound to quote r 
“ A car like the Bentley is the only thing, you know.”

NEWS FROM JOHANNESBURG this issue comes in the shape 
of a long and interesting letter from P. J. Blackwell. He says that they 
have there at the present time only six Bentleys in running order — one 
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was well on the way, and as the works was happily some good way from 
our place, he despatched the wily medico off there to have a very privileged 
look at this new wonder. Next morning on my desk I found the following 
verse from Matthew’s pen :

“ Oh ! Doctor Potts 
I wonder what’s 
The matter with your motor. 
We must conceal these bits of steel from off your bevel rotor. 
Now how would you enjoy a view 
Of our six-chimney Bentley ?
While you’re away 
We then can play 
With your top bevel — Gently.”

A little later on I think it was poor old Ron Duke Williams, the third 
of we reception trio, who could stand the bluff no longer and when a 
particularly anxious looking owner arrived with the inevitable tapping 
noise, abandoned all attempt to maintain the bluff and said “ Tappets ? 
Don’t you believe it. That’s the top bevels. A tooth’s gone and it’ll take 
hours to do. They’re all doing it and the worst is we don’t know what 
is causing it.” I so sympathised with his outburst and when W. O. Bentley 
paid us his next visit (he used to call up at Service now and again to 
help us in our dilemmas) I said “ It’s really awful this top bevel business, 
we’re doing our best to keep it quiet but ...” to which he calmly replied 
in his unique fashion “ Yes. But you know it’s NOT the ACTUAL bevel 
doing it but that aluminium piece THEY put under the camshaft.” 1 
always treasured that retort as a real W.O.-ism, deriving special enjoyment 
out of the transfer of responsibility to that hypothetical “THEY.” And 
the words “ aluminium piece ” were just typical too !

Subsequently one of these wretched gear wheels, tooth missing and 
all, was left lying on a table in the shop when one of Barnato’s finance 
directors passed by on a tour calculated to influence some important and 
interested fellow. The visitor unfortunately picked upon this specimen and 
was heard to enquire what the part in fact was. To this the escort in 
FULL ignorance said “ Oh, that’s a back axle gear,” and I doubt whether 
he ever knew that in his sublime ignorance he had put over a very smart 
piece of bluff.

(To be continued)

THE A.G.M.

Petrol being scarce it was felt that the A.G.M. should be held in London 
this year as rail facilities are better to Town than to Stratford or Woodstock 
or what have you, where in recent years some well attended A.G.M.’s have 
been mounted. Accordingly, the 1957 Annual General Meeting was 
opened at 3 p.m. on the 27th April in the Kensington Park Hotel, S.W.8 (a 
threepenny bus ride from about six main line termini with trains from all 
parts) with 15 members facing 12 Committee (it’s the Telly that does it). 
At least the former weren’t outnumbered, quite. It was good to see Harold 
Salisbury from Yorkshire and Roy Norton from the Midlands.

The legal business of presenting the Report, the Accounts, electing the 
Officers and the Committee went without a hitch in no time at all Everybody 
thanked everybody else, nobody suggested sacking the Review editors 
(Pity.—Ed.) and that’s about all there is to say about this year’s meeting. 
Oh, no, one other item of stupendous news value. Members and their 
families and friends sat down to tea afterwards.

Here’s to more petrol and so back to the Midlands next year.
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L. C. MCKENZIE

MEMORIAL

By Eric Dudley

On Saturday, April 6th, a small but impressive ceremony, held in the 
Paddock at Silverstone, was the culmination of fifteen days' very hard 
work by those responsible for the erection of the new Scrutineers' Bay, 
which was to be a Memorial to “ Mac.”

On this cold but dry morning, Mrs. McKenzie, in the presence of her 
son, Don, and members and officials of the B.D.C. and the V.S.C.C. and 
friends, pulled aside a chequered flag to unveil a plaque on which were 
the words:

BENTLEY DRIVERS' CLUB
MCKENZIE MEMORIAL

Erected by enthusiasts and their Clubs in appreciation 
of the many services rendered to motoring and 

motoring sport by
LEWIS CHARLES McKENZIE

APRIL, 1957

The unveiling had been preceded by a speech from our President, 
Stanley Sedgwick, who, in his opening remarks, thanked the Vintage 
Sports Car Club for agreeing that this ceremony might take place before 
the start of their Meeting. Stanley said that the Bentley Drivers Club 
had decided to set up a Memorial to “ Mac,” and that they had thought 
it would be more appropriate that the Memorial should take the form of a 
Scrutineer’s Bay rather than the more conventional cup or trophy. “ Mac ” 
had spent a great deal of his time in the service of motor sport as a 
scrutineer, and this building would, he felt sure, keep fresh his memory.

“ Mac ” was well known to most of those present. He was a founder-
member of the B.D.C. and a scrutineer at Club and International Meetings, 
but perhaps he was best known as High Priest of the Vintage Bentley. He 
had unrivalled knowledge and experience, he was patient and painstaking, 
and his advice was always readily available. His work was greatly 
appreciated beyond the circle of his acquaintances.

Donations towards the cost of the building had come in from all over 
the world. Over £650 had been subscribed, and Stanley wanted to thank 
very sincerely the many contributors to the fund. We had, he said, been 
more than fortunate in our advisers, but he wanted to say how grateful 
we all were to our Contractors, Messrs. Reid, who had been most 
co-operative. But particularly did he want to thank Jimmy Brown, the 
Silverstone Track Manager, and our own Jack Williamson, who had
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Saturday, 23rd March, 1957, 2nd day of work on erection.

Saturday, 30th March, 1957,. 8th day of work on erection.

Saturday, 6th April, 1957. Erection completed.
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The neat office.

»

Mrs. McKenzie thanks the assembled company after unveiling the Memorial Plaque.
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Fittingly the greatest of them all witnessed the ceremony.

worked wonders in getting the brick office and surrounds finished and 
painted in such an amazingly short time.

Present in the Paddock was Forrest Lycett’s fabulous 8-litre Bentley, 
which had always been under Mac’s special care. It had won the Inter-
national Class “ B” record standing start kilometre at Brooklands in 1937 
in 27.46 seconds. In 1950, at Jabbeke, it had covered the flying mile at 
134 m.p.h. Stanley was delighted to see Forrest Lycett, its owner and 
driver, at the ceremony. For twenty-five years or more Forrest Lycett had 
been a Bentley enthusiast and had inspired Mac to greater achievements 
and made possible much research. It was only appropriate that he should 
say a few words.

In a short tribute, Forrest Lycett said that Mac was not only a great 
engineer but a personal friend. If he had any new idea for the Bentley, 
Mac would always agree to try it, but he would rarely give an immediate 
opinion, saying 'that he would like to think it over. Eventually he would 
say, flatly, “ Och, it’s nae guid at all,” or else he would say, “ Aye, Mr. 
Lycett, I think you have got something.” He would then work on it with 
even more care and attention than if it had been his own idea in the 
first place.

Forrest Lycett thought that there could be no greater tribute that he 
could pay to the memory of Mac than to say that he was big enough 
to give more care to the ideas of another.

Stanley then introduced ' Mrs. McKenzie to the gathering. She said 
how grateful she and her family were that people thought so much of her 
husband that they should put up this Memorial. It was just the sort of 
Memorial of which her husband would have approved. She wanted also 
to say a very big “ Thank you ” to everyone who had been associated 
with the idea.

Stanley concluded by saying: “ I am sure, Mrs. McKenzie, that you 
and your family will go away from Silverstone today with no doubt in 
your minds as to the high esteem in which Mr. McKenzie was held by 
hundreds of enthusiasts. Please unveil this plaque, which will be a 
constant reminder of the sentiments which inspired the Memorial.”
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We mentioned in Here 
and There in the March 
issue that Mike Quinney . 
had unearthed the remains 
of old Number 1 and 
that an article covering 
this find would appear 
shortly. Here then, from 
the authoritative pen of 
Darell Berthon, is all the 
gen. Thank you, Darell, 
for finding the time from 
all your other chores to 
prepare this piece.

Until recently very little was known about the history ol “ Old 
Number 1 ” Speed Six after her crash at Brooklands in the 500 Mile Race 
of 1932 except that the original engine and some other parts were built intp 
the early version of the Barnato-Hassan. It was not until after the war 
that a Bentley with the number plates “ MT 3464 ” was reported as having 
been seen by several members of the Club, all of whom were quite certaip 
that the car was an 8 litre. There were rumours, too, that this 8 litre was 
once owned by Woolf Barnato. If this was true it could account for the 
number plates.

To go back a little in the car’s history, we know that she ran as a 
Speed Six with a rounded-tail body in the 1929 500 Mile Race and finished 
second. Early in 1931 she was involved in a road accident and the offside 
stub axle, front hub, top steering arm and track rod were replaced and a 
few months later the crankcase and all four brake drums were renewed. 
For the 500 Mile Race of that year the car was fitted with a long-tailed 
pointed body and the rear axle gear ratios were changed from the original 
3.33 to 2.8. The car won the race at an average of 118.39 m.p.h. This wajs 
the last time that “ Old Number 1 ” appeared in a race as a Speed Six.

In 1932 an 8 litre engine was installed and the rear axle gear ratios 
changed to 3.13 but the special racing differential was retained. It seems 
unlikely that this comparatively low ratio would have been used in a race 
at Brooklands, but the records make no mention of any further change at 
this time. In the 500 Mile Race later in the year the car crashed, overturned 
on the rim of the banking and went over the top. Nobody seems to have 
known what happened to the car after that.

Some time ago, member Mike Quinney found the “8 litre car MT 3464” 
and after badgering the owner for two years bought the car complete with 
handsome coupé body. Firmly convinced that he had got hold of “ Old 
Number 1,” or at least parts of her, Mike decided to restore the car, and 
as the first step removed the body. It was at this stage that the writer saw 
the car and was shown some of its interesting and perplexing features, which 
were : —

The abrupt curve of the frame at the rear like an 8 litre chassis but 
with a wheelbase of 11'.

Chassis rivets replaced by bolts and castellated nuts wired in the 
approved racing fashion.

One tubular cross member, which was reversed, at the point of attach-
ment of the forward ends of the outrigged rear springs.

Speed Six nose piece (with 3.33 ratio).
Speed Six hubs and wheels, i.e. the type 62 and not. the 8 litre type 

80 hubs,
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Editorial
Members were advised in the November Club Notes that this issue of 

the Review would not be appearing until January. For a long time it has 
been apparent that the “ off beat ” dates of March, June, September and 
December were inconvenient from an administrative point of view as well 
as for other reasons. The recent stoppage in the printing industry provided 
a convenient opportunity for these to be adjusted and from now on we 
shall “ come out ” in January, April, July and October.

To those who may feel aggrieved that they have only got three issues 
for their subscription in 1959, we must point out that the September 
(October) one was of bumper dimensions—and so was the bill! ! Costs 
have increased slightly but even the revenue from our additional advertising 
does not offset the outlay on some 30 extra pages—“Well get some more 
ads.”—Yes! this had occurred to us and we are trying.

Approaching things from a different angle one of the most expensive 
items is the tabulated results of competitions and whilst they are 
undoubtedly of interest to the competitors and also an historical record, we 
wonder if they appeal to the majority. With voting having been much in 
the air recently, no doubt a referendum would give the answer, but perhaps 
a better way would be to omit them on future occasions and see how 
numerous are the letters of protest.

* * *

An eye-catching advertisement recently described a Bentley as “ Better 
than brand new.” This, together with W.O’s. comments at his party 
reported elsewhere in this issue, prompts some thoughts on this question of 
rebuilds. We know that the original intention was to construct a car that 
was robust and not highly stressed, so that it gave outstanding performance 
allied to long life and in this issue we are privileged to reproduce Col. Clive 
Gallop’s own words expounding this theme.

It has been achieved in full measure, but with the passage of not far 
short of half a century, is the aim of the re-builder to restore to the original 
specification by replacing worn out parts? Or should he incorporate innova-
tions made available by the improvement in techniques since the car was 
first designed ?

Many a time it has been suggested that recognition should be given to 
the “ most original ” car at the Kensington Gardens concours for example, 
but the mind boggles once an attempt is made to define this phrase and 
even more to prepare a workable marking schedule.

Where then are we heading ? Are we trying to preserve a classic 
concept in motor cars. Are we attempting to maintain the outward 
appearance of vintaginity but secretly incorporating our own pet modifica-
tions or improvements. Much more could be written on this theme, for it 
bristles with pros and cons, but there must be many well qualified to 
propound their views and the pages of this journal are available for them 
to voice their opinions.

COVER PICTURE

Patron and donor congratulates David Llewellyn, first winner of the 
W. O. Bentley Trophy for the best aggregate of marks gained using the 
same car in six specified events.

DORCHESTER HOTEL PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICE
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SURROUNDED by reports, photographs and letters from members, 
the thought occurred to me how these documents illustrate a movement 
and spirit as solid and unyielding as the Bentley itself. A constant current 
of technical, social and business activity is detectable throughout, being 
unaffected by such things as weather, general elections, hot or cold wars. 
Indeed, were there sufficient Bentleys to distribute all over the globe in 
large numbers, there would be neither time nor inclination to consider such 
things !

ON THIS NOTE we turn to the Midland Region, from whence Guy 
Harvey reports: —

“ During the summer months the meetings at the ‘ Bull’s Head ’ have 
continued to be well attended. The committee organised an additional 
meeting this summer at the Hadley Bowling Green, near Ombersley. This 
was a great success. In addition to the stalwarts of the Shenstone meetings, 
such as Ken Smith (4|), Tony Chaffey (3), Pat Ransford (3/4|), Roy 
Norton, Bob Grundy and John Barlow, we were pleased to welcome two 
members attending a Midland Region meeting for the first time. Firstly, 
Alfred Gregory and his wife, who arrived in their excellent original 3-litre 
Gurney Nutting tourer, which incidentally Mrs. Gregory drives; Gregory 
uses this car as his daily transport and I frequently hear him pass my 
office window. I believe he has another 3-litre which I have not yet had the 
pleasure of seeing. Secondly, Roy Jenkins (4f), this being his first meeting 
as he has only recently joined the club. His car, which has rather pleasant 
lines, has a two-seater body with dickey. I hope that Roy and Alfred 
enjoyed themselves and I look forward to seeing them at future events. 
This meeting was rather special in that it was the first time we had seen 
Felix Day’s beautifully restored 4f, this really is a splendid motor with an 
unusually attractive two-seater body with dickey; I feel sure that Felix will 
be making his presence felt at Kensington Gardens and similar events next 
year.

“ David Shaw (3) has enrolled a permanent helper to restore his car 
to a Van-den-Plas replica. This he did on August 7th by marrying Ann 
Fieldes, who has certainly earned her position in the passenger seat of the
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competitive motoring exploits, for these were largely confined to Sundays 
and he had to be back at work at 7 a.m. on Monday morning.

We now pass on to 1935, when in search of a little m'ore comfort, a 
1930 Speed Six, chassis No. SB 2761 and engine No. KR 2700 was 
purchased. This had a Martin Walter close coupled saloon body on the 
standard 11 ft. 8f inch chassis with a 13/50 rear axle and a “C” type 
gear box. In due time expensive noises began to be heard under the bonnet 
and the car was taken to L. C. McKenzie (the legendary “ Mac ”) who, 
during the overhaul raised the compression ratio, lightened the flywheel 
and really made it go. All told, with the heavy body there was nearly 21 
tons of motor car and whilst it went “ like hell ” on the straight, bends were 
described as being “ a little tricky.” This vehicle is now the property of Ann 
Klein in America.

All this while the 3-litre “ Bitza” (chassis No. 718) was the mount 
for the occasional competitive weekend foray, but in an endeavour to go 
one better, a 4j was bought, the attraction here being the Wilson epicyclic 
gearbox with which this machine had been fitted. The theory was that it 
should provide a good trials vehicle in view of the easy gear change, but 
things did not work out as hoped and in Jack’s own words “ I put it 
through its paces, but the heating up of the oil in the gearbox was 
reminiscent of a fried fish shop.” These two competition models were 
housed throughout the war years, but they were parted with eventually.

Before skipping over the six year Hitler holocaust, during which period 
our fellow member found himself in the Ordnance Corps and soon in 
charge of a huge depot with some 900 bods, crating and despatching goods 
and materials of all kinds to the various battle fronts in different parts of 
the world, this may be an appropriate moment to digress from what is 
essentially a Bentley story. Although the winged B is his real and lasting 
love, so far as motor cars are concerned, these precious vehicles were 
treated with the respect that they deserved and were invariably given a 
winter lay off. Transport for the winter months usually Consisted of obtain-
ing whatever took his fancy in the Autumn, bringing the vehicle up to 
scratch during the brief period of ownership and selling it again, usually 
at a worthwhile profit, in the Spring. Among the more illustrious names 
in the pre war period was an Alfa, a 2-litre Lagonda and a Peugeot, whilst 
following this practice in post war times, a B.M.W. 328, M.G.A., A.C. 
Aceca, XK 140 and in recent years a couple of D.B.4’s and at present 
a D.B.5. One way and another the annual mileage has totted up to 
around the 20,000 mark, usually half being done in a Bentley and the 
remainder in whatever else happened to be in the garage.

It was Mrs. Evan-Cook who in 1942 finally persuaded “Mac” to part 
with his famous Bluebell which he had built for his own use after 
completing a similar car for the late Forrest Lycett. It was housed by 
Evan-Cook, but only used by him for official journeys in the last years of 
the war and the early post war period, when with only pool petrol available, 
a compression plate had to be added.

Shortages of a somewhat different kind were responsible for disposing 
of this outstanding vehicle which he had hoped to race after hostilities 
were over, but the late Gordon Alexander had also set his heart on 
Bluebell and together with a friend of his named Jack Estler and others, 
they used to descend on the Evan-Cooks every weekend, eat all their food 
—which was far from abundant at that time—clutter up the fireplace with 
their big feet and as the only solution was to let the car go, this is 
what happened.

Subsequently this famous car passed on to other Club members, 
including Bill CoOk, Horace Wilmshurst and Joe Walker, in the course of 
which it achieved a meritorious record in Club racing. For my part, not 
until I had this face to face encounter, did I realise that Bluebell had 
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suffered the indignities of being fed on Pool at one time, although it 
stands to reason on reflection that most pre war cars must have suffered 
this elixir.

This was the last vintage Bentley which comes into this story and we 
now switch to the Derby Bentley era of ownership. It began with a 31 drop-
head coupe (chassis No. CW 83) shortly to be followed by another 1935 
model with a Thrupp & Maberley saloon body (chassis No. DK 14).

Although my job is to report and not to comment, I feel bound to 
endorse the views of my guest, who by now, fortified with smoked salmon 
and steak was really warming to his work. Over the dinner table he 
expressed the view that this was the age of the classic line in motor car 
bodies and lovely as this 31 looked, it was the 1938 Mulliner high vision 
saloon (Registration NO. GS 8516) which was a 4j overdrive and sported the 
“ best looking body I think I have ever seen,” to quote his precise words. 
Not only was it a good looker, but it went like a bomb, I gather.

Having been denied the joys of using Bluebell in its intended manner 
as a competition car, and having had to give up golf which had long since 
replaced his activities as a gymnast and weight lifter as a means of letting 
off surplus steam, due to disc trouble brought on unhappily when helping 
a fellow motorist hoist his car back on to a jack—an accident which 
occurred on his way to the first of our Esso House driving test meetings 
—Jack Evan-Cook sought an outlet for his energies in his old love of 
competition motoring. To further this aim, he acquired what I think can 
be described as his greatest Bentley love.

The vehicle in question (Registration No. CXB 277), a 41 Derby car, 
which had once been owned by Alexander Duckham. It was bought from

Bentley and Rolls-Royce
We specialise in the repair of Bentley (mainly post 
1931) and Rolls-Royce Motor Cars and are 
conveniently situated for owners living in the 

West Midlands.

We also undertake general crank and surface 
grinding, reboring and engine overhaul.

S. BRUNT (Silverdale, Staffs.) LTD.
STONEWALL . SILVERDALE . STAFFS.

Our Associated Company, STAN BRUNT (Sales) LTD., of the same 
address, normally has some interesting Bentleys and Rolls-Royces 

for sale. ...
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Bluebell.

a local garage in Mayfield, Sussex and various bits and pieces were rescued 
from a farm in the district near where the car had crashed into a tree after 
having been stolen. With the help of McKenzie plus his own workshop 
facilities, it was completely rebuilt with a two seater (very occasional four) 
drophead coupe body, which became the modern variant of his former 
3-litre “ Bitza ” of a quarter of a century earlier. By this time he had 
decided to fulfill a long standing wish to have all his future m’otorcars 
painted in a particular shade of maroon which appealed to him and his 
wife, but the first essay in this direction proved to be Something of a 
disaster, for the paint turned out to be vastly different when applied, to 
that which was expected from studying the colour chart—hence the derisory 
nickname by which this machine was thereafter known—“ The Fire Cart.”

Heretofore I had always associated the name Evan-Cook with this 
very potent vehicle and his handling of it on the skid pan at Hendon was 
always a delight. At Firle also the two 'of them distinguished themselves 
and for several years held the record for this type of car with an ascent 
of 35-2 seconds. With years of competition experience, most of the tricks 
of the trade had already been learned. The caption under the picture in 
the Review of December 1952, reproduced here, read “ Jack Evan-Cook 
skilfully Corrects a vicious slide.” Vicious indeed it was, but also pre-
ordained. With a view to getting rapidly round that never-ending first 
corner, on this occasion a set of very smooth tyres had been fitted to the 
rear wheels and these were inflated t'o a pressure of around 50 lbs. per 
square inch.

Among the other things I learned about this car was the earliest 
reference that I have come across to safety straps, for “. . . when I was 
in a hurry, I was not going to risk my wife’s face pushing through that 
windscreen and s'o I had these straps made and fitted. Anchored thus. 1 
then felt able to use the loud pedals with impunity ” is the way he put it.

Eventually we got back to everyday motoring and it was from this 
point onwards, perhaps because time has not yet dulled the less happy 
memories and experiences, but I found a much more critical note creeping 
into his recollections. ••

On parting with his last Derby car, he took unto himself a 4f Mark 
VI (chassis No. FV 264). All I learned about this machine was that “ ... it;
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The “ Fire Cart ” doing its vicious slide round the first corner (and the Watney barrels) at 
Firle on the smooth rear tyres.

GUY GRIFFITHS

went all right, but it rolled like a boat.” The next post war Bentley and the 
first one purchased new, was a standard 1953 R type saloon, fitted with the 
large bore 4f litre engine and the large boot (chassis N'o. TN 222). This 
gave him very good service and nothing ever went wrong with it, which 
he said was ”... a bit of a shock to the system !” This had the conven-
tional synchromesh gearbox, but from then, with one exception it was 
automatics all the way. The first of these was not kept very long and the 
only noteworthy comment was that he then located the desired type of 
maroon paint and immediately had this car resprayed, eliminating its 
original pale green livery.

With about 3,000 miles on the clock, he soon switched over to an R 
type Continental (chassis No. BC 71 D, Registration No. FRN 309). This 
is described as ”... a beautiful vehicle and to coin a phrase, it looked 
good, was good and by golly it did you good ! It was the last of the post 
war types which could be drifted round corners with accuracy.” It was this 
last remark which prompted quite a lengthy discussion on i.r.s., de Dion 
rear axles and the like. The modern motorist has been brought up on the 
leech like abilities of most of the cars of today, but they are clearly not 
entirely appreciated by our informant, wh'o described a frightening moment 
when putting his A.C. Aceca into a roundabout at speed, when instead of 
the anticipated rear and breakaway, the wheel merely lifted and the car 
very nearly rolled.

Reverting to the R type Continental however, this was a later unofficial 
participant at a meeting at Firle. Jack was given permission to have two 
runs up the hill during the lunch break to experiment with the automatic 
gearbox. Interest and some amusement for the spectators was caused when 
he demonstrated that the run could be done a little more quickly by operat-
ing the gearbox manually and selecting what the driver considered to be the 
desirable cog. This was also the occasion when a derisive cheer went up 
from the assembly when the brake lights flashed on momentarily as the car 
entered the first corner !
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Bluebell’s present owner, Johnathan Meadow, beside the car at last year’s Scottish Whit 
Week-end rally—just after he bought her.

Adventure with Bluebell

By PAUL HARRIS

Someone once told me that the verb to describe the taking of a Bentley 
on tour is “ to Bentle ”!* I didn’t believe them. However, after a brief visit 
to France with Bluebell, I think that this special addition to the dictionary 
is appropriate.

Originally aiming to attend a rally in the Loire, I decided to go anyway 
to France for the week-end, even though all road rallies had been cancelled 
during the holiday season. John (a friend) and I set off in fine style for 
Southampton Ferry on a warm July day, when there was plenty of traffic 
around—ideal for testing out cooling systems. We were looking forward to 
some pleasant touring in this well-known ex-Gordon Alexander, ex-Horace 
Wilmhurst, ex-Bill Cook, ex-Joe Walker 2-seater 41 which had seen a good 
deal of fierce competition after the war—much of it pretty effective and not 
without incident!

Getting into the ferry queue with 50 minutes in hand, several kind 
people pointed out that “ the bath water ” was running out rather fast. We 
pulled out of the line and after touring round Southampton, visiting four 
garages, eventually found a tin of Radweld and got back to the docks in 
time to catch the boat. In transit we found the leak stopped, at least 
temporarily, and we removed two large spot lights to give the radiator a 
greater cooling area.

We had booked the night’s accommodation in Le Havre—which was 
just as well, because we had quite overlooked the formidable behaviour of 
the French during the week-end of 14th July. I pointed to a cigarette on 
the floor of the car and John examined it before throwing it overboard— 
which was as well as the thing went off with an enormous explosion! Fire-
works were being thrown from balconies as well as from every other 
direction.
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On the Friday we headed for Honfleur and after trying to trace the 
source of a most peculiar smell which appeared to be following us, 
slackened off the handbrake, which was seizing up. At the same time, we 
let the engine cool off for the benefit of the radiator and ate a morsel of 
sole and, I think, conger eel, at a waterside café in Tronville, leaving the 
car surrounded by admirers—who little knew Bluebell’s strange behaviour.

We tried to find rooms in almost every hotel we could see, but no-one 
was in the slightest bit interested—a Gallic shrug of the shoulders and 
spreading of the hands was the universal reaction and we started doing it 
ourselves in self defence before we had even asked. In one place we 
couldn’t even find parking room and in desperation I turned left into a one 
way street and up a steep hill towards a dead end. I managed to ease back 
into a small space and jam the back wheels into the kerb. Instantly an 
elderly, very lame, lady limped out of her apartment and pointed out in 
descriptive French that her husband had been killed in the war and the 
French government had awarded her free parking space outside her front 
door. The fact that she couldn’t drive, had never owned a car and was 
never likely to was quite beside the point. “ Get the hell out of it,” she 
said, “ and quick! ” It sounded even worse in French. I would have done if 
a friendly passer-by hadn’t pointed out that my front tyre was flat! The old 
lady now had reinforcements in the shape of Robert, her imbecilic and 
unshaven son. I looked around for a handy spanner in self defence; but 
then remembered the fall of the Bastille and decided upon different tactics. 
“ Madame,” I said, “ let us talk things over in the Auberge.” Putting my 
arm through hers, we disappeared into the Auberge round the corner and 
John, noble soul, disappeared on a tour of the local garages with Robert, 
who suddenly turned out to be the kindliest soul imaginable and the 
quickest at palming 10 francs that I have ever seen! Madame, at 3 p.m. on 
a hot sunny afternoon, settled down to drinking Cointreau. After she had

Bentleys and Brooklands
Bentley cars are an important part of the Brooklands 

motor racing tradition.

Does your car wear the badge of the 
THE BROOKLANDS SOCIETY ?

If not, it is probably improperly dressed.
The Brooklands Society’s annual subscription is still only 

£2. This enables its members to mingle with famous 
Brooklands Drivers and personalities at its Annual Reunion 
at the Track—by courtesy of B.A.C.—and at the now 
famous Annual Dinner.

There is also the monthly meeting at the Hand and 
Spear on the last Monday of every month.

Write for particulars to the Society’s Hon. Sec. at 
“ Summerlea,” Pinewood Avenue, New Haw, Weybridge, 
Surrey.
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introduced three friends into the round at my expense, I made my excuses 
and returned to the car—just as Robert (fresh as a daisy) and John 
(absolutely clapped out) arrived with a breakdown van from several miles 
away! I should perhaps mention that to save weight I was relying not on a 
spare wheel but on a gas-inflation puncture repairer—which I could not 
use, Bluebell being temperametally upset as the valve had disappeared into 
the wheel!

Puncture eventually mended, John got out his right-handed gardening 
glove and gave the flywheel a turn—the bendix does not always engage— 
and I revved up to pull out. The air was immediately filled with clouds of 
smoke and noxious fumes and the clutch started slipping like mad. The 
steepness of the hill was having its effect. I managed to get to the top and 
turn and, not daring to stop, waved to Robert and blew a cloud of blue-
black smoke through the doorway of the Auberge in a metaphorically 
two-fingered farewell to Madame, who is still there, for all I know!

After trying to get accommodation in 46 hotels including those in Caen 
and Bayeux and with the clutch slipping worse and worse, we decided it 
was time to head back towards Cherbourg. It was now about 8 p.m. 
Passing through a village called Tour-en-Bassin, I spotted a sign pointing 
up a little lane marked Auberge de la Roque—a recently converted, 
formerly derelict farmhouse. It offered the most superb cuisine—langoustine, 
poulet a la crème, etc., and the tiny dining room, almost filled with local 
gourmets, had one table left.

“ Can we eat and sleep in your barn? ”, I asked. They replied that if 
we could wait until their customers had gone they could arrange two beds 
for us in the dining room—free of charge, “ because you have such a 
splendid car.” With that, everything took on a rosy hue. When everyone 
had left, the charming young proprietor and his wife asked us to join them 
and their small staff round an enormous log fire and celebrate once again 
the Fall of the Bastille, in champagne. The next morning we set off again 
and at a small seaside village called Carteret managed to get a room for the 
Saturday and Sunday nights.

The wartime pilot who owned a local bar was so excited after a 
speedy trip in Bluebell round the village that he cooled off by dabbing 
Calvados round the back of his neck. He would not hear of us paying for 
our drinks that evening. Apart from the fact that good Calvados seems a 
pure enough spirit not to leave any trace of hangover, I also recommend 
it as an after-shave lotion.

The boat was due to leave Cherbourg at 9 a.m. on the Monday. 
Having got John stirring, we got down to our petit dejeuner at 6.30. The 
proprietor of the small hotel and his wife insisted on getting up to see us 
off—they too liked Bluebell. It was pouring with rain and there was the 
most colossal thunderstorm immediately overhead. We erected the hood, 
John did his stuff with the right-handed gardening glove and we were off— 
clutch slipping like mad and a considerable doubt in my mind as to whether 
we should get up the next hill. We had two hours in which to cover the 
25 miles to Cherbourg before the boat left.

Three miles later it happened—accompanied by a terrific and appropriate 
crash of thunder and at about 40 m.p.h. I saw my offside front wheel begin 
to leave the car. To my astonishment, it jumped over a hedge and after 
spending ten minutes looking for it, I finally located it in some under-
growth—fifty feet away in a wood. The locking ring had disappeared for 
ever some hundred yards earlier! Always check wheel nuts or locking rings 
yourself if someone else has removed a wheel. I didn't!

We caught the boat with ten minutes to spare, but without Bluebell 
(shame!—Asst. Ed.), who we had to leave behind in the wet, her safety 
arranged with a small garage back in Carteret, for collection later.

For all that, both John and I look forward to another “ Bentle ” 
another time.
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Bluebell in action at Silverstone in 1956 in the hands of Joe Walker—with passenger!

* The following appeared on page 25 of issue number 2 (September, 1946) 
of the Review—Ed.:

Dear Sir,
The word “to Bentle” is a very useful one and should be so extensively 

used by Club members and their wives that, as membership increases, it 
becomes a general term and thus ultimately included in the English Diction-
ary. To “ work on the car ” could so easily mean putting something silly 
to rights on an Austin Ten, work which is a necessity and not a pleasure. 
To Bentle, on the other hand, means to do work that may or may not be 
absolutely necessary and includes all the polishing, patting and petting, the 
blue-and-purple with yellow spots atmosphere, which speaks of burned 
fingers or oil in the eye, or just something not quite right that all, curiously, 
add to the general enjoyment, as they give hope for future sympathy as 
well as present pleasure.

The verb “ To Bentle ” (Interpretation)—to work in the spare time for 
pleasure in a garage, to try to make a superb sports car even more superb.

Present Tense—I Bentle, thou Bentlest, etc., etc.
Future Hopeful—I hope to Bentle, etc.
Definite Future—I am going to Bentle.
Future Impecunious—I should like to Bentle.
N.B. There is no need for an imperative tense for this verb.
To be asked, “ What is John doing to-day? ” and to answer, “ He is 

Bentling,” conveys far more than can be told in a paragraph.
Yours sincerely,

BARBARA BERTHON.
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Points of View
To The Editor,
Bentley Drivers Club Review,

Dear Sir,

I learnt with interest that this company exists. Can we look forward 
to the establishment of a 4y-Litre Company so that the superiority of the

THE 30—98 COMPANY LIMITED
Gatwick House Povey Cross Road Horley Surrey 

Telephone: Horley 5471-2 
March 1974—Paint Manufacture

true marque can be upheld?
Yours faithfully,

Bennetts Bank Farm,
TOM WILLCOX.

Samlesbury, Preston, 
Lancs.

■ * *
Dear Sir,

I would like to record my appreciation for being allowed two special 
solo sessions at the B.D.C. Practice Day at Silverstone.

Quite understandably the R.A.C. Rules—I was informed on arrival— 
forbid motor cycles and cars on the track at the same time.

But all concerned went out of their way to ensure that my journey 
wasn’t wasted.

The sight of an O.A.P. circulating at rather pedestrian speed on a 
Vintage Norton, still being run in after rebuild (the Norton, not the O.A.P.), 
could hardly have been compensation for those waiting to go about their 
legitimate business.

I can only hope that everyone enjoyed themselves as much as I did.
Yours faithfully,

G. T. SHOOSMITH. 
Gangbridge House, 
St. Mary Bourne,
Hants.

* * *

Dear Sir,
No doubt your conti ibutor, Mr. Paul Harris, knows the history of 

Bluebell.
I more or less watched her being built and when I compared certain 

points with the Forrest Lycett 41, dear old Mac drew my attention to 
the fact that Bluebell was being built for his own amusement and with very 
restricted capital, whereas Mr. Lycett had very much more gold for disposal.

However, Bluebell was duly completed, won two Vintage races on the 
same day at Crystal Palace and competed in several other events pre-war. 
When questioned about winning the second race, having been re-
handicapped, Mac stated he merely had to go a little faster.

One day when Mr. Lycett’s 8-litre was competing at, I believe, Shelsley, 
Mac was of course there in attendance and had taken Ted Avery (his top 
mechanic) with him. When the event was finished, Mac said to Ted, “ You 
can take Bluebell and visit your family and I will go back to London with 
Mr. Lycett.”
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DERRY MALLALIEU
Specialists in BENTLEY

ROLLS ROYCE 
BUGATTI 
FERRARI

R.R.O.C. Registrar for U.K. Rebuilds. Pre and 
Post War Historic Sports and Racing Cars. 
Engine Test Facilities. Race Preparation.

PARTS DESIGNED & MADE
Derry Mallalieu & Co. Engineering 
Station Road, (Press Buildings) Abingdon, 

Oxon. OX14 3LD
Telephone : Abingdon 1086

Special facilities have been arranged 
enabling Members to insure their 
Bentleys and other cars on favourable 
terms for either Comprehensive or Third 
Party cover. Realistic values, particu-
larly concerning Vintage Bentleys, are 
featured under this arrangement.

GOLDING, lll-Ul BROTHERS
(INSURANCE BROKERS) LTD.

61 QUEEN STREET 
LONDON E.C.4

TELEPHONE: 01-236 32 11
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No doubt full of the joys of Spring, Ted flashed through several 
villages, causing alarm and despondency to the forces of law and order. 
Eventually disaster arrived, he (or rather Bluebell) hit an Austin 10 and 
more or less demolished that with four people in it. Coming from that 
rather easy victory he then took on a bus, knocked the front axle off that 
so that it landed up on the bank, came out of that encounter backwards 
and into a large tree. The last named was the final victor, being too stout 
for even a “4|.” Poor Ted got a good rap on the head which caused him 
discomfort for a very long time, especially when up-ending himself to look 
under Bentley dashboards, etc. He also lost his driving licence. Luckily, 
the occupants of the Austin survived without too much personal damage.

I saw Mac examining Bluebell with the body off and he remarked: 
“ Out of line in 32 places,” and added some observations relative to Mr. 
Ted Avery. The first owner after Mac was Jack E. Evan-Cook.

Yours faithfully,
C. J. L. MERTENS.

155 Brondesbury Park, 
London, NW2 5JL.

* * *
Dear Sir,

I have just read, rather belatedly, Mr. de Haan’s article on the 
Telejauge in the February Review. I was very surprised that he found no 
one who had seen such a gauge. I certainly have one in working order on 
the tank of my 1927 3-litre (the last of the fourteen 100 m.p.h. chassis) and 
in my innocence I thought it was a standard fitting.

May I also say, that although not an engineer, I have found Nobby 
Clarke’s articles absolutely enthralling. This is the most exciting thing that 
has appeared in the Review since Benjy’s reminiscences in 1947. Thank 
you, Mr. Clarke.

Yours faithfully,
W. A. TAYLOR. 

Banwell House,
Banwell, 
Somerset.

[Several other members have also expressed their appreciation of 
Nobby Clarke’s articles—Ed.]

* * *

Dear Sir,
Further to your article in the B.D.C. Review (May issue) concerning 

Mrs. Flemmich. If I am thinking of the same person she owned a 6f-litre 
open tourer.* Her chauffeur was not allowed to drive the car but had to 
clean it; it was as clean underneath as it was on top. He also had to take 
the dog for a walk.

She had an 8-litre built, the engine of which was polished and plated 
and looked magnificent when finished. This vehicle was built in the Kings-
bury works where I was employed in the engine shop.

After the chassis had its mileage it went to the coachbuilders and 
returned with a body that looked like a hansom cab. This vehicle, if I 
remember correctly, was built completely from new. Mr. Nobby Clarke 
could say whether this is the same person as she always had him drive that 
car when it came into Service.

Yours faithfully,
R. G. KEY.

Axminster,
Devon.
* This was UL 7, the registration of which was later transferred to the 

8-litre—Ed.
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NOW YOU KNOW!
It is only rarely these days that we hear anything of the Presidential 

rasp—few who have experienced it are likely to forget—but we can well 
imagine the withering scorn that prompted the following letter.

If the missive didn’t actually burn a hole in the mail bag en route to 
Paris, we trust Le Redacteur en Chef got the message—loud and clear—Ed.

Le Redacteur en Chef, I Auto Journal, 43, Bd. Barbes, PARIS.

Dear Sir,
My attention has been drawn to the article in the current issue of 

your magazine on the Bentley S.3 Continental.
Frankly, I am appalled that a responsible motoring journal such as 

yours should publish an article with so many basic errors as are contained 
in that written by Serge Bellu on page 69.

For the sake of accuracy I feel I must point out the following mistakes 
of fact and misleading information:—

1. The dates in the heading should be 1962/1965, not 1963/1965.
2. The inset photo is an S.l, not an S.3.
3. W. O. Bentley conceived and designed the Bentleys manu-

factured between 1921 and 1931 when the old Bentley company 
went into liquidation. Not until 1940.

4. Rolls-Royce took over the Bentley company in 1931-—not after 
the war—and closed down production.

5. Rolls-Royce built their first Bentley in 1934 having a 31-litre 
engine based on the contemporary 20/25 h.p. Rolls-Royce.

6. The first Continental Bentley—the R-type—was introduced in 
1952, not 1954.

7. The first 126 R-type Continentals had 4.6-litre engines; the 
4.9-litre engine was introduced in July, 1954.

8. The engine of the Continental bore no resemblance to any pre-
war engine.

In the interests of motoring historians of the future who may use 
TAuto Journal as a reference, I hope that you will find space to correct the 
above errors in your next issue.

As a gesture of goodwill and to assist you in avoiding similar errors 
in future, I enclose for your reference library a copy of Twenty Years of 
Crewe Bentleys 1946-1965 which 1 compiled last year for our members, and 
which is, I think, accepted as the standard work on the subject.

Yours faithfully,
STANLEY SEDGWICK, 

President. 
Cobham, 
Surrey.

* * *

Dear Sir,
I thoroughly endorse Brian Morgan’s reasons for owning a Continental 

R-type Bentley—in the May issue of the Review.
The instability in cross-winds may be affected by the sh_ape of the body 

to some extent, but I took my car over to Crewe to have this point checked 
and they diagnosed general wear in the front suspension and steering which 
permitted the nose of the car to be pushed off course by cross-winds. When
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and filled with eggs and chips, ice cream and Cokes, etc., following which 
they were given the freedom of the Television Room. Whilst in the bar 
Barry Bowyer presented Colonel Courtis with a B.D.C. shield to add to 
their considerable collection, and the Colonel gave a short speech of 
welcome. The lunch was of the usual excellent standard: a hot or mild 
curry, or a delicious salad, and of course wine followed by various sweets, 
cheese and coffee. After lunch we were re-united with our children only 
to lose them as soon as we returned to the square; the School had arranged 
a display of their vehicles, each with a very patient N.C.O. Instructor.

As the tests continued it became apparent that it would be a pretty 
close contest, and the Best Bentley award became a Passmore v. Parkinson 
duel. Last year Colin soundly beat your reporter into second place, and 
would have done the same thing this year had he not cut the width-judging 
posts, at the very end of the tests, too close. This disaster cost him 10 points, 
but still allowed him second place. We were all beaten for the best individual 
performance by the School’s Chief Instructor who lost only 2 points despite 
having his arm in plaster. Several Army chaps were offered “ go s ” in our 
Bentleys, but the only one to take up the offer was Major Macro in Colin 
Passmore’s 3-litre. I think poor John was beginning to regret it when the 
gear lever knob came off and fell into the gate, jamming it in reverse. 
[Clever piece of gamesmanship, that.—Ed.} He soon discovered the trouble 
and removed the offending part, resisting the temptation to hurl it at its 
artful owner! All this to the considerable amusement of his subalterns.

By now the results were all on the board, and on adding the six best 
scores from each side it was discovered that we had just managed to win 
the Team Trophy again. The prizes were graciously presented by the wife 
of the Brigadier. Our Chairman, Barry Bowyer, then thanked the School 
for their hospitality again this year.

Former Prime Minister Sir Alec Douglas-Home was driven round Crieff, Perthshire, during 
an election campaign in H. Cormack’s 3-litre. We will happily redress the balance for the 

other party dignitaries—in suitable transport!
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Where have all those blasted Blowers gone?
Rhetoric succumbed to panic along the above lines in the Club Office 

during December when the package containing the extra copies of the 
November Review and the Blower monograph went missing, and remained 
so for some ten days. Eventually they turned up, but in the meantime the 
President had received these letters in response to his monograph:

Dear Stanley,
Referring to our talk over the phone I have the pleasure of enclosing 

the details of my second Blower.
Chassis frame: X-member stamped SM3919. Shortened from 10 ft. 

10 in. to 9 ft. 94 in.
Engine: MS3937 which has recently been taken out of Bluebell.
Front axle: MS3947 and should be fitted to David Rennie’s car. 

(Wonder what front axle he has got?)
Supercharger: No. 123 and found in Ireland two years ago.
Bulkhead: Bought from Tony Townshend and claimed to come from 

Rubin’s car which turned over, when the bulkhead was cracked. 
(Crack still to be seen.)

So it is a hotch potch of original Blower bits and will be as authentic 
as possible. The chassis is complete but for the pedal shaft with pedals.

As to my other car MS395O the number of the supercharger is 128. 
(Charlie Noble must be wrong stating that his MS3928 bears that number.)

Thanks for another enjoyable reading.
Sincerely, 

Tinbacken-Haggeby, 19060 Balsta, Sweden. ULF SMITH.

[128 was the original supercharger on MS3928; could Charles Noble tell 
us the number of the present one?—Ed.] •

Dear Stan,
I was interested to see in your article on Blowers that my previous 44 

is listed. Chassis SM3904.
I looked into this in some depth with Darell and we came to the 

conclusion that there was hardly anything of the original car left. The 
original car, after being written off was given a very late 44 chassis frame 
and most of the bits came from a selection of models that were in stock 
with H.M.B. The steering is 4-litre, the back axle was late 41, the engine 
a light crank 41. It had the D box from the Blower which is now in my 
current 41. PL1150 has a C box. The number SM3904 was certainly 
stamped on the engine cross member in the usual place but with large 
non-standard dies. Darell thought that the SM39Ö4 engine was with 
Charles Noble; but I notice you have this crossed with SM3905. I do not 
think the car was rebuilt in 1934 as a Blower.

Ulf Smith is trying to get Söderström to convert it back to a Blower.
I thought the article was very good.

Your sincerely, 
Ashridge, Cookham, Berks. BILL CHESTON.

As the President remarked on forwarding these letters, it is interesting 
that there has not been more correspondence arising from the monograph. 
Perhaps, as Blower owners digest its contents and then take a look at their 
own cars, there will be. The supercharger number for chassis SM3923, 
incidentally, should be 118, not 18. And finally, the most charming reply 
of all to Stan’s original questionnaire came from Richard E. Stitt of Hinsdale, 
Illinois, who wrote at the bottom (below Stan’s “ Please accept my thanks, 
etc. ...”):“ Please accept my thanks for being Stanley Sedgwick.” Aye.

H.J.T.Y.  
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drove in the B.D.C. Handicap Race at Brooklands in October of that year 
which was won by the late C. T. Baker-Carr. Hugh finished second after an 
amazing standing start lap at 85.13 m.p.h. in his own 4f. The car and its 
owner can be seen in the photograph on p. 329 of the November ’74 Review. 
Incidentally, Hugh Pelmore is inclined to disagree with his fellow founder 
member Colonel Noel Sissons that this meeting at The Lion at Buckden 
was, in the latter’s words, “ the first real turnout we had.” He holds the 
view that the first meeting took place at the Berkeley Arms Hotel, Cranford, 
Middlesex, when about 30 cars were present. [See also page 30—Ed.]

BLUEBELL. For many of our older members that word must immed-
iately bring to mind a short, squat 4f two-seater with sketchy wings, a 
fold-flat screen and a performance out of this world. Built about 1938 by 
the legendary L. C. McKenzie, “ for his own amusement,” the car soon 
made a name for itself in racing, winning two races at the Crystal Palace on 
the same day. It also had one serious crash when it was being driven by 
top mechanic, Ted Overy, before being bought by her second owner, Jack 
Evan-Cook. These events in her early life were related in an amusing letter 
in the August ’74 Review, from C. J. L. (Con) Mertens, who knew the car 
from “ birth .” At Gransden Lodge in 1946 the late Gordon Alexander, 
driving Bluebell (or Blue Peter as this driver preferred the car to be called) 
in torrential rain, beat up the entire opposition, including some potent 
Jaguars—shades of the days when men were men and petuniae were flowers 
as a certain well-known driver once remarked! In 1947 the same car and 
driver made the fastest time in the Gestapo Grand Prix at Hendon. And so 
it went on, with other owners and other drivers (W. A. L. “ Bill ” Cook, 
who drove her so well, and Horace Wilmshurst, who won the Rolls-Royce 
Trophy), until that unlucky day when Joe Walker, who won several races 
and made one terrific climb at Firle in her, crashed her badly at Silverstone.

But Bluebell lived to race again [see Ulf Smith’s letter on page 21 
for the whereabouts of Bluebell's engine—Ed.] and now we are delighted 
to hear that she has been bought by Major Jack Bailey, the Chairman of the 
Mid-West Region and one of the most consistently successful drivers in 
B.D.C. competitions for more than 25 years. We shall watch Blue bell's future 
career with interest because Jack is one who enjoys making his Bentleys go 
far and fast and often. He won the Rolls-Royce Trophy with his short 
chassis 3/44 MKM 963 as long ago as 1952. He also won the Christopher 
Tomkinson Trophy, he took both the 3- and 4f-litre records at Firle and in 
a single year’s racing had no less than 11 wins, 4 seconds and a third place 
out of 36 entries! He has also raced a Blower 44, a 64 and a couple of 44 
Bentleys. Last year he made the fastest Bentley time at a Vintage Prescott 
meeting.

Apart from successes in competitions, he has served the Club well as a 
member of the main committee, as a regional chairman and as an Assistant 
Editor of the Review. His reports for the Review on Club events are models 
of their kind with never an unnecessary word included nor an essential fact 
omitted. He can claim two other distinctions. He is probably the only 
B.D.C. member who has ever owned a Bentley hearse and he is certainly 
the only B.D.C. member who has ever driven a tram from Cairo to the 
Great Pyramid! We think that life has still much in store for Bluebell.

NOBBY CLARKE told us not long ago of an incident which took place 
before the Le Mans 24 hours race in June 1926, when Bentleys were 
experimenting with the famous, or infamous, Memini carburettors. In his 
own words:

“ The scene—Mulsanne Corner, after dark. ‘ Benjy ’ (the late J. D. 
Benjafield of course) was the driver. The test—an attempted cure for the 
yards long flat spot those wretched carburettors possessed. Believe me, this 
was the father and mother of all flat-spots, which made even the imperturb-
able Frank Clement scratch his head—and he was no mean exponent of the
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Special facilities have been arranged 
enabling Members to insure their 
Bentleys and other cars on favourable 
terms for either Comprehensive or Third 
Party cover. Realistic values, particu-
larly concerning Vintage Bentleys, are 
featured under this arrangement.

GOLDING, ADAM BROTHERS
(INSURANCE BROKERS) LTD.

61 QUEEN STREET
LONDON E.C.4

TELEPHONE: 01-236 32 1 1

BARRINGTON TOATOPAINTRR8
IN THE AGE OF DYING CRAFTSMANSHIP WE OFFER B.D.C. 
MEMBERS A SERVICE AND QUALITY SECOND TO NONE.
HISTORIC CARS, VANS, HORSE-DRAWN VEHICLES AND 
TRACTION ENGINES PAINTED AND LINED TO INDIVIDUAL 

SPECIFICATION.

Telephone, or write now, for quotation to—

HARRINGTON COACHPAINTERS
THE GATE HOUSE GAWSWORTH 
Nr. MACCLESFIELD CHESHIRE

TEL. NORTH RODE 440
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“Mac” (the late L. C. McKenzie) driving “Bluebell” at Lewes in the thirties. Reproduced 
by kind permission of Don McKenzie.

A REMARKABLE DISCOVERY. In a letter to the President dated 
5th February this year, Dr. Cyril Conrad of La Jolla, California, wrote:

“I recently had the opportunity to purchase an unusual “W.O.” 
Bentley. The Car is a 1930 4|-litre short chassis, Chassis KL 3583, Engine 
KL 3581. I found this car in New Orleans, Louisiana, where it had been 
stored in an old covered shed for the past 26 years. Evidently the owner 
prior to the man I bought it from—who in turn fitted a radiator and 
bonnet from a 1915 White (car) with the intention of making a speedster 
out of it. Apparently a year or so later he got busy and lost interest—and 
stored this ‘chassis’ in an old shed where it sat until I purchased it (some 
26 years later) and brought it to California. According to your book (All 
the Pre-war Bentleys—as new) KL 3583 was originally a 10' 10" chassis 
with a Freestone & Webb saloon body. However, it is currently a short 
chassis—and spent several years in New Orleans as a boat-tail speedster 
with dual side-mount wheels (prior to the removal of this body). Do you 
have any information on this car? If so, J would certainly appreciate your 
sending it to me along with the Works Chassis Card and/or Information 
Sheet.”

And so yet another vintage Bentley has been discovered. Further news 
of this car will be awaited with great interest. How many more, we wonder, 
are there still to find?

Dr. Conrad also owns the RC Series 3-litre, DMX 418, which is being 
rebuilt and should be completed very shortly—probably before you read 
these notes, which were being written in early March. We remember 
driving many happy miles in this motor car when it belonged to Group 
Captain Peliy Fry in the early ’fifties. When he was posted to Teheran
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ROLLS-ROYCE & BENTLEY 
SALES & SERVICE

Great Bardfield, Essex, England
Great Dunmow 810604 (STD 0371)

Specialist in high class restorations, repairs, sales 
and service to all Rolls-Royce and Bentley motor 
cars.

Fully equipped with Rolls-Royce trained and qualified 
staff.

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS OF CARS FOR SALE
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Racing Drivers and Bentleys—No. 1. Capt. G. E. T. Eyston, O.B.E., M.C. George Eyston 
raced and broke records probably with a greater variety of cars than any other British 
driver—except possibly Sammy Davis. He is a former holder of the World’s Land Speed 

Record

HERE and THERE
AT THE BISHOP’S FINGER. This meeting, in Central London, was 

held on 17th October. Timothy Houlding wrote:
“Sanity must be a relative term, for what other club can foster the 

arrival of a Wallis & Steevens steam road-roller at a Natter and Noggin? 
This delightful beast was brought along by Mike Davis whose more 
orthodox hardware includes a two-seater 3-litre.

“Harvey Hine, to whom we owe the existence of these meetings, was 
in his usual form, His touring 3 is now driveable though not yet 
upholstered. Other company - included the Monro Clan in James Monro’s 
lovely drophead 41. Son Hamish is beginning the rebuild of their 3-litre, 
lovingly named Ruddigore. The ubiquitous Ted Amery arrived in his 3 
bearing a perversion of the Club’s name on the. piece of cardboard covering 
part of the radiator, and a brief appearance by Jose Ochoa allowed us 
another opportunity to view his TT-like 3.

“David and Tim Llewellyn arrived in an Italian hot-rod of distinguished 
breeding, having recently added Bluebell to their stable. It was nice to see 
John Missen, whose barouche takes the form of a delicious Type 40 
Bugatti, while Allan Winn is still digging his bank manager’s garden for the 
pot of gold to buy a vintage Bentley. Sandy Skinner was heard talking 
of software, bits and cores which we deduce to be the guts of IBM’s latest 
calculating engine. _

“Several other members and vintagent lunatics added to an atmosphere 
dominated by talk of real motor cars, making it a unique venue for the 
genuine enthusiast.”

RARE MOTORING BOOKS. Eoin Young of Autocar, whose good 
offices enabled us to reprint from that excellent journal his article 
“Diamonds and Pearls”, has set up a special service for all those enthusiasts 
who collect books about motoring (including motor-cycling) and aviation. 
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Classic examples of this sort of literature are already becoming rare and 
consequently have increased in value in recent years. If you want to know 
what book is worth buying, what it will cost and where to get it, you will 
do well to write to The Specialist Book Broking Service, P.O. Box 3, East 
Horsley, Surrey.

BENTLEY MOTORS EMPLOYEES at Silverstone last year were 
asked to send us reminiscences of life with the old firm. Joe Loth, who 
was there from 1928 to 1931, and was later a Metropolitan Police Driving 
Instructor, sent us the following:

“We were asked for an anecdote and I hope this is suitable.
“To set the scene those many years ago, I am a very young Fitter’s 

Mate, to Bill Bridges, in the Chassis Shop at the Works Department.
“Now picture a Friday night (pay night), waiting for the knocking-off 

bell, to get our wages. The bell, incidentally, was an original Bentley 
Rotary Engine cylinder, struck by a dangling metal bar—a sound never to 
be forgotten by any member of the Works Staff. With my hand on mv 
hanging coat (first to the pay window, first served), the metal bar had just 
touched the cylinder when I was off with the coat but unfortunately minus 
one sleeve which had been attached to the wall. After deep thought that 
night, I deemed the culprit to be the Fitter on an adjacent bench. The 
next morning, I waited for my opportunity when the joker left his bench, 
and gently attached to the wooden floor, with two six-inch nails, his rather 
nice pair of yellow shoes that he would change into to go home at mid-day.

“The bar could hardly have reached the cylinder before I left that 
particular day together with my coat and both sleeves.

“I mentioned this episode on the outing, it was remembered by one 
Fitter but I did not find the owner of the rather nice pair of yellow shoes!

“The pranks in those days were innumerable.”
FIFTY YEARS ON. In a letter to Stanley Sedgwick, Lucio Bollaert 

wrote from Buenos Aires:
“I’m enclosing herewith a picture I know you are going to enjoy. The 

place is the Autodromo de Bs. Aires, the date November 11, and shows 
car No. HF 3193 driven by Paul Pinsent, about to overtake my car No.

Saturday brunch at the Albers. Left to right: Doty’s S.3, Cuneo’s Mk. VI roadster, 
Turner’s ‘R’ Type Cont., Kubis’ ‘R’ Type, Redding’s S.3 Cont., Boone’s S.l Cont., 

Albers’ ‘T’ Type (“Mid-West Region U.S.A.”).
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VINTAGE SILVERSTONE: 21st April, 1979
Enthusiasts the Llewellyns, Morley, Russ-Turner and Gauntlett arrived 

on the Friday in 3/8-litre, the 44 ‘Bluebell’, the Bentley-Napier, replica 
Birkin 44/44(S), 4| and non-competing Comiche convertible. On the 
Saturday, in event 2, a 5-lap handicap, Black’s long-tailed British Racing 
Green 3-litre, Hall’s green 41, standard except for 19" wheels, and 
Middleton’s green Vanden Plas 44 competed, Middleton being placed sixth.

In the Itala Trophy, David Llewellyn in his 3/8-litre won at 76.62 
m.p.h., hotly pursued by Morley in the Bentley-Napier, Randal Stewart 
in his 3/41 being third. For the first five laps, Morley, David Llewellyn 
and Moffatt (Bugatti) were very close together, Stewart being some way 
behind, and Russ-Turner, Gauntlett and Tim Llewellyn having their own 
private race further back. On the 5th lap Llewellyn overtook Moffatt and 
on the sixth they both overtook Morley. On the eighth lap David lapped 
Tim Lllewellyn, Moffatt retired and Morley moved up into second place, 
Stewart then being third. Then Llewellyn and Morley lapped Gauntlett 
and Russ-Turner, Tim Llewellyn stopped after Copse with a minor defect 
and David Llewellyn went on to win. He and Morley both lapped in 
1-14.3.

Tim Llewellyn’s stoppage was caused by the bursting of a non-Bentley 
modem oil filter cartridge; Morley’s throttle stuck open but he continued 
to drive very fast by use of the ignition switches—an excellent effort.

In event 5, the pre-war all-comers’ scratch race, Morley led for the 
first three laps but then dropped back to finish in fourth position, Morris 
(E.R.A.) winning at 81.76 m.p.h. Gauntlett (4f) was 6th, lapping in 1-19.3.

Hall (4|) was 15th in event 8 and Tim Llewellyn 18th in event 9, by 
grace of the handicappers.

I

l 
r
'I

Llewellyn, père et fils (David and Tim), in the 3/8 and the 1929 4| respectively. 
Photo: Studio 3.
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XLF 563,

J. E. Thomas’s interesting Mk, VI 41 with blower, at Practice Day.
Photo: Studio 3.
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For once we hardly recognised ‘Bluebell’—Harvey Hine in the ex-Wiimshurst, ex-Bill Cook, 
ex-Walker 4|.

Photo: Studio 3.
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Bluebell out and about again, this time with T. C. Llewellyn in a field in Powys on the 
VSCC Welsh Trial. Photo: Michael Elsom.

30/98 in the class for bigger cars, and three Bentleys—Harris’s 3-litre Speed, 
the Llewellyn blue 41 (driven by T.C.), and Collings’s open Speed Six.

The Welsh is probably the least car-breaking of the three VSCC trials, 
and is the most suitable for Bentleys, since all the W.O. cars (and the 
H.M. rebuilds too, I believe) are accepted by the VSCC as Vintage; this 
should give them a slight technical advantage over the Vauxhalls, which 
were very much Edwardian in the matters of brakes and wheels. If there 
is such an advantage it remained well hidden in 1979.

The trial started on the Saturday afternoon with five quite interesting 
sections not very near Hay on Wye; Llewellyn made a particular pigs of 
the one called Perthycolly, which put him effectively out of any running 
for the rest of the trial, whilst Collings and Harris soldiered on amongst 
the limitations of their rather lengthy cars. On the Sunday the sections 
were all around Presteigne and Knighton, and seemed to afford considerable 
amusement to the locals; Presteigne always welcomes the VSCC and says 
so with banners across the street. There are no traffic lights in Radnorshire.

At the end of the day most of the top slots in the Bentleys’ class 
were occupied by Vauxhalls, some driven by BDC members (Ghosh, 
Marsh, Spollon), and the most effective Bentley was Llewellyn’s, which 
had done better than several E type Vauxhalls. The class was won by a 
piece of imported scrap from Detroit, and the other class (for Harry 
Bowler’s Trophy) by Hamish Moffatt in, or more probably on, a Brescia 
Bugatti. Ettore had a lot of publicity last year, didn’t he—what are we 
doing about it?

T.J.T.

THE VSCC EASTERN RALLY
This event was moved from the Northampton area to Cambridge for 
1979, and thus enjoyed a full entry of 61 vintage and PVT cars, of which 
two were vintage Bentleys and one a Derby. The event took place on the 
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Sunday afternoon after the clocks went back—28th October—and the action 
concerned accurate navigation and timekeeping rather than hirsute driving.

After a route of 96 miles, which included 11 time controls and 10 
codewords to copy correctly, and during which competitors lost one mark 
for every minute early or late at each control—whose position had not 
previously been advertised—it transpired that Roger Collings in his 
Hofmann & Burton bodied Speed Six had lost only seven marks, and 
collected a first class award. The Lees Jnr. 4| was a total of 21 minutes 
adrift and, like the Lees Snr. 4 V and the mittenless kittens, got no pie. To 
put these performances in perspective, the most unfortunate competitor 
managed to lose 267 marks, so it must be pointed out that the Bentleys 
really did very well—particularly Collings’s.

For those who have more brainpower than horsepower this event is 
highly recommended. The pattern will be rather different in 1980, because 
the RAC is becoming difficult over this type of rally this year.

T.J.T.

LAGUNA SECA—i8th AUGUST 1979
By “CHAUFFEUR”

Historic car racing has recently “caught on” in the U.S.A, and the sixth 
annual meeting at Laguna Seca Raceway, California, was to prove an 
historic milestone for Bentleys. Race No. 8, programmed “The Bentley 
Race”, but including many other pre-war cars up to 1940, featured three 
‘Blowers’, the first such event in Bentley racing history. Bentley was the 
theme of this meeting and how it was vindicated!

We privileged spectators arrived at the circuit (along with 13,000 
others!) enjoying the 80° sunshine and itching to compare this venue with 
our English counterparts. The setting was spectacular, the Raceway hidden 
away amid the glorious hills surrounding the Monterey Peninsula and 
complemented by all the organisation and commercial trappings that the 
Americans seem to inject so naturally. We were soon invited to a tour of 
Laura Cunningham’s coach, parked alongside the Bentley pit, and, drink 
in hand, marvelled at the wonders of modern charabanctics—air-conditioned 
armchair luxury complete with myriad electronic gadgetry and close-circuit 
T.V. (Messrs. Morley and Llewellyn take note). Stan Sedgwick was spotted 
lithely climbing the cat-ladder to the roof of this machine from where a 
parasolled presidential view of the circuit was afforded.

Leaving the crowded pits, hamburger stalls and souvenir salesmen 
behind, I passengered in John DeHaan’s delightful 3-litre around the 
circuit for three laps in a cavalcade, which rapidly developed into an 
unofficial race. Driving the “wrong way” round, out of the pits and into 
a long fast sweeping left-hand curve, we climbed steadily for 1,400 yards 
before hitting a sharper left-hand curve then to hammer up a short hill 
and suddenly meet a hard left-hander at the crest, partly obscured by a 
bridge and dramatically dropping away about 90 feet in 50 yards before 
sliding round a tight right-hand bend (at this point with my heart already 
passing my epiglottis my suntan vanished). Within another 130 yards we 
hit another tyre-scrubbing left-hander, followed by a 380 yard straight, a 
hard right-hander, another 270 yard straight and with furious braking and 
down-changing, negotiated a hairpin left before roaring past the grandstand 
and back into the long sweeping curve again. My nerves tingled with 
anticipation at the thought of this punishing but tremendously exciting 1.9 
mile circuit awaiting Race 8, featuring 14 Bentleys with 13 drivers who had 
not previously raced! To make life even more exciting, all races began with 
“rolling starts”, commencing approximately in front of the grandstand
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The second item is four-cylinder crank periods. Mr. Hardy’s complaint 
of lack of clarity is justified. Let me remedy this and explain why I did 
not treat the matter more fully in my book. The main reason for this was 
that the crankshaft torsionals are clearly not important from a stress 
aspect. I was first prompted to investigate the four when I heard that the 
six-cylinder crank had a torsional frequency low enough effectively to limit 
engine maximum speed. I then came upon a reference (Veteran and 
Vintage Magazine, September 1957) which quoted two crankshaft periods, 
at 2200 r.p.m. and .3100 r.p.m., but said that they were harmless and cleared 
within 50 r.p.m. This narrow range confirms the relatively small disturbing 
forces involved. As I understood it the indication of the periods was 
camshaft drive gear rattle. I later asked Basil Mountfort about this rattle 
and was told that the speeds were about 2000 and 2500 r.p.m. (according 
to my notes made at the time). My recollection also is of being, told that 
keeping the bevels adjusted to minimum clearance in mesh eliminates the 
noise. From a note in my actual calculations there seemed a possibility 
that the lower speed might be 2100 r.p.m. or perhaps cover the range 2000 
to 2100 r.p.m. “Technical Facts” refers to the range 2000 to 2500 r.p.m.

For the normal four-cylinder crank layout the totally unbalanced 
(torque) orders are the even ones, i.e. 2, 4, 6, etc. The higher the number, 
the less important they are.

The only indications of four-cylinder crank dimensions available were 
in blueprints of engine general arrangements of the 3-litre. My attempt 
at calculating the four-cylinder crank torsional frequency therefore had to 
be of the 3-litre with 45 mm. diameter crankpins. I had to calculate weights 
of all parts of which weights were not available to me, i.e. the majority. 
There was no possibility of getting the inertia of such parts as magneto and 
dynamo armatures, or the flexibility of the final couplings to these units. 
The torsional frequency with all the accessories and no clearance in the 
camshaft drive gears would be lower than that if there were enough 
clearance in the drive gears to swallow the vibration amplitude. Increasing 
gear clearances would therefore increase the frequency.

One of the major doubts in calculating the elasticities of the system 
is the webs—see chapter 13 of my book for comments on this. For 
instance, a formula given by BICERA makes the 3-litre web 11 times as 
flexible as a formula given by Dr. Ker Wilson. Using the former, the webs 
are responsible for 53% of the total crank flexibility from flywheel to 
camshaft drive bevel; using the latter, the webs provide 42% of the total. 
I have no experience of similar cranks to guide me.

If one has accurate flexibilities and inertias one can calculate the 
torsional frequency of the system either by the (laborious) tabulation 
method or by an approximate method which concentrates the total engine 
inertias (less flywheel) half way along the crank. With inertias and 
flexibilities not very evenly distributed along the crank the approximate 
method tends not to be very accurate. This is the reason for tabulating 
in my book a range of frequencies and engine speeds of different orders. 
There seems little possibility of relating the table and the information on 
troublesome frequencies given earlier and without more careful observation 
of frequencies and some measured torsional flexibilities and inertias there is 
no hope of sorting it out further. In view of the relative (stress) 
unimportance there seemed no point in taking the calculations further or of 
devoting too much space to it in my book—I had agreed limitations of 
both length and time with the publishers.

I do accept that there are bound to be errors in my book and I shall 
be glad to hear of any in case there is an opportunity of correcting them.
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Pique-nique.

Le Tour Gastronomique
By PHIL PARDEY

One evening early in September, the phone rang and the voice at the other 
end turned out to be that of Len Wilton; “Phil, are you hungry?”. This 
introduction was followed by details of a 4-day circular tour of France 
with an accent on “Haute Nosh” interspersed with driving vintage Bentleys 
between meals. Having just consumed my 129th helping, this year, of 
Epsom Goulash, this seemed an extraordinarily good dietary relief. Len’s 
offer to accompany him as passenger/navigator/ministrator of alka seltzer 
in the replica of “Old No. 7” was very gratefully accepted.

So, on Thursday, 12th September I set off in the little black insect to 
rendezvous (hope you are noting the flavour francais creeping in already) 
with Len at his home in Meopham. For a variety of reasons the driving 
time we allowed to reach Newhaven was left a bit thin and this wasn’t 
helped by rush-hour traffic and a slight petrol flooding problem. Not to 
worry, we were on board the renowned Villandry with at least 4 minutes 
to spare to sailing time of 1900 hours.

Already on board were David Llewellyn and his passenger Tim Reade 
with his 3-litre YL 5778; Tim Llewellyn with Caroline Morley in the 41 
“Bluebell” KW 5669; Harvey Hine with special responsibilities for via 
tasting in his new 3-litre PE 6852 with his passenger Roger Porter. John 
and Liz Nutter were to join us en route the following day. The great idea 
was David’s who masterminded the whole operation.

Without delay, we settled down in the restaurant to the first digestive 
onslaught and the four hour crossing was most nourishinHy and pleasantly 
whiled away. It was decided that all payments during the trip would be 
paid from a communal fund and Tim Reade was elected as treasurer and 
from henceforth will be known as “Kitty”.

Once at Dieppe, quickly off the boat and straight into a gruelling drive 
of 1 km. to Hotel La Présidence to pay homage to the idol Talisker before 
attaining the blissful kip of the replete sometime after midnight.
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The Sarthe from the cockpit of ‘Old No. 7’. “Good Grub” (Harvey).

The following morning, our party slowly filtered down to le petit 
déjeuner and then, doing our best to cope with the morning light, out to 
the cars. “Old No. 7” decided that she had held her water for quite long 
enough and obviously wanted to join in the spirit or, perhaps, water of 
things. This necessitated a trip to a nearby garage; “Avez vous une bent 
hose avec 1|" hole, s’il vous plait?” Around 11 o’clock we were off in 
brilliant sunshine attracting the perfectly normal and so rightful adulation 
from the populace as we proceeded along our route. Our tour was to take 
us in a roughly circular direction with Paris about the centre.

In Neufchateau en Bray, “Old No. 7” once again decided to be 
gluttonous, so a stop was made outside a convenient patisserie with a 
window ledge of ideal workshop proportions. The trouble was in the 
seating of the float chamber needle valves in the “slopers”. This mechanical 
interlude was not wasted as Harvey and Tim (Kitty) Reade went off on a 
provisioning foray for our picnic lunch. This was taken shortly afterwards 
in the depths of the countryside with warm sun and all the delightful 
shades of late summer.

‘Kitty’ had worked out the routes for the whole trip and what an 
excellent effort this was, taking us mainly along D roads, through delightful 
small towns and villages and negligible traffic. We motored through 
Troissereux, skirted Beauvais, passing through Remy and taking in much 
of the very beautiful forest region of Compiêgne. The roads were a little 
testing at times and a few adjustments to shock absorbers were necessary. 
We reached our first night’s destination at Dormans and the Hostellerie 
Demoney where le patron greeted us with the enthusiasm that bodes for a «
really pleasant stay. Shortly after we had settled in to the first liquidising 
bout, the sound of John and Liz in the 8-litre, UW 8532, could be heard 
pulling into the courtyard—the party was now complete. The six or seven 
courses of dinner were really excellent as, indeed, were the wines—all
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contributing to a wonderful sense of well-being. The rooms in the hotel 
were small, very comfortable and, I believe Roger and “Kitty” had a 
4-poster to contend with. A novelty for me was to sample a breathtaking 
liqueur Marc de Champagne’, quite lethal and certainly to be recommended 
for metal descaling.

The following morning, Liz and “Kitty” were off to attend to the 
picnic provisions and now, five in convoy, we set off in the brilliant 
noonday sunshine. We made a slight involuntary détour from the original 
route but, nevertheless, heading in the direction of Provins. Our leisurely 
lunch was taken surrounded by vineyards, hay and les vaches, enlivened by 
a background of period jazz emanating from a splendid stereo system 
secreted in the innards of “Bluebell” (much more convenient than the 
strictly correct period gramophone). Of course, we were paragons of 
tidiness, never a trace of picnicking left behind.

We drove on through Jutigny, Ferrières and Griselles, drivers and 
passengers interchanging, “Kitty” working away on the cinematographic 
side in addition to his treasury responsibilities. We drove through the 
Forest of Montargis and David led us through an imaginative route, along 
narrow one-way streets laid on specially for John’s 8 who was following up 
the tail end. When asked if he had any difficulties he replied in the 
negative; well, I suppose, these streets were due for widening anyway.

The Hotel de la Poste in Montargis provided exceedingly good fare 
and included “La Cave du Grand Hotel de la Poste" offering a nice drop 
of Bordeaux Chateau Lafitte-Rothschild—1869 at a trifling 15,000 francs a 
bottle or, if there was no need to impress, how about a spot of “Chateau 
d’Yquern" (1869) at a mere 6,000 francs instead?

After the post-dinner session at the bar, it was once again bedwards 
with most appetites satisfied but there was to be an unexpected treat in 
store for Len. On entering the softly-lit bedroom overlooking the moonlit 
square and preparing himself, Len gently pulled back the bedcovers to 
reveal an enchanting dusky delight simply twitching with desire at the 
thought of a companion for the night. Len’s character stood firm, he was 
not to be seduced so easily, all he could do was to scream “there’s a 
*!*!*!* great cockroach in here”. This interlude was brought to an abrupt 
end by several blows from the edge of a thick book.

Up bright and early with more brilliant sunshine streaming through the 
windows. A short stroll was taken along the quaint canal complex only 
a few minutes from the hotel. Harvey, Liz and “Kitty” went off on the 
now routine nutrient expedition and, at the crisp hour of noon we were 
formed up for the 290 km. route which was to end up at the Bentley 
shrine of the Hotel Moderne at Le Mans. Our route took us into the 
Loire region, passing through Sully sur Loire, St. Hilaire and we made our 
lunch stop along the banks of the river where Tim in “Bluebell” found 
the shores not quite up to the Bentley load-bearing requirements. From 
there we motored through Blois, Herbault, etc., passing many fine chateaux 
on the way.

It was now that ‘Old No. 7’ decided to take a firm hand in influencing 
our progress by resuming her fuel tantrums. This time the offending 
carburetter was completely dismantled and checked, the brass bobbin on 
the needle checked and the flanges polished as well as the end of the 
needle and the float chamber lid guiding hole. This finally cured the 
problem. All this and the hot sun was quite thirst-provoking and, as if by 
mutual telepathy, an involuntary stop was made in La Chatre sur le Loir. 
On driving into the small square, the glorious sight of a hotel covered with 
ivy and geraniums growing in profusion from all the window boxes, all 
nicely set off by tables under coloured parasols presented an irresistible 
picture. Even before we got out of the cars we were asking, “Wonder if 
they have any rooms available?” On entering we found a total dedication 
to Le Mans and the fraternity of “Les Vingt-quatre Heures". The walls of
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Robin Hine (H’s nephew) dipping a first toe! VSCC ‘Pom’ picture by Studio 3.

Tony Judd is bringing our 3-litre from Essex and Chris Culy is 
sportingly convoying him in our 41 for me to drive. What Mates! Take 
double Silverstone Cafeteria Fry-Up (Sorry Luv—bread’s off) whilst waiting 
for them to arrive. Steamy windows show a rapidly filling paddock. 
Liddell’s 1918 Straker Squire has been co-habiting with a Zebra or some-
thing. Di and Tom Threlfall arrive in Ford Capri looking weather-beaten
and healthy.

• Begin to worry about time left for scruting, but what’s this—Culy
arrives in the 4!—grit and mud everywhere! Begin to worry about con-
dition points—one front tyre looks half flat. These things pale into 
insignificance as we learn that the 3 (seen only last evening sporting a 
paint job, snappy new hood and 4,000 mile run-in including Le Mans/ 
Aubusson, etc.) has given Tony a warm steam and oil bath on the M1/A5 
slip road. Inspection of offending con-rod made easier through convenient 
hole in crankcase, which no one had noticed before. The bloody car is 
fated! The third time she and Tony have been denied the competition at 
Silverstone. She must have a trauma about some past event!

Chris leaves in V.250 (taking number paint, my cigarettes and lighter 
with him) to arrange towage home. Dawning realisation that new Bentleys 
in Action Editor has done a neat job of foisting this report on me!

Paddock P.A. requires our presence for the first familiarisation run 
and test. Mad scramble to scrutineer. Rain has obliterated posh notice 
saying that we actually have an inboard petrol cock. Receive wigging and 
promise to renew. Meet Jeremy and Robin Hine, the latter with the Family 
3-litre about to dip his toe. They seem very organised. Vai Scouller 
paints me a number with something of a flourish and we are off through
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Tim Llewellyn gave his mended wrist a road test in ‘Bluebell’ 
tests at Brooklands.

during the VSCC driving 

Photo: Stanley Sedgwick.

the Pits, round Copse to the first Wiggle Woggle Test on the outfield 
beyond Becketts. The 41 feels strange but is going well. Pass on to the 
braking test beyond Woodcote.

VSCC organisation impeccable despite Porsche demolishing timing 
gear at end of Wiggle Woggle. Driver says “Totally my fault Old Dears” 
—Nobody disagrees. Suddenly remember I have forgotten in the rush to 
inflate half flat tyre. Nobody notices in steady drizzle.

A modern Alfa-Romeo joins the ‘Oh Dear’ Department by making no 
attempt to stop with front wheels within the specified box and continues 
back to Paddock with great aplomb. Timing marshal looks puzzled but the 
spectators are heartened, “Who’s not read the instructions, then!”

Dispose of can of Long Life, light cigarette, inflate tyre, watch rest of 
braking tests with Ian Bentall, Rusty and Victor doing it quick and right 
and move on to test C and D, standing and flying 1 mile done the wrong 
way up the Club straight. Stanley Mann has exchanged entered 3-litre 
Special for all-singing, all-dancing sound and colour video. Hope that he 
recorded my spirited, if erratic, progress through the Wiggle Woggle. “How 
do you do it, Stanley?” Comes the cry. “Not very something well. The 
something thing’s something battery’s gone flat!” Like Camera, Like 
Bentley? The climate is taking its toll.

A pile of more mechanical cameras moves by on moon boots—Red 
and Margaret are here. Drizzle increases to rain. Rusty makes strange 
noises in 3rd on standing ^^mtile. Robin Hine does it elegantly. Spray 
obscures windscreen (the morning tests require hoods erect, thank God). 
Chequered Flag marshal at end of Flying Quarter-Mile nearly mown down, 
as I can’t see him. Decelerate and take Becketts for the first time from 
the wrong end. Quite Fun. Retire to Paddock Bar for lunch. Cliff and 
Hazel Wright, and fellow marshals in evidence. What a terrific bunch of 
chaps. Standing in the rain all day, some out alone at various circuit 
points just to let the sixty or so starters fool about and enjoy themselves
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Man and Machine. Photo: Studio 3.

and their cars. “Never has so much .... etc. etc.” takes on a new 
meaning.

Decide to discover my target lap times for the afternoon’s high speed 
reliability trial. The Pomeroy marking system is based on times and a 
handicapping factor arrived at by taking 70 times the engine capacity 
multiplied by the year of manufacture divided by the length from pedal 
pads to rear axle. Got it? The high speed trial runs for 40 mins, with a 
target number of laps based on 28 times the sixth root of the handicapping 
factor! Great Powers! Abandon attempt and go out to dismantle hood, 
pump up tyres and see if sandwiches still damp. Notice that windscreen 
has cracked somewhere along the way.

Two 40-minute sessions are proposed. Older cars first, ranging from 
the Alfas, Bentleys, Bugs, Frazer Nashes, through BMW 328s to the 
Straker Squire, followed by the ‘Moderns’—A.C.s, Jags., Ferraris, Morgans, 
with a dash of Porsche, Mazda and Lancia.

We do two familiarisation laps, the pace car pulls off and off we go, 
on a very wet track but in abating rain. Am looking for laps of about 
1 min. 36 secs, but as not used to the car, I ignore Rob Curtis’s “Wind It 
Up” signals. Later learn I was doing 1.49 with a best of 1.42—Ho, Hum. 
No idea how many laps done and miss chequered flag as goggles obscured 
by spray. See most people on the way round, including Nigel Arnold 
Forster’s chain-drive Bug. Passed by most and passed a few. Begin to 
get the hang of the car around lap 8 and realise that whilst worse at 
corners, she’s much faster than YT on the straight. Enjoy myself immensely 
and return to Paddock to take wine and watch the second session with Ian 
Bentall and Bruce Spollon on Mk. VI' Special and 4| respectively circulate 
faster and in good order on a somewhat less wet track. Top ding-dong is 
between Dutton’s B.M.W. 2002 Turbo, with a super line at Woodcote,
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Browning’s A.C. 3000 ME Prototype, Channon’s A.C. Cobra MK2 (finally 
the quicker car) hotly pursued by Murch’s similar car and David HoscrofPs 
Turbo charged 300 M.E. All other machinery driven with style and spirit, 
Jones’s Lister off-song and all over too quickly. Sky clears, late afternoon 
sun comes out so pack cars and retire to Silverstone Club for natter, beer, 
egg and chips and Red’s jokes.

Give the VSCC and the 41 a pat of thanks and Chris takes her back 
to Essex. We drive home on d"ry roads in the dusk to a Guinness or two 
before early bed, idly conjecturing on how far it is between the Daimler’s 
pedals and the back axle. This Pomeroy Chap must have been quite a Wag.

Results: None of the Bentley Entrants received an award, but to enter 
is to receive sufficient reward.—Eds.

TAILPIECE
Tim Llewellyn tackling the Test Hill at the 
VSCC’s Brooklands driving tests in February.

Photo: Stanley Sedgwick.

VSCC — BROOKLANDS
The VSCC February Driving Test 
at Brooklands provided a most 
welcome day of sunshine—prob-
ably due to most folk arriving 
clad in thermal underwear and 
all-weather gear.

Sixty-four entrants attempted 
six tests, using the Members’ Hill 
Section, Banking and Test Hill. 
Bentleys competed in the form of 
Tim Llewellyn (4?), Stanley Mann
(3) and Bob Burrell (4|).

When not working on his 
suntan, Stanley tried peppering 
spectators with gravel chips by 
enthusiastic use of the hand-brake 
whilst negotiating a bollard at a 
tight turn. Tim gained a Third 
Class Award, proving that a 
recently broken arm had not 
diluted his enthusiasm or ability. 
In all, a super day for competitor 
and spectator.

BRIGHTON
There was a point, not long before we went to press with the February 
issue, when it looked as though Brighton Speed Trials might be disappearing 
from the sporting calendar, following a fatal accident at the 1979 event.

Fortunately, commonsense prevailed, since the accident could not be 
attributed to any fault of the course itself.

Had the event come to its end, we would have seen the demise of a 
competition that has been running almost longer than any other in Britain.

As a club, we have since shortly after the war had the privilege of 
having our own special BDC class—an honour not accorded to any other 
one-make club. This has been thanks to the generosity of the Brighton & 
Hove Motor Club.

And while we are on the subject of Bentley participation in this 
standing-start kilometre run, our cars have always acquitted themselves
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The Bentley-Royce is well conceived, gets better all the time, looks good 
from any angle, but—more than anything—it is in the “Spirit of things” and you 
can’t say more than that.

Yours sincerely,
JOHN ANDERSON 

Thirldene,
Crieff,
Perthshire.

Dear Editor,
In the last issue you mentioned that Roger Collings had not learnt that 

Bentleys are not supposed to be used in trials. Apparently there are others who 
had not heard this important message, for Harvey Hine entered Bluebell in the 
VSCC Wessex trial. He was accompanied by Simon Llewellyn in the front and 
James Briscoe vigorously leading the bouncing in the back, and myself making a 
feeble effort to keep in time with him.

The team were not in practice for the first hill and did not do very well; 
however, experience told, and Harvey was managing to do better with Bluebell

No molly-coddling for ‘Bluebell’—this time at the VSCC Wessex Trial.

as the two-day event progressed. He finally proved his theory that Bentleys were 
perhaps suitable for trials by climbing one hill on which all the 30/98s failed.

A week or two later Bluebell was used by Tim Llewellyn at a race at 
Silverstone. How’s that for versatility?

Yours, etc.,
DAVID LLEWELLYN

The Spinney,
20 Southdown Road,
Willingdon,
Eastbourne, BN20 9AA.

[This event is reported on page 183.]
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Dear Sir,
This obituary is a bit late but it is to record the passing on of an earlier 

BDC member ‘Tweedie’ Walker.
Through various personal ‘ups and downs’, Tweedie faded from the Bentley 

scene but remained known and very well liked by quite a few BDC members. 
The Suffield 44 is the ex-Walker car. Tweedie was seen driving a very nice 
Derby car daily for a long time before drifting on to Vintage Lagondas.

A memory I have always treasured is the real ‘Tin can opener’ one. Tweedie 
was returning home from a late (early morning?) festivity along a main road 
out of Birmingham when a (original at the time) Ford Cortina dashed out from 
a side road and ‘cut-up’ Tweedie. This position was corrected at once by Tweedie 
immediately re-passing the ‘Tin Can’, when one of his knock-ons very neatly 
opened up the whole side of the modern Cortina from wheel arch to wheel arch. 
Sadly, ‘Tweedie’ was ‘pinched’ for having had a few too many (so too I believe, 
was the Cortina driver).

Tweedie was ever a most friendly and generous fellow . . . another loss. 
Sorry I didn’t know more about him.

Sincerely, 
BILL CASH

■65 Blue Lake Road, 
Dorridge, Solihull, 
West Midlands, B93 8BH.

Dear John,
At this year’s Annual General Meeting, the issue of Associate Membership 

was discussed, albeit briefly during “Any other business”. The majority opinion 
among those members who attended was favourable towards the principle of 
allowing folk who have never owned a Bentley to be considered for membership 
of our Club as Associate Members. Our Committee explained that election of 
such members would be subject to stringent control, both in terms of the quality 
of applicant and the maximum size of this new class of membership. There was, 
however, a minority opinion expressed which challenged the wisdom of opening 
the Club’s doors to non-owners. Since the discussion on this subject was rather 
“guillotined”, owing to lack of time, may I take this opportunity of making a 
few points which may give those who oppose the scheme food for thought?

The criterion for ownership of a Bentley has shifted largely from enthusiasm 
to material wealth. The sequelae to this are as follows:

Firstly, there are fewer young Bentley owners.
Secondly, there is a reduced motivation to drive and compete in Bentleys. 
Thirdly, there is a reduced thirst for the historical aspects of the Marque. 
Fourthly, there is a reduced tendency to “self-help” maintenance and 

rebuilding.
In a few words: the “Enthusiasm Quotient” of the Club has fallen, and will 

continue to fall unless we are prepared to intervene.
We are, for obvious reasons, in no position artificially to reduce the price 

of Bentleys; so, we are left with but one option—to rejuvenate the “Enthusiasm 
Quotient” with new, probably younger, blood, transfused from the many serious- 
minded future-hopefuls to whom the name Bentley means what it should—the 
greatest British sporting motor car—and not the “fashionable asset and invest-
ment to enhance your social image” that features so large in the pink-gin-filled 
crystal balls of some we know.

Not only do I consider it prudent to invite carefully selected non-owners 
to join our ranks, but I feel it to be selfish to deny such enthusiasts the 
■oportunity to join us in the motoring, technical and historical aspects of Club 
activity.

Many great monuments and institutions have fallen owing to a lack of 
vision and insight into the future. We must not forget that possession of our 
Bentleys is a profound privilege, and privilege always carries a responsibility. 
That responsibility should compel us to promote the enhancement of both the
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Moggys and Bentleys—John Blower’s Morgan Super Aero in the company of Spollon’s 41, 
Summerfield’s Avon-Bentley and Burrell’s 4f. Photo: Studio 3. 

from John Lodge in his MGB. The only dicing was provided by Vic Ellis and 
Martin Shaw, both in MGAs, who seemed well matched and thoroughly enjoying 
their own private race.

Event 2:
This is always an exciting event, and this year’s Bentley/Lagonda 5 lap 

Handicap was no exception. A fine array of Bentleys, from 8-litre down to 3-litre, 
a crop of Specials and some fine Lags contested throughout the whole race. 
Bill Medcalf, in his 6|, driving in his first race, chased through the field, hotly 
pursuing Ann Shoosmith in her 41 Team-car who was chasing the Lagonda M45 
of Richard Wills. They finished in that order, with your scribe watching the tail 
end of most others passing up the straight. (Changing gear, steering through 
Woodcote and scribbling notes as well is not referred to in any drivers manual!).

Event 3:
This AlLComers Handicap over 8 laps was for slower cars, but the 

programme reference was the only one! 30 competitors literally charged round 
the circuit, all intent on proving there is no such thing as a “slower car”. Cindy 
Harris in her Lotus 7 took the flag quite effortlessly from Tony Morgan-Tipp 
and Roger Comber, both in Morgans. One suspects that a little Llewellyn tuition 
is backing Cindy’s obvious ability. Us chauvinists had better watch out when 
she gets cracking in a Bentley!

Event 4:
At last the nail-biting excitement of the Three-wheeled Morgan 5 lap 

Scratch Race was with us. These Moggies are truly astounding machines, giving 
the appearance of shoe-boxes wound along by a great chain, but do they charge! 
Every corner seems a challenge to their centre of gravity and the single central 
rear wheel is always apparently doing its best to buckle. They are, however, 
great survivors, and their drivers remind one of “Those Magnificent Men” etc. etc.

Four such men and machines hotly fought out the battle for first place, 
breaking away from the rest of the pack. Bill Tuer eventually took the honours 
in a truly remarkable time, averaging over 75 m.p.h.
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Cindy Harris with ‘Bluebell’.
Photo: Studio 3.

Barry Parkinson and Fuad Majzub leave the pits lane.
Photo: Studio 3.
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BENTLEYS IN ACTION

VSCC WELSH TRIAL—15/16th October, 1983
The absence of several of the more active/noisy BDC supporters from the 
Dorchester nosh-in, which must have made it an even more civilised affair than 
usual, can be blamed on the fact that its date clashed with that of the Welsh 
Trial, which the VSCC has been running at Presteigne since the late 1930s.

It was a particularly damp weekend, during which the various BDC members 
entered had ample opportunity to walk on the water—but their obvious presence 
at Presteigne on the Saturday evening indicated that they could not have been 
also in Park Lane unless they were into bilocation, which is said to be more 
difficult than water-walking.

Tim Llewellyn’s Bluebell was present on some very tractorish-looking rear 
tyres, which had caused the car to be moved to the specials class, where it was a 
bit out of its depth.

The equipe Collings has been doing some engine, chassis, and number plate 
re-arranging; Craig Collings appeared in the 44 called RT4700, but I was not 
entirely clear what chassis was being used. Stan Mann was there in a Bentley- 
badged Austin Seven, with which he won a third class award, and Brian Downes,

Craig Collings and crew (4f) on the Welsh.
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whom we had last seen in Capetown (writers in this periodical tend to be plural, 
you will have noticed) was exercising his Gordon England bodied Austin Seven, 
which won him a first class award—as did the Collings senior’s 1903 Mercedes, 
now with 600x21 rear tyres in lieu of beadies, and optional homologated diff-lock.

It was a full entry of 72 cars, and there was general agreement that the event 
was better than average, in spite of the precipitation. The two photographs show 
the Collings jnr.’s 41 being bounced to a halt and Llewellyn’s car pretending to 
be a sheep up on the top of Pilleth 3.

YOBBO

‘Bluebell’ mud-plugging again—this time during the VSCC Welsh Trial.
Photo: Tom Thiel full.

The six-cylinder cars enjoyed slight success as trials specials. Here is William Nicholson in 
GK 2472 (shown in the 1976 Members List, for some inscrutable reason, as GK 6472) proving it 

in the 750 M.C. Allcomers Trial of 1954.
Photo: James Brymer.
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He played rugger at, and boxed for, Cambridge University where he read 
for his M.A. He also qualified as a Chartered Engineer and when called to the 
Bar he was top in his year. Not content with this, he was also a Fellow of the 
Institute of Electrical Engineers, of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers and 
also of the Institute of Marine Engineers.

You would not be necessarily aware of this when you met him, as you 
would be more aware of his enquiring mind and probing questions in either a 
technical matter which he could practically solve, or a personal matter where his 
unselfish and unstinting help would always be given without any preconditions or 
hesitation.

He was once involved in a terrible accident in his 4| and went to the rescue 
of a married couple who were trapped unconscious in their burning car. Despite 
being badly burned himself he went into the car three times to get them both 
safely out. Typically of the man, his 4| a burned out shell, he had the body 
restored and a motif on the rear “Ab incindio resurgam”—Out of the Fire, 
Resurgence.

Following him to one of the South Eastern events in his 41 you would be 
aware of this life and his enthusiasm for it and the Club. As one of the many 
inspired by him I can say that the Bentley Drivers Club are going to miss this 
man, and that our heartfelt sympathy is extended to his widow Joan and to his 
children, Roland and Jill and their families.

His kindness, enthusiasm and energy will be deeply missed by us all.

ROY BAKER

HORACE WILMSHURST
It must be all of thirty years since Horace Wilmshurst was an active BDC 
member, which is rather sad because, in those far away happy years immediately 
following the Second War, he was much involved in the essential mainstream of 
club activity.

As a fellow-dinosaur, I count it a privilege that I should be invited to write 
these few lines.

Horace also joined in 1946 and initiated the Club’s Photographic Library. 
He duly acquired “Bluebell” (no less)—the very special, very quick 41, constructed 
and competed pre-War by “Mac” and later , owned by such early BDC stalwarts 
as Evan-Cook, Gordon Alexander and Bill Cook. Horace actively campaigned 
“Bluebell” between 1950 and 1952, featuring at venues such as Hendon, Silverstone, 
Brighton, Firle and Boreham. He set up a new 4|-litre record at Firle Hill and 
won the Vintage scratch race at the Northamptonshire circuit in 1952.

He aptly demonstrated the versatility of this grand old Bentley in 1951, 
during a Continental holiday tour with Stan and Con Sedgwick, Geoff and Ann. 
Kramer, during which they covered over 3,000 miles. In the process he 
experienced much classic motoring adventure, mainly in Italy: this including a 
cracked chassis frame, a visit to Count (Johnny) Lurani at Cernusco and a lap at 
Monza, which occupied only 60 secs, more than that of Giuseppe Farina, who 
was testing a GP Alfa that day—and circulating in 1 min. 57 sec., well inside the 
current 1951 lap record. There was also a terrific party at a rather special 
establishment in Paris. Sic transit. . . .

Those of us privileged to own Special Bentleys are but the temporary 
custodians of our machinery; so that it is pleasant to reflect that “Bluebell” is 
still in active service in the hands of those contemporary stalwarts, David and 
Tim Llewellyn.

Indeed, rumour has it that some very special preparation is in progress—and 
that Syd Lawrence, Horace Wilmhurst’s firm friend, is even now Breathing on 
the engine! If so, this is excellent news—and I know that Horace Wilmshurst 
will be delighted.

Our thoughts at this time will be very much with Joan, his wife.
Another of the Old Guard has taken the flag. Let us salute him.

VAUGHAN DAVIS
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A BENTLEY HYBRID
The following is reproduced by kind permission of Autocar Magazine, whose 
issue of 30 April, 1948 carried this piece as No. 311 of its series ‘Talking of 

Sports Cars’.

3-iitre Saloon Chassis, Shortened and Fitted with a 4i-litre Engine, 
Provides Very Fast Motoring

It is some considerable time since a vintage Bentley came into this series. The 
example now selected is thoroughly “special”, and a decidedly live specimen. At 
all events it was live to good effect during last year’s sprint events, in the hands 
of its builder and owner, Maurice Brierley, of Speldhurst, Kent. With a cut-down 
3-litre chassis and a 4|-litre engine a decidedly potent piece of machinery has 
been evolved and the car handles very well indeed, the owner tells us.

With more recent modifications he expects a power output approaching 130 
b.h.p., so, the fuel situation permitting, he should have some interesting motoring 
in 1948 events. Pretty good going that, one feels, for an aged power unit, and it 
amazes me that, finely built though one knows these engines to have been, they 
can stand up to further power extraction when well past their prime of life.

“Having owned and enjoyed several Bentleys, I decided,” writes Maurice 
Brierley, “that after the war I would have a shot at building a really potent one. 
The opportunity came when, having just sold my ‘Red Label’, I acquired a very 
rough Freestone and Webb saloon of 1923 vintage. There followed a search 
for a 4|-litre engine, with disappointing results; until at last I found a rather weird 
Blue Label 41 hybrid.

“The engine was removed from the hybrid and the saloon was stripped to the 
last nut and bolt. The saloon having a 10 ft. 10 in. wheelbase it was necessary to 
shorten the chassis; accordingly, when all the parts had been cleaned and stored 
the chassis was the first item to be attacked. The most that could be removed 
without the difficulty of a change of section was 16 in. from just in rear of the 
rear gearbox cross-member. This did, however, involve removing a bend in the 
side members, so it was necessary to make a new bend before the chassis could 
be joined up again. All this was done with an oxy-acetelyne welding plant and 
great care was taken to ensure that the result should be really sound, and test 
welds were made before the real operation was begun. It was three days before 
the chassis finally passed inspection, one of these being spent in bed suffering 
from fumes!

“In the meantime the lower part of the engine had been sent away for the 
crankshaft and bearings to be done, and work was started on the axles and 
springs. The springs were reduced in camber and new shackle bushes fitted, and 
some leaves were removed in accordance with the expected weight reduction. 
The front axle was a normal 3-litre type and, being in perfect order, was merely 
stripped, cleaned, and very carefully examined. The brakes were relined and the 
whole mechanism was carefully fitted up with new pins and so forth where 
required. The sides of the brake drums were drilled and covered with thin 
aluminium sheet. Owing to shortage of cash, the two-star differential and the 
‘pot joint’ type propeller-shaft had to be kept for the time being. The shaft was 
cut, shortened and welded. I was very lucky to get a brand new crown wheel 
and pinion, giving a ratio of 3.3 to 1, which were carefully fitted with a new set 
of bearings for safety. Some previous owner had thoughtfully fitted 41-litre 
steering; this was overhauled and bolted to the chassis. A D-type close-ratio 
gearbox was unobtainable except at a price which made it out of the question, 
so I had to be content with a C-type.

Hotch-potch Body
“The next problem was the body as this had to be built from scratch and, 

except for practically unlimited quantities of aluminium sheet, very little was 
available, in the way of material. The difficulties proved great and all sorts of 
peculiar materials were incorporated. In the end the result was adequate, though 
below expectations. The stowage of the spare wheel was particularly troublesome
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VSCC Silverstone—Gordon Russell clutching silverware awarded for fastest vintage lap in the 
pre-war allcomers’ race.

—and Cindy Harris in Bluebell has a plug change in the High Speed Trial.
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leaders. However, the results belie Peter’s spectacular handling of the 24-litre 
aero-engined car; exiting from Woodcote has to be seen and heard to be believed: 
Peter wrestled with the steering wheel, while the engine roared and smoke poured 
off the rear tyres but all done in a controlled manner (I hope!). I’m glad I don’t 
pay his tyre bills!

Ron Dowle and Ian Bentall were in the next race—a 5 lap handicap—in which 
Dowle finished 9th and Bentall 13th.

Finally, the ‘Survivors’ handicap—a 5 lapper—in which Peter Morley finished 
7th, Tom Threlfall 8th, Bruce Spollon 10th (driving his 4| special) and Tim 
Llewellyn 14th.

All in all, it was a successful and pleasant day out, apart from Julian Majzub’s 
mishap, and I hope we shall see more Bentleys in action in future meetings.

RESULTS—BDC Members
Bentleys Race Position Fastest

Lap
Guy Spollon 4i (S) 1 Q 1-22.5
Cindy Harris 41 (‘Bluebell’) 1 Q 1-30.4
Simon Llewellyn 3/41 1 NQ 1-31.0
Sally Collings Speed Six 1 Q 1-34.0
Ray Baddiley 3 1 NQ 1-49.8

6 Unclassified 1-52.2
Ron Dowle 41 2 14 1-23.0

8 9 1-25.6
Harvey Hine 3/41 3 3 1-18.9

' i 5 15 1-18.5
Roger Collings Speed Six 3 14 1-31.2
Ian Bentall 41 4 17 1-32.6

8 13 1-32.6
Gordon Russell 8 5 11 1-14.9 Fastest lap in

class av. speed
75.25 m.p.h.

Tim Llewellyn 41 (‘Bluebell’) 5 21 1-24.5
9 14 1-24.5

Peter Morley Bentley-Napier 9 7 1-13.5
Bruce Spollon 41 (S) 9 10 1-18.5

Other Cars
Brian Summerfield Avon 41 2 8 1-17.6
Bruce Spollon ERA R8C 5 2 1-08.0
Tom Threlfall McDowell Dirt Racer 5 14 1-16.9

9 8 1-18.1
Bob Burrell Bentley Royce V12 2 2 1-16.3

(Q—qualified in event!)

VSCC CURBOROUGH

It was a dry but chilly day on 6th May, when just over 100 competitors gathered 
at Curborough to do battle with their timing struts against the impersonal electric 
timer. Nine Bentleys were entered, if one includes the Avon and Royce 
derivatives; two failed to materialise.

Ann Shoosmith entered the unblown 4|, and just failed to beat her handicap. 
Bob Burrell won class 4 in the Bentley Royce, with Summerfield’s Avon Bentley 
in second spot. Class 7 (like, in Dr. Johnson’s opinion, Brandy) was for heroes, 
and contained Tim Llewellyn’s 4| Bluebell—driven also by Cindy Harris—who 
remained a tactful five seconds or so slower than Tim.
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Stephen Shoosmith’s first motor race in the Mk. VI special, with Roger Gay in the Morgan which 
came to grief at Woodcote corner. Photo: Harold Barker.

The race was stopped on Lap 2 as Roger Gay had a horrific-looking accident 
when his Morgan F Super 3-wheeler over-turned at Woodcote corner. The race 
was restarted, after the driver was taken to hospital and the wreckage cleared 
away, as the race had not been run one-third distance.

The restarted race was won by Cindy Harris in her ‘mildly’ tweeked Lotus 7, 
closely followed by Albert Sparrowhawk (4.3-litre Alvis Special) only 1.1 seconds 
behind. Charles MacLean finished third in his Austin 7 special.

Further down the field came Lyn Grenville Mathers (17th) and Stephen 
Shoosmith (20th). Bill Thompson retired his 3-litre on Lap 6 with a major engine 
blow-up, this breaking a fuel line which, I gather, subsequently caught fire.

NM

D IMoco

Race 5 with Bob Bradley’s Mk. VI special being Cobra’d at Woodcote.
Photo: Harold Barker.

Race 4. Vintage and PVT scratch
After injudiciously showing the phizog at Silverstone a couple of weeks ago, 

your scribe was editorially “nobbled”—hence I apologise for the coverage of races 
4 and 10!

Race 4, the Vintage and PVT scratch, saw a potent field of Bentley Specials, 
a handful of Astons, Morgans and others, including the Ghosh 30/98 engine in,
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CLASSIC PRESCOTT—1st June

By ADAM STACY-MARKS

Even I can remember the days when there used to be a large class of both 
Vintage and Crewe Bentleys. Owners seemed to be more competition minded and 
8-15 people used to bring their cars, prepared to various degrees of tuning, for 
this enjoyable event. This year, however, three Bentleys provided the spectacle 
and enjoyment. The owners, all travelled an almost equidistant mileage from 
different parts of the country, to bring their Mk. VI specials.

Roy Spiers travelled from Bournemouth in his completely standard car, Bill 
Woodward from Oswestry and Adam Stacy-Marks from Folkington, Sussex. 
Practice runs on this one-day event were damp, uneventful and taken with caution. 
The first competition run, after a liquid lunch, was dry. Roy Spiers improved 
his time considerably, but Adam Stacy-Marks spun on the “semi-circle” and 
decided “trialling” the short cut across the grass down hill more exciting. Bill 
Woodward, who by this time had started his ascent, was then stopped half way 
and on his return down to restart was unofficially timed going down faster than 
he had gone up! Bill then put in the fastest Bentley time of the day and any 
thoughts of further improvements were thwarted by the rain.

All in all a very good event, well run and enjoyed by all. Let’s see some 
more entries next time.

VSCC OULTON PARK—7/8th June

This picture looks like Tim Llewellyn pointing out to wife Cindy the best route 
through the cars in front to enable her to reach Old Hall corner first. Cindy must 
have paid attention because she and the 4| got a third in one of the handicaps. 
The fierce-looking man on the left is a well-known 4|-litre Bentley-owning Frazer 
Nash person.

Tim Llewellyn (3/8) continued his run of success at this meeting, again 
winning the Vintage Seaman Trophy race, this time at an average of 80.55 m.p.h.
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Tim’s brother Simon is seen here driving the 3/41, alas without achieving a 
place. Ann Shoosmith and Randal Stewart in their 3/41’s were equally unlucky, 
but it was a notable weekend for Dalkeith mafia supremo Stewart Gordon whose 
Trice gained him a 2nd place on the Saturday, and a win on the Sunday, both on 
handicap. Joy was unconfined.

THE NORWICH UNION—RAC CLASSIC—25th May

By TOM THRELFALL

But whatever, the gentle reader may be tempted to enquire, is a Classic? In this 
case it is a run from Epsom, Bath or, Nottingham to Silverstone, where the 
participants are pleasantly hosted with smoked salmon and chilled white wine by 
the Norwich Union, and have to drive round the Grand Prix circuit a bit to 
amuse a non-existent audience.

Entries were invited from owners of cars built between 1905 (the year after 
the closing date for the RAC Brighton run) and 1966. That the event fulfilled a 
need was evidenced by the fact of 466 entries, including 20 Bentleys ranging in 
age from Moy’s 1923 3-litre to Pope’s 1963 S.3. Thirteen Bentleys started from 
Epsom, and one from Nottingham, which must say a lot about socio-economic 
conditions north of Watford, and all that sort of thing. There was a blower 
Bentley on the cover of the programme, but its number is not in the Club list, 
and I suspect it is the Airfix model.

The Bath starters went via Castle Combe, where David Franklin ran his 
30/98 off the track on account of a flat tyre, or some other feeble excuse, and 
via Prescott, where Victor Gauntlett ran his blown 41 pretty comprehensively into 
an earth bank. Luckily it had been raining, and the bank was soft. The Epsom 
starters went via Brooklands—where they saw the museum and the ex-Loch Ness 
Wellington bomber—via Luton Hoo, and Old Warden—where some were trapped 
by the local air traffic controller for long periods on the approaches to his grass 
runway. All eventually ended up at Silverstone, where there were some driving 
tests of the in-and-out-of-a-pylon-garage variety and lots of interesting people to 
talk to.
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VSCC Lakeland Trial: Above—winner of the Bridge Hotel Trophy and below Di briefs Keith 
Schellenberg. I'hotos: Threlfall.
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VSCC LAKELAND TRIAL—8th November, 1986

The Three Bentleys entered for this event were Ann Shoosmith’s 3/4|, Keith 
Schellenberg’s 44, and Tim Llewellyn’s 41 “Bluebell”. The latter caused something 
of a flutter in the Vauxhall hencoop at the end of the trial by winning the event 
by a clear 5 marks from Hamish Monro’s new 30/98. Perhaps in order to avoid 
the now almost statutory libel action I should point out that that car isn’t really 
new, we just hadn’t seen it much before, since Hamish has only just finished 
rebuilding it.

The pictures show Tim having his car scrutinised (not scrutineered, please) 
by Ron Footitt, who seemed very interested in the contents of the cellar; and 
Keith being briefed by Mrs. Threlfall on the proper way to ascend Drumhouse. 
Mrs. T apparently got it right, since Schellenberg’s car stopped on the penultimate 
hairpin. He later filled the back of the car with most of a dry stone wall, since 
the scroot wouldn’t let him use his ice-racing tyres to improve the traction.

MUDSLINGER

BRUNTINGTHORPE SPRINT—21st September, 1986

The Club has now established a new sprint meeting due to the kindness of the 
A.C. Owners Club. A Bentlev Class has been added to the others for our benefit.

The entry forms having been sent off to those interested, it was with great 
expectations that a decent number of folk would support the event.

To report the day’s fun is simplicity itself: one, just one Bentley turned up 
out of a potential of about 20 Crewe and Derby possibles. VSCC eligible cars 
were excused by virtue of the Donington Park meeting on the same day.

After overcoming the shock and embarrassment of having to make due 
apologies to our hosts on your behalf, the single Bentley faced a field of A.C.s, 
Cobras, Porsches, Ferraris, Morgans, G.T.I.s and sundry lesser sports-cars of 
the so-called classic category.

The course consisted of 2.3 miles of excellent airfield perimeter track of 
great width, a left curve just after the start, then two 90 degree rights spaced 
apart by about 400 yds., a fast straight into a tight loop called a chicane, a long 
flat out curve into a final 120 degree right, then a short sprint to the finish.

Two practice runs were followed by three serious ones in the afternoon, the 
whole atmosphere being relaxed and most friendly under cloudless skies on one of 
the best weather days of this year. Rather than be too partisan, the supporters 
were gathered around the results board egging on the sole Bentley to beat the top 
Cobra, a potent device of some 350 Ford horses, all alloy body, with a 1000 rev 
advantage over the six-cylinder post-war Bentley. Two drivers were engaged to 
pilot this Cobra around to add to the competition. At the end of it all, sad to 
say, the old 1948 Mk. VI/S.l couldn’t quite pull off the F.T.D., but we came third, 
less than 4% off the fastest time.

It is likely now that this sprint will form part of the points accumulation 
qualifying round of the Derby Crewe Trophy along with a hill-climb and perhaps 
another race meeting. The member who helped to establish this new event 
sincerely hopes that by next year competitors will support such new events as 
this—a very pleasant day out for all the family, 5-star ablutions courtesy of the 
R.A.F., and a non-car-breaking course.

A.E.P.

GOLDEN SILVERSTONE
Regrettably the November Review referred to Alan Padgett’s “3f-litre Special”.
It is, of course, the 1948 Mk. VI/S.l, mentioned above.
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Tim Llewellyn in Box Booted Bluebell.

The photographs show Ann preserving her 3/4f for posterity by driving it 
out of a hole in the ground on Draycott; Tim Llewellyn taking his wife Cindy 
and Adam Stacy-Marks out to luncheon in Bluebell; Dan Reynolds helping the 
Euro-grain mountain by ploughing up a field near Cheddar; and Craig Collings 
looking anxiously for con-rods to appear from inside the bonnet of his 3/41 
on Lukins. ,, ...Mudslinger.

Craig Collings peering for con-rods?
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VSCC SILVERSTONE—25th April, 1987
No sooner was I back at Plas Hadoc, Ffynnon Hadoc, from my holiday than 
that Bailey fellow was on the telephone. “Stavros” he said (no “How are you?” 
or “Have you had a nice journey?”) “I've got a job for you . . . VSCC Silver-
stone.” So off I went, enjoying the hospitality of Brian Shoosmith’s veranda 
overlooking the start and finish, which made reporting so much easier.

In the first event, the forty-minute High Speed Trial, the two Bentley 
entrants, D. J. Keen (41) and F. W. Weeks (61) had to do 27 laps, that is a 
lap speed of 65 m.p.h., including the compulsory stop, allowing for slowing 
down in the pit lane, the stop and accelerating away again, plus possible delay 
in being able to re-join the circuit. Keen did his stop after his first lap. Weeks 
did a super stop and managed to qualify, a very good effort in view of the speed 
required.

The second event was the Fox and Nicholl Trophy Race, ten laps, for 
sports cars over 2,950 c.c. or 2,237 c.c. supercharged. H. P. Hine (3/41) finished 
10th, Withington (41) 11th, S. J. Llewellyn (3/41) 13th, Dowle (41) 16th and 
Kimberley (41) did not finish.

In the fourth event, a ten lap scratch race for the G. P. Italia Trophy, 
H. P. Hine (3/41) was 3rd, T. C. Llewellyn (41)—one must not get these 
Llewelynau mixed up!—was 6th; Hine lapping in 1 minute 18.3 seconds, 74 
m.p.h. Stewart (3/41) did not finish, bad axle tramp causing him to spin off. 
We hope that he has been able to locate the cause.

In the fifth race Thompson (3/41) was 7th and Keen (41) 28th, both from 
the thirty second mark.

The last race was presumably arranged by an Irishman, being a five lap 
race in which some cars had to do six laps. Dowle (41) was 5th, lapping in 
1 minute 22.6 seconds, that is to say 70 m.p.h. and catching and passing Kim-
berley (41) who was 8th; Withington (41) was 10th and S. J. Llewellyn (3/44) 
16th.

An air of respectability was given to the proceedings by having Ann 
Shoosmith’s team car as the Course Car. Various members competed in other 
makes of car, among them Stephen Shoosmith and Tom Threlfall.

A final note—the weather was fine, warm and DRY.

GENERAL SYNOPSIS

Simon Llewellyn’s 3/4} in the Fox and Nicholl Trophy Race.
Photo: Studio 3.
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Bluebell Reborn—Tim Llewellyn aboard the revitalised 110 mm. bore Special.
Photo: Studio 3.

Keith Schellenberg on the grid in his Barnato-Hassan Special, this long enduring partnership 
gaining 7th place in the Itala and Lanchester Trophies Race.

Photo Studio 3.
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Stephen Shoosmith tinkering, whilst Ann scares off the camera-clad grockles!

Photo: Tom Threlfall.

Bill Thompson and his extremely effective 3/4|.
Photo: Tom Threlfall.
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Sandy Campbell chased by Llewellyn in the Hine Three/Four-and-a-Half.
Photo: Terence Brettell

perhaps. Cindy Llewellyn in Bluebell drove extremely competently and took a 
very creditable third place, behind the Lagondas of Peter Whenman and Len 
Thompson.

How glorious it was to see Vaughan Davis out in the Millbrook geared 
Marker-Jackson-Davis Special “Mother Gun”. He feared beforehand that he 
would be a hazardous mobile chicane to others, but a best lap of one minute 
29.5 seconds tells otherwise.

John May in the Speed Six displayed some very clean driving indeed and 
claimed a deserved eighth place with a best lap of one minute 28.4 seconds.

Harvey Hine looked more and more comfortable as the race proceeded and 
took fastest lap at one minute 14.1 seconds.

Bluebell ’n OL. A fighting duet—Llewellyn leads Hine.
Photo: Terence Brett ell
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Race 4 — Eight Lap Vintage and PVT Handicap Race
Race 4 was one of the most spirited events of the day, which demonstrates 

what magic the non-Bentley marques can produce. The grid was a mixed bag 
of Morgan, MG, Riley, Aston, Lagonda, Delahaye and Alvis. Some super ding- 
dongs went on between the three-wheeler Morgan gang with Greg Bibby and Bill 
Tuer displaying wonderful steersmanship.

Heelis’s Delahaye was graceful, but not spectacular and Patrick Gardner’s 
Riley Brooklands was handled with verve and skill.

Greg Bibby took a well earned chequered flag, with David Caroline’s Super 
Aero in second place. A big hand for Bill Tuer who, despite being beaten into 
fourth place, claimed fastest lap of the race at one minute 14.2 seconds.

Race 5 — 10 Lap Scratch Race for AC, Crewe Bentley and Morgan
The traditional AC/Crewe Bentley scratch race was also open to Morgans 

this year but as usual was dominated by Cobras. Bill Shepherd led on the first 
lap but presumably had a moment and dropped back. He then spent the rest of 
the race clawing back to the leader, Aidan Mills-Thomas, and was right on his 
tail at the finish, 0.5 seconds adrift.

Pre-war magnificence—competing Derby and Lagonda.

Behind them were two more Cobras and then the Morgan battle between 
the +8s of David Roberts and Tony Morgan-Tipp, who spent most of the race 
tied together except when they were side by side, though the former finally made 
it by all of two seconds.

In the absence of Alan Padgett, the first of the home team was Adam Stacy- 
Marks with his Mark VI Special, in seventh.

Race 6 — 10 Lap Scratch Race, Morgan SCC
Another very traditional race at BDC Silverstone is the scratch race for 

Morgans and as usual it had a very full grid. It was a rather processional contest, 
Peter Garland taking his 3.9 +8 to the front and staying there by an ever increas-
ing margin to win comfortably. The battle for second, however, was close between
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rubber and Castrol increased and there were a number of puffs of white 
smoke, but considering the intense heat, failures were few. Graham Withing- 
ton (Derby 4%) spun at Luffield but was able to rejoin. Clive Morley, now in 
the more familiar 3-litre, went into the sand trap at Copse right in front of the 
family gathering. A puncture features in the story. Some said it forced him off 
course, but the less charitable said it was a result of his going off!

This time there were no flag problems, and the final winner was Mark 
Butterworth in a Mk. VI special. Robin Hine was second in his 3-litre with 
John May in third place. (Sorry John, no podium finish at the BDC. Hope you 
enjoyed your moment of glory at the Coy's meeting). Alan Padgett managed 
the fastest lap (1:16.3), which was the best Bentley time of the day.

Another BDC race meeting was drawing to a close. All the officials had 
done a magnificent job, but on this occasion special thanks must go to all 
those marshals who had stood out in the relentless sun dressed in layers of 
fire-proof clothing.

See you all next year.

The recently refurbished Blower 3 was being used as a course car during the
Silverstone mating. Sludlo 3)

BENTLEY FASTEST LAPS EACH COMPETITOR

Vintage Derby Crewe
1 Alan Padgett Mk VI/V8 1:16.3
2 Gerard McCosh Mk VI/S2 1:16.7
3 Gerard McCosh Mk VI/S1 1:18.3
4 Sue Shoosmith Mk VI/S2 1:19.9
5 Tim Llewellyn 3/8 1:20.1
6 Spencer Flack 3/8 1:20.7
7 Peter Morley Bentley/Napier 1:20.8
8 Sue Shoosmith Mk VI/S1 1:21.3
9 Ted Overton Mk VI turbo 1:21.8

10 Keith Schellenberg Barnato-Hassan 1:22.1
Bob Gilbert 4% 1:22.1

12 John Birrane 3/4/ 1:22.2
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13 Bob Bradley Mk VI Special 1:22.9
14 Randal Stewart 3/4% 1:23.2

Stanley Mann 3/8 1:23.2
Clive Morley 3/8 1:23.2

17 Stephen Shoosmith Mk VI/S1 1:23.5
18 Stanley Mann Bentley Jackson 1:24.5
19 Harvey Hine 3/4% 1:24.8

Ben Collings Pacey Hassan 1:24.8
21 John May 3/4% 1:25.5
22 Kim Bradley Mk VI Special 1:25.5
23 Graham Withington 4% 1:28.4
24 Adam Stacy-Marks 4% 1:29.2
25 Sue Shoosmith 3/4% 1:29.3
26 Don Hoggard 4% 1:30.7
27 Sydney Gilmore 4% 1:32.7
28 Richard McCann 4% 1:33.7
29 Mark Butterworth Mk VI Special 1:34.5
30 Proby Cautley 3/4% 1:35.5
31 Piers Le Marchant 4% 1:35.8
32 Duncan Wiltshire 3 1:38.3
33 Douglas Hacking Mk VI Special 1:38.4

Michael Rudnig Bentley Jackson 1:38.4
35 Peter Flood 4% 1:39.3
36 John Davies Mk VI Special 1:39.4
37 Clive Morley 3 1:39.5
38 Michael Rudnig 4% 1:40.4
39 Robin Hine 3 1:40.8
40 Jock Mackinnon 3 1:42.6
41 Ewen Getley 3/4% 1:43.7
42 Barry Parkinson 4% 1:43.0
43 Caroline Beale 4% 1:43.6
44 Rupert Avon 3 1:46.6
45 Allan Winn 3 1:46.7
46 Tom Ryland 3 2.04

POSTSCRIPT TO SILVERSTONE

On April 6th, 1957 a remarkable thing happened, at Silverstone. It was the 
culmination of much effort by members of the Club to erect a memorial to 
one of the greatest enthusiasts of the Marque of all time, L. C. McKenzie. The 
members of the Club had subscribed to a fund to erect a scrutineering bay 
at Silverstone to be known as the "McKenzie Memorial Scrutineering Bay". 
(In retrospect it seems a great shame that a precedent wasn't set to give it its 
English title of "McKenzie Memorial Scrutinising Bay"!) The bay was duly 
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inaugurated by L. C. McKenzie's widow and a commemorative plaque was 
unveiled on one of the pillars which supported the surrounding fence.

Those who have visited Silverstone this year will have noticed that 
enormous changes have been made to the pits/paddock area, presumably to 
satisfy the burgeoning demands of the Formula One circus. One of the conse-
quences of these changes has been the demolition of the old scrutineering 
bay, which probably served for around 1,000 race meetings, and the erection 
of a replacement in a different part of the paddock. During the course of all 
this upheaval, the original plaque went missing much to the subsequent 
embarrassment of the BRDC.

Buih in April 1995 replacing the original 
Scrutineering Bay erected in April 1957. by 

members of the Bentley Drivers Chib as a memorial 
to Lewis Charles McKenzie, which served at over 

1.000 race meetings.

The text of the plaque. (photo: jolin Hunt)

The very moment of unveiling. (photo: john Hunt)

Some members with a keen sense of the Club's history and the personali-
ties involved in it prevailed upon the BRDC to come up with a replacement 
plaque to be erected in the new scrutineering bay, commemorating the 
original achievement of this Club in raising the funds for the old bay. So it 
was that at midday on 19th August this year, the day of our annual meeting 
at Silverstone, a small but select group of people gathered in the new bay 
to witness Stanley Sedgwick unveiling the new plaque. This will serve as a 
constant reminder to everyone using the bay of this Club's past and present 
commitment to motor sport.

R.S.
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 THE JACK BARCLAY BENTLEY 
SPRINT

Despite being admonished in a subsequent letter for my failures in reporting 
last year's sprint meeting at Abingdon, I still maintain that there is not much 
to report about two cars darting down a runway for a distance of 1km. This 
does not mean to say that there is no input of skill from the drivers and that 
those who achieve high speeds and low times are not worthy of congratula-
tion. Nor does it mean that there isn't some considerable spectacle involved 
in watching them power themselves away from the start line as the occupants 
of the Jack Barclay supplied grandstand could testify. It's just that without 
using the whole of the Oxford book of cliches, there's no way of describing 
the action in words and so ibis much better to let the results speak for them-
selves.

Notwithstanding that/ special mention must be made of one or two folk 
most notably James Tiller who put up FTD in his Allard J2 with a staggering 
20.77 secs, crossing the line at 160 mph. Alan Padgett was the fastest Bentley 
with a time of 21.87 secs and a terminal velocity of 139 mph. Fastest of the 
vintage Bentleys was Stanley Mann's 3/8 which managed 24.66 secs and a 
final speed of 135 mph on its first run; the second run was marred by a trans-
mission defect.

Away from the main arena was a test of driving skill laid on by Rolls- 
Royce who offered a trophy for the person who performed the best in terms 
of times and penalties over a series of tests in one of their cars. Honours went 
to David Medcalf, son of Jimmy, much to the family's surprise! We are most 
grateful to Rolls-Royce for providing this diversion and to Jack Barclay's and 
Esso for supporting the event so keenly. It was a fine, relaxed day with the 
minimum of officialdom in evidence which was rounded off in fine style by 
an aerial display of Tony Bianchi's Spitfire. Tony had left early, collected the 
Spitfire, gone to Brooklands to give a display there and on his way home 
overflew Abingdon for our benefit — absolutely splendid stuff and very 
much appreciated.

Vaughan Davis speeds off the line in the Bentley Jackson.
(photo: Studio 3)
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Fred Zimmer in the Blower and Harvey Hine in his 3/4V2 being pursued by a
VI2 Lagonda. (photo. Peter Hird photo.CaU)

Sebastian Welch and Clive Morley, both staunch 3-litre men, battle out the race, 
(photo: Peter Hird, Photo-Call)

Tim Llewellyn is resting the 3/8 this year but exercising Bluebell instead.
(photo: Peter Hird, Photo-Call)
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After last year's metamorphosis of the paddock area there have been few 
additional changes as far as spectators are concerned. This was Barbara Fell's 
last meeting before her retirement so it was a trifle ironic that as well as all the 
other race officials she had to familiarise herself with the new race control 
block. This is situated 'trackside' next to the Jimmy Brown Centre on the Pits 
Straight. In spite of a few problems the team coped well in their usual 
friendly and efficient manner, and were even able to catch a glimpse of some 
cars racing, through the windows. Club Shop, in the capable hands of Pam 
Smith, was also housed in the building, although some people had trouble 
finding her.

A chance remark to our Editor in the paddock about 4.00 pm landed us 
with the 'invitation' to write this report: So it has to be retrospective and we 
apologise for omissions. There must be some budding untapped reporter in 
your midst? - please!

Race 1 8 Lap Handicap
This race was a so-called handicap for slower cars, but which nevertheless 

attracted a sextet of some pretty powerful Bentleys, in the mixed entry of 
Richard McCann, Caroline Beale, Michael Waterhouse, Fred Zimmer and 
John May.

Richard was on limit (pole) and first away in the purposeful red 41/ with 
Michael alongside. Richard pulled away well to establish a decent lead, until 
the very quick Austin Healey 100/6 of Peter Chambers came through to win. 
Richard finished second after a good drive, with a fastest lap of 1:27:91.

Race 2 The Bentley 10 Lap Scratch Race
It was very good to see this historic race re-established after a few years' 

absence, appropriately in our 60th anniversary year too. Twenty-two starters 
formed up on the grid in brilliant sunshine!

The start was delayed by an enormous oil slick, from the Woodcote start-
line to Becketts. The course marshals made a good job of covering it with 
cement but it was still daunting as it was right on the racing line coming out 
of Woodcote at full chat in top gear.

There was an empty space near the front of the grid as Adam Stacy-Marks 
had transmission problems with his Mk VI V8 Turbo Sports in practice. Alan 
Padgett missed the chance of a good old ding-dong as he feels that this car 
will give him some serious opposition in the not too distant future. In the 
meantime Adam had to make do with the back of the grid in his 414.

As the flag fell they all powered up to Copse where Alan slipped by Sue 
Shoosmith and chased down Ben Collings up to Becketts to overtake him 
coming out of the corner and down the straight.

By lap three the yellow flags were out at Brooklands due to an accident 
involving Peter Morley's Napier and Sue Shoosmith's Mk VI/S1 Special. 
Luckily neither driver was hurt.

One of the most notable drives came from Swedish newcomer, Hawkeye 
Wijkander, in his 3/8. This car was built by John Guppy and incorporates the 
engine from the Gordon Russell single seater 8-litre car. He finished his first 
race in 5th place with a best lap of 1:20:63 which bodes well for the future. 
Hawkeye had enjoyed the damp conditions as much of his previous motor 
sport experience had been on ice! Tim Llewellyn is painting the historic 3/8 
this year but is having much relaxed fun with Bluebell, which is going 
extremely well. Guy Northam was out in the ex-Bill Thompson Mk VI/S1 car, 
settling down well in his first race with the BDC.
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These 
photographs were 
taken by Peter 
Hird (Photo Call). 
Unfortunately, we 
have no words to 
go with them.

The VSCC Richard Seaman & 
Ron Flockhart Memorial 

Trophies Meeting - Donnington 
Park

BY T V BRETTELL

UNLIKE THE earlier VSCC Silverstone Meeting, 
this was not a great Bentley day. Tim Llewellyn, 
who would have walked the Vintage Seaman did 

not start, and Andrew Day lost the car in practice 
coming out of the chicane and smote the wall 
leading into the pits. It did the car no good at all. 
This left Stanley Mann fourth, Peter Morley twelfth, 
Chris Williams thirteenth, Richard Ford sixteenth 
and Brian Cook eighteenth. Michael Rudnig took 
the handicap award in this race. He also took fifth in 
the John Goddard & Brooklands Trophies race.
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Book Reviews
The Derby Built Bentleys

by Bernard King
Complete Classics. ISBN 0.9530451-3-7. 

Price £18.95 + £2.05p&p

IT IS TEN YEARS since the last 
publication dealing specifically with the 
Derby Cars (M Ellman-Brown "The Silent 

Sports Car"), and much new and corrected 
information has come to light in the 
meantime. This author is well-known for 
his Rolls-Royce volumes, but this is his first 
on Bentleys. He is a self-confessed 
Tistologist', gaining from the powerful 
databases of modern computers, and has 
produced a book which covers every 
possible aspect of the Derby car - the 3V2 
litre, 41/4 litre and the Mark V.

Sections are devoted to an analysis of the 
development, the testing, and the output of 
each model, with details of the 
coachbuilders, retailers, and literature 
issued by the company. There is a full 
register of all chassis, engines, delivery 
dates, with original and present owners 

where known. Those Club members who 
are familiar with Stanley Sedgwick's and 
Michael Hay's cross-referenced lists of 
vintage cars will know what to expect.

This is essentially a reference book, but 
has sections of well-written text, which I 
found, having dived in, to be a very good 
read. Knowing the author, I can vouch for 
the huge amount of research done to check 
for correct details and, for instance, we can 
all join the owner of 4]/4 litre chassis 
B18HK in the knowledge that the first 
owner of his/her car was murdered in the 
Savoy Hotel by his wife!

The book is lavishly illustrated with 
black and white photographs, in two 
sections, (3V2 and 4^/4), with views of 59 
cars never before seen in print.

While the softbacked covers need to be 
handled with care, this is a very well- 
presented book which has general Club 
appeal (and can be bought through Club office), 
but which for owners of Derby cars must be 
essential reading.

David L P Humfrey

The Rolls-Royce Story - 
The First 40 Years 

by Peter Pugh

Icon Books Ltd., Grange Road, Duxford 
CB2 4QF.

Telephone 01763 208008, Fax 01763 208080. 
Bookshop Price £30.00. BDC Members 
via the above address £14.45 inc p&p.

OLDER MEMBERS will recall this title 
first appearing in 1938, written by
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 Racing is great fun, when you know wha 
show. In this instance, we understand tt

The ex-Johnie Brogden and John Birrat 
now actively campaigned by Paul Carte 
The Chairman's 8 litre saloon 
Another for the Archive's Mascot file 
The Competitions Captain
Graham Moss' record breaking 'Thunde 
Jane Varley and her Aston Martin Spee 
How a Race Paddock should look’ Not
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However, it has to be admitted that their 
best days at Brooklands were now behind 
them, and the racing successes at this circuit 
in 1939 were considerably fewer. The first 
was a second place for George Harvey- 
Noble in the venerable Bentley-Jackson 
Special at the BARC Easter Meeting in the 
First Easter Outer Circuit Handicap, at an 
average of 129.36mph, and a best lap of 
131.06mph. This effort gained the driver 
the seventeenth and last 130mph badge 
to be awarded by the BARC. Elgood was 
also out in two races in his 416, but was out 
of luck, but setting best laps at 118.30 and 
121.47mph respectively.

The next meeting was the Junior 
Car Club's Members Day, at which Bob 
Gregory in his 616 saloon won a One Lap 
Handicap at 83mph. At the BARC August 
Meeting, John Im Thum had his one outing 
at the circuit in his recently acquired 416, 

'Bluebell' - chassis RL3439 with Llewellyn senior at the wheel and Tim alongside

BYF 10, but was unplaced in a Mountain 
Circuit race, despite a speed of 66.86mph. 
Both Elgood and Harvey-Noble were 
racing in an Outer Circuit race, but were 
similarly unfortunate, despite best laps of 
127.05 and Hl.Oómph respectively.

Nevertheless, Bentleys and their 
drivers had made a great contribution 
to the history of this, the first purpose- 
built race track in the world, gaining a 
total of eight out of the fifty-six 120mph 
badges, and three of the fifteen 130mph 
badges awarded, and this last figure does 
not include Oliver Bertram, who won 
his driving his Delage. However, the 
last great Brooklands achievement goes 
to Forrest Lycett who, on 29 August and 
scenting impending war, drove down 
to the circuit in his 8 litre and, having 
removed his bowler hat which he handed 
to a mechanic, set off on one practice run, 

then proceeded to make his two-way 
timed runs along the Byfleet Banking 
and Railway Straight, crossing the line 
at 135mph to set a new Class 'B' British 
Standing Start Mile record of 92.9mph. He 
then replaced his bowler and returned to 
London with his car and an extended but, 
thankfully, temporary retirement.

Elsewhere that year, it seemed that 
the world of motor sport was aware that 
war was imminent, and this seemed to 
have an effect upon event organisers up 
and down the country. The VSCC season 
commenced with their Northern Trial, 
at which J B Ashton in his 3 litre won a 
Premier Award. The organisers of the Kent 
and Sussex Speed Trials bucked the trend, 
and managed to squeeze in both their 
annual events, the first on 13 May, when 
the BDC class was won by Cunliffe Lister 
in a 3 litre, followed home by Emons in a 
416, and Radford, now sporting a 3 litre. 
The June event results for this class found 
three new names, the event being won by 
Tomkinson in a 3 litre, and second and 
third going to two 416 litres driven by John 
Im Thurn and 'Mac' McKenzie, their cars 
being BYF 10 and 'Bluebell' respectively.

The June Shelsley Walsh Meeting 
organised by the Midlands Automobile 
Club, once again, found Lycett domi-
nating the Unlimited Class in his 8 litre, 
with a spectacular 44.08 seconds time. The 
Cambridge University Automobile Club 
held their last meeting at Donington in 
June, where John Im Thurn, driving BYF 
10, won both his heat and the final of a Five 
Lap Handicap for sports cars of unlimited 
capacity, at a speed of 70.62mph.

Almost the last meeting before hostili-
ties intervened was the Stanley Cup 
Meeting held at Crystal Palace, a circuit not 
to have appeared yet on our list. However, 
'Mac', driving 'Bluebell', ensured that it 
was added to our tally, when he won the 
VSCC Second Handicap at 46.96mph, then 
the Third Short Handicap at 48.66mph. ■»
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1934 3| Litre drophead coupé by Park Ward. Black with green coachlines, brown 
leather and green carpet interior. Very good history: five owners from new, the 
last since 1965. Substantial documentation comes with this highly cherished Derby.

1956 SI Continental Fastback coupé by H. J. 
Mulliner. Black with beige leather interior. 
High compression engine. Excellent restored 
condition with a great deal of recent service 

history.

1956 SI Continental coupé by Park Ward. 
We have two of these Continentals in stock; 
this car is finished in Shell grey with red 
leather interior, the other in sand over sable 
with dark brown leather. Both are in excellent 

order.
Other Bentleys for sale:
1924 3 Litre short chassis 2/3 seater tourer by Harrison; 1929 4) Litre VdP style 
long bonnet tourer; 1936 4| Litre drophead coupé by Park Ward; 1937 4| Litre 
drophead coupé by Vanden Plas; 1951 Mark VI Teviot style sports saloon by 
H. J. Mulliner; 1957 SI saloon; 1963 S3 saloon.

Rolls-Royce:
1933 Phantom II Continental drophead by Edmund; 1934 20/25 Owen sedanca 
drophead by Gurney Nutting; 1936 Phantom III sedanca de ville by Hooper; 
1953 Silver Wraith touring limousine by H. J. Mulliner; 1954 Silver Dawn saloon; 
1957 Silver Wraith landaulette by Park Ward; 1964 Silver Cloud saloon (lhd); 
1965 Silver Cloud saloon (rhd).

Other marques in stock include Aston Martin, Delage, Jaguar, Lagonda and 
Mercedes-Benz. Please call Christopher Routledge for further information on 
cars for sale.

We are always looking for fine, good condition motor cars. If you own a car 
comparable with any of our stock and wish to sell, please call Tom Stewart— 
discreet consignment sales undertaken on a commission basis.

11-14 ATHERSTONE MEWS, SOUTH KENSINGTON, 
LONDON, SW7 5BX.

Tel. 071-584 7458, 071-589 8283 Fax 071-225 3762
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"BLUEBELL"
1929 4.5 LITRE BENTLEY

ONE OF THE BEST KNOWN RACING BENTLEYS WITH A 
COMPETITION HISTORY DATING FROM THE THIRTIES

SUBSTANTIAL OFFERS REQUIRED

Write or call Tim Llewellyn, "Miller’s", Powdermill Lane, Catsfield, Nr Battle, 
East Sussex TN33 OSU, United Kingdom. Tel: 042462929

PENRITE Special Motor Lubricants
Outstanding protection for your Bentley

The Classic Oil Company Ltd is pleased to 
announce the availability of Penrite oils and 
greases for the first time in the UK.
Penrite’s approach to the lubrication needs of 
old cars is based on engineering understand-
ing and the desire to make the best products 
that can be achieved.
Penrite HPR engine oil is an excellent 
example. On the one hand, pre-war cars 
were designed to run on thick oils, which are 
still best for protecting areas of marginal 
lubrication and minimising deterioration while 
the engine is standing idle. On the other 
hand, modern additives offer important bene-
fits of engine cleanliness, reduced wear rates 
and protection against corrosive elements. 
Until now, no oil has been available to 
ideally fulfil both these requirements.

The Penrite HPR range offers the best of both 
worlds. Penrite use heavy duty multigrades to 
provide superb protection at all oil tempera-
tures, combined with the latest additives 
developed for use by the major oil com-
panies. The range consists of HPR50, 
HPR40 and HPR30, which are SAE rated 
40/70, 25W/60 and 20W/60 respectively. One 
of these will be ideal for your Bentley.
We at the Classic Oil Company Ltd. will be 
glad to discuss your requirements, and 
detailed literature is available. Penrite pro-
ducts are available from us by rapid mail-
order, or through local agents being 
appointed throughout the UK and Europe. We 
look forward to being of service.

Grange Farm Cottage Sunderland Hill Ravensden 
Bedford MK44 2SJ England 

Telephone: 0234 771774 Fax: 0234 771733

PENRITE
5L ƒ

‘’«'STR^
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Clmöofon Vintage &uto’ö Utö.
Solely Vintage Bentley

Apart from routine servicing we can undertake ‘chassis-up’ rebuilds, 
engine, gearbox and rear axle overhauls, together with attention to 
steering-boxes, propshafts, water pumps, dynamos,, starters and 
complete wiring.

Let us quote you for fitting an Alternator, Overdrive or Power 
Steering.

We have a good supply of quality spares for W.O. cars, including all 
engine requirements, gears, valves, etc., Le Mans tanks, finned Brake 
Drums, aluminium backplates, etc. etc.

We have several W.O. Bentleys for sale on behalf of customers.

Unit 1, Station Yard, Hungerford, Berks. RG17 ODY
Tel: 01488 681044

Consultant and 
Manufacturing Precision Engineers 

since 1966

Brineton Engineering Co. Ltd. 
Fieldgate, New Street, Walsall 
West Midlands. WS1 3DJ, UK

Tel: 01922 20070/614605

Fax: 01922 722875

Telex: 336026 Brinco

A, B, BS, C and D 
Gearbox Gears 
Engine Gears 

Rear Axle Gears
Half Shafts, Hubs 
Steering Ball Pins 

Steering Arms
As supplied to the Vintage 

Bentley Spares Scheme

^kA
■■

Brirwtorx 
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“BLUEBELL” - The ex-McKenzie 4W - unequalled racing history over six decades. Owned by the 
distinguished Llewellyn family for many years. Mind-blowing performance and road manners.

Unrepeatable opportunity to purchase this superb 4!6. P.O.A.

BIRK1N LE MANS STYLE 3/414. All the bells and whistles, ‘D’ box, Zeiss lamps. 
Totally rebuilt and needs running in! £125,000 negotiable.

SPORTS RACING 3/4‘A Built and still owned by Hugh Harben. Offers comfort and 
speed. Will leave most Speed Sixes standing! £89,000 negotiable.

Tel: 01905-352419 Fax: 01905-352532
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STANLEY W
THE FRUIT FARM, Common |

TELEPHONE:01923 852!
WEBSITE: www.s

Open From 9.00am to 6.00pm Weekdays. 9.

1924 Bentley 3 Litre VdP Speed Model Tourer 1923 Bentley 3 Litre TT Tourer

1929 Bentley 4*/2 Litre Le Mans 1930 41/2 Litre Blower Bentley

1927 Bentiey 6*ALitre Sports .Saloon 1931 Bentley 8 Litre Sedanca de Ville



LNN RACING
.ane, Radlet, Herts WD7 8PW
505 FAX: 01923 853496
tanleymann.co.uk
00am to 1.00pm Sundays. Closed Saturdays

1926 Bentley 3/4l/2 Litre by VdP 1929 Bentley 4’/2 Litre Le Mans (Bluebell)

1931 4,/2 Litre Blower Bentley 1926 Bentley 6’/2 Litre Speed Six

1—r-

1931 Bentley 8 Litre Special 1949 Bentley MkVI 2 Door Sports Coupé



E.Thiesen
We are always looking 

for similar cars 

we sell!

Automobile Raritaten
■ fine cars since 1972 •

Bentley 3 I Gurney Nutting Tourer, 1925, ex Raymond 

Nutter, one of the most untouched 3 I in existence.

Bentley 4.5 I "Bluebell", 1929, Corsica body, ex L.C. 

McKenzie, over 200 hp, a well known competition

Vauxhall 30/98 OE-Type Velox Tourer, 1924, early 

competition history, ex John Bolster, well documented.

Rolls-Royce 20/25 H.P. Saloon. 1935, very nice condition, 

recent documented engine rebuild set of suitcases.

Rolls-Royce Pantom II Barker Saloon, 1932, 7 seater, 

division, well documented, one owner for the last 30 years.

Rolls-Royce Pantom II Continental Sports Saloon, 1933, 

Thrupp & Mabedey body, ex Olympia Motor Show.

Lagonda LG 6 DHC, 1938, concours condition, elegant 

and a great pleasure to drive, just approx. 30 produced.

Bentley S 2 Continental Flying Spur, 1960, rare 

specification as LHD with air condition and works sun roof.

Bentley R-Type Continental Fastback Coupe, 1954, rare 

specification as LHD with PAS, automatic and sun roof.

Bentley Mark Vi ftirk Ward Coupe, 1950, large sun 

roof, extensively restored during the last 3 years.

Bentley 4.25 I 3-Position DHC, 1936, blue hide and 

hood, Gurney Nutting Style aluminium body by Roger Fry.

Bentley Continental R Le Mans Coupe, 2001, LHD, jus!

50 produced, genuine 21.000 km, as new condition.

Many more interesting cars in stock - please ask or visit our website: www.thiesen-kg.de

E.Thiesen KG • Minelweg 119- D-20148 Flamburg E.Thiesen Berlin GmbH • WiebestraiSe 29-38 • D-10553 Berlin

___ inn- ■t.m.JO/.i'm rur.ri ■ i,,r,.ra,ih;..ccn_L.i __ r,..-.. " so ' . I .■'......'■I-.. ... 1.
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1934 Bentley 3V4 Litre Special Sports Tourer 1954 Bentley R Type Continental Fastback by HJ. Mulliner (Manual)1939 Bentley 4'4 Litre (Overdrive) Coupe by HJ. Mulliner

1957 Bentley S> Continental Fast^k by HJ. Mulhncr 1961 Bentley S2 Drophead Coupe by HJ. Mulliner1956 Bentley SI Drophead Coupe by HJ. Mullincr
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Book 'Silverstone '86 Golden Jubilee 1936-1986 
(Page 86 from 'Bluebell/Mac' file)





VAUXHALL OPEL
Cindy Llewellyn. Ben Iky J K-Iit re. 
showed some good lines through 
Woodcole with a best lap time of 

'■ I vimph

Bill Weeks, Bentley 3-litre. was 
the last one home in the vintage 

Bentley handicap - best kip 
54 .iOmph.
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Book 'Bentley Specials & Special Bentleys' 
(Pages 88 & 89 from 'Bluebell/Mac' file)
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The Cricklewood Cars 109

This car raced at Brooklands by F.E. Elgood, 1937/39, latterly 
using an engine that had been bored out to 4487cc. After the war 
the car was used as a tourer by J.T. Foreman, and D. Roberts.

Owned since 1964 by I. MeV. Weston, who still had the car 
in 1988, the specification was given as follows:
9' 91" wheel base.
Tyres and wheels 600 x 19 front.
Tyres and wheels 700 x 19 rear.
Four Hartford shock absorbers, front and rear.
‘D’ type gearbox.
Borg & Beck clutch.
Self wrapping front brakes, with Alfin drums, and torque stays. 
Engine had Laystall crankshaft and special conrods.
Twin Scintilla magnetos.
‘Blower’ exhaust manifold.
Kerb weight 28 cwt.

Chassis modifications were carried out by McKenzie.
The car now has a rounded tail, but an earlier 3-Litre chassis 

had a box-like body, and used several engines due to monumen-
tal blow-ups!
Pre-war racing successes included:
1937 October Handicap, First - fastest lap l08.03mph.
1938 Whitsun Meeting, First and Locke King Trophy - Fastest 
lap 109.46mph (with windscreen up).
1938 MCC One Hour Trial - 110.3mph and Baddeley Trophy. 
1938 Dunlop Jubilee Cup Race, Third - fastest lap 121.47 mph. 
(body had faired tail). Thus perhaps the fastest lap and fastest 

One Hour at Brooklands by a road going 4f.
1989 - Owned by Humphrey Avon.

GF 1541
Chassis Number..............................................................................PB3543
Engine Number..............................................................................PB3542
Capacity.............................................................................................. 4398cc
Registration Number.................................................................GF 1541
Date first Registered.........................................................March, 1930

This well known Corsica-bodied car, was owned from 1936 by 
Forrest Lycett, and had extensive work carried out to it by 
McKenzie. After pre-war competition, it was sold on Forrest 
Lycett’s death at Easter 1960, and passed to Mr. Brewer in 1977; 
W.R. Williams owned it in 1981; in 1988 it was being offered for 
sale by Dutton (UK) Limited. (Photo: Dutton (UK) Ltd.)

The Llewellyn family cars; Bluebell seen in company with the 
well known 3/8, YP 41.

KW 5669 - ‘Bluebell’
Chassis Number...........................................................................RL3439
Engine Number............................................................................NT3127
Capacity...........................................................................................4398 cc
Registration Number...............................................................KW 5669
Date first Registered............................................... 23rd March, 1928

This car has probably one of the longest competition histories 
of any car within the membership of the Bentley Drivers Club. 
Originally fitted with a Gurney Nutting Saloon body, it had two 
owners before being bought by L.C. McKenzie. In about 1936, 
McKenzie had the chassis shortened to its present 9' 9f" wheel-
base and a two-seater Corsica body built, finished in Riviera blue; 
from then on it raced as ‘Bluebell’. It had an active competition 
life with nine further owners until bought by the Llewellyn family 
in September, 1978.



110 Bentley Specials & Special Bentleys

The engine runs on a compression ratio of 7.5:1, uses two 2" 
SU carburettors, coil ignition, and a multi-branch fabricated 
exhaust .system. The heat given out from the original heavy, cast 
iron exhaust manifold is considerable and most successful com-
petition cars have found that engine life is considerably extended 
by getting rid of this huge lump of cast iron, which glows red 
under extended high revs.

The drive is taken through a modified Borg & Beck clutch, to 
a ‘D’ type gearbox, and 3.53 rear axle; 600 x 18 and 700 x 18 
front and rear tyres and wheels are used. Out-rigged rear springs 
and a 4-Litre steering box complete the basic specification.

In 1986, Tim Llewellyn won the VSCC Lakeland Trial in this 
car; an excellent result. Although the Vintage Bentley has proved 
itself in most fields of competition, trials are not an easy task 
for the car, and the win was an extremely good effort.

Silverstone Club Circuit has been lapped at 1.20.8 seconds, and 
in 1988, with a bored out 110 mm 5.3 litre engine, Tim got around 
in 1.15.8 seconds. The development of this car is by no means at 
an end.

UL 4471
............ FB3O01 
............ FB33O6 
............. 4398cc 
.......... UL <4471 
February, 1929

Chassis Number..........................
Engine Number...........................
Capacity........................................
Registration Number..................
Date first Registered...................

A car with an interesting background, it was built by the fac-
tory to a Le Mans type specification, and it competed in two races 
in 1929 but failed to finish in either. Driven by Birkin and Holder 
on 10/11 May, 1929 (Racing No. 12) retired with back axle failure, 
and on June 29th, 1929 - retired from BARC Six Hour race with 
engine failure.

It is believed to have been owned by J.M. Lander since 1938. 
(Photo John Adams.)

UV 3108
Chassis Number.....................................................................DS3556
Engine Number......................................................................DS3555
Capacity.................................................................................... 4398cc
Registration Number..........................................................UV 3108
Date first Registered................................................... August, 1929

Built to a Le Mans specification, with a Vanden Plas body, for 
first owner and racing driver the late E.R. (Eddie) Hall, this car 
has survived the years extremely well, retaining its original specifi-
cation, although rebodied by Wylder in 1931, and despite seeing

much competition in the Thirties.
Driven by Eddie, it finished 2nd in Class and 12th in general 

classification in the 1930 TT It won the Mountain Handicap at 
the Brooklands Whitsun meeting in 1930, and also had several 
sports car class wins at Shelsley Walsh. A best lap of 115mph was 
recorded at Brooklands:.

The car is known to have been owned by A.R.N. Shuckburgh, 
from just after the war until about 1983, when it was purchased 
by G.J. Russell, the present owner, a keen Bentley enthusiast, and 
Chairman of the Bentley Drivers Club in 1988. He also owns Elm-
down Vintage Automobiles, of Marlborough, Vintage Bentley 
Specialists, carrying on a business tradition established over many 
years by H.J.K. (Tony) Townshend, one of the select old school 
of experienced and knowledgeable restorers of the Vintage Bentley.

YU 4453
Chassis Number.................................................................... SL3O67
Engine Number..................................................SE7 (was SL3070)
Capacity..................................................................................4398cc
Registration Number.........................................................YU 4453
Date first Registered................................................February, 1928

Originally bodied as a Gurney Nutting saloon on a 10' 10" 
chassis, the car was re-bodied in the 1930s and in 1936 it was 
driven by the late L.C. (Mac) McKenzie, into 5th place in the 
BARC Brooklands October meeting.

Owned since 1987 by P. (Peter) S. Flood, this well preserved
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October 23rd, 19.

Brooklands' Best This Year
The Best: Meeting Kept Until the Last : Raymond Mays Wins the Mountain

who

track many people wondered whether

Championship : E.R.A.s' Successful Day

meeting of the _ 
that a general atmosphere of excitement 
prevailed throughout the afternoon, 
while one enthusiast coming out after 
lunch to see the first race actually wit-
nessed the third and was thereafter in 
a state of profound confusion.

On all counts it was an excellent meet-
ing. The first long handicap was admir-
ably won by Bracey's M.G., which 
proved very considerably faster than 
expected, most people having thought 
that Dodson, with the overhead valve 
Austin, would come home an easy first. 
But whether the high cross wind was re-
sponsible or whether the Austin was not 
quite up to its lap record speed, that 
car, though travelling at terrific speed, 
only managed third, Parnell intervening. 
Unluckily Parnell's M.G. crossed the

THE speed at which 
nun off in the

the events were 
last B.A.R.C.

year was such

Then John Appleton ran right away 
with the third long handicap, as had 
been expected from the beginning of the 
week, Wisdom with an S.S. > Jaguar 
making its first appearance going well 
and holding second place. Abecassis 
with Robin Jackson's Alta was third.

The stage was then cleared for some 
excellent mountain races. In the first, 
Bowler's 3-litre Bentley struggled hard 
up to the last lap with one of the new 
H.R.G.'s, driven with great effect by 
Curtis, and May, as usual, cornered 
mostly on two wheels with the old but

and Charles Martin; with another A 
in close formation, battled for sec-
place, Ruesch being obvious at a loss 
to what course to follow and seer 
not to like the close proximity of or

any other firm could have produced the 
cars for a spectacle like this after so 
many years, or any car could beget so 
much enthusiasm. It was, for instance, 
freely rumoured that there was immense 
rivalry for the scratch position, a most 
unusual thing at Brooklands, due to the 
obvious fact that this was the place of 
honour. Baker-Carr, at his own request 
having been moved to scratch, got going 
splendidly with the 4j-litre engined 
3-litre chassis, and was never really 
challenged, but the rest of the field 
fought hard and close for second place, 
which eventually fell to Pelmore's " 4|.”

Appleton Special’s Easy Win

One of the most fiercely contested races of the Brooklands year—the Mountain Championship. Raymond Mays, the event. 
winner, is hard after Charlie Martin, who got away to a good start (a bit too good, as he was later penalised) ; behind come C.Tappe 
Maserati on the inside, Scribbans' E.R.A., " Bira's " Maserati, Dodson’s Austin (well up), Wakefield’s Alta, Austin Dobson’s Al 
and, at last, Ruesch's A lfa—the favourite. The field is completed by Mrs. Petre’s Riley, Dobson’s E.R.A, and Fane’s Frazer Na:

fast Alvis. When the result seemed a 
tain, the H.R.G. slid right round at : 
fork turn and was out of the race, les 
ing the Bentley to finish with a consist 
able lead from May, and Tuson's Fia: 
good third.

In the second, Bagratouni, with a T. 
type M.G., got away well and led throes 
out, closely followed by Lord Avebury 
the new Lammas Graham, and these t- 
cars preserved their position until th 
had crossed the line ahead of the fie 
Bartlett's Alta, coming up fast 
the last lap, just got home third. Hs 
ley wen^ well with thé side valve Aust 
Mrs. Dobson's Riley was not up to for: 
nor was Cormack's Alta, and the race 
a race really concentrated on : 
struggle for third place.

The Mountain Championship, over t 
instead of five laps, was, as expects 
a real hard dog-fight from start to finis 
albeit, Mays, with the 2-litre E.R ..J 
established and held a mark 
superiority and, driving with the utm: 
vim, could not be caught. Ruesch vn 
the new Alfa, " Bira ” with a Masers

black line at the fork curve, was inter-
viewed by the stewards and subsequently 
excluded, which brought the Austin 
into the second place, giving third to 
Duller who had driven well with the 
Duesenberg.

The Bentley Drivers' handicap was 
equally good, and as the mass green 
cars set off thunderously round the



October 23rd, 1936.

Woman Driver

RESULTS

between

4s.

5

B 35

Race (6

>ught
•ys maintaining his 
tesch still being second.

third place, 
position, and

Bentley owners had a race of their own, won by C. T. Baker Carr, seen here passing 
above H. W. Pelmore, F. Lycett, K. Pelmore and L. C. Mackenzie.

and one or two

son, with what

<9 miles). 
handicap 2m. 
c.c.). 25s.

Bira” into

a much closer 
the mountain,

he 
at

Three laps from the end, how- 
he seemed to decide what to do,

and
Oxford and Cambridge Mountain 

miles).
R. E. Tongue (E.R.A. 1,486 c.c.), ..
A. F. P. Fane (Frazer Nash 1.496 c.c.). 8s. 
I. O. F. Peters (Frazer Nash 1,496 c.c.). 44s.

Won at 74.95 m.p.h. by 2%s.; 2%s. between 
first and third.
Fourth October Mountain Handicap (6 miles).

1. C. E. C. Martin (Alfa-Romeo 3,168 c.c.), scr.
2. R. Parnell (M.G. 1,486 c.c.). 17s.
3. W. Cotton (Riley 1.486 c.c.), 27s.
Won at 76.86 m.p.h. by *$s.; Is. between first 

and third.

First October Long Handicap
1. N. E. Bracey (M.G. 929 CC).
2. C. J. P. Dodson (Austin 744 ..
3. R. L. Duller (Duescnberg 4,376 c.c.). scr.
Won at 90.01 m.p.h. by 9%s.; 10s. between 

first and third.

was quite one of 
the best race meet-
ings of the year.

cars, the Light 
the 

com-

again a magnificent spectacle, and once 
more Mays, this time with a i£-litre 
machine, showed that he is absolutely 
masser of this circuit, try other people as 
■-hey may, but Arthur Dobson held his 
car close up to Mays the whole way, 
fighting every inch of each lap.

Another E.R.A., Tongue's, was home 
to victory in the match between Oxford 
and Cambridge. Oxford thus secured 
first place, but Fane, for Cambridge, had 
come up at terrific speed with his Frazer 
Nash and secured second place. Péters 
of Cambridge drove well to finish third, 
and as May's Alvis and Connell's Alfa 
were fourth and fifth, both Cambridge

i just beat Martin on the post. Had-
- with the Austin side-valve car was 
L up amongst the bigger machines the 

-ole time, and Kay Petre, driving for 
she was worth, held grimly to the 

.is of the other cars and could not be 
aken off.
Unfortunately there was then trouble, 
lesch protesting that Mays had 
tried before the flag fell. This point 
is investigated at full length by the 
awards, and it was found definitely 
it Mays had not, but that Charles 
irtin and Austin Dobson had been in 
■■•ance of the line at the actual start. 
ese two accordingly were penalised as 
- international rules dictate, which

missing car by a 
matter of a milli-
metre as the whole 
lot slid together 
on the fork turn,

year, just catching 
Parnell’s Magnette 
and Cotton's 
Riley, with barely 
a length to spare, ' 
Cotton in particu-
lar having driven 
with great verve 
all through. This 
race, as a matter 
of fact, was full of 
enthusiasm, car

drivers zig-zagged 
through the press 
very much like 
hunted rabbits.

So ended the 
Brooklands sea-

Centley Drivers' Handicap (6’L miles).
1. C. T. Baker Carr, scr.
2. H. N. Pelmore, 12s.
3. M. Chambers, -18s.
Won at 99.56 m.p.h. by 5^.; 5%s. between 

first and third.
Second October Long Handicap O miles).

1. R. J. W. Appleton (Appleton-Riley 1.039 
C.C.), 49s.

2. T. II. Wisdom (S.S. Jaguar 2.653 c.cl. 
Im. 19s.

3. G. E. • Ab ecassis ’Alta 1,490 c.c.), 28s.
Won at 111.56 m.p.h. by 9%s.; ll%s. between 

first and third.
First October Mountain Handicap (6 miles).

1. H. P. Bowler (Bentley 2.996 c.c.). 24s.
2. M. W. B. May jAlvis 1.991 c.c.), scr.
3. V. H. Tuson (Fiat 995 c.c.I, scr.
Won at 62.12 m.p.h. by lS’s?.; 14’-s. between 

first and ^fciir^d.
Second October Mountain Handicap (E miles).

1. G. Bagratouni (M.G. 1.287 c.cA. I—- 5?
2. Lord Avebury (Lmmas-Graharn 3.552 c.c.), 

Im.
3. J. H. Bartlett (Aha 1.491 3’s.
Won at 62.68 m.p.h. by : Ils • between

frst and third.
The Mountain Championship (11 miles).

1. R. Mays (E.R.A. 1.9S 0 c.c. I.
2. II. Ruesch (Alfa-RA-eeo ’.SCO c.c.).
3. " B. Bira" (Ma-entl 2.992 C.C.).
Won at 80.84 m.r.b. by
Third October Mountain Handicap (6 miles).
1. Mrs. K. Petre fRi•>- 1.425 c.c.). 13s.
2. G. R. Hartvel! 'M.G. I 2 S7 c.c.). 22s.
3. D.' L. Brian!: E.? • A. 1 485 c.c.). 3s.
Won at 71.63 m.y c. 5—s: 4 ;?. between first 

and thir^^^.
The Siam Challenge Trophy (11 miles).

1. R. Mavs E.P.A. 1.436 c.c.:.
2. A. C. Drbscn (E.R.A. 1.486 c.c.).
3. D. H Scrihbaas E.R.A. 1,486 c.c.).
Won -t 77 93 m.p.h. by 3Vi». J Ils- 

first - - • -
The

Raymond Mays 
after his magnifi-
cent drive to win 
the Mountain 
Championship at 

record speed.

Blues won 
match quite 
fortably on points. 
Lord Avebury 
with the Lammas 
was sixth for Ox-
ford. Mays, on 
scratch for Cam-
bridge, had seemed 
a certain winner in 
the early stages 
with his i|-Utre 
E.R.A., till ’ 
turned round 
the fork.

Then, almost 
the dusk, Charles 
Martin won the 
last race of the

That was followed by 
pce on handicap round 
- which Kay Petre, driving better than 
she had ever done before, romped 
■rough the field from scratch and, slid- 
xg about in fine style on the corners, 
von in ' the last few yards from Hart-
nell’s M.G. and Briault’s E.R.A., this 
:eing the first time a woman driver has 
rucceeded in a B.A.R.C. ordinary moun-
tain handicap.

The Siam Trophy, being a scratch race 
fir E.R.A.s all of the same size, was
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Sports Car Harin
[Description opposite)

The big thrill of the day, when J. Morris’s pre»war ztb= 
litre Benz crashed at Stotium Dp. The Pp Pree phops 
graphs show him up, over, and back again. Morris recei'vecl 
head injuries not regarded as serious. The lower picture 
shows anoPer contrePm^ at- Pe same spot invoking F. G. 

Clarke's Frazer Nash.

■>*’(Left) The-Strange and 
violent operation shown here 
is the handing over of the 
sash in the relay race. The

A Selection, of In-
cidents at a Well- 
supported Crystal 
Palace Meeting 

Last Saturday.

58 •>- Jf

I V .*•>>* ->



Ap.il 21 st, 1939.

A typical start watched by spectators above the concrete wall behind. A good crowd was attracted.

SHORT CIRCUIT
Novel and Successful Club Meeting at Crystal Palace Over 1.2 Mile "Link" Course

SATURDAY'S meeting organised by 
the Frazet Nash, B.M.W. and Vin-
tage Sports Car Clubs, at the 

Crystal Palace, was a real day out for 
the Frazer Nash-B.M.W., and in particu-
lar for H. J. Aldington and Fane, whose 
two cars not only travelled at great 
speed, but had things practically their 
own way.

There were thirteen events, and it was 
not over-easy to get these into the after-
noon, but the organisers managed it, and 
a very successful little meeting resulted 
in Frazer Nash-B.M.W, crowning their 
triumph by winning the Stanley Cup 
against all comers.

The first race was won by J. G. Clarke’s 
Frazer Nash quite comfortably from 
G. M. Crozier's Frazer Nash, G. Hudson’s 
Frazer Nash-B.M.W. z-litre being a good 
third, and the average speed 49.56 
m.p.h; Fane and Aldington, travelling 
at great pace, one in the silver, the other 
in the white 2-litre Frazer Nash-B.M.W., 
just could not make up their handicap, 
but were exceedingly impressive. John-
son spoiled his chance by sliding right 
round in the first lap, and Clarke invari-
ably cornered with at least one wheel 
up in the air.

Runaway Win
W. H. Ellis’ supercharged Léa-Francis 

ran right away with the second race, 
C. W. P. Hampton’s beautifully finished 
Mercedes-Benz ij-litre travelling well 
and almost catching the leader on the 
last lap, while W. G. S. Peck’s Austro- 
Daimler came through to third place, 
the winner's average being 44.96 m.p.h.

In the second instalment of this race 
there was no end of excitement. First of 
all, Morris, driving the huge, old-time, 
2ij-litre Benz, crashed owing to a series 
of extraordinary misfortunes. The 
throttle stuck, the clutch refused to dis-
engage, and an .earth wire fell off the 
switch, the result'being that the machine 

slid round completely at the link turn, 
then slid more wildly on Stadium Dip, 
hit the bank heartily, and went right 
over, the driver being lucky to escape 
serious injury, though he was temporarily 
trapped underneath the car. Almost im-
mediately afterwards Clarke came too 
fast at the bend, hit the bank, bent up 
the front of the car and narrowly escaped 
going over the edge.

Bentley Scores
L. C. McKenzie’s Bentley won at 

46.97 m.p.h., J. Fotheringham-Parker, 
brother of the Brooklands driver, driving 
with immense verve, being second with 
an ancient Lancia which travelled with 
part of its door flapping about consider-
ably, and N. Green’s 3-litre Bentley, 

There was dust and thunder in the Veteran Handicap. A. S. Heal's 10-litre Fiat 
is shown here at Stadium Dip.

which boiled heartily throughout the 
race, was third.

The third event was notable for the 
number of people who took other 
people’s corners in the most cheerful 
manner, a thing, by the way, that hap-
pened throughout the meeting. L. G. 
Johnson, making no mistake this time, 
ran right away to win for Frazer Nash- 
B.M.W. at 49.89 m.p.h., K. N. Smith's 
Frazer Nash-B.M.W. turned round on a 
bend, and Lady Mary Grosvenor brought 
a Riley rj-litre very neatly into second 
place, R. M. Turner's supercharged 
Riley being a good third.

Event No. 4 saw A. Goldman slide 
round on Stadium Dip with an S.S., 
Aldington, for once, had trouble, and R. 
Cutler was successful with a Frazer Nash, 
Fane, who was very fast indeed, was

ct



.. ALL RECORDS FALL AT CASTLE COMBE

HILL-CLIMBS AT WESTBROOK HAY ANO KNOCKAGH
JOHN BOLSTER REPORTS ON THE 40th PARIS SALON 

RACING AT BRANDS HATCH. OULTON PARK AND BROUGH
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NEWS FROM 

THE CLUBS 
iiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiimiiii

WiLn mComl

COME years ago I was quietly enjoying 
the annual dinner of an Irish motor-

ing club, when I was called upon to 
propose a toast—a toast to the R.A.C. 
This was rather embarrassing, not only 
because it was unexpected, but because, 
for the life of me, I couldn’t think of 
anything polite to say about them. As 
an ordinary club member and occasional 
competitor, I had fallen into the com-
mon habit of criticizing that august 
body on every possible occasion.

In Pall Mall last week, the remaining 
traces of that attitude were trodden on 
firmly, as Lord Howe, Dean Delamont 
and Hamish Orr-Ewing expounded their 
plans for changes in the control of the 
sport. These changes may be sum-
marized as follows:—
1. Payment of an annual registration fee of seven guineas instead of -individual permit fees for '‘closed" events, this sum also covering insurance of all '‘closed”, "closed invitation" and "re-stricted" events, except for racing and speed events.
2. Except for racing and speed events, clubs need no longer submit a draft of the supplementary regulations for ‘‘closed" competitions to the R.A.C., and it will be necessary only to inform the R.A.C. that the event is taking place in order that insurance may be arranged.
3. Competitors in “closed” events will no longer require competition licences issued by the R.A.C. The Membership receipt of the pro-moting club will instead be accepted in lieu of an R.A.C. licence for such events. For all events other than “dosed", competitors will require licences as at present, and the charge for a restricted licence will be increased from 

5J, to WJ,
4. For all racing and speed events and all events other than "closed", applications for permits should be made as at present.
5. The R.A.C. requires additional information to be provided concerning all events, both before and after the event, such as the route and starters.
6. The R.A.C. will continue to pay the expenses of observers at "closed invitation" and "re-stricted” events.
7. Clubs already recognized must make their application for registration by 30th November next.
8. Requests for inscription of dates on the sporting calendar must be made as follows:—“National” events: by 30th October. "Closed Invitation" and "Restricted” events: by 30th November.A draft calendar will be circulated at the beginning of December, and all revisions re-quired must be notified to the R.A.C. by 31st December. Permit fees must be paid in advance for all events other than "closed", by 31st December. In drawing up the Calendar the R.A.C. will not recognize clashes between "closed” competitions, and it is not essential that the dates of "closed” events be included in the Calendar. Clubs, however, may have them included if they so wish, providing they are notified by 30th No'ember. There is, of course, no fee payable for these events.
9. It will be a condition of granting "National” permits for rallies, that the promoting clubs concerned will agree together on a common basis of eligibility of vehicles for 1954.

It is intended to amend the General Competition Rules as appropriate in order to give proper authority to these changes,
A useful leaflet entitled The Organisa-

tion of Motor Competitions is now being 
issued to clubs, summarizing all the

BARRELS FOR BLUEBELL: 1. A. Walker, driving lijs well-known 4|- 
litre Bentley, "Bluebell", gets involved with a couple of course markers 
during the Bentley D.C.'s Firle Hill-Climb on 21th September. He actually 
took one of the barrels to the top of the hill, resting snugly on the 

dumbirons!

R.A.C. requirements in a convenient 
form. In this, it is suggested that the 
style of supplementary regulations be 
standardized as much as possible, to 
avoid extra work and unnecessary 
repetition.

Clubs will have ample time to discuss 
and consider the changes, as the Club 
Conference has been postponed until 
March, 1954. This has been done be-
cause an autumn conference gives in-
sufficient time for action to be taken 
on suggestions before the beginning of 
the following year, and in this case it 
will allow a thorough examination of 
the new policy before opinions are 
expressed. Expressed officially, that is, 
for comment will undoubtedly be heard 
in the very near future I

Hasty criticism should be avoided, 
however, for careful consideration has 
been given to the new modifications, and 
more lies behind them than meets the 
eye. For example, charging a standard 
fee of seven guineas for registration in-
stead of individual permit fees for 
closed events will tend to weed out those 
clubs which seldom organize anything, 
and there should be less haphazard 
booking of dates now that permit fees 
for other events must be paid in ad-
vance. The additional information now 
required about all events will enable the 
R.A.C. to decide what new regulations 
are needed; in this connection, I fancy 
that rallies, in particular, are to come 
under special surveillance, and it is a 
good sign that the clubs are being asked 
to clear up the “eligible vehicles” 
confusion.

Considering the announcement as a 
whole, it seems clear that a sincere 
attempt is being made to provide in-
creased freedom for the clubs, while at 
the same time putting the R.A.C. “in 
the picture” to a far greater extent than 
before, so that they may make decisions 
based on reliable information rather 
than rumours and isolated complaints. 
With the co-operation of club officials, 
a more effective control of the sport can 
be anticipated.

AUTOSPORT, OCTOBER 9, 1953

PROPOSED SOUTH-WESTERN 
ASSOCIATION

QN Tuesday, 22nd September, rep-; 
sentatives of 10 south-western motor 

clubs met at Torbay to discuss a pro-
posed association of ciubs in the south 
western area. It was suggested that sue; 
an association could serve a useful pur 
pose, as the area covered by the Ass. 
ciation of Southern Motor Clubs was sc 
large, and agreed that another meeting 
should be held in the Exeter area, t 
consider the reactions of individual elute 
to the proposal.

* * *
BENTLEY D.C. ACTIVITIES

amusing feature of the Bentle;
1 D.C.’s annual Dinner/Dance at the 

Dorchester Hotel, Park Lane, London 
W.l, on 24th October, will be a “blad 
museum” of the causes and results of ex-
pensive noises. Applications for tickets 
should be made before Monday, 19th. 
October, to Lt.-Col. C. H. D. Berthon 
Madges, Long Crendon, Aylesbury. 
Bucks.

The Eastern Region’s annual dinner 
will be held at the Sun Hotel, Dedham. 
Essex, on Monday next, 12th October, 
starting at 7 p.m. On Sunday, 1st 
November, the club’s “Scottish Inn and 
Castle” Rally will be held. Entries close 
on Monday, 26th October, and the Secre-
tary of the Meeting is J. O. Grieve, 
10 North Saint David Street, Edin-
burgh, 2. ♦ * *

NEW JOB FOR CORAM
A BOWMAN STEWART has agreed to 

"take over the routine duties of Hon.
Secretary of the Aston Martin O.C., and 
erstwhile Secretary Dudley Coram will 
keep a benign eye on proceedings from 
his new position as Chairman of the 
Club. “Bow” Stewart’s address is 45 
Rutherwyke Close, Stoneleigh, Ewell, 
Surrey.

More News from the Clubs on page 478
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[Motor Sport P/ioto^roph
A " favourite ” hill on the London-Gloucester Trial. Nailsuiorth Ladder with its rocky outcrops and its gradient of 1 in 3|.

SIXPENCE MONTHLY

For SPEED you must have CONFIDENCE 
for confidence you must have good brakes 

-therefore specify 

FERODO 
BRAKE LININGS^ 

ERODO LIMITED CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH BRAKE UNINGS
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RACING IN AUSTRALIA
SOME DETAILS OF THE NEW PHILLIP ISLAND COURSE

Racing in Australia has become 
familiar to English enthusiasts through 
•vents held on Phillip Island. A new and 
improved road circuit has now been 
created, and was f^^st used for the 
Australian Race Drivers’ Cup, which 
was run on November 5th, 1935. The 
circuit measures 3.312 miles in length, 
and this new event consisted of thirty- 
five laps.

The original course was rectangular. 
The new one forms a traditional triangle, 
and includes the whole of the old “ pit 
straight,” with its picturesquely-named 
“ Heaven ” and “ Hell ” corners; the 
apex of the triangle is formed by 
" School ” corner. Sections of the 
circuit give rise to the dust which seems 
inseparable from Australian events, and 
an extraordinarily-mixed entry came to 
the line for the first event on the new 

1 course.
There was a supercharged Le Mans- 

type Bentley, a Hudson, a Le Mans 
Singer and a ten-year-old Chrysler which 
had broken the Melbourne to Sydney 
record. There were also two Riley 

“ Imps,” four M.G.s, a Willys and a 
Morris “ Special.”

The variety of the cars in itself 
suggests the keenness of the competitors, 
who were running for the Racing 
Drivers’ Cup and a cash prize of £75, 
the handicap event having been organised 
by the Australian Racing Drivers’ Club.

The big Bentley proved difficult to 
handle on the short circuit, but the 
Terraplane was in its element and began 
to gain ground rapidly, after half-
distance. The leader was then G. Bastow, 
taking the Le Mans Singer round at a 
pace which made him seem almost a 
certain winner if he could maintain his 
speed.

Several machines found mechanical 
trouble, and pit work proved indifferent; 
apparently, Australian racing enthusiasts 
have yet to appreciate its vital im-
portance.

On the twenty-seventh lap, the Terra-
plane clocked 66.24 m.p.h. and did this 
again on ,the thirty-second lap, fastest 
time of the day. This effort gave the 
driver second place, but it seemed im-

possible that he could catch the leader. 
On the start of its last lap, however, 
the Singer began to misfire, and the 
Terraplane snatched the lead near 
Heaven Corner, winning at an average 
of 64.83 m.p.h. The Singer was second, 
and the Chrysler third. The Bentley’s 
gear-lever jammed in top near the finish, 
which helped to rob this car of a place.

A similar race was held on New 
Year’s Day, organised by the Victoria 
Sporting Car Club, and it seems likely 
that this new venue will attain con-
siderable importance “ down under.” 
High ground at the start enables spec-
tators to watch the progress of cars 
almost all round the course, which is an 

, ideal not achieved on any road circuit in 
Europe except, perhaps, at St. Gaudens, 
for the Grand Prix du Comminges.

RESULT
1. L. Burrows (Terraplane) lh. 47m. 21s. 64.83

m.p.h.
2. G. Rasoow (Slneer) 2h. Om. 37s. 55.70 m.p.h.
3. H. Beith (Chrysler) 111 . 50m. 45s . 62.84 m.p.h.
4. A. Beasley (Willys) 1h. 55m. 25s. <65.30 m.p.h.
5. L. Murphy (MG P-tjpes) 2m. 17s. 56.92

m.p.h.
6. T. Peters (Bentley) lh. 50m. 59s. 62.70 m.p.h.

Motor Sport Classified Advertisement Section
HEAD OFFICES :

39, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S.W.I.

Telephone : VICTORIA 5216

Rates (Prepaid) - - I/- per line
(minimum 3 lines).

USED SPORTS CARS 
FOR SALE.

ALVIS
A LVIS 12-40 S-str., 4-speeds, really smart, beauti-

fully maintained, 19 gns. Vadum, 352, High
Road, Willesden Green, «^.10. Willesden 2469.

BALLOT
D AGING Ballot Special 2-seater, entirely rebuilt, 
1'- repainted. Speed 120 m.p.h. ideal road or 
track, starts first pull up, written guarantee, best 
offer over £100 accepted, deferred. Write: BE/ 
DEBKS, London, W.C.l.

BENTLEY
IQQC 3-lit.re £40: Radiator £3: Halliwell, 
17Au Butcher, Upton, Birkenhead.

BUGATTI
1Q97 If-litre Modified Brescia Bugatti 2/3 
1 7 •“' seater. Unused since £50 overhaul. Ex-

ceptionally fast £35. Box No. S.101, MOTOR SPORT.

BUGATTI 1927. Mod. Brescia Drophead Coupe, 
° excellent condition £30. Exchanges. Green, 
2, Howard Road, Morpeth.

FRAZER-NASH
VRAZER-NASH Cars, Falcon Works, London 

Road, Isleworth (Hounslow 0011) have for 
disposal a number of reconditioned cars.—Full 
particulars on application.

A LL necessary parts to convert 3-speed Frazer- 
zx Nash to 4-speeds and reverse. Box N 60, 
c/o MOTOR SPORT.

We specialise in the re-building and super tuning 
of the above cars.

120 m.p.h. guaranteed with special models. 
6} Speed models a speciality. Guaranteed 3-litre 

and 4f-litre models In stock.

McKENZIE’S GARAGES LTD.
Vic. 4923-4.

Specialists in the Servicing 
of Rolls and Bentley Cars.

I, BRIDGE PLACE, BELGRAVE ROAD, 
S.W. I.

(Back of Victoria Station)

SALMSON
QUPERCHARGED SALMSON. 9.5 h.p. Capable 

of speeds of well over 100 m.p.h. Recently 
overhauled at coat of £50 and fitted with special 
front ax*le etc. Equally suited for road or track. 
Complete with full touring equipment. Car can
be seen at Brooklands by appointment £145. Box 
A 104 c/o MOTOR SPORT.

1 QQ A /7 Twin camshaft, Grand Prix Salmson, 
a zAAJ/ 1 cowled Radiator, rear tank, leather 
upholstery, fast, 29 gns. Vadum, 352, High Road, 
Willesden Green, N.W.10. Wiliesden 2469.

WOLSELEY HORNET
WtfLSSELEY HORNET Special 1932. chassis 

only £25 also o.h.v. 30-98 Vauxhall chassis 
fitted 700x18 tyres £30. Baron’s, Mill Lane, 
Dorking. Phone 2928.

CHAINS
”2 HEAVY Duty Parsons Chains to fit 19x6 or 
J similar tyre. List price £6. Absolutely unused 
£5. Box O 59, c/o MOTOR SPORT.

PATENT AGENTS
Df URQUHART DYKES, Chartered Patent 
W • Agents, 75 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 

(Holbonl 6r^60); and al 12 SoutS Parader Leeds 
(Phone 22388). Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks.

MOTOR HORNS
MUSICAL Cicca Electric Motor Horn, Chromium 

4 trumpets, plays " Chemin du Paradis,” as 
new, <ewt£is 11s. Accepcce. Write: BM.DEBKS, 
London, W.C.1.

WANTED
TXT ANTED copy of Vol. V, No. HI of MOTOR 
W SPORT 1929. Apply B. S. 51, c/o MOTOR 

SPORT.
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LAND - AIR. - WATER

[Motor Sport Photograph
The Final Test. The Delahaye of L. Schell and R. Dreyfus on the reversing portion. Their car was placed fifth in the 

General Classification

CHOSEN BY THE RECORD BREAKERS
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SOME SPECIAL BENTLEYS—continued
detail displayed is evidence of Mr. 
McKenzie's long experience of special 
work, and it is significant that this 8-litre 
conversion was undertaken without the 
client's supervision.

Another interesting McKenzie Bentley 
is a 4-litre chassis with the 8-litre braking 
system and a GG---ltre Speed Six engine. 
Mr. McKenzie has a 4j-litre Bentley of his 
own, which is subjected to experimental 
modification in the interests of clients, 
and which he drove in the Bentley Drivers' 
Handicap at Brooklands last year.

We saw a blower 4J-litre Bentley owned 
by Woolf Barnato, Forrest Lycrtt's well- 
known competition Bentley, several early 
8-litrcs, lots of 4^-litrcs, and a 4-litre 
saloon in for overhaul, the last-named with 
the I. O. E. Ricardo engine. Another 
interesting car was a 1914 * Alpine ” 
Rolls-Royce saloon in for the fitting of 
Rolls-Royce servo-brakes from a " Silver 
Ghost ” chassis, which conversion entails 
completely scrapping the latter car. In-
cidentally, this '' Alpine ” is be'ieved to be 
one of the actual competition cars. They 
had special camshafts and were equiva-
lent to a sports-car in 1914. Then there 
was a 20-25 h.p. Rolls-Royce with a very 
unusual saloon body, providing a high 
degree of visibility, unlimited luggage 
accommodation, and special ventilating 

arrangements. This Corsica body was 
built to McKenzie's designs for a lady 
client who tours extensively abroad and 
required a car to replace a Voisin which 
offered similar facilities. The detachable 
luggage-boxes are extremely rigidly 
mounted, high tensile bolts being used. 
This car was in for decarbonisation prior 
to a Swiss tour. There were many more 
Rolls-Royces, and another 8-litre Bentley 
by which we were able to compare the 
lines of the 8-litre just described. In-
deed, the only " foreijgi" marque 

appeared to be an immaculate Aston- 
Martin, though we came upon a Kelvin 
marine engine in one corner ! Also spare 
4-litre Bentley and 1914 Roll-Royce 
engines, amongst others. Mr. McKenzie 
is greatly assisted in his tuning and ser-
vicing of Bentley engines by the possession 
of a Heenan and Froude 300 b.h.p. engine-

The three-quarter front view of the Bentley, modified ly Mr. McKenzie of 
McKenzie's Garage

test bed, capable of recording up to 
4,500 r.p.m. This equipment was 
originally bought by Count Zborowski, 
who as likely as not paid a four-figure 
sum for it. On the Count's death it 
was acquired by Bentley Motors Ltd., 
and used by them until the old company 
closed down. It has beds to accommodate 

all types of Bentley power-units. On 
it, Lycett’s 8-litre runs up to 4,300 
r.p.m.

The old days do not seem so far away 
after a talk with Mr. McKenzie about the 
old school Bentleys. Incidentally, he 
takes a keen interest in the Bentley 
Drivers' Club and the Vintage S.C.C., but 

he is also fully able to deal with modern 
Bentley and Rolls-Royce cars. Several 
interesting racing developments are in 
progress at his premises, but we must 
keep these under the editorial hat for the 
present. The telephone number of 
McKenzie’s Garages, Ltd., is Victoria 
4923-4.

JUBILEE WORM-DRIVE CLIPS
THE BEST POSSIBLE TO GET

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THEM 
FITTED ON YOUR RADIATOR 
JOINTS, LEATHER COVERS, 
ON UNIVERSAL JOINTS, AIR, 
OIL & WATER HOSE JOINTS.

ALL IN ONE PIECE. 
EASY TO FIT.

NO PARTS TO LOSE.
GUARANTEED NEVER TO LEAK.

A KEEN MOTORIST WRITES : “ / cannot understand anyone using any other pattern, as yours are the last 
word in satisfaction and efficiency.'*

STOCKED BY ALL GARAGES 
& ACCESSORY DEALERS

MANUFACTURERS:

L. ROBINSON & Co., 2, London Chambers, 
GILLINGHAM, KENT.
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7? UMBLINGS—continued

Modifications for Trials
It is, of course, common knowledge that successful 

trials cars driven by semi-professional drivers are 
fairly far removed from standard. There were, for 
instance, those six-cylinder small cars which were 
bored out to 11 litres, supercharged, built largely of 
parts from various models of the standard range, and 
which carried lead ballast that made its presence 
felt on main-road bends. They revved at 6,000 
r.p.m. at 90 m.p.h., and did only 18 miles to a gallon. 
All that is fair enough when you are out to win in 
trials. From the April issue of "The Sports Car" 
we learn that the model-T M.G. Midgets of the “ Cream 
Cracker” and "Musketeer” teams are modified as 
follows. The compression ratio is raised one ratio, 
the oil filter raised 2 j inches, and special valve springs 
fitted. The aluminium sump is replaced by one 
made of pressed steel, lower ratios are used for 1st, 
2nd and 3rd speeds, twin Lockheed brake master 
cylinders and larger front wheel cylinders are fitted, 
and a hand-throttle added. The bonnets are made of 
aluminium to reduce weight, cycle wings replace the 
standard wings, the fuel pumps are duplicated, six 
inch section rear tyres are used, the Luvax shock- 
absorbers are larger than standard, and the tail pipe 
is raised to give greater clearance. That is all, so far.

Profound Thoughts 1
How many sports-car owners, if they were building 

aircraft, would trust their car engines to take them 
aloft ? And how many accidents have been caused 
by engines failing to respond when rapid acceleration 
is urgently needed, in the same way as aeroplanes 
have piled up through the motors stuttering during 
the take-off ? Five-minute poser : What is the effect 
of double declutching on the dog-engagement of Frazer- 
Nash transmission ?

A Sprint Special
H. Whitfield Semmence, who has premises at Elgin 

Terrace Maida Vale, where he specialises in looking 
after chain-gangsters, is hard at work on a special 
car which he hopes to have running at most of the

A photograph of the Frazer-Nash owned by H. W. Semmence 
mentioned in Club News. The " Motor Spon " office in the 
Paddock at Brooklands can be seen in the background, where we 

shall be pleased to welcome any of our readers.

sprint meetings this season. It has a Frazer-Nash 
type chassis, with straight side-members and a modi-
fied form of " Shelsley ” cantilever front suspension 
with special tubular front axle. The engine is one 
of the A.C. units, which have featured light-alloy 
construction and o.h. camshaft valve actuation for 
so many years. Semmence has his walls decorated 
with some amusing cartoons and a fine collection of 
photographs of direct interest to Frazer-Nash enthusi-
asts.

That Bimotore
It was a very proud Austin Dobson who showed the 

Bimotore Alfa-Romeo to a group of worshipping 
mechanics at Brooklands on March 19th, afterwards 
driving it up and down the Aerodrome road prepara-
tory to having it transported to Syston Park for the 
Inter-Varsity Speed Trials. The finish of the whole 
car suggests that it has just emerged from the works, 
and it seems surprisingly tractable under way. The 
rear engine accommodation could only have been plan-
ned by Continental designers and the unit is much 
closer to the driver's seat (yes, literally I) than we 
imagined it would be before we saw the car. The 
engine covers are secured by two simple, effective 
clips. By the time you read this the Bimotore should 
have been seen in its first English race, for it was 
entered for the Empire Trophy Race of April 10th.

Road-Circuit Surfaces
Someone raised an interesting point recently, 

namely, how will the surfaces of the new road-cir-
cuits last through the season. Donington has, we 
believe, proved quite able to withstand a season’s 
racing, though it would be instructive to know how 
much work is performed during the winter months, 
remembering how the concrete surface of Brooklands 
calls for extensive replacement each year. The Crystal 
Palace circuit is composed of a non-skid dressing on 
an apparently normal road foundation, while at Brook-
lands they are taking no chances, using a concrete 
surface for their new road course.

An 8-litre Bentley for Le Mans
Good wishes of all Bentley enthusiasts will go with 

Forrest Lycett to Le Mans, where he is racing an 8- 
litre Bentley this year. We hear that this remarkable 
motor-car has an astonishingly " straight ” accelera-
tion curve right up to 100 m.p.h. L. C. McKenzie 
is looking after the machinery.

The Vintagers
We have enjoyed the dozen pages of the Vintage 

S.S.C. Bulletin, which has now burst into print and 
picture but is still unmistakably Cecil Clutton’s 
handiwork. In the Editorial the Vintage S.C.C. makes 
it clear that, while it despises the “buzz-box" and 
the Anglo-American sort of combination, it has 
nothing against modern examples of the " real thing,” 
which they quote as the Lagonda, Aston-Martin, 
H.R.G., and Bugatti, and nothing against cars such 
as the Frazer-Nash-B.M.W., and Delahaye which they 
term the " new breed,” relying on light metals and 
special chassis construction in conjunction with
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Caracciola with the Mercedes-Benz breaking the record for the Flying Kilometre (Class B) at 266.09 m.p.h.

MAKE SURE YOU CAN MEET AN OFFICIAL 
BRAKE TEST WITH CONFIDENCE

Have you made sure your brakes are efficient ? Wherever you see the FERODO sign, 
for a nominal charge not exceeding 2S. 6d., your brakes will be given an actual road 
test with the FERODO Brake Testing Meter. You will also obtain a dated, signed 
certificate—proof of the precautions you have taken to conform with the New Braking 
Regulations.
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A Bentley Specialist
HAD the pleasure of paying another visit to 

McKenzie’s premises behind Victoria Station last 
month. Just at present he is putting in a deal of 

work on Mr. Lycett’s famous 8-litre Bentley, which is
being prepared for more speed work, one special item 
being the fitting of light ribbed brake drums of R.R. 
alloy. An 8-litre open four-seater Bentley is being 
prepared for a client on lines which we described in 
MOTOR SPORT just over a year ago, writing of another 
car. The engine is magnificently finished and the 
Corsica body has beautiful lines and a very ingenious 
disappearing hood. An interesting car at the works 
which Mr. McKenzie forgot to show me, until I made 
a bee-line for it, was a 3|-litre Bentley with an Arnott 
supercharger system, the compressor being very 
rigidly mounted, belt-driven, and drawing from an 
Arnott carburetter. Asked whether the result was
satisfactory, McKenzie replied: “ The speed has
gone up from 93 m.p.h. to 106 m.p.h., the acceleration 
is naturally much improved, and a head tester from 
Bentleys was unaware that a supercharger was fitted 
when I demonstrated the car to him.” Knowing what 
modern Bentley acceleration is like I would like to 
drive this motor. Another interesting car which
McKenzie didn’t even pause to enthuse over, but which 
interested me very much indeed, was an old-school 
Bentley, outwardly a 3-litre, in which he has installed 
a 3j-litre Bentley six-cylinder engine. At the Corsica 
works I saw a 3|-litre chassis which had been involved 
in a very bad crash indeed, and which McKenzie was 
rebuilding and rebodying. I was rather intrigued by 
the very compact, well balanced build of what seems 
a very big car in complete form. I was told that the 
mechanical servo brake gear is so beautifully made 
that it wears indefinitely, even if neglected, and only 
gives trouble if a hose is carelessly or innocently 
played over it, when the action becomes snatchy until 
the linings dry. Another little matter that McKenzie 
almost overlooked was that he has supplied quite a 
few " Phantom III ” Rolls-Royce cars to clients. 
This Scottish engineer, you gather, is a very modest 
man !

The First 1938 Road Race
Our first road race for 1938 will be the Coronation 

Trophy at the Crystal Palace Circuit on April 2nd. 
We have remarked many times in this paper that 
Harry Edwards should have a successful season 
if he is able to continue to put up good prize money, 
and he is to be congratulated on offering some £500 
for this meeting, with the three big prizes as last year, 
a fourth prize added, and a greater chance of gaining 
small prizes for completing given lappery which almost 
constitutes starting money. The race is now an 
International Fixture, the distance has been reduced 
to 20 miles per heat and 32 miles for the final, and a 
handicap evens things up between small and large 
cars. The winner gets the Coronation Trophy and 
£150. Late fee entries close on March 16th and 
practice is scheduled for March 31st, between 10 a.m. 
and 1 p.m.

Another highly praiseworthy effort is that of the 
Cork Grand Prix of April 23 rd, details of which we 
published in the January issue. The Regulations, 
printed in both English and French, came to hand in 
the middle of February. Late fee entries close on 
April 4th at 1 p.m. The winner gets £1,000 and the 
Millfield Trophy and replica, and for this race alone 
there is £1,800 in prize money. This compares with 
a first prize of £250 and a total of £820 in Fred Craner’s 
great Donington G.P. last year. Will the Continent 
please note that Britain is at last waking up !

* * *
Suspended

Reginald Parnell has been suspended permanently 
from racing by the R.A.C., following his accident at 
Brooklands last year with the M.G. Magnette, during 
practice for the B'.R.D.C. “ 500.” Mrs. Petre, who was 
involved while using the track at the same time in 
the Austin Seven, is now happily recovered. We are 
informed by the R.A.C. that the Press is not being 
given any information about their findings in this 
matter and that representatives of the Press were not
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It is significant that for the brakes and clutches 
of his Railton Car, Mr. John Cobb placed his 
trust in FERODO Linings on his record-breaking 
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THE STANLEY CÜP CONTEST AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE
VERY ENJOYABLE MEETING RUN BY FRAZER-NASH AND B.M.W. AND VINTAGE S.C. CLUBS. 

JOHN MORRIS INVERTS THE BIG BENZ.

WITHOUT a doubt the Crystal 
Palace short-circuit, which the 
Frazer-Nash & B.M.W. Club, 

in conjunction with the Vintage S.C.C., 
used for the Stanley Cup Contest on April 
15th, is highly suited to this sort of 
meeting. Not only is the course a very 
good one for amateurs to try their skill 
over and on which to demonstrate the 
qualities of their cars, but very friendly 
gatherings are possible in the grass- 
grown Paddock—wherein were to be 
seen a record number of marshals. Al-
though lots of people left the course, the 
only really dangerous spot is Stadium Dip, 
where a tail slide on the adverse camber 
is apt to result in contact with the earth 
bank which guards the considerable drop 
beyond. Here the only bad accident 
occurred, when the unfortunate John 
Morris, having spun the 22-litre Benz 
round at the Link and skilfully kept it 
on the road, was caught out at the Dip 
and slid sideways into the bank, the big 
four-seater rolling right over and smash-
ing axle, wheels, bonnet, scuttle and steer-
ing wheel. John looked to be badly 
crushed, but he bore up bravely and 
walked to the ambulance with bad head 
injuries, after receiving first aid on the 
spot. Of course, several papers used the 
crash scene, from a meeting which they 
would otherwise have scorned. Morris 
has been most unlucky with the Benz, 
but we hope he will not lose heart—the 
machinery did not appear to have suffered.

. In the Paddock there were signs of 
real vintage enthusiasm. Bolster towed 
" Mary " behind a sports Morris Cowley, 
Bill de Selincourt had Orlebar's new 
Austin, with Alta head. Solex down-
draught carburetter and three-branch 
" Brooklands ” exhaust system, and 
Truett completed repairs to a broken half-
shaft on his S.S. in record time. An 
ancient Overland lorry appeared on the 
course, Nash was concerned about new 
pistons in the Lorraine, and Shakespeare 
produced a new Edwardian in his 14.3 
h.p. Enfield-Alldays tourer.

Tony Curtis gave us a commentary 
that was a lesson on how such things 
should be done—someone who is some-
body in racing should always be chosen 
to mouth at the mike.

In the first 4 lap handicap Barson, on 
Clarke's Frazer-Nash (with new Dubonnet 
independent suspension) beat Smith's 
B.M.W. and Johnson’s B.M.W. led 
Mallett's B.M.W. and Hudson's B.M.W. 
on initial get-away, and H. J. Aldington 
beat Fane. After a lap Barson led from 
Crozier’s Frazer-Nash and Smith’s, whose 
B.M.W.’s horn was " shorting." Greig’s 
Frazer-Nash fell sick and on lap 3 Leslie 
Johnson came up to 3rd place, but in the 
end Hudson finished third behind Barson 
and Crozier.

In the next race Van Essen’s Bugatti 
would not start and Laing’s Type 44 
Bugatti tourer was slow off the line. 
Ellis led throughout with a blown 
“ Hyper " Lea-Francis, and Hampton’s 
1922 Mercédès-Benz just pipped Peck’s 
imposing 3-litre Austro-Daimler for third 
place. The next 4 lap handicap saw 

exciting happenings, for on the first 
round, Barson, on scratch with the vic-
torious Frazer-Nash, smote the bank 
wildly before Stadium Dip and damaged 
the new suspension before poor Clark 
had had a drive, and then Morris rolled 
the Benz over. Through it all L. C. 
McKenzie drove a beautiful race in the 
4|-litre Bentley in which he incorporated 
some of his own ideas last year, now with 
a light two-seater, blue-hued body. He 
won easily from Fotheringham Parker's 
old Lambda Lancia, which was fairly 
flung round the Dip and N. Green’s 
smart 3-litre Bentley. Spooner ran a 
2-litre Lagonda fabric tourer, and Carson’s 
Amilcar carried a delightful " pip-
squeak " bulb-horn on its brake lever.

Another 4 lap handicap followed, Lady 
Mary Grosvenor's Riley accelerating away 

The first short Handicap. J. S. Sandercombe (Singer) and R. E. Rushbrook (M.G.)
from Antell’s Wolseley and Radley’s 
M.G., Smith’s B.M.W., likewise leaving 
Hampton's Mercédès-Benz, while John-
son's 328 B.M.W. beat Dyke-Acland’s 
M.G. Lady Grosvenor led lap one from 
Sandercombe's Singer and Hampton, 
but by lap 2 I-Iampton was second and 
Johnson third and finally Johnson won 
at nearly 50 m.p.h. from Lady Grosvenor, 
with Turner’s Riley—Gerard’s blown car 
—third, very close behind. Smith ran 
out of road at Stadium Curve on the last 
lap.

Initial acceleration was in many in-
stances most instructive, and in the next 
race Windsor-Richard's 30/98 Vauxhall 
beat Symons's blown T-type M.G., 
Truett’s S.S. beat Mrs. Thomas’s 328 
B.M.W., and Aldington vanquished Fane. 
On lap one Shakespeare's Type 55 
Bugatti passed Roberts's S.S. on the in-
side at Stadium Dip, where Goldman 
spun his S.S. round but continued. The 
old 30/98 stayed ahead for a long while, 
but was finally passed by Roy Cutler's 
Frazer-Nash, while Aldington retired, 
giving Fane third place on his new 
B.M.W. Goldman's S.S., we noticed, 
formerly called " Britain First," now 

responds to the name “ Britain.” Whereas 
Windsor-Richards hugged Stadium Curve, 
Culter cornered wider, while Gerard, 
seemed to set baulked in some astounding 
bunching at Stadium Dip.

Next we saw L. C. McKenzie drive a 
model race and again win convincingly 
and quickly with his 4j-litre Bentley, 
in spite of a rehandicap of 8 secs.—a 
rather neat demonstration of his real 
understanding of a Bentley’s " innards."' 
Richards’s trials Rover Ten was a sur-
prisingly good second, with Parker's 
very stable Lambda-Lancia third. 
Radley's M.G. was in trouble, Greig 
passed inside Peck at the Dip on the final 
lap, and Darque’s B.M.W. finished last. 
Leslie Johnson's familiar 328 B.M.W. 
won the next 8 lap handicap very nicely, 
wearing down the big lead built up by

Thwaites with his limit T-type M.G. 
Johnnie looked much more wind-swept 
than he does after making best perform-
ance in a classic trial, driving as usual 
in a lounge suit and bare-headed- 
contrast to the garb worn by certain, 
drivers of oh-so-slow cars and some 
non-competitors in the Paddock. Shaw's 
blown M.G. was second and Thwaites 
third. The winning B.M.W. averaged 
52.28 m.p.h. In the following, long handi-
cap Aldy beat Fane on get away and 
attempted a dead-heat at the end, but 
was judged to have won by of a second. 
Symons’s blown T-type M.G. from limit 
was third.

Truett found his S.S. gyrating at 
Stadium Dip, where Stone’s flj-litre 
Bentley had exciting moments.

Another 8 lap handicap followed, 
Rogers' M.G. pipping Laing’s four-
seater on acceleration, while the Lambda- 
Lancia left Sidney's A.C. engined H.P.B., 
and Bochaton, with the well-used McEvoy, 
led Greig and Crozier on Nashes. Wind-
sor-Richards forcefully stopped Iris 30/98 
from taking a short cut at the Dip on 
lap one, and Green’s 3-litre Bentley, 
steaming somewhat, looked like winning.
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until passed on lap 7, first by Parker’s 
Lancia, cornered as never before and 
appearing to have a binding hub and then 
by Crozier’s Frazer-Nash, which ulti-
mately won. Laing's Bugatti seemed to 
like the Dip, but in general the tyre 
scream was intense and on lap 4 Darque 
spun his B.M.W. round at Stadium 
Curve. Greig just got third place.

An involved and rather startling Relay 
Race was the next event, won by the 
United Hospitals team. Cutler’s Frazer- 

Nash was started by foot-action on the 
handle.

Came the 3 lap Veteran's Handicap 
and very intense it was. The Lorraine- 
Dietrich was a little difficult to start 
and was beaten by Heal’s Fiat on get-
away. Clutton was soon out in front 
on the Sixty Itala, cornering by sheer 
brute strength, rear tyres smoking and a 
wheel first locked under the brakes and 
then revolved backwards on the dry I 
These three cars seemed very evenly 
matched, but the Itala had 12 secs, 
start, and it won at 43.7 m.p.h., lapping 
at some 49 m.p.h. Heal's Fiat was second 
and Nash third, both cornering with the 
inner wheels lifting, Nash rather wide 
at Stadium Curve. The '07 7.2-litre 
Renault “ Agatha—That Scarlet Lady " 
went splendidly and the Enfield-Alldays 
did a most sedate, high-speed tour. This 
event again showed up the Edwardians 
very favourably indeed and the crowd 
just loved it.

In the 8 lap scratch race which followed, 
Robarts locked a front wheel at Stadium 
Dip and almost hit the bank. He re-
covered well, hut " Aldy," Fane, Cutler 
and Turner got ahead of him. Fane 
caught Aldington on lap 3 ar.d stayed 
in front to win the fastest race of 
the day by 1.9 secs., at 53.67 m.p.h. 
Fane is absolute master of that B.M.W. 
and we noticed that he looked casually 
over his right shoulder while sliding the 
Dip, coming back to the Paddock when 
the race was over. Turner was third 
with the blown Riley and Stone's big 
Bentley was lapped. Speeds, by the 
way, were announced with commendable 
promptitude.

In the next scratch race Johnson got 
an initial lead from Moffat's S.S. and 
Whincop’s G.P. Bugatti. The last- 
named, and Hampton's Merc, had musical 
clutch-housings, Richards cornered his 
Rover faster and faster, and Moffat was 
trying hard. Johnson held his lead, 
winning his third race that day, and 
Moffat’s 3J-litre S.S. 100 was second, 
but on lap 7 Mrs. Thomas got past 
Whincop, to take third place with her 
husband's black B.M.W. Johnson slid 
the Dip joyfully on his final lap.

Finally, the 15 lap Racing Car Handi-
cap, when all eyes were on John Bolster. 
" Mary," if that is still the child's name 
seemed to lack anchors, but otherwise 
went like an eight-cylinder bomb. Hurst, 
aided by Bellevue, won on the M.G. 
Magnette from MacArthur’s M.G. Mag- 
nette—also Bellevue nursed—and Winter-
bottom's 1,100 c.c. Alta, after Woodall's 
Morgan-like Chatterbox had faded from 
the picture. Altogether a most excellent 
meeting, for which the Aldington brothers 
and Harry Bowler, in particular, are 
deserving of high praise. The Crystal 
Palace certainly rather overshadows 
Donington for this class of meeting— 
although United Hospitals will hold a 
club meeting at the older venue on May 
20th, to which the Vintage S.C.C. is 
invited.

When the point-totters had done their 
job it was found that the F.N and B.M.W. 
Club had won the Stanley Cup with 46 
points, from the N.W. London M.C., 
which had 32 points, and the J.C.C. with 
19 points. B.M.W. cars certainly motored 
convincingly all the afternoon ; and so 
did a marshal’s B.M.W. motor-bicycle.

STANLEY CUP (Provisional)
1. Frazer-Nash and B.M.W. C.C., 46 points.
2. North-West London M.C., 32 points.
3. Junior Car Club, 19 points.
4. United Hospitals and University of London 

M.C., 18 points : 5, Chiltern C.C., 17 points; 6, 
Kentish Border C.C., 15 points; 7, Vintage C.C., 
10 points; 8, .Berkhamsted M.C., 8 points; 9, SS. 
C.C., 6 points; 10, Cambridge U.A.C., no points.

RACE RESULTS
Frazer-Nash and B.M.W. C.C. Members’ Handicap 

(four Laps): 1, E. C. Barson (Frazer-Nash), 49.56 

m.p.h.; Won by 6,3a. 2, G. M. Crozier (Frazer- 
Nash) ; 3, G. Hudson (Frazer-Nash), 13.8s. behind 
Crozier.

Vintage Sports C.C. Members’ First Handicap 
(four laps): 1, W. H. Ellis (11-litre Lea-Francis 8), 
44.96 m.p.h. Won by 3.2s.; 2, C. W. P. Hampton 
(14 Mercedes S); 3, W. G. 8. Peck (3.0 Austro- 
Daimler), 2.5s. behind Hampton.

Vintage Sports C.C. Members’ Second Handicap 
(four laps); 1, L. C. Mackenzie (4J Bentley), 46.97 
m.p.h. Won by 14.1s.: 2, 3. Fotheringham Parker 
(2} Lancia-Lambda); 3, N. Green (3.0 Bentley), 
2.5s. behind Lancia.

First Short Handicap (four laps): 1, L. G. Johnson 
(Frazer-Nash-B.M.W.), 49.89 m.p.h. Won by 6.1 
secs.; 2, Lady Mary Grosvenor (1J Riley); 3, R. M. 
Turner (1,100 Riley S), 0.7s. behind the Riley.

Second Short Handicap : 1, R. Cutler (Frazer- 
Nash), 48.64 m.p.h. Won by 6.1s.; 2, C. 'Windsor- 
Richards (30.98 Vauxhall); 3, A. F. P. Fane (Frazer- 
Nash-B.M.W.), 6.3s. behind the Vauxball.

Third Short Handicap : 1, L. C. Mackenzie (44 
Bentley), 48.66 m.p.h. Won by 2.2s.; 2, B. E. 
Richards (Rover 10); 3, Fotheringham Parker 
(Lancia), 3.6s. behind the Rover.

First Long Handicap (eight laps); 1, L. G. Johnson 
(Frazer-Nash-B.M.W.), 52.28 m.p.h. Won by 8.7s. 
2, H. B. Shaw (1,100 M.G., S.); 3. K. E. Thwaites 
(1,292 M.G.), 3.6s. behind Shaw.

Second Long Handicap: 1, H. J. Aldington 
(Frazer-Nash-B.MW.), 51.94 m.p.h. Won by a 
tenth of a second. 2, A. F. P. Fane (Frazer-Nash-
B. M.W.); 3. G. M. Symons (1,292 M.G., S.), la. 
behind Fane.

Third Long Handicap : 1, G. M. Crozier (Frazer- 
Nash), 47.56 m.p.h. Won by 6.1s.; 2, J. Fothering- 
ham Parker (Lancia); 3, D. Grieg (1,667 Frazer- 
Nash), 0.3s. behind the Lancia.

Team Relay Race (three cars per team, three laps 
per car): 1, United Hospitals and University of 
London M.G. Team—Turner (Riley), Barson (Frazer- 
Nash), Gerard (Riley). 47.61 m.p.h. Won bv 5s. ; 
2, Frazer-Nash and B.M.W. C.C. Team—Aldington, 
Fane (F.N.-B.M.W.s) and Cutler (Frazer); 3, 
Chiltern C.C.

Veteran Car Race (Handicap), three laps: 1,
C. Clutton (12-litre Itala), 43.7 m.p.h. Won by 3.7s.;
2, A. 8. Heal (10-1 it re Fiat); 3, R. G. J. Nosh (15-litre 
Lorraine-Dietrich), 0.6e. behind the Fiat.

First Long Scratch Race (eight, laps): 1, A. F. P. 
Fane (Frazer-Nash-B.MW.), 53.67 m.p.h. Won by 
1.9s.; 2. H. J. Aldington (Frazer-Nash-B.MW.).
3, R. M, Turner (1,100 Riley 8.), 8.7s. behind Alding-
ton.

Second Long Scratch Race : 1, 1. G. Johnson 
(Frazer-Nash-B.M.W.), 52.09 m.p.h. Won by 7s. ; 
2, N. D. Moffat (34 SS); 3, Mrs. E. M. Thomas 
(Frazer-Nash-B.MW.), 17.8s. behind the SS.

Racing Car Handicap (15 laps): 1, A. H. B. Hurst 
(1,100 M.G.), 52.13 m.p.h. Won by 51.1s.; 2, A. 
MacArthur (M.G. Magnette 1,100 8.); 3, E. Winter-
bottom (1,100 Alta S.), 4.1s. behind the M.G.

' . . v.- *
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HAVE YOU A USED SPORTS CAR, MOTOR 
CYCLE OR ’PLANE FOR SALE?

IF SO, LET •• MOTOR SPORT ” SELL IT FOR YOU AT THE

SMALL RATE OF I/- PER LINE. (Cash with order.)

Your used sports car may appeal to one of our readers
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[Motor Sport Photograph}
R. Loyer (Maserati) passing Red Gate Lodge in the Nuffield Trophy Race. 

He retired at half distance with pre-ignition.
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LEWES SPEED TRIALS
LEWES was a chilly but dry spot 

on June 17th. Ned Lewis made 
fastest time of the day, handling 

Baron’s " 2.3 ' ’ Bugatti in mnst expert 
and determined mannner. Lycett had
wretched luck, when, after a noticeably 
rapid start, eve" for the 8-litre Bentley, 
a gear selector lambed, and it proved 
impossible to move the gear-lever.

McKenzie did well with his blue 4|-litre 
Bentley and Monkhouse was really rapid 
with Connell's Darracq. Eason Gibson 
drove a new, Singer-engined 1 J-litre 
H.R.G. and Miss Wilby had the big 
Atalanta, with 7-litre V12 Lincoln engine. 
Symond’s R-type M.G. gradually mis-
fired less and less until it went quite fast, 
and MacLachlan did his usual fast, if 
snaky runs in the Austin. Appleton lost 
something vital, which eventually turned 
out to be the complete head of a valve 
and was blow" out through the exhaust 
pipe of the Appleton-Special, after one 

very fast run, and A. D. Whitworth had 
a nasty moment when the offset, white 
Riley hit the bank beyond the finish 
and, the driver braking, spun completely 
round i" the road amid clouds of rubber 
smoke. The Meadows-engined Stafford-
Special, which is for sale at <120, motored 
very nicely, and Mortimer was good 
with the Alta.

RESULTS

H. R.G. Cars : 1, J. Eason Gibson 27s. ; 2, Peter 
Eve, 27.92s.

Standard Sporting Cars up to 1,100 c.c. Unsuper-
charged : 1, R. M. Andrews (9B9 c.c. M.G.), 31.66s.; 
2, G. V. tales (746 c.c. M.G.),(B6.02S .;

I, 500 c.c. Unsupeecbarged : 1, IPeter Eve (1,487 
c.c. H.R.G.), 27.9.0s.; 2, Miss M. Wilby (Frazer- 
Nash 1,496 c.c.), 28.13s.

2,000 c.c. Unsupercharged : 1, J. Eason Gibson 
(1,40B c.c. H.R.G.), 27.42.; 2, Miss J. D. Brotchie 
(1,496 c.c. Frazer-Nash), 28.67s.
Unlimited, Unsupercharged : 1, . R. Menkheuse 
(3,996 c.c. Darracq), 22.09.; 2, G. A. Wooding (4,40B 
c.c. Lagonda), 25.09s.

Super-Sporting Cars up to 1,100 o.c. : 1, G. F. 
Pentony (9B9 c.c. M.G.), 29.81 s.; 2, J. H. Fish (918 
c.c. Morris), 30.6s.;

1,000 c.c. : 1, J. Eason Gibson (1,403 c.c. H.R.G.), 
27.79s.: 2, Miss J. D. Brotchie (1,496 c.c. Frazer- 
Nash), 27.91s.

Unlimited : 1, R. P. Monkhouse (B,996 c.c. Darracq)- 
21.05s.; 2, F. Lycett (7,96B c.c. Bentley), 22.60s.

Bentley Drivers’ Club (Handicap) : 1. C. C. Tomkin- 
son (rec. 1Bs.), 20.17 net s.; 2, L C. McKenzie (rec. 
3.0s.), 21.27 "et secs.

Racing Cars up to 1,100 c.c. : 1, R. J. W. Appleton 
(1,087 c.c. Appleton Special), 20.49s.; 2, W. E. 
Wilkinson (746 c.c. M.G.), 21.2s.

1,000 c.c. : 1, A. N. L. MacLachlan (747 c.c. 
Austin); 21.85s.; 2, Sir Clive Edwards (746 c.c. 
M.G.), 22.40s.

2,000 c.c. : 1, A. D. Whitworth (1,987 c.c. Riley),. 
20.99s.; 2, A. N. L. MacLachlan (747 c.c. Austin) 
21.63s. ’

Unlimited : 1, N. Lewis (2,B00 c.c. Bugatti), 
18.88s.; 2, A. taro" (B,B00 c.c. Bugatti), 20.03s.

Handicap Class : 1, Miss n. J. M. Streather (3,480 
c.c. SS. 100), 18 net seat.; 2, C. Mann (3,480 c.c. 
SS. 100), 18.33 net secs.

MORE 8-LITRE FIGURES
The B.A.R.C. race for road-equipped 

cars did not attract Forrest-Lyceet’s 8-litre 
Bentley as a runner, and many people 
still regard this famous car as the most 
desirable sports-car ever evolved, and 
probably the mostly potent. Last year 
MOTOR SPORT published the first test 
figures for this car. Amongst those 
obtained were the standing quarter-mile 
in 16.4 secs., and the 0-100 m.p.h. figure 
in 23.0 secs. The car had 7.00" X 21" 
rear covers and a 3.0 to 1 top gear ratio. 
At the time, Mr. Lycett said, remarkable 
as these figures were, that he would im-
prove on them with a lower axle-ratio.

On J une 7th last he met us at Brooklands, 
and, using 7.00" X19" racing rear covers 
and his 3.3 to 1 axle ratio, he did the 
standing quarter-mile in 10.0 secs, and 
achieved 0-100 m.p.h. in well under 20 
secs. We did not try the standing
half-mile, because this gear-ratio, which 
gives 100 m.p.h. at 3,300 r.p.m. only per-
mits of about 112 m.p.h., which would not 
not suffice to better the previous time 
for this test, of 26.2 secs. Incidentally, 
although a comparatively low ratio 
was in use, on this occasion it must not be 
thought that Lycett employs his special 
axle to attain sprint honours. His usual 

road ratio is 2.8 to 1 and he used this axle 
at Shelsley-Walsh, when the Bentley 
climbed in 44.08 secs., winning the un-
limited class and making seventh fastest 
unblown time. 1t is worth emphasising 
that the 8-litre rims on pump fuel and is-
a 1931 car, of standard wheelbase—and. 
nothing was done to it before it went out 
to record the figures given above. 1t 
will probably make an attack on the 
British Class B standing mile record, 
later this year. Although we timed the 
car on a baking hot day the water tempera-
ture remained steady at 80°C. Still the- 
world's Finest Sporting Car ?
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IT IS WAR
Since the September issue of MOTOR SPORT was 

published this country has entered into war against 
the German Reich. The following week a quick 
decision was made to suspend publication of MOTOR 
SPORT until motor racing was in full swing again, 
but we have receivedso many requests from our readers 
not to stop publication that it was ultimately decided 
to produce the October issue in its present form.

The usual method of distribution, namely, on sale 
or return, will definitely be stopped, and wholesalers 
and newsagents will only receive copies against firm 
orders. Will you, therefore, place an order with your 
newsagent (if you have not already done so) or take 
out an annual subscription ? The strength of this 
support will determine whether MOTOR SPORT will 
continue during the War months. By the time this 
issue is in your hands we shall be experiencing the 
limitations which war exerts on civilian life. Petrol 
will be strictly rationed, and pleasure motoring will 
be curtailed for most of us to an individual mileage 
of approximately 200 miles a month—or less than 
many of us lightheartedly put into a day’s driving in 
peacetime. And many sports motors will be virtually 
inoperative, because, excellent 
as the 1/6 per gallon " Pool ” 
fuel has so far been, it is a 
poor substitute for the special 
petrols which certain super-
charged and high-compression 
engines find essential.

However, much as we shall 
mourn the " good old times ” 
when there were long, fast 
rims and motoring fixtures to 
attend every week-end, in 
company with fellow sports-
men and the inevitable and 
indispensible sportsgirls, we 
shall all face the future 
bravely. If it is an exagger-
ation to suggest that slime-
storming is already a driving-
attribute sought after by 
recruiting army officers, un-
questionably the qualities 
which stamp a man a motor-

racing enthusiast, are going to be of real value in the 
stern times which lie ahead.

Although, in A.R.P. work, so far few of us have 
been able to put our experience of fast cars to any 
real purpose, yet already our ability to drive under 
difficult conditions, to handle with confidence un-
familiar vehicles, and particularly to stand up to long 
hours without sleep or substantial food, have proved 
of use. And the very extensive use of high-efficiency 
motor vehicles by the Air Force and Army must find 
further outlet for such abilities if, and when, general 
recruiting comes about. With the exception of the 
Phcenix Park race, every motoring fixture since 
September 1st has been cancelled. So naturally 
MOTOR SPORT has reluctantly had to shrink and, 
indeed, appears only because of our firm desire to 
"carry on.” We hope that we shall be able tojlo 
so during the dark days which lie ahead, ready to 
expand again when Nazi Germany has been put in 
her place. It is possible that some of the clubs will 
soon be able to put over social activities, even if many 
members have to use public service transport to 
attend. We may hope that publications like

CONTENTS
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readers please write to us on 
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ON SOME THINGS WE SHALL MISS

DEFINITELY, we shall miss going 
to Earl's Court. The Motor Show, 
whether at Olympia, or Olympia 

and White City, or, as it now is, or would 
have been, at the newer Earl's Court 
building, brings annually a pleasing mix-
ture of experiences. Winter begins to 
exèrt its presence without ; within all 
is light, heat, talk, and discussion. Per-
haps even more than at the racing circuit, 
the motoring scribe senses all his hopes, 
desires, enthusiasms and ambitions 
crystalise, when Royalty opens this show 
of glittering, up-to-the-minute cars in 
that big, brilliantly lit arena. Later, as 
feet tire and the head become fuzzy with 
smoke and the babble of countless 
tongues, you can reflect on the excite-
ment, the humour, the intense interest 
of this great show of all the world’s 
commercially respectable automobiles. 
Not all so commercial, however, for have 
not dummy engines reposed beneath 
resplendent bonnets and behind respected 
radiators, and so often a brilliant engineer 
has hovered round his latest creation, 
in the vicinity of which salesmen look 
less pleased with things, knowing that 
they can deem themselves lucky if the 
new product’s ultimate sales can be 
counted-—well, on the fingers of both 
hands ? Although I usually pay only a 
fleeting visit to the Show and no longer 
go straight to Trojan’s for a catalogue-
bag, I enjoy Show-time thoroughly. I 
recall the last-minute surprises Olympia 
has sometimes sprung upon us, and the 
very, very interesting new sports cars 
revealed to us there as the outcome of 
an idealistic designer hoping to meet 
the requirements of a certain, easily 
tempted, and not too poor, section of the 
community. Yes, and I recall the stately 
dignity of the latest luxury carriages from 
the great houses of Rolls-Royce, Daimler, 
Napier, Wolseley and other well estab- 

listed firms, before cars of this class were 
expected to go at least at 80 and get up 
to 50 m.p.h. or thereabouts very quickly 
indeed. I remember the days when 
stripped chassis could be explored in 
comfortable numbers and when commer-
cial vehicle makers like Leyland, Guy 
and Maudslay commenced to build quite 
hot passenger cars. In those days we 
studied for hours, and wrote reams on 
brake gear and manifold formation and 
valve gear layout, for the purely matter- 
of-fact car buyer was not so common-
place as he-—the lordly pusher of myster-
ious buttons, God bless him—is to-day.

In remembering these things, I shall 
miss Earl's Court, I shall miss, too, 
attending winter trials, at a different 
locality each week-end, at a time when 
rising early is quite an effort, rewarded by 
a good day’s sport and a cheery meal-
gathering -with real sportsmen at the day’s 
close.

If war goes on too long I shall miss 
going divers places, in the rain and sun 
of summer, to watch racing in an atmos-
phere embracing noise, excitement, thor-
oughbred machinery ; and sporting men-
folk attended by fairies who manage to 
combine modernity with feminine charm 
with unbelievable skill—at least, some of 
’em. I shall miss going to such meetings, 
first in the chill of spring, later in the heat 
and dust and slight fatigue of summer, 
then in the autumn, when long drives 
home have the added zest of yet another 
change in the English scene and a desire 
to hurry down the road ere dusk spoils, a 
little, one’s average speed.

Yes, I, and you too, must miss these 
things, on the occasions when we can pause 
in our new lives to exercise the memory 
But we need not despair. The Motor 

Industry is bravely carrying on, and motor 
transport stands on a far, far wider footing 
than it did in fateful 1914. Jowett, 
Austin, M.G., Sunbeam-Talbot, Hillman 
and others have announced 1940 pro-
grammes and who, remembering the firms 
in existance now, which survived the 
J 914-18 affair, need extend to them 
unreasoned sympathy ? May they be 
building even finer cars for the year 
which will follow the Armistice I

From our own, purely personal view-
point, it may be that racing will receive a 
big fill-up when the war ends. Dangerous 
as it is to accept apparent lessons of one 
major war as applicable to the next, 
we certainly found people living at a 
greater pace in 1918 and in the years 
immediately succeeding the Armistice, 
than they did in 1918 or have been doing 
recently. In those days Brooklands 
accordingly found a definite place in the 
scheme of things, if a rather different 
Brooklands, under Col. Lindsay Lloyd, 
from the Track as we know it to-day. 
So perhaps it will be the same after this 
war with a British racing team widely 
demanded and race-course " gates ” 
healthier than ever before. Or, when 
victory finally comes, maybe we shall 
seek relaxation, as an exhausted peoples, 
in quietly driving out into spots far from 
fellow-men in-his-masses, anxiously con-
cealing our car’s brute force as Bentley 
has concealed the real potency of his more 
recent products.

Either way, motoring will be the 
primary relaxation for tens of thousands 
of us. Those of us " in the game ” now 
can take heart from this, and, while 
praying earnestly for Peace, may fight 
for it with all our will and determination. 
A racing driver and a soldier have lots 
in common, if you think it out sanely.

VINTAGENTS AT LEWES
STUART WILTON’S M.G. MAKES FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY

Fitt’s B.M.W. was absent, still suffering 
from its bending after the J.C.C. Brook-
lands meeting, but the big Hudson -was 
going very rapidly indeed. Peter Clark’s 
H.R.G. w-as in good trim, although rumour 
says Peter does not rightly know where 
all the oil-pipes outside the Meadows 
engine go to, since Marcus Chambers 
modified the lubrication system to keep 
down the oil temperature. Another rum-
our concerned a Le Mans team of H.R.G.s 
for 1940. J. Panks brought along a 
Lancia Lambda with a most un-Lancia- 
like exhaust note, while Goldman’s 
altered S.S. and Bagratouni’s Alfa-Romeo 
were amongst the fastest sports-cars. 
Southon ran his H.E. and Whincop his 
Type 43 " 2.3 ’’ Bugatti. Miss Strain 
drove the latter car in the sports class, 
going up nicely on her first run, but stop-
ping to select a change of ratio next time— 
Ettore’s gearboxes were not made for 
girl drivers when the Type 43 was a new 
car, and this was a plucky effort. Watson 
made some music changing-up on his 
Bentley, Campbell missed a change on 
his Invicta, and Laing’s touring eight-

cylinder Bugatti was very slow. McKenzie 
did some really astounding runs in his 
blue 44-litre sports Bentley, and Clive 
Windsor-Richards drove the '08 Itala, rev-
ving up fantastically in starting, his well 
known 80/98 Vauxhall, the 5-litre Delage, 
which is liberally besprinkled with oil-
coolers and the rev. counter needle of 
which seemed over-excitable, and a 
decrepit old Bentley. Fitz Patrick’s 
supercharged Phantom I Rolls-Royce 
saloon, using curiously small rear wheels 
shod with 6.00" X 16" covers to get the 
gear-ratios down, hissed up the course 
in fine style, and the Allards of Silcock 
and Sydney Allard were immense.

Hampton’s 1913 Bugatti is really 
magnificently turned out, painted in 
authentic paint and varnish and with 
glittering brass work—the tiny, gold 
Bugatti Club badge ou the facia is a 
pleasing detail Incidentally, front sus-
pension is by twin half-elliptic springs 
on each side. Another very interesting 
Edwardian was Samuelson’s 1914 40/50 
Peugoet tourer, sounding rather like a 

30/98 Vauxhall as to exhaust-note and 
a 3-litre Sunbeam as to the hiss of its 
brakes. Owned up to 1925 by a director 
of Kia-Ora, Ltd., it was found by the 
present owner at Laystall's premises, 
where the apprentices regarded it as a 
plaything. Rated at 33 h.p., it has the 
same bore and stroke as a " Silver 
Ghost " Rolls-Royce and was a standard 
model in its day. The 74-litre engme 
pulls a top gear of 2.6 to 1 and a third 
gear of 3.6 to 1. For a time a Black-
friars lorry repairing firm used it as a 
towing car ! It is being gradually done 
up, is used regularly, and does about 70 
m.p.b.

Miss Wilbv and Miss Brotchie handled 
smart Atalautas, and Dick Nash brought 
his Frazer-Nash Union-Special out of 
a very long retirement—-it is now for sale. 
The bodywork is as slim as can be and 
Nash’s special gear-shift is interesting. 
Taking off carefully, to humour the 
clutch, and somewhat slowed by mis-
firing, Nash nevertheless clocked 22.95 
secs. Timing was by the Bowler system 
and Bowler himself was chief marshal.
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A Fine Achievement

ON J Tuesday, August ^29th, Forrest Lycett 
established a record at Brooklands which Percy 
Bradley enthusiastically described as “ a record 

record.” Driving down from town in his city bowler 
hat and the famous 8-litre Bentley, Lycett raised 
the British Class B standing mile record to 92.9 m.p.h. 
It formerly stood to the credit of Parry Thomas and 
the Leyland-Thomas at 88.47 m.p.h. Lycett had one 
practice flip and then went straight out, completed 
his two-way runs along the By fleet and the Railway 
Straight, and, saying he had had enough for one day, 
went quietly home with the record under the Bentley’s 
bonnet. The car, he said, would probably have been 
even quicker on a cooler day, and if the front suspension 
had been better suited to pulling early off the Byfleet 
when running in the clockwise direction. The getaway 
was less impressive than usual, because the 2.6 to 1 
axle ratio was in use, but the line was crossed at 
approximately 135 m.p.h., and Lycett sets his absolute 
maximum as 140 m.p.h. The car, attended by Mc-
Kenzie’s blue 4|-litre and the mechanics in a Big 
Six tourer, ran sans front brakes and with a half-cover 
over the cockpit. It was stripped very quickly in-
deed, and the bonnet was only lifted for removal of 
the starter motor.

A Military Bugatti

Col. G. M. Giles recently took delivery of a Type 
57C 8.3-litre Bugatti with James Young fixed head, 
fabric-top coupé. The equipment is extremely 
comprehensive. The facia carries a lockable cubby 
hole, clock and stopwatch, wireless set, speedometer, 
radiator thermometer, fuel gauge, amp. meter, oil 
gauge, cigar lighter, rev. counter, Ki-gas, air-condition-
ing plant control and numerous switches. Young 
ventilators cool the interior, there is a screen defroster, 

and the rear blind is electrically operated. Leveroil 
front seat adjustment, silver cigar box in the folding 
seat arm-rest, mirrors, ash-trays, tables and map-
box are amongst the comprehensive internal equip-
ment. There are lady’s and gentlemen’s companions, 
that for the male element containing silver flasks and 
silver tumblers. The interior lining is fawn cloth with 
veneered walnut woodwork and upholstery of finest 
quality hogskin. Cicca horn, Lucas inspection lamp 
and fire extinguisher live in the dummy off side spare 
wheel cover and the tools in the luggage locker lid. 
The colour scheme is royal blue with red and white 
lining. Ace number plates are used. This car, prob-
ably the most distinguished " pre-war ’’ town-carriage, 
is capable of 110 m.p.h. and weighs 37 cwt.

Where Are They Now ?

We hope from time to time to state the whereabouts 
of well known figures in the motoring firmament. At 
present folk are very scattered. Kay Petre seems to 
be handling ambulances and Dorothy Stanley-Turner 
to be instructing lucky boys in heavy lorry man-
ipulation. Smith, Eslpen, and Letts are river-patrols, 
H. M. Bentley is a Lt.-Col., and Denton is in the 
Service. Sir Malcolm Campbell is a motor-cycle 
patrol; Lord Selsdon is on the Police Reserve. Sydney 
Allard drives up to the Putney branch of his business 
daily and Hutchison is living at Farnham. Boddy is 
doing stretcher-bearer driving in 24-hour shifts and 
giving the boys a great time on practice runs, gas-
masks or no gas-masks.

Odd Spots

We appreciate the shots of the 4|-litre Bentley— 
and occupants—in the film " The Outsider.” And the 
Brooklands scenes in “ Ask a Policeman.”
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THE ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF
THE VINTAGE S.C.C

The idea underlying the club was 
nicely contained in a little verse appearing 
in one of its “ Bulletins ” :

Changed, at twenty, down to first. 
Wondered why his motor burst ! 
Gave him quite a nasty turn 
Hu: -lio.c owners live and learn.

THE Vintage Sports Car Club held a 
unique position amongst the many 
clubs that nourished before this war 

for extremely sound reasons. Because 
of those reasons and ns so tunny well- 
known personalities belonged to this club, 
and since recalling its events tends to 
disperse war-thoughts, we propose to 
put on record a brief history of this 
organisation. The thing began la-cause 
a number of persons owning fast ears 
of the older type found that current, 
productions of sports-ear manufacturers 
offered nothing like the same charm ami 
performance. It therefore seemed de-
sirable to preserve its many vintage sports 
cars its possible and to get together for 
the purpose of interchanging cars, spare 
parts and ideas. At this time certain 
people were already restoring such cars 
to pristine order, either because they had 
discovered their charm in comparison 
with the moderns by accident or because 
they laid owned such ears when they 
«ere new mid had never grown tired of 
their chiiracteristies. On the oilier hand, 
many owners of such cars bought them 
in the first place on account of their 
cheapness mid grew to appreciate them 
afterwards. So it was logical for the 
founders of the Vintage Sports Cur Club 
to decide on a modest subscription rate 
and low entry fees for their events. 
Il was this derision, allied Io the organisa-
tion of trials suited to fast vintage cars 
as distinct from those of the slime-slogging 
and chassis-distorting 
resulted in a remarkable 
the new club, and enabled 
put over trials, sprints and 
Hud became recognised 
meetings in their category.

'The club actually came into being 
towards the end of 1931, the Founder 
Members comprising Colin and Bruce 
Nicholson, Ned lx>wis, llarry Bowler mid 
Vivian Brookes, the last-named la'ing 
club captain. In January, 1935. a trial 
had been held in the Chilterns, which 
attracted 27 entries and saw Powell's 
Amilear, Green's Riley, Nicholson’s M.G., 
Chitton's Frazer-Nash and Shaw's Austin 
Seven win 1st class awards. The club's 
second trial happened In Surrey and 
Donald Monro's Invicta carried the day, 
largely by dint of making best time in 
both tests. Powell and Clutton, mounted 
as before, again took 1st class awards, 
and 2nd class awards were shared between 
Brooks (Morris) 
(G.N.).
a new 
Tim Carson. B. Nicholson, Lewis, Alan 
WWddlnglon and Cecil Clutton, and 
really got under way. The first event 
under this new jurisdiction wits a Buxton 
trial, in which no less a celebrity than 

variety, which 
reception for 
it speedily to 
racing events 
as the best

) and Miss Marshall 
The club then got going with 
committee comprising Messrs.

Cecil Cluttoii and his father. 
l.t.-Col, Clutton, photographed 
as they sought a moment's re-
laxation at a club speed trial. 
To them, very largely, was due 
the success 
Sports Cur 

varied

of the Vintage 
Club in all 
endeavours.

gate-cru si iedTouhnin actually
M.G. Bamford Clough defeated everyone, 
but Powell's twin-gearbox Amilear got 
quite a way up, and to him went the 
club tankard, 1‘owys-l.ybbc (Alvis) taking 
a 1st class award and Clutton s Frazer- 
Nash a 2nd class award.

A speed trial at Howard Park. Aston 
Clinton, was- essayed next and was 
an immense success. Instone's G.N.
••♦♦»♦»»•♦•♦♦•*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦•♦♦♦♦

As Mr. Pomeroy has not been able to 
rewrite the MSS. of his " Evolution of 
the Racing Car,” which was lost in the 
post around Christmas, in time for this 
issue, we present instead this account 
of a club which, from being a rather 
specialist organisation, developed into 
one of our most successful clubs, 
offering members an excellent pro-
gramme of trials, sprint events, race 
meetings and socials of the sort which 
must be revived after the war. Cecil 
Clutton dealt fully last month with the 
club’s Edwardian activities, and this 
article constitutes a general account 
and one which, we hope, will set going 
divers happy memories and recall 
many fine personalities, even though 
no attempt is made to capture the 
atmosphere which characterised all 

Vintage S.C.C. undertakings.—Ed.
*••*♦•>*«••*•••*•••*••****«*•*****•••

“ Martyr " set up fastest time in 18.7 sees.. 
Banin's rather more potent blown Bugatti 
suffering had wheelspill on the grave) 
surface. Wintour drove the Aston- 
Martin “ Razor Blade,” Monro’s tj-litre 
Invicta was the fastest vintage ear. and 
Miss 
ladies 
were :

Wi lliy’s Frazer-Nash won the 
cup in 21.5 secs. Class winners 

G. II. Walker (Frazer-Nash), 
Allard (Ford V8), Baron, Instonc mid 
Crowther (Frazer-Nash), while vintage 
awards went to Ogle (Brescia Bugatti), 
Clarke (Frazer-Nash), Monro (Invicta) 
and Bowler (H.P.B.). The 1935 season 
closed with the Surrey trial, for which 
43 entries were received. Vintage cars 
showed a time fl per cent, belter than 
others in the acceleration lest, led by 
Miss Wilby’s Frazer-Nash. In the end 
G. S. Brooks’s Imll-nosed M.G. S|H’iiser- 
Brooks-Speeial won the premier vintage 
award, and Clutton. Ids side-valve 
•• 30/98 " Vauxhall relying on incredibly 
rapid approach to cany it over the

hazards
gained u 1st class award and 
(“ 12/50 ” Alvis) a 2nd class 
the vintage category.

The Chiitem trial opened
season, in which only Allason’s Frazer- 
Nash succeeded in climbing Crowell and 

was on Crowell that the 
Frazer-Nash lost all its 
same time and Olley’s 

vanished backwards into 
bush. Marcus Chambers

smooth beaded-edge tyres, 
Kirkman 

award in

the 198(1

Allason’s Frazer-Nash won the 
litres 1st class award, and 
“ 12/50" Alvis the 2nd class 

The Sussex trial

Widmcre, It 
route-marking 
chains at the 
Morris-Cowley 
a very prickly 
(tl-lilrc Bentley) did best in two of the 
tests and won the premier award, and 
Kcal (" 80/98 ” Vauxhall) won the 
l.e wk nor see-saw and took a 1st class 
award. 
under-2 
Foxlee's 
award in this class.
was the next fixture and min rendered 
the hills very severe, Kirkman's Alvis 
alone climbing Begley Farm. while Clive 
Windsor-Richards was easily fastest, in 
an acceleration test on the Quell, with his 

30/98 ” Vauxhall, which took the 
j ire mier award, Kirkman getting a 
" first” and Styles (M.G.) the only other 
award. Sixpence now entitled Vintage 
S.C.C. memliers to associate membership 
of the Bctchworth Sports Club. As a 
change from trials, the club next put. 
over another Aston Clinton speed trial, 
and received un entry of til. The late
A. F. I’. Fane won four of the racing 
classes with his “ Shelsley " Frazer-Nash 
and set up a new course record or 10.7 
secs.—a sports car, with twin rear wheels. 
Windsor-Richards, Plowman and the 
late Richard Bolster all managed tinder 
20 sees, with their 1921. or earlier, 
“ 80/98 ” Vans hulls, and the veterans 
ran for the first lime. Class winners were 
Miss Wilby (Frazer-Nash). Whiddinpton 
(Frazer-Nash), Windsor-Richards (Vaux-
hall}, Fane (Frazer-Nash), the late Miss 
Skinner (.Morris), Stuart (Frazer-Nash) 
and Pole (Italn). Vintage awards went 
to Clarke I Frazer-Nash), Sumner (Smiincr- 
J.A.P.), Chambers (Bentley) and Heal 
(Vauxhall). Clarke, Sumner and Fane 
look the cups amongst them. Inspired by 
this excellent day's sport and numerous 
invitations to other club's sprint events, 
another speed I rial, in parkland sur-
roundings over a half-mile course at 
Bramsliili, near the chib’s spiritual home 
at Hartley Whitney, followed. Broekel- 
bank’s Bugatti made fastest time in 
20.0 secs., Denis Evans's M.G. taking 
20. (sees, and the Smnncr-J.A.P. 20.11 sees. 
The class victors comprised : Evans, 
Baron (Bugatti), Broekelbank, Spikins
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in Gloucestershire, in which Gipsy Linc 
mid Lavcrton caused much bother. The

i

competitors ranged from Bariiara 
Manhall’- Auzani-G.N. to Lind-Walker’s
Ij-litre G.P. Bugatti on racing dope. 
In the acceleration test both Windsor- 
Richards and Heal in “ 80/98 " Vauxhalte 
vanquished Biggs’s blown 2-litre B.M.W. 
In ti ie end .1. Biggs’s B.M.W. made best 
performance, Denyer’s Lea-Francis i^t 
vintage performance, and Hanis (M.G.) 
and Claridge (Frazer-Nash) took 1st class 
award-. The Vintage S.C.C. team, com-
posed of Barbara Mamhall, Heal and 
Denyer, won the S. C. H. Davis Team 
Award by one mark from the Harrow C.C. 
team, and Miss Marshall, Heal and 
Badderley (Austin) got. “ seconds," and 
Wrigley (Lea-Francis), Liud-Wulker and 
Peck (Austro-Daimler) 3rd class awards. 
Right ut the end of 1938 the northern 
contingent put over a speed-judging con-
test, which Porter Hargreaves, who wu- 
the onlv competitor who admitted having 
stopped at more than one public-house on 
the nin, won in a blown Aston-Martin, 
from Darew-ki in an “ 18/80 " M.G., aheud 
of three “ 12/50" Alvises and a Ijtincia 
“ I-aiubdu." Sharrott actually ran his 
1908 Daimler. So ended another season 
of highly enjoyable events. The year 
closed with some 350 member- on the 
Iwoks, of whom 120 took an active part 
in club competitions. Windsor-Richards, 
using the 5-litre Delage and his “ 30/98 " 
Vauxhall-, won the Lycett Trophy, Heal 
and Denyer and Grimshaw being runners-
up, and* the Pitchford Cup went to 
Denyer, with Wrigley runner-up. Ileal 
deservedly won the Veteran Trophy.

Up to the war, 1939 was a very busy 
season. The northern folk opened things 
with a trial around Buxton in February, 
nine starting and “ 12/50 " Alvis pre-
dominating. Ashton's 3-litre Bentley 
made best time in the go-stop-reverse-go 
test and Rayner’s “ 80/98 " Vauxhatl 
was fastest in an acceleration test on the 
same hill, with Ackemlv’s Vauxhall- 
engined Bugatti in second place. The 
results proved Ashton’s Bentley the Banner, 
Buck’s Alvis taking a 2nd class, and 
Winder’s Alvis n 3rd class awurd. 
Rayner’s “ 30/98 “ wotdd have won, but 
he was disqualified for inadvertently 
carrying Ackemly up one hill after the 
latter’s B.M.V. bad lost its transmission— 
proof that the Vintage S.C.C. ran its 
events in a properly conducted manner. 
A most ambitious event followed, in the 
form of a rally to Presteigne, in Wales and 
divers contests when you had got there. 
The veteran side, perhaps the more 
important, was dealt with in Glutton's 
recent article, but of the others, CJlve 
Windsor-Richards’s ’*80/98" Vauxhall 
won the Swinson Special Award for best 
aggregate iierfarmance in*rally, beauty 
contest and trial, with Joan Richmond's 
1928 Lancia " Lamltda ” second, Prince’s 
Austin Seven third, and Fitzpatrick’s 
superehurged “ Phantom I " Rolls-Royce 
fourth. Of the associate members, 
Dawkins was first with a 1031 TuUrat,

April 15th was a red-letter day for 
the club, for the Stanley Cup .Meeting was 
run off nt the Crystal Palace road circuit 
in conjunction with the Frazer-Nash and
B.M.W.  C.C., sonic 2,000 people (laying to 
spectate.

Frazer-Nash and B.M.W. enrs generally 
slurred the spoils, and high-lights of a. 

most stlcvcKsfal meeting were the fine 
showing of McKenzie’s blue 4^-l^^re 
Bentley, the performance and stability of 
Fotheringham-Parker’s Lancia "Lambdu" 
and the excellent running of Peck's 
“ 19/100 " T.T. Austro-Daimler and Ellis’s 
blown I-ea-Francis amongst the vintage 
curs. Leas pleasant was John Morris’s 
overturning act when the Benz’s throttle 
Stuck open, and Bnrsoii’s a< vident with 
John Clark’s independently - front - 
suspended Frazer-Nash, but no one was 
badly hurt. Forrest Lycett did a much 
appreciated tour d’honneur in the 8-litre 
Bentley, reaching some 95 m.p.h. on 
the bottom straight. The Stanley Cup 
went to the Frazer-Nash and B.M.W.
C.C., from the N.W. London M.C. and 
J.C.C., the Vintage S.C.C. being seventh 
out of 10 entrants. The race winners 
were : Barson (Fraz.er-Nash), Ellis (Lea- 
Francis), McKenzie (Bentlev), Johnson 
(B.M.W.), Cutler (Frazer - Nash), 
McKenzie (Bentley), Johnson (B.M.W.) 
II. J. Aldington (B.M.W.), Crozier (Frazer- 
Nash), Fane (B.M.W.) .Johnson (yetagnin) 
(B.M.W.), and Hurst (M.G.). Altogether 
it. was a grand afternoon’s sport, and wc 
hope that just such events will be 
organised by the eliibs when racing is 
resumed after the war.

Another I «eves Speed Trial happened 
in July, organised impeccably, like the 
previous Vintage S.C.C. events, by Hany 
Bowler. Fastest time was made by 
Stuart Wilton with his M.G., in 21.0 secs. 
Windsor-Richards drove a big assortment 
of big cars, of which the 5-litre Delage 
went tip in 23.33 sera., and Heal did his 
monumental veteraan run in the Fiat in 
23.52 secs. McKenzie, now using a D-type 
geariiox in his Bentley, managed 23.9 
sees., Bagratouni’s Alfa-Romeo 22.4, 
Cowell's Alta 23.19, Symonds R-type 
M.G. 23.62, Dick Nash’s Nash Union 
Special 22.95, and Allard’s Allard-Special 
22.12 secs. The class winners were 
Wilton, Miss Dobson (Frazer-Nash), 
Crozier (Bugatti), Burton (Talbot), 
Bagratouni (Alfa - Romeo), Silcock 
(Allard), Allard (Allard), Wiud-or- 
Richards (Delage), Miss Wilby (Atalanta) 
and Heal (Fiat), and vintage lsts also 
went to Smith (Aston-Martin), Danks 
(Lancia “ Ijuulida "), Whincop (Bugatti), 
Windsor-Richards (Bentley)and McKenzie 
(Bentley). Interesting competitors were 
Samueli-ou’- 1914 Oj-litre Peugeot,
Kidston’s Type 57C Bugatti coupé, 
Fitzpatrick’s blown Rolb-Royce and 
Southou’s H.E., while UU 1899 New 
Orleans also ran. Again the right kind of 
meetings, and plenty of awards.

By now the prospect of war was 
exerting its loathsome influence, but a 
Donington meeting was managed in 
August, marred bieiause Sir John Bower 
was killed when his 1 j-litrc Maserati 
overturned at high speed. Parnell's 
driving of the B.M.W. was outstanding ; 
he won one race ut 82 m.p.h. and set up 
a record hip for the Inner Circuit. Wick-
steed’s Aston-Martin also created a most 
favourable impression. The race winners 
were: Parnell (B.M.W.)—3 events; 
Wieksteed (A-tou-Martin)—2 events ; and 
dark (Bugatti). Vintage winners 
numbered Toiukinsou (Bentley) and Peek 
(Austro-Daimler). Right on the eve of 
war—August 26tli, to lie precise—the 
club ran a very wet meeting at Pr^c^itt, 
with Bachelier timing apparatus and 

moderate entry fees. Peter Vaughan, 
with the old B^'ke-Powerpl^^, made 
the fastest time of the day in 56.07 sees., 
Darbishire's Bugatti living only a split- 
second slower. The class winners were ; 
Tipper (Fiat), Dowson (Dowson-Special), 
Miss Wilby (Frazer-Nash), Roy Cutler 
(FnaAer-Nush), Vaughan (Becke-Power- 
pliis), Darbishire (Bugatti), Allard (Allard) 
Mrs. Darbishire (Bugatti) and Ileal (Fiat).

So ended live extremely sueees-fal 
seasons of a now very famous organisa-
tion. At least 100 new members were 
enrolled in 1939, and at the outbreak of 
war membership was in the region of 
100 or more, so thut this rather spceiallsed 
body catering for pre-1932 motor-cars 
owed notliiug on this count to the general 
trialH-rauniug and eolnpetltion-proinotiug 
clidis. In 1939 the Lycett Trophy went 
to Clive Windsor-Richards, and a runner- 
up trophy, also given by Mr. Lycctt, to 
Anthony Heal, who also took the 
Edwardian Trophy from Col. dutton. 
Roy Cutler won the li-litre Trophy, , 
being 3rd on aggregate marks, just ahead 
of L. G. McKenzie, in which division 
Vauglmu was 2nd and Peter Hampton 3rd.

Just before war cume the club’s 
president, Forrest Lycett, took the 
British Class B standing mile record at 
Brooklands with his 8-litre Bentley at 
92.9 m.p.h., the car, which had not been 
down for some 20,000 miles, going over 
the line at 132 m.p.h. Glutton was 
motoring in his 3-litre Bentley coujié 
prepared by Marcus Cham her-, Carson was 
workiug on nn Amilcar, Hurry Bowler 
was driving about in u 8-liXre Lagouda, 
Col. Glutton still had his 1909 Fafnir, 
Kent Karslake, who did so much to 
popularise veteran cars through the 
medium of this paper, had been elected 
a vice-president, Michael Mays’s fl-cylinder 
Alvis was motoring as rapidly as ever, 
and the vintage outlook was set fair. 
For some time members had lieeu up-
holding the prestige of the older cars 
in various events, not excluding those 
more cla-sle than the meetings run by 
their own club.

Interest in Edwardian cars had 
developed most satisfactorily, and souic 
members hod liecome interested in really 
early cars, so thut the Vintage S.C.C. 
wns well represented iu Veteran C.C. 
events, notably the cla-Hic Brighton Run, 
from the last of which Bradley, Bradshaw, 
Sharratt and Wike drove home 300 miles 
to Preston in a 1906 10j-liXre Daimler, 
after coaxing an 1896 Benz, a 1902 de 
Dion and UU 1898 Daimler through the 
event. Then the deluge humt. The 
country needed just -uch apparently wiki 
and irresponsible young meu and women 
as once name along to the club's events, 
and they an-wered the call nobly. Tim 
Carson went out to the Far East with the 
R.A.F., aud the club, obviously, had to 
be wound-up “ for the duration,’’ although 
Glutton and Heal have ably assisted in the 
running of some notable general wartime 
motoring gatherings. Assuredly, when 
peace returns enthusiasts for real motoring 
will remember this club, which achieved 
-uc^^ by reason of low -ub-cripXion, 
modest eUtry fees and the organising of 
vuried first-class events, aud will elumoun 
for it- re-e-tablishmeut. We -hall expect 
the Vintage Sports Car Club to go from 
strength to strength thereafter.
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CIRCUIT RACING AT LAST !

SINCE racing was resumed, some of the 
smaller clubs and newer organisa-
tions have .certainly shown us the 

way. And it was left to the Cambridge 
University A.C. to provide us with real 
circuit racing, at Gransden Lodge airfield, 
on June 15th—incidentally proving wrong 
those pessimists, the R.A.C. included, 
who suggested that aerodrome runways 
and perimeter tracks would be too rough 
for serious racing. A bigger difficulty 
was found to be picking out the corners, 
with no hedges or trees bordering the 
course. John Bolster, for one, was de-
lighted with the 2.13-mile circuit which 
Gransden Lodge provided.

The organisation was generally very 
good—the weather mostly foul. A large 
hangar formed the “ Paddock,” so that, 
although the noise and fumes became 
somewhat deadly, there was full protection 
from the British summer. The organisa-
tion fell down only over minor matters, 
such as the difficulty in operating a public-
address system in the noisy hangar, 
rather crude flag-signals at the corners, 
and some confusion as a result of illegible 
numbers on the cars and additions to the 
programme. A fairly large crowd came 
—and kept well behind the miles of 
barbed wire which Curtiss had erected. 
There was a full complement of police, 
ambulances and fire-engines, and “walky- 
talky” radio and telephones were put to 
real use. Curtiss’s public-address appara-
tus, contained in a trailer caravan, func-
tioned well under the care of R. L. 
Walkerley. Commodore the Rt. Hon. 
Earl Howe, P.C., C.B.E., V.D., R.N.V.R., 
to give him his full dues as quoted hi the 
programme, came in his V12 Lagonda 
and was very energetic and thorough as 
R.A.C. steward.

* * *
The first 3-lap race was for sports cars 

up to 1,100 c.c. Lester’s M.G. led away 
from Davidge-Pitts’s ex-Whitney Straight 
“ Brooklands ” Riley, with Bowles’s 
“ Ulster ” Austin Seven accelerating 
through the field. However, Le Strange 
Metcalfe’s “ Balilla ” sports Fiat early 
went out ahead, building up a fine lead, 
to win from Lester’s PB M.G., with 
Lowrey third. Lowrey cornered very 
spiritedly outside other drivers, gaining 
several places for his H.R.G., followed by 
Rivers-Fletcher, both the H.R.G.s wag-
ging their tails in opposite directions on 
correction. Wilcock’s M.G. collided with 
Bowles’s Austin, causing minor damage, 
the M.G. losing its exhaust system there-
after.

The next race, for 1,101-1,500-c.c. 
sports cars, saw Peter Clark’s Le Mans 
H.R.G. get away from Andrews’s Zoller- 
blown, Benson-o.h.v. Aston-Martin and 
Mrs. Gerard’s Riley. Driving carefully, 
Peter built up a huge lead, winning at 
just over 60 m.p.h. from Mrs. Gerard and 
Lady Mary Grosvenor on Rileys. Jenkin-
son’s Meadows Frazer-Nash was picking 
up places at the corners and might have 
caught Mrs. Gerard, but it turned round 
at the hairpin and, second speed going 
in automatically after a bump had 
selected neutral, the r.p.m. went up to 
over 6,000, to the detriment of the big-
ends.

Excellent C.U.A.C. Meeting at Grans-
den Lodge. Parnell’s !6-valve Maserati, 
the Alfa-Aitken and Abecassis’s “3.3” 
Bugatti the outstanding cars. Fine 
showing by Bentley and Alta, in the 

“ Sports ” car races.

Obeyesekere’s Meadows-Nash was 
slower, and Knight’s Full Brescia Bu-
gatti was slow and not very stable. The 
Aston-Martin engaged in a private duel 
with Lovett’s Rover.

Next, we had the Tace for 750-c.c. 
racing cars and, as expected, Issigonis 
(Lightweight) ran away from Marcus 
Chambers’s Austin Seven, which boiled, 
and Salvardori’s M.G., which had badly 
adjusted brakes. The Lightweight went 
splendidly, to average 64.4 m.p.h.

The 1,100-e.c. racing cars were led by 
Niekols’s blown M.G., with Weir’s 
“ Monaco ” M.G., Finch’s Amilcar Six, 
and Sumner’s M.G. following. This order 
held throughout, in spite of one wheel 
locking-on horribly before corners on 
Weir’s car.

The next race, for 1 J-litre racing cars, 
promised excitement, and we had it. 
Parnell’s beautiful 16-valve Maserati was 
away smartly at the fall of the flag, pur-
sued by Whitehead’s E.R.A., but Gerard’s 
E.R.A. was soon out in front. White-
head’s E.R.A., however, passed everyone, 
but turned right round at the first corner.

After one lap Parnell led from Gerard, 
whose car snaked under the brakes, and 
Mortimer’s Alta had gone sick. Then, at 
the corner following the mile-straight, 
after two laps were run, Gerard spun 
round and stalled his engine. He leapt 
out, handle in hand, to restart, but the 
car was blocking the course and had to be 
pushed off. Abecassis, in his Alta, had 
been in 3rd place and he now moved up 
2nd, to finish in that position, with 
Bainbridge 3rd in Ansell’s E.R.A. Parnell, 
wearing crash helmet and visor, drove 
splendidly, to average all but 79 m.p.h. 
over a wet course. He made fastest lap 
of the day, the Gransden Lodge record, 
at a shade over 86 m.p.h. Davenport’s 
ex-Maclure Riley, retired with dirt in the 
fuel system, and Sirs. Mortimer’s 4|-)itre, 
low-chassis Invicta towed-in her hus-
band’s Alta.

The 2-litre sports car race was notable 
for a great duel between Crossley and 
Crook on 328 B.M.W.s, Crossley passing 
Crook at the top corner, only to be re-
passed almost immediately. Eventually 
Crook got fairly well ahead, and, to com-
plete the B.M.W. benefit, Crozier’s 328 
was 3rd. Crook averaged 63A m.p.h. and, 
although running well, Greig’s Frazer- 
Nash Six could not hold a candle to the 
B.M.W.s.

The up-to-3-litre sports cars came out 
next. Heath’s blown 2-litre Alta made 
everyone else look silly, building up a 
huge lead, some |-mile by two laps, and 
winning a grandly-run race at. 66.8 m.p.h. 
He elected to drive in ordinary clothes 
and cloth cap, incidentally. Wagner’s 
S.S.100 was 2nd, and Matthews’s sister car 
3rd. Jordan was flagged-in to secure his 
S.S.lOO’s bonnet, when in 3rd place, and

Rayner Green did wonders with an S.S. 
saloon, holding Bremner’s pretty little 
blown 1,750-c.c. Alfa-Romeo out of the 
top corner. Behind thundered several 
old-school Bentleys, which were nowhere 
in the picture, Brierley being last in spite 
of metallic exhaust note, and Mrs. Jason- 
Henry passing the Alfa-Romeo into a 
corner but being left behind thereafter.

No Edwardians being present, Cowell’s 
Alta, now with its driver’s name on the 
scuttle, Brister’s “ Mary ” and Harrison’s 
2-litre Riley Six battled for 2-litre honours. 
Off the line they were equally spaced— 
Cowell, Bolster, Harrison. Then Cowell 
stopped while water was cleared from the 
front two sparking plugs and the Riley, 
sounding most healthy, started to build 
up a huge lead, finally winning at over 
70 m.p.h. John had a grand dice, but 
burnt out his clutch, Cowell fell right out, 
and the enthusiastic Buck wasn’t very 
rapid in his Type 35 Bugatti.

Three Type 51 Bugattis and Walling-
ton’s Alfa-Aitken raced next, with Abe-
cassis (who had brought the ex-Charlie 
Martin, ex-Baron “ 3.3 ” G.P. Bugatti 
out of store), thrown in too, as he had no 
one to dice against in his own class. Bear 
got going really well, commenced to spit 
and “ popper,” and fell out, leaving the 
Alfa out in front, Abecassis 2nd, and 
Monkhou.se 3rd. The Alfa and “ 3.3 ” 
Bugatti were really motoring, Wallington 
using brakes and revs, to great effect, and 
flame pouring from Abecassis’s exhaust 
pipe. The Bugatti closed up a bit, but 
the Alfa won in a cloud of spray at 
75.7 m.p.h., with Monkhouse, one strip 
rear wing out of place on his “ 2.3 ” 
Bugatti, virtually 2nd, and Watson’s 
Bugatti—misfiring—3rd. Abecassis did 
one lap at 77.03 m.p.h.

There were so many sports cars of 3 to 
5 litres that two one-lap heats preceded 
the Final. In the first, Metcalfe’s Lagonda 
and Butterworth’s 4L-Iitre Bentley were 
well matched on initial acceleration, but 
Alexander’s ex-McKenzie 4|-litre Bentley 
2-seater won easily. In the second heat 
Mann’s 3|-litre S.S. iron from an Alfu- 
Romeo, with Windsor-Richards’s S.S. 
3rd. The Final saw Mann lead away, 
Gilbey’s Al fa-Romeo closing on him, and 
Alexander’s Bentley 3rd. After a lap the 
Bentley had a small lead, and behind 
came Im Thurn’s Bentley, Windsor- 
Richards’s S.S., and Mann’s S.S., in a 
bunch. Im Thurn experienced a front 
wheel slide at the top corner, touched a 
barrier, and lost several places, the Alfa’s 
dickey lid flew open and it retired, while 
Miller's Bentley sounded sick. Alexander, 
snaking slightly as he braked, built up a 
most respectable lead, and won very 
easily after a grand run, at an average 
speed of 65i m.p.h., clapped by the Bentley 
Drivers’ Club. Mann was 2nd, Im Thurn 
3rd and, miles back, having spun round, 
came the Le Mans Lagonda.

The Bentley Drivers’ Club was again 
elated to see MacGregor’s magnificent 
Blower Bentley—spare car of the Dorothy 
Paget team—win the big sports ear race 
easily from Birkett’s S.U.-carburetted 
5-litre Bugatti and Howard-Sorrell’s rather 
touring 6J-litre Bentley.

That would normally have concluded
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An incident at Gransden Lodge. Roy Parnell's Delage and Bainbridge (E.R.A.) at close 
quarters on a curve.

the proceedings, but a 5-lap race was put 
on for the six fastest cars—and what a 
race it proved to be !

Those on the line were : Parnell’s 16- 
valve Maserati, Hampshire’s 6-cylinder 
Maserati, Wallington’s Alfa-Aitken Abe- 
cassis’s “ 3.3 ” Bugatti, Monkhouse’s 
“ 2.3 ” Bugatti, and Bainbridge’s E.R.A. 
Abecassis got away from the Alfa at the 
start. As they came up to the top corner 
after one lap it was evident these two cars 
were going too fast. Both took to the 
escape area, but Abecassis swung round, 
over the grass, and continued, Wallington, 
too wide to have cornered any way, 
eventually following. This incident put 
Parnell well in the lead, with Monkhouse 
close on his tail, and Hampshire and 
Bainbridge behind. Abecassis was back 
in 2nd place after another lap, close up to 
Parnell, with Monkhouse 3rd. After 
three laps Abecassis went past the 
Maserati going into the top corner, but 
Parnell actually got away on acceleration, 
only to immediately run out of fuel— 
very hard luck, sir.

Monkhouse still held off the Alfa- 
Aitken, but at the top corner, after lap 4, 
his Bugatti got into a nasty slide, missed 
hitting the Alfa, was held on full lock still 
sliding, Peter’s mouth wide open, all but 
clouted the pylon on the apex of the 
corner, and recovered, with little loss of 
time. However, that let the Alfa and 
Hampshire’s Maserati through. Abecassis 
was enveloped in steam and nearly 
swerved into Wallington when he received 
scalding water in his face after finishing. 
The thermometer “ blew-up ” well and 
truly, even its glass coming out. The 
Bugatti averaged 73.85 m.p.h., the course 
now soaked again with torential rain. 
There was mention of a protest that 
Abecassis had taken , to the grass, but he 
was billed as the winner—and deserved it.

Altogether it was a grand meeting and 
proved that disused aerodromes can offer 
excellent motor-racing facilities—the 
Government, having taken Brooklands 
and Donington, might take heed of this.

Results :—
SPORTS CARS, 751-1,100 c.c.:

1st C Le S. Metcalfe (995 Fiat)—No time.
2nd. H. -Lester (939 M.G.). 
3rd. J. Lowrey (1,074 H.R.G.).

SPORTS CARS, 1,101-1,500 c.c.:
1st. P. C. T. Clark (1,496 H.R.G.)—60.2 m.p.h. 
2nd. Mrs. Gerard (1,496 Riley).
3rd. Lady Mary Grosvenor (1,496 Riley).

RACING CARS UP TO 750 c.c. :
1st. A. Issigonis (747 Lightweight Special super-

charged)—64.4 m.p.h.
2nd. R. Salvador! (747 M.G. supercharged). 

RACING CARS, 751-1,100 c.c.:
1st. I. Nickols (1,100 M.G. supercharged)—

65.7 m.p.h.
2nd. J. Weir (1,089 M.G. supercharged).
3rd. 0. Finch (1,090 Amilcar supercharged). 

RACING CARS, 1,101-1,500 c.c.:
1st. R. Parnell (1,490 Maserati supercharged)— 

78.9 m.p.h.
2nd. G. Abecassis (1488 Alta supercharged).
3rd. G. Bainbridge (1,488 E.R.A. supercharged). 

SPORTS CARS, 1.501-2,000 c.c.:
1st. T. A. D. Crook (1,971 B.M.W.)—63.5m.p.h.
2nd. G. Crossley (1,971 B.M.W.).
3rd. G. Crozier (1,971 B.M.W.).

SPORTS CARS.2,001-3,000 c.c.:
1st. J. Heath (1,996 Alta supercharged)—

66.8 m.p.h.
2nd. T. Wagner (2,663 S.S.).
3rd. G. Matthews (2,663 S.S.).

RACING CARS, 1,501-2,000 c.c.:
1st. T. Harrison (1,986 Riley)—70.29 m.p.h.
2nd. C. Miller (1750 Riley).
3rd. J. Bolster (1962 “ Bloody Mary "). 

RACING CARS, 2,001-3,000 c.c.:
1st. R. Wallington (2,991 Alfa-Romeo super- 

charged)—75:7 m.p.h.
2nd. P. Monkhouse (2,271 Bugatti supercharged).
3rd. G. Watson (2,270 Bugatti supercharged). 

SPORTS CARS, 3,001-5,000 c.c.:
1st. G. Alexander (4,398 Bentley)—65.5 m.p.h.
2nd. C. Mann (3,486 S.S.).
3rd. J. Im Thurn (4,398 Bentley).

SPORTS CARS, OVER 5,000 C.C. :
1st. S. MacGregor (4,500 Bentley supercharged)— 

No time.
2nd. H. Birkett (5,350 Bugatti). 

SPECIAL RACE :
1st. G. Abecassis (3,300 Bugatti supercharged)— 

73.85 m.p.h.
2nd. R. Wallington (2,991 Alfa-Romeo super-

charged).
3rd. D. Hampshire (1,488 Maserati supercharged).

ROYSTON RUMBLINGS

Air Commodore D. Atcherley, C.B.E.,
D.S.O.,  D.F.C., who so kindly lent the 
aerodrome, landed there during the 
afternoon in a Miles monoplane.

Other air aspects were a very impressive 
shoot-up by a Vampire and three C.U.A.S. 
Tiger Moths in close formation, the centre 
one towing first a glider, later a banner.

Abecassis’s “ 3.3 ” Bugatti, the ex-
Baron car, was driven to and from 
Gransden—what a road car ! The car-
buretter was dismantled before the first 
race.

A big Wolseley saloon towed Monk-
house’s Bugatti, and a 1,100-c.c. Balilla 
Fiat saloon did like service for Walling-
ton’s Alfa-Aitken, which uses the front 
half of the “ Bimotore.”

Mrs. Gerard set a fashion note—grey 
flannels and white • helmet. And how 
lucky you found your umbrella, Mrs. G. !

Amongst interesting cars about the 
aerodrome were a s.v. Aston-Martin, 
Cooper’s “ 12/50 ” Alvis coupé from 
Leicester, a very old Morris-Cowley 2- 
seater, and Winterbottom’s sports Alta, 
now with coupé body from an M.G.

Birkett’s Bugatti came in useful, taking 
home Hogarth’s sick Velocette and also 
towing away Jenkinson’s Frazer-Nash.

The ■ noise in the hangar which served as 
a paddock was the worst ever ! And why 
does it always rain at motor races ?

The Sumner J.A.P. had bad luck, a 
broken exhaust stub preventing it from 
running. It has a blown J.A.P. engine, 
Bugatti gearbox and rear axle, Lancia 
“ Lambda ” front-end, Bowden-operated 
rear brakes, and G.N. clutch pedal.

A huge S.U. carburetter protruded 
from the bonnet of Parnell’s famous 
Delage. It started on the handle, first 
pull-up.

Metcalfe ran his Le Mans Lagonda 
stripped and diced in visor and white 
overalls.

Will the person who rushed about the 
paddock in the morning blowing his horn 
behave better in future, please ?

Wilcocks’s M.G. had a quick-action 
radiator cap and outside exhaust, Lester 
carried his spare wheel on the seat beside 
him, and Lovett had the name “ Hades ” 
on his M.G.’s bonnet.

Finch’s Amilcar Six was formerly 
owned by Hampton, Metcalfe, Monkhouse 
and Humphries.

More and more drivers are having their 
names inscribed on their cars. This 
originated on the Continent, usually on 
team cars such as the Auto-Union and 
Mercédès-Benz, but, let us remember, for 
the purpose of identifying the car, not 
the driver.

“ Bira’s ” Maserati finished fourth at 
Chimay, but had trouble, which may be 
the reason why it did not appear at 
Gransden.

The motor-cycle racing was supported 
by the cream of the amateur road-racing 
riders, and we regret there is insufficient 
space to report it. Considering the condi-
tions the standard of riding was excep-
tionally high, and thé 500-c.c. and 
unlimited races were won at over 70 
m.p.h. S. T. Barnett (490 Norton) was 
outstanding.
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THE FIRST COVER PICTURE—This picture, depicting John Duff's 3-litre Bentley during a pit stop on the occasion of his successful “ Double Twelve ” 
record, when the car averaged 86.79 m.p.h. for 24 hours, appeared on the cover of the first "MOTOR SPORT” to be published—a quarter of a 

century ago.

The safest 
for the fastest

FERODO BRAKE LININGS



 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MOTOI
Pictorii

SILVERSTONE
BRISTOL VI

DUAL VICTOR.—R. Habershon’s beautiful 1926 1^-litre 
G.P. Delage, which won the “ 1908 G.P. Itala ” Trophy 
Race and the race for Vintage Super Sports and Racing

Cars at the V.S.C.C. Silverstone Meeting.

PIT-WORK.—One of the “ 22/90 ” Alfa-Romeos in for ' 
its tyre change during the V.S.C.C. High-Speed Trial.

BENTLEY v. “ 30/98.”—W. A. L. Cook's ii-litre Bentley, 
which made the fastest speed in the V.S.C.C. High-Speed 
Trial, in close company with T. H. Plowman's “ 30/98 ” 
Vauwhall, and, behind, D. Halliday's i^-litre Bentley. 

All these cars qualified.

ANCIENT and MOL 
Star dog-cart pulling 
by Upton in the 190- 

more 1

ONE-LUNGER.—A. F. Car-
lisle and his wife in their 1908 
1,257-c.c. single-cyUnder, bol-
ster-tank de Dion during the 
Bristol M.C. and L.C.C. 

Veteran Car event.

RACING - CAR SCRATCH 
RACE.—Archie Butterworth’s 
A.J.B. leading John Cooper's 
Cooper 1,000 at Silverstone 
before a balance-weight came 
adrift, wrecking his engine. 
The car sliding round in the 
background is Ayrton's " 2.3 ’’ 

Monaco-bodied Bugatti.
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MOTOR SPORT
INCORPORATING

Speed

BRAKE LININGS
FERODO LIMITED, CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH 
A Member of the Turner & Newoll Organization

MOST OF THE FASTEST 
RELY ON THE SAFEST
To win on road or track, brake linings must be highly efficient . . . 
and utterly dependable. Ferodo’s long history of racing success is 
a solid assurance of both these qualities, which are just as essential 
for safety and confidence in every-day motoring.
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Brighton International Speed Trials
A. J. Butterworth Fastest with His F.W.D. Air-Cooled A.J.B.

Raymond Mays' Course
R^i^tes-t Sports Car.

Taking the

THE Brighton arid Hove Motor (Tub's 
traditional seaside speed trials over 
tlie standing kilometre of the 

Madeira Drive rveri • niri off ex[>editionst.v 
on Srptemla^-r 3rd in beautiful
weather. This year's organisation was 
iu every way creditable, and ollieials were 
served with an excellent lunch during the 
interval.

Haymond Mays' coursc-rccord of 23.80 
sec. remained unbroken, although .Mays 
was regrettably not present Io defend it. 
To Archie Butterworth went credit, for 
making f.t.d. in his home-designed, 
four-wheel-drive A.J.B., with an 
unsuprrchargrd 4,425-e.c. Steyr air-cooled 
V8 engine and slim single-seater body. 
Butterworth got away in phenomenal 
fashion, attained 4,100 r.p.m. on his 
2.58-to-l ratios and 5.50-10 tyres by the 
end of lire kilometre, and went over the 
line nt some 133 m.p.h., clocking the 
excellent, time of 24.91 src. He in^-reased 
the alcohol content of the fuel for his 
second run, and was 0.09 sec. slower, 
.McAlpine's 3-litre ex-" Birn" Muserati 
passing him to clock 25.27 sec., second 
fastest time. Poore just could not get the 
speed lie hopa-d for from the " 3.8 " 
Alfa-Homeo, but made third fastest 
time, in 25.91 see., just Iteating Pry's 
incredible 1,097-e.c. two-stage Ereikaiser- 
wagen, which ilid 25.9,3 sec., but sheared 
its flywheel key in doing so and didn't 
run again. Mrs. Allard won the pioorly- 
supp^irted ladies' class, beating her famous 
husband by 1.22 sec. in the sports J-typ^- 
Allard (29.35 sec.).

This year the classes were simplified, 
but 215 entries were received ; that a 
good entry was also received for thr 
S.U.N'.B.A.C. Silverstone meeting on the 
same day indicates the healthy state of 
the Sport. At Brighton drivers have to 
start "on the signal," not in their own 
time, the spoons being used only to 
detect false starts. They ran up the course 
in pairs, which resulted in some epic 
struggles and enthralled the thousands of 
onlookers on the promenades. But the 
results of these races signify nothing in 
themselves, so we have ignored them, 
preferring to give in the results the full 
placing* in each class.

Naturally, with so many entries there 
was much of detail interest to lie seen. 
Besides his faithful " l 'isler " Austin, 
Bowles hail n truly immaculate pointed- 
tail “Speedy" with cx-Serivrn “ Grnss- 
hopper " engine. Centric blower and 
Cozeltc carburetter. Hollingsworth's 
blown Eord Ten Spi-cial made good use 
of a remote-control four-sperd ls»x, 
while Watling-Grrenwood's HAV.G. wus 
brautifully turned mil and proved to 
have a Morris chassis, M.G. gearbox and a

Record Unbroken. Pitt's Blower 41-litre Bentley is 
Mrs. Allard Beats Her Husband in J-type Allard, 
Ladies' Prize. Excellent Organisation.

twin-S.lt. Eord Ten engine. Another 
very immaculate ear was Roberts' Type 43 
Bugatti, in original “ Grand Sports “ 
fimr-sinter form, rubber bands round its 
hub-ears holding its hub-plates in place - 
not to locate the half-shafts as one local 
had it I

The " 30 98 " Vauxhalls resumed their 
duel with numerous 4j-litre Bentleys, 
proving individually superior but with a 
slight advantage to the Bentleys on 
aggregate. Alan May's car, putting 
smallish rear wheels to good purpiose, had 
its headlamps set centrally and turned 
sideways ubove the dumb-iron apron. 
II did 32.41 sec. against 33.80 sec. by the 
best of the unblown 4.1-iltrc Bentleys, 
Hogg's. Six " 30/98s ” ran, anil eleven 
" 4A “ Bentleys. Of the former. Bar-
dolph's had a modcrnisli four-seater body 
anil wings. Southon's was a fabric four-
seater, Webb's the smart four-seater 
which did so well nt the V.S.C.C. Prescott 
meeting, with downdraught Zenith, Deluge 
front brakes and a rare 3.1-lo-l axle 
ratio. Plownum's and Binn’s being well 
known. As consolation, Pitt's cx-Birkin 
two-seater “ blower 4J " Bentley, the 
blower now cowled-in, not only wiped 
up isoth Vintage S.C.C. ami Bentley D.C. 
classes but won Eorrest l.yeclt's trophy 
for best sports car time, in 39.38 sec., 
in spite of an electrical bonfire after one 
run. Metcalfe emerged from retirement 
to drive his whalr-likr ex-Barnalo Hassan 
8-litrr Bentley, on 0.50 1(1 rear tyres, 
clocking 31.9 see. against Leslie Johnson's 
28.79 sec. in l.yeclt's 8-litre. But ns 
l.yrett was giving the prize for fastest 
sports car, lie only entered for the racing 
class. If the time-keepers can lie believed, 
Pomeroy's 191 4 " Prince Henry “ Vimx- 
hull bent all the " 30 98s '' except May's.

(■ninth's Jag. II. a Eord VS-cngbied 
Jaguar with all-enveloping body, ran well, 
the Tonlmin Motors' 980-c.r. blown, srlf- 
changr M.G. Midget misbehaved, and 
Helen Kennard's Mcrcedes-Benz had 
chronic clutch slip. Pomeroy's Heel 
Vauxhall, Ablaott's 1994 Merciidès and 
WilriM-k's 2j-litre Talbot represented the 
prc-1t(14 brigade. Continuing round the 
Paddock. I.omax's M.G. was a converted 
H-type with simple radius-mcinlters to 
locate the independent rear suspension. 
King was trying out his neat inonojxmlu 
Austin Seven, which Illis n ribbed alloy 
brad, No. 4 chain-drive Zoller blower, 
S.U. carburetter, right-hand control of 
the three-speed gearbox, and has lieen 
lowered by turning the rear springs 
upside down and appreciably raising thr 
front axle above its spring. Hobbs' ex- 
Es'cles' Zoller-blown llapier has hy-
draulic and friction front damping, 
Htchards' well-known Hilcy normal and 

transverse front shock-absorbers, the 
latter linked by rods to thr axlr upsweep, 
while Treen's Hilcy has fairings both 
sides of its long tail to clear thr fuel tank 
and an external exhaust manifold. Webb's 
blown 1,987-c.c. M.G. has Lancia i.f.s., 
and Heath's Heath-.I.A.P. has rear- 
placed engine, an oil coolrr by its near-
side air scoop, transverse spring and wish-
bone i.f.s., and a swing-axle and fabricated 
wishbones al the back. Murray's .Maserati 
had a vast, plated scoop at thr near side 
of its radiator cowl.

L^-sler's smart M.G. easily won the 
1.199-c.r. sports-car class, Morrish's 
Erazrr-Nash dominated Ilie 1j-ttlre sports-
car class and Way’s special B.M.W. brat 
Tyrrr's lightened “ 328 " B.M.W. in tin-
g-litre class. Way improving on his own 
record by 1.24 src.. Crook's yellow Veritas 
a good third. .Major Gale's Darnaeq 
vanquished Allard's J-type Allard in the 
big sports-car class, also beating the class 
record belli by Walker’s Drlahaye, by 
0.93 sec., and being the fastest unblown 
sports car. Hern's Amile-ar Six was 
unchallenged in the blown l,1<M)-i-.c. 
sports-car category, and M.G.s scored in 
Ila* blown 2-litre class. Lewis' “ 2.(1 " 
Alfa-Homeo defeated .Mum’s “ 2.(1 “ 
Alfa in the unlimited blown sports-ear 
class, with James' 5-lilrc Bugatti third, 
Pitts winning the V.S.C.C. class from 
May's “ 30'98 " and Cook's 4j-litre 
Benth-y and taking Einch's class record 
by 0.11 src., and then going even faster 
to win thr B.D.C. class from Hogg's and 
Cook's norm'illy-uspioitrd 41-litres.

Parker, warming thr transmission of 
his Parker Special on thr line, proved Io 
have easily the fastest “ 500." thr 
Monaco’s class record fulling by 1.24 sec. 
Cox’s Cooper overheated, ixoastmg in 
both times, and Tye’s Cooper suffered 
from carburetter flooding. Symonds' 
Austin, now with " works " s.v. engine, 
thoroughly deserved its win in thr 750-r.r. 
class, but did not lower Ilie Light weight's 
record. Ery did a prodigious 25.93 si*c. 
in the I.IOll-r.c. class, in spite of trouble 
two-t birds of thr way up ; Ibis lowered his 
own class record bv 1.08 src. Just as the 
EreikaLscrwagcn was being towed away 
the .Mayors of Brighton and Hove were 
introduced to Joe. who was asked. “ And 
what did the car cost you ? “ Thr driver, 
who probably lelt it was now worth tt.jd.. 
manfully replied. " f 1.900 plus." Thr 
V-twin Coopers of Wintcrbotlom, Hart-
well and Cooper were a close second, 
third and fourth. Cooper getting 120 
m.p.h. over the line.

The Spikins Sprcial took the l}-litrr 
class from Baring's (IC Maserati and 
Smith's Bugatti, all closely matched. 
Thr Norris Sprcial fell the bumps mid 
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had clutch-slip. The 3-litre class was the 
preserve of Norris’ Alto, using <1.50-10 
rear tyres and clocking a rousing 20.0 see., 
against Yates’ 27.13 sec. in the mis-liring 
Mlilti-Union. The Multi-Union was 
making a llrsl appearance since its Brook-
lands’ days, when it til! but. took the lap 
record. it had its out-circuit axle-ratio, 
6.50-19 rear tyres mid suitably low 
ratios in the Holls - Boyce gearbox. 
On its second run it was still mis-
firing and sending out. clouds of smoke. 
Just beyond the line, abend of the 
sprint-bodied Acedes-Niish, the engine 
seized and the car went into a series of 
hair-raising slides, which Yates held 
successfully. Noel Carr’s Alla was third, 
Stubbcriicid, his well-known single-seater, 
twin-rear tyred Type 35 Bugatti ham-
pered by its Prescott, ratios, mi im-
pressive fourth.

Butterworth deservedly won the Club 
Trophy and £1<H> for iiis f.t.d. in the 
unlimited class, ns recorded. The ladies’ 
class was poorly supported, with Mrs. 
Saginson’s “ flat-iron ” Thomas mid Mrs. 
Richmond’s Rapier absentees, but 
Mrs. Allard surpassed herself in the 
J-type Allard, beating her husband's 
best, run in an earlier class by 1.22 see. 
and easily winning the Chater-Lea Trophy. 
Mrs. Gerard's class record was unasstiiled, 
however.

All that happened from tlie time-
keepers’ angle follows :—
• — Nrno Clair rrront. F ■» Fhiltd to complete emme.

SFOHTS CABS vr TO 1,100 c.c.:
1st: 11. Lester (1,092-c-.e. M.G.) ... 38.56sec.
2nd: S. E. Barnes (747-e.e. .M.G.) ... 41.49 .. 
3rd: IL Gilling < 1.67l-c.c. ll.lt.G.) ... 43.43 „ 

Alio ran : Cult-Miller 1 Riley), -13.80 see.; WIIIIIUILJ 
(Singer), 44.71 sec.; Havant (M.G.), 14.80 «e,;
Simpson (F.I.A.T.) mid lliulili-hl (vale), both 45.0 MS-.

SPOUTS CABS, 1,101 TO 1,5t)l) e.c.:
1st: F. Morris)» (1,497-c.c. Frazer-

Nash) ... ... ... ... 36.58 sec.
2nd : T. W. Itargue (1,433-e.e. .M.G.) 36.70 .,
3rd: A. S. Gosnell <l,4tW-c.c. II.K.G.) 37.01 ,.

•Ito. ran : Holt (II.K.G.) 37.16 we.: Ruddock 
(H.lt.G.), 37.60 sec.: Brock(II.K.G.), 3rt.o sec.; Moor- 
llcl.l (M.G.). 39.0 «•<-.; Miss Mitchell (H.H.G.), 39.20 
see.; Christie (M.G.). 30.36sec.; Miss Hslg (H.R.G.), 
39.38 sec.; Gott (II.K.G.), 3K.7I1 see.; l.lne (M.G.), 
40.4 sec.; Gilling (H.lt.G.), 40.91 sec.; illlliig 
(Singer), 11.lose»’.; Miss Marshall (M.G.), 11.20 sec.; 
Molyncaux (M.G.). 41.51 sec.; C»«»k (M.G.). 41.62 
sec.; Constable (M.G.). 42.19 see.; Scars (Morgan). 
42.84 see.; Davis (M.G.) and Walling-Greenwood 
(R.W.G.), both 43.40see.; limit (M.G.). 43.litl.se»-.; 
Norton (M.G.). 43.30sec.: Burt. (Astou-Martiu). 
40.20sec.; Cook I.M.G.), 40.40si»'.: Major (Wul-ie- 
loy), 47.40 sec.; Palmer (Frazer-Nash), 70.40 sec.

rti’oicrs CABS, i,r,oi TO 2,OOOc.c.:
1st: It. Way (1,971-c.c. B.M.W.) ... 31.15 sec. 
2t»»l: G. Tyrer (1,971-c.c. B.M.W.) ... 31.68 ,. 
3r»I: T. A. 1>. Crook (l,97t-c.o. Veritas) 32,20 .,

IL»» ran: Peskctt (B.M.W.). 35.07 sec.; Walton 
(Alta), 30.0»»«■.; Jay (Bugatti), H.tWara-.; Itcmlcr 
(Aston-Martin), 43.77 sec.

St'OKTC CABS OVKIl 2,001) c.c.:
1st: Major Gale (3,0IHI-i*.e. Darr, wo) 30.48sec,* 
2nd : 8.11. Allurtl (4,375-e.i-. Allard)... 30,57 ,, 
3rd: 1. Metcalfe (7 ,098-c.e. Bentley) ... 31.00 ,,

Alto ran: Muy (Vanxludl), 32.41 sec.; Jason- 
Henry (Delaliayc), 32.98sei'.; rtyrnondsmt (Bugatti), 
33.411 see.; Parker (Jauuar), 33.01 raw.; Matthews 
(Jaguar). 33.63 see.; Grltlllhs (Jug. 11), 33.71 sec.; 
Hogg (Bentley) ami Chevcll (Alvis), loth 33.80 sec.: 
Tulloch (lltiil.-ioii Sjira-ial), 33.05 sec.; Cripps (Cripi»< 
Spra-l.-il). 34.08 sec.; Craig (Jaguar), 34.20 sec.; 
Kcnilrr (Allard), 34.55 sec.; Jay (J.M.B.) ami Gisxi- 
hew (Healin' dpei-kd), l“>tli 35.20see.; Wright 
(laigomla), 30.14 sec.; Sargeant (Sargeant Special) 
anil Waring ( Alvis), lx»th 311.40 sec.; .Mourn(Invicta), 
37.0 sec.; Hewitt (Allard), 37.40 era'.; Henry 
(lagouda), 39.80sec.; Derrington (Bngaitl). 40.40 
sec.

SI:P>3II’HAK«):O SroBTs CABS vr TO i.moc.c.: 
1st: V. J. Hum (1,100-e.c. Amilcar)... 34.87 Bee. 
2ml: It. W. Jaroits (1,1187-c.i'. M.G.) ... 37.1)6 „ 
3nl: J. 1>. llanman (94<i-c.c, M.G.) ... 37.40 „

. 1 (so r»i n.' Cl i rist u uis (M .0,), 39.95 sec.; Tot till ti u 
(M.G.), 4l.20suc.; Bowles (Austin), 42.40sec.
StiratcHABGBO SPOUTS CABS, 1,101 TO 2,000 c.c.: 
1st: 1. (’. Elicits (l.25U»'.c. M.G.) ... 30.(81 See.
2nd : H. W. G. Collins (1.2.86-e.e. M.G.) 37.00 .. 
3rd: A. IL Montague (1,572-c.C. Alm-

Romeo)..................................... 38.85 „
.I7«o nt».' Zeltman (Squire), 39.19sec.; Rowe 

(M.G.), 41.0 see.
SVPKKCHAROKI* SPOUTS CABS. I’SUMITKO :

1st: I». Lewis (2.0:W-e.»-. Alia-Romeo) 31.35 see. 
2nd: N. II. Matin (2,60O-c„c. Alta-

Romeo) ..................................... 31.40 „
3r»l: J. AL Janna (4,810-c.c. Bugatti)... 31.86

Aho ran: Pierpont (Bugatti), 31.96 sra*.; Markes 
(Bentley). 35.0 sec.; llohll (Alta-Romeo), 35.59 sec.

VINTAGE SPORTS CABS, HNLIHITEII :
1st: A. L. Pitts (1,396-e.e. s'o Bentley) 30.55 see.* 
2nd : A. May (4,250-c.c. Vanxludl) ... 32.51 ,, 
3rd: W. A. I,. (Mok (4,398-c.e. Bentley) 35.37 „

Aho ran: Finch (Amilcar), 35.56 sera; llohll 
(Alfa-Romeo), 30.00 sec.: Pomeroy < Vauxball). 
3(1.211 see.; Binns (Vnuxluill), 36.51 sec.; Itolxirta 
(Bugatti), SO.OOsec- Webb (Vntixhitll). 37.57 sec.; 
Plowman (Vanxludl), 37.97 AIM-,; Hardiiipli (Vaux- 
hall), 40.0 see.; Smith (Aston-Martin), 40.35 see.; 
Jan»' (ljiniln), 41.70 see.; Soutlam (Vauxhnll), 
41.72 sec.; Gahagan I Bugatti). 44.58 see.; Slorr 
(Mi-rrailis-Bi-uz), 48.80s»-»-.; Mias Keuiiani (Mer- 
i-édos-Benz), 49.20sec.; Ablwitt (MenV'iles), 56.80 
see.; Wilcoek (Talbot), 60.30 sw*.

BKSTLKV CLASS:
1st: A. E. Pitta (4.398-C.I'. s c Bentley) 30.38 sec. 
2nd . lt.W.Hogg(l.39S e.i'. Benlb'v)33.80 .. 
3r»l: W. A. L. t »s>k (4,3tt8-»>.e. Bentley) 35.57 ,,

,1/so ran: Kemp Plate, 35.59sec.; Alnrkes, 
35.71 sec.; I.a«retire, 30.48sec.; Hay, 36.66see.; 
Farthing,39.WI«•»•.; EvattCook,37.20sec.; Kratm-r, 
37.95 sec.; Sedgwick, 38.60 sec.; Stout. 39.20 sec.; 
Halliday, 39.64 tav.; Sixitt ltuasell, 40.40 sec.; 
Charms'k, 40.80 sec.; Axel-Berg, 45.45 sis-.: Biirlon, 
46.60 sec.

JtACtNO CABS UP TO 500 C.C. t
1st: D. Parker (407-c.e. Parker-

Special) ..................................... 31.87 sc»'.*
2ml: It. M. Dryden (499-c.c. Cooper)... 33.40 „ 
3rd ; G. Saimdi rs (4'JT-c.c. Coojwr) ... 33.80 .,

Alio ran : Truman (Bardon), 34.01 see.; Ilols-rls 
(Cooper), 34.13 see.; Scmiuelsoti (Cooper), 35.20 sec.; 
Tye (Cooper), 35.76si'c.; Tipier (Monai-o), -12.0 sec.; 
Cox (Cooper), F.

RACING CABS. 501 TO 750 c.c.:
1st; G. H. Symonds (747-c.c. s/c

Austin) ... ... ... ... 29.67 sec.
2nd : K. C. Jarvis (747-c.e. s/c Austin) 32.21 „ 
3rd: F. G. Lomax (746-c.e. s.c M.G.)... 32.91 „

Aho ran: Harrison (M.G.), 36.87 see.: Bowles 
(Austin), 37.0sec.; King (Austin), 39.60 sec.; 
Pltilllps (M.G.), 44.40 see.

RACING CABS, 751 To 1,100 c.C.:
1st: J. G. Fry (1,097-c.e. so Frei- 

kaiserwagen) .......................... 25.93 sec.*
2nd : E. Wlntarltotlom (998-e.e. Ctwtpi'r-

H.K.D.)..................................... 28.38 „
3rd : G. II. Hartwell (99S-c.c. Cooper-

H.R.D.)..................................... 28.40 „
Aho run.- Cooper (Cooper). 29.30see.: Heath 

(Heatli J.A.P.). 32.0sec.; Hobbs (" liaph-r").
32.59 MM'.: llliharita (Riley), 33.32 Me.; 'ITra'ii 
(Riley), 34,811 sue,; Webb (M .G.}, 35.20 sis'.; Bristow 
(Alta), 38JM)Sce.

ItActso CABS, 1,101 TO 1,500 c.c.:
1st: F. R. G. Spikitts (1,196-0.0. Sj.ikins 

Special)..................................... 29.11 sec.
2nd: A. A. Baring (1,496-c.c. s/e 

Maserati) ... ... ... 29.27 „
3rd : S. J. Smith (I,fmo-e.e. s/c Bugatti) 29.91

Aho ran: Ileyward (Norris). 30.50see.: Bknn- 
lleld (Bugatti), SLitOsra-.; Murray (Maserati), 
31.86sce.; Bratlnack (B.K.A.). 33.20s» »'.: Norton 
(Altai. 34.0s»'»'.; Rivers-Fletcher (M.G.). 37.20 sec.

ltAi'ixu CABS, 1,501 TO 3,oooc.c.:
1st: J. B. Norris (1,970-c.c. s/c Alta) 26.90 sec. 
2nd : G. F. Yates (2,9uO-»:.c. s/i: Multt-

L'tiloii) ... ........................ 27.13 „
3rd : N. Carr (t,996-c.c. a/c Alta) ... 27.43

Aha ran : Stublx-rtleld (Bugatti), 28.8(1 ttce. ; 
Rinuell (Bugatti), 29.20see.; Huklns (Bugatti), 
29.70sec.; Edward» (H.lt.G.), 31.75era'.; Ayrton 
(Biigattl). 32,26see.; Clair (Setumewo rtjx-cial), 
32.10 see.; Williamson (Aecdes-Nash), 34.80 sec.

RACING CARS UXLIMITEP :
1st: A. J- Butterworth (4,425-e.e.

A.J.B.).....................................24.91 si-e.f
2nd: K. MeAlphie (3,015-e.e. s/c

Maserati) ... ... ... 25.27 „
3r»i: It. 1». I’*>oro (3,890-e.e. s/c Alfa-

Romeo) .....................................25.91 „
T F.T.D.

.Hsu ru»<: Johnson (Bentley), 28.79»■»•.; Matthews 
(Jaguar), 29.10 sec.; Norris (Norris SjM'riiil). 30,80 
sec.; James (Suntatam), 31.60 see.; Hay (Betilley), 
.16.80 see.

RACING CABS- LAOY DBIVEBS ONLY:
1st: Mrs. E. Allar.l (4.375-e.e. Allard) 29.35 see. 
2nd: Airs. Ttwn (1,087-c.c. Riley) ... 30.58 „

.its»» ma: Mrs. t.'hhig <Altii-Roiueo), 39.40sw.

PRESCOTT HILL CL1MII
■—continued from /uigt-BBS 

fast in the Alvis-engined Norris-Speeitil. 
Norton’s Alto, using Iwin rear wheels 
which clouted lite sleepers at Pardon 
on its first run, being third.
1st: It ,K. Ansell (1,488-c.»'. E.K.A.) 18.16 -»■•■
2nd: (J W. A. Heywar.1 (l,482-»-,v.

Norri»-S)s..eial) .........................  48R5 „
3rd: G. W.P.Nortmi (1,496-c.c, Alta)... 49.10 „

Aho ran : de Mattos (Splldns Sts i-ial), 19.53 sra'.; 
lteccolBngattl), 49.73 sec.; Isirgm-(M.G.).51.16MM-.: 
Blomflchl (Bugatti), 54.88sue.

Racing Cars, 1,501 to 2,000 c.c.
Peter Walker made one of his uauul 

spirited climb in the 2-lilre ii.R.A, to 
win this class, hut fade» I to approach his 
class record. The stub-exhimut. iwin- 
rear-wheeled Hugatti, driven respeclively 
by owner Mould and ex-owner Rowley,

17.67 S»T.
49.55 „
49.66 .. 

5O.0I sag.;
50.60 «•»•.;

filled second anil third places, slightly 
faster than the Caesar-Special, which 
someone described as an " armchair 
prccedeil by a smoke-screen." 
1st: P. D. t'. Walk.-rtl,979s'.».. E.R.A.) 
2nd: P. Mould Bugatti)
:!rd : J. W. Jhiwlcy Hiixntti)

Afdo ritn: Taylor II’HUATF SJKN'IRI), 
Sir Clive Edwards (H.H.G. SiM-eLdL 
’Poole (R.B.L.), HH*.

Racing Cars Over 2,000 c.c.
It was in this class that Allard, looking 

safe und steady in the iinicl. Vu air-eoolcd 
Steyr-Allard, sei the seal to the champion-
ship and lowered his class rci'or»! by 
I1.U2 see. 1‘OOTC was seisuid, and 1 hitter-
worth, now using 0.00-1(1 tyres on his 
A.J.R. but craving different ratios, was 
third, Stubberfieid’s Type 35 Bugatti 
went in its usual excellent manner, but 
Dutt’s “ 2.0 ’’ Maserati was slow.

Ixt: 8. H. Allrir.l (3.700 »'.v. Allanl)... 44.42 «■»-.• 
2ml: K. D. Poore (3,800-c.e. Alla-

Romeo) ........................................ 45.54 „
3rd: A. J- Butterworth (4,425-rx.

A.J.B.)........................................ 47.11 „
Aho ran: StublierfleM (Bmailtl), 47.61 sec.; 

Hutt. (Maserati), 51.61 sec.
Team Event

In Ibis i-ategory Allard got down Io 
his magnificent 44.20 sec., bul he was 
slower limn before in I lie sports Allard 
(il is a bit of a rush going straight from 
one ear to anol her I), but Mrs. Alhiril got 
down to n splendid 51.70 see. run. Poore 
did his 44.(10 run mid Stubbcriicid one in 
•17.50 sec., but Allard's team won.

Formula I Class (former runs count)
1st: 8. H. Allard (Allanl) ................ 44.12 sec.
Formula II Class (former times count)
1st: 8. Miww (Cuoper-J.A.P,) ... ... 41.77 »R-<-.
2nd: It. Braniion (Cooper-J.A.P.) ... 45.82 ,. 
3ril: B. G. P. d« MaitiwiRpIkliwSiws'kil) 49.53 ,,

• C'lati rrronl.
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RELY ON THE SAFEST
To win on road or track, brake linings must be highly efficient . . . 
and utterly dependable. Ferodo’s long history of racing success is 
a solid assurance of both these qualities, which are just as essential 
for safety and confidence in every-day motoring.
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RAYMOND MAYS (E.R.A.) FASTEST AT 
BRIGHTON SPEED TRIALS

J2 Cadillac-Allard Smashes Sports-Car Record.

THE Brighton Speed Trials -were held 
in beautiful weather on September 
2nd and a breeze blowing up the 

kilometre provided gentle assistance. 
There is definitely something about this 
fixture ! It recalls tile traditional sea-
side sprints of earlier times, when /treble 
Nash, Miss Ivy Cummings, .1. A. Joyce 
and a youthful Muys competed one 
against the oilier. It remains one of the 
few events where really high sjieeds are 
attained and in which the acceleration/ 
speed capabilities of the competitors 
can lie compared accurately. Il may even 
be said to “ improve the breed,” for 
manufacturers and specialist-firms whose 
cars show up badly at Brighton are 
unlikely to tie content until such sluggish-
ness in their products is rectified.

Tills year Ruyiivmil Mays brought his 
hoary old 2-litrc Zoller-E.R.A. and 
clocked 24.4 sec., failing to beat his old 
record by 11.34 sec., probably because 
he slid sideways on the line with wheel-
spin. This year, too. the last 88 yards 
of the s.s. kilometre were timed. Mays 
covering this at 139.5 in.p.h., this timing 
debunked former claims of “ 1 was 
lining over IGO across the finishing line, 
old lioy ! ” Perhaps the Brighton and 
Hove M.C., who organised the meeting, 
kept these speeds secret for this reason ! 
Norris’ 2-iitre Alta was a secund slower 
than Mays and Holt (Alfa-Romeo) and 
MuAlpine (Maserati) tied for third fastest, 
although etah won one of their paired 
rims. The fastest unblown car was 
Idoyd • .loiies' 21-litre Holls-Royce 
“ Kestrel ” rear-engined, firnr-whecI-drive 
Triangle ” Flying Saucer,’’ a deadly 
weapon even on a straight course. It 
lost all its oil pressure on its first run, 
but, in spile of slowing down la-fore the 
finish, clocked 1211.» in.p.h. over the 
100 yards, equal to 2,000 r.p.m. Peter 
Heel’s 2-litrc E.R.A. was fifth.

Sydney Allard's Cndillae-engincd ’’ .12 " 
Allard, running with sprint fuel tank 
and full ■ length undeishield, literally 
smashed the absolute sports-car record 
helil by Crook's superchargnl ”2.»” 
Alfa-Romeo, being 1.71 sec. faster, a 
lime of 28 sec. Mrs. Allard, running the 
same car in Hie Ladies’ Class, sans 
front wings, did exactly the same lime, 
a grand show, nit hough not quite fast 
enough to heat Betty Haig’s Cooper 
1,000 on the second run. The Allan! 
spun its off-side mir wheel furiously, in 
spite of the <lc Dion rear-end. Of the 
sports ■ ears, an NIC 120 Jaguar was 
eleventh.

The liest blown sports-car was (J. I). 
Parker’s neat Jnguellc, in 2ft.fi sec. 
Many of the racing cars were running 
badly. The only startling incident Was 
when Mould's Bugatti snaked nastily, 
due to a delliil ing lyre. 11 was sufficient ly 
far ahead of its rival In keep mil of 
trouble anil was skilful!v held. Parker 
vanquished the Norlon-lloopcnt to break 

his 500 c.c. record by 1.07 sec., a fine 
run. Peter Collins’ Cooper with V-twin 
740 c.c. J.A.P. engine installed for the 
occasion won the 750 c.c, racing class, 
beating Symonds’ very-impressive Austin 
by 1.6 see. The Austin has the cx- 
Ligl it weight s.v. engine blown at, 18 lb. 
and lost some time us its differential was 
unlocked. Lafone went nicely in the 
cx-Doreen Evans’ Q-type MJ J. single-
sealer, blit A. J. (“My Heritage is 
Motor-Having”) Tonlmin’s Q-type M.G. 
Was one of the slowest cars present, 
living actually 3.6 see. slower than 
Abbott’s 1914 T.T. Sunbeam I Riel lards' 
Cooper l.txx) bc.it Richmond's Rapier 
which sported two-stage boog’ from two 
cabin blowers and reached 7,5tH> r.p.m., 
in the 1.100 c.c. racing class. The 
Farley, whose seat cushion pressurises the 
lunk(l) and the polished aluminium, 
Amilear-like blown Giihngan Special both 
expired- Mays headed the 8-lilre racing 
class, from Norris and Bell aforemen-
tioned. The Vnnxludl-Villiers was absent 
IH-CUIISC a saloon-car clot had rammed 
it on the way to Brighton. Most of the 
cars were unwell, the Autovia-engined 
Bentley Special emitting n record smoke-
screen. E. A. Bradley ran the red 
2J-lilre Maserati two-seater, which he 
claimed to be I lie ex-Birkin car bought 
from “ Buddy ” Fealherstiineltaiigh in 
1038—he hadn't driven it until that day 
and went quite well considering, it.s driver 
even mastering the dilthmil-looking erank- 
Juwtdle w h lei i prc-seleetcd the gears 
via a bevel drive. Stnbberficld tried 
twin rear wheels for bis Bugatti’s second 
run, gaining 1.8 see.- and the tyres, al 
23 lb.. didn’t Ily off I Sir Clive Edwards’ 
H.R.G.-.Speeial gave Perkins' Bugatti 
a good nin. Lycett’s irrepressible 8-litrc 
Bentley, running as a racing car, held off 
Chilton's quiet V12 Deluge, driven by 
Southon, in the big racing-car class. 
The A.J.B. wits absent, with a broken 
cranksluift. The ladies luid fun, but 
«onldn’t touch Joan Gerard’s record. 
Peggy Lnmlierl.’s Ix’sler-M.G, «minded a 
bit hot at the end. and the “ mnnxed ” 
Silverstone Healey lookrd odd. Oil her 
Second run Mrs. Stapleton, ill tin- open 
“ Spa " Aston-MarI in, just beat glamorous 
Mrs. Mortimer’s llcnlcy “ Silverstone.” 
Amongst the sports cars wliioh had 
transmission or axle trouble on the line 
were Baker's blown PR M.G., E. K. 
Barker’s 3-litrr BcnlJcy and IVick’» 
.Allard. As the last-named stripped it.s 
bottom gear. Harlridge’s beautiful tour- 
ing-bodied 6j-lilre Bentley nsirvd up 
the kilometre, surprised to find no 
Allard Iwhind it. Whereupon its driver, 
presumably, tried to exjilain that some 
cars do have these breakages, a thing tile 
Bentley hadn’t heard of in all its twenty 
or more years I As a matter of fact the 
Bentley D.C. bad a class Io itself unit 
its ears showed up extremely well, 
witness A. G. Pills’ 30.il see. in his 

ex-Birkin “ blowcr-4|,” Gerry Grozier's 
30.09 sec. in “ The Whale,” Kemp 
Place's 32.2 sec. in another “ blowcr-lf " 
and Sedgwick's 32.8 sec. in the Hart-
ridge llj. We give below the class 
winners, and, after these, the placing» 
of the sports, supercharged sports and 
racing cars irrespective of class. The 
latter lists repay careful study, for the 
Brighton kilometre is revealing, and the 
times published show which cara did 
well, which badly, and tell you what to 
bring if you wish to excel at Brighton 
next year, besides providing a yardstick 
by which cars offered for sale as ’’ suitable 
for racing ” may be judged. The meeting 
ended with a quurter-mile Soap-Box 
Derby for Imy scouts, wliieh shows the 
state to which we in this country have 
sunk 1 Vauxhali Motors gave the prizes 
for this; do they hope, to incorporate 
points from the competing soap-boxes in 
future Vauxhnli ears ?
IJüO-o.c. Sronis I tout;

.1, Jt. Hawthorn (Riley) ... ... 3.7911 see.
l,;s)0-c.i!. SPURTS runs:

.Major E. M. Maritsy (Cnoiier-Hover)... 34.M sec. 
t'a/Wi ll.ll.il. Chut Record by l.Utee.) 

2,000-o.c. SPORTS CARS:
It. TyrertB.M.W.) ........................ 30.11 »M.

(Heal. tfap> II.MAV. Claes Retard by O.Ud we.) 
IIVKK 2,U00-c.<i. SPORTS CARS:

8. II. Ward (UulllkusAllnrd)..............28.0 see.
dale'. Iiarmeii class Retard by 2.48 ««J 

Siu'BRfiiAROKH 2,000-c.e. »is>iW8 CABS :
V. .1. Hern (Aniitcur) ... . 30.8 MM.

{Ileal, b'inelt'a Amihar Claes flecortl by 0.00 see.) 
SVI'EIICOARIIKH I'Xl.lMITRtl C.C. SPORTS CARS:

It. I>. l'.uk<-r (.1 iwuetto) ..............29.8*00.
IRantt Cviak’i Alfa-llameo Clast 11 er ord by 

0.41, xer.)
ISttSTW OKIVKHS' I'LTB :

A. t,. Pitts (“ Blower 41") .............. 30.8 see.
Mio-c.c. it.AoiNii CARS:

p. Parker (Parker-J,A.P.) ..............30.2«w.
(Read hi. old Class lleeorti by 1.07AivJ 

;r,oc.e. KADitra CARS:
P..). Ctollliu (CooiierJ.A.PJ..............28.2 see.

llteate Dommv. biyblmiffhf Clnut Rerord by
u.Mieo.)

I.IOOC.O. RAOIKO CARS:
11. A. Itidunl» (Kiley) 

1,500-c.i’. KACIXO CARS:
<1. It. Hartwell (K.lt.A.) 

d.isKtc.o. I( VTNO CARR :
K. May»(H.tt.A.) ..............

Ifsi.nnTEi, c.c. itAi'iNii CARS;
A. P. It. Rolt (Alfa-Romeo) ...
K. Mr-Alpine IMnwmtl) 

L AI o RS:
,M1M Holty ItiiiR (('oopor 1.000)

• f.r.tl.

28.4 sen. 

... 32.0 see. 

... 24.4 soe* 

| 2Ó.0 see.

... 27.4 see.

4WV.
RACING CARS

1. R. Mu vs (2-111 re iMyjie, s/ft, I5.lt, A. 
J. B. SurriM Rl-liln' u/c*. Alta)

24.4*
26.4

A 1’. R. Ruil 4A', | 26.Ö. K. McAlpinti {3'litm H/C, ManQrnU) .. i
i E. I.loyd JtiiiBH (St-Hirn TrtaiiiShQ .. 20.0f
5. P. 11. lW'll (2-litr.« H ., E.R.A.) 20,0
0 Miw Betty liiiiH 11 litre < noper-.LA.P.) 27.4

l AIM. S. II Allard I'adlllnr- |e. 14- JUAllnrd) ............. 20.0
i 1*. Motih 1 (2-litn* H/C. G.P. >

8. 1’, .1. Cullltw (75U-C.V. V-twjn Ptxnw'r-
J.A.P.) ................................... 2M.2

ill. A. lth’liartk CoapnM
l>. ' J.A.P.) .................................... ; 28.4

1 J. timillww <2.0-111 re s/n. AlfH-Kuiiny))
I M. B. Hitkitw (XH-litr*' U.P )1'». ' BuaitU) ......................... .
1 Lycott (H'-htre Ikntloy ü svafrr) .. 11

IL A, S, Ravei'i CHRm ev-Beur Biignttl) 28.0
12» 1’. J. sShiblxtrHeld (Type :!» 2,3 Hite

M/r. BiiitiMtl}... 20.0
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A. Soutlion (10|-Htre V]2 IMage) ...
J. A. Fry (2-)itre »/r. E.R.A.)
0. Ji. SymundA (747-c.c. ».v. B/C. 

AtiMiih) .....................................

13. 
J 4.
15.

.iiiMini; «•’ ■
16. F. IL G, Splkins (2-Htrc Lra-Franrw-

engiued Croniard-Sjiedal) ...
ij), Parker (42s-e.c. Pnrkrr*J.A.P.)§ i

17. ] E. A. Boardley (2i-litre cx-Birkin B/C. ■
( Maserati 2-miler) ... .............. J

29.8

3U.U

j‘4. A. ximruiry ist-uire i_._ . ......... , .
( Maserati 2-scutor) ........... .

18. 8. Mond (2.8-litre Autovin-cngined 
Bentley Special) ...

i D. Rirhininitl [l.dlK' c.r. Raptor, B/C.) » 
*■'. Mill (OOÖ-r.e. V-twiu, Stun- ?

. -rr-J.A.P.).......................................>
20. R. M Drjdm i49Vc.r. < ’uujivr-Norton 

Mingle <>.ti.c.)
(’.J. Tipper (49H-r.(*. Monaco-Norton) 
1’. Collin* (499-c.c. Cooper-Norton) ...
Sir Clive Edwarite (1.7-Htre Lea-Fran- 

cla-criglneci H.R.lL Special)
J. H. Webb K7-CJ- s/c. M.G.) 
G. R. Hart well (U-Hire -‘it. E.1LA.
J. M. Perkin» (2-litre»/c. Biwttj) 
’............... 3 (498-c.r. Cwpcr-J.A.P.)
____ (4118-c.r.
IL Owen (747-r.e. Martin)
It. Tye (197-i .r. Cnciper-il.A.l*.)

(D. R
10. 1 IL 1 

( me

21.

22.
„J. M. Prrki 

ƒ E. Robert* 
V I. Bnrgr»* (

24. i:. J...... :?
25. ______ _________
20, Capt. Stapleton (Modern 2-lilre " Spa " 

ABton-Mnrtln) ............. .
I). H. l,lillli]’i*<497-r.r. Manvyn J.A.P.) j 
K G. Lem tax (74<‘»-*Mt. hï. M.G.)

1 MIK Rennard 4>trip|ied 2,4-HireHealey 
, ’* 8tlver»toiic ") ... .............. I
G. IL <valingaii (ld>87-c.c. s/c. <tahfign n) 
Mr». Stapleton (Modern 2-litre Axion-

Martiti) ... .......................
Mrw, Mortimer (2.4-lHre Healey 

" Silverntone ")
Mrs. V. IL Richmond (IJAHJ-v.c, s/c. 

Rapier) ........................ .
MIM Lambert (LI00-<*.c. Leater-M.t;

< A. F. Rivers-1 Rtdivr (1.328-c,c. M.G. 
MiigneltcHliiglf-Mater)

♦ J. 11. IJIIOIM- (74fi-v.v. Q-tyr»* M.G.) ... • 
D. <*h»re (2-lim* Sfflutwnee Special)... 
R. M. Blomfiéld <l?-!itrr G.P. 

Bugatti) .......................
A. Delli-Colil < 2-lltre Bugatti)..............
J. P. Trmi (IjJBT-r.c, Treco-RUey) ... 
Mr*. Trem (RlW-e.r. Treem Riley) ...
(’. II. Abbott (1911 T.T. Sunbeam) ...
A. J. M. Toll J mln i7l6-c.c. (Hype s,r. 

M.G.).......................... ..............
D. JI. (L King (747-e.e. a/e. Austin) ...

• F.TJ). 
t JRWIM 
I Fartert " 500.’*

27.

28. 
2».

30.

31.

82.

33.

34.
35.

3fi.
37.
88.
30. 
«».

41.

30.2

3O.fi

31.2

34.0

34.4
)

34.fi

84. 8

35.0

35.8

30.0

37.0
37.8

UNSUPERCHARGED SPORTS CARS

1.

4.

G.

fi.
7.

8.
9.

10.

29. G. S. Ctaiper (2J-IRTÜ Healey " SUver-
Mtoiic "i

30. J. E. E. Cook (41-litre overdrive Rolte-
livntley) .................................... .

31. ;A. O.Jhmndl (lijlitre M.RXL) . ...
32. '...........
33.
34.
35.
30.

37.

Beid ley) .............. ............. .
, A. 0. Gosnell <1 Hit re HR.G.)
ƒ E. J. Macwudciiirk (1,287-e.c. M.G.)...\ 
VE M. Hawthorn (ïJO-c.c. Riley) - J

. F. E. Cowriek tS-lltre AstorvMartm)...
, JL 0. Garland (4|4ilre Bentley)
, B. A. Henry’ tdl-lltre ijigumla)

G. A. Ruddock (Ij-litre Meadows-
II.R.GJ ............................

H. Lester (f,ii87-e.r. l.estvr-M.G.) ...
D. J. K. Chajinain (41-litre ex-satocm i 

Bentley) ... ... ... ...'
R. c. c. Palmer (Ij-lilre T.T. Replica i

Frazer-AM i)... ... ... ... 1
Ï 36.8
-* 37.14

. 37.60

38. j

’ rruzer-^WMi)...
,.ü fl). A. Ph-rpoint (4.3-lltre Alvis)
,<y \G. 11. G. Burton (4 Hit re Bentle
40. *’ ” n '' ...............
41.
42.

35.8

35.99
30.03
36.04
36.2

30.22
30.25

3Ö.4

For the Ford Owner
Bucklers Hot smiw special parts of great 

appeal to enthusiasts anxious to improve 
their Fords. The Buckler multi-tubular 
ciiassis frame is available to take either a 
Ford Eight transmission (7 ft. ts in. 
wheelbase) or a Ford Ten transmission 
(7 ft . 10 in. wheelbase). With Ford Eight 
or Ten power unit, front and rear axles, 
etc., it assembles into a sports car like 
the one C. I). F. Buckler drives in all 
manner of competitions. These very rigid 
frames cost £52 and weigh approximately 
S5 lb. With body framing and spare-
wheel mounting the price is £tl(l 15s., or 
£61 15s. in long wheelbase form. A 
three-abreast clmssis frame costs £55 mid 
£56, resjiectively.

Owners of Ford Anglias and Prefects 
ami Iiuilders of Ford specials are catered 
for by the Buckler i.f.s. conversion, 
which costs £20 on an exchnnge-or-iMirts 
lutsis. Special builders using a Fon] 
Eight or Ten engine unit will be in-
terested in the Buckler dose-ratio gear 
ussCTnblics. These arc available to give 
four different combinations of second ami 
third gear-ratio, of ff.Off.'IO.ltt, 6.62/11.49, 
7.25/12.62 and 7.0K/13.H7 to I. respectively, 
in conjunction with the normal 5.5. to 1 
axle ratio. In addition over-drive sets 
arc available, overdrive operating in 
when the gear-lever is in the second gear 
position, giving ratios of 5.02, 5.5. mid 
8.74 to 1, or 4.51», 5.5 and 7.98 to 1, or 
4.18, 5.5 and 7.28 to 1. These seven 
alternatives cost £9 15s. per set. and employ 
nickel-chrome steel gears, hrat-trented 
to 90/100 Itms/sq. in. tensile. Remote 
genr-eontrols ami ova) Scrvuis silencers, 
nt £3 las. and £1 14s. lid., respect ively, arc 
other usehtl lines. Full details are 
available from Hinklers, 67, Caversluim 
Road, Reading, Bcrksiure.
•**•«***«****«•***♦«*«*«•*«*••**••••*

A NEW CARAVAN
Caravans are in great, demand by the 

motor-racing fraternity, who benefit by 
escaping the need for hotel-bookings 
and by having a mobile lie:id<|iimlers 
always to luind. So interest attaches to 
the new Berkeley "Messenger” trailer, 
which was introduced at u very mli qunle 
buffet luncheon in London on September 
6th. This four-berth van is priced nl 
only £350 and weighs n men* 16 cwt. 
Dr. IJuvid Mace. B.Sc., i'.ll.l)., took the 
prototype " Messenger ” on a 2,700-inile 
Continental journey behind an American 
automobile. This actual van was dis-
played beside u new one, nor were 
Berkrlcy afraid to eirculate a report by 
Dr. Mace from which his criticisms had 
not lieen cxpnngcd. Made by the largest 
nuinufacturers of camvuns in the world, 
this new van merits your investigation. 
This cun be carried out at the Berkeley 
showrooms, 175, Great Portland Street. 
W.l.

Those seeking to learn about French 
towns or to brush up their knowledge of 
them will Ibid the new guides, in English, 
one per town, by Michelin, just the job. 
The first three cover Chartres, Versailles 
ami l-'ontainclileu. Price 2s. 3d. ear’ll. 
Read them before you go there next year. 
They are published by Michelin Manx, 
25, Villiers Street, W.C.2.

11. G. Burton (4 J-litre Bentley) ...
S. K. Rolfe < l.oiHH-.c. FIAT).............
T. li. May (41-lilre Bentley)..............

. R. Wnlling-Grrt.mwuud (lf(i88-c.e.
Il.W.G.) .....................................

. P. Lewis Morgan (1,767-c.c. modem 
Lcn-FraiK'is) ...

. C. J. Hamilton (4l-)ltre high-eluiwis 
Invicta) ... ... ............. .

, M. Potter (H-litre, 4-rarU,
Riley Sprite)

ƒ(’. L. J. Mertens (4J-liln? Bentley) 
\IL Brook dl-lilrc ll.R.G. coupe) ...ƒ 

, G. (Twtiter (J j-litrc Frazer-Nash) ...
, 0. Maxwell (3}-lltrn Rolls- Bent ley 

tourer) .....................................
II. F. Pierpoint (l»087-e.e. FIAT)

!Ë. W. f till-Milkr (l.OsT-e.e. " Brook-> 
Lands" Riley) ... ... ■ ƒ■

C. Ie S. Mctoallc (995-r.r. FIAT Balillal J 
W. P. V.Con>tabb‘(l,25h-<-.r. M.G.) ...\ 
S. G. Green t'l,us7-c,c, M.G.) - J
Mix* Marshall (1.250-e.c. " K' ’’ M G.) 
E. L. Taylor (2-litre Bristol saloon)...
Mrs. MilctoJI (Ij litre H.R.G.)
A. H. Ellis C.Hió-r.r. FIAT Ihdilla) ... 

T. J. Tilling (I Hit re Singer)..............
J. G. S. Hear» (1.250-e.c, M.G.)

. . C. Angell (2-litro Aston-Martin) t ...
59.”G. V. Coles (746-c.e. M.G.) ... ...
60.
61.
62. __ ______

fA. Legt’ (
H. Clu

01. ................
05.
00.
07.
W. 

junverj ... ... ...
69. 1>. II. Gahfignn tlj-litro G.P. Bugatti) 
70. Miss Lnmlmrt (1,100-cA ll.R.G.) ...
M. L. Currie (1 /ts&c.c. Treen-llilcy)... 
C. R. Hall (H-litrc AMon-Murlin) ...

'II Gilhng(I.H»uc.e. H.R.G.)...
N.T. Havant (SlT^r.e. M.G.) ..
It. Finch 11.250-r.e. M.G.) 
M, G. Thulium (l,250’C,e. M.G.) 
.1. P. Trcvn (l,087-r,e, Tr«*vn-Rilcv) - 
I’. E. Gilbert (IHitre A st on-Mur tin)...
K. Jhiec (H-litre A «ton-Mart in) 
IL E. HïMjdÈeBnv (ij-lltre d.h. coupe 

Alfa-Romeo).....................................
Major Ptnriicll (fij-litre Bentley) ...

• jS'port# ('nr Ito'ard.

43.

44.

45.

4G.
47.
48.

40.

37.65

37.A0

38.25
38.40
38.42

38.8
39.0

S. E. Barnes (747-c.f!, M.tJ.) ..............
F. ,1. Arne? (995-c.e. FIAT BaBIJa) ... 
Major lltilley (3-Utre Bentley)..............
* e (1.2M>w.r, M.G.) ..............

, ___ diarntn’k (2,302-e.r, Alvis) ...
Mis» W. Lewis (Il-litre Aston-Martin)
E. K. Sears (l,250 r.r. M.G.)..............
L. Fuller (1,172-e.e. Uraigwell Special)
It. W. Norton (1,250-cr. M.G.)
It. E. Wmy (3}-li<re Rolh-Bentley 

Driver) ... ..........................

we.
S. II. Allan) (ft.l-litrc Gadillac-JU 

Allan!) .....................................
Maji'r <i. Oalc (4-litre Darrncq) 
<4. Tyrrr (2-litre " Mllfe Mlglta” 

B.M.W.) .....................................
G. M. Crozier (8-IHre cx-lktrimto 

IIBAKUI Bentley)
S. C, Clarke (4.3-li(re Mercury J2 

Allard)
C. I). B. White (NR 12031-111 re Jaguar)
T. A. D. Crook (li-litrr VI2 "lx? 

Mans" Lngcmdaj ..
J. A. (JriilitIw (3) Jiirc Jaguar II) ... 
V. Axel-Bent iTOUlrv VS-cnglurd 

Fmm-Nasli)...
H. St rd gw irk tol-lit re Brnlley, 5-carb, 

dwatcr)
J. 11. Craig (:G - 111 r<*-hi gear) ..
L. Gllllmnlcn l*'32K ” 2-lltrv B.MAl.) 

I* . PemvM'k (" 328 " 2-litre B.M.WJ 
ogg f H-litrr Bentley kwahrH 
imp(3.r>di1n’ Ford VH-cngined J- 
lijLssis. li.A.S. SjM'chil) . J 

Goodhew (li’litrt' ** Le Alans" 
Ltgonda) ... ............. .

I . A. Cripps (5.3’lilrc Ciirysler- 
engined Cripps Sjweinl)

C. A. llarfritlgc (0* jjfrr Bentley) ... 
A. May (41-litre 1924 OB " 30/98" 

VimxhaH)
Major Mackay (IJ-litrc Rover-Cooper) 
H. J. M WllmshiirM (4i-litre ex-Cook 

Bentley 2-s«‘ater)
L. I). HuwHiorn (tplltrc Riley)
J, N. hitirs i2Hilr>' Healey "Silver- 

ulone")
P. Wood (2Jlltre Henley "Silver- 

stone") ..............
.1, A. Slnitlvr (Ij-Hlre Invlnht mn|n-).. 
IL F. Wright (I Jditre Rapidr Lngoiidu) 
ll. J.ester (14-111 re Lvuler-MJL)
F. Ih’Uz (H-lil re l eder-M.G.)
G. C. H. Kramer < IJ-lifre vx IMrey

Ibisoxn Item ley) ...
W. S. Perkins <2411 re B.M.W,-engined 

H.R.G.) .....................................
P. J. E. Binns (4 Hit re GE "30/98" 

Vauxlinll) .....................................

11.
12.

17.
18.

IV.
20.

21.
22

23.

24.
25.
20.
27.

28.

28.0*
30.0

30.99

31.0
32.2

71.
72.

32.0

33.

79.

33.5

33.77
33.M

34.0 
34.Oft

34.55
34.7

35.0

35.23
35.30
35.1

35.0

74.
75.
70.

'8.

}

41. H
42.0
42. fi
42.8
43.0

43.0

43.2

SUPERCHARGED SPORTS CARS

1. G. D. Parker (21-litre Jnguefte)
2. A. G. Pitts (H litre Ikiitley)..............
3. V. L. Hem (Ijuo-r.i*. Amilcnr)
4. D. Lewis (2.6-iilre Alfa-Romeo)
ft. R. O. Ayrton (2.3-Hl.rr Bugatti)
6. 11. K. PlmvHi litre Bentley)..............
7. .1. IL Bartl. lt (2.7-litre Ah.i-ltoiiieo)..
M. F. C. Ikivb (IJdltrv M G.) .............

/I. C. l4»raML25lM!.e. M.1L) . .. I
’ \ R. G. Werth (LlOO-r.r. Atnilrar) ...J

10. A. II. Montague (I Jdlrre Alfa-Rumcn) 
{Mrs. L'-e Rennard, (MernMta-Benxj .. I

11.4.1. IL II. Barrow (2i-|itrr. Bnrmvi
I Special) ....................................... J

12. T. A. R<J>erU {2.3-IRre, Tyjm 43
Bugatli) ............. .

13. K. I"’dr < I j-lil re A ha- Ihjmco)..
14. D. V. Davies (L287-r.c, M.G. Mng-

netto) ...
fL. J. HoJlinghWortii (1.172-e.c. Ford ( 

15.4 SrsH-ial) ....................................
(11. DeMhnw (2.3-iltre Alfa-Rormo> ...J

Ifl. !>. Bishop (847-e.c. M.G.)
17. E. It. Jay (2.3-Jitro G.P. Bugatli) ...

<rr.
29.8
30.4 
3U.H 
31 JI
31.8
32.2
32.8
33.5
35.6
36.4

3fi.fi

30.8
37.0

37.35

38.4

38.8
39.0
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SPLENDID SHOW.—D. Howard's Morgan Plus 
Four being taken through the M.C.C.'s second test at 
Brighton, very, very fast and with absolutely no 

mistakes.

MOSS IN AN UN-
USUAL ROLE.—Stir-
ling leaving Hyde Park 
in F. S. Bennett's 1903 
Cadillac at the start of 
this year's R.A.C, 
Veteran Car Run to

Brighton.

COMBINED AGE 98 
YEARS —D. Ca uld-
well's 1903 Oldsma bile 
leads J. D. C. Allen's 
sister car during the 

Brighton Run.

GRUNDY GOES TO 
BRIGHTON.—A. H. 
Grundy decided that a 
crash-hat ivas the best 
wear for the Brighton 
Run, which he took on 
his 1903 Quadrant tri-
cycle.

UjJaguar coupe hustling at Brighton, but lost time in the 
U°‘R‘D-C. badge and John (Journalist) Cooper apparently 

^andon ship !

WG- IN FULL FLIGHT.—C. R. Crnvlin in his TD 
takes the second lest on Brilon's iMafawa Drive.

VINTAGE IN THE 
RALL Y .—Applause 
greeted J. A. Walker's 
splendid handling of 
his ty-litre (“Bluebells”) 
Bentley in the second 

test al Brighton.
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COMBINED AGE
YEARS .— D. 2 
KITI 1«M OOmaAib 
lead J. D. C AUerF.

* * theliUer car during 
Brigho Run.

____ KNOTl-AND 
TROPHY TINNER. 
—E. J. 0~0~ f hl»

Fwd Ten- 
reg'nil Oandlee Spud 
■in h Caaiaa M.C.

NUT AND FAST.Sirl.nf Mau gm *« ncaad and died MU du » dijf^^^ »I- '•’dM’’”"1

'SPLENDID SHOT.—D. Ilrov/i Mtrgin Plu. 
psur tn-< «•*•■ nU«(t* aU M.C.C.'» tutnd ten at Br^taaa. aaay. May /an and wuh dtdnai, nt

VINTAGE IN THE 
RA LLY.— Applun 
greeted J. A. F'tlkcr'r 
iplendid handling » 
hit HJidt (~BMdle~) 
Brndry in h mod 

u*i al Brighton.

._ 9» 
Cauld-

GRUNDY GOES 
BRIGHTON.—A. 
Grand» decided that 
iruh-hll uae th beu 
■rnr fur du Brighton 
Run. which he wth *• 
hit t»0J Quadrant tri- 

rnle.

THREE FIRST- 
CLASS A TARDS an, ■ •n in h Cmiaa M.C. 
Trial. Ow WUU M>
P. A. Bardm't Fwd 
rm-r^nni ClHun IF, 
riprurniing du Krmnh 

Bwdu C.C.

OUTS TANDI NG 
PERFORMANCE in 
h errand Brighton ltd 
of lh M.C.C Rally 
ww RU rap by Peter 
Ntegan la dut Morgan 
Pint Ftur, a &epe bring 
by i»aaa ran m
<UL /through a leu which 

inrrliw rmertutg.

SORRY START.—Km Rwulingt in aw ddightf 
deembe by a darlc at a “ dighdy >M4I
Sternad I'g^awd.' gee gting m on, purptce 
• Butwnp “ after Uniting ridee in the w^ng ra 
■NA dee band-ewhor an—a pity. at dut /nb^>

Hurtling, du Raly.

IICC-PPESI HENNS 
TROPHY

M.C. Trial aat 
wan hr A. E. A. Da»'» 
Ford Ten-englned 
Spruce FI, hrr 
nmding aeueter ihr fint art

inrtadtd ana a 
rlr^bablr “ aartian '

MOSS IN AN UN-
USUAL ROLE.—Stlr- 
ting luUing Hyde Park 
in F. S. «™ui'a I90J 
CadlH al th Uart » 
thlt year'i R.A.C. 
Vetean Car Ran It

Heighten.
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BRAKE LININGS
Uw biter nation at 'Ghoitiï
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The Racing Season
ON ihr third Saturday in parched March ihr B.A.R.C, opened 

Hie British racing season before an excellent crowd, willt the 
first of its I*153 Members' Meetings. Xn entry of 1(18 i-purls 

ears was obtained. ranging Irani standard *alo<ms to iniitaliim 
Ferraris. It included the mhch-puldtriscd D. B.2 Aston-Martin 
of ILM. King Hussein of Jordan. which. however, did mil run. 
although ihr King circulated the circuit in a xuM Lincoln land*hip. 
In practice. J. Bussell overturned his M.G. and was removed by 
ambulance. The races, which counted towards the Al omit SPORT 
Brook land* Memorial Trophy mid £8<> in rash prizes, were as follows *

5-LAP HANDICAP FOR CLOSED CARS
R. 1.. Woods «'ante strongly through the livid of I I from the ILsvc. 

mark tn take the lead on lap three and lour in to a decidedly derisive 
victory. Collins’ odd-bodied Fiat IJ 00 coupe was Hung al the 
corners and clung Io second place, until pipped by Bix’s XKI20 
ronpr on the last lap. The Riley saloons i»f lingers and Gel berg 
came over in bur as if tied together, the former having itmde up almost 
all of ihr latter’s 25-see, advantage. Curl is emu Id do nothing from 
scratch in the Monte Carlo Allard saloon. which emitted much blue 
smoke. Harry Lester ran n Lester* ALL. with Fiat 5(H) coupe body 
to which a hoot hail been added.I»l i R. I.. WiHwh (I*. B.2 •Vlnii-MnrtinJ. H MW: v,.n»bv 2<>.6 j.re.. al 76.118 rii.p.h. Faslvl hip. 71. Plni.p.h.2nd : A. T. Rix (XKI2H Jagn.tr}. wrttlrlu3rd : I*. G. E. Collin* (Fiat 1.11*0}. J miti. 53 -er.

5-LAP SCRATCH RACE FOR CARS IP TO 1,500 r.e.
This was magnificent ‘ Beauiium. driving the ex-Huwihorn 

1935 T.T. Riley of the Cornhill Racing Irani (which commentators 
Curtis and \\ atkiiison insisted on referring to as a vintage car), 
went splendidly, hi lead from the second lap onwards. Mm (lock, 
too, was mi form, passing Davis' Cooper-M.G. between A\ omlmtc 
and the chic fine in a do-ur-spjn effort. bill his Lea-Francis engine 
has a lot to lug and hr emildn't cope with Gamnmn's very fast M.G, 
ThrrlfalTs M.G.-engined Tojciro, which had intrigued the rummeri- 
Inlor* before the start, soon retired with walcr-lmiind cylinders, 
uud Lewis' Jupiter spun oil’and through the straw bides well before 
XX nod cote mi lap Hirer. Perhaps I lie forw ard engine Im-alton and 
locking brakes promoted this., as a hip later Dudley's Ju pit er spun 
ttl the r/t irone. Lewi*' cur was driven in with drimping tail. Mrs. 
Gibbs crunched I he cogs of her Le Muns IL Rdf., now disguised 
with an all-enveloping body, and Blakeley had u hectic tussle with 
the steering wheel of his undistinguished Le Mans IL Rdf. The 
Riley, unmodified in appearance since its T.T. days, hut with a new 
head, light-alloy tanks and hydraulic brake*, stole the race. The 
rnmiiirnlators called it ” ex-Marhire.”1*1 ; 11. B. Bc.otHi.ui iRilrx): wi»n by 6.8 *e»‘.. at 71.18 HI. ph. fastr-l hip.76.o6 m.p b.2nd ; P. I>. Gtitnmoti (M GJ.3rd : U. G. Shnimrk (B.G.h. \i.d.»itla).

5-LAP SCRATCH RACE FOR CARS OF IA 3 LITRES
The feature of ibis rare was the manner in which Mitchell, chid 

as for a day in his garden, pushed racing-driver Alan Brown, of the 
Ecurie Xnglnise, in his Ferrari-like Cooper-Bristol all the way. to 
pass on the last lap and get his rx-Newtoii Lr Muns Frazer-Nash 
(will * modi lied wings) over the line II; 2 sec. a fir ad n mg nidi cent I 
Alitrheil drove a very polished race and brakrd for the corners 
notirraldy later than Brown. A long time afterwards Brook*' Silver-
stone Healey came along to take third place, having held olï XX nods' 
D.B.2 ' Baxter'!» <dtl 2-litrc A.-Jon-Murl hi was unwell.
JM : H. X. Mitchell (Frazer-Nieds); wmt by 0.2 see.. ut 80.97 ui.p.h. fa sirsi lap. 82,?h ni.p.h.2nd : A, Brown (Gfmprt* Bristol). 3rd : C. A. S. Brook* (Si|vrr*U»iir llculryL

5-I.AP SCRATCH RACE FOR CARS OF OVER 3 LITRES
Oscar Moore in his impressive ILXX .XL-Jaguar, with exhaust 

pipe» feeding into the main chassis tubes, won this comfortably, 
from the third lap onwards. Page got hi- 5. l-litre Allard past Tom 
Sopwith's XKI2<I on lap four but vanished without comment thr 
nnnoiim'crs said, “order unchanged " * on the hist lap, letting 
XX ick’s XK 12» into third place of a spirited linish. XX alkrr’s Ll-litrr 
Bentley blew up.
l-l li. Moore (H AV .M,-Jagujirh uhti by 5.6 w,„ aif 75,79 m.p.h. 

lap. 79».27 HI.p.Ii,.2nd : T. Shipmlh (\ IX 120 Jagn.tr}. 3rd ; C. U i» I. 1\ K 12a JagimrL
SECOND 5-I.XP HANDICAP

The P..A. chaps Itdd u* about the two Riley-of the Loridiill Racing 
Team as RDrley-Prichard brought hi- rar mil fur this race actually 
it was thr same Riley I hut Itcauniun drove -n well to win thr second 
rare, but bearing No. 8 instead of No. 0. Bickell, thr I’.’L. Garage 
tuner, obvimi-ly know- about these things, lor thr rare was never

Opens at Goodwood
in doubt, the Riley rating up the lirhl Io win al preeisrly the satiie 
average as before ! Vgain. magnifhTnt '! Dargue's muil M.G, was 
Kecond. Betty Haig** rx-T,T. M.G. Magnelle third. Shat lock uguin 
performed his spirited passing act into the e/ii’rflrie, tins lime t« 
dislodge Rogers* Riley saloon. Sickness overlook I lurewuod'- Idown 
M.G. and Gibbs’ Riley. Shari bravely raced a J2 M.G.
l&t ! K. Bi-vly*l*ii«*h»r*l 3H M"C.I wtm Io 20.2 sr« . »t 71, til tii.p.ii.lap, 76.12 vi.p.h.2nd: T. XV. thirtm*' (M.G.J. -1"»-ci-.3rd: Belly Haig (M.G.|, I nun. Ill -re,

THIRD 5-LAP HANDICAP
Lap one saw Baxter's A-lon-Mariin seize, up and retire ut Wood-

rote, what time Stewart's smaller Aston-Martin led from Blakeley's 
H.R.G. and Howard’s Morgan Phis Four. Alexander's green ex- 
Stapleton Aston-Marlin nun-started, having lost bits of cylinder 
block in prui'tire! As the race progressed, HelyX Frazer-Nash took 
the H.R.G, on the offside into the r/iictmc. foretaste <d a close finish, 
in which Mitchell again showed his mastery, beating (Jill Davis' 
(amper on the Iasi lap, and Alan Brow n just oiil-aecelrrating Brook*’ 
Healey <m the run in.
1st : if. A. Miirbril (1 m'/er-Xa-.lik lo^er,; ^,'pjij by 1.0 see., al ui.p.h,.-I hip ■ Briivm and XlilrhHl. 81.0* m.p.b.2nd *. t. C- IhiM* trampvr*M,G.h3rd ■ A, Brttnji fl onpiT-Bri-tol).

F(H RTH 5-LAP HANDICAP
Jubilation I Powell’s short-chassis SSk Vlrrrrdrs-Beuz Iwo- 

scnier. its supercharger howling like a Jimicr-siren. won this wilh 
half Goodwood in hand. Behind. Collinson just broke up a vintage 
trio by poking hi* 2-litrc Aston-MarLm home abend of llumilt«m*s 
evergreen ami ncrclrralivv LVlitre high-rhassis Invicta, which 
(Irr-F.wing’s Lj-litre Bentley, although better anchored, couldn’t 
cali'h. Ala.*, amidst all this happiness. Bailey’s pretty, lowered, 
siipcrrlmrged K3 M.L.. ILirewimd’s .M.G. and \\ iIliamson's vast, 
all-m \ eloping Riley Nine dr-rmigrd I hrniselvrs. ('mumriil a I or 
Furits was [Mizzled by Sinilirs Xlahinta, which he thought might hr 
Cmlilhic-powcrcd. h is ihr cx-Mi*s XX ilhy Linrolii-Zepbyr-eiigined 
rar.
I hl ■ X. (>SK MctrwIiM*IGiii/j, i| titoit.: wr»» b\ 2‘ljl-cc.. aM'ii8l;2!» «H.p.h.

fi»*j|v*l fap ; I'olliiiiMHi. 70.7 tii.pJi.
2nd*. IL F. t nlliu-HU I \ •hoi-XLimtd, Hour.3rd ; S. J. I1.orntl<<n tlnvirUil, 15 soc,

FIFTH 5-LAP HANDICAP
Thi* was an Allard duet. Page's (aitlillac .12 winning from Jackson's 

Mercury-engined cur. Prolheroe's XKI20 was in trouble leaving ihr 
ehiranr on the Iasi lap. bul wa* nol running lor a place anyway. 
Mann's 2.6 Monza Xlfa-Rmneo went beautifully, llarne pluming from 
its exhaust <m the uvcr-riin, and Goodhew seemed tu have (hr feel 
of the ex-lfide Darracq.
lint : B. Page (Allard), .13 *<••-,; vn»n by 6.6 at 76.86 m.p.h. *fasic?| lap : Vltairr and Page, 7H.MH m.p.h.2nd : I’. It. W . .!■«• LMIII I Mlard), hl s<»r.3rd : X. 11. M.inn (Alfa-Borneo|, £5 *rr.

SIXTH 5-LAP HANDICAP
The cornering of ( hrtpman's Forti Tcn*crigiiird Lotus was received 

with enornmiis acclaim by the commentators- unforiumitely, as 
thr little ear whisked through the rAicrmc for thr last time trying 
hard to grasp third [dace from Gtuiiuum's very effective M.G., thr 
off-side hack wheel lieu* off, the welding which holds the huh plate 
to Hie wheel rent re having collapsed, 'flic wheel lieu straight for 
photographer Brymer, perhaps intent on deleting all evidence, but 
the Gondwoml safety-sleepers savcil him. Scarf's Ford Buckler 
won a neat victory from M«rsh\ ex-Powys-Lybbe 12/50 Xivis. 
Wilkins (MJ..) performed a Shattuck on Pilkington (M.G.) into the 
chicane. Powell, suffering the only rr-handirup of Hie afternoon, 
toured round in the Mercedes,J-t : P. It. Scarf (Ford llacklcr). I mm. to w«m by 4 *«•«,. at 6.1.76 tnji.li.fa-le-it tap INIDIHIO», 73.13 Tn.p.b.2nd : X. Mar-h (12 »6 2 mtn.3rd : P. 11. Gamtlioii (M.G.), nrratiJu

# ♦ >!•
The leaders for thr MOTOR SPORT Brooklaml* Memorial Trophy 

are :
JI, A. Mil rlii'lt 1 Fra ster* N i»*h) ... .. .. .. It pt*.II. I.. \\ < Xsiuik-Miiiiirttri D. 11.2) |1*. I>. Gam.. ... f"A. Hruwn <(aH«|>crJ ... |I J. It. Brno man (llilcy) 1)*vii« Mum? (tl.\\ .M.)H. It brie) -Piirfatrd (Bilcy) 'X. Powrll |Mrr«iMF*-Brn/J .. .. ... V t pH,R. A. pHgr (Allard) .. ....I’. II. Scarf (Ford B««. kk»|F. <*. Dnvi* (tamper-M.G.) ..... .P. B. VV. JiirkjHHi |Allard) ... ... .. . J
Thr rrrriamdrr IUK r ibn-c-pitiiit- nr lr**. Xrxt fiivrtoiu (nr thi* • orilr-l. Mliy 2nd.
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Quadrant motor-cycle, no easy machine to manage on those gradients 
and in the press of Surrey beauty-spot traffic.

This event was popular with the public and received commendable 
police traffic control, but for 1954 the organisers will no doubt use 
less-occupied roads.—L.

Results :
Twilclien Trophy (Veterans) : M. V. Smith (1904 Quadrant m/c,) ... 95| marks
Blockicy Bowl (Vintage) t W. J. Rich (1925 Sunbeam m/c.) ... 89 „
F. A. McNab Memorial Trophy (age of vehicle and driver) t A. Par-

kinson (190'0' Peugeot) .................. . ... ... ... 41| „
Best Two-wheeler t W. Moore (1914 Douglas m/c.).................. . ... 91j „
Best Three-wheeler : K. Norman (1917 Indian m/c.) ... ... 87| „
Best Four-wheeler t S. J. Skinner (1910 Rolls-Royce) ... ... 93J „
Best V.S.C.C. Member i E. Bailey (1924 Indian m/c.) .................... 87{ „
Best V.C.C. Member : B. Coffin (1914 Ford) ... ... ... ... 91| „

FOURTEENTH B.A.R.C. MEMBERS’ MEETING
(Sept. 12th)

At one time it seemed that the B.A.R.C. did not intend to 
encourage amateur sports-car racing at Goodwood, but its 
policy changed and the excellent series of Members’ Meetings 
were organised, counting towards the MOTOR SPORT Brooklands 
Memorial Trophy. This year an additional meeting of this kind was 
held on September 12th, not counting for the Trophy, which Cliff 
Davis had already won. In 1954 we hope that four Members’ 
Meetings will again be held, all of them counting towards the Trophy.

The first race on September 12th was for closed cars, all races 
being over five laps. On the initial lap Moore’s Renault 750 led 
from Foster’s s.v. Morris Minor and Leonard Potter’s 745-c.c. Dyna- 
Panhard, the Renault lurching a little at the chicane, the Morris more 
stable and the Panhard sliding its tail with one wheel in the air in 
the Dyna style to which we are by now delightedly accustomed. 
Already Hawkes’ old but not vintage Vauxhall saloon had retired.

On the next lap the three leading positions had reversed them-
selves, and thereafter Potter was never in danger, winning by 
14.8 sec. from Harry Lester’s Lester-M.G. coupé, with Everard’s 
smart black DB2 Aston Martin, with blue grille and wheels, in third 
place from scratch. Bledsoe, a Yank from Manston, didn’t seem to 
like corners in his fast-accelerating Porsche. Potter averaged 
59.86 m.p.h. on this, his second Goodwood win in this car, Everard 
making fastest lap at 75.66 m.p.h.

In the first scratch race Colin Chapman’s Lotus took the lead 
when Watling-Greenwood’s R.W.G. melted a piston and held it to 
the end, averaging 69.01 m.p.h., to win by 4.8 sec. from Cuff-Miller’s 
modified Brooklands Riley Nine, which seemed to misfire a trifle, 
with Metcalfe’s famous Fiat Ballila being beaten into third place at 
St. Mary’s on lap three. Mallock was a good fourth in his fleet 
Ford-Austin, applying a vast handle brake before the chicane, the 
Nimrod retired, and Maton’s Riley Imp, with only three active 
cylinders, also retired. Cuff-Miller made fastest lap, at 70.47 m.p.h.

The next scratch race produced a great battle between Gammon’s 
M.G. and Dargue’s neat M.G., for although Gammon led at the end 
of each lap the sleeker M.G. was never far away, and if Gammon 
was perhaps a shade quicker through Woodcote, he was rumoured 
to be worried by a doubtful cylinder-head gasket. As Peter finally 
pulled away he looked back for his adversary. He won by 12.2 sec., 
at 74.3 m.p.h. In third place, P. S. Bailey hustled no end in his 
Bailey Special, which has a four-carburetter Riley engine. He had 
some wild moments at the chicane, causing the crowd to laugh, but 
was obviously learning fast, for on his final lap he went through 
really fast, lapping faster, indeed, than anyone, at 77.42 m.p.h. 
The three Galloise M.G.s, specials with Series II TD engines, had 
plenty of incidents, Price’s retiring in 100 yards, Griffiths’ spinning 
in a vast arc onto the grass out of the chicane on lap two, and Davies’ 
hitting the pits on the last lap because the steering came adrift. 
Ruddock’s Lester-M.G. lost oil pressure and became very sick after 
passing Dargue on the first lap to occupy second place.

The next two races, for cars over and under 3,000 c.c., were 
combined. A female scream (from the commentator’s box ?) drew 
attention to the inversion of Stoop’s new de Dion Frazer-Nash on 
the first lap. He was unhurt but the car had a badly damaged 
off-side front wing and extremely buckled near-side back wheel, etc. 
When Hely’s Silverstone Healey, driven by Brooks, looked a certain 
winner, Page’s 5.4-litre Allard put on a spurt and beat him by 
0.2 sec. in the run-in. However, Brooks won the 3,000-c.c. race at 
77.14 m.p.h., 48.6 sec. ahead of Baxter’s B.M.W.-base L.M.C., with 
Shale, in a standard-looking Austin-Healey, a good third, after 
holding the L.M.C. through the chicane. Brooks lapped at 79.7 m.p.h. 
Goodhew’s Darracq had to be towed in in the over-3,000-c.c. section 
of this race, which Page won at 77.14 m.p.h., exactly the same 
average as Brooks, from Head’s Jaguar and Keeling’s Jaguar. Holt’s 
Type C Jaguar was a non-starter, as he sold it after the Brighton 
Speed Trials. The handicapper must have enjoyed this race as 
much as the spectators.

A Bentley Handicap followed and it drew the greatest applause of 
the afternoon. P. J. Morgan’s nice 1923 3-litre, looking very like 
“ Old No. 7 ” of a few’ years later, led for three laps, driver sawing 
viciously at its wheel to bring it to heel from the chicane. On lap 
four Bill Mason in his quite unspoilt 4^-litre four-seater got by, while 
behind, Hamish Orr-Ewing was going like thunder in his 4|-litre, 
pushing past Bailey’s blower-4^ at the chicane, only to spin at 
Madgwick and drop back, from which he recovered to take second 
place at the finish. The crowd—a big one considering the Farn-
borough Air Show on the same day—just loved it. Mason won at 
64.86 m.p.h., a mere 4 sec. ahead of Orr-Ewing, who made fastest 
lap at 72.85 m.p.h., while Morgan was third, only 0.6 sec. later, 
and Bailey was but 0.2 sec. behind Morgan !

The first of the open-car five-lap handicaps was uneventful in 
comparison, Marsh’s old Alvis retiring with dirt in the carburetter. 
Seaman’s Riley falling out and Maton’s Riley Imp still sick. Dargue’s 
M.G. came up on the last lap to beat Sloman’s M.G. by 4.2 sec., 
winning at 73.85 m.p.h. after a lap at 75.26 m.p.h. Third place 
was occupied by Traugott’s M.G.—both M.G.S being TCs, the latter 
with cycle-type wings.

In the next race Brooks, now in Hely’s Frazer-Nash, had a hopeless 
task from scratch and Shale went well until he left the course and 
dented his nice Austin-Healey. The ex-Howe 1931 Le Mans long- 
chassis 2.3 blown Alfa-Romeo driven by Fitzwilliam couldn’t keep 
off the moderns, although it went w’ell, and the race was won by 
Everard, who came through strongly to pip Keeling’s Jaguar on 
the line by a mere 0.2 sec., another grand finish. The DB2 Aston 
Martin averaged 74,61 m.p.h., but Keeling, although apparently 
afraid of heeling at the chicane, must have been fast elsewhere to 
set best lap at 80.6 m.p.h. Page’s Allard was third. Hely himself, 
in the Healey, ran out of road while leading the field, and Howard’s 
Connaught also retired.

The following race was notable for the determined efforts of 
Bailey in his Bailey Special, now looking a bit less dangerous, to 
catch T. Haig’s TC M.G., which ran sons bonnet-sides. Bailey was 
unsuccessful by 14.4 sec., the M.G. winning at 67.34 m.p.h. Gammon 
made fastest lap, at 78.4 m.p.h., but had a tough task from virtual 
scratch and was unplaced, third place going to Lewis’ dented Jupiter. 
The Loti cornered particularly impressively. More drivers ran amok 
at this meeting than has happened for a long time—in this race it 
was Price in a Galloise M.G., but he was fortunately unhurt.

The last race was marred, for those who saw it, by a horrid accident 
to D. Carson, driving Cuff-Miller’s Riley. Unfortunately the driver 
succumbed to his injuries. He hit the inside of the course at 
Madgwick on his fourth lap, shot across the track, and was thrown 
out to lie very badly injured beside his car as following drivers just 
managed to avoid him. Orr-Ewing made a prodigious effort in his 
Bentley, the fabric of its body flexing under the strain of such high-
speed cornering, and he won by 9.2 sec., at 70.88 m.p.h., from 
Marsh’s ex-Powys-Lybbe 12/50 Alvis, which, although it had a 
generous start, went sufficiently well to show that a stark sports/ 
racing car of the mid-’twenties is no mean performer. Groves, in a 
special with modern Vauxhall engine, was third and Brooks, on 
scratch, got the Healey round at 77.42 m.p.h. Day’s “ limit ” 
A.C. Buckland tourer was soon swamped by the vintage cars it 
technically resembled, and Pearson’s Alvis Speed Twenty-five 
retired from this “ vintage finale.”—W. B.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»*♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

BOOK REVIEW
“ Up the Straight with Brockhank.” (Temple Press, Ltd., Bowling 

Green Lane, E.C.l ; 56 pp., 7J in. by 10| in., 7s. 6d.)
Generally, the writer does not spend money which would other-

wise buy petrol on “ extra ” books, by which he includes those 
containing drawings without text. But this volume of some of 
Russell Brockbank’s outstanding motoring cartoons is in an entirely 
different category—it is excellent value and all but essential to 
any library purporting to represent the “ dyed-in-the-wool ” 
enthusiast.

Temple Press have allowed the talented cartoonist his head, and 
original features will be found in this beautifully published book. 
The cartoons need no qualification—except that they are by the 
greatest of all motoring cartoonists. His characterisations of both 
cars and their users is 100 per cent. ; take but one example, that of 
“ Half Pint ” (may she never look back).

The book is enhanced by an introduction by Christopher Dennings, 
Editor of The Motor, in which he writes of Brockbank beneath an 
ingenious picture of the artist himself. Our favourite amongst this 
collection of splendid cartoons and thumb-nail sketches ? The one 
on page 49. Get your dose of R.B. at your station bookstall tonight. 
It will more than compensate for the journey home by B.R.—-W. B.
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BENTLEY DRIVERS’ CLUB 
SILVERSTONE MEETING (July 30th)

A pleasant, meeting of the Bentley Drivers’ Club took place at 
Silverstone on Saturday, July 30lh. for sprints and races. The 
standing-start |-mile sprints were held before lunch and a series 
of races for Bentley, Lagonda and other genuine sports ears followed 
in the afternoon.

For the sprints the competitors were divided into classes and 
ran in pairs, .McKenzie's 3-litre Bentley making best time for his 
doss with 19.67 sec. to his credit on his first run, followed by William-
son in his near-immortal 4J-iitre Bentley, who made fastest time 
with 16.21 sec. on his second run; G. H. G. Burton, also in a 4{-litre, 
was on form. Of the larger Bentleys, A. N. Hewett was fast with 
19.17 sec. in an 8-litre, with G, C. 11. Kramer in a Speed Six dose 
behind. The Aston Martin dass of less than 2-litres capacity went 
to I’. M. Sims’ 1934 Ulster, and the over-2-litres to 1). L. Sidney 
(1952 DB2). Fastest Lagonda was the 4j-litre of C. E. H. J. Mul-
holland (18.05 sec.). Other vintage sports cars running were the 
Brescia Bngatti of R. R. Kciller, the l,7S0-c.c. Alfa-Romeo of 
A. Hopton, the Frazer-Nash Falcon of A. M. O'Connor, and the 
supercharged Austin Ulster of A. M. II. Bennett, which was quite 
fast.

Two scratch races, one for the 3-lilre and one for the 44-litro 
Bentleys, preceded the handicap races. The first went to Williamson 
(61.87 m.p.h.), with McKenzie second, in 3-litre cars, with Burton 
and 'R uiker leading the 10-lap Gordon Alexander Memorial Trophy 
Race for 41-lilre cars, Walker driving the ex-AIexander car “ Blue-
bell." Becker and Holden had fun chasing each other but Foreman 
and McDonald had to retire.

The 5-lap handicap race for Lagondas began with A. K. Audsley 
in his 1921 11.9 model motoring round the course quite happily at 
about 40 m.p.h. for nearly two Japs before any of the others started. 
Last to commence were the two 4(-litre 1936 team cars, which were 
fast and soon made up lost time; they were driven by L. Michael 
and C. E. H. J. Mulholland, who came in first and second, 
respectively.

The 5-lap Bentley handicap was run at a lower Bpced and Mrs. 
Mountford in a 41 was the first to cross the winning line, M. D. 
Hollis was second in a 3-litre, and J. Foreman exercised some fine 
four-wheel drifts.

The next victor was A. Hopton (1,750-c.c. Alfa-Romeo) in the 
5-lap vintage-car handicap event. M. Leo in the rebuilt super-
charged 2-litre Lagonda performed well, with Keiller in the Bugatti 
and Bennett in the supercharged Austin having a great battle, the 
Bugatti finally drawing ahead. Hopton’s speed was 59.85 m.p.h.

The 10-lap Bentley handicap race was a most exciting event 
for those onlookers who were near the finish, for G. C. II. Kramer in 
the 6)-litre and H. P. Holden in the 4) finished very closely, Kramer 
being the winner; Walker and Mason in 4js also crossed the finishing 
line close together. R. Shaw in the 31-litre saloon was motoring 
along very well indeed until be found that things were not going as 
well as they should aud he retired with suspected broken shock- 
absorbers. A depressing sight at the end of this race was William-
son's 3-litre Bentley and E. F. Le Power's 4) both being towed in 
behind the same lorry, the former suffering from water in the sump 
and the latter seized up.

The Aston Martin 5-lap handicap event was run off without incident 
except that Mrs. Bloxam, the winner, in a DB2 had a difference of 
opinion with P. Sims in the ex-Leslie Marr 1934 Ulster at Becketts, 
resulting in a slightly bent wheel on the DB2 and a dislocated rear 
axle on the Ulster.

The concluding event was an ” oil-comers ” race in which W. B. 
Fowler in a IJ-iitrc Aston Martin drove well to begin with until bis 
place was taken over by Kramer in the 61 Bentley, who held it until 
he had to retire with Autovoc trouble. First place was finally taken 
by Mrs. Bloxam. who kept it, followed closely by the team Lagondas 
of Michael and Mulholland.—1. G.

“DAILY TELEGRAPH” BRANDS 
HATCH MEETING (August 1st)
On Monday, August 1st, the Daily Telegraph held an Inter-

national Race Meeting at Brands Hatch, where, beginning al 
11 a.m., a whole day of mixed motor-racing was organised. For 
the first time at this circuit a Ferrari and two Formula I Maseratis 

were present, the Ferrari raced by Australian Dick Cobden and with 
Roy Salvadori and Horace Gould driving the Maseratis. A Swiss 
entry was Gerard Crombac in a Ford Consul-engined Lotus, und 
there were other competitors from South Africa, Finland and 
Germany.

Raco 1, the Daily Telegraph International Challenge Trophy Race, 
was the traditional event of three heats and two finals, with a con-
solation final. Heat 1 saw Buch rush off into the lead at the start 
and stay there, Bicknell in the Revis kept in second place, and 
L. Lewis Evans and Allison ran close together for many laps hut 
eventually Allison finished in third place. Bueb’s average speed for 
this event was 69.88 m.p.h. Heat 2 was won by Leston, with Taylor 
Second, both in Coopers; Anderson spun round at Paddock Bend but 
restarted again, aud Imtehford’s Iota produced clouds of smoke 
and appeared to bo well alight, but there was no cause for alarm. 
Heat 3 resulted in a fight between Russell and Parker, in a Kieft, 
but Russell got the upper hand and finished first at 70.95 m.p.h.

The second final was fought out between Barrett and Iszatt in 
Coopers until Anderson came upon the scone with his Staride to take 
second place behind Barrett; Bridger had to retire and Stephenson 
overturned at Kidney Beud when a wheel broke away from the hub 
in his Cooper. Brown in his Martin Special and Marks in his Cooper 
were the Grst tiro finishers in the consolation final, and the final 
itself, a race of 30 laps, was won by Russell but only after a con-
siderable struggle with Lesion and Cowley, with Taylor and Parker 
following along in their own good time. Allison and Raby also had 
to fight each other for many laps. Russell’s average speed was 
71.16 m.p.h.

Race 2 was the Air Kruise Trophy Race for the B.R.S.C.C. National 
1,500-c.c. Sports-Car Championship. Heat 1 of this event saw 
Colin Chapman win in the team Lotus, with Russell in a Cooper 
behind him. Leston, driving the Coventry-Climax-engined Beart 
Rodger came in third. Heat 2 began and finished with Bueb in the 
Cooper-Climax in the lead, with Gammon in a similar car second. 
P. Riley (Lotus-M.G.) drifted round Paddock Bend in what appeared 
to be rather an unsteady fashion, but he usually ended up even; 
C. G. Eascott retired but returned again near the finish, and D. IL 
Swanton “ went agricultural" for a few moments but restarted.

The final of this raco was one of the most exciting of tho day, 
involving os it did a tough battle between the Lotus and Cooper 
équipes. Bueb and Gammon started off well in their Coopers, with 
Chapman in the works Lotus third, but Gammon was overtaken by 
Chapman und the Lotus gradually gained on Bueb’s Cooper until on 
lap three Chapman was in the lead aud gaining on every lap. By lap 
12, however, the Coopers began closing in again, due to oil trouble 
developing in the Lotus, and by the 15th lap Bueb and Gammon 
occupied the first two places again. A disappointing race for Chap-
man, who seemed almost certain to win, although he did break the 
lap record previously held by Alan Brown in a Connaught 
(71,54 m.p.h.) with n speed of 71.77 m.p.h.

The Rochester Cup Race for sports cars was tho sixth ovent on tho 
programme and was of 15 laps duration. Bob Gerard in his Cooper- 
Bristol, however, allowed no one to deprivo him of first place since 
he drove very steadily, keeping the lead throughout the race. Alon 
Brown in a Connaught took second place, M. J, C. Keen was in such 
a hurry that he dented the front of his Cooper-Bristol slightly on 
another competitor's car, and R. Gibson spun off at Druids but 
carried on. Part two of this event began with Salvadori in the 
Maserati leading, followed by Holt and Alan Brown in Conuaughts. 
Salvador! kept first place but Bob Gerard took secund place from 
Holt, while Keen in a Cooper and Young in a Connaught chased each 
other madly. The average speed of the Maserati was 72.01 m.p.h. 
hut the results were based on aggregate times in the two parts of 
the race, and Gerard was announced as the actual winner at 
71.16 m.p.h.

Event 7 was the S-lap Edwardian Trophy Race, in which some 
very interesting old cars took part. Tho oldest was Crombac’s 1903 
twin-cylinder Panhard et Levassor. followed by II. C. Bird's 1904 
twin-cylinder Lunchoster; Crooks’ enormous white 1908 model 
Mercedes tourer came next in seniority. The 1911 Rolls-Royces of 
Bolster and L. Lewis Evans were present, a» were the two 1914 T.T. 
Sunbeams of Sears and Sir Francis Samuelson. Scars was the 
winner, followed by Nigel Arnold-Forster in the 1914 Prince Henry 
Vauxhall.

The event for large sports cars was the Kingsland Trophy Race, 
a 15-lap event for cars of over 1,900 c.c. capacity. Archie Scott- 
Brown in his Lister-Bristol scored an easy win at 70.03 m.p.h., 
with Michael Anthony second in his Lotus-Bristol.

Event 12, the J.A.P. race, went to Meharey in a Cooper-J.A.P., 
with Bennett in an Arnott second.

And so, after over seven hours of very high standard motor-racing, 
the day's sport came to an end.—I. G.
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i r I Walker's Gmrmiiglil as Monza was next day we had t.o pinrli 
mimAves on linding Hawthorn s*i Bright on ! The Hireling concluded 
with the LII dir./ Lla**. I*ut*y Hurt mode tint a single mistake in 
Walker's blur Coniiunght, holding ihr revs. steady on the line and 
dicing away to u • lean run reward. Ihr Litdie*' Record, in 25.45 
sec. Angela Aberassis sawed al the wheel to keep th? sports II. W .M. 
straight, clocking 28.18 see. and Pauline Brook, who is as at home 
in an LI00 Cooper a* any mere male, was third after an excellent 
run in 28.37 see. AH we see thr girls in net ion ail too HI frequently 
mmparrd with pre-war days. here am all their time* ;

1‘HIBV llnri p^innauglit JAligrlu AlifriitM* HI.IV M.l ... Pauli nr Jirtiiilt (f’impcr M •>•») MirlmrlA Alix Hurnby (I ^wprr Jaguar) Eiinicp Griffin (t'.-lypr .IngiHir) Mr*. Park ( Töjrirn-llristol) ... .Iran lllonum fl.nlli*) Ann Wi*dnm | A «inn Martin UBS. I) Vrrontrj* llirhmotid |* r, Kaptrrl Wf'imlv Knight plsgonr XKI40I Audrey Pcpprr (Triumph 1 R3j Mr-. A-I»hy (Leri«<M.G4 ...Avrril Mean-Mwierieff | Lotti») fir Ml II* t

2M.1H3S..I7 2'1.11» 2'i.n30. bQ32.71

35, lil35. Mi37. Hl
<2ub Handicap t W <•. F'. Swayne (M,G.)Srrim Produeiion Sport» Car» up to 1,500 e.r. i I. Burke (Porm’lw CMNH). .13.67 *riSerie* Production Sport* Cor* over 1,500 r.r. i C. T. Itkins I Mvreedr*-Hen* 300SL). 28,afl **r.Sportn Car» up to l.KJti c*r* i P. It. I.mimiim (t.impcrl, 27.7<i utr?Sport* Ear#, 1.101-1,500 e.r. 1 II. J. Onmbs (L«>it»l*), 2W.10’ set1.*Sport» Gar*. 1,501-2,500 r.e. i M. Anthony (l.wtu*-0ri*inl]. 211,73 «er.*Sport* Ear» o*rr 3,501 e.r. i J. Ogier ( Joji’iro-.hixnnr), 2 Vit» wr,n.IHl. Cla« i It. U . Hoc* t H-hlrr). 32.66 »?..S/e. Sport» Car» up to 2,000 e.r. i M. Poltrr-Muorr (M.G J. ‘12/11 •«■,-S.Jr. Sport» (ar», unlimited t K. . Fiuw'iltiam (Alfa-l(omco), I'I.CIK <cc.Karin* (Tara up Io 250 e.r. i C. B. Forster (J.B.S.) (<»nlv runner). 16.15 M»Karin* Car» up to 500 r.r. i B. .1. A. Petty |Petty). .10.50 **r.Karin* Car». 501-1,100 e.r. i C. It. Iristonr (Djinn), 25,37 HIT.Karin* Car». 1.101-1,500 e.r. t Ik R. Instmir (Djinn), 25,07 <>-tKurin* Car», 1,501-2,000 e.r. t K. Wlmrton |K,R.A. I, 2.1,511 KT.‘Karin* Ear», utilimilrd « K. W h«irl«u (E.R.A.). 23.3-1 MT.*Vintage Car» i P. J. Siubbrriirhl (llugotiil, 28.55 MT,Ln dir»’ Cla»» i Ml** P. Bint (Connaught), 25.45 MT,*• Xrw Cln*S> Jlrrnrd.

BENTLEY D.C, Fl RLE (September 2nd)
Fine, sunny weather graced (he English Channel on I he ’* Benllev 

day ai Firle. near Eastbourne. This pleasant hill-eliml» venue 
overlooking Ihr fair Cmtnly of Sussex provides great scope, especially 
for ihr larger Bentley* ami LUgandas-

First to ascend were ihr 3-litre rars, I he 3-litre Bentley of M. 1). 
Hollis recording a lime of 33.IV> see, In the 4.1-litre category \A alkrr 
anti Burton fought for the fantest class time. Walker’s *’ Bluebell’' 
pouring out exhaust srnoke ns it went by- J. 11. .1. Tut ham produced 
a line original tourer and D. MrChirr prr*riile<| hi* fast alloy-bodied 
model.

Class C, Ihr 41 (S), 61 and 8-livre Bentleys, prod! need no faster lime* 
in spite of J. L, Goddard's 8-litre engine in 3-litre rhasH*. a well- 
proportioned ear nevertheless, and Elliot’s supercharged 41-lilre. 
Becker’s vast (iLlilre fixed-head coupe gave n splendid insight into 
big-car motoring on small-rar roads ’

The post-1931 Bentleys all made eilent iimnArtitiiiimis usrenis. 
Lord Ebury’* special-bodied 3^-litrr making light work »»f it in 
32.58 sec. Next followed ihr *’ All Ounern " el asses. In the np-lu- 
LSlJO-c.c. category the Millon brothers could hr Meen revving their 
A30 up thr hill in under -10 see.. Averil and Btinly Scott-Mum rir-H 
in the Lntus-M.G. mid the original ex-Chapmtin Austin-Loin- 
respectively and .1. M. Perkin»1 in the pretty Arnott making a very 
silent uphill journey in 31.69 MT.

Following them were ihr L50l-2,6IM) e.r. boy> and girls. W. S. 
Perkins in the Lotus*B.M.W. let no grass grow under hi* whreh. 
coming up in 28.95 sec., closely piirsmrd by Bclty Haig in her 
Frazer-Nash, a fra Hinn of u sreimd slower. The 2.601 -3.5<MI c,r, 
group consisted of lour Jaguar* ami rhe lone A»lmi-Marlin hB2 of 
Mrs. Bloxom. Trimble’* ('-lypr stole thr show, however, nerdinii* 
•ndy 28.57 see. tn reach ihr Miinmit, thus realising I’aHtest time rd ihr 
day for all competitors.

Brntlrv* and Lagomh»* again rame up in the 3,Still e.r. class. 
Lord Durdroth rntnmrd n bank on hi* MToud run after what appeared 
In hr a front-wheel skid, no ditnuigr resulting, however ; \\ xdkrr
went up in 29.27 see., winning thr t’hrislnphcr Tonikinsim Trophy 
fur the fastest Bentley. Interesting exprrimrnl* were rimdiirlrd by 
J. Looke. in hi* Bentley ("(mtinrntuh first on iintumatie trunsinis'doii 
then on manual control, the result bring that thr maunal operation 
of the gearbox saved nearly two seconds on thr climb. So concluded 
Firle. 1956.— I.G.

f.NOTH ER I ƒ I.FJJ OiN'E. The Gi/isv Mn/or 2 Of» rngim
u'/ricifii pnwerrd the Snnndrrs-Ror Sj^rrJfrr lirlirfipl»» ol J^irnborough

FLYING DISPLAY, 1956
rjAlllS year’s S.B..A.C. Flying Display al i'arniiiirough was digged

1 by bad weather. On ihr day we attended there was no respite 
bul nevertheless some interesting ami exciting living was 

enjoyed. Tin- Blackburn Beverley t'.l opened the display by 
taking HR) troop* for a joyride- The Bristol Orion Britaniiio proved 
roiieluxivrly that it ran climb exceedingly well on two of its four 
engines and Ihr Hulk-Royce Tyne I.ineohi. looking like u real aero-
plane. diil likewise on iu single Tyne turbo-prop, in the nose. It w i* 
finished in the sort of paint MIIBC cnthiiMasls like to daub over axle* 
and engine*.

The Rolls-Royce Canberra R.A.29 didn’t accelerate »o well (as 
if it matters ') UH the very .‘•marl Rolls-Royce Hunter, which oil 
buiding displayed revcr-c-lhrii-l. looking exactly as if it had gone 
up in smoke. Thr helicopter* performed prodigious antics, hut the 
crowd was «• blase as that at motor race meeting». «»> that no pro-
grammes were waned to tell the pilots that landings on lorries arc 
appreciated. The Fairey Vitro-Light ronipreased-air hclicupirr rose 
and landed twice from its platform lorry, climbing vertically to a 
considerable height, making a shocking noise.

We liked the clean lines of the Ilunling Percival Pembroke (I.I, 
a high-wing, tricycle monoplane* Some splendid aerobaticM in old- 
school style were provided by Dick Chandler in thr AitHter Aigh-L 
which did n onc-whrrl-then-lhc-other limiling into the bargain.

Exceedingly impressive was the Folhind Gnat, which climbed 
almost out of {sight Co come al us in a tremendous dive, but \\ iiit- 
tinginn caused delight or despondency (aecurding io tempera meat) 
when hr swerved to starboard on landing after releasing his paracbule- 
brake and vanished in a great spray of liquid mud. He was unhurt.

After ihr high-speed runs nt ground level by two Gloster Javelin- 
and four Hawker Hunters wc bra an lo wonder what all this fus> is 
aboijil mol or-racing being dangrrhiiH ! Especially as thr weather 
was s<eh that thr H..A.F. seemingly funked its display.

Prior Twiss gave a cracking display in the 1,132 m.p.h. World’* 
>l»ce<l Record Fairey F.D.2. which appears lo land u lol slower ihan 
the I.mil. Vickers-Armstrong* stole much of the high-speed aide ol 
ihr Show when their NJ 13 and Swift 7 took off in rapid sucrrssiwii To 
demonstrate high-speed level and climbing rolls, the Sw'ift going 
by with an absolute rfmcier of spray about it from thr damp alum— 
pl it re.

Not to hr mitdoiir J. Elliot took up the DJLllO bill was com-
paratively subdued. Ihr Armstrong-\\ hit worth Sea Hawk FGAb 
llrw around laden will» stores and Rolaud Falk perfornied his indy 
imprrs-ivr slow and low lly-past with thr 99 ft.-span Avro \ ulcaii Bl 
delta wing, which weigh*, did thr rommcnlatur MIV 7. over 711 ton*. 
I'hal ended the living part of ihr display, line very inipre-MVi’ 
thing was thr absence of attim?pherir .spray round Twins’ Fairey 
Delia D a< it hurl Ini by—^presumably IwrmiM11 it i* “ rle.iii." 
which is certainly w hy it called on three parachute-liriikc* tu st qi il 
<tn landing. After which, how nice lo rttcminlrr u 12/50 Alvi- 
-alarm ami a biuil-boiliril 3-litre Brntlry in the Pre-* rar p irk '

Rrllecting on Farnborough. 1956. we find mirselvr* wondering 
why noi*r at Brnoklimds ever worrird ariymir ! And we would like 
io cud on a note of rrnsiire to the \riny for erecting barbed*wire 
br*idr the road to keep visiting nmtarisl* off their land in thr re tian 
of ihr itcrudroinc maybe they take killing in I heir M ride but to 
place Mich wire where mofur-eyelisl*, ryrltst*. m'riipants of open car.» 
and horses, tint Io mention children, could br injured by it in HO 
iicridrnl. not to mention walking inlo it in the «lark, is rriminat

W . IL
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THE VINTAGE S.C.C. SILVERSTONE RACE MEETING
Burton's 1927 Bentley Wins the Itala Trophy Race, Spero's 1934 Maserati the All-Comers'
10-lap Handicap, and L. S. Richards' Riley Special the MOTOR SPORT Trophy Qualifying Race

COLD weather but excellent racing marked the opening of the 
Club Season at Silverstone with the V.S.C.C. Race Meeting 
on April 6th. Because petrol is heavily rationed in peacetime 

Britain, this meeting took on greater importance than in other 
seasons with a very full calendar—not that any shortage of fuel was 
reflected by an excellent entry for the ten races or the surely record 
spectator support.

Practice saw the unfortunate demise of Walker’s well-known 1929 
4A Bentley with serious “ mechanical detachments ” and some 
damage to Barber's Frazer-Nash when it overturned at Becketts, 
luckily without particular injury to its driver or to the sort of 
“ elephant child's ” trunk that contrives to keep oil in the crankcase 
of its Anzani engine.

In the opening 5-lap handicap Sq.-Ldr. Lisle’s 1927 Grand Sport 
Amilcar with four-branch outside exhaust system led away and stayed 
ahead for three laps, before Bradley's 1923/8 3-litre Bentley went 
ahead to lead until “ swamped ” in the run-in by McClure's 1929 
polished aluminium stark two-seater 4| Bentley, which won from 
the 24-sec. mark at 66.84 m.p.h., with Eastick's two-seater “ over-
size ” 1930 4| Bentley second, Bradley third. It was a fine finish, 
with Burton's scratch Bentley leading the next group, some distance 
behind Bradley—what a Bentley benefit! Freeman's 2-litre Aston 
Martin made fastest lap. Smith drove a shortened twin-cam Sun-
beam two-seater with an unusual radiator, but it suffered, as we all 
do, from shortage of petrol.

This result seemed happily appropriate, because just before this 
race started Mrs. McKenzie had unveiled the scrutineering bay in 
the Paddock which has been erected in memory of her late husband, 
L. C. McKenzie, the great Bentley engineer. Organised by the 
Bentley Drivers' Club, members and others contributed £600 to 
the McKenzie Memorial fund and the resultant very tasteful and 
useful scrutineering bay is a fine tribute to “ Mac’s ” conscientious 
scrutineering at countless race meetings. After an explanation by 
Stanley Sedgwick, a further tribute was paid to “ Mac ” by Forrest 
Lycett, whose famous 8-litre Bentley stood as silent witness to 
“ Mac's ” ability. Incidentally, it is a tribute to Lycett that on this 
bitter day he had driven to Silverstone in his open 4|-!itre Bentley.

To revert to the racing, another 5-lap handicap for faster machinery 
came next, with Stuart's ex-Gerard E.R.A. on scratch, giving 5 sec. 
start to W. F. Moss' E.R.A. “ Remus,” Sowman in Spero’s ex-Bira 
3-litre Maserati and Wilkinson in the ex-Shawe-Taylor E.R.A. 
Stuart weaved his way past most of the slower stuff but his E.R.A. 
was not on its best form, and Moss won in his smart blue ex-Bira car 
at 77.81 m.p.h. from Mudd's ex-Chiron Scuderia Ferrari Monza 
2.6 Alfa-Romeo, which had four piston-type rear shock-absorbers. 
Sowman, who seemed to find the Maserati a handful, was third, 
Stuart fourth, while Moss did fastest lap at 79.3 m.p.h. Day's 1925 
3-litre Bentley had a wonderful exhaust system, four external pipes 
going into a vast cylindrical silencer set transversely under the 
centre of the car.

The third 5-lap race was a scratch dice for vintage cars and showed 
the merit of Burton's 1927 4| Bentley four-^ater with four-seater 
body and four outside exhaust pipes. It led all the way, to win at 
70.01 m.p.h., pursued by McDonald's 1927/30 4| Bentley and 
Eastick's Bentley—the shadow of “ Mac ” was never far away at 
this particular V.S.C.C. meeting. Burton did fastest kp, a shade 
slower than Freeman in the first race. McClure drove splendidly, too, 
and Harris' handling of his 1929 twin-S.U. four-speed Austin Seven 
was quite outstanding, so that Binns' Brooklands Riley Nine could 
make no impression on it—but, much as we admire the driver's 
ability we dislike vintage cars that run on castors. F/O. Blanford's 
1929 blown 1,750-c.c. Alfa-Romeo four-seater looked smart but 
wasn't smart enough to hold Heap's four-Amal 1930 Riley Nine 
Special. Harris deservedly won the 1,100-c.c. class, Chaffey's 
1925/8 3-litre Bentley the 1,101-1,300-c.c. category.

Sedate sight in the next 5-lap handicap was Austin's 1926 Rolls- 
Royce Phantom I, a beautiful blue tourer with aluminium wheel 
discs, which went quite fast once it had got warm and obviously 
possessed excellent brakes. However, it was not long in the picture, 
Newman's very brisk 1932 3-litre Invicta tourer dominating the 
race until caught on the last lap by Mudd’s Alfa-Romeo, running 
stripped, and Bradley's Bentley. Mudd averaged 68.33 m.p.h. 
Wilkinson's F.R.A. made fastest lap at around 70 m.p.h.

The G.P. Itala Trophy Race of about 17 miles, for vintage racing 
cars, had a field of 13 and the exhaust noises were really splendid. 

The race was not resolved until the last lap when, although Burton's 
astonishing Bentley retained its all-the-way lead, to win at 
70.78 m.p.h., Symondson came up strongly in Sir Ralph Millais' 
red 1925 twin-blower 4-litre V12 Sunbeam to a well-earned second 
place, in spite of having to cut out early for the corners. It was 
splendid to see this historic Sunbeam going so well and had it not 
stalled at the start . . . Tozer's 1927 Amilcar Six was a good third, 
ahead of McDonald's Bentley, which Tozer had bravely beaten into 
Woodcote Corner on lap four. Rowley's rare 1924/5 V12 2-litre 
G.P. Delage, with non-vintage i.f.s., went quite well but dropped 
from fifth to eighth place in one lap, and although Clutton drove a 
neat race in the 1908 Itala, from which this race derives its name, he 
couldn't catch Day's Bentley. The only other Edwardian was 
Dr. Pinkerton's 1910 Fiat, with straps to hold its undershield in 
place, not much speed, but an exhaust bellow as considerable com-
pensation. The V12 Sunbeam made fastest lap, at 74.22 m.p.h., 
a tribute to Symondson, who drove home in his beautiful 57SC 
Bugatti coupé. Tozer won on handicap, from Symondson and 
Burton.

Bradley brought his 4j Bentley through from scratch with con-
siderable spirit, to win the next 5-lap handicap at 66.2 m.p.h., 
from Thomas' four-Amal 1934 Riley Nine and Le Clair's 1933 
Frazer-Nash. Bradley lapped at 68.91 m.p.h., cornering with skill.

Real motor racing characterised the All-Comers' 10-lap scratch 
race, which Moss (W. F.) would have won if he hadn't twice turned 
on the power of “ Remus ” too early at Woodcote and allowed the 
E.R.A. to gyrate. Many hearts are short of a beat because, on the 
first occasion, he did this in front of Spero's Maserati, and was 
very nearly rammed amidships. Both times he kept his engine 
running, but could only finish third. Spero won a good race at 
77.56 m.p.h., from Stuart's E.R.A., the latter making fastest lap at 
82.46 m.p.h. Wilkinson's E.R.A. was a slowish fourth. We have 
an idea the winning Maserati uses Bardahi oil ! Howell's 1929 
V16 sports Maserati failed to start, although it left afterwards under 
its own power.

Light relief was provided by the 5-lap Light Car Handicap. 
Hanlon's 1929 two-seater Riley Nine came through from scratch 
to win at 50.32 m.p.h., after a lap at 52.72 m.p.h. Halkyard's 1929 
Austin Seven, the sort we have always called a “ Chummy ” but 
which a reader says the Austin Motor Co. says is a “ tourer,” was 
second. It has twin horizontal S.U.s, piston-type front shock-
absorbers, double brake cables and coil anti-bounce subsidiary 
springs at the back, but otherwise seems, and looks, pure 1929. 
Wood's Riley Eleven coupé ran well to finish third. Hawksby's 
white two-seater Humber Nine got tired.

The well-handicapped 5-lap MOTOR SPORT Trophy Qualifying Race 
was a victory for L. S. Richards' 1938 Riley Special, from the 35-sec. 
mark, which won fairly comfortably at 65.16 m.p.h. from Burton's 
scratch Bentley, which this time lapped at 72.18 m.p.h., with R. P. 
Bradley's 1930 Bentley third. The winning Riley has a twin-S.U. 
Riley Big Four engine with h.c. pistons, in a tubular chassis with 
i.f.s. composed of a divided Ford axle and Rover coil-springs. Rover 
steering, Ford-Girling front brakes, Riley-Girling back brakes, a 
4.5-to-l Riley back axle and a Jaguar gearbox. The body is from 
an Alta. The Editor of MOTOR SPORT presented Richards with a 
cheque for £10, Burton with one for £6 and Bradley with one for £3, 
and their cars, together with those of the next three finishers, are 
eligible to compete in the MOTOR SPORT Final, with £75 prize, at 
the end of the season.

Under lowering skies the meeting closed with a final 5-lap handicap, 
which Lockhart's 998-c.c. Peugeot-J.A.P. led until the final straight, 
when M. J. Bradley’s 1923/8 3-litre Bentley and Cleaton-Roberts' 
1927 3-litre Bentley came past the scuttling V-twin. The winner 
averaged 62.33 m.p.h., but Richards, after making fastest lap at 
64.32 m.p.h., ran a big-end on his previously victorious Riley Special. 
Williamson, in the 1908 Itala, was a good fourth.

We were too busy, and it was too cold, to do much about the many 
intriguing cars in the spectators' car-parks, but a yellow Overland 
Whippet saloon was noticed and we had hardly recovered from the 
news that the recently-formed Amilcar Register has 60 cars on its 
books than a really beautiful, flaired-wing Amilcar Grand Sport 
arrived. Its justifiably-proud driver said it had had only two owners, 
has run only 10,000 miles, and was made in Italy, which its nameplate 
certainly confirmed. They say you learn something new every day 
and, after this, who are we to deny it ?—W. B.
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BENTLEY D.C. SILVERSTONE RACE MEETING 
(August 3rd)

\ really perfrrt summer day arrived on August 3rd for the Bentley 
Drivrn' Club sprint and rare meeting al Silverstone.

In this. thr 2lsl birthday year of the dub* the glamorous silver* 
covered programme depicted famous rars and their drivers while 
listing the well-known numes of those present in the ofliciuls’ liM, 
not thr least of whom was \V. <). Bentley himself.

Thr {-mile standing start sprints were run off with alacrity, the 
smaller models starting at noon. Bradley and MeCosh made 
excellent times soon after the commencement of festivities, a number 
of the short chassis 4j’a not st artinc. however, perhaps their owner* 
were saving their mounts for Inter dicing.

Racing began in earnest al 2.30 p.in. with somc scratch races. 
The first five-lap event was a Bradley r. McKenzie contest to the 
former’s advantage at 62.H m.p.h. There then followed two races 
run concurrently for the Gordon Alexander Memorial Trophy, those 
bring ten-lap scratch events for short and standard chassis cars. 
Holls and Burton dashed along together for Mme laps with 
McDonald in third place after u very fine ■‘tart. Hollis eventually 
took thr lead gaining the Trophy and also fastest lap at 72.36 m.p.h.

In the l.agonda Handicap it was the day for thr 2-litre models. 
Thr big team ears of Michael and Lord Dunlcath were not quite 
able to overcome thr handicap given Io the small cars of which a 
line selection appeared, in fact must Lagonda models of much repute 
wrrr present in this race from the big 4J's down Io Barlircl’s 1 t/60 
which had a most charming body ami contrived to come in second 
behind .Ayre’s wen-known 2-litrr.

The five-lap Bentley Handicap which followed went to the two 
limit men. Burton, who won al 72.33 m.p.h. and Hollis. M. II. 
Morris produced hi* fine 6A-litre model finished in blue ami aluminium 
but the hJ*s of* Bailey and Kramer wore regrettably not up to the 
same standards of finish. Mrs. Mount fort started off well in first 
place but on the fir*! lap she had Io retire al Woodrole with smoke 
billowing from the cockpit.

Mumtu succreded in winning thr vintage handicap with his Bentley 
IA areompanying Bader’s Brooklands Riley and the I’idB Itula 
driven by \\ illiamwm which unfortunately burst a lyre nt Brcketts 
and had In give up. Elwell Smith's Aston Martin won the five-lap 
Aston Marlin Handicap run eml^ulrrntly with thr vintage car race. 
Mrs. Biox ham reached third place with the DB2.

McCodi look the honours in the ” AB Type* *’ Brntlry race with 
McDonald a rlior o-cand. R. P. Bradley's 41 came to grief at 
Becketts when its big ends took large bites out of itn crankcase 
depositing bits of mangled piston into thr sump at the same time.

The *• All-comrrs ” race resulted in a •tieeing win for Bader's 
Brook hiuds Rilrv with Michael's big Lagonda second. I.G.

WE/if/-DES-BEAZ /V THE HEXT-IAH. Th- nrte shon-raom 
is the first the great Stuttgart firm hart had tn Mayfair for 18 years 

In the /onground is n 3605 ƒ. roadster

BANK HOLIDAY RACING AT BRANDS HATCH 
(August 5th)

Brands Hatch with a slight diffr-rner. For on this occasion thr 
accent was on variety with slightly unusual races to augment the 
normal «ports and Formula II events.

One of the most interesting spectacles was the production sports 
car race. Thr sight of seeing ordinary cars on the race track never 
terms to lose its appeal and sure enough excitement was to come. 
Lotus Fords predominated on this occasion and a furious dire went 
on between Inn Walker in his well-known yellow coloured model 
and G. IL Wiliiamton in a green one. These two succeeded ill coming 
in first ami second respectively but fidlowing them came Beckaert 
in the XKI20 Jaguar which he ilwuyS drives maguTieeully and 
Jrnning* in Ken Rudd's A.C. Ace-Bristol lying fourth. The fart 
that the l^»tus model* were aide to heal the larger-enginrd sports- 
rars just shows what a little rnleepr•e and a Ford engine can do 
for a chap !

\ new event, thr PCIII Prix for Brrkrlrys was won by Goddard- 
Watt* who whirred round the ten laps in line style making a mo*l 
euterlallling show of things. Likewise the Vintage ami Veteran 
car race ^It^a«’Ird cheers and waves from thr crowd as Fitzpatrick’s 
huge Mclallur^giqiic diced with Pinkrrlon’• Fiat ami Sir Francis 
Samuelson’* TT Sunbeam which is a regular participant at Brands 
Hatch on these occasions. B. M. Clarkr in his beautiful 1913 
Talbot won thr event.

line sporting event was the 1,500-c.e. Championship. 
11™’ Archir SiciH-Bniw'n made great strides with the Elva- 
BuItrrworth ami was in first place for most of thr race but had Io 
retire on thr last lap with a broken valve so allowing Colin Chapman 
to pas* thr chequered llag first in spile of spinning of nt paddock 
bind on the first lap. Archir again brought our more heavy metal 
in thr Kii^down Trophy, this bring the Lister-Jaguar w ith u 
3A-lit^c engine appearing for the first limr nt Brands Halch and 
which camr home ahead of all other* with a nrw tports-cur record 
into thr bargain.

F’ormula III enthusiasts saw* Jim Russrll lake first place oncr 
again i Jack Brabham had a very hard fight indeed to copr with 
George Wieken in thr Rochrtlrr frophv Part II although in Part 1 
Sulvadori and 'Taylor hud an awkward coulrvtrmp• resulting in a 
Brabham win again.

A further exciting game of " Happy Family ” motoring was thr 
Drinkrl Trophy race for saloon*. Herr John Webb carried straight 
on at thr bottom of Droids and headed for thr starter’s box al 
quitr a tale of knots before anyone realised that his stirring arm 
had snapped. Peter Gammon in a Ballrmy Ford Popular raced 
along with the Aburlh Fiat for a while until thr latter dropped 
back a lit Hr, Adler in an A 90 Austin diced for a time with Srars 
in a IOS model but with Grace in thr Pathfindrr Riley hoi on thr 
IOS’s hrrls ns thr race drew to a close. This was almost a photo-
finish but Sears just kept enough lead for a eomforIablr win. I.G. 
1,tDU-r.r. Sports Car Karr i

Ural I C.. \lii-<>ii (lo»lM•-<tiimax} .. . .. .. 7S.6Am.p.b.
Bral 2 : (J. Ilill (lnfOi—nimax) . ... 70.28 „
Kual I C. ANiwa (L^•tt^••<-tia^•x)..................................................101>2 ».

t.<w^•-^rv;l1t• Trophy Karr (500T.C. Cara) I K. Iaving«tuue (l<.»t>pee•
Norton) .................................. .............. ............66.61» M

lt•ebe•<^e Trophy Harr (Formula tt) i J. Brabham (lamprr-
Climax) ... ... ... .o „, ... 7t.*G „

Prih Prix i J. T. Gmlilu^rbWatl* (Hrekrtey) . 5».25 ..
Vetera and Edwardian Rare i II. M. CJarkr (Talbot) . 13.37 ..
ProdtH-lion Sporl* Car llarr i I. Walker (^-^*ls»« IE«rd) .. 67 hi. ,.
nrHn-) Trnphv Race i J. l*. Sear- ( AUMÏU All)*») . . ..
B.R.S.I'.C. t.•>00-e.e. C1iampinn«hip i A. B l hnimaii (lot^i^-

CJimax| ... ... , , .. , ... ,,. M!.t<6
Foemuta ttt Rarr i J. H«ii<r|l (C^.^iprr-XUMIII) ... .. . 70.61 .
hiug^owu Trophy Race i W. II. So-u|t-hr»wn (^.iater-Jagiiur) ... 71.79 ..
Koehr<lre Tropin R^ce i Part 2 : .t. Brabham (l.ooper-Climaxl ... 72.^» ..

FRIBOIRG HILT-LLIMB
Continuing the Europran mounlain lull-climb championship 

Ihr t2-kilomrlrr dice to thr tup id' thr Schaliin*laud mounl.tm in 
the Black Forrst of Grrmany, was held on July 2ttth for ear- of up 
to 2-iitr^-^*. Intcrctit was rnlivenrd by thr apprarancr of Ilan* 
Hrrr^mHnn in a works Borgward 1.500 sptn^i*. but it suf^rrrd from 
TUCI injcclion maladies und did not give its full power. Thr rx- 
A.W.F.. driver Edgar Barth coutinurd his good driving by brating 
Maglioti. Thr Swiss drivrr Munaruu drove tiir 1X^1-10’11 d l.r Man* 
Porsche 7I8.

Rewnhi 
t-t i E. Baeih (^oe^be t,SMOR£) .
2nd i I*. M^zIimIi (PonN-hc l.j^td^^tS) ... 
3rd II. tlreim.iii (ll«lr£Wa-l| LSMtRS) 
•ltd G. MHuar^on (Porsche Im) ..
Sth i A. T^rwi (.Ifa^rati 20IIS) . 
bilt P. Mont^vufdi (l^^r^tr^i TRI*.)

i
. Ih min. 57.lt wr, Rl^rt'l k.p.b

.. I 7 min. <• t II •rc.

. 17 mm. 24.5 .

... l*. min. 20.5 w«.
. I« mm. 25.0 ^r.

. t8 min. ■'V*.l| •«*»*





 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

01-723 2731 Mintage Xntas lib.
Managing Director : J. BOND» A.M.Inst.B.E.

The ORIGINAL Specialists in Restored Vintage Veteran and Classic Cars.

01-723 2731

1929 BENTLEY 4|. Historic sports/racing two-seater. Now fully road equipped.

This well-known and very fast Bentley was built and modified by L. C. McKenzie for his 

own use. Featured in many motoring journals and known as “Bluebelle”.

1937 RAILTON Fairmile drophead 

coupé. Recent restoration of mech-

anics and coachwork.

1927 BENTLEY 4| shore-chassis Le Mans sports tourer. 
1931 BENTLEY 4j- supercharged Le Mans Replica.
1949 BENTLEY Mk. VI sports saloon by H. J. Mui liner. 
1952 BENTLEY 4| custom built 2-seater sports rdstr. 
1955 BENTLEY R-type sports saloon by James Young. 
1962 BENTLEY SI Continental drophead coupé.
1951 ROLLS Silver Wraith touring lim, by r. & W.

CARS BEING RESTORED

J95I ROLLS Silver Wraith sports saloon by Park Ward, 
1937 ROLLS 25/30 sedanca-de-ville by H. J. Mulliner. 
1936 ROLLS 25/30 sports saloon by Barker.
1933 ROLLS P.ll dual cowl sports tourer.
1932 ROLLS P.ll owner-driver saloon by Hooper. 
1949 M.G. TC open sports 2-seater.

1949 ALLARD 2/4-seater drophead coupé.
1932 AERO 2/3-seater roadster,
1938 DELAGE D.6.70 drophead coupé.
1938 LAGO TALBOT 4-litre drophead coupé.
1,924 .ASTON l| 16-valve Historic Racing 2-seater.1930 FIAT Tipo 520 open 4-seater.
1939 ALVIS 12/70 open sports tourer.

ALWAYS OTHER RESTORED CARS OF INTEREST IN STOCK THAT ARE NOT ADVERTISED. I WILL 
PAY TOP PRICES FOR CARS OF THE TYPE I SELL. NO “OLD BANGERS” PURCHASED. 

SOLD OR TAKEN IN PART EXCHANGE.
Telegraphic address : Concourcar, London, W.2.

20 BROOK MEWS NORTH - LANCASTER GATE - HYDE PARK W.2.

LEN STREET OF CHELSEA Tel: 01-370 4114
LOTUS MAIN DEALERS 

NEW CARS FROM STOCK

+2S 130/5, 1973. Tawny/oatmeal, radio, h.r.w., 
mags.; 3,000 miles, one owner .. .. £2,725
+ 2S 130/4,1972. Maroon/silver. tf.s., h.r.w., radio, 
mags. .. ...................... -- £2,275
+2S 130/4,1972. Yellow/silyer, tf.s., h.r.w., radio; 
one owner ........................................... £2,275
+2S130/4, 1972. Tawny/stlver, h.r.w., radio, 
mags.; one owner .. ......................£2,275
+ 2S.1970. Silver blue metallic, radio, h.r.w. £1,595 
SPRINT, 1971, d.h.c. Yellow, t.f.s„ radio; one 
owner .. £1,545 

GUARANTEED USED LOTUS 

FROM STOCK

NEW LOTUS 4-2S 130/4. Green/black, radio, 
h.r.w., mags. .......................................... List
NEW LOTUS ~2S 130/5. Tawny/silver, black,
radio, h.r.w,, mags. .. .. ... List

NEW LOTUS +2S 130/4. Blue/black, radio, h.r.w., 
mags. ...................... .. ... .. List

NEW LOTUS +2S 130/5. Blue/silver, h.r w , radio, 
mags............................................................. List

GUARANTEED OPELS IN STOCK

SPRINT, 1972, f.h.c. Yellcw. radio; one owns 
low mileage ., .. .. ,, £1,675
SPRINT, 1972, d.h.c. White, radio/stereo £1,675
ELAN S.4 S/E f.h.c., 1971. Blue, radio; c't 
owner ................................ .. ., £1,295
ELAN S4 S/E f.h.c., 1970, one owner. Io* 
mileage......................................................£1,195
EUROPA T.C., 1971. Yellow, radio/stereo, me;;

£1,545
EURO PA T.C., 1972. Lagoon blue, oatme=> 
mags. ......................................... .. £1,675
EUROPA T.C., 1972. Orange, radio, mags. £1,6“:

67/69 DraytonGardens, Chelsea, S.W.IO.

1968 SILVER SHADOW

Colour shell grey over Tudor grey, with 

red leather interior, Sundym window. 

Excellent condition.

Recorded miles 28,000.

1968 SILVER SHADOW

Colour Tudor grey with black leather inte' : 

Sundym windows, refrigeration. Care-', 

maintained with many 1973 features. 

Recorded miles 55,000.

CORNICHË GARAGE 
GREAT BARDFIELD 

ESSEX
GREAT BARDFIELD 604

□ All sales cars go through our workshops and are covered by our unconditional guarantee. Q
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The VSCC at Donington 
Bill Morris wins the Nuffield and 
Shuttleworth Trophies
THE VINTAGE SCC having held the very last 
meeting at Donington Park before the war, it had 
to wait until this year to return there. It was a day 
of great expectations. with the Nutheld Trophy 
Race — a pre-war Donington ERA preserve from 
1954 to 1939. and England’s first long-distance 
road race — the main feature of a vcrv full 
programme In the event too many non-starters, a 
poor attendance, and from our viewpoint the 
impossibility of seeing anything of the cornering, 
or of the pits, from the Pressbox, with the cars far 
away in the enormous, clinical Paddock, caused a 
preference for other venues. However, the 
weather was delightful and there was but one 
accident, when David Llewellyn proved so keen 
for his 41.i-litrc Bentlcv to resume racing after it 
had gone off at Park comer that it rammed the 
luckless 4h-htre Bentley tourer of A. S. Judd. 
The cars were damaged but the drivers were not.

The VSCC had done its best to increase the 
nostalgia of the occasion by mviung pre-war 
personalities to attend. We heard that Bob and 
Joan Gerard did so. Clive Windsor-Richards 
drove a parade lap in John Rowley's 3098 
Vauxhall Wensum. Anthony Heal was using his 
3-litre Sunbeam as a course-car, with K. C, 
Radburn, who used to race a Salmson. with him 
and later the Princess had a ride G. 

Fenn-Wiggin was able to ride in the 1924 200 
Mile Race Alvis he once owned, and Clarke was 
ridmg in St. John’s GP Bugatti. Cecil Gutton was 
present, but. alas, the 1908 GP Itala’s back axle 
had decided to lack up after practice. D. B. 
Tubbs was doing part of the commentary — I 
went to Donmgton with him before the war, in his 
blown M-typc MG Midget — and Princess 
Charlotte Hchenloe-Langcnburg. who had 
presented the Shuttleworth Trophy, to 
commemorate Richard Shuttleworth winning the 
first Donington GP in 1935 in his Alfa Romeo. 
UJS warchins the racing.

This opened with a 4-lap scratch race, won by 
Kerr's Le Mans Aston Martin, which was chased 
bv Warne’s K-rype MG. with Hutchings' Ulster 
Austin way behind. Seber's alloy-bonneted 
W olseley Hornet was fourth. Another interesting 
runner was Dawson's Vernon-Crossley, which 
finished rhe race with its Brooklands' "can" 
trailing on the ground.

The 8-bp scratch contest for the John Holland 
and Tim Bukin Trophies was a runaway victory 
for Ron Fuotrtt’s Cognac Special, although on the 
final lap Tim Llewellyn’s 8.5-litre Bentlcv was 
lust about in sight of the much smaller car, and 
™ng in the first Bentley to finish, he took the 
Bentley DC’s Birkin Trophy. Footitt averaged 
^ 54 m.p.h. and was actually lapping quicker 
«an the “heavy.metal", at 70.75 m.p.h. 
Farquhar’s Riley 9 won jts category. The 
Hcntlcv.Napier obviously couldn't cope with 
Dmington’s many comers, coming home fifth, 
behind Ian Stirling in the Norns Special and the 

’bosh s \ auxhali Rciwlev Racing special It was 
u> this race that the shunt occurred

A tour-bp handicap followed, won by Smith’s 
MG Quartctmaine’v venerable 

vauxhall. by perhaps ten lengths, with 
kers replica VI’ Lc Mans Lagonda. which 

r L J"’ bp “ 65,7J m P-h ■,hlrd TW* !ed 
v ,ƒ ** **** Pre-war racing cars, the 
, j and Shuttleworth Trophies contest, over 

bps of the I 95-mile circuit, from scratch. As if 
’ c tihnn tradition, three ERAs were on the

Aftwryr uwi H ERActluXuffuld Trophy iradttum troi ignarauj by Bill Mornt nt Hanimon.
front row of the grid — Bill Moms’, the Hon. 
Patrick Lindsav's. and Peter Mann’s. Lindsay 
started well and led for the first two Ups. but he 
then waved Morris by, as the magneto of 
"Remus” was once again playing up. That gave 
Bill in the blue ERA "Haauman” an absolute 
walk-over the was saving "Romulus” for 
Monaco). He won at 73.85 m.p.h., winning both 
the Trophies. “Hanuman” had won the real 
Nuffield Trophy race in 1938. Lindsay had set 
fastest bp of the race at 76.92 m.p h. before he 
retired, a new record for pre-war cars. With 
Marsh's ERA third. Black's 8GM Maserati and 
Majzub's Appleton Special had been in the 
picture, Margulies’ 4CL Maserati passing the 
Appleton on lap six but retiring a bp before the 
end. Mann had spun on bp two but then came 
through the field impressively, to clinch a poor 
second place, from Marsh whose plugs were 
suspect, with the Appleton coasting over the line 
in fourth position.

That excitement over, we saw Dalton's PB MG 
Special win a four-bp handicap, from Cookman’s 
1 Vi-iitre Rilcv Special and Askey’s "limit" Alfa 
Romeo. David Roscoe's scratch 4.3-litre Alvis 
Special bpped fastest in this one. at 68.28 m.p.h. 
Tony Jones retired, after a fine start, in the Frazer 
Nash "Patience" and Simon Phillips was a 
non-starter in deference to the red oil-warning 
light showing on his 328 BMW. Firth’s LG45 
Ijgonda also retired.

This brought us to the 12-bp race tor Histone 
Racing Cars The 1959 P25 BRM had been 
brought out of the Donington Gillection for Neil 
Comer to conduct. Tom Wheatcroft, as 
enthusiastic as ever, came to see it win. So tt was a 
shock when Vic Norman rocketed away from the 
front row of the grid in his ex-Fangio lughtweight 
Maserati 25OF, leaving Chapman in the Monza 
Lister Jaguar a poor second and Comer as vet 
scarcely in the running. It passed Norman on bp 
two. and as the Maserati dropped back. Comer 
took second place. These three naturally ran right 
away from I jndsav who had secured some sparks 
for "Remus" and had the pre-war ERA in a 
masterly fourth place. It took Corner until the 
seventh bp to get into the lead, after which he 
drew right away- winning al 81.53 m.p.h. and 
lapping at 85.00 m.p.h. on his best circuit. 
Richard Pilkington was going verv well indeed, as 
he usually does, tn the Talbot Lago. closing right 
up on Lindsay on bp nine and taking him on lap 
11, only for the determined Patrick to re-adiust 
the matter on the last lap, m a tnghtfully close 
finish. So they ran home — 1959 2‘ i-litre BRM, 
1957 3.8-litrc Lister, 1957 2!/?-litre Maserati, 
1936 Ill-litre supercharged ERA and 1950 
4.4-Iitre Talbot l-ago. etc

After which Nev Farquhar's ex-Dixon Riley 9 
ran away with the 8-bp Class Handicap race for 

the Geoghegan Trophy, from Horton’s 
road-equipped Type 43 Bugatti, after 
Elwell-Smith's Aston Martin had fallen back. It 
was nice to see Dutton’s water-cooled Aero 
Morgan three-wheeler running well in this and 
other races, although the VSCC had hoped for 
hotter cars from the three-wheeler fraternity. The 
4-lap scratch race for the Flying Lady Trophy 
presented by Rolls-Royce Motors Ltd., who were 
hosting the Meeting, was a runaway win for 
Dolton's successful MG, from Hine’s big LG45 
Lagonda replica and Fairley's TT replica Frazer 
Nash. Howell's Special then upheld ‘\hain-gang" 
honour by winning a handicap from scratch 
(Freddie Giles' GN "Salome" was 
non-competing, with bevel-box maladies:, from 
Walton in the A-typc Connaught racer, third 
place being a "photo-finish'' affair for the Talbot 
Lago, this time from the "limit" mark, from 
Felton's 2.6-litre supercharged Alfa Romeo. The 
last handicap was rather fun, with Cooper 
running a smart standard Austin 7 Chummy, 
wind screen erect, which his wife used as her 
shopping car, as it was quicker than his 
Sima-Violet cyclecar, and Ortrewell keeping the 
top up on his 1930 twin-cam Alfa Romeo coupé, 
as this apparently makes it go more quickly. To 
no avail, as Johnson's Gilmore Frazer Nash 
earned it off, Hutchings’ Ulster Austin 7 being 
second and Black's nice 1922 Bentley third. Nigel 
Arnold-Forster had had to wait until now to 
unleash his amazing 19|2 chain-drive 5-ltire 
Bugatti. Although tending to starve itself on r.h. 
corners, it went splendidly, but a fastest bp of 
59.71 m.p.h. was not quick enough for a place. 
After which we drove away in the restful Rover 
3500. thinking what a thrill it had been pre-war 
(those Donington Grands Prix, won by the 
Auto-Umonsl and wondering whether the VSCC 
will hold this pleasant social interlude again, next 
year — VT.B Rctu)u
Jota Holland Vwucr Scntck RateI»:: G R F«xii’ Loya*. Spoxal «34 otph 2*4 T C. IJrwrüvn Benita Birkja Ttuphr 3rd; A 1 S-.tftaf Norn SiwialSbvntemnk A SufteU Troetan Pre-War Scratch: l«r W R G M.sn, I RA . 7» «5 m.p k.

2x4: P A ERA3rd C P ERAHasonc Racnap Can' Scratch 1-’
IM: E N Gxaer BRM . SI 51 tsp h2nd M C Chapaaaei Mona Latter Jwuar3rd. V KMOK UwmnClaw Haadkap A S Farq-akar Rata . «2 “ m P k Fhw Lad, Trophy Scrareh Race. A I> Itohon MG M M 

44*ptScraecb Rare J. G B Km A.™ Manto . 5» 11 m p b Fmt «-tap Haadacap P South MG . M 03 0» f b Srrewd 44ap llaaduap A 11 rx-6en ,MG1. Ji m pk _Ttad «-tap Handicap A I Suttad Nwn» SpettaL. »5 3»
FnnKkS-bp Haadkap D Jofcmoo Fewer Sok . % 9Sm p b 
Fount lap et .’Ar 34v E N Cowl BRM «5 00 ra p h 
l**dn* Pouureit u> tatt ta tkr 1ST» MOTOR SPORT BrooManda Memorial tropta. 13 R Hineta«retda M potan. INI Mam 3X3 W puarti. I Vurloq Norm Special . and B tuunrrtrfj At at Benrta . » fetUMa e*b. R J Hui.tata Auvm . 22 revolt \*at maal Otliwi Park, June 16th
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Bentleys at Silverstone
THE TRADITIONAL last-S;ni^rdai^^^in-August 
Bentlc-. Drivers Club meeting at Silverstone had 
two anniversaries to celebrate this year — the 5Uth 
year since the last Bentlev win at Le Mans, when 
two Speed Six Bentleys came home first and 
second to give the British Company its fifth win in 
the eight year history of the race and the 7(>th 
^niversary of the founding ol the Morgan Motor 
Company . The former was marked bv a race with 
the nearest thing current day regulations would 
allow to a Le Mans start, and the latter by an 
enormous parade of Morgans The racing was 
without serious incident and was blessed with fine 
weather which helped to make a most cnjovable 
day's sport tor competitors and spectators alike.

Events started with a display of replica First 
World War aircraft, which should have been 
followed bv the appearance of the lion Patrick 
Ltafcay's Sputire, but sadly this failed to appear 
— it was rumoured that Tony Bianchi, who 
should have been at the controls, was suffering 
the effects of the French fishermen's blockade.

The first race, starting promptly at 1.00 p.tn.. 
was an eight lap handicap race for a selection ol 
cars, ranging from Peter Askew's incredibly last 
4/4 Morgan, through a number of + Xs. to a series 
of Mk V| Hentky specials, wuh a ciiupk- ol 
Jaguars thrown in for good measure. Credit laps 
made following the race rather difficult, and the 
commentator was as confused as anyone else, but 
the timekeepers dedared Graham Bryant as t’e 
winner Morgan t X' with Alan Kennedy second 
(Morgein 4 4i and Makadm I’ad tlurd .Morgan 
+8).

Race two was another eight bp handlcap, this 
time for pre-war Lagonda and Benlk-.y cars, 
^houeli one Bentk-y was seen to be running with 
a post-war engine. With the exception of Harvev 
Hine dris-ing Davd l.lewel|yn's well-known 
>8-|itre Ik-nlk-v Speciaf aid Gordon Russel1 m 
his wngk-seater X-litre ear, all the other 
competitors had credit laps. First away was one of 
the threc 1 ..tgond'a^, Colin Buitk-r's 4' • tourcr, 
wi'h ,i st.in of one fap and 1 min. Is sec. over 
Hine- Rnhard IBack was campaignmg hN white- 
a-htre, fitted with beaded edge f ront tvres. John 
fW^?a|ker his slightR btee Speed mode1 r^-htre, 
fitted with ,m immacu|ate Hue four-s^ter bodv 
ai>d fu|f |ength wings, w’ule Stankw Mann had an 
extremely stark special Speed Six. Tim Llewellvn 
wax at the whed of "Blue-bell ", a s|H-cial 4’/>, 
xeorge labbenor in his enormous Speed Six, 
spoi|. lot me bv Unkm Jacks and smaH whed 

. David Rens in one of the least sporting of 
V*^^ Bentfevs, S 4-htre. Janies Crocker's nippy 
j—,le Rapier and David HineT rather larger 
J»cadows ragmed car were atteniptrng to uphoM 
^^m'ds totnours, and were very evenfc matched. 
Rf°Cs'-‘r having t’e advanta^ on the- corners. 
:"•dk, who hap wo credit laps succeeded cn

dinc a|f the oppoduon at bay. and won the race 
‘roni <ifsfion•s 4'-I and Bugle?s Ugonda. Hine 

d Russc-h were trying ven- tard t’roug’out the 
e- Russef| gettmg verv sideways al Wtsdcote 

■ "':caM"n!,, but neit’er was ab|e to make much 
rpe'-'-iou o„ (heir verv Mill ’andicaps.
3™ mhl fur die Burd event was nrale up 

,?tirelv of Morgans — ranging from Rob Weds' 
'P"'"' ' x. wdich k-d from start to Inusli. to 

•Waendv stan^rd early fiftk-s t 4s . Wdls SC1 a 
“Wlendous puce, and no-one was able to keep 
cha''”e'ri ncar h,rn. I’etcf Asdcw '4-4 • was 
wh’? DK i{rUc:e Slan|eton ■ ‘X- loi srecmd p|ace 
Wb a ',r',l>’,ni Idwant kd a sma|f gagg|e ol • Xs 

h were eveu|y matched and all trving to get 

^OTDR.M’ORI <)( IOBIR l'»Xll 

into fourth position.
Vintage Bentleys featured in the Pace 

Petroleum Handicap race, over eight laps. Once 
again, the two powerful X-htre-engined cars ol 
Russell and Llewellyn were at tde back of the 
field, and dad enormous handicaps to overcome. 
Richard Black won once again, his 3-litre being 
followed home by David Rolfe's 4*<'. from 
Harvey Hine in Tim Llewellyn’s "Blue-beH". 
Mandy ('oilings, who is probably the- youngest 
driver racing at the moment, being but 17G years 
old, did very well to finish sixth in her Speed Six 
Bentley. five places sdcsd ol Tabbc-nur's car 
whieh shared the same handicap. Fuad Majzub 
was racing a wry neat special bodied J-litre car. 
managing to come home iust ahead of Mandv, but 
unable to catch Walker’s 3-iit^e which finishe-d 
fourtd.

Bill I'ucr treated the crowd to a demonstration 
of three-wheeler Morgan motoring when he won 
the fifth event of the day. an eight lap ^l-comers 
handicap A later four-wheeled version of the 
Malvern marque owned bv N. Stechman came 

.s^^l^to^d, followed closely bv Alan Wise-berg's 
MG-B. Poor Stuart Harper, whose thrcc-wdeclcr 
Morgan is well known to the lollowel^s of the 
VSCC racing scene, dropped out of the race when 
the front end of his prop-shaft broke- — the rear 
end had broken at the I lawthorn Trophy Meeting 
in July. Further down the field, David Taylor and 
Derrick Edwards were has-ing a tremendous dice- 
m a pair of pre-war Aston Martins, the decision 
finally going to Taylor's rather special car.

Before the main race ol the day. the track was 
filled with over 7il Mor^gans, ranging in age right 
back to the first days of the company, and all 
apparently different. One grev and red 
fkur-wde*cled version had crew clad in evening 
dress with hair dyed to match the cilour of the 
car. ( ommentar^- was given bv Peter Morgan.

The big race was entitled le Mans Retrospective 
Wth Annitvrsary Dash for The Times Trophy lot 
li^entley (.'ain, and was to be run over ten laps. Hie- 
start was to be Le Mans stvle. and just to add to 
the flavour of the event, competitors had to stop 
in the pits at some stage after their second lap and 
before their eighth to change- a wheel, using a jack 
which had to be carried in the car. The field was 
lined up in echelon along the outside edge of the 
GP circuit at Woxidcote, engines turned oil. and 
drivers facing their cars some 20 yards away, 
helmets and goggles in place. Eddie Hall, who 
had driven Derby Benttevs in competition in the 
thirties and fifties, had come over from his home 
in Monaco to drop the flag, ami the drivers dashed 
to their cars. It was difficult to s^c quite who was 

155’

The sart ol the l.e M^ns Rettoipernve Race.

firs! away, but there was not much in it The pit 
road was far more interesting than the actual race, 
with scrutineers dashing about checking that 
wheels had been replaced securely in the hurried 
pit stops. Quickest stops were the least hurried, 
and David Llewellyn scored well here, which 
must have helped him to win the race. Gordon 
Russell, who came home second, was rather 
flustered during his stop and tripped across his 
exposed stub-axle, but quickie recovered and was 
away with little wasted time. Mandy's brother 
Craig was driving the Gillings' Speed Six. and 
employed a lump of wood to raise the front axle 
instead of a jack. Others were using trolley jacks, 
nearly breaking their backs as they lifted them out 
of the car. some were using modern hydraulic 
pillar jacks, while there were plenty of very 
vintage screw jacks tn evidence. The Viange- 
group, having knock-on hubs, were at a distinct 
advantage over the later cars, although lan 
Benthall managed to bring his Mk. VI special into 
third place, making fastest lap of the race in the 
process. Charles Tcall was fourth with his very 
pretty, if somewhat over polished. Mk. VI special, 
but he was a whole lap behind the first three-.

And so to event seven, a splendid dice between 
thr^ee-wh^eeled Morgans and MG cars, over eight 
laps. Bill Nicholson led with his MG-B from start 
to finish, but the real racing was for second place, 
with Bill Tuer's three-wheeler chasing Eric Hoult 
(MG-A i for second place, and succeeding in 
taking and holding on to it until a burnt piston 
put him out of the race at the end of the sixth lap. 
Vic Ellis in another MG-A was third.

Vintage and PVT cars formed up on the grid 
for the eighth race, an eight-lap handicap. The 
result went to David Taylor's hot Aston Martin 
Le Mans, which again had a thoroughly good dice 
with Derrick Edwards' Ulster Aston until the 
latter went sick, followed by Nick Lees' Rilev 
Special. David Roscoe's 4.3-litre Alvis Special 
came storming through the held to finish third, 
just pipping James Crocker into fourth place at 
the finish

Last race of the day was on a scratch basis, over 
ten laps, and was for all-comers, but with classes 
lor members of the AG. Owners ('lub and lor 
Crewe Bent lev Specials. Rob W ells i -t X Morgan I 
was in pole position, once more, and led from the 
start to finish some W seconds ahead ol' a close 
bunch who had been battling throughout the race 
for second place, which finally went to Nick 
Green (AC Cobra1, some three seconds ahead of 
Charles Morgan ( *8i and Martin C<ovill tn 
another Cobra. In winning this race, Rob Wells 
achieved what is believed to be the fastest lap of 
the club circuit by a Morgan — a shattering 59.4 
sec. — equivalent to 97.45 m.p.h. — P.H.J.W.

• Results on page ISS9!



 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Model T Ford Frolics
Tills VEAR's Model T Register Chilterns Rally 
attracted a very good entry of ten pre-|9|7 cars 
and even more after this date as well as a selection 
of commercials. The two day event embraced 
social happenings, a non-competitive road section 
of 52 miles and driving tests at the well appointed 
premises of the Lorch Foundation 'part oi the 
Elga tiroup) at Lane End. after an excellent lunch 
served by that organisation.

The' only unlucky competitor was a black 
radiator tourer that broke a stub axle; when we 
lelt, repairs were well in hand. The longest 
distance to the rally was covered by Les Croft's 
1921 tourer, with 1R5 miles. The “Brazil" 
onc-tonner butcher's van was crewed by 
correctly-attired driver and mate and had wicker 
baskets on its roof for excess loads of sausages and 
pies, but its engine expired during the driving 
tests i )ne driver was aided in the tests by a small 
boy who expertly grappled with the ball that had 
to be picked up and deposited on a pylon, opening 
the door of a 1920 mid-door Sedan to do this: docs 
this body count as a Tudor? Incidentally, this was 
quite a family occasion, many other children 
riding in the cars and sometimes helping in the 
tests.

Reg l ildcsley came in his 7 cwt., 19)6 pick-up 
— apparently this 7 cwt. designation includes the 
drive: — and Clifford (ion’s very smart 1923 
tourer carried a Shell-Mex petrol can. Il is 
interesting to note that one brass radiator tourer 
had very small section Firestone front tyres and 
Ward's Riverside rears. Pat Saunders' 1913 
two-seater was very well turned out. the "B" 
and “R" clearly readable on us pedals, its front 
springs hound, while Peter Minhinnetl’s 1913 
tourer had Ford Model 16 brass gas headlamps 
and the benefit oi K\V “road smoothers" on the 
from axle. Les Croft’s 1924 7 cwt. van wore the 

Model-T Ford register insignia. Philip Toler's 
1916 tourer carried baggage behind a lazy tongs 
retained on its nearside running board and 
possessed a Klaxon horn.

Bruce Lilleker’s 1915 tourer needed two bites 
at the reversing test, in spite of shouted 
instructions to the driver from the tonneau-lady; 

Minhinnctt, with two children in his tonneau hit 
two pylons, while Frank Baker’s very presentable 
1916 runabout was hani|wred when reversing bva 
hood furled at 45 degrees, although its screen had 
the top panel folded down, and it sported an 
anonymous petrol tin. The very nice 1926 saloon 
with nickci-plated radiator, in which 1 rode on a 
former rally, had an energetic girl passenger who 
cranked it up after the driver stalled its engine.

Modcl-T's are well suited to such driving tests, 
and this Rally was notably well organised. W.B

Special. Alvis engined Frazer Nash and K3 MG 
respectivelyi completed the field

The starting signal was given by young 
Christopher Wilkinson, whose name the trophy 
‘’vats and this caught Martin Morris completely 
by surprise, enabling the whole field io pass him 
before he moved. Bill Summers shot into the lead 
from the third row. Foot tit who had hurtled past 
the stationary Murns on the grass, was close 
behind with Dav and Venables-l.lewclyn hot on 
his heels By the start ol the secund lap. Summers 
had built up a commanding lead over Fomin. I >av 
and Ven a bles-Llewelyn who were closely
bunched, and Martin Morris was thundering 
along behind Second tunc past the start line saw 
Morris up into lourth place, ahead of 
'enables-Llewelyn, and by lap four he was in 
seci'ou |,|,|le trying to close the gap between him 
“nJ the leader. Summers Day and 
' enables-Llewelvn were scrapping lor third 
Position and Fomitt in fourth place was sonic 
distance ahead of Smith. As the leader 
•PProachcd the stariline to start Ins fifth lap, 
Morris was on Ins mil. irvmg to hnd a wav past. 
As 'summers crossed the line, the ERA was 
«bngside, and battle tor the lead was over. 
Mlnimcrx holding out his hand, palm upwards, m 
mdicate that there was nothing he could do to 
prevent Morris forging ahead Das and 
^'nables-Llewelvn were Mill having their own 
!'i tor third position, swapping places a couple 

fitnes before the decision went to Dav

The last two events of the dav were both short 
races, one a four lap scratch race which Martin 
St ret ion won from Pat Baker 1 Rilev > and Averil 
Scott-Moncneff i Frazer Nash i and tiie other a live 
lap handicap race which Rodney Felton tust 
managed to win from David Duffs, Tom 
Thrclfall : Lancia i and David Tavlor in an 
extremely exciting finish to a happy and relaxed 
meeting — P Jl.J.W.

ResultsSpew A1 Voiturcttr Ï ru-phic* Rave; 1,1» IWhru i Rilev -•> Mi *7 oi p h », n. Smith Rilev E 1’ I fvtliatnAtitftit l.humnw- Vmiwreftr t'mplivmmhv I’ ledlwn hp hv winnet al <’» I.’ m.p fi.Event 2, five lap wrjn.fi race: I. I* I ivlot AM*HI .Mailin' hl 74 HI p li 7, I \\ J I nwket I .tg>4iJa Rupift A, I' Nivkalh tMgunda Rapin Fask-M lap bv unmet ai M 4N m p h Event 1. live hp handicap lor Fram N\nhcan. I M Snellen McjJnws’X.ishi -i S7.nl m p JI Il Hopkin. I I Ri-plua '• R Xrwton 'ExeiCT'. l-askM lap bv • Bini ’.Spcvul *Na$h ai fri> 7* m p.hEvent 4. five bp handicap race; I <i Bishop Austin Swallow j - Sb>'• cn.p h 2. R Black 'Brntki , J, M- (JiMi'cnruine Vnuxhiill' l-ayievt lap fit I) | Duttv Aim Rilcv at fi4 m phThe Wil IM ms MOTUKO Trophy Race: Im R I dnin Alla Romeo Abm/ai -i 67 Umph H .Mnit.m Bng.it; t ivpc I5B 1 B Kant * Bugatti type ?5B I’ntcyt lap hv H Mol Un JI fiX.flfl m p h Event 6, four bp handicap race: 1. R. Blink, Bcitilev 5A,t»2 r?i.p h X'. !.(*y Rilcv Snipe ■ M tjuancrrnainc X ainchah FavtrH lup bv \ Lew ut hl 4fi in.p hAlkumerw Scraith Race lor Wilkinson Trophy: J. M Mono I- R A ' MI 7*ï mpli. \\* Suinnrer - Ma>cr.m L h lb* • h R A FatfeM tap hv M Mufti* at ‘2 S I in p hEvent 8, lour lap «cratch racer I. M Stretton Ftu.rt Xash ■M in p I. 2 I’ Hiilici ■Rikv L Mi A So»ti Momriett Frazer Nash'. FJMCM lap In- winner JI 1 *• m.p hEvent fl. five bp handicap race I R bclnm Ah.* Romeo <o firi.lC it i p li .'.I* U'htllv "Alvis, Rtkv 1, 1 llmitiill l.antM 
F.IMO, lap hv |1 I *iv al fifl tn p It

The Things They Say
“(trie hundred .md thirty owners have burnished 
their bodywork and adjusted their sprockets 
ready for a nostalgic rendezvous al Le Mans . . ." 
— Greg Strange writing alxnit the Bcntlcv 
Drivers Club pilgrimage to l.e Mans in the 
Sutiday Express of August 31st. Interesting to see 
these chain-drive Bentleys! — W.B.

UDC SILVERSTONE MEETING 
twrnured (rum pafte 155$.

RcMlltiEvent I. right lap fijndicjp' I. h Hrvant -Mtitgju * <141 Kt 7? tn p h , A. KetincJv Motb’.ui 4 1. *. M I'tiul IMOHMI» X' 
FI»|CM hp h\ I* Askew Mutjpn 4 l id X? X4 in n,hBciltlrt v i.ilKimdj right bp handicap: I R IILnk 1 hut1 lit ’’fl tM m ph . 2, K (jfJlRHt 4*4 li Uniter I apmtb |l • Fdsk-M lap In If Hitiv ■ t X I'h'itlkv ,11 7*ti m.p fiMorgan (cn lap cmich race I R 'i&.'ellt. This X :K *C> IA in p h .B Sliaplciun I'hr x 4.1' Askew I 4 tasker hp In winner .d fl* 4* rn p.hPace Petroleum Handicap for Vtnhgc Brnlkvs, eight l.tpv I. R Bbik Mitic al 59.S4 m p b . I» Rolle I • . II HmrI' "Blucbdl" l-.i-.h_M Lip h\ T l.lt wellvii t SC . Il '» UX m p.fiEvent right lap lutnliuiNip. .1. Vi’ Frirf 1 Morudii 4 wheeler« at 77Jh nip li N SicJimaii Morgan ■ I . LA \\’i<.rl»ery.M<i H r/Mv't lap IK umnci .11 7i *1 in p liI r Many Rclrospeeovr *Oth Anonervarv Da»h lot Hu Fimct Trophv for Bentley Car*. I. P l.kwdlvn JI ?»» I.’ n> p h 2 G Rucstll LM’; A, | Ilctitfi.iU ML \f SJVIMI lustv.t hp Be nth*! I -it Hi ir nt p hThree*Wheel .Murn,an MC» c»ehl hp «cratcli race: I, 'W NtLfiokon MtrH 41 XI 4K in p li . / . I' lliMjilt Mt» Ai 4 V’ I llis M<i-A Fastest hp hv wmnn X.’ " m p liVintage and TV I eight hp handicap- I I) l'avloi AM»»JI Matim Lc Mansi at t>‘* fit nt p it , X Lv» Riles Special . J) 
ROM.JH’ Ahis 1 1 F'u'fcst hp hv ROHOC t' 7l IX ni p hEvent 9. ten lap ücratcfi race. 1, R VCdb Mnigan k ai fl1' M rn p h ; -’ X hiwn-At '"h<4i. ’ • Morgan Motgatr -X Fasirst hp hv IAIIUH-'I at **-’ I* tn p li

M<» .i IH si’OR |. i)< |< UH R |hXH l\s*i
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VSCC Silverstone
THE HON. PATRICK LINDSAY won three of 
the eight races at a first-class Vintage SCC 
meeting over Silverstone’s Club circuit on April 
17th, watched by a considerable crowd of 
enthusiasts tn the chilly sunshine. Some exciting 
racing and no accidents made it a memorable 
afternoon’s sport, starting with the 40 min. High 
Speed Trial incorporating a compulsory wheel 
change. Interesting runners were Avril 
Scon-Moncrieff. loudly cheered by some 
children, m the ex-Bear Type 57 Bugatti with 
racing body and Allison's blown MG NA that 
Symons drove in the 1935 Monte Carlo Rally. 
Nun-qualifiers were Tony Jones in Wilson’s 
"bitsa” Carson-Vauxhall, Drewitt's Riley. Gillies’ 
Trecn-Riley, Jane Arnold-Forster’s wooden 
Austin 7, none of which finished, and Wills’ M45 
Lagonda.

Racing started with the 10-lap Ittda & 
Lanchcsler Trophies scratch race. Brian Classic 
was expected to do well in the Bamford 1927 
l’/t-litre. i.f.s. GP Delage, but it didn’t last a lap. 
the official reason for its retirement being "out of 
fuel”. Hamish Moffatt, bereft this year of the 
Wall single-seater Bugatti, drove his own dark 
blue GP Type 3SB. but, unhappy about the 
pistons, had a seizure, also on lap one. That left 
John Ward's Type 35B chasing Kam's sister car, 
and leading comfortably after the third lap. 
Matzub Senr., had found new power from the 
slim Pacey-Hassan and ran throughout in third 
place, fallowed by Tim Llewellyn’s 4’Zt-litre 
Bentley "Bluebell" and Dick Smith's 
Meadows-'Nash. The dazzle-pain led
Straker-Squire was seventh, taking the Lan- 
Chester Trophy, and behind it the 
much-welcomed Halford Special finished 0.5 sec. 
ahead ol the 200 Mile Race Alvis which Major 
Haltord had also driven in contemporary limes. 
President Threlfall, in his first race with the 
cx-Rowley 1913 Th.-Schncider, drew well away 
from Conway Junr.’s Type 37A Bugatti.

Next, a live-lap Handicap, difficult to follow 
due to credit laps, bui won by Lake's neat MG 
N-lype Magnetic, from Hornby's Ulster Austin 
and A. G. Smith’s road-valid MG PB. So to the 
highly-exciting Haggar-sponsorcd Pre-War 

Allcomers' 10 lap scratch contest. Ten ERAs 
should have been on the grid, but Mann’s had 
brake problems, Spollon was ill, and Classic was 
also absent. Stephens had Bill Morris’ "new” 
Hanumann R12C running with Bill’s RJ2B. 
Margulies' Maserati retired on the line but all eyes 
were on Lindsay in the ERA “Remus" and 
Donald Day in R14B, who fought the most 
intense and exciting race of any seen at a VSCC 
meeting. By my lap-chart Day led laps one, three, 
four, five, six and nine. But that is only part of the 
story, because the two drivers swopped positions 
all round the circuit and were cither side-by-side 
or only a few lengths apart throughout, until 
Lindsay drew away on the final lap. Day would 
take Lindsay on the inside coming into 
Woodcote, then outside al the same place, 
Lindsay retaliating by re-passing twice at least on 
the inside at Becketts, only to have Day 
ouI-accelerate him. In the end R5B displaced 
superior acceleration and won by 0.9 sec., 
Lindsay lapping at 86.4 m.p.h., or one second 
faster than Day. Cynics among the onlookers 
suggested that only sponsorship makes racing that 
close. . . ! Nick Mason was third in R1ÜB. 
Marsh's RIB fourth. R12B fifth and Millargot his 
8CTF Maserati home in sixth place, well ahead of 
Dean’s Type 51 Bugatti. Loveday’s "new” 
4CM/6CM Maserati retired al half-distance, after 
making the slowest lap.

Another five-lap Handicap went to Peter Binns 
in his well-known Brooklands Rilev 9, with the 
irrepressible John Howell working up to second 
place in the blown twin-cam 3-litre Sunbeam, 
about half a length ahead at Rogers' LM6 Aston 
Martin. Much of the anticipation for the 
Allcomers' 10-lap scratch race was removed when 
Willie Green in ERA R9B and Vic Norman’s P25 
BRM failed to start. The opening laps were a duel 
between Bruce Halford and Simon Phillips in 
their Lotus-I6s. The latter cornered wide at 
Woodcote on lap two and went ahead 
momentarily, until Halford out-accelerated him. 
Phillips then tried tighter tactics at Woodcote, to 
no avail, then fell back with fuel-feed problems, 
but later recovered. Halford then led from taps 
live to eight, pursued by the indomitable Lindsay, 
only to retire, again officially confirmed as due to 
being “out of fuel”. So the ERA was an 

unexpected pre-war victor, with the Hon. A. 
Rothschild’s 250F Maserati second, 26.4 sec. 
behind, third place going to Cottam in his Type 
ALIO Connaught. Day was fourth, this time 51.9 
sec. behind the Hying Lindsay, their respective 
best tap-speeds being 4.2 sec. apart, which the 
cynics may like to note. Fastest lap was by Bruce 
Halford, at 90.88 m.p.h., 1.3 sec. quicker than 
Lindsay’s best. These two had outpaced the field 
by lap six. Duly (25OF Maserati), and Roscoe in 
bis recently-acquired, cx-Clinkard 4.3-litre Alvis 
single-seater, spun at Becketts. That bit of 
excitement over, Derrick Edwards took the 
five-lap scratch race in his Ulster Aston Manin 
from Hudson’s Ulster Aston and Newman's Riley 
after a close race, and the programme was 
concluded with two more five-lap Handicaps. 
Lindsay won the first of these, pleasingly in his 
formerly temperamental ERA-Delage, from the 
25 sec.-murk. lapping in Im 09.9 sec., to keep just 
ahead of MacPherson in a High Speed Frazer 
Nash from the 30 sec. starting-position, with 
Colbome's slower-lapping 6CM/4CM Maserati 
close up in third place but emitting a veritable 
smoke-screen as it finished. Danahcr’s 8CM 
Maserati was fourth, Lockhart's venerable Rover 
fifth. Mason’s ERA sixth. The final race was won 
easily by Smith's Super Sports Frazer Nash, from 
Dunham’s cx-Brooklands Alvis and Rogers’ 
Aston Martin. During the day Margulies treated 
us to the wonderful sound of No. 1 V16 BRM, on 
a demmo run, but why not race it? — W.B.

I tab At LaiHchetteir Trophiw RaceI J W-ifihBuptii;2' B. H D JCgun (Biujcrrn,* t F Mdjzuh 1 F*rey-Havuirj,i llaegur Pre• War Allcomen' Race1 Run P l ind.Mv ERAi2 I) H Day [ERA’ ï. N. Mawn (ERA)Allcomers* Scratch RaceI ilf'n P Lindsay'.ERA-2. Hon. A. Rothschild (Maserati)1 A. S Cotiam (Cremaughi)First five lap Handicap: h. Mke (MG)Second five-lap Handicap: P J E Binns r Riley • Third five-bp Handicap: Hon P. I ndwy (ÊRA-Dcbfe). Fourth five-lap Handicap;??. J B Smith i Frazer Nash I. Five-Lap Scratch Race: D I P Edwards :AMOH Martin) Faalesl lap of the day: B. Halford fLotut 16) A’B — Rare weeds were mu divulged io die Prc%<.MOTOR STORT Brooklands Memorial Trophy Costrat: Hon. I". Lindsay — 16 ■points; Bunn. Ward, Lake, Ed ward v, R, J. B, Smith —- IK pls each; Rogers — 16 pts.; Kain, Hornby, Day, Howl), HudMMi' Dunham, 13 ptv. mb A'rit round’ Donington Park. MM 23rd.

HALLY REVIEW — continued
Tony Pond and Terry Harrynian, on their first 

attempt at the Safari, were at first rather 
uncnthusiasuc about what lhev said was more a 
lottery than a rally, but after surviving a long 

elay stuck in deep mud, and broken steering 
which sent their Datsun careering off the road and 
down a hank, they finished a most creditable 
fourth and said lhev would most certainly like to 
facklc it again.
. This is the third and final year of Marlboro's 
■nijiai sponsorship contract for the event, but 

ere is an option to renew and were we in their 
s nes we would most certainly view this tough, 

mque event as one of the finest publicity vehicles 
the world. Next year it will be under new 
agement, for Bharat Bhardwaj, the chairman 

r many years, has relinquished his time- 
tis'.nnng position, whilst the office of general 
a’,;lger has been accepted bv winning co-driver 

Mike Doughty.
wiJh JT6 Championship, Röhrl now leads
p,, ' Pilots from Michele Mouton with 28, Per

W’1*' 'in<* ^ll8 Blomqvist and Shekhar
with cach. The leading make is Opel

*""l,wed by Audi with 34. Datsun with 
0 «nd I oyota with 16. — G.P.

Results1st :S Mohta M Doughty (Datsun Violol Gp 4| 4h 26m 2nd ■ W RöhrFC, Guistdórför (Opel Ascona 400Gp 4) 5h 07m3rd M, Kirkland A Levitan (Datsun Silvio Gp 4) 6h 16m 4th T Pond! Huiryman (Datsun Silvia Gp4l ?h 00m 5th : J. Shah A Khan I Datsun Violet Gp2> 8h 15m6th . R. Colli ng o M Frasei (Rango Rovor Gp2) Sh 54m 7th : Y Takahashi M Gohil (Subaru 4 w-dGp 21 12h 20m 81h ; F. Turido O Thompson (Mitsubishi LancerGp2l 12h 53m9th J. Alam A Khan (Subaru 4-w d Gp 21 I3h film10th : R Khoda-J, Mathaiu (Subaru 4 w «I Gp 2) Ibh 3Sm73 Murtarti, 21 finlshors

Correction
Will those who tackle the article "A Matter Of 

Identity" starting on page 562 please read Mr. 
Dewis for “Mr. Davis" on page 566. first 
paragraph, line 32. Mr. W. Dewis was the general 
Manager of Milncs-Daimlcr-Mercedcs Ltd., ot 
Long Acre. London, in 1914 but after lhe war 
seems to have shifted his allegiance to 
Hispano-Suiza. I would also like to say that when 
I referred to the two French Grands Prix that 
Mercedes won, i.e. the races of 1908 and 1913, I 
am well aware that there were also victories for 
Caracciola at Montlhéry in 1935, for Von 
Brauchitsch at Rheinis in 1938, and for Fangio at 
Rhcims in 1954; bur by then Mercedes had 

amalgamated with Benz, and in any case the 
article is about Edwardian racing. — W.B.

* • t

The Things They Say. . .
“W. O. BENTLEV had predicted that the 
addition of a supercharger to his engine (the 
four-cylinder, 4,/;-lttre) would 'pervert the design 
and corrupt the performance’, but failures of the 
cylinder blocks, valves and gaskets soon made the 
point that the limitations of contemporary 
materials and lubricants made it perilous to take 
such liberties." — From an interesting article on 
the new Bentley Mulsanne Turbo by Gordon 
Wilkins, in the Rollt-Rcryce Journal, but which 
gaskets was he referring to, remembering that the 
4'Zi-litre Bentley had an integral block and head? 
Wilkins also says that W.O. supported the idea of 
supercharging the engine of the experimental 
"Rensport" Rolls-Royce engine when Derby was 
seeking a solution to a new sports Bentley, but 
W.O.'a autobiography hardly confirms this. 
Indeed, W.O, says "if I had been consulted, I 
think I could have saved Derby the expense and 
umc involved in testing the ‘Benspori’ with a 
supercharged engine". — W.B.
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\G well after the Fingle restart was the MG TD of J. Stevenson (above), while 
in's unusual Buckler (top right) made light work of the pull after the hairpin. 
!w, the Waterloo section, where Tim Llewellyn’s 4/i-litre Bentley is shown, 

ded plenty of spectacle.
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Above: Bentleys old and new. Right: Removing the hub caps

BLOWING IN
THE WIND

The latest ‘Blower’ Bentley is the Mulsanne 
Thrbo. Matthew Carter went to a windy Brighton 

Speed Trials to see its competition debut



the sort of thing to tell one’s 
was there when Bentley made 

cing. It was, to be sure, an 
ugh whether Madeira Drive has 
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David Llewellyn - blazer and cravat but no racing overalls

David lines up the Turbo behind his own 4'/2-litre Special
But why is the thing there in the first place? And 

why, if this marks Bentley’s return to the tracks, 
isn’t the place teeming with Fleet Street news-
hounds? The answer is simple. Although the car is a 
works demonstrator and was prepared for the event 
up at Crewe, officially the Mulsanne Turbo’s racing 
debut comes through the offices of the BDC. 
Entered by them and driven by chairman David 
Llewellyn, it is not a works machine (though 
Rolls-Royce personnel are in evidence just to make 
sure things go smoothly).

It all began with an innocent phone call from the 
BDC suggesting that, wouldn’t it be fun if a modern 
Blower Bentley could take part in the trials to show 
what it could do. A few years ago such a suggestion 
- if anyone dare make it - would have been laughed 
out of court.

But two things have happened lately to change all 
that. The first is that, at Crewe, there is a new sense 
of purpose. The recession has been struggled 
through, sales are picking up and the future looks 
pretty rosy. The second is, simply, that the 
Mulsanne Turbo is a remarkable machine. Rolls- 
Royce have new found confidence not only in 
themselves, but also in their products. The Turbo 
has restored self-respect to the Bentley name and 
R-R take great pleasure in telling Silver Spirit 
owners that no, they cannot have a turbo-charged 
version of their machine. The Spirit of Ecstasy 
would not appreciate the kick in the backside that a 
turbo-charger would give.

Readers often think that motoring journalists 
have an easy life. It’s not true, of course, but the 
following story might add to that suspicion.

Back in June there came the offer of a trip to Le 
Mans for the Vingt Quatre Heures. And what better 
way to travel there and back than by Bentley 
Mulsanne Turbo - especially when a Rolls-Royce 
representative would be on hand to deal with the 
tasteless business of paying for the essence. But 
ignoring for a moment the obvious pleasures of the 
trip, there was a serious side - to see just how the 
Turbo would perform.

The simple answer is that Porsche don’t have to 
look to their laurels yet. The Mulsanne is a highly 
comfortable quick method of transport but it’s no 
racing car. And yet there is a group of 911 and 930 
owners who had their eyes opened on that run.

Travelling down the autoroute at a gentle, quiet 
and sybaritic 1OOmph, there appeared a selection of 
headlights in the internal mirror . . . and this was in 
the middle of the afternoon. It soon became 
apparent that this was a group of Porsche owners in 
a hurry to get to Le Mans and they were having no 
nonsense. Weaving in and out of the bread and 

butter Citroens and Renaults they were covering 
ground quickly. So I put my foot down.

The Mulsanne picked up her skirts and got her 
skates on. With the merest hint of excitement we 
were indicating over 150mph, though the man 
picking up the tab assured all that it had a governed 
135mph maximum. The speed of the car, with only 
a slight rise in wind noise, impressed those within. 
Rock steady, the Bentley flew. It impressed the 
Porsche drivers, too. Members of a Dutch Porsche 
club it transpired, they took a great deal of time to 
pass the Bentley.

On a motorway, then, the car is difficult to beat. 
It is a litle different on a twisty road, though, as the 
softly sprung bolide does tend to roll and pitch too 
much if asked to perform. Spring rates are stiffer 
than on the Spirit, but it is still a luxury car. In a 
straight line, it’s a different story.

And that brings us back to Brighton . For a 
straight line sprint the Mulsanne Turbo would be 
perfect. And if it did get beaten it would, at least, 
only be by another Bentley. The project was given 
official works blessing and David Llewellyn invited 
up to Crewe to oversee the development program-
me.
Development programme

And what an extensive development programme 
that was! The car was given a service and the tyres 
pumped up a fraction. And nothing else. “We did 
think of fiddling with the turbo boost,” admitted 
one R-R man, “But decided there was no point. We 
wanted to see what the standard car would do.”

The Mulsanne had, therefore, duly been deli-
vered at Brighton on the Friday evening and the 
Metropole car park used as the team garage. On 
Saturday morning, race day preparations began 
early. The champagne was taken from the fridge in 
the boot of David Llewellyn’s Corniche and placed 
in the Mulsanne — “Where’s the fridge in this?” — 
and the machine driven sedately to Madeira Drive. 
There the headlights were taped over, the hub caps 
removed and hey presto, the most unlikely street 
racer was born.

For Llewellyn it is a bit of serious fun. A leading 
light in the BDC for years he has now all but given 
up competition, preferring instead to watch his son, 
Tim, race Bentleys from the family collection. 
“Between you and me, I knew it was time to give up 
when Tim started beating me,” he said. “But I 
think I can handle the Mulsanne and at least I won’t 
be able to fluff a gearchange on the take-off!”

First practice runs are completed in terrible 
conditions, but the Mulsanne emerges among the 
quickest in the wet just 4/100s away from the class 
leader. And David is smiling. “It’ll go quicker next 
time . . . I’ll remember to turn off the air 
conditioning.”

But while David does go quicker in the timed 
runs proper, so does everyone else. The track dries 
slightly as the day wears on and the huge monsters 
from yesteryear are able to get the power onto the 
track without masses of wasteful wheelspin. Such is 
the advance of modern tyres that David has no 
problem transmitting the Turbo’s 300hp to the rear 
wheels.

After the noise of the myriad race engines, the 
faint purring of the Bentley is a joy to the ears. 
Though its quietness does give its driver - wearing a 
blazer and cravat, naturally - one problem. “Sitting 
in the car with a crash helmet on, I thought I had 
gone deaf. It was a very strange experience rushing 
down Madeira Drive in complete silence.” For the 
record David’s best time for the half mile was 24.9s 
which compares well with his old car, that 
Napier-Bentley, which took 22.22s.

After his final run it is a case of restoring the 
Mulsanne to normal by removing the numbers and 
headlight tape and replacing the hub caps, and 
attacking the champagne. “Actually it’s sparkling 
wine given the family nick-name ‘builders’,” said 
David. “It’s so named because we builders can’t 
afford anything else. . .”

The Mulsanne acquitted itself well on its 
competition debut, but somehow I don’t think we’ll 
be seeing a Bentley Madeira for some little 
while . . . T ~ ~~v
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“Gerald is quick to point out that 
though he spent over £4000 restoring 
the car at 1979 prices, changes from 
original go only as far as aftermarket 
aluminium wheels and some dressing 
up of that big 273 cu in (4477cc) V8.

“After picking up several pots for his 
efforts, the blue Super Snipe slipped 
once more into obscurity, joining its 
Super Snipe Limousine and Imperial 
stablemates while Gerald’s attention 
was channelled into other projects. 
One of these is equally rare, Rootes, 
and interesting - it is a Sunbeam 
Venezia. Gerald will be sorry to part 
with the Humbers but he has come up 
against a space problem!”

It would be a pity to see them split 
up for the second time, but Gerald is 
willing to listen to sensible offers.

A Lakely tale
For VSCC trials competitors, Novem-
ber 5 definitely didn’t go off like a 
damp squib. The club’s Lakeland 
Trial usually suffers from appalling 
weather, but this year they couldn’t 
have asked for better Autumn 
conditions for this event.

As ever, there were some unlikely 
trials cars takingpart, there for the fun 
of it all rather than pot-hunting. D. 
Fielding’s Bugatti Type 23 was lovely 
and original, though hardly suited to 
mud plugging, though neither was 
J. Shanley’s Riley Ascot.

As usual, there were hordes of 
Austin Sevens, Alvis 12/50s and 30/98 
Vauxhalls taking part, but the overall 
winner of the trial was Di Threlfall 
driving a Ford Model A. Other award 
winners in slightly unusual cars 
included Firth in his Amilcar OS and 
Tim Llewelyn in his Bentley 4/2 
(they’re usually blown off by the 
Vauxhalls and the odd Mercedes 60).

Ghosh in modified Vauxhall 30/98 at work

Spectacular scenery on the Lakeland trral

Who needs independent front suspens^o. . .

Markjoseland in his 1926 Frazer Nash on course to run the photographer over

to the Donington Collection is the ex-Ronnie Peterson John Player 
I. The car is chassis 72/8 and was used by the great Swede in 1973 and 
i a total of seven Grands Prix. It’s on loan from Team Lotus For once, a Bentley managed to pick up an award; this is Tim Llewelyn’s 4'2
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THE AUTOMOBILE, DECEMBER 1988

Top left: Traffic queue for the Bentley 
handicap. Number HO is George 
Daniel's ex-Birkin blower single-seate

Above: Harvey Hine (3/4}) about to 
start his race.

Opposite page (top): Ann Shoosmith'i 
ex-Bentley-team 41

Right: ’Bluebell’, a 5.3-litre-engined 
Bentley 4 J, owned by Tim Llewellyn.

Above: Michael Davis's 3-litre being 
circumnavigated by Harvey Hine's 3/4}

Opposite page (bottom):
Douglas Jamieson having a word 
(or something) in the scroot's ear.

Left: Monro's 3-litre, Peter Garland 
driving.
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BARRIE CARTER EXPENSIVE PRICES DON’T ALWAYS MEAN THE BEST STOCK. 

WE URGENTLY NEED MORE TA/B/C/Ds IN ANY CONDITION, PARTS

01308 868884(w) 07885 768830
Email: barriemgracer@yaiioo.co.uk

■■
Ive seen some of our European fngpds

THEREOF UNFINISHED PROJECTS, DISTANCE NO OBJECT.

COLLECTION & DELIVERY FOR ALL WORK & SALES CARS ARRANGED

MG TA 1937. Now acceptable by the VSCC this 
beautiful, body off restoration TA has hardly 

been used since restoration. Finished in Green 
with beige leather, it is a highly desirable 

Vintage car in excellent condition, we have 
another car in similar condition and age but 
fitted with the desirable XPAG engine and 

gearbox combination, making it effectively a TB. 
Both of these cars are arriving shortly and their 

price will be on application. Please ring.
------------------------ --- -----------------—

MG TD 3C (COMPETITION).
This LHD car is one of only 1500 built 

under the guidance of Dick Jacobs, 
having double shock absorbers, larger 

valves, Twin SUs, twin pumps, all for more 
performance and reliability from new. This 
car has been fully restored and is in great 

condition and will be with us shortly.
Please ring.
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Keston Pelmore.

chance that he had dreamt about and he clinched a deal at around £55. He 
immediately set out to tidy it up and get it all shipshape and this included an 
immaculate black paint job, done in the Firm's paint shop.

Many happy miles were recorded on the clock, until the desire for something 
more efficient than two wheel brakes prevailed and somewhat regretfully the old 
Bentley was exchanged for a 3-litre OHC Sunbeam which was in turn replaced later 
by a 1 1/2-litre Brescia Bugatti. This latter lightweight machine proved to be an 
expensive mistake and was quickly followed by another Bentley 3-litre, the Reg. No. 
of which was YO2189.

Finally in 1935 he acquired MP 388, the 41/2-litre open four seater carthat Bentley 
Motors had on their stand in 1927 and upon which he had set his heart.

It was ownership of this car which led him to decide to proceed with the 
formation of the Bentley Drivers Club and the results of his single mindedness are 
now well known to all members of the Club.

The story of how he did this, with the willing help of a few enthusiastic Bentley 
owners including myself, has been very adequately retold in the BDC Review No. 120 
which marked the 40th Anniversary of the founding of the Club.

Shortly after this Keston moved from his flat in Sloane Avenue Mansions, into a 
studio flat in the Grampians in Shepherds Bush and toured Switzerland, Germany 
and France as often as he could in MP388 taking many superb photos, and to his great 
delight, this included taking the Bentley round the Nurburg Ring.

However he finally decided that his photographic talents could best be 
developed in the U.S.A, and he sailed for those shores in late 1938. Whilst in the 
States he also qualified as a pilot in order to give himself more scope for his work and 
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so upon the outbreak of war, he hurried back to England to volunteer for flying duties 
in the R.A.F, On arrival he was extremely frustrated to be informed that "They Were 
Looking For Younger Pilots" and there he was, qualified and only 28 years old!

Then followed months of waiting, doing a temporary office job for theAdmiralty 
in Bath, until commonsense at last prevailed. Maybe the fact that he was a 
contemporary at school with Douglas Bader, helped him to plead his cause and so off 
to Moose Jaw in Canada for further pilot training, followed by O.T.U. at Lossiemouth, 
having gained his wings and been commissioned as a Pilot Officer.

Keston was then posted to 101 Squadron at R.A.F. Oakington Cambridgeshire, 
where he flew a number of Ops as captain of a Wellington bomber and like so many 
before and after him, he was killed in action over Germany, on the 27th of December 
1941.

His commanding officer wrote to my mother at that time and one paragraph 
read: "Keston was a very popular member of this squadron not only with the flying 
personnel but with the ground crews as well. He was a good, determined, and very 
thorough pilot and captain of aircraft who set a fine example to the other members of 
the squadron". These kind words summed up Keston's character perfectly, for he 
was indeed a warm and friendly person, with always a thought for the other man, but 
very painstaking and thorough in everything he took on. A very great loss indeed to 
us his family and to the cause of preserving the Bentley marque for the future.

Keston's grave is to be found in the British Military cemetery at Rheinberg and is 
No. 7 in plot 1 Row C. Should any member wish to visit there when in Germany, 
Rheinberg is a small town lying approximately 7 kilometres due north of Moers, 
which itself is only a few kilometres west of Duisburg and it lies on Route No. 57 
which joins Moers and Nimwegen in Holland.

To end on a happier note, I know that my brother Keston would have been 
extremely gratified to know that the Club would be so speedily and successfully 
revived after the war and I would like to pay particular tribute to those very special 
few who were responsible for bringing this about and who built the Club up to what it 
is today.

LEWIS CHARLES McKENZIE
by GIBBS

Of those 26 men wi io founded the Bentley Drivers Club on that fateful evening of 
Sunday, 26th April, 1936, perhaps the best remembered, both personally and by 
reputation to the present generation, is likely to be L. C. McKenzie. "Kenspeckle" is 
the word most applicable in his own Aberdeenshire speech, but one that he would 
have been much too modest ever to have used in regard to his achievements and 
abilities.

Lewis Charles McKenzie was born at Inverenzie, the family home in upper 
Glengairn, above Ballaterin Royal Deeside, on 14th March, 1889. The only otherchild 
of his parents was a younger son who died in early infancy. Glengairn is lovely in 
summer but like so much of inland Aberdeenshire, suffers from very severe winters. 
Charles and Margaret McKenzie, Lewis's parents, owned a small croft, but it was a 
very hard place in which to make a living. "Young Lewie", as he was known locally, 
attended the village school in Glengairn, and early displayed the ingenuity and love 
of invention that characterised the rest of his life. Once he invented a cannon, using a 
piece of old drainpipe. Unfortunately it exploded, demolishing some of his Father's 
outbuildings, for which ploy he was soundly "skelpit".

When Lewis was 14 his Father decided that it was pointless to try further to eke 
out an existence in Glengairn, and the family, consisting of Charles and Margaret, 
young Lewis and an aged Grannie moved into England, settling in Chipping Norton. 
This must have been quite a flitting, to use the Scots term, for in addition to the family 
an elderly farm servant came along too; and to the delight of the well-wishers at the 
station at Ballater, Charles in full Highland garb danced the Highland Fling on the 
platform whilst waiting for the train. Incidentally, a grandson believes it possible that 
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Chipping Norton was selected, as being one of the coldest places in the Cotswolds 
and therefore not too far removed from auld Glengairn.

Whatever the reason for the location, things did not work out well, first the farm 
servant broke a leg, then Grannie died, Margaret (the wife) went into hospital with a 
nervous breakdown, and finally all his livestock died of some unidentified disease. 
This was the last straw, Charles emigrated to New Zealand, promising to come back 
forthe family when he had established himself, (Margaret was still in hospital) but he 
died of some liver complaint in 1911, still looking for his fortune. How young Lewis 
and his Mother managed no one knows, but it must have been hard for them. 
Anyhow, not long after Charles' departure, Margaret and her son moved to 
Chiselhurst in Kent, and here Lewis, now about 16 years old, came to the notice of the 
ex-Empress Eugenie, the exiled wife of Napoleon III who lost his throne after the 
Franco-Prussian war of 1870. Lewis's eldest son, also Lewis, recalls being sentto stay 
with the Empress's housekeeper on numerous occasions, this during the later 
1920's. The Empress died in 1920 at the age of 94. From these visits Lewis believes 
that the Empress took in and protected this young man, and may have purchased an 
apprenticeship for him with Rolls-Royce (?Hythe Road?)

As to L.C.'s war career, it appears that he joined up in 1914 in the Naval Brigade- 
not a Highland Regiment- and was badly gassed at the battle of Ypres. Subsequently 
he was in command of what must have been the first experimental Armoured 
Fighting Vehicle - tank or armoured car, whichever it was, perhaps it was the 
precursor of both. Lewis McKenzie was in charge of this strange machine and was 
inordinately proud of it. It seems probable that it was powered by a Rolls Royce 
engine - like the later armoured cars used by Lawrence of Arabia - however it does 
seem unlikely that with the very great weight of the armour plating and weaponry it 
could have been of much use on its narrow tyres in the mud of Flanders. (How did

L. C. McKenzie with the experimental Armoured Fighting Vehicle in 1914.
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Lawrence manage in the sands of the Arabian desert?) After he had been invalided 
home- L.C. worked on the maintenance and development of Rolls Royce and Bentley 
Aero engines, the latter must have been the Mk I and II which were so successful.

Then, when the war was over, L.C. set up in business with a partner, Patrick Quill, 
as McKenzie's Garages, Ltd., with premises in Ebury Bridge Road. The firm 
specialised in Rolls Royce and Bentley cars. With the development of Ebury Bridge 
Road, the firm moved to more spacious premises at Bridge Place, Victoria, and began 
to do well. Then 1939 and the second world war, and the trade disappeared, and 
during the war Bridge Place was destroyed in the blitz. L.C. spent the war years 
managing a shipyard in Brightlingsea, and was offered a permanency there after the 
war, but despite pressure from Mary to accept, it was back to the motor business, and 
with a new partner, a Mr. Hellstrand, he set up as McKenzie Motors with premises in 
Putney, where, in course of time, he was joined by his second son Donald. Later, of 
course, he moved his workplace again, th is time to Thornton Heath, where in the later 
years of his life he serviced and cared for so many well-known cars of Club Members.

His own "Bluebell" was the precursor of many Bentleys of enhanced perform-
ance, and his most outstanding development surely was the 8-litre sporting car he 
created for Forrest Lycett, Founder Member and first Chairman of the Club. No one 
will ever forget Forrest Lycett's performance at Antwerp in 1959 when he achieved a 
mean speed of well over 140 m.p.h. for the flying kilometre. The basic work to 
produce this quite exceptional result had been done by L.C. and the final polish 
added by his apt pupil and son, Don.

But in addition to those such as Forrest Lycett, and there were many, to whose 
cars he devoted so much of his skill and care, there were others to whom he gave of 
his time, thought and experience; for instance one evening in Singapore the 
telephone rang at this writer's house, and a voice said "You won't know me, but my

L.C. and Mary McKenzie with Bluebell at Lewes Speed Trials.
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name is Lewis McKenzie, and my Father asked me to get in touch." Young Lewis, as 
he must now be called, was a pilot with BOAC, and regularly came through 
Singapore en route for Hong Kong and points east. It is surprising, looking back, how 
many small items for my car arrived via young Lewis's pocket. But L.C. had strict 
ideas regarding the way things ought to be done on a Bentley engine. There was an 
early Speed Six and the owner asked me to put him in touch with the High Priest, but 
he chose to query the advice given and thereafter the luckless owner was left to his 
own devices.

L.C. married in 1920 Mary Hanna his boyhood sweetheart from Ballater. They 
had five children, of whom Lewis was the second and Donald the fourth. The other 
three were daughters. As to his hobbies, the first was no doubt his life work, 
engineering, but he was also an accomplished Piper and a keen historian.

The following extract is from "ROSES IN DECEMBER'' by Amy Stewart Fraser, 
(Routledge, Keegan Paul, London, 1981), is printed with grateful acknowledgements, 
and is an interesting comment on a great character of the Club.

"Across the water at Inverenzie lived Lewis McKenzie, with whom I went to 
school. Even as a small boy he showed the ingenious disposition which was to prove 
itself in later years. He loved inventing things. Once he invented a cannon, using part 
of an old drainpipe. Unfortunately, it exploded, demolishing some outbuildings, for 
which ploy he was soundly 'skelpit' by his irate father.

"When he was fifteen the farm was given up, and the family moved south. As a 
young man Lewis became a protege of the Empress Eugenie, then living in 
retirement in Chiselhurst, and received much encouragement to develop his innate 
love of engineering. On the outbreak of war in 1914 he joined the Naval Brigade and 
drove an armoured car, but, after being badly gassed, he was withdrawn from the 
front line. His expertise in engineering recognised, he was employed on the 
development and maintenance of the Rolls-Royce engines and Bentley Rotary 
engines of primitive wartime aircraft. It was on Bentley cars that he was to achieve 
international fame between the wars and after.

"Bentley Mac died in 1956, and at his funeral, which was intended to be private, 
there was an unexpected cortege of over twenty vintage Bentleys. Bentley enthu-
siasts everywhere decided that the High Priest should have a memorial. Thistook the 
form, not of a statue or monument, as was first suggested. A Scrutineering Bay was 
erected to his memory at Silverstone. It is known as the McKenzie Memorial, and the 
Plaque was unveiled in 1957 by his wife, Mary (his boyhood sweetheart from 
Ballater, whom he married in 1920) in the presence of a large gathering."

f

The High Priest with his masterpiece, the Forrest Lycett 8-litre.
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STANLEY SEDGWICK
WILLIE RIVETT....
Stanley Sedgwick was born in Huddersfield on 20th July 1914, but his family moved 
south to Woodside on the outskirts of Croydon during his childhood and it was to a 
London EC2 firm of accountants he was admitted as an articled clerk on 1st January 
1931. It was a small but efficient firm in which emphasis was placed on self-reliance 
and personal initiative, admirably suited to someone of Stan's disposition. Moreov-
er, the atmosphere was reasonably relaxed for the 1930's. For instance, the principal 
stood everyone who wanted to go, a visit to the 1933 Motor Show, all expenses paid. 
Naturally, this pleased Stan enormously as it was also the debut of the 3V2-litre 
Bentley which everyone was eager to see.

As Stan has already stated in "Motoring my Way", he had made a resolve as a 
schoolboy not to own a car till he could afford a Bentley. As a consequence, his 
pre-war motoring was restricted to his family's car plus anything else that he could 
persuade anyone to lend him. He was reasonably successful in obtaining drives from 
various sources, though he got a dusty answer from a chauffeur when attempting to 
taste an Hispano-Suiza! On the other hand, he managed to "borrow" a Talbot 95 
which had been the managing director's car of a failed company which his firm was 
liquidating. As far as the family car was concerned, he is believed to have first taken 
the wheel at around the age of 14 sitting on cushions! This car might have been the 
Chrysler "65" pictured in "Motoring my Way". In 1934 he once covered 102 miles in 2 
hours in the family Morris Isis which was a respectable average considering the car's 
relatively modest performance. It was shortly replaced by a Studebaker "Dictator" 
which was somewhat more lively and Stan claimed 82 m.p.h.

Although Stan is single minded about Bentleys, this did not prevent him from 
appreciating the qualities of other makes, particularly such thoroughbreds as Frazer 
Nash, Bugatti, Alfa Romeo. However, he could appreciate the qualities of much 
humbler vehicles, always provided they "looked right". One aspect of 1930's 
motoring which did arouse his ire was the flood of pretentious looking sports cars 
which attracted the "boy-racer" driver perhaps wearing a white linen helmet and 
who retained competition numbers long after the event. He described them as 
having a performance in an inverse ratio to the size of the instruments, the number of 
stone guards and bonnet straps, and the imitation knock-on hub caps!

As the thirties rolled on, Stan began to think in terms of settling down to the 
married state with Con and the question of a house came up. They were both Surrey 
people and Stan, seizing the initiative suggested Cobham, having in mind its 
proximity to Brooklands. This was acceptable, and he secured a site from which the 
road to Byfleet could be seen. As Stan said, "If I have to do some gardening, I might as 
well see some decent motor cars". Alas, the latter part of this observation was not to 
be fulfilled as the wedding was on 2nd September 1939. It is interesting to recall that 
with true Sedgwickian attention to detail, every stage of construction of the house 
from footings to finished product was photographed for posterity. It was occupied 
prematurely on 2nd September, the honeymoon abroad having to be cancelled.

Stan's wartime service came about in rather a curious fashion. He had always 
been a keen solver of the Daily Telegraph crossword, trying always to beat his 
previous f.t.d. In about 1937, correspondence had sprung up concerning the best 
performance. Lord Camrose, then the proprietor, organised a competition at the 
Telegraph offices and Stan was one of the competitors. Apparently someone in 
Government circles kept a note of all the names and addresses of people who put up 
good performances and when later recruiting suitable people with the type of mind 
needed for code-cracking they included some of the Telegraph crossword solvers, of 
whom Stan was one. For many years all these people were sworn to secrecy and only 
recently have their exploits been publicly revealed. In "Ultra Goes to War", under 
'Activities and Facilities' at Bletchley Park, we find 'Dancing Secretary, Mr. S. 
Sedgewick (sic) Block F.'

The year 1945 saw two events in motor sport, one good, the revival of the B.D.C., 
the other bad, permanent loss of Brooklands. True to form Stanley wrote a vitriolic 
letter to the motoring press setting out his disgust at the fate of Brooklands being 
settled behind closed doors.
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20 (above); 21 (below).

from Garnet Wrapson put to 
the AGM. which wc ignore 
at our peril — it was carried 
unanimously, it reads: 

'The Club exists primarily 
for the benefit of owners of 
prewar cars and its main 
efforts should continue in 
that direction. So while the 
Club accepts the march of 
time and welcomes all Rolls- 
Royce owners, it is those fine 
cars which established the 
philosophy (and mythology) 
and superiority of the marque 
which must be our main 
concern.'

What was agreed nearly 
thirty years ago largely still 
applies, but wc have adapted 
to 'the march of time' and 
reached a point when the 
modern (choose your own 
definition) cars inevitably 

outnumber the earlier models. Il must be so. but 
heed the words of 1965 — let us honour, 
maintain and pursue our prime objectives to 
strive to preserve, to make originality our 
yardstick, to teach, to inspire and to observe the 
philosophy of Sir Henry — the pursuit of 
excellence in all things.

We have a great social element within the Club 
— properly so. But we must never lose sight of 
the great history of Rolls-Royce and all it 
means to us and not allow the social to overlay 
that objective to the extent that it might destroy 
what we set out to achieve and towards which 
we have made so much progress.

I hope now to have enough time to complete 
my book on the Rolls-Royce Armoured Car. If 
ever a facet of history proved the total 
superiority, adaptability and sheer worth of the 
Rolls-Royce chassis, it is to be found in the 
story of these immortal machines. Let me close 
with a picture of a very early Admiralty pattern 
(20) — taken eighty years ago in December 
1914 on the formation of the Royal Naval 
Armoured Car Division at Wormwood Scrubs, 
white ensign flying — and of one of those 
gallant men who first manned them, in the form 
of Lewis Charles McKenzie (picture 21). just 
one of many whose courage and determination 
proved the matchless quality of their mounts.

Grace and I would like to offer to you all our 
very real thanks for your patience, kindness and 
indulgence over almost thirty-six years of Club 
life.

ERIC BARRASS
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'Bluebell' in Competition, 1936-2018



‘Bluebell’ Bentley in Competition (‘KW 5669' first registered, 23rd March 1928). (updated on 9/12/19)

Driving School

Date Report source Venue Event Race Driver Result (+Time/Speed)

17/10/36 BDC Magazine Brooklands BARC Meeting Bentley Drivers 
Club Handicap

L.C. Mc.Kenzie 9th, Flying Lap Speed
91.05mph

8/5/37 BDC Magazine }
) 
}

VSCC Bulletin }
Vol.Ill, No.4 }

Lewes Kent & Sussex LCC Speed Trials 
BDC Event

L.C. Mc.Kenzie 2nd, 22.59" (net time)

22/5/37 Littleton on Sea VSCC Supersports
Unlimited

L.C. Mc.Kenzie 2nd, 28.9"

15/4/39 MotorSport May 1939} 
} 
)

The Autocar 21/4/39 } 
}

VSCC BuHetin )
Vol. IV, No.5 }

Crystal Palace Stanley Cup Third Short 
Meeting Handicap

L.C. Mc.Kenzie 1st, won by 2.2”, 48.66mph

VSCC Members 
Second Handicap

L.C. Mc.Kenzie 1st, won by 14.1”, 46.97mph

17/6/39 MotorSport July 1939 Lewes Speed Trials BDC Handicap L.C. Mc.Kenzie 2nd, 21.27”

15/7/39 VSCC Bulletin 
Vol. IV, No.6

VSCC Lewes Speed Trials L.C. Mc.Kenzie 1st Class V (B), 23.9” 
2nd Class V (C) & VI, 23.9”

9/2/46 BDC Review June '46 London Kensington Gardens Rally J. Evan Cook Participated

15/6/46 MotorSport July 1946 }
}

BDC Review Sept.'46 }

Gransden Lodge Cambridge University Auto 
Club Meeting

Gordon Alexander 6th Class X, 23.95"
1 st Sports cars 65.5mph 
(3001 -5000cc)

30/3/47 BDC Review June '47 Hendon Police BDC vs. Metropolitan Police Gordon Alexander 'Equal Fastest Time'

Classique Car Conduits 1 Compiled by: J.E.Godley, December 2019



Date Report source Venue Event Race Driver Result (+Time/Speed)

20/6/48 BDC Review Sept.'48 Overstone Solarium 
Nr. Northampton

Lancia Club Marque Tests W.A.L. Cook 2nd Fastest Time of Day

5/9/48 BDC Review Dec.‘48 
(date: in Motorsport Oct. '48)

Hendon Police BDC vs. Metropolitan Police 
Driving School

W.A.L. Cook "Hit Bank"

23/4/49 BDC Review Sept. ‘49} 
VSCC Results }

Silverstone VSCC Speed Trials W.A.L.'Bill' Cook 1st in Class 7a, 35.81 ” & 35.39'

3/9/49 BDC Review Dec.'49 Brighton Speed Trials WAL.'Bill' Cook 3rd in class, 35.37”

25/9/49 BDC Review Dec.'49 Firle Hill Climb BDC Event W.A.L. Cook “Fastest Unblown Bentley” 
1st Class F (Bentley 412) 
34.43” & 34.59”

15/7/50 BDC Review Sept.‘5O Silverstone BDC Meeting Race 11 
‘Un-standard' 412S

Horace Wilmshurst 2nd place

Race 13 Special
Invitation

H Wilmshurst 3rd, 12'46.4”

25/7/50 BDC Review March '51 Silverstone AMOC Meeting H Wilmshurst 6th, Race 1, Heat 2

2/9/50 Motorsport October '50 Brighton Speed Trials Un-supercharged 
Sports Cars Class

H Wilmshurst 20th, 34.55”

1/4/50 BDC Review June '51 
(date: RacecarStory site)

Eastbourne Rally BARC H Wilmshurst 4th place

21/4/51 Glory of Goodwood Book Goodwood 5th Members' Meeting 
Handicap Race (A) H Wilmshurst 1st, in 11'09.6", 72.70mph

Fastest Lap, 76.60mph

17/6/51 BDC Review Sept. '51 Fersfield Airfield 
Norfolk

Bentley vs. Handicap Race
Jaguar XK120s

H Wilmshurst 1st, in 24'59.4”, 70.08mph

Classique Car Conduits 2 Compiled by: J.E.Godley, December 2019



Date Report source Venue Event Race Driver Result (+Time/Speed)

23/6/51 VSCC Bulletin }
Vol.X, No.2 }

}
BDC Review Sept. '51}

}
BDC Review Dec. '51 }

Silverstone VSCC Race 3 (Scratch)
Scratch “Short 412S”

H Wilmshurst 1st, 65.08mph

Relay Race 10 Wilmshurst (+ team) 3rd, 70.14mph

(has a picture)

18/8/51 Glory of Goodwood Book Goodwood 7th Members' Meeting
Bentley Handicap H Wilmshurst Fastest Lap, 75.92mph

26/4/52 Racing SportsCars website Snetterton National Meeting
5 lap Handicap H.Wilmshurst 1st (in 13'48”)

28/6/52 Racing SportsCars website Snetterton National Meeting
5 lap Handicap JA.Walker 2nd (in 12'25.2”)

2/8/52 BDC Review Sept. '52 Silverstone Race & Sprint Meeting
(weather: 'horizontal rain") 7 lap Scratch

5 lap Handicap

JA. Walker 7th Class E, 28.4” - both runs 
Spun, continued - retired
1st lap, hit ditch - retired

21/3/53 MotorSport April 1953 BARC Goodwood Members' 5 Lap Scratch race
Meeting

Joe Walker “Bluebell blew up”

1/8/53 BDC Review Sept. '53 Silverstone BDC Meeting Race 6a 
Race 8

J.A. Walker 
JA. Walker

2nd 
1st

19/9/53 Racing SportsCars website Silverstone National Meeting
Handicap Race JA. Walker 2nd

27/9/53 MotorSport Oct. '53 }
BDC Review Dec. '53}

Firle Hill Climb BDC Event J A. Walker (photo only)
Time 36.40”

3/7/54 Racing SportsCars website Silverstone Motor Cycle Club Meeting 
Handicap Race JA Walker 4th

24/7/54 Racing SportsCars website Silverstone AMOC Meeting
Relay Handicap J A. Walker 3rd (team)

5/8/56 BDC Review Sept. '56 Silverstone BDC Meeting Gordon Alexander 
Mem. Trophy Race

JA Walker 3rd

Classique Car Conduits 3 Compiled by: J.E.Godley, December 2019



Date Report source Venue Event Race Driver Result (+Time/Speed)

6/4/57 VSCC Bulletin 55 Silverstone VSCC Race 1 (practice) J.A. Walker Engine exploded in practice

(Note: within BDC Review No. 131, February 11979, is written; “David and Tim Llewellyn recently added Bluebell to their stable”)

12/5/79 Motorsport June '79 } 
BDC Photographs }

Donington Park VSCC John Holland 
Vintage Scratch

David Llewellyn Crashed at Chicane with 
A.S.Judd's 4'/2 Litre 'RL 3439'

1/2/81 BDC Review May ‘81 
(date: phoned Brooklands)

Brooklands VSCC Driving Tests Tim Llewellyn 3rd class award

2/7/83 VSCC Bulletin 159 
(date: in Motorsport Aug. '83)

Silverstone VSCC Event 3 (10 Laps) Tinri Lleweltyn
Boulogne Trophy Race

8th place

27/8/83 BDC Review Nov. '83 
(date/detail: programme on line;

Silverstone
I

BDC Meeting Event 6 (8 Laps) 
Vintage Handicap

Cindy Harris

15-16/10/83 BDC Review Feb. '84 Welsh Trial VSCC event Tim Llewellyn

6/11/83 BDC Review Feb. ‘84 Lakeland Trial VSCC Tim Llewellyn

14/7/84 BDC Review August '84 
(date: programme on line)

Silverstone VSCC Race 1
Race 5
Race 9

Cindy Harris 
Tim Llewellyn
Tim Llewellyn

Qualified
21st
14th

28/4/85 VSCC Bulletin 166 
(date: in Motorsport June '85)

Donington Park VSCC John Holland Trophy Cindy Llewellyn 
(Race 2)

7/6/86 BDC Review August '86 Oulton Park VSCC Handicap Race Cindy Llewellyn 3rd

8/11/86 BDC Review Feb. '87 Lakeland Trial VSCC Tim Llewellyn Winner, Bridge Hotel Trophy

30/9/89 BDC Review Nov. ‘89 
(date: programme on line)

Silverstone BDC Meeting Race 3 Cindy Llewellyn 3rd

7/6/97 VSCC Bulletin 216 Silverstone VSCC 5 Lap Handicap Tim Llewellyn 1st

2/6/18 Driver & Online Goodwood Benjafields Sprint Ewen Getley 1st Class B, 1'56.55”

Classique Car Conduits 4 Compiled by: J.E.Godley, December 2019
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The ex-Lewis ‘Mac’ McKenzie 
1929 Bentley 492-Litre Sports ‘Bluebell’

bluebell^'<lcgenaar.anisten.lam



This 4 ’/--Litre ■ chassis number ‘R13439’ - has one of the longest competition histories of 
any car known to the Bentley Drivers’ Club. Completed in March 1929, 'RL3439' was originally 
fitted with engine number ‘RL3443’ and bodied as a Weymann-tvpe saloon by Gurney Nutting. 
The car was registered ‘KW 5669' and sold new to Edgar Heap of Ilkley, West Yorkshire. In 1932 
Mr Heap sold the Bentley to the second owner, Major A N Braithwaite of Leeds. Bentley Motors' 
service record shows that McKenzie's Garages serviced Major Braithwaite's car for two years 
prior to ‘Mac’ acquiring it in 1936.

A renowned tuner specialising in the preparation oftheCricklewood cars, Lewis Charles 
’Mac' McKenzie was a prominent figure in Bentley circles during the 1930s. He is best known 
for preparing the cars owned by gentleman racer' Forrest Lycett, at that time one of the Bentley 
world’s biggest names. Like all successful sportsmen, Lycett was always seeking to gain an 
advantage over his rivals and constantly exploring ways of making his cars faster, to which end 
he turned to 'Mac' McKenzie, proprietor of McKenzie’s Garages Ltd of London SWT, whose 
premises were located to the rear of Victoria Station.

Known as the High Priest' of Vintage Bentleys, it was ’Mac’ who built Lycett's famous 
racing 8-Litre, 'YX 5121', shortening the chassis and tuning the engine to produce well in excess 
of 300 horsepower. The result was one of the fastest road cars of its day, which Lycett used to set 
class records at venues such as Brooklands, Lewes and Shelsley Walsh.

'Mac' followed the principals proven on the 8-Litre when he was given Lycett's new 
416-Litre to play with, shortening the chassis, lowering the suspension and tuning the engine. 
Bodied by Corsica as a two-seater in a style similar to that of the 8-Litre, this new car was named 
'The Hooligan'. Delighted with way his new creation had turned out, 'Mac' decided to build 
anodier for himself. This car was started in 1936 and on completion was painted in Riviera 
Blue, earning itself the nickname 'Bluebell' by which it has been known ever since. 'Mac' and 
'Bluebell' had taken two wins at Crystal Palace (in 1939) plus 1st- and 2nd-in<lass awards at the 
Lewes Speed Trials before the outbreak of war brought such activities to a halt. After his death 
in August 1956, the Bentley Drivers' Club, of which he was a founder member, named the newly 
erected scrutineer!ng bay at Silverstone in his honour.

In 1942 'Mac' had sold Bluebell' to Jack Evan-Cook, who intended to race the Bentley 
after the war but ended up selling it to friend and fellow Bentley enthusiast Gordon Alexander. 
'Bluebell’ resumed its competition career with Gordon Alexander, winning at Gransden Lodge 
in 1946 before passing to its next owner, BDC stalwart W A L Cook, in 1948. 'Bill' Cook had a 
number of competitive outings with 'Bluebell' in 1948 and '49 at venues including Hendon 
(beating the Metropolitan Police), Silverstone, Brighton Speed Trials and Firle Hill Climb, 
securing a class win in the latter



Early in 1950 'Bluebell' was acquired by Horace Wiimshurst and over the next two years 
continued to be energetically campaigned, winning at Feresfield, Goodwood, Hendon and 
Silverstone. Demonstrating that the Bentley had lost none of its road manners in the process 
of conversion for racing, Horace and his wife Joan took Bluebell on a 3,000-mile continental 
touring holiday in 1951- In July 1952 Wiimshurst sold the ar to J A 'Joe' Wiilker, who continued 
to race it regularly until April 1957 when he crashed at Siiverstone.

The next four recorded owners are E G Hefford (1965), Mrs D Russell (1967), Paul Harris 
(1972) and J E Meadows (1973). The last-named commenced a rebuild but in 1974 the car was 
sold on to MajorJ 11 'Jack' Bailey. In 1977 'Bluebell' passed to the well-known Bentley aficionado 
and racer Tim Llewellyn, who rebuilt the car and raced it successfully in BDC and VSCC events, 
as did his wife and father. In 1986 Tim won the Class 2 category in the VSCC Lakeland Trial, an 
event for which die Bentley was not considered ideal, further underlining the car's all-round 
capability. In 2000 the Llewellyns reluctantly parted with 'Bluebell', which found a new home 
with George Sandy, in 2010 'Bluebell' returned to Goodwood to take part in the Re^ivvil M^^-ting 
and is currently part of the Bert Degenaar collection.

The car underwent a comprehensive rebuild in 2017 by Kingsbury Racing Shop and 
has now been returned to the original McKenzie specifications. It has a new counter-balanced 
crankshaft running on shell bearings and incorporates a fully-baffled wet sump with double size 
oil pump and pressure reservoir, new connecting rods and special Cosworth-designed pistons, 
9.5:1 compression ratio, fully gas-flowed cylinder head, standard camshaft and 'Sid Lawrence' 
style solid steel rockers. Ignition has been returned to Scintilla magneto operation and the 
engine breathes via twin SU HD8 carburettors. The gearbox is standard D-Type and the 3.53:1 
rear axle incorporates a special racing differential cage. The chassis is still the shortened and 
reinforced 9' 9/r" created by McKenzie and the brakes are still hydraulically operated. The body 
has been sympathetically rebuilt and the chassis straightened to correct the ravages of such an 
illustrious competition history.

This Bentley's provenance is fully documented by press cuttings and fr^r^tory records and 
'Bluebell' also comes with FLAHis^oric Vehicle Identity Form (1990), Netherlands registration 
papers and old German Fahrzeugbrief (issued 2006). R^^tt^i^ing its beautifully proportioned 
Corsica body and boasting a competition history equalled by few of its peers, 'Bluebell' 
represents one of the Bentley racing 'specials' with probably the longest and most exciting race 
history, created by one of the marque's legendary practitioners, 'Mac' .McKenzie.

Her competition history continues. Ater the rebuild she immediately won the 
Benjafield's Sprint at Goodwood and continues to be used for race, rally and touring events 
worldwide.
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The ex-Lewis ‘Mac' McKenzie

1929 Bentley 4'Z-Ijtre Sports Bluebell'
Coachwork by Corsica
Registration no. KW 5669

Chassis no. RL3439

Engine no. NTJ127
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BENTLEY DQIVEP S CLUB

REVIEW
OCTOBER 2018

Imuc No 519

WELCOME

W
elcome to thus 
Utest issue of 
Resw. We hope 
you've enjoyed 
the glonou» summer wratHs 

and have managed to get out and 
about in your Bentleys However, 
the motoring *eavon isn't over 
yet, and there is mll time (and 
hopefully mush continued good 
weather) to enjoy the highways 
and byway* of whichever pan of 
the world you're in.

Since my las menage, we've 
revelled in some fantastic racing 
at our annual BDC meeting at 
Silverstone - preceded, as is 
now the tradition, by the Friday 
Touring Au^mbly and paddock 
party. Congratulatnm to Mchael 
Higginbotham, who succeMfully 
defended the coveted Time» Trophy 
at Silventone. And if you attended 
we very much hope you had a 
tabulimi time and will be returning 
to what should be a very special 
meeting in 2019 - marking Bentley 

Motors' centenary. Read all about 
this year's events in this iswue.

The summer is of course, 
the peak of the race and rally 
waaun and many of our Members 
have been busy competing, and 
winning, both here and abroad. 
We've got full reports and images.

Away from the competitive 
action, our Members have 
been enjoying participating in 
all manner of sociable events 
and tours - such as the Tour de 
Somme and Peak District trip*, the 
NoerhWest Summer Concours, 
the Northern Lights Run in 
Germany and even a long drive 
xrnss the USA. Check out these 
activities in this issue.

W were also delighted to 
welcome Ymhihiro Hirox. flic 
Chairman of the Japan Region

COPY DEADLINE FOR ISSUE 320 (December 2018): Friday 26 October
Plea» wnd copy and imagM to: reviewObdcl.org
Copy: pea» »nd » on a Word document
im^er plw» wne ^l im*^ <rt high refio^on and enure each i at lewt |MB m fJ* 

Incorporated, to London. 
Yosnhiro and his family met with 
Club Preudent Jimmy Medcalf, 
and we hope to KC our friends 
from the Far Fan visit our thorn 
again in the future.

Finally; here at Winston we're 
upgrading our operating lyseme, 
particularly the memben^p 
database and webste, to ensure 
we can provide an even more 
efficient wrvtce to .Members. Club 
Chairman Roon Warmington will be 
explaining exacdy whaTs involv^ 
and the benefits to Members, in a 
spousal QJA tn this isaue.

With all good wnhn.

Mtuirt Newman 
Manager 

and Editor

A Note from the Board 
Members are reminded that the BDC Renew, the Advertiser 
& Diary and the Members and their Bentleys handbook 
are publiehed for the pu^o^ of providing Oub related 
information and advertising to its Members. No Club Member 

given permiMlon for hie or her personal data to be ^ared 
with any other Club Member for any puipne other than Club 
bunnen. Members are therefore not to us any puN^hed 
personal information either for their own or any third-party 
bu*ine*l purpose.

Simply put. th« means that no Member is to tout for 
bueinee* to any other Member. Any breach of ths rule will 
result in expulvon from the Club.

6 BDC SILVERSTONE 28
Ml report and images on the 
Club's annual racing showpiece 
at Silverstone circuit. including 
the well subwnbed Bentley 32
track parade

16 TOURING ASSEMBLY
Crow-counfry curtain raiser to 
the annual Silverstone race day, 36
including the traditional Friday 
evening paddock party

22 S2 CONTINENTAL
Spotlight on the much loved 
Crewe model which amply 
demonstrates that large can 
be beautiful

24 TOUR DE SOMME 
The North-Eart Rego fraseb 
across the Channel to pay a 
rnpetful tribute to the 
Great VKrr

4 NEW OPERATING 
SYSTEM
Club Chairman explains 
how the new operating 
platform at Wroxton will 
benefit Club Members

PEAK DISTRICT TOUR
All the fun of a weekend's mery fount 
into the popular Derbyshire hills

NORTHERN LIGHTS RUN 
The German Region journeys into the 
picturesque Havellandaka the Emperor's 
county for its 9lh Lights event

NORTH-WEST SUMMER 
CONCOURS
Report and images from the North-West 
Region's annuaa parade of Bentleys

REGULAR FEATURES
2 THE START LINE

20 BENTLEY MOTORS

FOCUS

40 QUICK FIT STOP

54 OBITUARIES

58 EDITOR'S MAILBOX

62 FOUNDATION CORNER

68 HERE & THERE

80 THE FINISH LINE

38 LONG DRIVE 
ACROSS USA 
Julian c Rita Seymour 
recall the highlights of then 
10,f00-mtle trek across the 
States in their trusty 1^94 
Turbo R

42 BENTLEYS IN 
ACTION
British RAC 1000 
Mile Trial WCC Formula 
Vintage. AMOC Racing, 
Sil^^one Classic, Le Mans 
Classic, Chateau Impney 
and Prescot hill climbs

79 DRIVING MR FIELD 
BDC Member Charles 
Prince helps make a 
terminally ill Bentley 
lover's wish come true
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WO Bentley would have been 130 last month 
- and indeed a party to commemorate the 
anniversary was held at CW1 House m Crewe 
on 16 September. WOS birth date To mark 
ths milestone. Review has trawled the archives 
and found this delightful image from 1904 of a 
youthful WO. aged just 15 (front row. second left). 
with his Cock House Xl cricket team-mates when 
he was being educated at the private Clifton 
College in Bristol
Image Courtesy of WOBMF Archives
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ANNOUNCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENT 1 C

The future’s so bright
A new operating system, encompassing both the membership 
database and Club website, is being implemented at Wroxton, 
with the intention of providing Members with an enhanced 
level of service. In this special Q&A, Club Chairman 
Ron Warmington explains to whats involved

4 MNTttT DRJVIRS CLUB • RiVItV • tcif

which Member* can:
• apply to join the Club
• renew their membership* (ic 

online renewal* will be quick 
and easy to effect)

• pay their annual subscription* 
(including iCTtmg up direct 
debits)

• find. book and pay for event* 
along with items from the 
Club Shop and the spare*
Khemes, all via the website

• update their personal detail* 
online
In due course there will also 

be a sales portal showing virtually 
every previously owned Bentley 
that is for sale globally plus links 
to fentley Motor»' own spare 
ordering setteem and to WOBMF 
archive material.

The new *y«em will provide 
«amless link* to advertisers' 
websites, to the main Bentley 
Motors website and to the BDC 
Forum; it will no longer be 
necessary for Forum users to have 
TWO ID* and passwords - now 
only one that 
can be ‘remembered' by each 
accessing device.

In addition. Regional 
Committee members will be 
able to easily*
• load up new events, with 

photographs and advertising 
material

• see who is coming to each 
event

• collect incoming deposits and 
other payments into their 
Region's bank account

To start with, Ron. could you 
plcatc explain the background 
behind this protect.
The Board has recognised for 
some time that the website and 
the underlying operating platform 
are no longer fit for purpose. 
Rather than reinvent the wheel. 
a review of a number of car club- 
related websites was undertaken 
in order to identify best practice* 
and find a possible solution.

The website and associated 
operating platform used by the 
Porsche Club of Great Britain 
(PCGB) was identified as the 
market leader in this field. A 
feasibility study. followed by 
a demonstration to the Board. 
established that, «dja to the 
payment of the relevant licensing 
fee, the PCGB platform could be 
readily adapted for use by the BDC.

So. in a nutshell, could you 
please explain what the new 
operating system will consist of? 
We understand it will cover the 
database and website? 
The new operating platform 
comprises the 1^X1117 of the 
operational software that 
underpins virtually everything that 
happen* in the Club's Wroxton 
headquarters - including the 
database that contains all the 
details of our members. their 
cars and the event* that they've 
attended or have booked to attend.

The operating platform will 
be fully integrated and seamless to 
all user. It will handle everything, 
including loading new Members' 
name*, addresses, car details. etc, 
into the main database. A new 
website will be created, which 
will be fully integrated into the 
operating system.

How will this differ from what 
exists already ?
The existing operating platform 
comprises a large number of 
Excel spreadsh^t* that demand 
substantial human support and 
intervention.

These spreadshew arc hard 
to maintain and to improve 
and. in certain aspects they are 
seriously funomnally deficient. 
They also pose security risks 
and opportunities for error that 
demand constant vigilance. The 
new system will not only be 
funationally superior to what we 
have now but will also be fully 
compliant with the new GDPR 
nunty and privacy regulations.

So this is designed to further 
increase the efficiency of the 
Wroxton team?
Absolutely. It is designed to offer 
ugnihcant improvements in 
functionality and ease of use. not 
only for our permanent ttaff in 
Wroxton but also for Regional 
Committee members and for 
every Member of our Club. Data 
will only have to be entered 
once. thereby not only reducing 
the posubility of error but also 
making the sysem much more 
efficient.

What benefits will Menders 
derive from the new operating 
system?
The new system will HibsEantially 
improve the speed and ease with

Finally. Ron. what are the 
long-term benefits to the Club of 
investment in this system? 
In short. l^xibulmy and efficiency.
• Member* will be able to make 

purchases directly without the 
need to contact the Wroxton 
team

• Regions will be able to self-
manage that own events

• The website will be much 
more responsive and agile - it 
will have links to social media 
and we expect photo* and 
media to be uploaded close to 
real time
Without this root and branch 

upgrade to the Club's operating 
platform and website. the BDC 
would rapidly and rnexorably 
became choked up with 
inefficient. costly. error-prone. 
resource sapping. paper-based 
processes. Currently. the Club is 
unable to cope with any significant 
increase in its membership 
without its existing core Member* 
noticing a deterioration in service.

If the Club remaini 
unattractive to driver* of the 
remaining 100.00^-p^^ Bentleys 
now existing in the world - a 
population which is growing at a 
rate of 15.000 per year - and doe* 
not support the Bentley Motor* 
vision. it will be exposed to the 
likelihood. perhaps the certainly. 
that its future will be negatively 
impacted by a Club that IS 
attractive to them.

In summary. the new operating 
platform will set the BDC on a 
new course of operanng far more 
efficiently and cost-effectively. 
with much improved seernces 
and benefits to our Members 
w-hilit also making it much more 
allraclive to prospective Member* 
- but without losing the cl^te-knit 
family atmosphere that all of us 
hold so dear. XT*

the 2019 renewals and payments. 
Thus initial change will be invisible 
to most user* Shortly after this. 
Member* will be able to update 
their own da tail* and operate the 
new 'self-service' funaonn - such 
as an event* calendar. including 
self-booking. and finally the new 
Forum and other feature*.

We expeca to add a *ignificanl 
number of new Member* during 
Bentley Motors' centenary year. 
and one reason for impkmeming 
this new and more efficient system 
now is that we would otherwise 
be unable to cope with that 
influx without seriously eroding 
the quality of service offered to 
those new. as well a* our existing. 
Members

We will initially retain our 
existing website but it will 'feed' 
the new website. When we are 
ready. the old website will be 
taken down and the already 
running new website be revealed 
to all.

Will there be any disruption over thss 
period to operations at Wroxton? 
Of course there will be at the 
Wroxton team will be changing 
not only the computer system. 
database and website but also 
many of their woixing procedures. 
Within rhe Wroxton team the 
perron most directly impaacd 
during the implementation 
phase will be Dennis Boatwright. 
Thanks to the incremental roll-
out. our aim it to reduce the 
negative impact of thi* protect to 
an absolute minimum.

Some event* will allow 
bookinp by thu who arc not (or 
not yet) BDC Member* (eg. when 
Morgan. Aston Mann and other 
car owner* book in to BDC race*. 
sprints and onto track days).

Importantly. the intention is 
that our team at Wroxum will 
spend far less time struggling with 
an outdated operating platform 
and. instead. more time attending 
to Mcmten' need* and on 
creative activites.

When is the new system likely to 
be impkmented. and OVCT what 
time period? Will it be a phased 
implement atom?
The new operating platform 
will be rolled out incrementally 
and subject to our being 100 
per cent content. The initial. 
or 'core'. synem is aimed to be 

X. operational in time for the
L Wroxton team to more

efficiently process
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The racing was as hot as the sun that Shone on the BDC ”5 70th
consecutive race meeting which saw nine thrilling races and
1100 Bentleys enjoying the traditional track parade.
as Stuart Newman and Mike Haig report Photos Courtesy
of Peter de Rousset-Hall. Oliver Flower (Full Throttle Photos).
Pul Kroll. Harry Duckmanton. Richard Farr and Stuart Newman

BDC Silverstone
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Tim LMI-I. m t»< rr-,;r., y^. P^-., m >o way to second puc n tt Bcarr

T
he BDC*» popular 
annual race meeting - an 
institution on the British 
motor-racing calendar - 
once agamicw arnhsr Ldmloue 

day of fantastic duh racing at 
in very best at Silverstone on it» 
traditional early August Saturday. 

Regarded by the Club as 
"more than just a race meeting*, 
it was the good old day» revisited 
as Members and spectators alike 
mixed frenetic track action and 
the more sedate Bentley track 
parade with socialising and 
browsing the myriad paddock 
attractions on a baking hot and 
sunny summer's day.

And. phew. what a day! We 
have never before seen so many 
happy. smiling faces at our 
yearly bosh for at long as we an 
remember. Yes. it was one of those 
occasions when everything was 
just right. The social side of the 
day is very important for many of 
our Member» - but it’s the racing 
that truly makes the meeting.

Bentkys of ah age» shared the 
entry list with Morgan». Aston 
Manirn. Austin Healeys. Jaguars. 
AC» and MG». and many more 
marque» besides. all tackling the 
testing National circuit at the 
historic Northamptonshire venue.

Gerard McCoth earned too tix>**f™fflo*s on th day nfuM V WJMim A Lbourn 0Uey 124 look th he Ww 
CbUmo* honex

Obver UewaBn chasrt hew by Nchoat Money (^otia tG*5). won th Sale Hanxap n ho an vone M

■Massa P»sr*y *Tt» Special teads Sebawan Wed (3 uve) en Lt» tto
 

Saon Wcrtn^gtons rap Tubo R was forced to rew from me 
Bentley Hardest)

Duncan Wrtshe heads th sMar 3 litre of Jock Mackmrson ozmg tfw ep« 
wecsaw ban» n the Beetle, -ar_______________  _____________

veren BushX J litre with Gerard Mctosh M V52 SpecuO kAowrg

Soth plated James Myn^ (MW finished one place behind father CUe m Ben O^enaai. in Buebe». scraps wth RendUf bewail
the Bentley race

8 MNIUT I«JV<M ciua * Mvrnf ■ MM Mine* ■w .MOote Ml! * MNTTIT DBIVtRS CLUB * IBiVtSW 9
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BENTLEY RACES
Tam CormunOtr M th» 0< hit Mk W S(*a4

The usual exciting mix <4 «cratch and handicap 
race* was supplemented by event* foe the AR 
Motorsport Morgan l hallengc, FISCAR (Fiftrn 
Spurt* Car Racing Club), Jon Gross Memorial Trophy 
for Aston Marant and BIX" Spin* Car Challenge on 
a packed nine-race programme,

The BDC celebrated win* for five of it* Member* in 
the two dedicated Bentley race» - see report in panel.

Elsewhere. tupcr-quick Oliver Bryant comfortably 
«cored two victor es in the AR Racing Morgan 
Chalknge Scries double-header, with Keith Ahlers 
and Hufip Goddard, also driving Plus 8s. tanning him 
on the podium on both occasions. Full result* can be 
downloaded at www.nl timtng.com

One of the highlights of the BDC** annual social 
calendar. this year's meeting once again featured the 
traditional and popular lunchtime track parade of 
around 100 Members’ Bentley», covering all production 
eras: Vintage, Herby and Crewe.

Wind Mrrarl priiri in ha J UW Tt

Bentley Saatch. Group A & B cars. Pre-War Challenge 
and Bentley Sealed Handicap race
In the weeks leading up to the meeting, the grapewne had 
been humming with the rumour that Tm Llewellyn would 
be competing m 'Penny', his famous 8 4-lrtre 3/8 vintage 
racing specal

Sure enough, Tim was there and d^ put her on pole m 
the Padgett Motor Engmcers-sponsored 'Times' race . Could 
Tim succeed in winning the event in a vintage car, a feat not 
achieved for many a year’ Sharing the front row with Tim was 
Mchael Higginbotham, last years victor. in tus very quick Mk 
Vt Speca! known as "The Gadget' On the second row we had 

Gerard McCcsh in hrs vS-engmed Mk VIS2 Special, with Tim's 
son Oliver. m hrs 4Ü, next up

As the starting lights went to green a fantastic noise 
erupted as the fed roared away By the time the leaders had 
reached Brook lannh. Michael had slipped by Tim From here 
to the end of the 13»p race both dmers gave it thou all m a 
Titamc battle, with Michael holding on by a whisker to once 
again claim the Times Trophy (for Group A cars) by just 3.5 
second For good measure, Mchael ate set the fastest lap

Gerard and Olwer retained their starting positions to the 
end. the forme/ claunmg the (Group B) Gooda Trophy and 
the atter missing out on an overall podum spot by lust two

10 Mxtut tnuvuuieujt • UVU«• jeu»

seconds Further down the field, lock McKinnon and Duncan 
Wiltshire enjoyed an ep*c scrap tn their usual fight to be the 
3 hire king, with Jock holding on to wear the crown once 
again Oliver drove a great race, too, holding off the Morley 
clan and earning the honour of being th* fust 4<ytader Bentley 
home and wmnrng trie Sealed Handicap Fm^y, WJlam A 
Etxxum, dnumg not a Bentley but a Rile 12/4, claimed the 
Pre-War Challenge prize Great race, great drivers!

Bentley Handicap race
In our unique pit lane handcap race, sponsored by P&A Wood, 
we were - as usual - left until atte< lhe race had finished to 
make sense of the resufti

Tho year it was Alistair Payne, in only his second race, who 
came home victorious m the eugn-lap encounter improving 
aO day m his R Type Sped Alastair held on to beat Gerard 
McCosh - who claimed his seand podium of the day - and 
Sebastian Welch m his trusty 3 Litre

Unfortwatey, Smon Worthington's extremely quck Tube R 
(the sole 'modern' Bentley racing on the day) was forced to retire 
after making rapid early progress - but not before setting the 
fastest lap.

Mike Haig
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BENTLEY RACES PODIUMS

RACE WINNERS
Race 1 - AR Motorsport Morgan Challenge 

Oliver Bryant (Morgan Plus 8)
Race 2 - Jon Gross Memorial Trophy for Aston 

Manns Chris Woodgate (AM DB3)
Race 3 - Padgett Motor Engineers Bentley Scratch. 

Pre-War Team Challenge and Bentley 
Sealed Handicap' 1st overal and Group 
A Michael Higginbotham (Mk VI Special). 
Group 8i Gerard McCosh (Mk VIS2 Speca) 
Pre-War Challenge Wiliam A Elboum 
(Riley 12/4), Sealed Handcap Olw 
Llewellyn (4 56 Vanden Plas)

Race 4 - FiSCAR . Jim Campbell (Austin Healey 
1004)

Race 5 - P&A wood Bentley Handicap Alastair 
Payne (R Type Special)

Race 6 - AR Motorsport Morgan Challenge : 
Olive* Bryant (Morgan Plus 8)

Race 7 - Barry Hopkinson Ltd ABcomers Sealed 

Handicap John Gray (Lotus Elan)
Race 8 - BOX Sports Car Challenge Tim Parsons 

(Morgan 4/4)
Race 9 - Bentley Open & Allcomers' Steve Chaplin 

(Phantom P79)

BX3 5
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Ta BOCS jcug pans (M Stuar Martn Wttem A Stounr. Jvms Manry ml 
OMe Lkwr**

VMM n>jp<it»ih*m ccrtrie; i hs taney 'Kt
vcdey wth runess-^ Tint UcMB/n ana Gerard MCorh

A dirplav of classic Bentleys, 
all fudged winnen at the BDC'r 
recent Concours d'Elegance at 
Stonur Park, added their own 
pristine touch to proceeding! in 
the paddock while budding racing 
driven were able to follow in 
the wheeltracks of British heroes 
Staling Mo** and Lesin Hamilton 
by testing their tkiUt’ ipping the 
Silverstone circuit on a hi-tech 
Pirelli Formula I simulator.

There was alio much for 
Bentley buffi to check out 
elsewhere, including at the BDC's 
Club shop, the WO Bentley 
Memorial Foundation garage and 
various traders' walk

In closing the day, BDC 
Chairman Ron Warmington 
declared: “Today's meeting has 
been the best I've ever attended 
here JI Silverstone - and. as 

one of the MgMgte* of 
°“r CM>'. sa.



AROUND THE PADDOCKOTHER RACES

CLUB SHOP AND TRADERS
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September   10 ‘Cindy   10  10 Miss   10  10 Mr.   10  10 E.   10 G.   10  10 "October,"   10  10 One  

 10  10 Wilmshurst   10  10.7  11 112 Vol  11 ‘Race   11  11 it ft Bronze.       11 S.   11 R.   11  11.1 
 11.2  11.4  11.54  11.9  12 Press MotorSport  July      12 'Uewellyn   12 D.   12 D   12 D.   12  12 Mr.  
 12 H.   12  12 ... 15/-   12 Tl   12  12.2  12.3  13 BDC   13 'McKenzie   13  13 D.   13  13 Ki  13 
 13.8  14 VSCC   14 113 No.55 No.173       14 'McKenzie   14  14 (>.   14  14 Mr.   14  14 A.   14  14

Di  14  14.1  14.2  14.3  14.4  14.8  15 VSCC   15 115 No.   15 'McKenzie   15  15 J   15  15 Mr.  
15  15.4  16 VSCC   16 ‘McKenzie   16 A.   16  16.18  16.21  16.4  17 Press MotorSport  October      17 
128  17 ‘Silverstone   17  17 W.   17  17.67  17.8  18 BDC   18 131  18 September   18 'Silverstone  
18  18 3rd   18 "97,46" "o,18"   18  18.16  18.3  18.33  18.7  19 BDC   19 December   19  19 B.   19 

 19.17  19.36  19.39  19.6  19.67  20 BDC   20  20 G   20 G.   20  20.1  20.17  20.49  20.5  20.6 
20.77  21 Press MotorSport  July      21 140  21 ‘New   21  21 "o,44-"   21  21 flh   21 12h  21  21.27 
21.5  21.6  21.87  22 Press MotorSport  July      22 150  22  22 A   22  22 "78,79" C   22  22.12  22.6 
22.95  23 BDC   23 152  23  23 R.   23  23.33  23.52  23.8  23.9  24 BDC   24  24 G.   24  24.4 
24.5 .  24.6  24.66  24.91  25 BDC   25 174  25  25 l).   25 I).   25 D.   25  25 OoOo   25 8  25 9
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25 8  25 9  25  25.2  25.27  25.37  25.45  25.8  25.91  25.93  25.98  26 BDC   26 Miss   26  26.2 
 26.35  26.4  27 BDC   27 C.   27  27.13  27.4  27.46  27.76  28 BDC   28 L.   28  28.18  28.37 

28.4  28.79  29 BDC   29 C.   29 10  29  29.27  29.35  29.44  29.5  29.73 t   29.8  29.81  29.89 
29.91  29.92  30 BDC   30 September   30  30 G.   30  30 "MARCH,"   30  30.09  30.14  30.2  30.22 

 30.38  30.55  30.56  30.57  30.58  30.6  30.75  30.8  30.91  31 BDC   31 December   31 S.   31 
31.15  31.2  31.68  31.69  31.8  32 BDC   32  32 II.   32  32.2  32.21  32.22  32.4  32.41  32.45 
32.51  32.59  32.71  32.8  32.91  32.97  33 BDC   33  33 II.   33 D.   33  33.01  33.05  33.18  33.2 

 33.32  33.4  33.48  33.5  33.56  33.63  33.68 34.37  33.71  33.77  33.8  33.99  34 BDC   34 C.  
34  34.01  34.05  34.06  34.08  34.13  34.2  34.43  34.5  34.55  34.6 34.33  34.7  34.8  34.87 
34.92  35 BDC   35 A.   35  35.07  35.1  35.15  35.2  35.3  35.37  35.39  35.56  35.57  35.59  35.6 

 35.63 36.52  35.64 35.44  35.64  35.71  35.8  35.81  35.98 35.6  36 BDC   36 March   36 A.   36 
36.1 36.2  36.16 34.98  36.4  36.48  36.48 74.17  36.51  36.58  36.8 37.82  36.8  36.87  37 BDC   37 

 37.01  37.14  37.16  37.2  37.4  37.57  37.65  37.8  37.8 37.8  37.8  37.91 37.77  37.95 37.4
37.95  37.97 H^ardnipli   38 BDC   38 September   38  38 SEPTEMBER   38  38 j   38  38.04  38.1 
38.13  38.15 '   38.2  38.25  38.4  38.41  38.6  38.8  38.85  39 VSCC   39 J.   39  39.04  39.15  39.2

 39.3 "6,8"   39.58  39.64  39.76  39.95  40 VSCC   40  40 "SEPTEMBER,"   40  40.17  40.2 48
40.35  40.4  40.41 41.71  40.47  40.61 40.69  40.78  40.97  41 VSCC   41  41 "9,12" 2nd   41  41 2 8 
1-17.6       41  41 H   41  41.13  41.29 41.23  41.32  41.32 41.2  41.51  41.53  41.62  41.7  41.72 
41.77  41.93  42 BDC   42 September   42  42 A.   42  42 tr   42  42.05 6.8  42.19  42.2  42.6  42.69
40.39  42.78  42.8  43 BDC   43 Mrs.   43 D.   43  43.3  43.6 44.59  43.6  43.7  43.77  43.83  43.89 

 43.93  44 BDC   44  44 A.   44  44 II   44 12  44 14  44 II   44 12  44 14  44  44 • ' ’       44 
44.08  44.1  44.16  44.18  44.4  44.42  44.47  44.58  44.71  44.96  45 BDC   45  45 K.   45  45.45 

 45.82  46 VSCC   46  46 I.   46  46.09 45.6  46.36  46.4  46.61  46.97  47 VSCC   47 B.   47 
47.11  47.14  47.2  47.38  47.4  47.43  47.5  47.56  47.61  48 VSCC   48 P.   48  48.4  48.6  48.64 

 48.66  48.7  49 VSCC   49  49 L.   49 Mrs.   49  49.53  49.55  49.56  49.66  49.7 52.96  49.73 
49.89  50 BDC   50 R.   50 F.   50  50 15  50 26.44 24.94  50  50 K.   50  50.04 57.41  50.21  50.32 

 50.93  51 BDC   51 A.   51 49.4  51  51.1  51.61  51.7  51.9  51.94  52 Press MotorSport December    
 52  52 W.   52 o  52  52.09  52.13  52.2 45.03  52.28  52.72  52.92  53 Press Motorsport April      

53 T.   53  53.67  53.87  53.89  54 Press/Press MotorSport   54 M.   54  54.41  55 BDC   55 January  
55  55 P.   55  55 Silverstone VSCC Race       55.47  55.92  56 BDC   56  56 T.   56  56.07  56.67 
56.8  56.86  57 BDC   57 G.   57  57.6  57.88  58 BDC   58 P.   58 ti   58  59 BDC   59 G.   59 
59.25  59.4  59.71  59.85  59.86  60 Press MotorSport May       60 J.   60  60.08  60.18  60.3  61 VSCC

 61 T.   61  61.07  61.08  61.62  61.99  62 BDC   62  62 C.   62  62.12  62.33  62.65  62.68  62.7 
 63 BDC   63 K.   63  63.02  63.08  63.12  64 BDC   64 P.   64  64.32  64.4  64.83  64.86  65 BDC 
 65 R.   65  65.08  65.16  65.5  65.58  65.7 m.p.h.   66 BDC   66 G.   66  66.2  66.24  66.8  66.8 

m.p.h.   66.84  67 BDC   67 A.   67  67.34  68 BDC   68 R.   68 ..........  68  68.28  68.33  68.91  69 
BDC   69 B.   69  69.01  69.1  69.3  69.41  69.88  70 VSCC   70 R.   70  70.01  70.03  70.08 
70.118  70.14  70.28 „   70.44  70.47  70.7  70.75  70.78  70.88  70.95  71 VSCC   71 F.   71  71.16 

 71.63 .  71.77  71.79  72 VSCC   72 B.   72  72.01  72.18  72.33  72.36  72.85  73 BDC   73  73 
L.   73  73.35  73.81  73.85  73.9  74 BDC   74 G.   74  74 ;   74  74.22  74.3  74.95  75 VSCC  
75  75 F.   75  75 .  75.18 72.52  75.25  75.26  75.66  75.7  76 VSCC   76 C.   76.12  76.4  76.62 
76.8  76.86  76.92  77 VSCC   77 A.   77  77 I   77.03  77.14  77.42  77.56  77.81  78 VSCC   78 Dr.

 78 i   78.4  79 BDC   79 P.   79  79.3  79.7  79.79  80 VSCC   80 L.   80  80.55  80.6  80.84  81 
VSCC   81 C.   81  81.76  81.9  82 BDC   82 B.   82  82.41  82.46  83 VSCC   83 S.   83  83.14 
83.1416  84 VSCC   84 C.   84 NIL Co44   85 VSCC   85  85 W.   85  85.13  86  86 Book Silverstone  
86  86 D.   86  86.4  86.79  87 BDC   87 D.   88  88 Book Bentley   88 H.   88  88.47  88.8  89  89 
Book Bentley   89 H.   89  89.88  90  Picture  Sept.      90 J.   90  90.01  90.88  91  Pictures   91 Mrs.  
91  92  Pictures   92  92 L.   92 1C3.11 OoO   92  92.9  93  Pictures   93 K.   93 "91,22" "o,25"   93  94
Pictures   94 J.   94  95 Pictures   95  95 V.   95  96 Pictures   96 O.   96  97 Pictures   97 R.   97 
97.45  98  98 2d  98 2nd ","   98  98 J.   98  99  99 A.   99  99.56  100  101  102  103  104  105 

 106  107  108  109  110  111  111.56  112  113  114  115  116  117  118  118.3  118.39  119 
 120  121  121.47  122  123  126  127.05  128  130  132  133 August   133  134  135 February  

135  136  138  139  139.5  140  142  VSCC   142  143  144  145 August   145  148  150  151 
February   151  152  153 August   153  154 November   154  155  156  157  158  159 AUTUMN  
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159  160  161 August   161  162  VSCC   162  163 February   165 August   166 SUMMER   166  167 
168  169 August   170  171 February   171  173  180  181  182  183  185  191 B.D.C   191  193 
194 "DECEMBER,"   195  198 November   198 "DECEMBER,"   198  199  200  201  202 November  
202  203  204  205  207 November/December   207  215  216 Silverstone VSCC 5       217 August   218 
219  220  221  222  223  234  236 December   238 WINTER2002   244  245  246  247  254  263 
June   266.09  267  270  273  280  281  281.811  286  287  288  289  290  291  293  294  300 
302  303  304  311  314  315  320  328  329  349  350  351  380  393  395  396  400  416 
440  441  466  476  478  485  493  494  500  501  505  513  519 I   520  530  536  540  549 
562  566  590  600  601  604  616  700  711  740  744  750  751  775  828  900  911  930 
939  963  965  995  998  1000  1031  1043  1061  1086  1100  1101  1106  1  1132  1168  1308 

 1322  1400  1486  1488  1490  1496  1500  1501  1541  1559  1750  1763  1870  1889  1895 
1896  1898  1899  1900  1902  1903  1904  1905  1908  1909  1910  1911  1912  1913  1914 
1915  1916  1918  1919  1920  1921  1922  1923  1923 4250  1923  1924  1924 Sixty   1924  1925 

 1926  1927  1928  1929  1930  1931  1932  1933  1934  1935  1936 p.846/847   1936 p.113  1936 
 1937 p.185  1937 P-2   1937 p.3  1937 p.6/7   1937 p.10/11   1937 p.103  1937 26 Vol  1937 p.1-7  

1937  1937 October   1937  1938 p.6  1938 P-7   1938 p.105  1938 p.14/15   1938 35 Vol  1938  1938 
Whitsun   1938  1938 LAGO   1938  1939 p.132  1939 p.134  1939 p.666/667   1939 p.668/669   1939 
p.20/21   1939 p.22/23   1939 p.24/25   1939 p.221  1939 p.  1939 p.20/21   1939 p.22/23   1939 p.293
1939 p.294  1939  1939 Price   1939  1939 ALVIS   1939  1939 Lewes   1940  1941  1942  1943 p.27
1943  1945  1946 p.28/29   1946 p.  1946 p.143  1946 p.145  1946 p.8/9   1946 p.  1946  1947 Hendon  

 1947 p.14/15   1947 p.16/17   1947 p.18/19   1947 p.20/21   1947  1948 p.24/25   1948 p.  1948  1949 
p.22/pholosA   1949 photosB/photosC   1949 photosD/p.23   1949 p.14/15   1949 p.  1949 p.24/25   1949 
p.4/5   1949 "p.2/3,"   1949 p.320  1949 p.395/396   1949  1950 p.44/45   1950 p.24/25   1950  1950 
p.28/29   1950 p.36/37   1950 p.493/494   1950  1951 p.30/31   1951 p.24/25   1951 p.38/39   1951 p.40/41  

 1951 p.56/57   1951 p.58/59   1951 p.60/61   1951 p.26/27   1951 p.8/9   1951 p.10/11   1951  1951 B.D.C.
 1951 31  1951 ’   1951  1951 B.D.C.   1951  1951 39  1951 B.D.C.   1951  1951 9  1951  1951 

B.D.C.   1951  1952 Front   1952 p.28/29   1952 p.30/31   1952 p.32/33   1952 p.34/35   1952 p.100/101  
1952 p.102/103   1952 p.560/561   1952  1953 p.182  1953 p.530  1953 p.304/305   1953 p.350/351   1953 

 1953 BARC   1954 p.540/541   1954  1954 541  1954  1955 p.  1955 p.36/37   1955 p.  1955 p.536
1955  1955 BD.C.   1955  1956 p.194/195   1956 p.  1956 p.200/201   1956 p.  1956 p.166/167   1956 p.

 1956 p.601  1956  1956 165  1956  1956 B.D.C.   1956  1957 p.222  1957 p.28/29   1957 p.50/51  
1957 Front   1957 p.62/63   1957 p.64/65   1957 p.66/67   1957 p.530  1957  1959  1960 p.2/3   1960 
1962  1963  1964  1965 p.220/221   1965 p.222/223   1965  1966  1968  1971  1972  1973 p.590  1973

 1974 p.202/203   1974 p.204/205   1974 p.  1974  1975 p.20/21   1975 p.82/83   1976  1977  1978 
142/143   1978  1979 p.  1979 p.20/21   1979 p.56/57   1979 p.60/61   1979 p.198/199   1979 p.817  1979 

 1980 "p.30/31,58/59,"   1980 "p.1555,"   1981 p.106/107   1981 p.  1982 p.8/9   1982 p.12/13   1982 
p.202/203   1982 p.549  1982  1983 p.42/43   1983 p.  1983 p.286/287   1983 p.4/5   1983 p.183  1983 
p.78/79   1983  1983 Founded  1983  1984 p.18/19   1984 p.144/145   1984 p.50/51   1984 p.154/155  
1984 p.244/245   1984 p.7  1984  1985 p.50/51   1985 p.34/35   1985  1986 p.180/181   1986  1987 p.
1987 p.30/31   1987 p.182/183   1987 p.86  1987  1988 p.218/219   1988 p.50  1988  1989 p.302/303  
1989 p.36/37   1989  1991 p.9  1991  1994  1995 p.289/290   1995  1996 p.314/315   1996  1997 p.5
1997  2000 p.246/247   2000 p.5  2000  2001  2002 p.13  2002  2004 "p.374,378"   2004  2009 p.171
2010 p.79  2010  2011 p.6  2011  2017  2018  2019  2100  2200  2237  2300  2393 t   2393  2469 
2472  2500  2700  2731  2761  2928  2950  3000  3001  3045  3108  3168  3193  3439  3464 
3500  3501  3581  3583  3628  3750  3762  3800  4000  4100  4114  4250  4300  4376  4398 86.92
103.11 0  4398 82.18 97.46 0.18  4400  4453  4471  4500  5000  5118  5213  5669  6000  6852 
7478  7885  8283  8500  9240  10000  11921  13000  13732 BDC   14946  15000  15036  15591 
16132  17047 BDC   17662 BDC   17966 BDC   18267 BDC   18303 Motorsport  18598  19032 BDC  
19060  19367 BDC   19370  19790 Racing   20000  20583 BDC   20975 VSCC   21763  21885  21916 
25903  26190  27576  29110  29194 Motorsport  29588 BDC   30354 VSCC   30478 BDC   31599 BDC  
31635 BDC   35617 VSCC   40140  40180  43137 Driver   43835  43836  43852  43864  43865  43866 

 43867  43898  43923  43924  43925  43926  43928  43946  43952  43984  44058  44115  44127 
44149  44171  44176  44178  116180  132088  208080  336026  681044  722875  768830  770955 
771733  771774  810604  814225  853496  42462929  '  ' [33]   '  ' 7.5 46.69 47.98 —      '  ' •   '  ' • r
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 '  ' 32.6 31   '  ' . . ..v       '  ' y.   ' '  '  ' J.A.P.) .....................:   '  ' ƒ   '  ''  -  - BDC   -  - All   - 
 - Bentley   -  - ‘Bentley   - Book   -  - Book   - ‘Rolls-Royce   - ‘Bluebell’   -  - -_-   -  - ;   -  - m 
 -  - First   -  - '   - fl«ar   - -  - A   - r'   -  - I/-   -  - '   -  - Sp^r^cl^l) ... ...............J       -  - r
 -  -'  --  --- MmftEwp   ----  ------  --------  — _  —  — ïL ii-'^   -     —  —-  ————  " • 2nde

fl"  " ii ti it n"  " Mr."  !  !-  '!  !!  !)  !.i<  !’  !”  !>i  "!2i3-lRre,"  !939  !e^i'.;  !f  !H--llre  !L 
 !Vick’s  "'""" ~*9''   #  $  $ 2.5 32.09 29  $trptwn  %  "%°,"  %Dph  &  & Red   &  & Mxnur  

&  &&.! .  &arst:i.n  &DCv<cug  &G.  &LugSeU_  &o  &t  &uto'ö  (  ('  "("""  "(""mltTHrntS." 
(&  "(,<:co)"  ('.  (.|8^2^-.Vl  "(.‘A^i^^j^^^^iD),"  (.847-r.Ci  (.Cooj^T).  (.Roger  (/VV)  (?  (?)  (???
????)  (?Hythe  (\  (^atia  "(^MAY.)," Cut|er   "(|,ï^7--*iC."  (|rilo--i'lMr  (‘Bluebell’) 1 Q 1-30.4      
(‘Bluebell’) 5 21 class       (‘Bulletin’)  (‘KW  (‘Mac’)  (‘Review’)  (’2-111  (’-litn*  (’-litre  (“ 
(“Bluebells”)  (“Mid-West  (“My  (“Porky”)  (+  (+Time/Speed)  (<I^''7«i}i«r  (>SK  (».  ( ninth's  (0* 

 "(00öe,e"  (01-lltre  (095-r.r.  (1  "(1(!(Kli|-,c,"  "(1,039"  "(1,074"  "(1,087"  "(1,090"  "(1,097-c.Oi" 
"(1,100"  "(1,11?<7--cii,'i"  "(1,292"  "(1,372^-c^.^^"  "(1,403"  "(1,433-e.e."  "(1,4487"  "(1,453" 
"(1,488"  "(1,490"  "(1,496"  "(1,497-^,..Ci"  "(1,667"  "(1,750-c.c."  "(1,971"  "(1,971-c.c."  "(1,97l-c.c." 

 "(1,986"  "(1,987"  "(1,996"  (1.  (1.100  (1.172-Ciri  "(1.25(0-',r."  (1.287-c.c.  (1.328-c.Ci  (1.767-
c.c.  (1.970•C|C|  "(1:16.3),"  (1^0u|  (1|  (10  (10'  (10’  (10-1  (10j-Jltre  (11  (11.  (1-16  (11-litre 

 (12  (12/50)  (12-litre  (1396-0.01  (14  (140  (14-111  (1488  (15  (150  (15-litre  (16)57  (1750 
(17th)  (18.05  (1900  (1904  (1910  (1911  (1914  (1917  (1924  (1925  (1926).  (1931^)  (1937 
(1937-1939  (1952  (1962  (1965).  "(1967),"  (1973).  (1Htt-r  (1i17^^-r.C|  (1i2MMur.  (1'iaI J   (1J 
(1lJ9ti ^|c.  (1-llitre  (2  (2*11  (2*lltrt*»Ci  "(2,270"  "(2,271"  "(2,300"  "(2,6(O-r.ri"  "(2,663" 
"(2,991"  (2.0;:Wloid*i  (2.1-1111  (2.8-llt-e  (2|lltre  (2|-T^-i|  (2}  (20th).  (21-Hirn  (21st  (24  (24-
Utre  (250F  (250F)  (25OF  (29.85  (2dltre E.R.A.) ...   (2-Htrc  (2i3-ilt-a  (2i3--itn-  (2J-lRre  (2-lim* 

 (2-litrv  (3  (3 Ltre)  7^ 21.22 Tankard.     (3  "(3),"  "(3,|IHI-i-.r."  "(3,015-010." t/c   "(3,300"  "(3,480" 
 "(3,486"  "(3,86^)-o.Oi"  "(3,996"  (3.0  (3.2  (3.700-  (3/4%)  (3/4|  "(3/4|),"  (3/41)  (3/44)  (3/8) 

(3|K00 CiOl  (30.98  (30euns.)  (31.8  (314})  (34  (3J-lhre  (3-litre  (3miiis.  (3V2  (4 
"(4,375«^*.i'."  "(4,398"  "(4,398c.e."  "(4,3t84-0i0i"  "(4,403"  "(4,425-o.ei"  "(4,500"  "(4,840-c.ri" 
"(4,97-e.Ci"  (4.3l8C.»i  (4.3-litre  "(4?),"  "(4|),"  (4|4ilre  (407-c.Oi  (41  (41).  (41)—one  (41-litre 
(41-lll-c  (41-llt-e  (41-lltre  (42s*c.c.  (44  (490  (490-r.Ci  (498-rdr  (499-CiC.  (4f)  "(4f),"  (4g 
(4-g  (4-g-  (4i)  (4i);  (4i375-O|O.  (4i3-ll(re  (4i3-llt-e  (4i-litfe  (4J  (4J)  (4j0-c.cr  (4JJ;  (4J-liln? 

 (4l-)ltre  (4-litrc  (4y  (5  "(5,350"  (5.3'lilfc  (5.l-litrc  "(50euns.),"  (56.69  (6  (61.87  (62  (64.70 
 (6L  (6-r  (7  "(7*'U--c,v."  "(7,963"  (71.54  (74<‘»-H  (74»i-ViVi  (746  (746-Cie.  (747  (747-Ajt
 (747-c.o.  (747-CiC.  (747-e.e.  (747-eiOi  (7m.  (8  (8-IHre  (8-Litre  (9  (9^4<i-cic-  (908-0i0. 

(918  (939  (995  (99s-c.c.  (a  (a)  (A) H   (A)'  "(A),"  (A).  "(A,"  (a......... io   (about  "(above)," 
(above);  (absolutely  (AC  (according  (After  (age  (Aha  (AHard)  (aitlillac  (Al(a-0^ome^>) 
(Alexander  (Alfa-  "(Alfa),"  (Alfa-R’Ateeo  (Alfa-Romeo  (Alfu-Romeo)  (alias  (All  "(Alla)," 
(Allanl)  "(Allard),"  (along  (also  "(also,"  "(Alta),"  (Altai.  "(AlTa-l(»imrot),"  "(Altil-lll>meo)," 
(Alvis  (Alvis)  "(Alvis),"  (AM  "(Amilcar),"  "(Amllrar),"  (amper  "(Anardi,"  (and  (Aniilcur) 
(another  "(Aocdot-Nath),"  (Appleton-Riley  (approx  (ARa  "(aro,"  (arranged  (as  "(Associate)," 
"(Ast^^H^n^.Mjarlin),"  (Aston  (Aston-Mm-Iink  (Astou-Martin)—2  (at  (Atlon-Mnrtiii).  "(Au.Stin)," 
(Au^tro-Daim|er)  (August  (Austin  (Austin)  "(Austin),"  (Avon  (b  (b)  (b))  "(B),"  (B). up   (B). 
2000  "(B.M.W.),"  (B.M-W.).  (b1»6ft|0iSj.ikl^n^s  (Back  "(BAIAY.),"  (BAIAY.)—-3  (BALW.) 
"(Bar^lon),"  (Barry  (BDC  (beating  "(Becke-Power-p|ris),"  (before  (believed  (below  (below). 
(Bentley  (Bentley)  "(Bentley),"  (Bentley).  (BentR-y)  "(Benttey),"  "(BenUey),"  (BenUey).  (Biigattl). 

 "(BiijgQtl),"  (BilkAiJ  "(Binger),"  (Birrel  (Biting  "(Bl,"  (black  (Bluebell  (Bluebell)  (Bm^^litl)| 
(bMO’lUX  (Bngatl).  (body  "(Botilley),"  (Bresiiil  (Brooklands  (Bugatti)  "(Bugatti),"  (Bugatti). 
Vintage   "(Bugum),"  "(Buguttl),"  "(Buigatl),"  ('Buiorrni.t  (Bulletin)  "(Bun^^li),"  "(Burton,"  (Buxton’s 

 (by  (C)  (C).  (c.rrrHl-R  (C.u^]p^i^r1J.iAI5)  (car)  (Cars  (Changing  (Charlie  (chassis  (Chevell-
Margulies-Wilmshurst)  (choose  (Chrys|er)  (C-i*OT*.  (Cindy  "(Clarisse,"  (Class  (Clutterbuck’s  (co 
(CoHsr^rjlA*.) . ...   (colour  (COMPETITION).  (Con)  (Consistency).  (Cook  (Cook)  "(Cook," 
"(Cooper),"  (Crack  (Crip-x  "(Cun^nj^nglt,"  (d)  (D.  (Daily  (Daisun  (date/detail:  (date:  (David 
(Dec.  (December  "(Delage),"  "(Delaliaye),"  (Derby  (diie-t  (Dino  "(Djinn),"  (Dm  (documented 
(driven  (Driver  (driving  (Duescnberg  (E  (e)  (E).  (E.  (E.R.A)  (E.R.A.  (E.R.A.)  (E.R.A.I. 
(early  (éat  (Eddie)  (eg.  (eight  (ERA  (ERAi  (ERAVDeffl)).  (Eric  (ex-Le  (F)   .       (f) 
(F.I.A.T.)  (fall's  (featuring  "(Ffazer-Nash|,"  (Fiat  (Fifti«  (finally  (first  "(Flat),"  (Flat).  "(Fn)Zer-
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NIlsh-B.M.W,)."  "(FnaArr-Nush),"  (F-N--B-M-Wh)  "(Fnlzer-Nash|,"  (for  (Ford  (Ford "ll•l«,l^bf^l«" I 
inln. t11      (Ford  (Ford-Buckler)  (FORK  (former  (Four  "(Fraa^i^r-^j^t^s^-T^^^.W.),"  "(Frazcr-Nas-'h-
B.MAV.’s),"  "(Frazef-Nash|,"  (Frazer  (Frazer-  (Frazer;  "(Frazer-Naah),"  "(Frazer-Naah-B.M.W.)," 
(Frazer-NasfeBKMNW.).  (Frazer-Nash  (Frazer-Nash-  (Frazer-Nash)  "(Frazer-Nash),"  (Frazer-Nash). "3,"  

 (Frazer-Nash).  (Frazer-Nash-B.M.  "(Frazer-Nash-B.M.W.),"  "(Frazer-Nash-B.MAW),"  (Frazer-Nash-BM! 
 (Frazer-Nasi  "(Frazer-Nssh-IBM.W.),"  "(Frazer-Xash-B.M.WJ,"  "(Frazor-Nnth),"  "(Frazrr-Nash-B.M.W-

),"  (Frazvr-Nash-B.M.  (Freddie  (fresh  (from  (front  (ft^rmer  (Full  (G  (G)  (G.  "(Ghosh,"  (Give
 (Gordon  (Gregoire).  (Group  (H  (H)  "(H.H.G.)," 40.91   "(H.l^tl.Gi),"  (H.P.B.).  "(H.R.G.)," 

"(H.RG.),"  (H^^uds|ow  (h^-ant  (-H8-r.il.  (Handicap)  "(Handicap),"  (happened  (Harvey  (Harvey). 
(Haut  (Hayward  (he  (Healey  (Healin'  (Heatli-JiAlr1)1  (heir  (HiHiG.  (Hine  (his  (H'lil-e  (ho 
(Ho|born  (hOapcsaa larrcr   (Honpatlin  (Hood  (hope  (HOR.GO)  (How  (hr  (Hrrkrtry) -Vj.*   (H's 
(Hsu  "(Hugdti),"  (Humber)  (Hundred)  (I  (I)  "(I,iB7-r.£"  (I.0K7-clCl  (I.488^eid'i  "(I.I,"  (i'.yyir 
(ic  (if  (ihAlhili  (I-Hli^e  (II.RiG.)  "(Ii2l8^l-e.o,"  (Iii8^7-riri  "(IIKG.),"  (iJ^lW^-CiC.  "(Ijinn),"  (IJ-
litfc  (IjMX-c.e.  (Ikal  (il  (ilauaar  (Il-Htt^r  (Illhi^i^e  (ILmmas-Graharn  (Imhi—aimKx)  (in 
(including  (inre  (INSURANCE  (Interpretation)—to  (Invicta)  "(Invicta),"  (ion’s  (I'ooper  (IOsT-CiC. 
(Irr-Fwing's  (issued  (it  (it’s  —(it’s  (Italn).  "(Ivid),"  (iwynne  (J  (J) •   (J.  (J.ft.Sy.)  (J.M.B.) 
(J.UHJ-v.c.  (J»UU  (J2  "(Jag^mr),"  "(Jaguar),"  (Jaguar).  (Jaguars)  (Jan.  "(Jauuar),"  (JfilltIM  (Jill' 

 (Jim  "(jj)87h-,c,"  (jj-llt-n  "(JLft.l,"  "(J--litre,"  (Johnny)  (Jonous  (Jorkr  (Jug.  (July  (K) 
(K.lt.A.) ...   (K3  (Kitty)  (l  (L)  (L.  (l.2^5^t  (L.C.  (L.C.McKenzie  (l.lKrt  (l.OOh-riCi  (l.rri’M.fl.i 
... . "," 35.Mi      (l.tTUcio  "(l^.-i^gomla),"  (L087-c.c.  (l2^'d^>.c.  (l745-ccc.  (laborious)  (Ladies). 
"(lagtoiida),"  (Lanchester  (Lancia  "(Lancia),"  (Lancia).  (Lancia-Lambda)  (Landaa;  (latte  (ld>87-CiCi 

 "(Lea-Francis),"  (left)  (Left}  (less  (lhd);  (Lightweight)  "(like,"  (LiQlbu  (liwiprr-\nd«n) ..   (lj-htre 
 (ljini  (ll^irr^ir'l  (lldi*y)  (Llewellyn  (Llewellyn)  (Llewellyn/Hine  "(llugatiil,"  (lmin.  (lnju*iPri.^ini|irj
 (loimula) ...   (Look  (LOtt-c-iO.  (Lotus  (Lotus-M.G.)  (LtB-Jitro  (ltiill:i^iii  ('lub  "(Lum*)," 

(Lunpct*irri-^tiil).  (ly  ('-lypr  (M  (M)  (M.G.  (M.G.)  "(M.G.)," 14.8   "(M.G.),"  (M.G.).  (M.J.'i 
"(Ma.so^.dl),"  (Mac)  (Ma-entl  (mainly  (Manual!  (Manx  (Margaret  "(Mas^e^>'Ui),"  (Maserati) 
(may  (McKenzie  (McKenzie)  (ME  "(Men^V'ilet),"  (Mercedes-Benz)   4 »’      (Messrs.  (Mfr..  (MG 
"(MG.),"  (MG-A  (Mice  "(Mid.),"  "(MiG.),"  (minimum  (Miss  (Mitsubishi  (Mk  (MlGl)l 
(MlHM'iC.  (Mn^nai-^)).  (Modern  (MOG-CiC.  (Morg.in  (Morgan  (Morgan).  (Mor-iaVHS-Benzh 
(Morley  (Morris)  "(Morris),"  (most  (MU.  (much  (MW  (N)  (na-ieo  (Nearly  (net  (new 
('Nl.lM1TR(l  (no  "(No,"  (NO.  (noja-r  (non-McKenzie  (Norr^is).  (Norris  (North  (not  (Note 
(Note:  (Nov.  (now  (nr  (o DECEMBER.   (O)  (October  (October)  (Odds  (of  "('oilings,"  (OjmiI 
(On  (one  (only  (or  (original  (Others)—W.  (Overdrive)  (P)  "(P.),"  (Page  (Pages  (Paul  (Pause 

 (pay  (PCGB)  (Peter  (Peter)  (Phantom  (Phone  (Photo  (Photo:  (picture  (picture)  (Pity.—Ed.) 
(plaque)  (Pnrnclw  (pole)  "(Porche),"  (post-1931  (Postage  (practice) JA.   (Prepaid)  (Press 
(presumably  (prior  (PROVISIONAL  (Provisional)  (Q)  (Q—qualified  (R  (R)  "(R.W.G.),"  (Race 
(Racing  "(rarker.J.AJ,.)" .......:il>.2we.   (Raw  (rec.  (Registration  (repeat  (Reprinted  (reputed  (rhd). 
(Riley  (Riley)  (Riley) ...   "(Riley),"  (Riley).  "(Riloy),"  (RlW-e.ri  (rocker’s  (Roger  "(Routledge," 
(Rover  (Royer  (rr.  (run  (s) ... bst   (s) 1st   (s)  (S) 4398 86   (S)  (S) 27 26.6   (S) 1 Q 1-22.5       (S) 
9 10 1-18.5       "(S),"  (s)..  (S.S.  (S|neer)  (Sales)  (Sandy)  (Sargeant  (say  "(Schellenberg,"  (scr.). 
(Scratch) H   (see  (seen  (sees.  (Sept.  (September  "(September,"  (shame!—Asst.  (shown  (sic) 
"(Silverdale,"  (Singer)  "(Singer),"  (SklHO-CiCi  "(Smiincr-J.A.P.),"  (so  (Soft  (some  (SOmmAum 
(Sorry  (speaking  (Speed  (Spll^dns  "(Squire),"  (stamped  (STD  (Steve  (stress)  (Subaru  (subject) 
(Sunbeam)  "(Sunlaiam),"  (T.'inprr  (t-^-^lilr^-  (T'«>jiir>n|liisl«>i)  (t4&crc  (T51  (tahagnn)  (taking 
"(Talbot),"  (Tara  (team)  (Temple  (Tern^tta^i^^l^rnxj  (Terrap|ane)  (the  ('The  (they’re  (those 
(though  (three  (Tim  (Title/number) Date Page(s)   (tl  (tl'  (To  (Tony  (Tony)  (top  (top):  (torque) 

 (Toultc-  (Tozier's  (Trliirnrh  (ttenlr  (tXMwf-  (Type  (—types.r.  (U*Hlre ELR.Ai)   (Uditfr  (uewt 
(Ui'piUi.  (üj-utre  (UK)  (Umio-eie.  (unsupercharged)  (updated  (uphill  (Uss;  (UulUl-iu-
AllBri!).........28iU  (uylng  "(Vanxliidl),"  (Vauxhall)  "(Vauxhall),"  (Vauxhall).  "(Vauxhnll),"  (Vcap) 
(very  (Veteran  (Veterans)  "(Viiuxludl),"  (Vintage)  (Vmixhidl).  "(Vmixludl),"  (Vnux-  "(vole),"  (W. 

 (waiieas  (Walker  (Walker)  "(Walker),"  (We  (Weather  (well  "(well,"  (what  "(What,"  (when 
(which  (who  (whom  (Why  (Wi||ys)  (will  (Wilmshurst  (Wilmshurst)  (with  (Women's  (Wonder 
(writer  "(WUi-'io-loy),"  (x2  (XHlitr*' U.P   (XK  (XK.  "(yes,"  (yetagnln)  (Your  )  ) 3rd. 24.1 " tt 
tt"       )  ')  ") ..........."  ")*,ƒ"  ).  )>K1VKHS'  )2ir-lltre  )iV»|er  )ne  )UJU  *  * 42.47  *  * c  
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*  * 31871 93-79 194.19 "OoO," 1st     *  * *  *  * 34ia:f|   *  * * a   *  *'  *-  '*  *!*!*!*  "*""" 
*$s.;  *(Sl7-r^-i^.  **  *'* *»Z'   ***  ****  *************************************  ***». J   **•< 
**jT*I»U   ”       **r.  *.  '*?  *^-A’ "r“,"   *^et  *—< N   *—-< s   *«-i  *» •..  *  *  .—  *
"'* *,"  * •>  *®  *-• 26.4   *-11.41.  *2  *28.S^a«i.  *6  *7  '*80/ltB”  *8i  *e>.  *Eo1uc  *F 
*F‘‘T’k*  *h*ch  *h.  *i  *i'*d4*  *ig.niicanl  *iv  *llpcrr|ml^gcd  *lt  *Na$h  *Oih  *q.ue  *T- 
*Tts  ''*w.i  ","  "," W   ","  "," "SILVERSTONE,"   ","  "," Apri   ","  "," the   ","  "," ........   "," 
"," „   "," Championship   ","  "," . .   ","  "," ... ... ...       ","  ",*Ar" E   ",,"  "—,,"  ",."  ",." .............. .. 
"£1,545"       ",-."  ",-/s^" 3   ",^p&4" 1S£2 ;   ",|." A.   ",<"  ",•"  ",092-ce."  "-,1,"  ",1/so"  ",33.18" 
",50.6.1"  ",'a"  ",any"  ",articularly"  ",could"  ",g"  ",hlrd"  ",i" ..   ",i"  ",in"  ",K."  ",L"  "-,L." 
",m"  ",MGj"  ",rt^^'." r   "',rtl’!,ni"  ",S|X‘iiser-Brooks-Speeial"  ",still"  ",the"  ",W/.‘<5S»Ï,"  .  . 2996 
"62,25" 77       .  . 4 80 149 2996 Encrant     .  . He   .  . He   .  . A.   . Guy   .  . ‘   .  . o  . GEOFF  

 .  . .  .  . a   . ... ... 179  . .. ... ... ..  . ... ... 180  . ..  . ... ... 182  . ..  . ... ... 183  .  . ... ... 
... ... ... 205  . ..  . ...... ... 219  . .. . ..  . .. . ... ... ... 221  . ..  . ... ... ... ... ........  .  . INSURANCE   .

 . .i   .  . 62.84 m.p.h.   .  . ... ....   294 MOTOR    . 295 Subscription   .  . 43.43  . . ..  .  . 27.43  . 
44.12  .  . .  .  . 20J^:t   . ... . ...  .  . . ..'   .  . 30.4  . 32.8  . ..  .  . 37..3S   .  . .. .  .  . . 
gtU't   .  . ..  . - “UGt   . .  .  . .. . Mttl.ti       . .. ...  .  . bp  .  . T   .'  '.  -.  "."""  .(MG  ".," 
".," .. .. ",," "£1,67*"      ".,"  ".,”"  ".,igonhas,"  ..  .. |4j  Shelsley       ..  .. ..  .. 28.0*  .. .........  .. . ........

 .. ",."   ..  .. .. "," '||       .. .............  .. ... .. |       ..  .. ..  .. . .. "£2,275"       .. ..  .. .. .. ..  ..  .. . List  
.. .. .. .. .. "£1,2£|"     ..  ... Speed   ... 1st   ... 2nd  ... 2  ... 2nd  ... A'atLXhall   ... 1st   ...  ... Bentley   ...
0  ... Bentley   ... 0  ... BenUey /ƒ.. 4 100 140 4398 Entrant   ... Ö   ... 0  ... Bei^tfey   ... 0  ... ... Bentley  
... 0  ... Bentley   ... 0  ... Bendey^.   ... 0  ... Bentley   ... 0  ... Bendey   ... Green Black   ... 0  ... 
Bentley 1 4 100 140 4398 Entrant   ... 0  ... Bendey   ... 0  ... Bendey   ... 0  ... B^tleyJ^-tf?... 4 100 140 4398 
Entrant    ... 0  ... Bendey 4 80 149 2996 Entrant    ... 0  ...  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 170  ... ..

 ... ... ... ... ... .  ... 184  ... ........  ... ... ... ... 186  ... 189  ... ... ... ... 191  ... ... ...  ... ... ... ... 193  ... 
... 194  ... ... ... ... ........  ... 202  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 212  ... ... ..  ... ... ... ... ... ... 223  ... ... ..  ... 224  ... 
225  ...  ... ....  ...  ... 29.67  ...  ... . •   ... ...  ...  ... 2M.2   ...  ... ... ....  ...  ... ...  ...  ... ... ...  ... .

 ...  ... ................  ... .  ...  ... ... ...  ... ... ... ..  ... ... ... 20  ...  ....  .... .... .... .... .... 291 present    .... 
.... .... .... 293 If     .... .... ..  .... 296  .... 30  .... ..  17168 Personally      .... . .... .  -....   295 your      ...... 
.......  .......'  ........ 293  .........  .............  ..............  ...............  ....................  .....................  ...................... 
.......................  ..........................  ...........................  ............................  .............................  .............................. 
.................................  ..................................  ...................................  .................................... 
......................................  ....................................................  .........................................PB3542  ..............................

 ......Lt.  ...’  ...”  ...”):“  ...J  ...pGiiiidHn’  ..„J  ..«  ..i  ..ij  ..in  ..J  '.'.oro-c.e  ..r  .;  -.;  .;. 
.^^liCEll  -.^l^omMarlhi  .^LG.  ._  ._ -  .”  ".«.),"  .«am.  . . 32.4  .1.  .'1‘dinc  .100.;  .31.  .8) 
.8-litre  .Abill>U’o  .Aero  ".ane,"  .—Applause  .APRIL-MAY  .at  .Australian  .Ayre's  ".Benz," 
.Berkhamsted  .C/-»^  .certainly  .competitive  .—D.  .days  .djl  .É1  .earth  .entrance  .eports  .Gibbs’ 

 .H.  .'-haH  .han  .he  .his  .Ho  .I.  .I.P.  .iI S4   .ii 
.'ii'.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  .Ingitur) ... ... S'.U ","      .it  .its  .IZmo  .J.  .Johnson 
.K a••••taaeto va   .Litre)  .loneö'  .LT-iova'.;  .Major  .Malvern  .matter  .Mays  .May's  .McKenzie's 
.md  ".Meeting,"  .Mi  ".Mi-Jaguar,"  .Ml-t-lr  .Mm  .Mnil.in  .MOote  .Morris-Cowley  .Motor  .n  .of

 ".over,"  .overhaul  .pit  .pros  .r.  .R.D.C.  .references  ".'s,"  ".sec.,"  .Sicitl-Rniwn  .Sif^>cunl) 
.speed  .StilrrtClHH.Ul^^El>  .suns  .system.  .T  .the  .those  '.uui  .Vi*  .W.C.C.’»  '.y.u  /  / Car   /

 / Car.   /  /^iee  /^tp-  Black   /£.. 4 100 140 4398 Entrant Black    />  '/>>  /  "-' •,"   /  /7  /gK 
/Hu  /IttFa  /Jewdyn  "/j'q,-"  /JU  "/LCssc-is,"  -/n.  /O?J/  /olletó at   /ongr^nnd  /oumryj  /s 
/S.hAm.p.h.  /urg^t-BBS  /V  /Ylk/  :  : Wheels.  "Start,"       : Black   : Red   : Black   : B.^ack   : Black

 : Green   : Black   : Red   :  : Colour.   : Black   : Red   : Black   : Back   : Black   :  : Black   : Red 
 :  "1,0.0»" May       :  : H.   :  :—  :!»  :$dC  :: "MARCH,"   ::  :|h.  :’ Black   :  :1  :o  :S  ; 

; t   ;  ; by   ;  ;.  ;ated  ;i  ;l  ;R.  ?  -? "UkL," -«.   —? Q   ?!  ?)  ?*i  ?’  -?  ?•*  ?aAC^ 
?—W.  [  [\  [128  [28]  [29]  [30]  [31]  [32]  [34]  [35]  [57]  [58]  [59]  [60] .   [61]  [----
7“---------'------  [96]  [Clever  [Description  [induced  [irovuiol  [-mile  [Mizzled  [Motor  [Personalities

 [see  [Several  [This  \  \  Entrance   \  \.  \\  \|  \9iI  \A  \blwiit  \E  \G  \i.dsill.»i.  \imx-hull 
\K<k^.. .S   \lli-.ni  \rim  \V.  ]  "]""*dr"  ^  ^!cfallnlngiqllc  "^-""ccaM""ns,"  "-
^,ni7rf^’5W^r)............................."  ^.j.fcenzie 2nd 22 0.59       ^.v». " ^U,"   ^^^^muged  ^^0™?v8Cars 
^^i^itbeys  ^^ini  ^^mata-ona!  '^—1-  ^1-_ =-_   ^2  ^7) S.   ^8'tnda  ^a  ^a'nk^^^e  ^Brirle|».rirrtlJ 
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^caps)  ^CC.  ^cJum!  ^Csucs.).  ^econd  "^ecs,"  ^ecs.  "^f f,"  ^htrunr  ^J^^C^2n-- Green Black  
^JFJK.  ^l lliuTUr  ^min.  —^oeis^JL  ^rt.  ^rutl  ^secs.)  "^secs.),"  "^t,"  ^t.  ^t»  ^T'1r4’ 
^ulwZZmA  ^UMBn  ^uppe-S^orts  ^VT/dYNAMOS  ^xnt>  _  _ _  _ Louis   _  _ “”'1   _  -_-  _... -

 __  ___________________________________________________________________________  -_____t-  _£A 
 -_±-  _Alour-lap  _f  _This  {4  {747-r.ei  {Austin  {'hilv  {Rango  {ri-s.  {Roger  {tichl  |  | 

•»«««!«•   |  | 2ó.<1   |  | -   |  |(ilt*y  |)  |)ullv  |*  |.  |^73  "||',.njprr<"  "||,inn).1a.."  ||-|itre  ||nrahr 
 |<  |»hole  |3-Utrc  |7  |A^llafdi  "|Allrrd),"  |Anstro-Daimler)l  |arge  |ast  |Atalrntr)  |atter's 

"|DuW8UD-Specirl),"  |eather  "|Frr^t r-Nllth),"  |H  |Hentley)and  |HlMlWl)  |I  |iebig  |ieeu  |Ij-lHre 
|l***lly|.  |l-ii|n«  |llmprr  |lot.i«-  |lve  |Mff1:rU-r11r ||(J  |-mile  |ooking  |ost  |ow  |oxn 
|PftridiiiriHi_gh  |PmiN-ie  |Porsrhr  |re  |RJ‘|L|)|  |rke  |ShM  |TaIbot| 11   "|Talbut),"  |um  |X  }  }
VSCC   } Gransden   }    (3001      }  }  Scratch   } Firle   }  ~  ~ V*rN<<X>-o   ~  ——~~~—  ~1‘ 
~2S  ~It  ‘  ‘ .   ‘  ‘‘great  ‘‘Messcngee  ‘’eats  ‘«i*.  ‘°  ‘0  ‘2  ‘49}  ‘81  ‘84 Lakeland   ‘86 -  
‘89  ‘A  ‘All’s  ‘ask  ‘ate  "‘Autosport’,"  ‘be  ‘Bensport’  ‘Blower'  ‘Blower’  "‘Blowers’,"  ‘Bluebell 

 ‘Bluebell'  ‘Bluebell/Mac’  ‘Bluebell’  ‘Bluebell’ mud-plugging   ‘Bluebell’  "‘Bluebell’,"  ‘Bluebell’. 
‘Bluebell'—Harvey  "‘builders',”"  ‘Bulletin' Vol   ‘BULLETIN'  ‘Bulletin’ Vol   ‘Bulletin’ No.   ‘Bulletin’ 
No.144  VSCC       ‘Bulletin’ No.154  VSCC       ‘Bulletin’ No.157  VSCC       ‘Bulletin’ No.159  VSCC      
‘Bulletin’ No.157  VSCC       ‘Bulletin’ No.   ‘Bulletin’ No.166  VSCC       ‘Bulletin’ No.167  VSCC      
‘Bulletin’  ‘calm  ‘chassis’  ‘chassis-up’  ‘Classic  ‘classic’  ‘close'  ‘custom’  ‘cut-up’  ‘D'  ‘D’  ‘do' 
‘Donington  ‘Everything  ‘feeling’  ‘file  ‘For  ‘Go  "‘Good’,"  ‘Grfccrs  ‘High  ‘Hour  ‘inquest’  ‘It 
‘Jack'  ‘Jud.  ‘Kitty’  ‘lady’  ‘led’  ‘little’  ‘Mac'  ‘Mac’  ‘Mac’.  ‘Mac’s’  ‘mildly’  "‘Moderns’—
A.C.s,"  ‘moments’  "‘MotorSport’,"  ‘new’  ‘Oh  ‘Old  ‘pinched’  ‘Pom’  ‘pot  ‘R’  ‘Red 
‘remembered'  ‘Results'  Silverstone   ‘Results' No.216 VSCC   ‘Results' No.238 VSCC   ‘RL3443' 
"‘scorcher,’"  ‘Sid  ‘Silverstone  ‘Spc-ul  ‘split  ‘sSE=~'=’  ‘Survivors’  ‘t^&Crvb  ‘T’  ‘Talking  ‘that’s 

 ‘The  ‘Tin  ‘trade’  ‘Trial’  ‘Tweedie'  ‘Tweedie’  ‘unlimited  ‘Un-standard'  ‘ups  ‘vfcS  ‘Vintage’ 
‘W.  ‘We  ‘Wrong  ‘X-  ‘Your  ’  ’ /   ’ y   ’  ’ 1   ’  ’)  "’),"  "’,"  ’.  ’.SCO  ’’  ’’ er-N•*11 . 
.. .. .  ’«ia  '’«srsR’'  ’03  ’52.)  ’61  ’74  ’Bluebell'  ’Bulletin’ No.173  VSCC       "’cff’," "S,CO"  
’em.  ’F^t  ’fifties.  ’Hle*  ’i  ’illling  "’I-p," =-W   ’Ird  ’ll  ’Nash  "’Nash,"  ’or  ’orwarf  ’Phis 
’P'r’  ’R  "’R"""  ’sing  "’X"""  ’Xish  “  “ 6.2   “  “  “  '“  “*  “.  “2.  “3.3”  “3-f-litre 
“4|.”  “50-e.r.  “8  “8”.  “A  “Ab  “Abdominal”  “Actually  “After  “All-Comers”  “and  “Anthony 
“Any  “Avez  “B”  “bags  “Barnato  “beautiful”  “Bentley  “Between  “blaci  “black”  “Blue 
“Bluebell  "“Bluebell,”"  “Bluebell.”  “BLUEBELL”  “Bluebell”.  "“BlueljeHe""."  “Bow”  "“Brazil""" 
“Bulletin”  "“Bulletin”,"  “But  “C”  “caught  “Chateau  “CHAUFFEUR”  “clever  “closed  "“closed""" 
"“closed"","  “closed’’  "“Corniche,”"  “Could  “DAILY  “David  “determined.”  “Diamonds  “do 
“dogs”  “Dorch”  “elay  “eligible  “Enthusiasm  “Ex”  “fanterne  “fashionable  “father  “fine  “first 
“Gerald  “Good  "“guillotined”,"  “Harvey  “Haute  “Have  “Having  “high  “high”  “home  “How  “I 

 “I’m  “in  “IT  “It'll  “It's  “I've  “King  “Kitty”  “Kitty”.  “La  “Les  "“limit'"""  “Mac” 
“Marque”  “Mary”  “May  “McKenzie  “Members'  “Mother  “Mr.  "“National"""  “Never  “No 
“nobbled”—hence  “Not  “not-so-formal”  “Now  "“Oh,"  “OLD  “out  “pd  "“Phil,"  "“photo-finish""" 
“Registration  "“Remus"""  "“restricted"""  “road  “rolling  “S.S.”  “S’.  “Sanity  “Scottish  “self-help” 
“semi-circle”  “Several  “Shelsley”  “Short  “Sitting  "“Six,”"  “Six”  “slopers”.  “slower  "“special”," 
“Spirit  “Spot  “Stavros”  “Technical  “that  “The  “There  “there’s  “This  “Those  “To  “Totally 
“touch.” Dobinson   “trialling”  “Trouble.  “trouble”  “turned  “W.  “W.O.”  “walky-talky”  “We 
“Wf^nhous  “Where's  “white”  “Who’s  “Wind  “Wonder  “Wpe-’-iou  “wrong  “Yes!  ”  ” 2nd. 24.O7
« tt tt     ”  ” On   ”  ”!*  ”)  "”),"  ”*»  "”,"  ”...  ”1  ”2  ”5  ”The  „  „ ƒ  „Currie  „J.  £  £ 
"TS:,"   £..  "£/eu'e/(wif,"  ££li-rrailiS-h*BE)£  '£>£21.. 4 80 149 2996 Entrant     £0<l  £031V1i1  £1 
"£1,000"  "£1,195"  "£1,545"  "£1,595"  "£1,6“'"  "£1,675"  "£1,800"  £1<H)  "£10,"  £100  "£11,73" 
£1-10-0  £1-20  "£125,000"  £14  £14.45  £145.  £150.  £1675  £18  £18.95  -£2-  "£2,275"  "£2,725"

 "£2,775"  £2.  £2.00  £2.05p&p  £20  £2-10-0  £25  £250  £3  "£3,"  £30.  £30.00.  £35.  £350 
£4.  £40.  £40:  £4000  £45.  £5 -   £5 — —  £5  £5.  £50  £500  £515  £52  £55  £55.  "£56," 
£57-10-0  £6  £6.  £600  £61 15s.   £650  £75  "£75,"  £7995.00  £8:  £820  "£89,000"  £9 - — —      

 £9  £i.'  £l<)  £-mile  +  +2S  +8).  <  < r  V       <  "<&,"  <'*  <**'i  <\  <^.!ti('.) ...   <’4I 
<=>  <>f  <»Llilr-e  -< «  <•.  <0  <00 140 4398 Entrant Green      <1.  "<120,"  <2i6-lll-i  <4 
<4477cc)  <Cwn|wr| ...   <day  <H  <i  <i.  <J  "<l,4W-c,c."  <M^>k  "<Ofx>pcr),"  <r  -<rted  <rTj 

 <sdk  <u  =  = "C,T," Baker-Carr   =  = JoIIo "Allason," *-98 77-21 "91,o5" o    = Fc by   =  = L.C. 
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Me.Kenzie 43o8 79      =  >  > .   >  >'  >.  >1'  >2 A   >46160  >5  II Jff#  >a  >-iypc  ">M,"
 >marl  >peei|  >pen  «  «(méér  «'....7  «.'«J •*>*»   "«.A’S*®"".’""*"  «.It.u  "«^’nirside,"  ««J 

««Mich  «».  «•  «1-J  «2  «34  «5  «7 W.   «7.  «amJeis  «an  «At- of   «Bs  «carton  «c'c^jctdi 
«craich  «cratch  «dja  «e.  «ee^uin^ly  «eft  «er.  «er.*  «Êuula.  «eves  «-hap  «her  «I  "«ie'.," 
«IM-.;  «inn  «lehrated  «lightly  «moii.:  «moke.  «n  «nn  «onciirrenlly  «oxuned  «rough  «rriirb. 
«rtw  «tirring  "«toivM-cinl,"  «™uih  «UMT  «W.10. WiUesdeD   »  '»  ».v.  »?..  »?”;% -  »—<  '-
»  »5  »c  »f  '»hV?  »i?eotf  »if  »rr.  »uJ>_TTij(  »u—r'i  "C|0""B"   _  Black  

 165  FMl   lesch   =-rance    JWr-   /   *-  35 ' r~  '
- No3. Sissons. 6597 77'69 89    - .. ",v"  ——  '  40-54 6.5   '  — (  ' * . '. ..
^CCo.-rdi ^tuai ’  ' ’• ’ V < > »  " »""" »>  —— =•—• '•“ • | ’* ' 

" M,"  " 1Sp*jc1v""" 5ER 65 A</ca+AUJ.'tt all as Bruuklan^ Bulletin' No.142  VSCC 
by —from he  - 'i 'i^*  ' jgqQ- Green Green  k efficiently  -M McHeih MStmph. 

penalised) podium rdc^ly rnr Rodgers’ Rogers scored the tpf.P^^AnXk^UXUk uil-
Millcr V Wi  ©  ®  ° "21,7C"   °  °“i  °a^ppeeLL  °f — **?. 

.* * •
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• nMruU.  • n-   •  • 7 Mr.   •  • net time   •  •  36.54  • •’   •  • V   •
J i   •  • ..   •  • S$7   •  • ... ... ..       •  • L   •  • apply   • renew   • pay   • find.   • update   • load  

 • see   • collect   •  • Member»   • Regions   • The   •  • •  •  •' between   •—  -•  •**  •***«!•* 
•***«****.****•********«««•*•***«•<»**  •*•') ... ... . 3S..-I7      •.  •?.  •^ K.D.C.  •’  •’restricted”  •< V 

 •> *   •>'  • ’.I won   • I  •• —   •• Black   ••  •2.0^10-^i.c.  •2>m  •3.S^<MI  •4Wu- •’ ' X = i “ji   
 •ame  •GX  •I  "•ing,"  •Ito.  •J i t   •lId G.   •nur-t.  •on  •Pproachcd  •tvrm  •vents  •Z  -0$. 4 

100-5 I-40 4442 Entrant Black    0)  "0),"  0*  "0,000"  0.00--11  "0.012in.,"  0.3s.  "0.41,"  0.4sec. 
0.6».  0.7s.  0.9530451-3-7.  0?  0^  0~0~  0»  -00® 4 I   0011)  00am  00m  0-100  01-236  01-370

 01905-352419  01905-352532  0371)  06-65.  '07  071-225  071-584  071-589  07i  07m  '08 
0B4GT  0i  0-N.  0xono&  1'-  1—-  "1 "  "1(0,"  1(1  1(18  1)  1).  1*  "1*,"  1*.  1*1  1*I1 
"1,"  "1',"  "1,”"  "1','087-c.c."  "1,097-e.c."  "1,1"  "1,1.00"  "1,100-e.c."  "1,100-r.r."  "1,101-1,300-c.c."

 "1,101-1,500"  "1,101-1,500-c.c."  "1,20.8"  "1,257-c.c."  "1,301-2,300"  "1,500,"  "1,500-c.c."  "1,501-
2.000"  "1,5t)i)"  "1,750-c.c."  "1,i)7l-CiCi"  1'.  1.0^5  1.00pm  1.1.  1.100-c.c.  "1.101-1,500"  1.15.8 
1.199-c.r.  1.4=1 1’5.   "1.42—Ho,"  "1.501-2,000"  1.9s.;  1.S;  1.S00  1/2-litre  1^^*.;  1^94  1^-litre 

 1|  1‘  1‘hotos:  "1‘hutton,"  1’.  1+2S  1<o<  1>  1>.  1«M  10'  10!  "10"""  "10"")" 
"10""/1924)."  10);  "10,"  10.4secs.  10/~®  10|  10|-litre  10”  10”)—D.  10»!  "100),"  100/6 
100s.”  101-litre  1038—hc  108/109  108’  109.46mph  10-engined  10ih  10j-litre  10-lap  10-lapper 
10-litre  10MU Rwcori   "10t,"  10th  "10th,"  10th.  "11"""  11(1.  "11),"  11*1  "11,"  "11,2)" |   11'.

 11..  11<H\-I  110.3mph  "11'09.6”,"  111.'  111.1^=1).  111'1;  112o05  1-13.9.  1-14.3.  115mph 
"118,"  1-19.3.  11L  11S  11s.  11th  "11th,"  11™'  12)  "12,"  "12/4),"  "12/5/79,(reference" 
12/50”  12/50s  12/511  12\  12^.  12’liu-c  12»  120)  120’s.  120C  120mph  121.47mph  "1211,1»"

 12'25.2”)  1-23.4  "124,"  1-24.5  12'46.4”  "129.36mph,"  129th  12a  12-bp  12-lap  12m.  12th 
12th)  12th°  12-tre  13.4secs.  13.8s.  13/50  13|  13»p  "130/4,"  "130/4,1972."  130/4.  "130/5," 
130/5.  1301111^  130mph  "131,"  131.06mph.  13'48”)  1355-543X  135mph  13s.  "13s.),"  "13th," 
13th.  14'  14).  "14)250-^’1,."  "14," D   "14.1”,"  14.1s.:  14/15  14/7/84 BDC   14’ ‘Start   14’-s. 
14-36  148/149  14secs.  14th  "14th,"  14th.  "15"""  "15,"  15.4secs.;  15/4/39 MotorSport   15/6/46 
MotorSport   15/7/39 VSCC   15/7/50 BDC   "150mph,"  15-16/10/83 BDC   152/153  154/155  1'56.55” 
156/157  15-Htre  15-lap  15m  15s.  "15s.,"  15-second  "15secs.,"  15th  "15th,"  15th.  15th—
incidentally  "16"""  16).  16/17  16/80  16-16  164/165  16-75  168/169  16th  "16th,"  16th.  16-
valve  16-vcar-old  17'  "17.5,"  17/10/36 BDC   17/6/39 MotorSport   17/6/51 BDC   17“/  1740-clc. 
"175,"  17-56  177’  17Au  17G  17i  17s.  17s  56.922  "17secs.,"  17th  "17th,"  17th.  17th. Ned  

 18.88s.;  18/19  18/8/51 Glory   18/80  180’  18-2  183.]  "18'35,"  18th  "19"""  19)6  19*35 
19.2secs.  19/100  19/9/53 Racing   190-mori  "1911,"  "1914,"  1916.—  "1919,"  1920)  1920's. 
"1923,"  1923/8  1924/5  1925/8  1926'  1926).  "1926,"  "1927,"  1927/30  1928).  "1929,"  "1930," 
1930°  1930s  1930's  1930s.  1930's.  1931)  "1931,"  1931—not  "1932,"  1933)  "1933,"  1934) 
"1935,"  193'6  1936)  1936).  "1936,"  1936»  1936-198(6  1936-1986  1936-1986-  1936-1986’  1936-
2018  1937)  "1937,"  "1937/39,"  1937>  "1938,"  1939)  "1939,"  1939} Crystal   193c  "1940," 
"1945,"  1946)  "1946,"  1946-1965  1947a/Hendon  1947b  1949-2002  "195°,"  "1950,"  "1951," 
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"1952,"  1953/9th  1954)  "1954,"  1954;  1956* 16$  "1956,"  "195'6,"  1957)  "1957,"  "1957,." 
"1959,"  195ft  "1960,"  "1962/1965,"  1963/1965.  1964).  "1970,"  "1971,"  "1972,"  1974—Paint 
1977;  "1979,"  198/199  "1980,"  "1981),"  1981;  "1983,"  "1986,"  "1988,"  "'1990),"  19s.  19th 
"19th,"  19th.  19x6  1D0  1doyd  1EWI  1f  1GO  1h.  1-i  1ii-*^‘l>i|i:b-hs^r«l  1im  1km.  1-l^ltrc

 '1l« jr*iro-.hlxu r)  1ls  1ls•  1m.  1my  1n  1ndu.stry  "1nvicta,"  1O  "1OOmph,"  1pt  1Q77 
1QQi4)  1R  1-rnile.________________  1s.  1Sn:  1sS;  1st  1st F.   1st J.   1st E.   1st  1st-  1st) 
"1st,"  1st.  1st:—95.  1st;  1st«  1ST»  1st—36.  1st—38.  1st—95.  1t  "1tala,"  1v S   1vy  2—  -
2-  "2"""  2#01  2%s.  2%s.;  2(H)  2) tbh   2)  "2,"  "2," A.   "2,"  "2,0(10"  "2,000-3.000" 
"2,001)"  "2,001-3,000"  "2,3"  "2,3.hue"  "2,6"  "2,700-inile"  2.(1  2.13-mile  "2.2”,"  2.20p.m.  2.2s.; 

 2.58-Uo-I  2.5s.  2.60^1  2.6-Litre  2.6-lnre  2.8.  2.8secs.  2.óu)r.r.;  2/3-seater  2/4-seater  "2/5secs,"
 2/6d.  2/6d0  2^-- 4 I00 140 4398 Entrant     2^-^tu‘ater) ... .. ...       2^4^€^0.  2-|ltre  2‘  2<Ul al   2> 

2».  2».»  "20,"  20.03b.  20.49s.;  20.8WV.  20.99s.;  20/25  20/6/48 BDC   "20°1,"  2000cc.  2006). 
20070/614605  200—which  2018):  20-25  "208008,"  20i  20m  20secs.)  20sune.)  "20suns.),"  20th 
"20th,"  20th.  20th—once  20W/60  20-year-old  "21"""  21).  "21,"  21.(°°0  "21.27"""  21.2s. 
21.63s. ’   21.80s.;  21/3/53 MotorSport   21/4/39  21/4/51 Glory   21-day  21i  21-j-litre  21-litre  21s. 
64.83  21st  "21st,"  "22,27"  22.09s.;  22.22s.  "22.4,"  22.46s.  "22.4secs.,"  "22.59"""  22.608. 
"22.95,"  22/5/37 }   22/90  222).  22388).  22-6  22-8  22-litre  22nd  "22nd,"  22nd«  22s. 
"23,.111"  "23.02,"  "23.19,"  23.1970.  23.3-1  "23.9"""  "23.95"""  23/4/49 BDC   23/6/51 VSCC   23? 

 23'?  23{  234—a  23-9  2391—although  23i  23rd  "23rd,"  23rd.  23rd^.  "24,"  24.9s  24/7/54 
Racing   "24'59.4”,"  24-hour  24-litre  24-litres  24mins.  24s.  24-sec.  24th  "25,"  "25,07"  "25.09s,"

 25.-15  25/30  25/7/50 BDC   25/9/49 BDC   250F  25-15  25euce.)  25H  25i  25-lap  "25OF," 
25OFs  25s.  25s. 60.3 m.p.h.   "25-see,"  25th  "25th,"  25W/60  26/27  26/4/52 Racing   264).  "26t|i," 

 26th  27.42.;  27.79s:  27.90s;  27.91s.  27.92s.  27/8/83 BDC   27/9/53 MotorSport   273^1 Mintage  
"277),"  27s.  27secs.  27th  "27th,"  27th.  "28,"  "28,°00."  28.13s.  28.2secs.  28.4”  "28.67," 
28.67s.  28.79d M.|;  "28.9"""  28.dll  28/29  28/4/85 VSCC   28/6/52 Racing   28-95  28i  28O1  28s. 

 28th  "28th,"  "29.07,"  29.1^i>^^^!i;  29.20.  "29.27,"  29.i3]s^^  29.l^0t0Oi;  29-38  29i  29th 
"29th,"  2a.P8  2f]SL  2ft.  2ft.fi  2h.  2H.57  2i(^1;  2-iitre  2J  2j-litre  2jn.4s.  2Kio  2l A   2-
li4re  2-lilfe  2-lit  2-lit^c  2-litix1  2-litrc  2-litre  2-Litre.  2-litres  "2-litres,"  2-litrr*.  2-lltre  2-lltrr

 2-lltrv  2lnl:  2lsl  2ltlre  2m-  2m.  "2mins.,"  2ml  2ml;  2MT  2mtae.  2-mulrifj  2n  2nd  2nd 
G  2nd W.   2nd  2nd&3rd  2nd)  2nd*  "2nd,"  2nd.  2nd;  2nd’  2nd»  2nd—49.  2nd—-62.  2nd--
63.  2nd—85.  2nd—90.  2nd—97.  2nd-in<lass  2ndo  2R.55*  2S  "2s,"  2s.  2-seater  "2-seater," 
2-seater.  2SJ  2—the  2tl  2tnt  "2-ttr.,"  2U.  2U.2  2U1  2ÜII.S) . .   '3  3!  3)  3)98  3*-a.  "3," 

 "3," R.   "3,"  "3,000-5,000"  "3,000-5,000" Racing.   "3,000-c.c."  "3,000-mile"  "3,001-5,000"  "3,0Q0" 
 "3,8.4"  "3,isw-c.c."  "3,oto>c.ir;"  "3,Stlll"  "3.0s.),"  3—.20  3.2s.;  3.3.5  3.53:1  3.6s.  3.7s.;  3.8-

iitre  3.rr-1fl  3/+|.  "3/4|),"  "3/4|,"  3/4}  "3/41,"  3/41’s  3/414.  3/44-  3/4A.  3/4f  3/4t/2  3/4V/ 
3/8. Gordon   3/8.  3/8-litre  "3/8-litre,"  3-^  3^^371  3^-^-lirr  "3^0’98"""  3^1.  3^3.2  3^3.40  3^l.il 

 3|  3|.  3-|it.re  3-|itre  3|-litre  3|-littc  3-|ltre  3»  30$  "30,80"  30.3610-.;  30.P8h^.*  30/3/47 
BDC   30/9/89 BDC   30/98  "30/98,"  30/98.  30/98.”—W.  30/98’s  30/98-from  30/98s  3000-5000 
300hp  300SL).  301.1^81  309).  30-98  30—98  "30-98,"  30—Ed.]  30r  30sec?v  30th  30th) 
"30th,"  30th?  31.3.5  31.66s.;  31.86seo;  31.9^»  31;  31°5  31i6^>  31-litrc  31-litre  31st  31-st 
"31st,"  32-*11  "32,26se0i;"  "32,lKHsn:.;"  32..^»sec.;  "32.49,"  32.5K  32.6b  32.6secs.  "328,"  328s 

 32i2  33.20idNorton  33.4U  33.b7  33.M  33.V>  33-89?  33i  "34,8^11"  34.43”  34.55”  34.59” 
34.M  3439'  3464”  34itre  35)  "35,"  "35,20sec.;"  35.30.  35.37”  35.39'  35.59100.;  35-2  "352," 

 "3583,"  35B  35Bs—  35i23  35i6  35i76su'Ci;  35-sec.  36.&^.;  36.^>0s^^  36.0dee.;  36.2^11 
36.40!  36.40”  36.t6lse^’.;  36/220  37.1)6  37_0H  37A  37i«)«ec.:  37i0ieCi’;  37i60  37iA0  37s. 
57.7 m.p.h.   38/250  "388,"  38i42  "39,"  39.18)10^.;  39.38tec.;  39.6^1  39.R0Swi  39|0  39Jf9tt^ 
3b  3C  3d.  "3DJ,"  3-flcre  3-htre  3-htre.  3-htre.”  3-Htres;  3I6US  3-iitre  3-ïitre  3i-Litre.  3-
iure  3'J.bK  3J-litre  3-lap  3LD  3-liirc  3-liitre  3-litr^e  3-litre  "3-litre,"  "3-litre,”"  3-litre.  3-
litres  3-litres 1st   "3-litres,"  "3-litres',"  3-litres.  3-lltr^e  3M»  3MW  3o  3o 91  3Ö.4  3O/98s 
3Omph.  3-Posidon  3r<^l:  3RAKE  3rd  3rd S.   3rd W.   3rd  3rd II   3rd  3rd)  "3rd,"  3rd.  3rd: 

 3rd;  3rd’  3rd—57.  3rd—64.  3rd—84.  3rd—91.  3rd—98.  3rt.0  3s.  3s5q°  3SB.  3Sm  3-speed
 3th.  3™  3U.U  3ü/W<  "3ugatti),"  "3ugattl),"  3V2  3V2-lltre  3V4  3Vss.  3-wheeler  3X3  4' 

4--  4!  4!6.  "4$,"  4%)  "4("")"  4(-litre  4)  4) 5h   4) Ch   4);  4*  4*.'i-litre  4*/2  4*i  "4," 
"4,/;-lttre)"  "4,425-e.e."  "4,8H5"  "4..50,"  "4.18,"  4.1-iltrc  4.1-litre  4.1s.  4.23:  4.3-litre  4.4-litre 
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4.5-to-l  4.6-litre  4.9-litre  4/  4/100s  4'/2  4'/2-litre  4/4)  4/4.  4/4-.  4/5secs.  4/5sen.  4/5suce. 
4/6d.  4/i-litre  4?  4-?-Litres  4]/4  4]-litre  4^  4^..J0t^.;  "4^-litres,"  4{  "4{-lilre,"  4|  4|-  "4|-
)itre,"  "4|,"  4|.  4|’s  4|’s)  4|-Bentley  "4|-litrc,"  4|-litre  4-|-litre  4|-litre”  4|-litres  "4|'s,"  4|'s.  4}

 "4-}’s,"  "4’,-litre"  4’/-Utre  4’Z-Htre  4£  "4£-litre,"  4<ytnrier  4>  4-»  "40,"  40/50  "40/70," 
40i  40-minute  "40secs.),"  40th  '41  41!  41)  41*  "41,"  41.20sue.;  41/2  41/2-litre  "41/4),"  41-
'’.  "41’s,"  412)  412s Horace   412s”  "416,"  416-Liire  "418,"  4197-i.rr  41—grii  41i  41-Iitre 
41-lilr^e  41-lilre  41-litre  "41-Litre," not   41-litres  "41-litres,"  41-litres.  41-lltre  41's  "41s.,"  41s.
—Hay  4'2  42.84soe.;  42.members  42i10ier.  42S  "43,"  43.4(»je-.;  43.nu  43<tf- 4 80 149 2996 
Entrant     43-2  4398cc  43l.it0.eM-.;  4'4  '4-4  44*p<cnacb  "44,"  44.2H  "44/44(S),"  44’s;  44-1 
44-2  445^^3  4487cc.  44ap  44-litres  44-litro  45b  '46 London Kensington   "46,.Rlti’i,1:"  46.4secs. 
46.65secs.  "46.96mph,"  46.97mph  '47 Hendon   '47)  47i  47m.  '48) Hendon   48.66mph  48.66mph. 
48.80tdidfc;  '49  49*  49.l^0ter.;  4923-4.  492-Litre  49s.  4a Harold   4A  4a-litres  4CL  "4CL," 
4CLLre with   4CM  4CM/6CM  4-day  4f  "4f,"  4f.  4f’s  "4f’s,"  4f-licre  4f-litre  4g  4g-  4-g 
"4G,"  4G.0  4Gi  4H  4-hM»  4-htre.  4i  "4i,"  4i/4  4-i^-^l^itre  4i-litre  4'i-litre  "4i-Litre,"  "4i-
Litre," Supercharged.   4i-Litre.  4j  "4J,"  4j.  "4J."""  4J4.  4j'a  4J-engined  4J-Htre  4j-litre  4js 
4K  "4L,"  4L^li^re  4-lap  4-litre  "4-litre,"  4-Litrt  4-lltre  4M>  4N  4-poster  4QF.  4r  4-r^i-U. 

 4r’s  4s  4s.  4-seater.  4sj-htre  4-speeds  "4-speeds,"  4th  4th 2?   4th  4th J.   4th D..   4th 
"4th,"  4th—65.  4-trtre  "4Ü,"  4-V  4W  4-w  "4WC,"  4X>;  4y-Litre  4'Zi-lite  5%s.  5(H)  "5," 

 "5.0*2,"  5.3-litre-engined  5.4-litre  5.5.  5.50-10  5.8secs.  5/-  "5/-s.,"  5?  5^-.  5-|ltre  5“^4 
5<m-  5»  5°  '50 Brighton Speed   50)  "50,"  "500."""  500.”  -5000cc)  500i'*  500-r.r.  501-1.00 
50m.  50secs.)  "50secs.,"  50uA  '51 Silverstone AMOC   '51  '51 Fersfield   '51  "51,"  51.1s.;  '51} 
"5121',"  '52 Silverstone Race   52-/8-- 4 ICO 140 4398 EEU^V-i'd^' Black    '53 Silverstone BDC   '53  '53}    
Time      53’  53m  54.1*2  5471-2  54ap  54m  55.000.  55m.  '56 Silverstone BDC   56.37secs. 
"563,"  5669'  5669;  57.27secs.  57.c.  57.lI  5778;  57C  5-7-litre  57SC  58.G7  "59,"  59.S4  59s. 

 5a.  5BX.  5c^>-i>  5-c^irb.  5ft.  5-htre  5-Iap  5Ji.2<i  5JL.  5L  5-l.XP  5L^i81s^jOi  5-lap  5-
lilrc  5-litre  5-lnp  5-ltre  5OOI  5s-  5s.  5—s:  5SS23=s  5-star  5t.;  5th  5th T.   5th R.   5th 
5th)  "5th,"  5Uth  5x^4;  5y  -6-  6)  6)-litre  "6,"  "6,000,"  "6.00"""  6.00pm  6.1s.;  6.3.  6.3° 
"6.30,"  6.30.  6.3s.  6.50-19  "6.62/11.49,"  6^0X1  "6|,"  6}  60).  "60,"  60/61  600x21  60-65 
60t60);  60th  "61,"  61/2Litre  61-litre  62.H  6226'- 4 80 149 2996 Entrant     "622C,"  63’ ‘Road’   63’ 

 63A  63-W— 4 80 149 2996 Entrant     "64,8"  6472)  65.08mph  65.5mph  65-73  65i  66.86mph. 
"67,"  67/69  6a J.A.   "6a,"  6a.  6a. B.   6CM'4CM  6-cylinder  6d  6d.)  "6d.,"  6et  6f-litre  6ins. 

 6j  6J.®G  6J-litre  6J--ltre  6-litrc  6m.  6t  6th  "6th,"  6th.  6th;  -7-  7!  7*  7*' 6 100 140 
6597 Entrant BKck    7*^.  "7,"  "7,5(H>"  "7,H,"  7'.  7.0^K/13H7  "7.00"""  7.25/12.62  7.2-litre 
"7.5:1,"  7/8th  7?  7?.Jh  7|  7’  7“  7”  7<)th  7»  7»JH2 ",,"   '70*6!  70.08mph  70.14mph 
70.62mph.  700x18  70-73  70th  "71,18"  "710m°p,he"  71-34  718)  71H  71i  72.3»  72.70mph 
72/8  "74,61"  74’  "7458,"  745-c.c.  74-litre  "75,'79"  75.92mph  750-c.c.  "751-1,100"  75-86 
76.60mph  76.ob  76p.  77^2P.. Black   77-2-f.. 4 D0 140 4398 Entrant     78/79  78-76  '79  "79,27"  79-
27mph.  79p  7a)  "7a,"  7a.  7htio  7-Htre  7i .1.   7i  7I8.  7il  7J  7-lap  7-litre  7m.  7'ntpAy 
7r 4 100 140 4398 Entrant Black    7r  7s  7s.  7th  7th W.   7th  "7th,"  7thOctober  7TU«h 1?-^   8) 
"8),"  8);  8)7h)  "8,"  "8.),"  8.);  8.1-lo-l  8.3-litre  8.4secs.  8.5-litre  8.7s.  8^.  8-|itre  80/98 
80/98s  80°  80'98  81h  "82,?h"  82.73m*p.io  '83  83)  '83) Silver   "83,14-"  83mph.  '84 Welsh  
'84  '85) Donington   85.13.  85°C.  8516)  852!  "8532,"  '86  '86 Oulton   868884(w)  '87 Lakeland  
87*  87{  "870.^,"  8BH.  8-bp  8c  8CM  "8CM,"  8CTF  8f  8GM  8-hp  8-htre  "8-Iitrcs,"  8ins.
—a  8-lap  8-lEtre  8-Liitre  8-litr^e  8-litrc  8-litre  "8-Litre,"  8-litre.  8-litre—Ed.  8-litres  8-litres. 

 8-llfcrr  "8p«I3,"  8PW  8s  8S);  "8s,"  8s.  8th  8th J.   8th  "8th,"  8th;  8th®  9'  9%s;  "9," 
9.00am  9.5:1  9/12/19)  9‘  9’s  9»  "90,"  90/10^1  "91"""  91$  91*  914-18  92.9mph.  93|  95-
mile  97yds.  980-c.e.  98s  998-c.c.  9AA.  9-d  9d.  "9f"""  "9H"""  9lh  9m.  9S  "9S,"  9sune. 
9t'*H Car   9th  "9th,"  a  A fl   A  A Fjm^M   a  'a  a!so  a*  A*(on-Mll^Lm  A*lnu-M^a^iin  a*™

 "A,"  "A,nta«e"  A.  a. __•   A.  A. 24.4*   A.  a. I   a.  A.40  A.A.  A.C.  A.C.A.  "A.C.s," 
A.E.P.  a.et'^islioti  A.G.iio  A.G.M.  "A.G.M.,"  A.G.M.’s  A.H.Lancaster $   A.J.^orral 9   A.J.B. 
"A.J.B.,"  A.J.R.  A.J.S.  a.m.  "a.m.,"  A.M.Inst.B.E.  "A.M.O.C.,"  A.R.N.  A.R.P.  A.S.Judds  A/--^*.'
4 101 140 4487 Entrant     a/c  a/c.  A\  a^.i^Sw’c.;  A^ogeNier  A^'rit 
a_________________________________  a|  A||ard  a|»^>  A|diDgtoin  a|f  A|fa-Romeo  a|ong  a|so 
A|ta  A|vis  A|vises  a|ways  A~  a’  A’B  a<  a«T<an-  a»  A».  a1  A30  aa  Aa^D  aad  aAtl 
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 Ab mm   AB  ab|y  abaft  aBained  abandon  abandoned  abandonment  abating  Abbey  Abbot’s 
Abbott Mercedes 1904 4084       Abbott  Abbott.  Abbott's  abbreviated  ABC.  Abecassis  "Abecassis," 
Abe-cassis’s  Abecassis's  abend  Aberassis  Aberassis’s  Aberdeenshire  "Aberdeenshire,"  Abet’assl.s 
abilities  abilities.  ability  ability.  Abingdon  "Abingdon,"  able  ablutions  ably  aboard  aboiil 
"abortive,"  about  about.  above  "Above,"  above.  Above:  Above—winner  abreast  "abreast,"  abroad

 abroad.  abrupt  absence  "absence,"  "absent,"  absent.  "absentees,"  absolute  absolutely  Absolutely. 
 absorber  absorbers  "absorbers,"  absrnt  ABtoi-Mnlln)  abundance  abundant  Aburlh  abuse  AC 

"AC,"  AC/Crewe  AC’s  acc^?leration  acc^leirate  "Accdes-Niush,"  accelerating  acceleration 
"acceleration,"  acceleration/  accelerator  accent  accentuate  Accepcce.  accepIable  accept  "accept," 
"acceptable,"  accepted  accepted)  "accepted,"  accepted.  accepts  accessing  accessories  ACCESSORY 
accident  "accident,"  accidentally.  accidents  "accidents,"  accidents.  acclaim  "acclaimed," 
acclamation®  accommodate  accommodation  "accommodation,"  accompanied  accompany  accomplished 
accomplishment  accordance  accorded  According  accordingly  "accordingly,"  accordingly:  account 
accountants  accounts  "Accounts,"  accumulated  accumulation  accumulator  accuracy  accuracy.” 
accurate  accurate.  accurately.  accustomed  accustomed.  acd  Ace  Ace-Bristol  Aceca  "Aceca," 
achieve  achieved  achieved.  Achievement  achievements  achieving  acid  acid.  "aciion,"  aciiviiies 
Aciratch  Ackem|y  Acketilv's  acknowledge  "acknowledgements,"  acquaintances.  acquired  acquiring 
acquisition  acquisition—-  acquisition—the  acquitted  acr  acre  Acre.  across  acrutineering  ACs 
act  acting  action  "Action,"  active  active/noisy  actively  activites.  activities  'Activities  "activities," 

 activities.  activities;  activities^  activity  activity.  Acton  acts  actuaHy  actual  actually  actuation 
ad  ad)  ad.  Adam  Adams.)  adaptability  adapted  Adcock  add  added  "added,"  added.  addi 
adding  addition  addition.  additional  ADDITIONALLY  additions  additives  address  "address," 
addressed  addresses  "addresses,"  "adequate,"  adequately  "adequately,"  adesd  adhesion  adjacent 
adjoining  adjusted  adjustment  "adjustment,"  adjustments  adjustments.  Adler  administrative  admirable 

 admirably  Admiralty  admiration  admire  admired  "admirers,"  admirers—who  admiring  admission 
admitted  admittedly  admonished  Adnams  adopted  adorn  adrift  "adrift,"  adrift.  ads.”—Yes! 
adtusied  adulation  advance  advance.  advanced  advantage  advantage.  Adventure  "adventure," 
adversary.  adverse  adversity  ADVERTISE  advertised  ADVERTISED.  advertised—it  Advertisement  
Bluebell   Advertisement The   Advertisement  advertisements.  advertisemientso Several   Advertiser 
Advertiser'  Advertiser’  advertisers'  advertising  "advic,,."  advice  "advice,"  advisable  "advisable," 
advised  adviser.  "advisers,"  advisor»  "AeB,"  aen.  aerial  Aero  Aero)  aerodrome  "aerodrome," 
aerodromes  aero-engined  aeroplanes  aeu  af  A-F  af-.  affair  "affair,"  affairs  affect  affected 
affecting  affections  affinity  affixing  afford  afforded  afforded.  aficionado  afield)  afked  aforesaid 
aforethought  "A-Forster,"  afraid  "Africa,"  Africa.  "aft^er^uoou,"  aft«a  after  after-  after. 
aftermarket  afternoon  "afternoon,"  afternoon.  afternoon’s  afternoon's  after-shave  afterwards 
"afterwards,"  afterwards.  ag^gate  AG1E  again  "again,"  again.  again» H.NTo   again—failed  against 

 against.  again—this  AgalD  agan.  Agatha—That  age  "age,"  age.  aged  AGENTS  "Agents," 
ages  agglomeration  aggregate  aggregate.  aggrieved  agile  AGING  AGM.  ago  "ago,"  ago. 
agonising  agree  agreed  agreeing  agreement  "agricullural"""  Agricultural  ah  Aha  AHard  AHard's 

 ahead  "ahead,"  ahead.  ahead.”  ahead;  Ahiï  Ahlers  Ahlmi-Marlin  ahminium  Aho  "ahtenl," 
Ahwryr  ai  "Ai""iI»»iy"  aid  Aidan  aide  aided  Aigh-L  aiion  Aiisto  -AIithiii.» 
AiJ.B..........................1411I  AiJiB .........   ail  "Ail^son,"  Ailason's  Aillason.  aim  "aim,"  aim.'  aimed 

 AimH-ij ' ....   aiming  Ain  air  "AIR,"  AIR.  airborne  air-conditioning  air-coolcd  air-cooled 
aircraft  "aircraft,"  aircraft.  "Aires,"  Aires:  Airfield  "airfield,"  Airfield.  Airfix  AirHiiMattoH 
airing  a-irr^ion»  Airs.  air-uncooled  AitHter  aiuchah  AJ.B.  Ajuwry  Akcrners  AKE  Akeshoe 
akin  Aklix  al  Al.  Al-.  Al^to  "alacrity,"  Alain  Alam  Alan  alarm  alarm.  alarming  alas 
"Alas,"  Alastair  AlbaUr  albeit  "albeit,"  Albers'  Albers.  Albert  Albird  AlC  alcohol  Aldington 
"Aldington,"  "—Aldington,"  Aldington.  ALDRINGTON  Aldy  "Aldy,"""  Alec  alerted  Alexander 
Alexander 6th   Alexander 'Equal   Alexander JA   "Alexander,"  Alexander.  ALEXANDER/Ex  Alexander’s 

 Alexander's  Alfa  Alfa-  'Alfa  Alfa)  "Alfa,"  Alfa.  Alfa-Aitken  "Alfa-Aitken,"  "Alfa-Bomeo," 
Alfa-H^ome^»)  Alfa-iloe-friij.............................  Alfa-llamso  "Alfa-Romen,"  Alfa-Romeo  Alfa-Romeo) 
"Alfa-Romeo,"  Alfa-Romeo.  Alfa-Romeos  Alfas  Alfa's  "Alfas,"  Alfa—the  Alfin  Alfn-Romen) 
Alfonzo  Alfred  ALgidy  Alhani...  Alhiril  Alia-R^oi^m  Alïa-R^omeo) 31   Alick  "Alick,"  Alick’s 
A'liei-MirrlopJ.  "alight,"  Aligriu  Aliinm  alike  "alike,"  alike.  alio  aLiOsra-.;  Alison  Alistair 
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alive  alka  alked  alker  alker's  alkrr  all  All cars driven   all  "all,"  "all,”"  all.  all.—Hon. 
all>8.2»  Alla  Alla)  Allan  Allan!)  Allan)  Allar.l  Allard Allard 22.12 1st       ALLARD  Allard) 
"Allard,"  Allard.  Allard’s  Allard->Speclrl  Allards  Allard's  Allason  Allason ... Bentley   Allason 
Allason 5   Allason (I-   Allason  Allason 4398 77.21 91.05 0.12      Allas'on  "Allason,"  Allason.  Allcomers

 Allcomers'  all-comers  All-Comers'  "all-comers,"  allcomers’  All-Comers’  All-comirrs  all-dancing 
Alldays  allegiance  Allen Lancia 1925 2570       Allen’s  all-enveloping  allied  Alli'i.  Allison  Allison's 
Alliumer.  all-m  Allnrd) .. 20   allotted  allow  allowed  allowing  alloy  alloy.  alloy-bonneted  Allrir.l 

 all-round  "all-singing,"  all-the-way  "Alltnd,"  Allunl  Allurtl  all-weather  Alm-  Alm.  Almack 
almighty  almost  Alni  Alo  aloft  Alon  alone  "alone,"  alone.  along  "along,"  along®  alongside 
"Alongside,your"  alongside.  Alpine  alr^-ady  alread.y  already  already)  als  als«  also  also- 
"also,"  Alta  Alta 49.1   Alta  Alta-  'Alta  Alta)  "Alta,"  Alta.  alter  Altera  alteration  altered 
alternate  "Alternatively,"  "Alternator,"  althmigh  Although  "Although,"  Alto  "Alto,"  Altogether 
altogether.  altogethtr  alts’  Altw-Kuiiny))  aluminium  Alvis  Alvis)  "Alvis),"  "Alvis,"  Alvis.  Alvis-
engined  Alvises  Alvis-Nash  "Alvis-Special,"  Alvista  Alvl--nl<K>u  Alvls)  always  "always,"  alwve 

 alxuit  am  "Am||car,"  amalgamated  amateur  amateurs  AMattr  "amazement,"  amazes  amazing 
"amazing,"  amazing.  amazingly  ambitions  ambitious  ambitious.”  ambrosial).  ambulance  ambulance. 

 ambulances  amend  amenities  America  America.  American  Americans  Amery  AM'hi  ami  amid 
 amidships.  amidst  Amihar  Amilcar  Amilcar-like  Amilcar-Riley.  Amilcnr) 3U|H   Amilear 

"Amilear,"  Amilrar  Amiualcar  Amllic^r)  Amoa  AMOC  amok  among  amongst  amount  amp. 
ample  Amplifier  amplitude.  amply  AMs  Amtm  Amun  amuse  amusement  "amusement,”"  amusing

 Amy  an  an-  an.  an.d  ana  Ana?  anachronistic.  anager  "analyses,"  analysis  anatomy  ance 
"Anchor,"  Anchored  "anchored,"  "anchors,"  ANCIENT  ancient.  and  and IV’   and  and Pelmore  
and  and .   and  and 10’   and  and International li-^L-itr^e.   and  and held. a mark.       AND  and' 
and-  'and  —and  "and,"  and.  and/or  Anderson  andimages  Andover  Andrew  Andrews  Andrews’s

 anecdote  Angel  Angela  angle  "angle,"  Anglias  angling  Anglo-American  Anglo-Saxon  angrily 
angry  "an-hour,"  anil  Anlhony  Ann  ANN.  "Anna,"  anniversaries  anniversary  announce 
announced  "announced,"  announcement  "announcement,"  ANNOUNCEMENTS  "Announcements," 
Announcer  "annoyed,"  annoying  Annttvrsan  annual  annually  annulled  ANO  anol  anon) So   anon.

 anonymous  anoPer  another  "another,"  another.  anotiier  "Anrabl,"  Ans’ll  Ansell’s  answer 
"answer,"  answer.  answer?”  answered  antecedents  ANTED  Antell’s  "Ante-room,"  Anthony 
Anthony.  anti-bounce  anticipated  anticipated.  anticipation  anti-clockwise.  "antics,"  Antnmarv  Antone 

 "Antoxac,"  ants  Antwerp  "Antwerp,"  anw  an-werea  anwHg»  anxious  anxiously  any  "any," 
"Anyhow,"  anyone  "anyone,"  anyone’s  anything  "anything,"  anything—it  anyway  "anyway," 
anyway.  "anywhere,"  Anzani  AO-  aoC-so-faeS  AotorjSrort  Ap.il  apart  "apart,"  apartment  apex 
aplenty).  aplomb.  apologies  apologise  apologises  app|icatioD.  App|y  appalled  appalling  apparatus 
"apparatus,"  apparent  "apparent,"  apparent|y  Apparently  "apparently,"  apparition.  appeal  appealed 
appear  appear. "And,"   appearance  appeared  "appeared,"  appeared—Class  appearing  appears 
appendicitis  Apperley  appetites  appetites.  applause  Appleton  "Appleton-Special,"  "appliance," 
applicable  applicant  application  "application,"  application.  Applications  applied  "applied,"  "applies," 

 Applouir  APPLY  applying  appointed  appointment  appraisifig  appreciable  appreciably  appreciate 
appreciated  appreciated.  appreciating  appreciation  apprentices  apprenticeship  approach  approached 
approaches  approaching  appropriate  "appropriate,"  appropriate.  appropriately  approved  approved. 
approx.  approximate  approximately  Apri  Apri|  April  "April,"  "APRIL," 1957   "April,"  APRIL. 
April/May  apron  apt  aptly  AR  ar.  ar.d  ar^1  ar^ri'^ee  ar^toke  Arabia  Arabian  arc  arch 
arch.  Archie  "archie,"  Archir  archive  Archive's  arctic  —ARDS  arduous  are  are'  are*  "are," 
are.  area  "area,"  area.  are-an  areas  Areblr  "'aRement,"  arena  arena.  are-unlikely  ARfGHTON—
A.  argument  arid  ARis)  aris—Bordeaux  149 Club       arising  arlhi) .   arm  "arm,"  armature 
"armatures,"  armchair  armed  Armistice  "Armistice,"  Armitage’s  armour  Armoured  "arm-rest," 
Arms  Armstronig-W  Army  "Arn^n*"""  Arney  Arney 7 47.93 47.9 —      Arnold  Arnold-Forster 
"Arnold-Forster,"  Arnold-Forster’s  Arnold-Forster's  Arnott  ARO  AROUND  around.  around—and 
around—ideal  arouse  aroused  arrange  ARRANGED  arranged.  arrangement  "arrangement," 
arrangement.  arrangements  arrangements.  arranging  array  "arrelerati^on,"  arrEllCUARnKH  arrested 
arrival  arrival—  arrive.  arrived  "arrived,"  arrived.  arrives  arriving  ars  art  artful  arthrves 
Arthur  Arthur’s.  "artic|e,"  article  "article,"  articled  articles  articles—Ed.]  Artie  "artifices," 
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artificially  artinc.  artist  artually  "arUR,p"  as  aS •   as  as'  "as,"  as’-;a  As’on  Asb|)i-Miit3i) 
ascend  ascent  "ascent,"  ascertain  Ascona  Ascot  Ascot.  Asdcw  aseend  Ash  Ash’s  Ashdown 
Ashley  "Ashridge,"  Ashton  "Ashton,"  Ashton's  "ash-trays,"  asid  aside  asit  Ask  "ask,"  asked 
"asked,"  asked.  Askew  Askew’s  Askey's  asking  "asking,"  asks  Asloi^n-Marlin  Aslon-Ma  aslt 
asmt.  ASo^r.MartlnJ  aspect  aspect.  aspects  asperts  Ass  assailed  assault  "assault,"  assembled 
assembles  assembling  ASSEMBLY  asses.  asset  assignment  a-ssioci^te  assist  assistance  Assistant 
assistants  assisted  associate  associated  association  assorted  assortment  assume  Assuming  assurance 

 assured  "Assured|y,"  ASt^n^-vrl:H^tmJll.  Aston  "Aston,"  astonishing  astonishing—it  astonishingly 
astonishment  "astonishment,"  ASTON-MARTAN ULSTER   Aston-Martin  ASTON-MARTIN Mk.  
ASTON-MARTIN STARTARD 2-Litre.   ASTON-MARTIN SPEED   Aston-Martin  "Aston-Martin,"  Aston-
Murt  "Astons,"  astounded  astounding  astounding.  AstwvMartin  asvay  at  at 6».1 7b   at  "at,"  At. 

 At.™  At-1ilrarJ  Atais  "Atala^tas,"  "Atalanta,"  Atalanta-Talbot  atdliruiir  ate  Ater  ATHERSTONE
 atïair  atiout  Atlantic  Atliltl-  atll  Atllw*k  atmosphere  "atmosphere,"  "Atrherley,"  attached 

attaches  attachment  attack  attacked.  attacking  attain  attain.  attained  attaining  ATtcr  attempil^g 
attempt  "attempt,"  attempt.  attempted  attempting  attempts  attempts.  attend  "attend,"  attend. 
attendance  "attendance,"  attendant  attended  attended.  attending  attention  "attention,"  attention. •  
attention.  attention»  atter  attitude  attitude.  Atton  attract  attracted  attracted.  attracting  attraction 
attractive  attributed  a-turn  atwm?  A-typc  Auberge  Auberge.”  "Aubuccrn,"  AUcomcn'  Aud  Audi 

 audible  audibly  audience.  auditorial  "Audrey,"  Audsley  aUf  Aug.  Auga  augment  August 
"August,"  Augutt  Auiiii  aUkar  auld  AuMïu  Ausjin-Loln-res^i^iM^^vely  Ausstr.  austere  Austin 
Austin)  Austin)....................  Austin);  "Austin,"  Austin.  Austin’s  "Austin-Healey,"  Austin-Healey. 
Austins  Austin—was  Australia  Australian  Austria  "Austro-Daïmlcr),"  Austro-Daimler  "Austro-
Daimler),"  Austro-Sunbeam  Austrt>-Dalm|er  aut  authentic  author  "author,"  authoritative  authority 
AUTHORS  Auto  Auto Gordon   autobiography  Autocar  April   Autocar October   Autocar  AUTO-CAR 

 "Autocar,"  "Autocar',"  "Autocar’,"  Autodromo  automatic  automatically  automatics  Automobile 
December   Automobile July   Automobile  Automobile')  "AUTOMOBILE,"  automobile.  Automobile’) 
"Automobiles,"  automobiles.  autoroute  Autos)  AutoSport Oct.   "Autosport,"  "'Autosport',"  Auto-
Umonsl  Auto-Union  Autovin-cnginrd  Autoviu-engine^d  Autovoc  Autumn  "autumn,"  AUuCi 
auuUmr  auywuv.  Auzanl-GA’.  AV  av.  "AV.),"  AV.B.  "avail,"  availability  available  "available," 

 available.  available?”  availed  avalanche!  av-Beur  Avebury  avec  Avenue  "Avenue,"  AVENUE. 
average  "average,"  average.  averaged  averaging  Averil  averred  Avery  Avery.  aviation.  avidly 
AvMriril  avoid  avoided  "avoided,"  avoiding  Avon  Avon 3 0.0012337962962963   Avon)  Avon. 
Avon-Bentley  Avril  Avro  AW  await  awaited  awaiting  awaits  award  "award,"  award.  award-. 
Award...  award;  award—as  awarded  "awarded,"  awards  "awards,"  awards.  awards:—  aware 
Away  away-  away--  away!  "away,"  away.  awed  awful  awful.  awfully  awkward  awurd. 
AWuZ  axde  Axel-  Axel-Berg — N.S. •       Axel-Berg  Axel-Berg’s  Axion-Martiti)  axle  axle* 
"axle,"  axle.  axle:  axle;  "axle-ratio,"  axle-ratio.  axles  "axles,"  axlr  "Axminster,"  "Axol-Borg," 
"Aye,"  Aylesbury  Ayrton  Ayrton’s  ayvay'  B  b Ltie   B  b J.   B  B ' ~l   B  'B'  B)  "B," 
"B,3a." "2,"   "B,AOJR,CO"  "B,AOROC."  B.  B. M.W.):   B.  "B.,"  B.2  B.A.C.—and  "B.A.R.C," 
B.A.R.C.  "B.A.R.C.,"  B.CC  B.D.C  B.D.C.  "B.D.C.,"  B.D.C.-REVIEW  b.h.p.  "b.h.p.,"  B.M.V. 
B.M.W  "B.M.W,"  B.M.W.  B.M.W.)  B.M.W.).  B.M.W'.).  B.M.W.)—63.5m.p.h.  "B.M.W.,"  B.M.W.’s

 B.M.W.-base  "B.M.W.s,"  B.M.W.s.  B.MW  "b'.R.D.C,"  B.R.D.C.  B.R.D.C.’s  B.R.S.C.C.  B.R.—-
W.  "B.Sc.,"  B/c.  B/c.)  b\  b^h  B^i^ey   vent       B^il^gtan  b^irie-i  B^itlrvs  B^mtley)  "b^n-," 
B^oc^kl^.^ancls  B^-rkrlcy  b^S  B^tuIbj^trH^ld  b|ack  b|own  b|ue  B‘;h  B’s  B”  B<e^itl<e^') 
b1.23  B18HK  B3i:^kin  B93  B93ö|  Ba  'Ba  Ba||ot  baA/jcL  Baarratoum Alfa   babble  Bache-Uer 

 back  back).  "back,"  back.  back—28th  backchat.  background  "background,"  backing  back-
markers  "backplates,"  backs  backside  backwards  backwards;  Backwell  backyard  bad  "Bad," “  
"bad,"  bad.  bad|y  Baddeley  Badder|ey  Baddiley  Baddiley 3 1 NQ 1-49.8      Baddiley’s  "Bader," 
Bader's  badge  "badge,"  badge.  badgering  badges  "badges,"  badges—if  badly  "badly,"  badly. 
baffled  baffling  bag  bag.  baggage  Bagnell  Bagratouni  Bagratouni Alfa-R   Bagratouni 
"Bagratouni,"  Bagratouni’s  BagratuuDi's  bags  "bags,"  Bailey  Bailey 25.6 25.8   Bailey  "Bailey," 
Bailey.  Bailey’s  Bailey's  Baillie Bentley 1925 3000       Bainbridge  Bainbridge's  "Bainton,"  Baker 
Baker 7.5 40.84 39.62 6.6      Baker  Baker’s  Baker-Carr  Baker-Carr 4487 93.79 104.19 0      "Baker-Carr," 
Baker-Carr.  Baker-Carr... Bentley   Baker-Carr’s  Baker-Carr's  "Baker-iarr,"  BakerrCarr... 
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"BertlerCd ^0""." 4 101 140 4487 Entrant    Baker's  baking  balance  balanced  balance-weight  balancing 
 balconies  bald.  Balilh)  Balilla  Balillas  ball  ballast  ballast;  "Ballater,"  Ballater.  "ballengc," 

ball-gown.  Ballila  ballooned  BALLOT  "Ballot,"  Ballot.  Ballot”  Ballrmy  balls  "Balsta,"  Bamato-
Hassan  Bamber  Bamford  Bamford’s  ban  band  bands  BANGERS”  banging  Banin's  bank 
"Bank"""  "bank,"  bank.  Banking  'Banking  "banking,"  banking.  banks  "Banner,"  banner.  banners 

 Banwell  "Banwell,"  Bar  "bar,"  bar—a  Baraon  Barbara  barbecue.  barbed  "Barber,"  Barber's 
"Barbes,"  BARC  BARC.  Barcelona.  Barclay  Barclay's  Bardahi  BARDFIELD  "Bardfield," 
Bardolph's  bare  bare-heeded—-contrast  barely  Barfy  bargain.  Bariiara  Baring  Baring's  bark 
barker  Barker)  "Barker,"  Barker.  Barker’s  Barley  Barllrct**  "Barlow,"  barn  barn?  Barna 
Barnato  "Barnato,"  Barnato.  Barnato’s  Barnato-Hassan  Barnato-Hassan.  Barnato-Hasson  Barnes. 
Barnet  "BARNET,"  Barnett  Baron ... Bugatti   Baron ... l   Baron  "Baron,"  Baron's  "Baron's," 
barouche  barracking  BARRASS  barrels  barrels)  Barrett  Barrett;  Barrh  BARRIE  "barrier," 
"barriers,"  barring  BARRINGTON  Barrow  Barry  "bars,"  Barson  "Barson,"  Barth  -Bartlet;t’s 
Bartlett  Bartli  Barton’s  base  base.  based  bash  Bashall  basic  Basil  Basingstoke  "Basingstoke," 
basis  "basis,"  basis.  baskets  Bason  Bassenthwaite  Bastille  "Bastille,"  "Bastow,"  Batcombe  Bates’ 

 Bateson’s  bath  "Bath,"  baton'  "Batoon,"  Batten  battered  battery  battery’s  battle  "battle," 
battle.  battled  battling  Batty  baulked  baulked.  Baxter  Baxter.  Baxter’s  Baxter's  bay  "Bay""!)" 
"Bay""."  "bay,"  bay.  Bayeux  Bbi-pui 3n.ll   BBtti#  BC  "Bci**1l,1-&r"  BcM^ttl^iy...........  Bcnilcv 
Bcnlh-y  BcnlJcy  Bcntley) ",.T"   Bcrksiure.  Bd.  BDC  BDC p.27   BDC  BDC p.93-96   BDC 
BDC**  BDC*»  BDC.  BDCS  BDC's  be  be'  be!  "be,"  be.  BE/  be^^'^utifully*  Be^ltley 
Be^tle\  beaatiful  beach  beaded  "beadies,"  beaiiiiful  Beale 0.04  0.00119907407407407       "Beale," 
beam  Bear  bearded  bearing  "bearing,"  bearings  bearings.  bears  Beart  beast  beast'  "beast,”" 
beastie)  beat  beat.  beaten  beating  Beats  Beauiium.  beaulti-fuHy  beautiful  "beautiful,"  beautifully 

 beautifully-turned-out  beauty  beauty-spot  "Beauvais,"  Bebé  became  be-came-  because  "because," 
 Because-of  Beck  Beckaert  Becker  Becker’s  Beckett’s  Becketts  Beckett's  "Becketts,"  Becketts. 

become  becomes  becoming  bed  "bed,"  bedcovers  Bedford  bedraggled  bedroom  beds 
Bedtl'y)...............  bedwards  Bee.  Beeikcy  bee-line  been  "been,"  beer  "beer,"  beer.  beer;  beers 
Beetieback.  Beetle»  before  "before,"  before.  before-and-after  beforehand  began  "began,"  beget 
beggar  begiimiiij  begin  beginner  beginning  begins  Begley  begun.  behalf  "behalf,"  behalf. 
behave  behaved  behaviour  behaviour.  behind  be-hind  "behind,"  behind.  behind.»  behind;  behind-
about  "behold,"  beiDg  be'ieved  beige  beineHts  being  "being,"  being.  Beitley  Bej^ntlC')............. 
"Be'ke-I*owerp|us,"  "belatedly,"  BELGRAVE  belie  belief  "belief,"  believe  believe)  "believe," 
believed  "believed,"  believed:  believers  Believers.  believes  believing  Bell  "bell,"  bell.  Bellenie’s 

 Bellevue  "Bellevue,"  belli  bellow  bells  bell's  Bellu  Belmore  belonged  belonging  belongs 
beloved  below  below.  belt  "belt-driven,"  belter  belting  Bemka  Ben  "bench,"  bench.  bend 
Bend 1st   Bend  Bend .   Bend  "bend,"  bend.  Bendes  Bendey  bending  bendix  bends  bends. 
bends—flat  beneath  benefi  benefiis  benefit  "benefit,"  benefit.  benefiting  benefits  Benfield’s 
benign  Beniley  Benjaeiei.d  BENJAFIE1.D  BENJAFIEL1D  Benjafield  Benjafield. picture   Benjafield. 
Benjafield's  benjafilld  Benjley  Benjy  Benjy’s  Benllev  Benlley  Bennett  "Bennett,"  Bennett’s 
Bennetts  Benrm  Benson-o.h.v.  Bensport  Bent  Bent*»  "bent,"  Bent|ey  "Bent|ey,"  Bentall  Bentall 
41 4 17 1-32.6      "Bentall,"  Benthall  Bentlcv  Bentle  "Bentle,"  Bentle.  Bentle;  Bentle”  Bentled 
Bentles  "Bentlest,"  Bentlev  "Bentlev»,"  Bentlevs.  Bentley  Bentley l   Bentley  Bentley 1933—1939 
........  Bentley  Bentley 1926   BENTLEY  BENTLEY short-chassis   Bentley  Bentley—  'Bentley 
Bentley!  "Bentley!,"  Bentley)  Bentley) 30.99   Bentley)  Bentley) ...  Bentley)  "Bentley),"  Bentley). 

 Bentley)—65.5  "Bentley*,"  "Bentley,"  "Bentley',"  "Bentley,”"  Bentley.  "Bentley.,"  Bentley.—Editor.]
 Bentley/Lagonda  Bentley?  Bentley^  Bentley’s  Bentley”  Bentley-badged  Bentley—even  Bentleyffrom
 Bentley—in  Bentley-Jackson  Bentley-Napier  "Bentley-Napier,"  Bentley-owning  Bentley-Royce 

Bentleys  Bentleys Race Position Fastest       Bentleys  Bentleys'  BENTLEYS-  Bentley's  Bentleys! 
Bentleys)  Bentleys*  "Bentleys,"  Bentleys.  Bentleys;  Bentleys’  Bentleys—as  Bentleys—Harris's 
Bentleys—John  Bentleys—No.  Bentley—spare  Bentley—the  Bentley—which  Bentley—with 
"Bentling,”"  Bentlry)  "Bentlty,"  Benttevs  Benttey  BenUey  "BenUey,"  Benz  "Benz,"  BENZ. 
Benzole  Benz's  bereft  berg  Berkeley  Berkhampsted  Berkhamstead  Berks. BILL   Berks.  Berlin 
Bernard  Bernky  Berry  Bert  Berthon 6.6 38.91 38.9 6.8      Berthon 33 34.4   Berthon  Berthon* 
"Berthon,"  BERTHON.  Berthon’s  "Bertram,"  BerUn  beside  besides  besprinkled  best  Best Laps  
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best  best-  best.  best-kept  Bestlev  bet  bet'ke  better  "better,"  better.  Betty  between  Beu1ley. 
beudd.  bevel  bevel;  bevel-box  bevel-liox  bevels  bevels.  Beverley  bewail  Bexley  beyond 
beyond.  BF.NT1.EY  bgtls  BH  bh®  Bharat  "Bhardwaj,"  Bhix  Bi  "Bianchi,"  Bianchi's  Bibby 
BICERA  Bickerton Frazer-Nash 1660   Bicknell  bicycle  "bicycle,"  bid  BID^.  BIDDY  bides  Bieir 
bierause  big  "big,"  big-car  big-end  big-end.  big-ends  bigends.  Bigg’s  Biggar.  bigger  biggest 
Biggs's  "Biigatti,"  Biigml)  Biiirux  biing  Biinton  "Biirlon,"  B'iitlcy)  BiiuIiI)  Bijlage  Bil  Bil) 
bile  bilI P.   Bill  Bill the   Bill  'Bill'  bill!  Bill’s  billed  billowing  "billowing,"  bills!  "Bilmoris),"

 "bilocation,"  BiM.W.)  BiM.WJ  BiMiW'.-^t^ng^i^n^ed  bi-monthly)  Bimotore  Bimotore.”  Bin 
Bin)Ila)  bind  bind#  binding  binding.  Bingham  Bingham’s  Binn’s  Binns  "Binns,"  Binns’ 
BiodUmb  biography)  Bira  "Bira"""  Bira’s  Bira”  Bi-radley Mk   "Bird,"  Bird’s  birds  Birdwood 
BIRK1N  "Birkell,"  Birkenhead.  Birkett  Birkett:  Birkett’s  Birkin  "Birkin,"  Birkitt  Birmingham 
Birn  Biro-klands'  Birrane 3/4/ 0.000951388888888889   Birrat  Birrell’s  Birst  birth  birthday  bis 
Bishop  BISHOP’S  Bisley  bit  "bit,"  bite  bites  biting.  bits  "bits,"  bitsa”  Bitsil  Bitson's  Bitten

 bitter  bitterly  Bitza  Bitza”  Biugiltti.....  BIX  Bix's  BjA^RcCO  bK.  Bknn-lleld  Bl  bl).  Bl4
 Black  Black 6.4 44.61 46.99 —      black  "black,"  Black’s  Blackburn  Blackburne  Blackfriars 

Blackmore  Black's  Blackwell.  "Blade,”"  "Blake,"  Blakeley  Blakeley's  blame  blamed  Bland’s 
Blandford  Blanford’s  blank  Blank's  blase  blasted  blasting  blazer  "Bledsoe,"  bleeding  bless 
blessed  blessing  Bletchley  blew  blew-up  B-lilre  blind  "blind,"  Blind—David  blinked  blip 
blissful  blit  blitz  blitz.  blizzard  "blizzard,"  Block  block.  block.”  blockade.  blocked.  blocking 
Blockley  "blocks,"  "Blois,"  blokes  Blomfield  Blomflchl  Blomqvist  blood  "blood,"  bloodshot. 
Bloody  blow  blowec-Af  blower  "blower,"  Blower.  Blower’s  blower-4^  "blower-lj,”"  blowers 
"blowers,"  BLOWING  blow'll  blown  "blown,"  blows  "blow-up,"  blow-ups!  "Bloxam,"  Bloxam. 
Blox'am.  Bloxom.  blue  "Blue,"  "Blue/black,"  "Blue/silver,"  blue;  blue-and-purple  BluebeH. 
Bluebell  Bluebell'  'Bluebell'  Bluebell)  "Bluebell,"  "Bluebell',"  "'Bluebell',"  Bluebell.  "Bluebell.""" 
'Bluebell/Mac'  BLUEBELL:  Bluebell;  Bluebell?)  Bluebell’s  'Bluebell’—this  Bluebell—driven 
Bluebells  Bluebell's  blueblack  blue-hued  Bluemel.  blueprints  Blues  bluff  bluff.  blur  BM  B-
M)W)  "BM.DEBKS,"  Bm^uMtl ... . 20       Bminb  BMW  BMW-engined  BN20  BNC  bnebed•wier 
bnrriemgrnrer vnhoo.ro.uk  bo  BO(v|  B-o^.k  "BOAC,"  BoAoRoC.  Board  "board,"  Board.  boards. 
"Boarzell,"  boasting  boat  boat.  boat.”  boats.  boat-tail  Boatwright.  Bob  bobbin  "Bob's," 
"Bochaton,"  bod  Boddy  Bode  bodes  Bodied  bodies  "bodies,"  bodily  bods  "bods,"  bodtes. 
bodv  body  body).  "body,"  body.  body. .  body.  body’  bodywork  Bofors-Gun  boggles  boih 
boiled  "boiled,"  boiler  boiling  Boillot  BOLD  bolide  Bollaert  bollard  Bolster Bolster   Bolster 
Atuxhall  Bolster  Bolster  3rd   Bolster  "Bolster,"  Bolster.  bolster-tank  bolt  bolt.  bolted  boltom 
bolts  bolts.  "bomb,"  bomb.  bomber  bomber—via  Bond);  BOND.  bones  Bo'ness.  bonfire 
Bonham-Christie  bonnet  "bonnet,"  bonnet.  bonnets  bonnet-sides.  Bontloy)  boo.  booby  boog’ 
book  Book Goodwood 5th   Book Goodwood 7th   book  "book,"  book.  booked  book—I  booking 
books  "books,"  BOOKS.  Bookshop  bookstall  Boone’s  "boost,”"  boot  Booted  Booth  "BOOTH," 

 booting  boots—Red  Bo-Peep  Bor  Bordeaux  Border  bordering  bore  "bore,"  bored  Boreham) 
Boreham.  bores  Borg  Borgward  born  born.  borne  borrow  borrowed  boss  boss.  both  both. 
bother  bother.  bothered  Bothering  bottle  bottom  "bottom,"  bought  "bought,"  Boulogne  Boulogne. 

 bounced  bouncers.  bouncing  "bouncing,"  BOUND  "Bourne,"  Bournemouth  "bout,"  bove 
Bowden-operated  Bower  bowing  Bowl  Bowler  "Bowler,"  BOWLER.  Bowler’s  bowler-hatted 
Bowler's  Bowles Austin 1930 747       Bowles  Bowles’s  Bowling  Bowlrt  bowman  Bowyer  "Bowyer," 

 BOX  "box,"  box.  boxed  "boxes,"  box-like  boy  "boy,"  boy>  Boyack’s  Boyer  boyhood  boy-
racer  boys  'boys  "Boys,"  boys.  boys”—a  bp  bpped  bps  Bpsktefe  bQ ",,"   bqtrt  br  bra 
Brabham  brace  Bracey  Bracey’s  bracken  bracken;  bracket.  brackets  brad.  Bradley  Bradley Mk  
Bradley  Bradley*-  "Bradley,"  Bradley’s  Bradley's  Bradley—what  "Bradshaw,"  Bradshaw’s 
"Bradte}',"  "brain,"  brainpower  Braithwaite  Braithwaite's  brake  "braked,"  brakeless  brakes  "brakes,"

 brakes.  Braking  "braking,"  braking.  Bral  "Bramsliili,"  branch  brand  "Brand,"  Brands  brand-
spanking-new  Brandy)  Braniion  Branislav  Branlnack  brass  brasso  brat  bratin^g  brating 
Brauchusch  brautifully  brave  braved  bravely  bravely.  "Bray,"  Brcketts  Brcxodandd  BRDC 
BRDC.  breach  bread  break  "break,"  breakage  "breakages,"  "breakaway,"  breakdown  "breakdown," 

 breakdowns.  breaker  "breaker,"  BREAKERS  breakfast  breakfast.  breaking  breaks  breast  breathes 
 Breathing  breathlessly  breathtaking  breed  "breed,”"  "breeding,"  Breen Bentley 1929 4398       Breen 
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Breen’s  breeze  "breeze,"  brei-h  Bremner. Alfa-Romeo 1928 1750       Bremner's  Brent  Brescia  Brettell
 Brewer  Brfi^wu  Brgratuuni  Brian  Brian!  Bri'ant  Briault’s  brick  Bridge  "Bridge,"  "Bridge-," 

"bridge,’"  Bridger  "Bridges,"  Bridgnorth  brief  briefed  briefly  briefs  Brierley  "Brierley," 
Brierley’s  Brigade  brigade.  Brigade-not  Brigadier.  Briggs  Briggs-Cunningham  bright  "Brighter,.." 
Brightlingsea  "Brightlingsea,"  Brighton ‘Bluebell   Brighton  Brighton)  "Brighton,"  Brighton. 
BRIGHTON.—A.  Brighton?  Brighton's  Briginshaw’s  Briiiill  brikrl  brilliance  brilliant  brilliantly 
Brinco  Brineton  bring  bringing  brings  Brirwtoix.  Briscoe  brisk  "briskly,"  Brister’s  bristles 
Bristol  Bristow  Brit  Britain  "Britain,"  Britain.  Britain.”  Britannia  British  BRM  "BRM," 
"Brnlley,"  Brnlleyi  Brnoklimds  Brnriry  Brntley  Brntlry  Bro^bna*  "Bro^-kelbank,"  Broad’s 
BROADCASTING’  broadly  "broadside,"  broadsided  Brochure  Brockbank  Brockbank.”  Brockbank’s 
"BroCUU.KG.),"  Brodk-l  Broekel-bank’s  Brogden  broke  broke’  broken  "broken,"  Brokers 
BROKERS)  Broking  Brompton  Brondesbury  bronzed  BROOK  Brook-  Brook*'  "Brook," 
Brook|aDds  "Brookes,"  BROOKIu-OS  Brookland  Brookland.s Meeeing   Brookland^  Brooklands 
Brooklands'  Brooklands) Brooklands VSCC Driving       "Brooklands,"  Brooklands.  Brooklands—where 
BROOKLdNLS  Brooklsnds  Brooklsnds.  Brooks  "Brooks,"  Brooks’s  "Bros,"  Brotchie  Brotchie) 
brother  brother/family’  brotherly  brothers  BROUGH  brought  Brown  "Brown,"  Brown.  browning 
Browning’s  Browti  BrP  "BrtfhMM,"  brtMt  Bruce  Bruce-Brown  brulse|yr*.  brunch  BRUNT 
BRUNTINGTHORPE  brush  Brussels  brute  Bryait  Bryant  "Brymer,"  Brymer.  "Bryn,"  Bryson's 
Bs  "BS,"  Bs.  Bsanato-Hsccan  bs-at  bst  btae  BtaebeH”  btawn  Btmly  btneb'a  Bu^iiii  buai 
BuaitU)  Buch  Buck  "Buckboard,"  Buckden  bucked  Buckland  buckle.  buckled  Buckler  Bucklers 

 "Bucklers,"  Buck's  Bucks.  Bucks.—nearly’  bud  budding  Buddy  Bueb  Bueb's  bueineei  Buenos 
 buff  buffer  buffet  Bug  Bug.  Bugaati  Bugaill)  Bugam.  Bugantics  Bugatti  Bugatti)  "Bugatti)," 
 Bugatti).  "Bugatti,"  Bugatti.  Bugatti. The   Bugatti.  Bugatti/Riley  Bugatti—misfiring—3rd.  Bugattis 

BugaUl)  Bugk’r’is  Bugle-'?  Bugler’s  Bugllti  "Bugs,"  Bugs.  Bugt^tti’s  buHt  buI  Buigimi... 
Buih  BuihX  build  builder  builders  building  "building,"  building.  buildings  Buildings)  builnKl 
built  "built,"  buit  Buki^lttl^ 31.8   Bukin  bul  bulb  bulb-horn  bulk  bulkhead  Bulkhead:  Bulletin  
No.8   Bulletin  No.1   bulletin  Bulletin } Littleton   Bulletin }   Bulletin VSCC   Bulletin } Silverstone VSCC
Race      Bulletin  Bulletin'  'Bulletin' Vol   'Bulletin' No.55 VSCC   bulletin).  "Bulletin,"  "Bulletin'," 
Bulletin.  Bulletin:  Bulletin?  Bulletin’  "Bulletin’,"  Bulletin”  bulletins *   Bull's  bumble  bump 
bump^  bumped  bumper  bumps  bumpy  bun  bunch  bunch.  "bunched,"  bunching  bundle  bund-
urwhur  "bungled,"  bunkered  Bunkers  Bunler^-orlh  "Bunn,"  bunnen.  Bunny  Bunny’s  "Bunty," 
Buoyed  "buoys,"  bur  burble  Burd  burden  Burdmit  burgeoning  Burgno*  Burke  Burke:  Burkhard

 BUrkts  burly  burn  Burncss  burned  burning  burnished  burnt  Burnth  Burrell  Burrell Bentley  
Burrell  "Burrell,"  Burrell’s  Burrows  Burson  burst  bursting  bursts  Burt  "Burt,"  Burt.  Burthwaite

 Burton Talbot 24.59 1st       Burton Talbot 24.59   Burton  Burton 6.4 43.6 42.09 •      Burton  Burton 27.2 27 
 Burton  "Burton,"  Burton.  Burton’s  Burton's  burying  bus  "bus,"  buses  Bush  bush.  bushes 

bushes.  business  "business,"  business.  business”.  Bussell  bust’  bustle  busy  "busy,"  but  bUt 
whit?   but  but-  "but,"  but.  "Butcher,"  butcher's  but—more  butt  butter  "butter,”"  BUTTER” 
Butterw^>rlh  Butterworth  Butterworth Mk   Butterworth  "Butterworth,"  Butterworth’s  Butterworth's 
"button,"  "buttons,"  buu  Buu/^l^ti)  Buu^atti  buve  Buwler  Buxton  buy  buyer  buying  "buying," 

 buzz-box”  bv  bva  BW.'  Bwdw  Bwlch-Y-Groes  BX3  by  by 10s.   by  by-  by*  "by,"  by. ' ‘ 
• .      by.  by..........  by:  byDr.  Byent  bye-word.  BYF  Byfleet  byMiss  by—-prreuuntidy  Byrom 
Byrom’s  Byron  byway*  c  C ’’T '   C  C-  -c- "p,.."   C&r*  C&tC 9»   c&upie  "C),"  "C*i#," 
"C,"  "c,e."  C.  C. dutton   C.  "c..^,;"  C'.A.P  C.asses.  "C.B.E.,"  c.c  "c.c,"  c.c.  c.c'.  "c.c.)," 
c.c.).  "c.c.,"  c.c.:  c.c.;  "c.C.I,"  c.c.l.  c.c:  C.C«  c.cA.  c.CC  c.Ci  c.cl.  C.-E-.  c.i’.:  C.J.L.M. 

 c.r.  C.Sumner ml   C.Tapper  C.U.A.C.  C.U.A.S.  c/o  C^arr  c^f  c^impetitMr^*.  C^mig 
C^mmiitteeJ  c^mrse.  "C^mrtres,"  C^n^|prr  C^u'^’ic  C_a.ss  C|ark's  C|ass  "c|ass,"  c|o.sed  C|ub 
"c|ub,"  C’wpwrJ.Al’.)  Ca =--—ct o   ca^r»  ca||  Ca‘f^yn  cab.  cabi:  cabin  cable  "Cable,"  cables 
Cabs  "Cabs,"  CABS.  Cabs:  cach-  Cadbury  cade  Cadenet  Cadillac  Cadillac-Allard  cadows 
Caen  "Caesar-Special,"  café  Cafeteria  cage  cage.  Cairo  Cairs:  Cairt  Caiui;  CAL  Calcott 
Calcott.  calculate  calculated  calculating  calculations  calendar  "calendar,"  calendar.  calendar—not 
calibre  "California,"  California.  Californian  call  Call).  called  called)  "called,"  Callow  Callows. 
calls  calm  "calm,"  calmly  Calvados  Cam  Cam:  camber  Cambridge  "Cambridge,"  Cambridge. 
Oxford   "Cambridgeshire,"  came  "came,"  camera  "Camera,"  camera-clad  cameras  Cameron  camp 
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campaign  campaigned  "campaigned,"  c'ampaignmg  Campbell I   Campbell Invicta 27.45   Campbell 
"Campbell,"  Campbell’s  camr  "Camrose,"  camshaft  "camshaft,"  camshaft.”  camshafts  camvuns  can 

 "Can',"  can.  can:  can’t  Canada  "Canada,"  canal  Canberra  cancelled  cancelled.  candle  cannon 
 "cannon,"  cannot  can't  canteen  cantilever  cap  "cap,"  cap.  capabilities  capability.  capable 

capacious  capacity  "capacity,"  Capacity. Driver. Colou   Capacity. Driver.   capacity. 
Capacity..............................................  Capacity...................................................3388cc 
Capacity...............................................4398cc  Capacity........................................4398  CapaMe  Capetown 
"capital,"  caps  caps!  "caps,"  capsized  caps—L  Capt.  captain  captain.  Captain’s  caption  capture 

 car  car _   Car  car!  "Car""),"  car)  "car),"  car).  car):  "car,"  "Car',"  "Car,”"  car.  car. _   car.
 car. Amongst   Car.  car.”  car;  car?  "Car’,"  car’s  Car”  car”.  car»  Cara  "Cara,"  Caracciola 

car—and  CARAVAN  "caravan,"  Caravans  carbon  car-breaking  carbs  "carbs,"  "carbureter," 
carburetter  carburetter. Asked   carburetter. Hollingswurl   carburetter.  "carburettor,"  carburettors 
"carburettors,"  carburettors.  Card  cardboard  cards  cards.  care  "care,"  "Care-,"  care.  cared  career

 "career,"  careermg  careful  carefully  "carefully,"  carefully-tuned  carelessly  cares  CARGILL.  car
—Gunn’s  car—just  Carlisle  Carlo  Carnegie  Carnegie Ford 30.6 30.4       Caro  Caroline  Caroline’s 
"car-park,"  "car-parks,"  carpet  Carr  "Carr,"  carriage  carriages  carried  carries  carrot’  Carr's1 
carry  carrying  cars  cars  of   cars  cars'  cars-  cars-—  car's  car-s  "cars""."  Cars)  "cars,"  cars. 

 cars.—FuH  Cars:  cars:)  cars;  cars’  Cars’.  cars£  Carson  "Carson,"  Carson.  Carson’s  "Carson-
Vauxhall,"  Cart  Cart.”  Carte  Carter Alvis 1645   CARTER  Carteret  "Carteret,"  carthat  cartoonist 
cartoonists.  cartoons  cartridge;  caru  carv  carved  carving  case  "case,"  cases  "cases,"  cash 
"cash,"  Cash:  casing  Cassis  cast  castellated  "casting,"  CASTLE  Castle”  castors.  Castrol 
casually  casually.  ca—t  "cataloguebag,"  catch  catching  category  "category,"  category.  category—it 

 catered  catering  cati'h.  cat-ladder  "Catsfield,"  caught  caught.  cause  cause.  caused  caused- 
causes  causing  caution.  cautiously  "Cautiously,"  Cautley 3/4% 0.00110532407407407   "cavalcade," 
Cave  Caversluim  "Caves,"  CB2  Cbadn  Cbiltern  Cbopd-en-1  cc  cc. ...   cc.  cc. ...   ccaurineeaing 

 CCiltern  Ccon^ete  CCPYG5  ccrurrnffr.  "ccrutmg,"  cctivities  cd  CdeU.  CdMi'an  ce  ceased 
ceased.  ceasing  Ceci  Cecil  cedaittty sodtepp   cehdirity  celebrate  celebrated  cellar;  cellulosed. 
cement  cemetery  cenienary.  cent  "cent,"  cent.  centenary  Centley  central  centrally  centre 
"centre,"  centre.  Centric  Centrifugal  century  "century,"  "Ceremonies,"  ceremony  "ceremony," 
ceremony.  Cernusco  cerrain  certain  "certain,"  certainly  certainly.  certaip  certamb’  certificate—proof

 "certificates,"  cessional  Cest  'Cf  Cfaig  CfchE  Cfip|is  cftf  Ch.b's  ch^injj^‘riVje  "Ch^mt-k," 
cha  cha^ssis  "cha'”,rt"  Chafey  Chaffey  Chaffey’s  chain  "chain,"  chain.  chain-drive  chained 
"chain-gangsters,"  chains  "chains,"  chair  Chairman  "Chairman,"  Chairman's  Chajinarn  Chalfont 
chalked  Challenge  "challenge,"  Challenge:  challenged  "challenged,"  challenging  Cham  chamber 
Chambers  Chambers 4L   Chambers  Chambers 4398 83.14 96.52 0.18      Chambers  Chambers'  "Chambers,"

 Chambers’  Chambers’s  cham-gang  champagne  champagne.  "Champagne’,"  champagne—and 
Champion’s  Champions  championship  "Championship,"  Championship.  "championships,"  Chanbers 
chance  Chancellor  Chancery  chances  "chances,"  Chandler  Chang  change  "change,"  change. 
change’  changed  "changed,"  changeover  changes  "changes,"  changes.  changing  "changing," 
changing-up  Channel  channelled  Channon’s  "chant,"  Chanter  chap  CHApEL-EN-LE-FRITH 'unjngs  
CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH  Chaplin  Chapman  Chapman-  "Chapman,"  Chapman’s  Chapman's  Chapman-
Williamson-Bailey  chaps  chaps.  chapter  charabanctics—air-conditioned  character  characterisations 
characterised  characteristic  characters  "characters,"  charge  charge!  "charge,"  charge.  charge» 
charged  charges  charging  charitable  Charles  Charles'  Charlie  Charlotte  charm  charming 
Charmock  Charmyood’s  Charnock 6.8 41.27 40.68 6.5      Charnock  Charnock Alvis 31.4 30.8       Charnock 

 "Charnock,"  Charnock.  Charnwood  Charnwood’s  Chartered  chart—-hence  chased  chasing  Chassis 
 chassis)  "chassis,"  chassis.  chassis;  chassis—and  chassis-Ustorting'  chaste  chat  chat.  Chateau 

chateaux  Chater-I^ea  Chatre  Chatterbox  "chatting,"  chauffeur  "chauffeur,"  chauvinists  cheapen 
cheapness  check  checked  checked).  "checked,"  checking  Cheddar  Cheddar;  cheer  cheered 
cheerful  cheerfully  cheery  cheese  Chef  "Chef,"  CHELSEA  "Chelsea,"  Chemin  cheque  chequered 

 Cheques  Cherbourg  Cherbourg.  cherished  Cherry  CHESHIRE  Chester  CHESTON.  Chevcll 
Chevell’s  Chevron  Chhambrs 4th 24 0.07       Chhllenge Cup   Chib  Chib.  chib's  Chicane  "chicane," 
chicane.  chid  chief  chiefly  "chiirai-teristies,"  Chiitem  childhood  children  "children,"  child's  chill 

 chilled  chilly  Chiltern  Chilterns  "Chilterns,"  "Chilton,"  "Chimay,"  Ching Alfa-Romeo 1929 1487      
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 Ching  Ching’s  Chipping  chips  "chips,"  Chiselhurst  "Chiselhurst,"  chiselling  Chisholm)  Chitton 
"Chitton,"  Chitty)  chivalry  cH-li*re  Chlltern  chmrs  Choate  "Choate,"  "Choate.,"  choice  choke 
choked  CHOKES  "Cholmondley-Tapper,"  choosing  chore  chores  chose  chosen  Chra  Chris 
christened  Christie  Christmas  "Christmas,"  Christopher  Chromium  chronic  chronological  Chrysler 
Chummy  "Chummy,"  chunks  "Church,"  churned  ChUUIh  Ci  ciation  cic;  Cicca  cidents  cie; 
ciehl  cigar  cigarette  "cigarette,"  cigarettes  "cigarettes,"  cighi  Ciimb  Ciirysler-engined  Ciive  ciL 
Cilv&ekwL  Cindy  Cindy’s  cinematographic  cing.  cinss  Cioijrer  circle  circles  circuit  circuit* 
"circuit,"  Circuit.  circuits.  circular  circulars  circulate  circulated  circulating  CIRCULATION 
"circulation,"  circumnavigated  circumstances  "circumstances,"  circumstances.  circus  circus.  Circus; 
Circus?  Cis  cis-  Cisip^  cIsss.  cited  cither  Citium  Citroen  "Citroen,"  Citroens  city  "City," 
cius  ciussis  civilian  civilised  Ciwnpi'r-  CJB  cJlii*.  CKIMIUS  'Ckoifö  cktc^ci  Ckus  Cl  Cla^s 

 cla^s*.  clad  Claes  claim  claimed  "claimed,"  claims  Clair  Clair’s  clamouring  clan  clangers 
Claoi  clapped  "Clapton-in-Gordans,"  Clarisse  clarity  Clark H   Clark Mercedes 1914 4496       Clark 
"Clark,"  Clark’s  Clarke  Clarke-  "Clarke,"  Clarke.  Clarke’s  Clarke's  Clarkr  Clarkson’s  clash 
clashed  clashes  cla-sle  Class  Class H   Class  class'  "class,"  class.  Class»  class—an  classes 
Classes (D)   classes  "classes,"  "Classi,"  classic  'Classic  "Classic,"  Classic?  CLASSIC—25th 
Classics.  Classification  Classification.—Bentley  Classified  Classique  Clast  clatt.  claunm  Clauss 
clawing  clean  cleaned  "cleaned,"  cleaner  "cleanliness,"  clear  clearance  "clearance,"  clearance. 
clearances  clear-cut  cleared  "cleared,"  clear—Ed.  clearing  clearly  "clearly,"  "clears,"  Cleaton-
Roberts’  Clement  clerk  cleverly  Clfton  clgs<;  clhirnne.  ClHRm  cliché  "cliches,"  client  client’s 

 "clients,"  clients.  Cliff  Clifford  ClijS  climable.  climate  Climate.  climatically  Climax) ..   Climb 
 Climb "May,"   climb  Climb BDC   "Climb,"  "clim'b,"  climb.  climbed  climbing  climbs  "climbs," 

climbs.  climb—which  Climh  clinch  clinched  clings  clinic  clinical  Clinton  "Clinton,"  clip 
clipped  clipping  Clips  clips.  Clive  Clive’s  Clive's  Cllib  CLLM1I  Clmöoton  clmssis  clock 
"clock,"  clock.  clocked  clocking  clocks  clockwise  "clockwise,"  close  "Close,"  close.  close’ 
close-circuit  closed  "closed,"  closed.  closed”  closed»  close-knit  closely  "closely,"  closeness 
closer  close-ratio  close-up  closing  clot  cloth  clothes  clothing.  cloths  cloud  cloudless  clouds 
"clouds,"  Clough  clouted  clouting  Clover-leaf  clqse  "clr,lll,"  Clti9»  Clu^i  Club  Club EeL.  
Club  CLUB •   CLUB  Club)  "Club),"  "Club,"  Club.  Club. C ( '       Club.  club;  club’s  Club'a 
"club-house,"  club-related  clubs  Club's  "clubs,"  CLUBS.  Club'this  Club—W.  cluimrd  clung 
clutch  "clutch,"  clutch.  clutches  "clutch-housings,"  clutching  clutch-slip.  clutch-smell  clutch-stop 
clutch-work.  Clutton  "Clutton,"  Clutton.  Clutton/Tubbs  Clutton’s  cm  cm'  Cmfil^iiic-pnwcrcd. 
CmiHu  Cmilinuing  Cmnrn).  Cmtnly  cn  Cn#r  'cnables-llewelyn.  Cnni<n»nljl  cnn-y  cntegory 
cnthii^dasls  cnttet  Co Rogers. 2996 68o       co  Co.  "Co.,"  Co^opers  Co|our  Co»  "coach," 
coachbuilders  "coachbuilders,"  "coachlines,"  COACHPAINTERS  Coachwork  "coachwork,"  coachworlc. 

 Coap^nH  coasted  coasting  coat  coat’  coax  coaxing  Cobb  cobby  Cobden  Cobham  "Cobham," 
 Cobham—and  Cobra  "Cobra,"  Cobra.  Cobra’d  Cobras  "Cobras,"  Cobras.  Cock  cock.  cocked 

Cockir-an's  cockpit  cockpit.  cockpit. It   cockpit.  cockroach  cocktail  codd!  code-cracking 
codewords  co-driver  co-driving  coffee.  Coffin  cog  cog.  Cognac  cogs  Coh  co-habiiing 
coiieluxv^^ly  CoIIIusou  coil  "coil-springs,"  coin  coincide  Cointreau.  Coition  "Cokes,"  Col. 
Colbome's  Colbor^ne.  Colborne’s  COLD  "cold,"  coldest  "Coldham,"  Cole  Cole's  colHured  Colin

 "collapsed,"  colleagues  colleagues.  collect  collected  collecting  COLLECTION  Collection) (x2  
Collection)  "collection,"  collection.  collector  College  College.  collided  Collings  Collings Speed  
Collings  Collings Pacey   Collings  Collings.  Collings’  Collings’s.  Collings's  Collins  Collins' 
Collins’  collision  collision)  "Colne,"  Colombi  Colonel  colossal  colour  coloured  colours  column 
columns  columns.  combatants.  COMBE  "Combe,"  "Comber,"  Comber’s  combination  "combination," 

 combinations  combine  COMBINED  combined.  combines  come  "come,"  come.  ComeO's  Comer 
 "comer,"  Comer.  Comers ..   comers  Comers).  "comers,"  comers.  comes  "comes,"  comfort 

"comfort,"  comfort.  comfortable  comfortably  comfortably.  Comiche  coming  "comm,"  command 
commanding  Commando.  commemorate  commemorating  commemorative  commence  commenced 
commencement  commencing  commendable  comment  "comment,"  commentary  commentator’s 
comments  "comments,"  commercial  "commercial,"  commercially  commercials.  Comminges. 
commission  commissioned  commitment  commitments  Committee  "committee,"  Committee. 
Committee:  commodities  Commodore  common  "common,"  commonplace  commonsense  communal 
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communications  community.  Comp|ete  compa^^s  "compact,"  companies.  companion  "companions," 
company  "company,"  company.  Company’s  comparable  comparatively  compare  compared  compares 

 comparison  "comparison,"  comparisons  compeiiiive  "compeiing,"  compel  compensate  compensation 
 compensation.  compete  competed  "competed,"  competent  competently  competidon  competing 

"competing,"  competing.  competition  Competition)  "Competition,"  competition.  Competitions 
"competitions,"  competitions.  competitive  competitor  "competitor,"  competitors  Competitors' 
competitor's  "competitors,"  competitors.  "competttion,"  compeuhon  Compiêgne.  compile  Compiled 
complain  complained  complaining  complaint  complaint.  complaints.  complement  complemented 
complete  "complete,"  complete.  Completed  "completed,"  completed.  completed;  completely 
"completely,"  completely’  completing  completion  complex  compliant  complicated  Complied 
compliment  complimented  comply  component  composed  compounded  comppleigdd  comprehensive 
comprehensive.  comprehensively  compression  "compression,"  compressions  compressor  comprise» 
comprised  comprises  comprising  comptament  compulsory  "compulsory,"  computer  "computers,"  Con 

 conation.  conceal  concealed  concealing  concede  conceive  conceive»  conceived  "conceived," 
concentrated  concentrates  concept  concern  concern.'  concerned  "concerned,"  concerned.  concerning 
concluded  concluded.)  concluding  conclusion  "conclusion,"  conclusively  "Concourcar,"  CONCOURS 
"Concours,"  concrete  "concurrently,"  condition  "condition,"  condition.  condition.”  conditioning.” 
conditions  "conditions,"  conditions.  Condnenta|  condtoon  "condtoon,"  conduct  conduct.  conducted 
conductor  Conduits  cones  confeiences  conference  confidence  confidence.  confidently  confined 
confirm  confirmation  confirmed  confirmed.  Confirming  confirms  conform  Conforms  Confort 
confront  confused  confusing  confusion  confusion.  conger  Congraiulainm  congratulated  congratulates 

 congratulation.  Congratulations  congratulations!  "congratulations,"  congratulations.  congregate 
Coniiunght.  conipelMon  coniunued  Conj^r)  conjecturing  conjunction  conldn’t  ConnaC  Connaught 
Connaught.  Connaughts.  connected  connecting  connection  "connection,"  Connell's  connoisseurs 
Conp^ir-Nurton)  Conrad  con-rod  con-rods  conrods.  con-rods?  "cons,"  conscientious  conscious 
consecutive  "consequence,"  consequences  consequently  Conservatory  consider  considerable 
considerable.  considerably  "considerably,"  consideration  considerationo  considered  considered. 
considering  "considering,"  consignment  consist  consist-.'-able  consisted  consistently  "consistently," 
consisting  consists  consolation  consolation—  "consolation,"  conspicuous  Constable  constant 
constantly  constant-mesh  consternation  constituted  constitutes  construct  constructed  construction 
constructive  Consul-engined  Consultant  "consulted,"  consumed  consumption  "Cont.,"  contact 
contacted  contain  contained  containing  contains  contemplating  contemporaries  contemporary 
contempt  contend  contender  content  content.  Content:  contented  contents  CONTENTS  Bulletin  
CONTENTS  contest  "contest,"  contest.  contestants  CONTEST—continued  contested  contests  conti 
Continent  "Continent,"  Continenta|  CONTINENTAL  "Continental,"  Continental.  Continentals 
contingent  "contingent,"  contingent.  continue  continued  continued)  continued.  continues  continues. 
continuieJ  continuously  contract  contracted  "Contractors,"  contrary  contrast  Contrasts  contretem^ 
contribute  contributed  contributing  contribution  contributors  contrive  contrived  contrives  control 
"control,"  control.  controlled  controller  "controller,"  controls  "controls,"  control—whose  controversial

 "controversy,"  contwd  conveniences  convenient  conveniently  convening  convention  conventional
"conversation,"  conversion  Conversion ..   conversion  "conversion,"  convert  converted  "converted," 
convertible  convertible.  converting  conveyances—a  conveys  conviction  convinced  convincing 
convincingly  convincingly.  convivial  "convoy,"  convoy.  convoying  Conway  "Conway,"  Coo 
"Coo^,"  Cooccurs  Cook Bentley 1929 4398       Cook  Cook 9   Cook  Cook 6 34.43 34.59 6      Cook 6.2 
41.02 _  Cook  Cook  28.2 28.6       Cook Bugatti 26 26       Cook  Cook Participated   Cook 2nd   Cook 
Hit   Cook 1st   Cook 3rd   Cook “Fastest   Cook  "Cook,"  Cook.  COOK/Ex  Cook’s  "Cookham," 
Cook's  Cookson  cool  cooled  cooler  cooling  Coompanv  "Coopcr-J.A.P.,"  Coopcr-M-G.  Cooper 
Cooper-  "Cooper,"  Cooper.  Cooper’s  co-operate  co-operation  "co-operation,"  co-operative.  Cooper-
B  Cooper-Bnstols  Cooper-Bristol  "Cooper-Bristol,"  Cooper-dmax  Coopers  Cooper's  "Coopers," 
Coopers:  coopO)  co-organizers  cop  cope  cope.  coped  Copeland  "Copeland,"  Copeland’s  copies 
coping  copr  Copse  "Copse,"  copy  Copy:  Coquet  Coquet's  "coracle,"  Coram 7.2 45.47 42.71 6.5     

 Coram  Corbett  cordial  core  "core,"  'core'.  cores  Cork  Cormack's  Cornd”  CORNER  "corner," 
 corner.  corner;  Corner»  cornered  cornering  "cornering,"  cornering.  corners  'corners  "corners," 

corners.  Cornforth  "Cornforth,"  Cornhill  Corniche  "Cornwall,"  Coronai.on  Coronation  Corps 
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correct  corrected  correcting  Correction  correction.  "correctly,"  correctly-attired  Corrects 
correspondence  Correspondence.  correspondent  corresponding  correspondingly  corridor.  Corrmunder 
corrosive  corrupt  Corsica  Corsica-bodied  Corska  cortege  Cortina  "coschbuilders,"  cost  cost-
effectively.  Costin  costing  costly.  costs  Cosworth-designed  cote  Cotswolds  Cottage  "Cottage," 
Cottam  Cotter  Cotton  Cotton's  couched  coui^  couimentatoi^s  "coul,"  Could  "'could:,"  couldn’t 
"couldn’t,"  couldn't  counc)  Council  counsellor—how  count  count)  count.  count.)  Count:  Count’s 

 counted  "counted-—well,"  counter  "counter,"  counter-balanced  counterparts.  counting  countiy 
countless  country  "country,"  country.  countryside  "countryside,"  counts  county  coupe  coupé 
"Coupe,"  "coupé,"  coupe.  coupé. The   coupé.  couple  coupled  couplings  courage  courageously 
coursc-rccord  course  course-  course)  "course,"  course.  course®  "course-car,"  courses  COURT 
"Court,"  court.  "Courtenay,"  Courtesy  "courtesy,"  Courtin  Courtis  courtyard  courtyard—the 
coveied  COVENTRY.  Coventry-Climax-engined  cover  cover).  "cover,"  cover.  coverage  covered 
covered-in  covering  covers  "COVERS,"  Cowell Alta 23.19 2nd       Cowell  Cowell.  Cowell’s  Cowell's

 cowl  cowl.  "cowled-in,"  "Cowley,"  Cowlrick 6.2 36.8 36.73 —      c--owner  Cowriek  cows  cowted 
 Cox’s  Coy's  Cozettc  cr  "Cr,"  Cr0H--ouefny  crab  crack  cracked  cracked.  Cracker  cracking 

CRAFTSMANSHIP  Craig  "Craigmore,"  craned  Craner  Craner’s  "Cranford,"  crank  "crank,"  crank. 
 crankcase  crank-case  "crankcase,"  crank-case.  cranked  crankpins.  cranks  crankshaft  "crankshaft)," 
 "crankshaft,"  "crank-shaft,"  "crankshafts,"  cranktlulft.  Crappton’s  crash  crash.  crashed  "crashed," 

crash-hat  "crash-helmets,"  crash-proof  crate  crating  "cravat,"  craving  crawl.  crawling  Cream 
created  "created,"  creation  "creation,"  creative  credit  "credit,"  creditable  "creditable,"  creditable. 
creditable-effort  creditably  credited  creeping  "crème,"  "Crendon,"  crept  "crest,"  Crew  crew— 
crew)  Crewe  "Crewe,"  Crewe.  crewed  crews  Cricklcwoods  Cricklewood  "Cricklewood,"  "Crieff," 
Cripps  "crises,"  crisp  criterion  critical  criticism  criticisms  criticizing  Crjuit  Crndy  Crocker 
Crocker Lagonda 36 37.4       Crocker  "Crocker,"  Crocker's  crocodiles  "croft,"  Croft’s  Croft's  Crombac

 Crombac's  CronmT{i-8iie’i;il) .   Crook  Crooks'  Crook's  crop  cross  crossed  crossed.  crosses 
crossing  crossing’  Crossley  cross-member.  cross-referenced  cross-shaft  "cross-shaft,"  cross-winds 
cross-winds.  crossword  "crossword,"  Crouch  crowd  "crowd,"  crowd—a  crowded  Crowell 
Crowland  crown  crowning  crowns  Crowther  Crowther’s  Crowther’s;-  Croydon  "Croydon,"  CroZcf 

 Crozfer  Crozier  Crozier Bugatti 25.57 bst       Crozier Bugatti 24.59   Crozier  Crozier 6.2 34.96 34.45      
Crozier  Crozier 8-litre 24.4 23.4       Crozier  "Crozier,"  Crozier.  Crozier;  Crozier’s  "Crozier’s," 
Crozier's  croziest  crude  crudest  Cruel  cruising  crumpled  crunched  crush  "crushed,"  "Crutch," 
cry.  C'rysta|  Crystal  Crystal.  "crystalise,"  CS  "Csanhs,"  "csclecar,"  CsicIKnzie _   Csmmittr$*Eager 

 csn  csr  "csr,"  csr;  ct  CtaHenge  Ctaida  Ctarldge  Ctdvill  CtHon  Cti^R  CtinpcrrBristal  cTit 
ct-jzjj  ctnhnn  C-type.  cu  CU»  Cub.  cubby  cud  "Cudemore,"  CUe  Cuff  Cuff-Miller  Cuff-
Miller’s  Cuhllat-  Cuiorr^n  cuiovable  "cuisine—langoustine,"  Cullllu  Cullltw  culminating  culmination

 culprit  cult  Culter  Cult-Miller  CUlv^  Culy  Cum  cume  Cummings!  cun  Cundey Frazer-Nash 
1930 1496  Cuneo’s  Cunliffe  cunning  "Cunningham,"  Cunningham.  Cunningham’s  cunningly 
cunsiiderable  Cup  "Cup,"  cup.  Cup:  cups  cups.  Cuptuin:  cur  cur.  curate’s  Curborough  cure 
cured  curious  curiously  "curiously,"  Curl  curly  current  currently  Currently.  "curry,"  curs  curs. 

 curtailed  curtain  curtains  Curtis  "Curtis,"  Curtis’s  Curtiss  Curtiss’s  Curve  "Curve,"  curve. 
curved  curves  curving  cushion  cushions!  custodian  custodians  custom  "custom,"  customary 
customer  customer.  customers  customers.  cut  "cut,"  cut-down  Cuthell Hispano-Suiza 1912 3622      
Cutler  Cutler’s  Cutler's  "cut-paced,"  Cutter  cutting  cuttings  Cutton's  Cvi^ik'f  CW  CW1  cwt. 
"cwt.,"  CX  CX (4g-   cx  CXB  cx-Birkln  cx-Brooklands  cx-Clinkard  cx-Dorrrn  cx-Li*^s  cx-Ligl 

 cx-Ncwtoii  cxpnngcd.  cx-Rowley  cx-satocm!  cx-Scrivrn  Cycle  cycles  cycle-type  "cyclist,"  cyl. 
 Cyl. Bore. Stroke. Cubic       Cyl. Bore. - 1       cylinder  "cylinder,"  cylinder-head  cylinders  "cylinders," 
 cylindrical  cynics  Cyril  d  "D,"  D.  D. A.   D.  —D. Ca   "D.,"  D.6.70  D.B.2  D.B.4’s  D.B.5. 
 "D.C,"  D.C.  D.C.’s  "D.F.C.,"  d.h.c.  D.LIewellyn’  D.R>S.IL.('.  "D.S.Ü.,"  D^irr.wq)  D^lLlO 

d’hmnvur  d’oeuvre  d££  d«  d»  D1T  D-20148  D3Vid  D675  Da»'»  dabbing  Dace 8 51.73 62.74 
—  dad  Daddy's  Daily  Daimler  Daimler N.S.   Daimler  "Daimler,"  Daimler’s  "Daimlers,"  daisy)

 Dakin — N.S. N.S. —      dale  Dalkeith  Dalm|er  Dalm|er.  Dalton's  damage  "damage,"  damage. 
damaged  damaging  dammit.  damnable  damned  damnedest—trying  damp  "damp,"  damp. 
"damping,"  DAN  Danahcr’s  dance  "dance,"  danced  dances  DANCES.  'Dancing  danger  "danger,"

 Dangerous  "dangerous,"  dangling  dangrr^riiH  Daniel's  Danks  Daoefh  Darbi-  Darbishfre's 
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Darbishire Bugatti   "Darbishire,"  Darbishlre  dare  Darell  "Darell,"  Darewo-kl  "Darewski,"  Dargne'H 
Dargue  Dargue’s  daring  dark  "dark,"  dark.  darkness  Darque  Darque’s  Darracq  "Darracq)," 
Darracq)-21.05s.;  "Darracq,"  Darracq.  "Darrell,"  darting  "darts,"  Das  dash  "dash,"  dash. 
"dashboard,"  dashboard.  "dashboards,"  dashed  dashing  da-sic  dass  Data  database  database. 
databases  date  Date Report   "date,"  DATE.  dated  "dated,"  dates  "dates,"  dates?  DATING 
Datsun  daub  daub-arse  daughters.  daunted  daunting  Dauun  Dav  dav.  Davenport’s  David 
David.  Davidge-Pitts’s  David's  Davies Mk   Davies  "Davies,"  Davies’  Davis  Davis'  "Davis""" 
"Davis,"  Davis.  Davis's  daw  Dawkins  "Dawkins,"  Dawn  dawned  Dawning  Dawsons  day  day! 

 day)  "day,"  Day.  day:  day:—  Day’s  Day”—and  day»  day—and  day—just  day—not  days 
days'  day's  days).  "days,"  days.  days—we  DB  DB2  DB2).  DB2.  DB3S  DBR4)  DC  DC's 
Ddage  dde  ddi’ghfdrv  de  de-  de.*pnnlle^ry’  De|age  de|uge  dead  dead-heat  DEADLINE  deadly

 "deadly,"  deaf.  deal  "deal,"  dealer  DEALERS  dealing  deals  dealt  Dean  Dean’s  Dear  dear! 
 Dear)  "dear,"  dear.  Dear’  Dear’s  Dears”  Deason  death  debate  debated  debits)  "DEBKS," 

debunked  debut  "debut,"  Dec.  Dec.‘48  Dec.'49 Brighton Speed   Dec.'49 Firle   decade;  decades. 
decarbonisation  Decelerate  December  DECEMBER''  "December,"  December.  decent  deceptive. 
deceptively  decide  decided  "decided,”"  decidedly  deciding  decision  decisions  deck-chairs 
deckchairs.  decker  declared:  declares  declaring  declutching  decorated  decrepit  dected  ded 
dedared  Dedham  dedicated  dedication  deduce  "deduces,"  deduction-quota  Dee. (John   deed  "deed,"

 deem  deemed  deep  deepest  deeply  deerstalker  deerved  "Deeside,"  defeat  defeated  defeating 
defect  defect.  defective  Defence  defence;  defend  defended  deference  deferred.  deficient.  define 
definite  definitely  "Definitely,"  definition)  Deflector  "defroster,"  defy  defying  Degenaar  degree 
degrees  "degrees,"  degrees.  DeHaan’s  dejeuner  déjeuner  Delage 1st   DELAGE  "Delage,"  Delage. 
Delages.  Delahaye  Delamont  delay  "delay,"  delay.  delayed  delays  delectable  d'Elegaoce  delegate 

 deleting  Delia  deliberate  deliberations  delicacies  delicate  delicious  delighied  delight  "delight," 
delight.  delighted  delighted.  delightedly  delightful  delights  Deliglated  delivered  DELIVERY  Delli-
Colll  delliil  delrghllul  delta  Deluge  delve  demand  demanded  demands  demiolish  demise 
demmo  demolished  demolishing  demolition  Demoney  demons  demonsitration  demonstrate 
demonstrated  demonstrates  Demonstrating  demonstration  demonstrations  demonstrator  "demurred," 
denied  Denis  "Dennings,"  Dennis  denotes  Densham Sunbeam 1914 3000       Densham  Densham’s 
densimeter  density  density'  dented  Denton  Denton’s  deny  Denyer  "Denyer,"  Denyer's  departed 
departing  Department  "Department,"  Department.  departs  departure  "departure,"  depend  dependable. 

 dependant  depends  depends.” ‘   depicted  depicting  deplorable.  deposited  depositing  deposits 
depot  deprecate  depressed  depressing  deprive  deprived  deprivo  depth  depth.  depths  derange 
deranged  derangement  derangements  Derby  Derby.  DerbyC  "Derbys,"  Derbyshire  Derek  derelict 
"derision,"  derisive  derisory  derivatives  derivatives;  derive  derives  deriving  Derrick  Derrington 
Derry  dervishes  desaxé  descaling.  descend  describe  described  described.  describing  description 
descriptions  descriptive  desert?)  deserted  deserve  deserved  deservedly  deserves  deserving 
desideratum.  design  designation  "designation,"  designed  "designed,"  designer  designers  designs 
"Designs,"  desirable  desire  desired  desired.  "desires,"  desirous  desk  despair.  despatched 
despatching  desperately  desperation  despises  despite  despondency  destination  destroy  destroyed 
destruction.  destructive  detachable  detached  detachment.  detachments  detail  detail) Page(s)   detail* 
"detail,"  detailed  details  "details.,"  details:  detect  detectable  deter  deteriorated  deterioration 
determination  determination.  determine  determined  "determined,"  détour  detriment.  "Detroit," 
devdoped  develop  developed  developing  development  "development,"  developments  device  device. 
device-—he  devices  devices.  Devon.  Devonshire  devoted  devoting  devouring  "Dewey,"  Dewis 
dexterity  dg^g^ed  DH3]  "DHC,"  DHG  Di  diagnosed  diagnosis  diameter  Diary  dice  "dice," 
diced  dicey  dicing  dicing.  Dick  dickey  dickey.  dickey;  "dictate,"  Dictator  dictionary  Dictionary.

 dictu—a  did  did).  "did,"  "did,’"  did.  didis.  didn’t  didn’t—  didn’t!  didn't  die  died  "died," 
 "Dieppe,"  dies.  dietary  diffe-eutial  diffen^eil  differ  difference  different  different.  differential 

different-shaped  difficult  "difficult,"  difficulties  difficulties;  diffic'ults  difficulty  diffr-rnert  dif-lock. 
digest  "digestion,"  digestive  digging  dignified  dignitaries—in  dignity  digress  diia  diil  Dilemma. 
dilemmas)  di'litrt^'  dilthmil-luuking  diluted  dime  dimensions  dimensions.  dimensions—and  Dine 
Dine*  "ding,"  ding-dong  ding-dongs  dining  "Dinington,"  dinner  Dinner.  Dinner/Dance  dinner’ 
Dino. Peter   dint  "Dinum,"  Dion  Dip  "Dip,"  Dip.  dipping  dir»*  dire  direct  direction 
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"direction,"  direction.  directions  directly  Director  directors  director's  dired  DirhlvJi  diridad  dirt 
disagree  disagrees.  disappeared  "disappeared,"  disappeared.  disappearing  disappointed  disappointing 
disappointingly  disappointment  disappointment.  disappointmento  disaster  "disaster,"  disaster. 
DISASTER?  disc  discharged  disciplined  "disclosed,"  discomfort  disconnect  DISCOUNT  discounting 

 discourse.  discover  "discover,"  discovered  discovered.  discovers  DISCOVERY.  discreet  discretion 
 "discs,"  discuss  discussed  "discussed,"  discussion  discussion.  disease  disease.  "disengage," 

disgorged  disguised  disgust  disgustingly  dishes  disiance  disjointedly:  dislike  disliked  dislocated 
dislodge  dislodged!  dismal  dismantle  dismantled  disordered  dispatch  dispatches  dispelled  disperse 

 displaced  display  "display,"  display.  displayed  displaying  displays  disposa|  disposal.  Dispose 
disposed  disposing  disposition  disposition.  dispute.  disqualified—wrong  disregarded  disruption  DISS 

 disservice  dissolved  dissuade  DISTANCE  "distance,"  distance.  distance;  distance—most  distances 
 "distances,"  distant  distinct  distinction  distinctions.  distinguished  diSTO'RRbing  distribute 

distributed  "distribution,"  distributor  DISTRICT  disturbed  disturbing  disused  ditch  ditnuigr  ditr.’ 
ditto  Div.;  dive  "dive,"  dived  divers  diversion  diversity  divided  dividing  diving  Division 
divulged  DK  d'konneur  DKrWASCUUl  dltqurlltled  dm  Dmeici  dmers  Dmingtoa's  DMX  dnpay 

 Dnr-nc.i) 30   dnumg  do  do!  "do,"  do.  do.”  do’s  Dobinson  Dobson  Dobson)  Dobson’s 
Dobson's  doc.  docked.  docks  docs  Doctor  documeni  documentation  documented  documents 
Dodds’  "Dodge,"  Dods’  Dodson  "Dodson,"  Dodson’s  doe*  does  does'  "does,"  does;  doesn’t 
dog  dog-cart  dog-engagement  dog-fight  dogged  Dogs  "dogs,"  Doig  Doig;  doing  Dolison) 
Dolton’s  Dolton's  domestic  dominant  dominated  dominating  Don  "Don,"  Don.  Don’s  don’t 
"don’t,"  Donald  Donald.  Donations  done  "done,"  done.  done»  done—someone  Donington 
"Donington,"  Donmgton  Donnington  donor  DON'T  doodling  door  door.  door:  doors  doors. 
doorway  dope.  Dorchester  Dorchester ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 207  Dorchester  "Dorchester,"  Dorking. 
Dormans  Dorothy  "Dorridge,"  dose  doss  Dotrble  Doty’s  double  "Double,"  double-esses  "double-
header,"  doubt  "doubt,"  doubt.  doubt?  doubtful  doubtless  doubts  do-uf-spin  Doughty  Douglas 
Douglas-Home  "doulii,"  Dove  DOVE.  Dovers ...Mrs.   Dowle  Dowle 41 2 14 1-23.0      Dowle  down 
down under.”   down  down)  "down,"  down.  down’  "down-changing,"  downdraught  downed  Downes

 "Downes,"  Downes.  downhill  downloaded  Downs  "downs',"  downstairs.  Dowson  dozen  dr  Dr. 
 dr^  Dr^lm^v  draft  dragged  drain  "drainpipe,"  drainpipe.  dramatic  dramatically  draught  draw 

drawing  drawings  drawn  "drawn,"  Draycott;  "DraytonGardens,"  Drbscn  dreaded  dreadful  dream 
dreamt  dress  dressed  dressed.  dressing  drew  Drewitt's  Dreyfus  d-ri  dries  drifted  drifting  drifts

 drifts.  drill  drilled  drimpiug  drink  drinking  Drinkrl  drinks  Drivd  DRIVE  "drive,"  Drive. 
driveable  DRIVED  driven  "driven,"  driver  Driver) i   driver)  driver).  driver*  "driver,"  driver. 
driver’s  driver—except  Drivers  Drivers L.C.   DRIVERS  Drivers'  driver's  drivers!  DRIVERS!! 
DRIVERS*  "drivers,"  Drivers’  drivers•  Drivers5  drives  drives;  drivet  driveth  driving  "driving," 
driving.  drivingattribute  driving-school  driyer  Drizzle  drizzle.  "Drlmler,"  "Drluge,"  drlylrg  Droids 

 drool  drop  drophead  drop-head  dropped  dropping  drove  drove-  Drr^bithire  Druids  drum 
"Drumhouse,"  Drumhouse.  drums  "drums,"  drunk  Drunkards  dRusse-ll  dry  "dry,"  dry.  Dry’don 
drying  DS3555  DS3556  dte  DtiVtlS  dt'sely  D-type  du  dual  dub  dub*  "dub,"  dub. 
Dubonnet  dub's  Duckham.  Duckmanton.  Dudley  "Dudley,"  Dudley’s  Dudley's  due  due^  duel 
duel.  duels  dues  Duesenberg.  duet.  duet—Llewellyn  Duff’s  "Duff's,"  Duffy’s  duh  Duisburg 
Duke  "dull,"  dull.  dulled  Duller  dullest  duly  dumb  dumb-iron  dumbirons!  dummy  dump 
"DUMR," .   Duncan  Dunham  Dunham’s  Dunlcath  Dunlop  Dunmow  Dunn  Dunn — 51.56 N.S. —     

 "Dunn,"  Dunn’s  Dunn—the  "dup'icated,"  Duplex  durable.  duralumin  duration  "duration,''" 
duration.  DurdrHth  durii^  during  durlr  Durnnit  Durrai<'i|.  durtog  dusk  "dusk,"  dusky  dust 
dusty  dut  Dutch  duties  Dutifs  dutton  "Dutton,"  dutton.  Dutton’s  Dutton's  Duty  duu^nhU 
Duxford  duy  D-W553  Dwal  dwatcr)  dwindled.  dyed-in-the-wool  DYING  Dyke-Acland’s 
"DYKES,"  Dyna  dynamo  Dynamometer  "dynamos,,"  "Dyna-Panhard,"  dYquern”  e  e xceprion of   e

 e . t   e  E '  e  é fc   É!.  E*  "E,"  E.  E. Wi   E.  —E.  "E.,"  E.^iiesen  E.C.1  E.C.4 
E.C.Burt 9   E.C.I  E.C.l  e.e.  e.g.  E.G.D.  e.ic  E.L.Rossman S   E.P.A.  E.R  e.r-  e.r*  e.r. 
"E.R.A,"  E.R.A.  E.R.A.) 26   "E.R.A.,"  E.R.A.-Delage  E.R.A.s  E.R.A.s’  E.RiA.)  E.Thiescn 
E.Thiesen  e.x-Beitley-team  "e/li'r’trle,"  é^Litre.  E^ngl^sh  —e^s.  E|  E|ectric  e|egant  E|vI-
BuIt^lwnrth  E4.  E7.  each  each)  "each,"  each.  each;  eager  Eamül|tan  ear  ear-  "ear,"  ear. 
ear’ll.  Earl  earlier  earlier!  "earlier,"  earlier.  earliest  EARLS  earls'  Earl's  early  "early,"  early. 
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earn  earn»dt  earned  earnest  earnestly  earning  ears  ears.  ears:  earth  Eascott  Easdale  ease 
easier  easier.  easiest  easily  "easily,"  easily.  easily:  Eason  East  east.  Eastbourne  "Eastbourne," 
Easter  Eastern  Easthuurne.  Eastick  "Eastick,"  Eastick’s  easy  eat  eat.  eaten  eating  "Ebblewhite," 

 Ebury  Ebury.  Ebury’s  EC2  ecassis  echelon  echoes  echoing  ECI  economy  Ecosse  Ecstasy 
Ecurie  Ed  Ed.  "Ed.),"  Eddie  "Eddie,"  Edgar  "Edgar,"  Edgar’s  edge  edge.  Edgell  "edict," 
Edinburgh  "Edinburgh,"  EDITIONS  Editor  "Editor,"  EDITOR.  editorial  editorially  editors 
EDITOR'S  Edmund  Edmund;  Eduards  educated  Edvte-Ljp  Edwardd  Edwardian  Edwardian: 
Edwardians  "Edwardians,"  Edwards Bugatti 1929 1496       Edwards  Edwards'  Edwards’  Edwarite  ee 
eeecting  "eeins,"  "eel,"  eeng  "Eentley),"  EEVJfW  Eeyore  "Eeyore,"  E-F  effect  effect)  "effect," 

 effect.  effected  "effected,"  effected..  effective  effectively  effects  efficiency  "efficiency," 
efficiency.”'  efficieni  efficient  efficient.  efficiently  effort  "effort,"  effort.  effort.”  effortlessly 
effortlessness  efforts  "efforts,"  efforts.  e-Fritn &LOP   ég  egg  egging  eggs  eggs)  EHP  Ei 
Eigg  eight  "eight,"  eight-cylinder  EIGHTEEN  eighteenth.  eighth  eight-lap  eight-litre  eight-tenths 
eighty  eigto  Eiieas  eiiher  EiK.Ai)  eilent  eimldn't  'eing  eirculate  eirculated  Eisher’s  either 
"either,"  either.  eJlm^  eke  el  EL-  El.  ELAN  Elan)  elasticities  elated  Elboum  elbow  elbow-
llfting!  "elderberry,"  elderly  "elderly,"  eldest  Eldvatrd*  elected  electing  election  "elections," 
electric  electrical  electrically  electricity  "electrifying,"  electronic  elegant  elegantly.  element 
elements  elements.  elephant  elephantiasis  elephantine  Elephants  Eleven  eleventh.  elficient.as  Elga 

 Elgin  Elgood  "Elgood,"  eligibility  eligible for   eligible  eligible®  eliibs  eliminates  eliminating 
elimination  Elister  elixir.  EllinjËK  EllioL  "Elliott,"  Ellis  Ellis’  Ellis’s  Ellis's  ells  Elmdown 
eloping  elose-r^llio  Elphinstone—Best  else  "else,"  else.  else’s  else's  elsewhere  "elsewhere," 
Elsewhere.  Elsom.  Elwell  Elwell-Smith's  ely  Email:  emanating  embarked  "embarrassing," 
embarrassment  embellished  emblem  "emblem,"  embraced  embracing  emerged  emergency  emerges 
Emeryson  emigrated  emigrating  emiHing  eminent  eminently  Eminh  "Eminson,"  Eminson’s  emitting

 emlHef  emme.  Emmettic  Emons  Emperor's  emphasis  emphasising  Empire  employ  employed 
EMPLOYEES  employs  Emporium  Empress  Empress's  empty  emu  emulate  en  enable  enabled 
enables  'Enables-Llewelyn  enabling  enahles  "en-bloc,"  enchanted  enchanting  enclose  enclosing 
encompassing  encounter  "encounter,"  encounters  encourage  encouragement  encouragement.  encourages

 encouraging  end  "end,"  End.  end.—I.  endangered  endearing  endeavour  ended  ended.;  endless 
 endorse  ends  ends.  Endurance  endure  endures  enduring  "enemies,"  energetic  energetically 

energies  energy  Enfield  Enfield-Alldays  engage—  engaged  engagement  engaging  engincd  Engine 
 engine-  engine!  "engine""."  engine*.  "engine,"  engine.  engine. _   engine.  engine. Another   engine.
 engine. Another   engine.  Engine:  engine;  engine’s  engined  engine—Ed.]  engineer  "engineer," 

engineer.  engineering  "engineering,"  engineering.  Engineers  "Engineers,"  Engineers.  engineers’ 
"engine-mountings,"  engine-numbers.  engines  engine's  engines!)  "engines,"  engines.  engines; 
England  "England,"  England's  English  "English,"  Engmcei's-sponsoned  engme  engraved  enhance 
enhanced  enhancement  enhancing  ening  enioyed.  enjoved.  enjoy  enjoy.  enjoyab|e  ENJOYABLE 
enjoyable.  enjoyed  enjoyed.  enjoying  enjoyment  "enjoyment,"  enjoyment.  enjoys  EN-LE-F 
enlhusiasts  enliven  enlivened  enlivening  Enmpeitions.  enoi^h  enormous  "enormous,"  enormously 
ENOT-AND  enough  "enough,"  enpoyable.  enquire  "enquire,"  enquired  enquires  enquiries 
enquiring  Enquiry  enroHed  enrolled  en-route.  enrs  ensign  ensure  ensured  ensuring  entails 
entemd  enter  enter^^  enter’.  entered  "entered,"  entering  enterprising  entertain  entertained 
entertaining  entertainment  enthralled  enthralling.  enthuse  enthusiasm  "enthusiasm,"  enthusiasm. 
enthusiasms  enthusiast  "enthusiast,"  enthusiast.  enthusiast.”  enthusiaste  enthusiastic  "enthusiastic," 
enthusiastically  Enthusiasts  enthusiasts'  "enthusiasts,"  enthusiasts.  enthusiasts’  enthussAsts  entire 
entirely  entitled  ENTLEY  Entrance  entrant  entrants  "entrants,"  entrants.  entries  entries!  "entries," 

 Entries.  Entries. Secs   entry  "entry,"  entry’  entry-list  enure  enveloped  eo  eoad  EOïHr.J  Eoin 
 EOP»  "Eord,"  eornerlug  eosts  epc  ëpi  epic  epicyclic  epiglottis  episode  episode.  EPITAPH. 

epitome  Epsom  "Epsom,"  equability  equal  equalled  equally  equals  EquaUy  equidistant 
equilibrium  equipe  équipes.  equipment  "equipment,"  equipment.  equipped  equivalent  equivalents 
eqwpped.  er  "er,"  er.  Er\óir\cerii\ö  er»  ERA  "ERA,"  era'.;  "ERA-Delagc,"  ERA-engined  ERAs 

 "ERAs,thrXufiwl.i"  ERAs.  eras:  ere  erect  "erect,"  erected  erected)  erected.  erection  erection. 
ERIC  erlminat  ernative  ernsiiee  eroding  ERODO  errant  "erratic,"  Errington.  Errington’s  error 
"error-prone,"  errors  ERST  erstwhile  erupted  erupting  es  ÈS;  es?  escape  escaped  escaping 
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eschewed  escort  "Eslpen,"  especial  especially  Esperiidly-  Esq.  "Esq.,"  esrape  essay  essayed 
essays  Essen’s  essence.  essential  essential.  essentially  ESSEX  "Essex,"  Essex.  Esso  EST. 
estab-  establish  established  establishment  esteem  Estler  et  etah  etamoun  Etaunr.  etc  "etc," 
etc.  etc.)  "etc.,"  etc.”  etc®  etches  eternal  Ettore  Ettore’s  Etxxum.  "Eugenie,"  eugn-lap  EUis 
EUls's  eumpetltiuIl-prolnutlng  eunrufTntly  euorumiis  Eurapei-ifngpds  Eurapran  EURO  Euro-grain 
EUROPA  Europe  Europe.  eurs  Evan  Evan-Cook  "Evan-Cook,"  EvanCook.  Evan-Cook.  Evan-
Cook/ex  Evan-Cooks  Evan-Cook's  Evans  "Evans,"  Evans’  Evans's  eve  "Eve,"  eve^yxvhefe!  even

 even;  evenfc  evening  "evening,"  evening.  evening. •   evening.  evenis  evenly  evens  Event 
Event W.A.L.   Event J   event  Tim   event  event!  event!)  event*  "event,"  event.  event’..—  events 

 "events,"  events.  events:  eventual  eventually  eventually.  eventua'ly  ever  "ever,"  "'ever,"  ever. 
ever:  ever”  Everard  "Everard,"  Everard’s  evergreen  everlasing  ever-popular  every  everybody 
everybody’s  everyday  every-day  everyone  "everyone,"  everything  "everything,."  everywhere  eveuly 

 evi^r^iti;  evidence  "evidence,"  evidence.  evidenced  evident  Evidently  Evolution  evolve  evolved 
 "evolved,"  ew  "Ewell,"  Ewen Itala 1908 12000       Ewen  "Ewen,"  EWEN.  Ewing  ex  "ex-""" 

ex^tence.  exacdy  exact  exacting  exactly  exaggeration  ex-AIexander  examination  examined 
examined.  examining  example  "example,"  example.  examples  "exams,"  exander  ex-Andrew  ex-
Barnalo  exBaron  ex-Baron  ex-Bear  ex-Bill  ex-Bira  ex-Birkin  "ex-Birkin,"  ex-Brian  ex-
Butterwdrth  ex-Butterworth  exc|udlng  exceed  exceeded  exceeding  Exceedingly  ExceHent  Excel 
excelled  excellence  excellent  "excellent,"  excellent.  excellently  except  "except,"  exception 
exception.  Ex-ceptiona||y  exceptional  exceptionally  excess  excessive  exceUent  exchange 
EXCHANGE.  exchanged  exchanges  Exchanges.  ex-Chapmtin  ex-Charlie  "Excheck,"  ex-ChIron 
exchnTit^e-ol'-Mirts  excited  excitement  "excitement,"  excitement.  exciting  "exciting,"  exciting. 
"excluded,"  exclusively  ex-Co^ok  excursion  excursions.  "excuse,"  excused  excuses  ex-Dixon  ex-
Ecurie  executed  execution  executive)  ex-Editor  ex-Emons  exemplary  ex-Empress  exercise 
exercised  exercising  exert  exerting  exerts  ex-Es'cles'  Exeter  ex-ex-  ex-Fangk-  ex-Forrest  ex-
Gerard  ex-Glen  ex-Gordon  ex-Harry  exhaust  "exhaust,"  exhausted  exhaust-note  exhibited 
exhibition  exhibitionist  ex-Horace  exhortation  ex-Howe  exhuberance  ex-Huwlhoru  exile  exiled 
existance  existed  existence  existence.  existing  existing.  exists  exists.  exiting  ex-Joe  ex-Johnie 
ex-l’j^le  ex-Leslie  ex-Lewis  ex-Loch  ex-Lycett  "ex-Mac,"  ex-Mackenzie  ex-Maclure  ex-McKenzie 

 ex-McKenzie/ex  "ex-Michire."""  ex-Nelson’s  ex-owner  expand  expanding  exparimrnl*  expcrie'ced 
expeca  expect  expect.  expectation  "expectation,"  expectations  expectations.  expected  "expected," 
expected.  expects  expedition  expeditiously  expended  expense  "expense,"  expenses  expensive 
experhucnl  experience  "experience,"  experience.);  experience;  experienced  "experiences,"  experiences. 

 experiencing  experiment  experimental  experimenting  expert  expertise  expertly  experts  experts. 
ex-Peter  expired  expired-  explain  explained  explained.  explaining  explains  explanation  explanation.

 explanations  exploded  "exploded,"  exploits  "exploits,"  exploratory  explored  exploring  explosion 
explosion!  explosion.  exponent  "exponent,"  Export  exposed  exposing  expounded  expounding  ex-
Powys-Lybbe  Express ..   Expressed  expressed.  expresses  expression  expression.  EXPRESSIONS 
expulsion  ex-Reggie  exrellent  exrep-tionally  ex-Roddy  ex-Ronnie  ex-Shawe-Taylor  ex-St.  ex-
Stapletou  extend  extended  extensive  extensive|y  extensively  extent  "extent,"  external  externally 
externally.  extinguisher  extinguishers  extra  extract  extracted  extraction  extraordinarily 
extraordinarily-mixed  extraordinary  extrapolations.  extremely  exuberance  ex-Walker  ex-Whitney  "ex-
Wiimshurst,"  eye  "eye,"  eye.  eye-catching  eyes  eyes!  "eyesight,"  eyr'ltst*.  Eyston  "Eyston,"  f 

 f ",SZ"   f  f ih   f  F-  'f  ƒ  ƒ '.   ƒ  ƒ The   ƒ  ƒ('.  F(H  ƒ*  f*ll.  "F,"  F.  F. Ih'Uz   F.  F.'
 F.)  f.«*ehda  "F.A.C.,"  F.D  F.E.  f.h.c.  "f.h.c.,"  'f.i*iv?t  F.I.A.T.  "F.iMo,"  F.Lycett owe. 1 21.39 

22.39  F.N  F.N.’s  f'.n'ut».  F.r.  "F.T.A.T.,"  "F.T.D,"  f.t.d.  "F.T.D.,"  F.TJI.  F.W.D.  "f.w.S," 
"oj,^," IQ   f/  F/O.  F:T.D.:  F^^rd  f^eh^oie  F^ird  F^irr  f^rfth  F^'YING  F_\x3^kvvsQ  F|ying 
F<^i^d Poking   F> ulilerstiilleltniigh  f«i.  F»  f .lllr.|ltii1lle.r.  F°OR  F12  ƒ4  ƒ98  fa* pjj   fa***^l 
fa^it  fa^wei^  Fa|con  "Fa«l«a""l"  fabric  fabricated  fabric-top  fabriealed  fabulous  face  face! 
face!)  "face,"  face;  faced  faces  "faces,"  facet  facetious  facia  Faciiities'  facilities  "facilities," 
facilities.  facing  facklc  fact  "fact,"  factor  factor!  factory  Facts”  faded  Fafnir  "Fafnlr,"  faHiest

 Fahrzeugbrief  fail  faile^f  failed  failed.  failing  failings  fails  failure  "failure,"  failure.  failure—
or  failures  faint  fair  "fair,"  fair.  faired  Fairey  Fairey1  "fairhaired,"  fairies  fairings  Fairley 
Fairley's  fairly  Fairman  FairmUe  fair-weather  Fait^ey  faithful  "faithfully,"  Falcon  Falen  Falk 
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fall  fall.  fall»  fallen  "fallen,"  falling  "falling,"  fallowed  falls  false  fame  familiar 
familiarisation  familiarise  familiarity  families  families.  family  "family!),"  "family,"  family's  famous

 "famous,"  Fan  fanatic  fancy  fandktap  Fane  "Fane,"  Fane.  Fane’s  Fangio  "fanned,"  fannsnc 
fantartrc  fantastic  fantastically  fap  faQ-rf.- Black   far  far!  "far,"  far.  fare  farewell  farilities—the

 "Farina,"  Farina-bodied  "Farley,"  farm  "FARM,"  Farm.  farmer  farmer!  farmhouse.  Farmiloe’s 
Farnborough  Farnham.  far-off  fa-Romeo  Farquhar’s  Farquhar's  fart  Farted  Farthing  Faryi'Skar 
fascia  fascinating  fashion  "fashion,"  fashion.  fasir-i  fasl  fast  "fast,"  fast.  fast.e^t-althougb  fast-
accelerating  Fastback  fastener  fasteners.  faster  "faster,"  faster.  fastest  fatal  fate  fated!  fateful 
father  father.  father—keep  Father's  fatigue  fatter  fault  "fault,"  fault.  faultless  faultlessly 
faultlessly-kept  faulty  Favitr!  "favour,"  favour.  favourable  favourably  favourite  favourite.  favours 
Fawcett  "Fawcett,"  F-awg  Fawkes  fawn  Fax  FAX:  fc/  fc>  fc>^)3  'fcl-jl.. 4 80 149 2996 Entrant    

 fcry  "fcur-and-a-half,"  fc—Vt~  fdxle-i  fe  fear  feared  fearful  fears  "fears,"  feasibility  feat 
feather  feather.)  feathers  feats  feature  feature*.  featured  FEATURES  "features,"  features. 
featuring  Feb.  February  "February,"  February.  fed  fee  "fee,"  feeble  'feed'  feeding  feeing  feel 

 feeling  feels  "feels,"  fees  fees.  feet  feet.  fehooo  feint  felicitous  Felix  fell fity&utfitSd.   fell 
 "fell,"  fell.  Fell—high  fellow  fellow.  "fellow-dinosaur,"  fellow-men  Fell's  "fells,"  felt  'felt 

Felton  Felton’s  Felton's  female  feminine  "fence,"  fence.  fenced  "Fenner,"  Fenn-Wiggin 
fepdklandt  feQ.ry.. Black   "Feresfield,"  fermentation  FERODO  Ferodo’s  Ferodo's  "Ferodo-Sobranie," 
ferooo  Ferrari  Ferrari).  Ferrari’s  Ferrari-like  "Ferraris,"  Ferrières  ferry  Fersfield  "Fersfield," 
festivities.  festivity  Fetch  fettle  "fettle,"  Fever  few  few.  few-additional  Fewer  fewer. 
ff..^Ut/.IIL.| M.  fFË~R  ffeb -   fffth  ffii.l  ffilYrr-pniij  ffnest  ffr*l  ffrrw-  Ffynnon  fGAb  fghting 

 fhirnboroogh  FI  "FI,"  fi.  F'i^*lcM  fi^Tft  Fi«mit.  Fia:  fiA-litre  fiancee  fiast  FIAT  Fiat). 
Fiat)—No  "Fiat,"  Fiat.  FIAT...........  Fiatt;  Fiazer  fickle  fiddle)  "fiddle,"  fiddling  fidfert 
fidlowing  fie  fie!  FIELD  "field,"  field.  field»  "Fieldes,"  "Fieldgate,"  Fielding’s  fields  fier 
fierce  "fierce,"  fierce;  fierce-looking  fiercely  fiercest  fiffh.  fifteen  fifth  "fifth,"  fifth.  "fifties," 
fiftk-s  FIFTY  fifty.  fifty-six  fight  Fighting  figure  "figure,"  figure.  figures  fiHrt  Fiinirr  fiirst 

 fiiv-Lap  FiJrop  FIJT)  file  file)  "file,"  fill  fill.... Grey   filled  filler  filling  filling-in  fillip 
film  fils  filter  filtered  Filwwilliarn  Fim  fin^he^  final  "Final,"  final.  final-drive  finale 
finale.”—W.  Finally  "Finally,"  "finals,"  finance  financial  Finch Amilcar 196/8 1100       Finch  Finch’s

 Finch's  find  find?  Find’s  finding  findings  finds  fine  "Fine,"  fine.  finely  finer  finest  finger
 FINGER.  fingers  fingers.  Fingle  fini  finiihors  Fini'li  FINISH  "finish,"  finish.  finish»  finished 
 "finished,"  finished.  finishers  "finishers,"  finishes.  finishing  finishing.  Finishing-line  Finland 

finned  fiQBM  fir  fir-!  fir*  "fir,st"  Fir^le.  fire  "Fire,"  fire.  "fire-engines,"  Firefly).  fireplace 
fire-proof  Firestone  Fireworks  "fireworks,"  Firie  firil  firing  Firkin’s  Firle  Firle ... ... ...... ...... ...... ... 
195  Firle  Firle)  "Firle,"  Firle.  Firle. ..   Firle.  Firlie  Firligigs  firm  "firm,"  firm.  firmament. 
Firmly  "firmly,"  firmly.  firms  Firm's  "firms,"  firs  firsit  first  first'  first)  "first,"  "First,""" 
first.  first-class  "Firstly,"  Firsts:  firt  fir-t  firt!  Firth  Firth's  FiSCAR  Fish  Fisher  fishermen's 
fishes  Fisken  fit  fit.  FiT.Di  fitfully  fith  fits  "fitster,"  Fitt Hudson 22.42 2nd       Fitt’s  fitted 
"fitted,"  fitted.  Fitter  Fitter's  fitting  fitting.  Fittingly  "fittingly,"  Fitz  Fitzpatrick  FitzPatrick Rolls  

 Fitzpatrick  Fitzpatrick's  Fitzwilliam  five  "five,"  five-l.  five-lap  Five-minute  fiv-ii^v.l  fixed 
fixed-head  fixture  fixture-  "Fixture,"  fixtures  fiyhh  fizzed  fizzup  fJe  Fjihvsi  fj-iitre  fj-litre  Fl 

 FL!  fl*  fl.  fl.oliiD -* —+ ’ *  Flack 43898 0.000934027777777778   flag  "flag,"  flag.  flagged 
flagged-in  flags  flag-signals  FLAHiston'c  flaired-wing  flame  Flanders.  flange  flanges  flank 
flanks.  flannel  flannels  flap.  flapping  flashed  flasks  flat  flat!  flat!”  flat.  flat-iron  "flatly," 
flat-out  "flat-spots,"  flattening  "flattering,"  flavour  Fleet  fleeting  Flemmich.  Fletcher  FLETCHER. 

 flew  flew.  flexibilities  flexibility  flexible  flexing  flic  flick  fliiig I   fliiuttiiM:  Fling  fling. 
flip  flip1  flitted  "flitting,"  flJjB  fljndUf  fll-up  float  flock  Flockhart  Flood 0.04 
0.00114930555555556  flood  "Flood,"  flooding  flooding.  floor  "floor,"  floorboards»  Florio  flourish

 flowers  Flrle.  flrst-dass  flub  fluff  fluffy  flung  flusj  flustered  flutter  fluup  flvwheel  fly- 
Flying  flyouthful  flywheel  fly-wheel  flywheel)  "flywheel,"  fmalfLawrence  FMcM  Fmet 
FmMM^’^Nasli  FMMM|  fmo  Fmthingf.OiW  "fncidentally,"  FnCUbor^ough.  F'n-nr  foam.  FOCUS 
foe  foeUng  "fog,"  fogged  Foggitt);  foggy  foi-  foiH-.-M^e-th  foiir-simer  foisting  Foiter'i  fold? 

 folded  fold-flat  folding  Folhind  foliove  folk  "Folkington,"  follow  follow.  followed  "followed," 
 followers  following  "following,"  following.  following:  follows  follows.  follows:  Folly  Fomka-bp 
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 foMLLY  Fon]  fondness  food  "food,"  fool  foolish  fools  foot  foot-action  footbrake  footing 
footings  Footitt  "Footitt,"  Footitt's  Foottit  Foottit’s  for  For'  for-  fór  "for,"  for.  for: .   For<l 

 foray  "foray,"  forbid  force  "force,"  forced  forceful  forcefully  forces  Ford  Ford)  "Ford-
Austin,"  Ford-Girling  Fords  Fords.  "forefinger,"  forefront  forego  foregoing  foregone  foreground 
foreign  "foreijpi"""  "forelock,"  Foreman  "Foreman,"  Foreman.  Forest  Forest-.  forestall  foretaste 
forethought  forfeited  forged  forget  forget—but  forgetting  forging  forgive  forgo  forgot  forgotten 

 "forgotten,"  forgotten.  fork  "fork,"  fork.  Form  "form,"  form.  form;  form?  format  formation 
"formation,"  forme/  formed  former  "former,"  former.  former’s  formerly  former's  formidable 
formidable.  forms  Formula  forr  Forrest  Forrest-Lyceet’s  Forrest-Lycett's  Forrst  Forster’s  fort 
forte  forth  forth.  forthe  for-the  forthwith.  Forti  fortified  fortnight  fortunate  fortunately 
"Fortunately,"  fortune  fortune.  fortunes  Forty  forty-minute  Forum  "Forum,"  Forum;  forward 
"forward,"  forward.  forwarding  forwyï  fOSODoo  foster  Foster’s  fot^tr-whecf-drive 
FotheriDgl^h^tm-Park^ir's  Fotheringham  Fothering-ham  "FotheringhamParker,"  fotir-whec'led  fought 
foul  foul.  fouled  FOUND  FOUND VSCC   found  "found,"  found.  Foundation  "foundation," 
foundation.  founded  founder  foundermember  founders  founding  "founh,"  fount  Fountain 
"foUowed,"  four  four)  "four,"  four.  four-Amal  four-and-a-half  "four-and-a-half,"  four-and-a-half. 
four-and-a-half» This   four-and-a-half-litre.  four-and-a-half-litre»  four-branch  four-carburetter  fourc-h» Jit

 four-cylinder  "four-cylinder,"  four-figure  four-ibp  four-lap  fourseater  four-seater  "fourseater," 
four-speed  fourteen  FOURTEENTH  fourth  "fourth,"  fourth.  fourth^  "Fourthly,"  four-wheel  four-
wheel-braked  four-wheel-drive  four-wheeled  Four-wheeler  Fowler  Fox  foxes'  Foxlee's  fR.  fr^ime 

 Fr^iz.er-Nash  fr^ophy  fra  fraction  fraction.  "fractional,"  fragile-looking  frame  "frame,"  frame: 
frame’  frames  framing  Fran  francais  France  Francis  Franco-Prussian  francs  Frank  Franklin 
frankly  "Frankly,"  Frant  "Frant,"  fraseb  Fraser  "Fraser,"  fraternity  "fraternity,"  fraternity. 
fraternity—it  fray  Fraz.er-Nash  Frazer  Frazer-N^^*h  "Frazer-Na^sh,"  Frazer-Naah)  Frazer-Nash 
"Frazer-Nash),"  "Frazer-Nash,"  Frazer-Nash.  "Frazer-Nash-B.M.W.,"  Frazer-Nashes  Frazer-Nash—rounds 

 Frazer-Nish  Frazer-zx  Frazet  Fr-cr  Fred  Freddie  Freddy  free  freedom  free-for-all  freely 
Freeman  "Freeman,"  Freeman’s  Freestone  "Freikaiser-wagen,"  Freikniscrwagcn  French  "French," 
French.  Frenetic  frequencies  frequency  frequency.  frequent  frequently  fresh  Frezrr-Nash  frf  frfrr 

 friatarinh  FRIBO  friction  frictionless  Friday  "Friday,"  fridge  fried  Friei  friend  friend) 
"friend,"  friend.  friendly  friends  "friends,"  friends.  frightened  frightening  frightening;  Frimley. 
Friry  fri'st  frm  frmtom  FRN  "Frn^y,"  frniua  fro.  frolic  Frolics  Frol-kaiso^ragen)  From  from' 

 "from,"  fromi  fromtl  from—who  Fronde  front  "front,"  front. (TJ.t.)   front.  front?  "front-end," 
 fronts  front-wheel  Frost’s  frozen  Frsizor-  frst  frt-^lrit  FRUIT  frustrated  frvunrable  Fry Bentley

N.S.   Fry  "Fry,"  fry.  Fry-Up  fsmilisr  fsS;  ft -   ft  ft I   Ft  "ft,‘\"  ft.  ft.-spau  ft^/^tley  ft» 
FTD  fth  ftirk  FtJkr'r  fTltle/number)  Date   ftmtleys  ftmwge  ftnishcd  Ft-P.MfJ  ftpitky  ftSC-CiC. 
"Ftur,"  fU.TïEY.  Fuad  fudged  fudrey*  fuel  fuel—  "fuel,"  fuel”.  fuel-feed  fuel-pump  fuiure. 
fulfil  fulfill  fulfilled  fulfilling  Full  Fulle-  fulling  fully  fully-baffled  fumes  fumes!  fun  fun- 
"fun,"  fun.  function  functionality  functionally  functioned  functions.  fund  "Fund,"  fund.  Fund”) 
funds  funeral  "funeral,"  funked  funny  "funny,"  "funny,’"  fur  Furd  furious  "furiously," 
furiously.  Furits  furled  furnatonin  Furrett  furst  Further  further.  "Furthermore,"  fus>  fuss  fust 
fustiest  "futile,"  futnomunally  future  future!  "future,"  future.  future-hopefuls  Future—I  future's 
fuzzy  fv  Fwd  Fwtii' Sroxhl   g  G-  G*00  "G,"  G.  G. 26   G.  G. K.   G.  G. M.   G.  G. H.  
G.  G. Ci   G.  "G.),"  G.).  "G.,"  G..  G.J.  "G.K,"  G.N.  G.P  G.P.  G.T.I.s  G.W.S.  G/iara-cter 

 g?  "g^iides,"  G^l.ilL)  "g^Mr-r^ttio,"  G>  g29tlu  Gable  Gadget'  gadgetry  Gadillac-JU  Gage 
gaggle  Gahagan  Gahagan’s  gain  gained  gaining  Gale  Gale's  gallant  "gallery,"  Gallic  Galloise 
gallon  "gallon,"  gallon.  gallons.  gallons»  "Gallop,"  Gallop’s  galloped  game  "game,"  gamely 
"gamesmanship,"  Gammon  Gammon’s  gang  "Gang,"  Gang’s  Gangbridge  gap  Gap.  gar*  garage 
"garage,"  garage.  garage;  Garages  "Garages,"  garaging  garb  garden  "garden,"  gardening 
"gardening,"  Gardens  Gardens.  Gardner’s  Garfitt  Garland  Garnet  garnished  Garstin  GarstIn 9  
gas  "gas,"  gases  gas-flowed  gas-inflation  gasket.  gaskets  gasmasks  gas-masks.  gasps  gassed 
"gassed,"  Gastronomique  gasworks.  GATE  "gate,"  gate-cni  gates  gather  "gather,"  gather. 
gathered  gathering  gathering.  "gathering."""  gatherings  "gatherings,"  gatherings.  Gatwick  "Gaudens," 

 Gaudin  "gauge,"  gauge.  gauges.  Gauntlett  gave  Gavin  GAWSWORTH  Gay  gaze  GAZETTE 
gazetted  Gbosh  Gchr11  GDPR  ge  Ge*-ird’t  gear  "gear,"  "gear,”"  gear.  gearbox  gear-box 
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gearbox).  "gearbox,"  gearbox.  gearboxes  gearchange  gear-change  geared  gearing  "gearing,"  gear-
lever  "gear-ratio,"  gear-ratio.  gear-ratios  gears  "gears,"  gears.  gear-shift  geese  gei  Gel  gen 
gen.  genera|  genera||y  general  generally  "Generally,"  "generation,"  generation.  generos1ty 
generosity  generous  generously  Geneva  genius  genr-ie.ntrols  gentle  "gentle,"  gentleman 
gentlemen’s  gentler  gentling  gently  "gently,"  Gently.”  gents  genuine  Geoff  Geoffrey  geometry 
George  "George,"  George—a  Geraint  Gerald  Gerald’s  geraniums  Gerard  "Gerard,"  Gerard's 
German  Germany  "Germany,"  Germany.  "germs,"  Gerry  Gerry’s  Gestapo  gesture  get  Get^ey 
3/4% 0.00120023148148148   getaway  "get-away,"  getaway.  Getley 18ft   gets  getting  gettmg  GF 
GF 1541   GFOEYREYDUNN.  gg^r-lever.  Ghosh  Ghosh.  Ghosh’s  Ghost  'Ghost  "Ghost,"  ghoulish 

 Gi  giant  Gib±  "Gibbons,"  GIBBS  Gibbs'  "Gibbs,"  Gibbs’  "Gibmi,"  Gibson  "gift,"  Giihngan 
 giio  Gijsv  Gikodlww  Gilbert 0.04  0.000950231481481482       Gilbert’s  Gilbey  "Gilbey,"  Gilbey’s 

Giles  Giles’  Giles’ GN “Salome”   Gillian  Gillies  Gillies.  Gillies’  Gilling  Gilling’s  "gillingham," 
Gillings'  Gilmore 0.04  0.00107291666666667       Gilmore  gin  GiP.  Gipsy  girl  "girl-friends," 
Girling’s  girls  girls.  Giron  Gisxl-hew  Giuseppe  give  give.  given  gives  giving  GJ  Gj.  GK 
glad  "glad,"  glad.”  gladden  glady.  glamour  glances  gland  glare  "Glasgow,"  glass  "glass," 
glasses.  glee  Glen  Glengairn  "Glengairn,"  Glengairn.  "glider,"  glimpse  glimpsed  gliort-c^iassis 
"glitter,"  glittering  "glittering,"  globally  globe  "gloom,"  "gloomily,"  glorious  glory  glossy  Gloster 

 glove  glows  "Glub,"  glumur^ous  "Gluncetterthlre,"  Glutton  "gluttonous,"  Glutton's  Gm*.  GmbH 
 GmilW'W  Gmlilurr^-Wjti*  Gmrmiiglil  Gmuriiuiil  Gn  GN/AC.  gnat  "Gnat,"  Gnhiigan  Gni'ii 

Gniiuum's  Gnnbs  GNOWL  gns. Vdhim-   gns.  Gnss  go  "go,"  go.  goad  go—and  go—
and*managed  gobbled  God  God).  Goddard  Goddard'*  "Goddard,"  Goddard-Watt*  Goes  goggles 
goi  goiiig”  going  going.  gold  Gold.  Golden  Golden Jubilee   Golden  Golder’s  "GOLDING," 
Goldman S.S. 28.5   Goldman S.S. 25.34   Goldman  Goldman’s  golf  Golidman’s  golly  Golt  gOM 
gone  gone?  good  good!  "good,"  good.  Gooda  Goodhew  Goodhew’s  Goodhew—the  Goodman 
Goodman/Farquhar/de  goodness  goods  good—the  goodwill  Goodwin  Goodwin’s  Goodwin's 
Goodwood  Goodwood Members' 5   Goodwood  "Goodwood,"  Goofhew  Gopse  Gordon  Gordon-Bennett

 Gorge  gorse  Gosnell  "Gospel,"  Gosport  gossamer  go-stop-reverse-go  got  got.  got?)  Goudwoml
 Goudy  "Goudy,"  "Goulash,"  Gould  "gourmets,"  governed  Government  "Government," 

Governmental  governors  Gp  Gp>  Gp21 13h*ilm   Gp2l 12h  Gp4J ?h   grab  Grace  graced 
"graceful,"  gracefully  graces  graciously  grade  gradient  "gradient,"  gradients  Gradrn  gradually 
graduation  Graham  "Graham,"  gramme  gramophone).  Grampians  Grand  "grand,"  Grand»  grandly-
run  Grands  grandson  grandstand  "grandstand,"  Grange  Grannie  Gransden  Gransden.  Gransden—
what  Grant  granted;  granting  grapewne  graphs  grappled  grasp  grass  "grass,"  grass.  grass-grown

 Grasshopper  grass-tracking.  grat  grateful  gratefully  gratified  gratifying  gratitude*  gratitude.  grave
 gravel  gravity  gravity.  Gray  Gray.  grease  grease).  grease.  greases  greasy  great  'great 

"great,"  Great.  greater  greatest  great-hearted  greatly  greatly-appreciated  Greaves  Green  Green Ford
3l   green  "Green,"  "Green/black,"  Green’s  "greenery,"  Greenes  Greengage  "Greengage," 
"greenhouse,"  Green's  greet  greeted  greetings  greets  Greg 6.5 45.65 48.19 —      Greg  Greg’s  Gregor

 Gregory  Gregory 6.6 44.72 41.29 —      Gregory  "Gregory,"  Gregory’s  Greig Frazer   Greig Fraser  
Greig Frazer   Greig  Greig’s  Greig's  grein  Grensden  Grenville  Gresty)  Gretton.  greut  grev  grew 

 grey  "grey,"  greying  grid  "grid,"  grid.  grief  Grieg  "Grieve,"  Griffiihs  "Griffith,"  Griffiths 
A.C.  1997       GRIFFITHS  Griffiths)  "Griffiths,"  GRIFFITHS.  Griffiths’  Grigs A.C. 1991   Grigs 
grille  grimly  Grimshaw  grin  "grinding,"  grip  grip.  "Griselles,"  Grist  Grlllilhs "Grlmanv," 
grockles!  Gross  Grosvenor  "Grosvenor,"  Grosvenor’s  Grotty  ground  ground.  Group  "group," 
group:  groups  Grove  "Groves,"  grow  growing  grown  growth  Grtweiler  Grub”  gruelling 
grumble  GRUNDY  Gruzier’s  GS  GT  G—t  GTa.  GTOmA*  "gu*ars,"  "guarantee,"  guarantee. 
GUARANTEED  Guard  "guard,"  guards  Gubng'tii  guess.”  guessing  "guest,"  Guests  Guests b^y  
GuHsi<1orf<]r  guid  guidance  GUIDE  guides.  guiding  guile  guineas  Guinness  gumboots. 
gummes  Gumnmn's  gun  Gun”.  gunmetal  Gunn’s  Guppy  Gurney  gusty  gut  guts  Gutton  Guy 

 —Guy  gw  "Gwynne,"  GX  gymnast  gyrate.  gyrating  "gyrations,"  h  H |   h  h 2  h  H-  "H-
"""  h*-.;  h*k'i^'  H*litf«  "H,N,"  "h,rn"  H. Whitfield   H.  H. N.   H.  H. R.G.   H.  H. St   H. 
H.. .. . 6Ó1!       "h..,"  H..A.F.  H.AV  h.c.  H.Chambers 9   H.E.  "H.E.,"  h.iiiui'i*.ip. jrirt   H.inixap 
H.J.K.  H.J.Y.Y.  H.K.lD...........................28.38  H.M.  H.M.B.  "H.N,Sisson" 9   H.N.Pelmore 5   h.p. 
"h.p.,"  "H.P.B.,"  "h.p.Ii,"  h.r  "H.R,G--Tpeeiul"  "H.R.G,"  H.R.G.  H.R.G.)  "H.R.G.),"  H.R.G.). 
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H.R.G.)—60.2  "H.R.G.,"  "H.R.G.’s,"  H.R.G.s  H.R.lL  "h.r.w,,"  "h.r.w.,"  H.RlD............................28.40 
h.rw.  h.'-s’ing  H;  h\  H^  H^’iiilliv  H^eyward  H'^frrcs^s  H^H.pirrjht^nxr) ... "," "ü'1,40" „      H^ic^e:

 H^JUdbcap  H^vellr^da^  H’lle  -H-<-i  h<riutiful  H»N»  H000  H3H- X   H9-  ha  ha-  "ha," 
"ha.,"  ha/atds  Haa.uman  HaaAuap  Haadkap  Haagur  Haan’s  Habershon's  habit  hack  Hacking Mk  

 had  "had,"  "Had',-"  had.”  had.his  had'^ll  HaddicapiR  Hades  Hadley  hadn’t  hadn't  "Hadoc," 
Haef  Hag  "Hag,"  Haggar-sponsorcd  Haidicap  Haig B.M.W. 1971   Haig  Haig**  "Haig,"  Haig’s 
hail  hailing  haimaii  hair  Hair/man  hairpin  hairpin)  "hairpin,"  hairpin.  hair-raising  hairy  Halch 
half  "half,"  half’  half-cover  half-disappeared  half-distance  "half-distance,"  halfdistance.  half-elliptic 

 half-hour  HalfMile  half-mile  "half-mile,"  half-minute  Halford  "Halford,"  halfshaft  half-shafts 
halfway  half-way  half-way.  "Halifax,"  Halkyard's  Hall  Hall'  "hall),"  "Hall,"  Hall’s  Halliday 
Halliday 30.2 29.6   Halliday* 6.5 39.11 38.02 6.8      Halliday* 7 40.6 40.46 6.8      "Halliday,"  Halliday. 44-
litres  Halliday.  Halliday's  Halliw  HALO  halt  halt.  Haltord  Halt-wav  ham  ham|wred  hamburger

 Hamilton  Hamish  Hamljurg  Hamman.  hammer  "hammering,"  "hammers,"  hampered  Hampshire 
Hampshire’s  Hampton  Hampton Bugatti 46.26   Hampton  "Hampton,"  Hampton.  Hampton’s  Hampton's 

 Hamptton's  Han*  Hancock Allard 3622   Hancock  Hancock’s  Hand  "hand,"  hand.  hand.” 
hand^apper^  handa  handbook  handbrake  hand-brake  "handbrake,"  handcap  handed  handful 
"handful,"  Handicaa:  Handicap  Handicap 1st—80.   handicap  Handicap "Behind,"   Handicap  Handicap  
91.05mph   Handicap  Handicap L.C.   Handicap  Handicap H   Handicap H.Wilmshurst 1st   Handicap J.A.  

 Handicap  1st   Handicap J   Handicap Cindy   Handicap Tim   Handicap  "Handicap,"  handicap. 
Handicap:  "handicap^," As   handicap—a  handicap—in  handicapped  handicapper  "handicapper," 
handicapper’s  handicappers  handicappers.  handicappers»  handicapping  "handicapping,"  handicapping—
which  handicaps  "handicaps,"  Handicaps.  handing  handiwork.  handkerchiefs.  "handlcap,"  handle 
"handle,"  handle.  handled  handles  handling  handling of   handling  handling.  hands  "hands," 
handsful  handsome  hand-throttle  handy  hang  hangar  "hangar,"  hanging  hangover  "hangover," 
hangs  hanilicaf^:  Hanis  "hank,"  Hanlon’s  Hanman. M.G.  940       Hanna  hansom  Hants.  Hanuman 

 Hanuman.  Hanumann  Hany  hap  haphazard  hapk  happen  happen*  happened  happened. 
happened—accompanied  happening  happening;  "happenings,"  happier  happiest  happily  "Happily," 
happimsv.  happiness.  happy  "happy,"  happy.  Hara  Harben.  hard  hard.  hardcore  hardened 
Hardin  Harding  hardly  'hardly  hardware  hard-won  hardy  Hardy’s  Hardy-Spicer  Hare  Hare. 
"Hargreaves,"  Harking  HARl  Harlridge’^  Harlw^rll  Harl-well  "harm,"  Harman 7 42.36   harmless 
Harold  Harper  "Harper,"  Harr  HARRINGTON  Harris  Harris 41   Harris  Harris)  "Harris,"  Harris’ 

 Harrison  Harrison.  Harrison;  Harris—one  Harrison's  Harris—who  Harrow  harrowing  Harry 
"Harrynian,"  harsh  Hart  Hartford  Hartley  Hartnell's  Hartridge  Hartridge.  Hartvel*  Hartwell 
Harvev  Harvey  "Harvey,"  Harvey-Noble  Harvey's  has  "has,"  HAs.  has'ing  Hassan  Hassan 
0.000981481481481481  Hassan  Hassan”  hassle-free  Hasty  hat  hat)  haTc^icNtR  Hatch  "Hatch," 
HATCH.  Hate  "Hatfield,"  Hatley  hatp^uan'•  hats  haUenge  "HaUiweU,"  haunted  HavaNt  have 
"haven’t,"  haves-  Havilland-engined  "Havillands,"  having  having'  "having,"  having.  having.a 
Havre—which  "Haw,"  Hawk  Hawker  Hawkes’  Hawkeye  Hawkins’  Hawksby's  Hawthorn  Hay 7 
39.57 .  Hay  "Hay,"  Hayes'  Haymond  Hay's  Haythornthwaite  hazard.  hazardous  hazards 
"hazards,"  Hazel  HB2  Hbtfonc  Hd*.  HD8  HDAHN  HDVcr.  he  he'  'He  He.  he’d  Hea| 
head  "head,"  head.  head.»  head?  Head’s  head»  headache  head—and  headed  headgear 
"headgear,"  heading  headlamps  headlight  headlights  headmaster’s  headquarters  heads  heads. 
"HeaJeyi,"  Heal  Heal Fiat 23.57   Heal F.I.A.T 23.52   Heal Sunbeam 1926 2916       Heal F.I.A.T. 1910 
10087  Heal  "Heal,"  HEAL.  Heal’s  Healey  Healey)  "Healey,"  "Healh-.I,A.P,"  Heal's  health 
healthier  healthy  "healthy,"  healthy.  Heap  "heap,"  Heap’s  hear  "hear,"  hear.”  heard  hearing 
hearse  heart  heart.  "heartened,"  heartfelt  hearth  heartily  "heartily,"  hearts  heart—the  hearty 
Heat  "heat,"  heated.  Heath  "Heath,"  Heath’s  Heath's  heating  heats  Heaven  "heaven," 
"heavens,"  heavier  heavily  heavings  heavy  "heavy,"  "heavy-metal,"  hectic  Hed  hedge  hedges 
heed  heed.........Gibbs  Heedless  heel  heeling  Heelis  Heelis’s  heels  heels.  Heenan  Hefford  heid 
height  "height,"  Heinen  heir  held  "held,"  held.  Helen  helil  Hell  hell..  hellclnpErrA 
"Hellstrand,"  helm  helmet  "helmet,"  helmet.  helmets  help  helped  helper  helpers  helpful  helping 

 "helping,"  helps  "Helston,"  Hely  Hely Healey 27.2 27.4       Hely  Hely’s  HelyX  Hem  "Hem," 
heme  hemisphere  Hen*  henceforth  hencoop  Hendon  "Hendon,"  Hendon.  HenlyS  "Henri,"  Henry 
Lagonda 4480   Henry  Henry 2996 63.84 Nil 0.44      Henry  Henry- 2996 0   "Henry,"  hens  her  "her," 
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her.  "Herbault,"  Herby  herds  here  "here,"  here.  here:—  Here’s  here”.  Herefordshire.  Here's 
Heretofore  heretofore.  herewith  Heritage  Hern Amilcar 1929 1100       Hern  Hern's  heroes  "heroes," 
heroic  Herr  HErroR.v?  "hers,"  herself  Herts  Herts.  he's  Hescrojf  hesitated.  hesitation.  "HESV-
iAD,"  he-—-the  Heures.  Heures”.  hew  "Hewer,"  Hewett  "Hewett,"  he—what  hey  Heywa^r1 
Heyward Austin 1930 747       HF  H—g  HGV  hH  Hhi'rfi  Hi  hi-  hi*  hi.  hï.  H'i.?nitb  Hi.sivii 
Hi^ip^iuT  Hi<imu  hibernation  hich  Hickling’s  hid  hidden  hide  hie  Hie’  hieh-falutin 
Higginbotham  "Higginbotham,"  "Higgioboihara,"  high  "high,"  high-compression  highdlghts  high-
efficiency  higher  "higher,"  highest  high-geared  high-geared.  Highland  Highlight  highlighted 
highlights  high-l'iuls^«l•  highly  highly-exciting  highspeed  high-speed  highway-anJ  "high-wing," 
"higr-^^,luiwis"  Hihimi  HII.IV  hiii.  Hiii'dl  Hiiiiirr  hiiiuric  Hiiiv  Hiir*.  Hiirox.  Hiixnlti)  hij 
HIjrk  Hil  Hilaire  "hilarity,"  hilarity.  Hilcy  "Hile""!" S   hill  Hill Hispano-Suiza 1912 3622       Hill 
"hill,"  Hill.  hill’s  Hill-Climb  HILL-CLIMBS  hill-eli^mh  Hillman  HILL-PLIMU  hills  hills.  hills
—here  Hillside  hilly.  him  'him  him)  "him,"  him.  him.”  him—is  himself  himself'  "himself," 
himself.  himself—many  hinc^icjp  Hinchcliffe  hindered  hinds  Hine  Hine 15036 3 3 1-18.9      Hine 
Hine 3/4% 0.000981481481481481   Hine 3 0.00116666666666667   Hine  Hine)  "Hine,"  Hine.  Hine’ 
Hine’k  Hine's  hinges  Hinn  "Hinsdale,"  hint  hintlicip  HiOls-Roycr  hip  "hip,"  hir  Hird  "Hird," 

 Hird.  Hire  Hireling  Hirer.  HiRiGi) ..I ................   Hirr  Hirrmann  hirsute  his  His-  his/her 
His^ojn  hisB  Hispano-Suiza!  Hispano-Suiza.  hiss  hiss'  hissed  hist  Histone  historian.  historians 
historic  historical  histories  history  "history,"  history.  history:  hit  Hit)  hit.  hitch  hi-tee^ 
hitherto  hitirs  Hitkiiw  Hitler  "hitterworth,"  hitting  hitton  hiU-dimKs  HiVtRW 9   HJ.  HJI^1 
hjnilicrp'  HJU  hke  Hklimiteh  hkr-Jnw.  hl  h'l  'hl  Hl.50  hl»  Hl»*:  H-lford  Hli-haci  Hl-ilrr 
H-Litre.  H-litrr  "hllason,"  HllOómph  hlU  "hlU,"  Hm  Hmmimi  HMt  hN  hnd  Hne  hniiieil 
Hnnrn  ho  Ho^JlIng^XW^rf’li  Ho»  hoary  "hobbies,"  Hobbs  Hobbs'  hoc.;  "Hock,"  HocKensie's 
hod  "Hodkin,"  HODKIN.  Hofmann  Hogarth’s  Hogg  Hogg.  Hogg’s  Hoggard 0.04  
0.00104976851851852  Hogg's  Hogg's.  hogskin.  Hohenloe-Langenburg.  hoi  hoidwhe  hoist  hoisted.

 Holbrook’s  hold  Holden  "Holden,"  Holder  holding  holding (g   holding  holds  hole  "hole," 
hole.  holes  holiday  "holiday,"  holiday-makers  Holland  Holland. (Roger   Holland.  Hollington 
Hollington 30 30.4   "Hollington,"  Hollington’s  Hollis  "Hollis,"  Hollis.  HOLLISTFR  hollow  Holly 
Hollywood  "holocaust,"  Holt  "Holt,"  Holt’s  Holts  Holty  homage  home  home-  'home  home* 
"home,"  home.  Home^)...........................45.61 „   "home-designed,"  homes.  Homin’  homologated  Hon 
"Hon,"  Hon.  Hon0  hone  "honestly,"  honeymoon  Honfleur  Hong  honorary  honour  "honour," 
HONOUR. ","   honour.  honoured  honours  honours.  Hoo  "Hoo,"  hood  "hood,"  hood.  hoods 
"hook,"  Hooligan'.  Hooper.  Hooper;  hoot  "Hoover,"  hop  Hop^nscn  hope  hope!).  "hope," 
"hope',"  hope.  hoped  hopeful  Hopeful—I  hopefully  hopeless  hopes  "hopes,"  Hopewell 30.8 31.8  
hoping  Hopkin.  Hopton  "Hopton,"  Hopton's  Horace  "Horace,"  horde  hordes  HoRis  horizontal 
'horizontal  horizontal-engined  horizontally  Horley  horn  "horn,"  horn.  Hornby's  Hornet  Hornet—a 
HORNS  horribly  horrid  horrific-looking  hors  HORSE-DRAWN  horseflesh  Horsemen.  horsepower 
horsepower.  "horses,"  horses.  horses»  Horseshoe  Horsfall  "Horsley,"  Horst  Horton  Horton. 
Horton's  HoscrofPs  hose  hospital  hospital)  hospitality  "hospitality,"  Hospitals  host  hosted 
Hostellerie  hostile  hostilities  hosts  hot  hot.;  hotch  Hotch-potch  Hotel  "Hotel,"  hotel.  Hotel” 
hotel-bookings  hotels  hotly  hot-rod  "hotses,"  hotter  "hotter," Chambers’   hotter.  hough  Hou'gonv 
Houi  Houlding  Hoult  Hour  hour*  "hour,"  hour.  hour?  hours  "hours,"  hours.  House  "house," 

 housed  housekeeper  houses  housewives  housing  housing.  Hove  Hove-  hovered  How  How’s 
Howard  Howard’s  Howard's  Howard-Sorrell’s  "Howe,"  Howell  Howell’s  Howell's  however 
"However,"  however.  however’..  how-he  Howitt  Howlerl  howling  hows  HOWZAT!  hp  "hp," 
HPR  "HPR30,"  HPR40  "HPR50,"  hqH!seenjed  hr  Hr)  "Hr,"  Hrdgwick's  Hrhnp  HRi.Gi) 
Hrightun  hril  Hrntiev  Hrntk-y  "Hrnw)l,"  HrouklrDds  HrrCHfN  hrrls  hrs  h's  H-s  HS;  hsd 
Hslg  hss  htad  Htetorte  HtHaad  Htimii:i  Htir^euimd's  Htn  htri  Htype  hu  HU..... Grey   Hual 
hub  "hub,"  hub-cap)  hub-ears  hub-plates  Hubs  "hubs," — ","   "hubs,"  hud  Huddersfield 
Huddicap:  HudMii.  Hudson  "Hudson,"  Hudson.  Hudson’s  Hudson's  hue  hue.  Huffing  Hufip 
huge  "huge,"  "hugely,"  huger  hugged  Hugh  Hughes  Hughes.  huh  hui  huiding  Huisull  Huklns

 Hull Alfa-Romeo 1930 1750       Hull  Hull’s  Hulli  "hulls,"  Hum  Hum.  human  humane  Humber 
Humbers  humbler  Humfrey  humming  humour  "humour,"  humoured  Humphrey  Humphries.  humt. 
Hund  hundre  hundred  hundreds  Hung  "Hungerford,"  hungrily  hungry?”.  Hunt)  hunted  Hunter 
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"Hunter,"  Hunters  hunting  Hunts.  Hur  hurl  Hurnby  hurried  "hurried,"  hurries  hurry  "hurry," 
Hurst  "Hurst,"  Hurt  hurt.  hurtled  Hurwood  husband  husband*  "husband,"  husband.  husband's 
Hushing  Hussein  hustled  hustling  hut  Hutchings'  Hutchinson 32.8 33   Hutchison  Hutton  Hutton 6.2 
36.5 36.82 6.2  Hutton-Stott  "Hutton-Stott,"  Huurling*  HuwHiorn  huwi'A*  hv  -hv»r(l‘)h^8^^- 
hvcnl  hWt  hy  hybrid  hybrid.  hybrids  HYDE  hydraulic  hydraulically  hygrometer  Hying  Hyper 
hypothetical  I  i Cover Type   I  i ®J   i  i Peter   i  I Telephone:   I ’ ' .  •  ' J  I  i 1'   I  I  .

 I  i *1   i  I f  I  i O   I  I h   i  I "("".."   i  i E.   i i   I  i A.   i  I Rave; 1.1* Hwrhru       i  I
BDC   I  I'  I' I   i'  I-  i—  'I  Ï  "i ... ... ..."  "I"""  i(  I)  I).  I*  I***^Jro  I*.  I-*.  I*1i3 
"I,"  "I," 500   "I,"  "i,,t,.lalihKUccn"  I.  i. 1 i 3|.4       I.  I. K   I.  i. Sninh Rtilei —I       I.  I.'  I'. 
"I.,"  I..  I.. (I*.   I.’  i-.-dl-  i.e.  I.-ea-Francis  i.f.s.  "i.f.s.,"  I.G.  I.h  I.I01I--|.c.  I.IDU'f.e. 
I.IiiuutW'  i'.i'litm  I.ioee.o.  i.it^i-^i.c.  I.'itHOr-.r.  "i'.ll.ll.,"  I.loyd  "I.M.G.),"  I.mt^«v  I.omax's  I.ong

 "i.r.s.,"  i.r^^H  I.reeled  I.uiI.  I.Utee.)  I/-  "i/c,"  i/f.  I/'kMORSl .   i:  I:*e^jit  i[H-cial 
I^^lI^lrLnnl^rr’|r.1l1Ri-.).  i^> 'UA^-   i^Hilin*  I^'nrd) ..   i^ulIj  I‘ui«y  I’  i’*rUl'e  I’1**  I’Auto  I’d 

 I’etct  I’I^airraIi  I’ll  I’m  I’o^J  I’or  I’v^ml  I£H  i£-litre  i<  I>  I>.  i>-lypet  i«  I»  I».  i•
 I1 If 41 1st       i1  i1.  I1.imll«iit  I2 4   I2 5   I2 4   I2 5   I3*to  i3'i30Set;  I4  i4 G.   I4Ó1  I4r 

I5  I-5^’^.  I5lt.  I5SS.  I8 6   I8 7   I8 6   I8 7   I9‘»d)  I90J  "I922,"  "I925,"  I925.—C.  iA  iabs. 
 iabulmi  I-acict  "Iago,"  iaintng  iaking  ial  Ian  I-arubdu.”  Iasi  Iavinp*tuur  i-B.M.W.). 

IBffl^jai^-i).  Ibid  ibis  IBM’s  IBnil  iboui  IBpil  Ibudn’i  iBug^1^1^l).  "iBug^ltti),"  "ibutor,"  ic 
iC.i.  IC<no)iO--U^'^v^i^)i...  ice  ice!  "ice,"  ice-covered  ice-racing  ichards Bentley 29.211 bst       ici 
ICihr's  ick's  I'clim  Icon  ICr^ul  ictuilly  icy  id  id'  I'd  ID*  id’  idea  "idea,"  idea.  ideal 
"ideal,"  idealistic  ideally  ideas  ideas.  idenl-s  identical  identified  identify  identifying  Identity 
"Identity"""  Ideworth  idiotic  idle.  idled  idly  idol  Idowu  Ids  idu  ie  iecided  ied  Ier.;  ierfor 

 IERODO  ietttmg  iew  If  "IF,"  ifas  IfercdoI  iF-ÉSOD.oj  If-Htre  ifk  Ifli  If-litre  IFormuIa 
"IFS,"  ifsf'on'»  ig  iG*5).  IGHT.—C.  iGmmj.  "ignited,"  igniting  Ignition  "ignition,"  ignorance 
ignore  ignored  ignoring  "ignoring,"  igoïbrtlaJTultMis  Ih  Ih'*<  IH^-’lit^-^c  I'hai  ihe  iheir  ihere 

 ihese  IhH;  ihic  I'hiD  ihii  iHiitiliim  ihin  Ihiri'ii'  ihis  IhixUf’d  "Ih-lalrnye," 
IHlrgde^I^LiO|.l*LHlmm-.:  Ih-lty  Ihm  IHmwi  Ihn.-ir M   ihoie  ihorn  Ihr  IHrwrfi  ihs  ihts  ihus 
I'huto  ii VSCC   II  II Mr.   Ii  II I^   II  II'  I-I  II)  "II,"  II.  II. FoirUer   II.  ii.2 *m. it 80.97 
iii.pje fa’irsi     II.MAV.  ii.R  II.XX  Ii4  iiAcisn  iiards'  iiCl rUrol.  I'idB  iie^farmrDc e  IIea| 
iienii.»  iih  ÏÏHJ.  III  "III,"  III.  IiI^cv'cIc  iiiiilÜi+ii " , -"   iiiipms-vr  iiipii*r-b^i^itlHi). 
IIir*lr*»lrr  iiis  iiit  iIl^>Us  iIlr 'r-pI:^l:I  iim*M  "Iim^iratiro,"  iime  iimoc.c.:  iindi.stiiigtii.xhed 
iinicl.  iir  iireompiinying  iirftt  iis  ii't  I'it-hits  iitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiiiii 
I'iUA  iIuI  iiVKK  iïwRcir.  iiwuuirj  iIwuvs  IJ  ij-  ij.  IJarcus  Ijfraimiau  IJ-iitrc  iJ'iMilTTnuine 
Ijitre)  Ijjoinda  Ij-litre  "IJlleshall,"  IJn  IJrwrOvn  iJ-Utre  IJuvid  Ik R.   IK  Ik*  ik..i  IK”' 
IK7*cj  Ikc-nlk-c  iKJt.A.  IKK  iKni.j.ti.  IkniBoy  Ik-tchwortli  Iky  Il  IL)  Il.  Il.iSTrr-Jagiiurl 
IL-<-  il>.  iL05lrCiri  Ila  Ilas  IlBXSUi  Ilciilf^.ll  ildcsley  Ileal  Ileal F.I.A.T. 23.52   Ileal's  ileatt 
i'lenticy  Ilewelvn  ilfllfri.  ilhy  ilid  Ilie  IliigMtJ) "28,0"   iliilrx)  i-litre  IliWiG.)  iljdltrv  iljguda 
ilk.  Ilkihs  "Ilkley,"  Ill  ill ~   ill  I'll  "ill,"  ill.  illegal  illegible  ill-health.  illiamson's  illiamwm 

 ILliI  "Illinois,"  Illis  il-litre  I'lljLs.1  Ill'lrgWHiil  illness  "illness,"  illness.  illuminate  illustrate 
illustrated  illustrated.  illustrating  illustration  illustrious  ILm*  ILM.  I'lmr  ilmust  Ilols-rls 
ilRABLEOR  Ilrrrm.iii  ilrrtiw  iLsvc.  ilt-^c  iltStfa  "Ilu^if,<.ll,"  Ilunling  iluung  ILWmml;  ily  IM 

 Im-  I'm  Im) ... .. . l>:      IM.  im.nuleulale  image  IMage)  image”  images  images.  imaginable 
imaginative  imagine  imagine;  imagined  "imagines,"  imaier  iMairatii'  Imalton  imay  IMB  imbecilic

 imbibe  IM-ey  Imi  Imilders  imiling  imitation  Iml^nt^Qm  IM-litre  Imllnosed  immaculate 
immediate  immediately  immediately.  immense  "immense),"  immense.  immensely  immensely' 
"immensely,"  immensely.  "imminent,"  immortal  immrrtrW  IMnwmtl)  Imp  "Imp,"  impaacd  impact 

 impacted  impart  impeccable  "impeccably,"  Impecunious—I  impending  impenetrable  imperative 
Imperial  IMPERIAL*  impersonal  imperturbable  implemem^  implement  implementation  implemented 
implemented.  Impne-r  importance  importance.  important  "important,"  important.  Importantly. 
imported  imposed  imposing  impossibility  impossible  impossibly  impoverished  impr^essive 
impregnable  impregnated  "impress,"  impressed  impression  impression.  impressions  impressive 
"impressive,"  impressive.  impressively  "impressively,"  impressively.  improbable  improper  improperly 
improve  improve*  improved  "improved,"  improvement  improvement.  improvements  improvements. 
improving  imprudent  Imps/*  impunity  IMrgue  Imt  Imtehford's  imThurn  "imThurn,"  imThurn’s 
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imtumatie  Imuc  imVH3CLL!tl  imvim  IMW111  imyue  in  in BENTLEY   In  in-  in!  "In),"  "in,"
 "in,-"  in.  "in.,"  in.p.h.  in?  inada.  inadvertently  inadvisability  in-and-out-of-a-pylon-garage  In-

arporaleJI  inaugural  inaugurated  inboard  Inc  inch  inch!)  inch.  inches  "inches,"  incident 
incident!  incidentally  "Incidentally,"  incidentally.  "incidents,"  incindio  inclination  "inclination," 
incline  inclined  include  included  "included,"  included:  includes  including  incoming  incomparable 
inconsiderable  inconveniences.  inconvenient  incorporate  incorporated  incorporated.  incorporates 
incorporating  increase  increased  increases  "increases,"  increasing  increasingly  incredible  "incredible,"

 incredibly  incremental  incrementally  incurred  ind  indebted  indecently  indecipherable  indeed 
"Indeed,"  indeed.  indefatigable  "indefinitely,"  indentations  independent  independently  Index  Indian 
Indianapolis  indicate  indicated  indicates  indicating  indication  indications  indifferent;  indignities 
indirects  indispensible  indisputably  individual  individually  individuals  "individuals,"  indomitable 
induce  induction  indulged  indulgence  indulging  industry  induv  Indy  ineffbcimt.  ineligible  in-
eluding  inequalities  inerchlhlv  inertia  inertias  ines  inevitable  "inevitable,"  inevitable.  inevitably 
inexorably  "infamous,"  infancy.  inferior'  in-field  infinity  inflate  inflated  influence  influences 
influencing  influx  inform  informant  "informant,"  information  information:—  informed  infused  ing 

 "ing,"  ingenious  ingenuity  "in-his-matoeo,"  INI  ini^;^-  Ini-4  I'ninn  inipremvi  initial  initial. 
initially  initiated  initiative  "initiative,"  Iniversitv  injcclion  inject  injR  injudiciously  injured 
injuries  "injuries,"  injuries.  injury  "injury,"  'inlage  inland  inmiruiiinn  Inn  inn-  "Inn,"  innards 
innards.’'  innate  Inner  innocence  innocent  innocently  innovation  innovations  innuendo 
innumerable.”  "inoperative,"  inordinately  inotormg  i-now  INQUIRIES  "in'raHy,"  inriden!  Ins 
inscription  insect  inseparable  insert  inset  inside  "inside,"  inside.  insigh1  insight  insignia. 
insignificance  "insignificant,"  insisted  insists  insofar  INSORANCE  inspected  inspecting  inspection 
"inspection,"  Inspector  inspire  Inspired  inspiring  insrribed  instability  installed  instalment  instance 
"instance,"  instances  instantaneous  Instantly  instead  "Instead,"  instead.  instead?  Institute 
institutions  Instnir  Instonc  Instone's  instructing  instruction  instructions  "instructions,"  instructive 
"instructive,"  instructive.  Instructor  "Instructor,"  Instructor.  "instructors,"  instrument  "instruments," 
insufficient  insulating  insurance  insurance.  Insurances  insuranoe  insure  INSURED  intage  inte 
integral  integrated  intend  intended  "intended,"  intended.  intending  intense  intent  intention 
intentions  Inter  inter-  interchanging  "interchanging,"  Inter-Club  INTEREST  interest*  "interest," 
interest.  interest^  interest—and  interested  "interested,"  interested—a  interesting  "interesting," 
interesting.  interests  interfering  interim  interior  "interior,"  interior.  interlude  intermittently  internal 

 international  International—without  Interndtioudl  interrupted  interspersed  intertwined  interueinti3in. 
interval  interval.  intervals  "intervals,"  intervals.  Inter-Varsity  intervene.  intervened  intervening 
intervening.  interviewed  intimate  "intlnence,"  into  intolerant  intrepid  intrigued  intriguing  Intrl^rlit 
introduced  introduction  inunojumfu  Inusli.  inutmued  invalided  invaluable  invariably  invented 
inventing  invention  inventor  Inverenzie  "Inverenzie,"  inverse  inversion  inverted-tooth  INVERTS 
investigate  "investigated,"  investigating  investigation  investment  Invicta  Invicta)  invisible  Invitation 

 Invitation H   'invitation'  "Invitation"""  Invitation.  invitation”  invitations  invite  invited  "invited," 
invited.  invites  Invnht  invntDCDl  invoking  involuntary  involve  involved  "involved,"  involved. 
involves  involving  "inwards,"  iny  io Miss   io Mr.   Io  Io*  io.  io;  ioAuwrg  I'ollitt*  ion  IOS 
IOS's  Iota  ioui  IoUimin  iours  IP  ipagnificent  ipie  ipJtndii  ipping  iPslmcr  IQ. Black   IQQC 
Ir  IR5  IRailt  Irani  irate  ird.  ire  Ireland  irêrtadtJ  iri.x.h.  Iriinnr  Iris  Irish  "Irishman,"  irk 
"irn,"  irnonan  irnphy  Iroard  iroh-hll  iroject  Irom  iron  "iron,"  ironic  "irons,"  Iroptr.  Irpjirr
irre.sp^;ctivr  irregular  irrepressible  irresistable  irresistable)  irresistible  irrespective  irreverent  irship. 
Irsi.nnrEi.  irt  irujiK^irruinc  iruly  Irv  IRVlEir  irvmg  Irwin’s  is  IS "*""ll,wed"   IS  is).  is* 
"is,"  is.  isaue.  ISBN  ISCh  ised  iSfl^ir^*r^rj-R^r  ished  Isi  Isis  I'-s-k  ISLAND  Island.  isler 
Islington  isn  isn’t  isn'i  isn't  iSODt.c.  isoh  isolated  Isotta  Isotta-F raschiei  iss  Issigonis  ISSN: 

 ISSUE  issue)  "issue,"  issue.  issued  ISSUES  Iszatt  It  it «A*»   it  it-  it).  it*  "it,"  "it,”" 
it.  it.”  iT.Oblrv  it;  it?  "it?),"  It^liTol-iiii^X  it^lr  it’ll  It’s  ita&  "ItaJy,"  Itala  "Itala)," 
"Itala,"  Itala.  Itala’s  Itala's  Italia  Italian  Italy:  itAOixii  "it—but,"  Itcauniuo  itching  Itcmlcr 
itcrudroinc  Itcstar's  itdd  Item  items  ith  ITH.  Iti  'iti'  iti.p.h.  Itidunl»  Itiiit  itkinson  Itms/sq. 
itn  IToel  Itolt  'ITra'ii  itre  iT-RL-SMS  its  it's  'its  its.  itself  itself)  "itself,"  itself.  itself: 
itsrlf  Itt  Ittc^orl  it—there  Itula  Ituring  iTy^>e  iu  iuclufef  -iU'-io-- 4 ICO 140 4398 Entrant     iulo 

 iust  iuttulled  "Iuy|rta,"  Iv  iv*  "IV,"  "IV.,"  Ivanhoe  ivas  IvcTi  I've  "ively,"  Iveni  IVi 
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ivlnt  ivpe I’tiI«?>i   ivt:  ivy  iwhmd  Iwin  iwin-rear-wheeled  iwkh  Iwo  "Iwoks,"  iwo-seatcr 
Iwr^miM1  iwueUe) ... ...   IX  Ix-cnuse  ixoaslmg  iXTagg  "IXvwiv,"  ixwr  iyeett  iZ..  J  J  ’ t     

 j  J <   J ... ",." .. ••      J  J-  J!j  "j""hnlIlnl•l:"  j&KH&f  J)  J*  "J,"  "-J,"  J.  J. A.   J.  J. D.  
 J.  'J.  J.> ;   J.A.P.  J.A.P.) ... ’   J.B.A  J.B.M.  J.C.C.  "J.C.C.,"  "J.E.Godiey,"  "J.E.Godley," 

"J.E.Qodley,"  J.G  j.h  J.H.  J.H.AllaSon s   J.ijjn.K}.  J.M.  J.McL.  J.R.N.  J.Robertson  J.T.  'J.uoo-
e.e.  J.W.  J/V  J?  J^.H-CC..  J^|pen.y  J^l^tun  J^'rlrH-'l^l-Cj  J___  J||||  j’6 C^mpronslü^  
J’j^’^ic^n  J„„a •'   J„Evan  J£ #xX4A£x   J»CoCo  J°H0  "J0H,"  J0H0  J2  J9••I  J95I  JA 
"Jabbeke,"  Jacee  Jack  —Jack  jack.  Jack’s  jack-—-an  jacket  jacks  Jackson 0.000978009259259259  

 Jackson 0.00113888888888889   "Jackson,"  Jackson.  Jackson's  "Jacobs,"  Jag  Jag.  jag.”  Jag.i.ótit 
Jag:nrL  "Jags.,"  Jaguar  Jaguar)  Jaguar*  "Jaguar,"  Jaguar.  Jaguar»  Jaguars  Jaguars—shades 
Jaguars—the  JaguarXK120s H   jam  Jam'  Jamei  James  James'  James”  JAMES'S  jammed  jamming

 Jan  Jane Lancia 1923/5 1993       Jane  Jane’s  Janies  Janion.  Janna  January  "January,"  January. 
Jap  Japs  Jarnlts  Jarv^ls  Jarvis Austin 1929 747       Jarvis 6.5 36.11 36.55 6.2      J-ask'M  Jason  Jason-
Henry  Javelin-and  Jaw  jaws  Jay  jazz  Jb*  jbC  jboui  "JC^j^^^r),"  JCCC.  JCH  jd  jditrc 
Jditre  'Jditre  Jdl-rr  jÉ  Jea-Francis  jealous  Jeddere  Jeff  Jeffries  Jenkins  Jenkinson  Jenkinson’s 
Jenning’s  JENSEN  Jeon  Jeremy  jerious  Jernes'  Jes.  jet»  JETS  jf  j'f  JferLJ** i   JffUl 
Jhiwlcy  jhui-.  JI  JI.  ji.li>r|||ci  Jiacino  JiAiP.)  Jieuntifal  Jiirkiiili  j-iiviT  Jij®  ji-KiJ   '.       Jill 
Jim  Jimicr-sireu.  Jimmy  "Jimmy,"  Jipin  Jirc  Jit*j  JiU'iesi  Jivist.  jj  JJ^I-  'JJ-lilre  JK-htrv.  Jl 

 Jl.  -jla.Jó- 4 100 140 4398 Entrant     J-litre  JlJW  Jll-^tM'  j-lll  jlloy-bodied  J-lltre  jlrraclive  J-lypa
 Jm  jm/s  J-mile  J-mile.  JMn  jn  "Jnguellc,"  Jngueltc) ... '9.8   Jnodest  Jo ",-"   JO  JO.'m 

"Joad-like,"  Joan  "Joan,"  job  "job,"  job.  Joba  jobs  jobs.  Jock  "jocular,"  Joe  'Joe'  Joe.  Joel
 JOHANNESBURG  John  "John,"  John’s  Johnathan  Johnnie  John's  Johnson  Johnson) ...Bentley 

7963  "Johnson,"  Johnson.  Johnson’s  Johnson's  Johnston  JOHO  Joice.  join  joined  joining  joins 
 joint  joint.  joint’  "JOINTS,"  JOINTS.  JoK  joker  jokes.  "Jolla,"  Jolly  Jon  "Jonah,"  Jones 

"Jones,"  Jones’  Jones’s  Jor.  Jordan  Jordan.  Jose  Joseland’s  Joson-Henry  jot  journal  "Journal," 
 Journalist)  journalists  journals  journey  "journey,"  journey?”)  journeying  journeys  joust  jov 

"Jowett,"  joy  "joy,"  Joyce'  joyfully  joyride-  joys  "JPitts,"  Jr  'Jr*  jR^ls-R^^yce  Jr1l-itülliiCO 
Jrnuing*  J's  jSe3ond_Juy_—hort__HaKdcap_  jsw.  J-t P. I|.   JtiiBH  Jttth  J-type  J™  JU  "ju,?'," 
Ju^rina  Jubilee  Judd  Judd.  Judd’s  judge  judged  judged.  judging  judging:  judgment  juggling 
Juhilaliou  juii  'Juiimited.  Julian  July  "JULY,"  July.  JUM  jumped  jumping  jumps  Jun  June 
"June,"  June.  Junior  Junr.’s  Jupiter  Jupiter.  jurisdiction  jus  jus.t  jusl  just  just-acquired  justice 

 justifiably  justifiably-proud  "justification,"  justified.  "Jutigny,"  "Juty,"  juurncy  juvenile  JV°'Ci'tr 
Jvms  JW  Jwuau  jwyw  K  k—  K.  K. Mayn(E.tt.A.) ........   K. Mr   K.  K. V^'linrloo   K.  K.' 
K.G.)  k.iiloiiilr  K.L.G.  K.M.  K^iiiTcJv  K^luchell Lip   K|C  k0  K3  K—A’-  Kain. "Uy,"   Kam's 

 K-anier  Karini  Karn  KARSLAKE.  Kay  Kayne  Kays  Kbik  kc  Kcal  Kcao  "Kciller,"  kd  Ke
 ked  Keegan  keel  "Keeling,"  Keeling’s  keen  keenest  keenly.  keenness  keep  keeping  Keiller 

Keith  Kelly  Kelly 29.6 30   Kelly  Kelly's  Kelvin  Kemp  Kemp-Place  "Kemp-Place,"  "Kempshott," 
ken  Ken.  Kennard's  Kennedy  Kenneth  Kensington  "KENSINGTON,"  Kensington-Moir  Kenspeckie 
Kent  Kent &   Kent  "Kent,"  kent.  Kentish  kept  kept.  Ker  Kerb  kerb.  kerbside.  Kerr  Kerr’s 

 Keston  "Keston,"  Keston-Pelmore  Keston's  Kestrel  "Kettel,"  "Kettell,"  Kettering  Kettxd  Keunanl
 key  KEY.  Keynes’  key-wav  keyword.  KG  kG^SsULu/N  Khan  "khemes,"  Khod-J  K-htre-

cngin«d  ki  Ki XteAlphio   Ki  ki||ed  KI®manta  "Kia-Ora,"  kick  kiddy  Kidney  Kidston B  
Kidston Bugatti 26.35   Kidston  Kidstone  Kidston's  "Kieft,"  Kiel  "Ki-gas,"  kighi  KiIiIi  killed 
"killed,"  killing  kilometre  "kilometre,"  kilometre.  kilometres  kilomrlrr  Kim  Kimberley  Kimpton 
kind  kind.  kindest  kindliest  kindly  kindness  "kindness,"  kinds  kind—though  King 8.2 52.49 51.08 
—  King  "king,"  Kingdom.  Kings  king's  Kingsbury  Kingsland  Kinks Lancia 31.72 bst       kip 
Kirkland  Kirkman  "Kirkman,"  Kirkman's  Kirkstile  KiShd  kiss  kissed  "kitchen,"  "kittens,"  kitty 
Kiug^dhwn  Kiugluwii  kJTii  Kkllilri  kks|  KL  klage 23.33 1st   Klaxon  Kleiiiantaski.  Klein 
Klemantaski  Klementaski.  Klemer  kleptomaniacal  Kleuren  Kluk.  "km,"  km.  KN  Kneller  knew 
Knight  Knight — N.S. N.S. —      Knight  Knight’s  "Knighton,"  knights  knob  knobbly  KNOCKAGH 

 knocked  knocking-off  knock-on  knock-ons  knots  "knots,"  know  know-  KNOW!  "know," 
know.  know.”  knowing  knowledge  knowledgeable  known  "known,"  known.  known—“  knows 
"knows,"  "Knutsford,"  KnviAvnd  Ko Palmore. 44-4-2 77       Koel  KoJnefU  Kong  Konig's  Korea 
Korean  "Kougars,"  "kp,"  kp.bi  kps):  kr  kraftwagen  Kramer Bentley 1930 4398       Kramer 6.5 39.51 
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38.93 6.4  Kramer  "Kramer,"  KRAMER.  Kramer. Guy   Kramer/imThurn  "Kratm-r,"  Krnlki  Krnlkvv
 Krnnard  "Kroll,"  "Krrtlrke,"  Kruii  Kruise  K-rype  kt:  Ktiitilrv  KU  Kubis’  KUrl^tlr*  KW 

'KW  kwalerH  kxdinvs  l  l- PoJ   L-  l&t  l)*-»l  "l),"  "l," L.   "l," United   "l,.S10-c.i>"  "l,1<MI-i-
c"  "l,10t«1,500"  "l,5iH:-^;.i'."  "l,5inicc."  "l,7S0-c.c."  "L,am|tda"  "L,C?;"  L. (   L.  l.(KX)  l.. 
L.....Gllltaincn  l.^IHIlIS) I   l.<i  l.2f  l.-agonda  L.C.  L.C.C.  L.C.'s  L.cn-Fram-ls)  l.e  l.i*  l.ii^na 
L.itre)  l.lewellvn  l.lflO  l.li-Mell'^-i  l.lno  L.M.C.  "L.M.C.,"  L.McKenzie 9   l.nee  l.r  l'.ui^'-r(.1 
L.ut.C|  L.-vt  l.yeclt's  l/3rd  l/iOn-c.!  l/Vtefw  l:.<?mi>liih!e(1.25li-r.r.  "l\1la^«i),"  l'^^lü^linclilea.  l-
^i^ci  L^igcmOtj  L^l_>  l^lacw-udciii^'k  l^st-ftr*  "L^t^id^"""  l^tgonda)  L^ycett L8C   l|  l}-lilrr 
l'‘:2K  L’ J *^ 3  l’/i-litre.  l’^.S'i  l’Auto  l’iwriH  l“>ii  l” B   l>*.l4*l  l>.  l>iMIn  l>Kl.  L« 
L»C»  l»e.atiug  l»ec.  l»j.  l»naa  l00.0öü-p]ie  l08.03mph.  L1UR  L5U-‘2jiM)  l8 G.   l9*7 Body21  
la  "-la*,"  la.  la1^^^):  Laaclicfctfr  labb^-nor  Label  "Label,"  "Label’,"  labelled  labour  lacansc 
lace:  lack  lacked  lacking  "Lad,"  Ladder  laden  ladies  ladies'  ladies?  Ladies’  Lady  lady’s 
lady—the  laedef-MiGi) ...   laeS-aahievement  laf  Lafitte-Rothschild—1869  la-fore  Laforie  Lagen 
Lago.  l-ago.  Lagonda  "Lagonda),"  "Lagonda,"  "Lagonda,."  Lagonda.  Lagondas  Lagondas.  Lagoon 

 "Lago-TalBot,"  Lags  Laguna  "Lagunda,"  Laguull»*  LaHt'r-MiG  laid  l-ai'evi  lailc.  Laing  Laing
Bugatti 35.73   la'ing  Laing’s  Laing's  lake  Lake’s  Lakeland  "Lakeland,"  Lakely  Lakes  Lake's 
Lambda  Lambda). "3,"   "Lambda,"  Lambda”  Lambda-Lancia  "lambed,"  Lamber  lame)  "lame," 
lamentably  Lammas  lamp  lamps.  lan  "Lancashire,"  Lancaster 4 1 Si 0      LANCASTER  Lancer 
Lanchcsler  Lanchester  Lancia  "Lancia,"  Lancia.  Lancia—faces  Lancia-Lambda);  Lancias  Lancs. 
land  land*  landaulette  landed  Lander  landing  landing.  landings  landlord  landscape  lane  "Lane,"

 lane.  Lan-ehesier  Lang  Langton  Lanria  lantest  Laoy  lap  "lap),"  "lap,"  "lap',"  lap.  lap-chart 
 lap—he  lapis;  lapped  lapped.  lapper  lapper.  lapper—in  "lappers,"  lappery  lapping  laps  Laps) 
 Laps) Tim   Laps)  laps):  "laps,"  laps.  laps:  Lapss;  large  largef  largely  large—none  larger 

larger-eiiginrd  largest  Larrinaga’s  las  las.  last  Last ..  143 Bugatti      last  last-  "last,"  last. 
"lasted,"  lasting  "Lastly,"  last-minute  last-named  last-S;nurdai^--in-August  lastyeaets  late  "late," 
late-lamented  lately  later  later)  "Later,"  later.  latest  late-type  latter  "latter,"  latter’s  latterly 
latter's  l-Attn:  lauan»*  laud*hip.  Lauder New   laugh  "laugh,"  laugh.  laughed  laughing  "laughing,"

 launch.  Laura  laurels  LAURENCE  lav  Lavcrton  lavishly  law  Lawrence 6.8 37.66 36.63 6.2     
Lawrence  Lawrence'  "Lawrence,"  Lawrence.  Lawrence-tuned  lawthorn  lay  layers  laying  laymen. 
layout  "layout,"  Laystall  Laystall's  Laystalls.  lazer  lazy  lb.  lb..  lBigattj)  lbs.  Lc  LCC 
"LCE,"  LciIu«) ... ... 37       LCiJ^i  "LcwIb-Etsii"""  ldea|  Le  L-E  Lea  lead  lead'  "lead,"  lead. 
leaden  leader  leader*  "leader,"  leader.  leaders  Leaders'  leaders.  leaders»  leading  "leading," 
leading.  leads  Leaf  leaflet  Lea-Francis  Léa-Francis  "Lea-Francis,"  leak  LEAK.  "leaks," 
Leamington  lean  leant  leapt  learil  learn  learned  learned.  learning  learnt  Leas  least  "least," 
LEATHER  leather.  leave  leaves  "leaves,"  leaving  lecture-theatre  led  "led,"  ledate  ledge  Lee 
leech  Leeds  Leeds.  Leeney’s  Lees  Lees'  "Lees,"  lef  LE-FRIT^n  left  "left),"  "left,"  left.  left:

 left-hand  left-hander  "left-hander,"  "leg,"  legal  legendary  Leger-Chambers  Légere  legitimate  lei 
 Lei-FKnjc'is  Leigh  "Leigh,"  Leigh’s  leiiing  "Leirester,"  leisurely  Leitch.  lelage 23.25   lelt- 

lemr^is. It   "Lemtax,"  LEN  Len.  Len’s  lend  length  "length*,"  "length,"  lengths  lengthy  lenitic 
"lEnm^-n»i^own"""  Len's  lent  Leo  Leo’s  lEodihNtirr  Leonard  lequired.  ler  Les  les.  Lesin 
Lesion  "Lesion,"  Leslie  less  less)—the  lesser  less-occupied  lesson  lessons  lest  "lest,"  Lester 
"Lester,"  Lester’s  Lester-M.G.  Lester's  "Leston,"  Let  le-t  let’s  lethal  Let's  letter  "letter," 
letter.  letter:—  Letters  "letters,"  letting  lettlig  Letts  leu  lev  Levassor.  level  lever  lever. 
Leveroil  Levis.  Levitan  Lew  Lewe:  Lewee  lewellyn's  Lewes  Lewes Speed   Lewes  "LEWES," 
Lewes.  Lewi*'  "Lewie"","  Lewis  Lewis'  "Lewis,"  Lewis’  Lewis's  ley) .   ley) a.   "Leyland," 
Leyland-Thomas  lf  lfs  LG  LG45  l'gl.XV.  lh  "lh!ruU'Y^,hc^i"  lhat  LHD  lhe  lhen-fan-  lhev 
"lHr^,m(t"  "lhree abrea,st"  li  Li*'1’’  li.  liAcixu  liAiSi  liaison  liandca  libel  liberally 
"liberties."""  library  Library.  licence  licence.  licences  licensing  lices  "Lichfield,"  lid  lid.  "lid.," 

 Liddell  "Liddell,"  Liddell.  Liddell’s  LiDd-Wa|ker's  lids  lie  "lie»),"  lie-cause-  lied  lieen  lieing
 lien(l<|iiiirt<*rs  lies  Lie'S  lieu  lieu’  Liewetyn  life  "Life,"  life.  lift  lift”  lifted  lifter 

"lifting,"  lifts  Lighis  light  "light,"  light-alloy  lightened  lighter  "lighter,"  light-footed 
lightheartedly  lightly  lightning  lights  "lights,"  lightweight  lii  liie  liiiH  liirhniond  lij.  Like  like.

 like—a  liked  likelihood.  likely  "likely,"  likened  Likewise  likewise.  lil  Li-litr^e  Lilleker’s 
lilotki-lre  lilted  "lilted,"  lim  "liM,"  lime  lime*  "lime,"  lime.  limes.  limiling  limit  limit. 
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limitations  "limitations,"  limited Forrest   LIMITED  LIMITED Pi^ -   LIMITED  "LIMITED,"  Limited. 
limn  Limousine  limped  limr  Lin.dsav’s.  Lincoln  l-ind\aV'.ER-A’  linding  Lindsay  "Lindsay," 
Lindsay’s  Lindsay-Nicholson  Lindsay-started  LINE  line—  line) Silverstone   line) Silverstone VSCC Race

 "line,"  line.  LINE. (Cash   line.  lined  linen  Lineoln.  liner.  lines  lines)  lines).  "lines,"  lines. 
lingers  lining  lining.  LININGS  LININGS^  Link  link*  Link'1  linked  links  lint  liny  lion  lion.

 lion-tamer  lion-tamer’s  lion-vntage  lip  lip.  liqueur  liquid  liquidating.  liquidation.  liquidising 
liquor  lire  lirhl  lirn.  lirst  l'irvl«*i  lirw  --------liS*-  lished  Lisle’s  List Front   List Back   List 
"list,"  list.  listed.  listen  listeners!  Lister  "Lister,"  Lister-Bristol  Lister-Jaguar  listing  "'listologist'," 

 lists  lit  Lit:ie^eoi^nie^On]-Sea  Litdles'  lite  liter  literally  literary  literate  literature  lithely  litiiC
 litle  litre ",," 2nd .. „      Litre  Litre)  Litre) ^t. "22,6°"   Litre)  "litre,"  litre.  LITRES  "litres,"  litrr- 
 litt  little  "little,"  Liud-Wu|ker  "LiUlestone,"  LiurolilZ^eph)l^ ^^^t]^^incd  liUur  live  lived  live-

lap  livelihood  lively  liven  livent  liver  livery.  lives  livestock  livid  living  Living ... ... ... ..     
living  living.  Liyhliwffhf  Liz  lj.00-3.000  lj-|ltre  'l'jnphyr  Ljumlvi-j  LKo  lktrimto  LL  l-l  ll%s.

 "ll,"  ll.  ll.iUftU  ll.R.G 1st   ll^.l  ll^|lhn^)‘il^r  ll^b.ü^l^V-•A1lGlJ  ll|:1•ftnu  Lla»*.  llAcxso 
llaf^trtlgc  llamiirap  llamltlurl**  "llaphr"")."  llarr  llarrv  llarry  llcnlcy  LldD  llecume  Lletypeod 
Llewe-llvn  Llewellw  Llewellyn  Llewellyn 15036 1 NQ 1-31.0      Llewellyn 41   Llewellyn  Llewellyn 
43898 0.000927083333333333  Llewellyn  Llewellyn Crashed   Llewellyn 3rd   Llewellyn  Llewellyn 
Qualified   Llewellyn  Llewellyn 3rd   Llewellyn "Winner,"   Llewellyn Brd   Llewellyn 1st   Llewellyn 
Llewellyn)  "Llewellyn,"  Llewellyn.  Llewellyn’  Llewellyn’s  Llewellyns  Llewellyn's  "Llewellyns," 
"Llewellyn's,"  Llewelyn  Llewelyn’s  Llewelynau  llftn  llGK' ' "-.,"   lli  llii'rinitnul  l'liplilivonhv 
llirclliill  lliRiGi  llirili  llirnJrJ  llirue  llis  llitl-oumed  l-litre  lli-ubrl.  lliy's  ll-K»  "Lllewellyn," 
lllioaul  ll-lLO.)  lllUl  lllv-uspi^al<Ln  Llm^l/n  llne) Silverstone BDC   llohll  llOOcc  ll'op'f  Lloyd 
"Lloyd,"  Lloyd.  llP|ll1 c  llroiitiiaii  llrsl  llrw  llrxibilily  lltilley  Lltr^n-IJght  ll-u^liln-hl  lluri 
"lLWimvg(|,39S'e.i'."  lly-p^st  lm  lm.  lm.)  LM6  Lmii  lmin.  LMl-r-MJL') ...   lmn  Ln  ln-aded-
edge  lndeed.  Lngondu)  lnll-rlimb  "-lnlM-c ^rptlun,"  Lnlmi)...........................§31  Lnlus-B.M.W. 
Lnmlierl.’t  lNN  "lnn,"  lnr  lntr>dm'l•n  LntwMlednd  lo  lO.fM-mle  LOACIII’AINTRRS  load  load. 

 load-bearing  "Loader,"  Loader’s  loading  loads  Loake  "Loake,"  loan equipment   loan  loathly 
LoC°  local  locality  "locally,"  locals;  locate  locate'  located  "location,"  Lochhead  lock  lock” 
lockable  Locke  locked  "locked,"  locker  Lockhart  Lockhart’s  Lockhart's  Lockheed  locking 
locking-on  locking-ring  Lodge  Lodge Cambridge   Lodge  "Lodge,"  Lodge.  Lodj  "lOf-Hircs,"  loftily 

 Lofty  log  Logan)  logical  loi  loicate  loiirth  Loir.  Loire  "Loire,"  lol  Lola.  loldman S.  
lolitrc  Lomax  London  "London,"  London®  London-Gloucester  Londor.  lone  lonely  long  "long," 

 long.  Longbridge  long-chassis  long-distance  longer  "longer,"  longest  long-tailed  long-term 
Longuet-Higgins -   Loo^k^e.  look  look'  Look!  Look.  looked  "looked,"  looked.  "looker,"  looking 

 lookril  LOOKS  "looks,"  loomed  looms  loop  loose  looser  lop  lor  Lorch  Lord  lordly 
Lords  Loridilll  lork  Lorraine  "Lorraine,"  Lorraine-Diet  Lorraine-Dietrich  "Lorraine-Dietrich)," 
Lorraine-Dietrich.”  Lorraine's  lorriuA  lorry  "lorry,"  lorthtume  Lorton  Losange  Losange(En  lose 
lose.  lOsecs.  lOsecs.)  loser  loseth  losi:  losing  loss  loss.  loss?  "Lossiemouth,"  lost  lot  lot. 
loth  "Loth,"  Loti  lotion.  lots  lottery  Lotus  "Lotus,"  Lotus-Bristol.  Lou  loud  loudly  Louis 
"Louisiana,"  loUM>'<'limn\)  lounge  "lounge,"  lour  Lo-us-I6s.  love  "love,"  love.  loved  Loveday’s

 lovely  Lovely!  lover  lover‘s  Lovet's  Lovett  lovingly  low  low.  low-chassis  lower  lowered 
lowered*  "lowered,"  lowering  LOWLANDS  Lowrey H.R.G. 33.93   Lowrey  Loyal  loyally  Loyer  Lr

 'Lr h   lr--.  Lra-F’ranrw-rngiued  Lra-Fran-cla-c-iglnccl  lrealed  lrimiled  -lrip|ird  lrlm cul . 37   Lrnc 
 Lrr  Lrstc-  LS  ls’s?.;  "ls>x,"  LSlMRS) I   LSS  —Lssons (4   lste  lt  Lt.  Lt.-Col.  "Lt.-Col.," 

lt.U‘2  lt:  lt^nrt0ll.  ltb. 01-723   Lt-Col.  Ltd  LTD.  Ltd.)  "Ltd.,"  Ltd.”  Ltd.”)  "Ltd.”,"  "Ltd0,'" 
ltellufT  lth*li.ar«iM  Ltincla  Ltir-oi  "Ltndêj',"  lts  lttlcs eKsfal  lTTvestigalion.  lty  Lu 
Lu^iu^n^las-  luae  lub  lubricants  lubrication  Lucas  Lucio  luck  luck!  "luck,"  luck.  luckily 
"Luckily,"  luckless  "luckless,"  lucky  ludies'  luee  Luffield  lug  luggage  luggage-boxes  lugging 
luid  luind.  Lukins. Mudslinger.   LüKJjx&fiA  LUL’b  lull  lulus  lumber  "Lumby,"  lump  lumps 
Lun^hoeler;  lunatics  lunc  lunch  "lunch,"  lunch.  luncheon  "luncheon"""  lunchtime  "Lune,"  lunger 

 lunk(l)  luoky  Lurani  lurat-tieniied  lurching  lurewood'-  "lurk,"  lus  lush  lust  Lusty  lutent 
Luton  lutsis.  Lutus-M.G.  Lutzmann  luu*  luuivr  Luvax  Luv—bread’s  luxury  LV  lv/11  LVC 45 
’  Lvcett  LVIs  LVlitre  Lwcll’s  lWll  Lwr.-lt  lxdth  ly  Lyccet°  Lycctt  "Lycctt,"  Lyce.Cs 
Lyceet ^t   Lyceet  Lyceet f4g   LyceH 4   Lycett  Lycett 4   Lycett 1914 16   Lycett  Lycett  Bentley  
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Lycett  Lycett 3   Lycett  Lycett ’   Lycett — N.S. N.S. —      Lycett  Lycett 8-litre 23.4 22.6       Lycett 
Lycett)  "Lycett,"  "Lycett,."  Lycett.  Lycett..  Lycett.”  Lycett/Clutton  Lycett’s  Lycett's  Lycnlt 
Lycrtts  Lyeett  lying  ly-litre.  Lyn  "lyneme,"  Lynx  Lyons  lyre  lyre.  Lyyelt's  m  M .  M  m 
BenCvprawri   m  m)S)h)  M*  M**Hin  m*c.i  M-*i  "M,"  "M,-Jagnrh"  M.  m. p.h.   M.  M. 
PoUer   M.  M. I   M.  M.A.  M.C.  "M.C.,"  M.C.C.  M.C.C.fs  M.E.  M.G  M.G)  "M.G,"  "M.G,,"

 M.G.  'M.G.  M.G.) 36.7   M.G.)  M.G.) ".,"   M.G.)  M.G.) ... .   "M.G.),"  "M.G.),(36.02s"  M.G.). 
M.G.).................  "M.G.,"  M.G.|...  M.G.’s  "M.G.A.,"  M.G.—both  M.G.-engined  M.G.s  "M.G.s," 
M.Hd  M.Ho  M.L..  M.l^G............  M.lD  m.m.  M.M.E.C.  m.p  m.p.b.  m.p.g.  m.p.h  m.p.h.  m.-
p.-h.  m.p.h.)  "m.p.h.),"  "m.p.h.,"  m.p.h.;  m.p.li.  M.P.M.D.S.  m.p;h.  m.p»ho  m.s.h.  M.T.B.’s 
M.ti^.k  m.u.h.  M.W. N.S.   m/c.)  m/c.) ...   m/c.)  m/c.) ... ..  m/c.) ........   M^^frwliM^^G|iii'j1 
M^as  m^b.  M-^bi  m^h.  m^i^iouI.  M|  M|V*  M<  m<-*.;  m<p«ho  M«r^^h\  m eiipant*  M00 
M1/A5  M1m  M45  ma  mA No.   MA.)  ma:  "Ma^jhaU,"  "ma<ciiinery,"  Maberley  Mac  'Mac' 
"Mac,"  "'Mac',"  "Mac,”"  Mac’s  MacArthur  MacArthur's  MACCLESFIELD  MacDonald  MacDonald’s

 MacDonalds  Mace  "Mace,"  MacGregor  MacGregor's  machine  "machine,"  machine.  machinery 
"machinery,"  machinery.  machinery;  machines  "machines,"  machines.  Mackay  Mackenzie 
Mackenzie.  Mackinnon 3 0.0011875   MacKinnons  Mackmrion  MacLachlan  MacLean  Maclure  Maclver 

 Maclver 33.2 41   Maclver)  MacPherson  Macro  Mac's  Mad  "mad,"  mad.  Madam  "Madame," 
"Madame,”"  made  made.  Madeira  "Madges,"  Madgwick  MaDha||'-  madly.  Madness  Madresfield 
maestros  Mafch.ael  mafia  magazine  Magazine Brooklands BARC   Magazine } Lewes Kent      
"Magazine,"  magazines  Mage).  magic  Maglioti.  Magna  Magnetic)  "Magnetic,"  Magnetle  magneto 

 "magneto,"  magneto.  magnetos  magnetos.  Magnettc  Magnette  "Magnette,"  Magnette.  Mag-nette—
also  magnificence  magnificence—competing  magnificent  magnificently  "magnificently," 
"magnificently’,"  magnificient  magnitude;  mags  "mags,"  mags.  mags. ............................   mags. 
......................  mags.  mags.;  maguith-eiit  maguTi^^illy  mahe  Mahi  "maichch,"  Maida  Maiden’s 
mail  Mail.  MAILBOX  Mailiri  "mailorder,"  maiLs  main  mainly  main-road  mainstream  maintain 
maintained  "maintained,"  "maintained,’"  maintaining  maintamed  maintenance  Maizub's  Major 
majority  majority.  MajorJ  Majr  Majzab’s  Majzub  Majzub’s  Makadm  make  make*  "make," 
make.  maker  makers  makes  "makes,"  Makes.  "Makin,"  making  makings  maladies  "maladies'.," 
Malaprop’s  Malcolm  Malden  male  "male,"  Male.  Maligned  Mall  Mallalieu  Mallett’s  Mallock 
"Mallocks,"  Malyan  "Malyan,"  Mam  Mamnntl)  man  Man*  "man,"  "-man,"  man.  Man^f  Man’s 

 manage  manageable  managed  'managed  management  Manager  "Manager,"  manager’s  managing 
Manchester  Manden  "Mandv,"  Mandy  Mandy's  Maney  manfully  mangled  mangled.  manifold 
manifold-  manifold.  Manin  manipulation.  Manirn.  manly  Mann  Mann 43898 0.000962962962962963  
Mann Bentley   Mann  "Mann,"  Mann’s  manned  manner  "manner,"  manner.  manners  manners. 
mannner. Lycett   Manns  Mann's  Mann's.  manoeuvre  "Manp,"  Mans  man's  "Mans"""  "Mans," 
Mans. (BDC)   Mans.  Mans/  Mans’  "Mansions,"  Mans-style  "Manston,"  Mans-type  mantiging 
manual  manual!).  manually  manufacture  manufactured  manufacturers  MANUFACTURERS: 
Manufacturing  manufucturers  manv  many  "many,"  "Maos,"  map  mapbox  mappes  maqk  Marant 
Marc  March  "March,"  March.  Marchant 4%.  0.0011087962962963       Marcus  Marechai  Marechai; 
Marendaz  Margaret  "Margaret,"  margin  marginal  margin—and  MARGULIES  Margulies'  Margulies’ 

 MarIimIi  marine  "Marines,"  maritime  mark  "mark,"  mark.  marked  marker  marker.  Marker-
Jackson-Davis  markers  Markes  "Markes,"  market  "Market,"  Markets  marking  Markjoseland  marks 

 marks)  "marks,"  Marks.  Marlboro's  "Marlborough,"  Marlin  maroon  Maroon/sllver.  Marque 
"marque,"  Marque.  marque»  marques  marque's  marques—but  Marr  marred  "marred,"  married 
"married,"  marrying  Marsh  Marsh)  "Marsh,"  Marsh’s  marshal  "Marshal,"  marshal.  Marshall 
"marshalled,"  marshalling  marshalling—  marshals  marshal's  marshals)  Marshals.  marshals. Al-  
marshals’  "MarshaU,"  Marsh's  Marthall  Martin  Martin 34.12 bst   Martin  MARTIN 36.86   MARTIN 

 Martin)  "Martin,"  Martin.  Martins  "Martins,"  MartI—v  Martyr  Marvel  marvelled  marvellous 
Marx  Mary  "Mary,"""  Mary’s  Mary” 1st   Mary” 2nd   Mary's  "Mas,"  Mascot  Maser  Masera^ 
Maserati  Maserati)  "Maserati),"  "Maserati,"  Maseratis  Maseratis.  "Masers-,"  Mason  Mason 29 29  
Mason  "Mason,"  Mason.  Mason’s  Mason's  masquerading  Mas-rati) ... ... ...       mass  massed  masses 

 massive  master  masterly  masterminded  "masterpiece,"  "masterpieces,"  "mastery,"  mastery.  "Mat," 
 'mat;  Mat^l^c^s  MATAD  match  matched  matched ______   matched  "matched,"  matched. 

matchless  mate  "Mate,"  MateinG) .. ... 29.27       material  "material,"  material.  materialise.  materials 
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Mates!  mAtf  Mathers  "Mathew,"  Mathm  Matin  matlering:  Maton’s  MATR  matrimony  "mats," 
matter  matter.  "mattered,"  matter-of-fact  matters  "matters,"  Matthew  Matthew’s  Matthews 
Matthews's  "Mattr,"  mattrr  Matzub  Maud.slay  Mauer  Maurice  maurri  Mauu's  Mavs  Mawn 
Max  maximum  maximum.  Maxwell 6.2 36.9 36.83 6      Maxwell  Maxwell.  may  May 2   May  May 
3/4% 0.000989583333333333   May  may*  "MAY,"  May.  May’s  Maybach-engined  Maybach-Mercedes 

 Maybe  Mayfair  "Mayfield,"  Mayor;  Mays  Mays'  May's  "Mays,"  May's.  Mays's  Mazda  Mb 
mba  MBi  Mbndi!  Mborrrs  Mc  Mc.Kenzie  Mc.Kenzie "9th,"   Mc.Kenzie "2nd,"   Mc.Kenzie "1st,"  
Mc.Kenzie "2nd,"   Mc.Kenzie 1st   "Mc.Kenzie,"  Mc^cth  Mcadows-il.R.g)  McAlpine's  McAlpinti  MCC 

 McCann 0.04 0.00108449074074074   "McCann,"  McCaw)  "McCAW,"  McCaw.  McCcsh  mCCh. 
McClure 28.8 30.2   McClure  "McClure,"  McClure’s  McCodi  McCosh  McCosh Mk   McCosh 
"McCosh,"  McDonald Bentley 1928 4576       McDonald  McDonald 26.4 26.4   McDonald  McDonald) 
McDonald);  "McDonald,"  McDonald.  McDonald;  McDonald’s  McDonald's  McDowell  mce  mce. 
"McEvoy,"  McEwen  "McEwen,"  "McGowan,"  McGowan’s  McGrath’s  mci  McKenze  McKenzie 
McKenzie  2nd   McKenzie  McKenzie Bentley 23.9 1st       McKenzie Bentley 23.9   McKenzie Bentley 23.95  

 McKenzie  McKenzie 4398 79.3 91.05 0.25      McKenzie  McKenzie ... 30.4 30.6       McKenzie  McKenzie) 
 "McKenzie,"  McKenzie.  McKENZIE/Ex  McKenzie—‘Mac'.  McKenzie’  McKenzie’s  "McKenzie’s," 

McKenzie's  McKENZIL  McKENZlE  McKenzte  McKinnon  "McKinzie,"  McLeod  McMillan M.G.  
Mcmten'  Mcmtx»  McNab  McNaughton’s  McoKenzie  "McoKenzie,"  McoKenzie’s  McoKenzie's 
MCTCK  McuKenzie  McUnnald  mdicate  Mdjzuh  Md-r  MDTOR  me  me!  "me,"  "me,”"  me. 
Me.;  me'.;  me;  me^-ting  "Meadow,"  Meadows  "Meadows,"  Meadows-engined  Meadows-Nash 
Meadows-'Nash. The dazzle-painled   meal  meal)  mealgathering  meals.  mean  mean!”  meaning 
meaning.  means  means.  meant.  meantime  meantime.  meanwhile  measure  "measure,"  measure. 
measured  measures  meat  mecfi-antes  mechanic)  "mechanic,"  mechanical  mechanically.  mechanics 
mechanics;  mechanism  MeCosh  "Medcalf,"  media  medico  medium  Meeeing  meeii  meeiing 
meekly  meet  Meeting  Meeting  1   Meeting  Meeting H   Meeting  Meeting JA.   Meeting Joe  
Meeting  Meeting Event   Meeting Race   meeting  meeting—  meeting).  "meeting,"  meeting.  meeting. 
","   meeting.  meeting-.  meeting:  "meeting’,"  meeting—admittedly  Meetings  "meetings,"  meetings. 
meetings;  meetings—-a  meetings—Club  meets  Meharey  Melbourne  "Melbourne,"  Melgar  "Mellaha,"

 mellowed  "Melluhu,”"  melted  Mem.  membe  membenhip  Member  Member!^'  Member* 
"member,"  Member.  member:  "member?,"  member’  Member»  members  Members L.C.   Members 
Members'  member's  Members*  "Members,"  members.  Members’  membership  membership* 
membership.  memeeac  Memefrs  memento  Memiien  Memini  memliers  memorable  MEMORIAE 
Memorial  "Memorial,"  memorial.  Memorial.”  Memorie  memories  memory  "memory,"  memory. 
memtars  men  "men,"  men.  Men”  menace  "menage,"  menbers»  mended  "mended,"  Menders 
mends  menfolk  Menkheuse  mention  mention.  mentioned  mentioning  mentioning.  mentions  mentor 

 mentorn  menu  Menwal  Meopham.  "Merc,"  Mercedes  'Mercedes  Mercédès  "Mercedes," 
Mercedes-Benz  Mercedes-Benz "slprll,"   Mercedes-Benz  Mercédès-Benz  "Mercédès-Benz,"  Mercedes-
Benz.  Mercedophilc  "Mercer,"  Merchant  Merciiih-s  Mercs  "Mercs,"  Mercury  Mercury-engined 
mere  merely  merest  merit  merited  meritorious  meritorious.  merits  "Merrede^s,"  "Merrédès-Benz," 
Mertens  "Mertens,"  MERTENS.  Mertens'. .   Mertens’.  mery  Mesdames  mesh  mess  message 
"message,"  message—loud  messages  Messcrvy  Messenger  Messervy  "Messrs,"  Messrs.  met  met. 
metal  metal.  metallic  "metallic,"  Metallurgique  metals  metamorphosis  metaphorically  Metcalfe 
"Metcalfe,"  Metcalfe’s  Metcalfe's  mete  "meter,"  Meter.  method  Metralfe  "Metralfe,"  Metropole 
Metropolitan  Metting  meu  MeV.  Me-wnii  MEWS  "MEWS,"  'Mf  Mf'creded  mfmefrc  MG 
"MG,"  MG.  "MG.),"  MG-A  "MGAs,"  MG-B  MGB.  MG-B.  MGi.  MglMghri  MGs.  mh 
MHC»  mHes  mh'hpuldtr'^srd  mhl  Mi  M'i*.  mi.  Mi^' rel|  Mi^i-hull.  Mi||  Mi»e|weg 
MiBnipinn«hip  Mich  Michael  "Michael,"  Michael.  Michael's  Michele  Michelin  Mickey  "Miclielin,"

 mid  mid-’twenties  midday  mid-day  "midday,"  midday.  mid-day.  middle  "Middlesex,"  Middleton 
 Middleton’s  mid-door  midfield  Midget  Midget)  Midgets  Midland  Midlands  "Midlands," 

Midlands.  mid-morning.  midnight  midnight.  mid-sixties  midst  midst?  Mid-West  Mieeting  mier 
MiG.)  MiG.) ... .   MiG.)  might  "might,"  mightily  mighty  Miiibivll  M-iiin  Mik  Mike  mike. 
Mike’s  mil  Mil!  Mil*  mil.  mild  Mile  "mile,"  mileage  mileage.  miles  Miles Frazer-Nash  3622  

 miles ","   miles  miles)  miles).  "miles,"  miles.  miles;).  milestone  "milestone,"  "mile-straight," 
Milie  military  milk)  Mill  Millais  Millais’  Millar  Millar)  Millargot  Millbrook  Miller  Miller’s 
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"Miller’s,"  Millfield  Millham  millimetre  Millon  MILLS  "Mills,"  "Mills-Thomas,"  Milncs-Daimlcr-
Mercedcs  Milner Bentley 1926 6597       Milner Benz • 1912 22000      mils  Milton  mimAves  min  min. 
Minchin  mind  "mind,"  mind’s  mind—and  Mind-blowing  minded  mindedness  minds  mine  mingle

 "Minhinneti,"  Minhinnett’s  Mini?  minimising  minimum  minimum.  Minis  Minister  ministered 
Minnei  Minor  minority  "mins,"  minus  minute  "minute,"  minute. Benjafield   minutes  minutes). 
Mio-c.c.  "miouiIi,"  mir  miraculously  Mired  MirkirlA  mirror  "mirrors,"  Mis.  misbehaved 
"misbehaved,"  miscellany  misfire  "misfire,"  misfired  misfiring  "misfiring,"  misfortune  misfortunes. 
"mishap,"  misiakr  Misj  misleading  mis-liring  Miss  "miss,"  Miss........................  missed  "missed," 
"Missen,"  missing  "missing,"  mission  missive  missus  mist  mist*  mistake  "mistake,"  mistakes 
mister?)  mistook  M-itchcil  Mitchell  "Mitchell,"  Mitchell’s  mitdnlir  mites  MitJi)  Mitt  mittenless 

 Miua'rati  MiuMs  miv  Miw  mix  mixed  mixture  "mixture,"  mix-up  MJ»iin  mJaq;  Mjen 
MJlg^(elr.—llgll|-T-atcrJ „. ...   Mjlimërx  Mjnflvdr  Mk  "Mk,"  Mk.  MK2  MK44  Mke  MKi-A 
MKM  Mkr  MkVI  MkVMH  Ml  ml|e  "ml|es,"  ML<4  Ml».  MlacArthnr  "Mlahiula,"  mletclvr* 
MlgHt.’’  mlisiunle  Mliy  Mll  Mlle  Mlm  mln  mln.  Mlt  Mltupjci  mm  mm.  Mmb  M-mbers 
Mme  MMIiuiSpIk^1US‘’|XSlh*i)  MmiNr-on  Mmjh  mmparrd  MMTlXY  Mn/nr  mn^|^nS)i  mNes 
"mnfur-eye^iSl*,"  mngni’ic^Tnt  Mn-h  Mnhil  MnHmer’s  Mnit.naZlDorV  mnn^J1.lm  MNn1lvurdl 
Mnnn  mnnxrd  Mnrnbcrs.  MNTW  mny’s  Mo  mo*l  mo.sd  mo^lerns  "mo1,;"  MO1OR  moan 
moaning.  Mobil  mobile  mock  Mod  Mod.  Modcl-T's  modcrnisli  mode  model  model-  "model," 

 model.  models  models.  Model-T  modem  moderate  modern  'modern'  Moderne  modernity 
moderns  "moderns,"  moderns.  modest  modi  modification  Modifications  "modifications,"  modified 
modify  Moers  "Moers,"  Moes  Moffat  Moffat's  Moffatt  "Moffatt,"  Moggie  Moggies  Moggys  m-
oi!  moior-ruiing  Moiors'  Moir)  MOi'rtriii  MOL  mollified  molly-coddling  molor-racing  Molsheim 
Molyncaux  moment  "moment,"  moment.  momenta  momentarily  "momentarily,"  momentary  moments

 moments.  momentum  momeuto  Moms  Monaco  Monaco).  Monaco-Norton)  Monaco's  Mond 
Monday  "Monday,"  Monday.  Money  "money,"  money.  moneys  "monkeys,"  Monkhouse 
"Monkhouse,"  Monkhouse’s  Mono-bodied  monochrome  monograph  monograph.  monograph: 
monoplane.  monopolised  MONOPOSTO  monotonous  Monro  Monro’s  Monsieur  monster  monsters 
montage  Montague  Montargis  Monte  Monterey  month  Month May.   MONTH LATEST   month 
month.  MONTHLY  month—or  months  Month's  "months,"  months.  Montlhéry  "monument," 
monumenta|  monumental  monuments  Monza  "Monza,"  mood  "mood,"  mood. .   MOoib’dif  moon 
moonlit  Moore  Moore’s  moorings  Moor-llclil  Moose  m'oR  mor^  Moral  Morden  more  m'ore 
"more,"  more.  moreover  "Moreover,"  Morgan Bentley 1925 2996       Morgan  "Morgan,"  Morgan. 
Morgan’s  Morgan-like  Morgans  Morgan's  "Morgans,"  Morgans.  Morgan-Tipp  "Morgan-Tipp," 
MOril^È^I:  Morlev’s  Morley  Morley Bentley-Napier 9 7 1-13.5      Morley Bentley/Napier 
0.000935185185185185  Morley 43898 0.000962962962962963   Morley 3 0.00115162037037037   Morley 
"Morley,"  Morley.  Morley’s  Morley's  Morm  morning  "morning,"  morning.  morning?)  Morpeth. 
Morridi  Morris  Morris Benz 27.21   Morris  Morris'  "Morris),"  "Morris,"  Morris.  Morris’  Morris-
Cowley  Morrish's  Morris's  morrow  morrow.  morsel  mortar  Morten  Mortimer  Mortimer’s 
Mortimer's  MOsJ  Moss  Moss'  Moss’  most  "most,"  most.  mostly  mot  MOt^o^-Rla^in'”)  MOt
°R  "moth-balls,"  Mother  mother.  mother”  Moths  motif  motion.  motionless  motivation  motley 
Motlh  Moto  MOTO!  moto*  Motor  motor-  Motor*  "Motor,"  motor.  Motor»'  motor-bicycle. 
motor-car  motor-car)  motorcars  motor-cars  "motor-cars,"  motorcars.  motor-cycle  "motor-cycle," 
motor-cycles  motor-cycling)  motored  motoring  "motoring,"  motoring.  motoring-sport.  MOTORIST 
motorist.  motorist1  motorists  motor-racing  "motor-racing,"  motor-racing.  motor-raring  motor-ryde 
Motors  Motors'  "Motors,"  Motorsport  "'MotorSport',"  "motorway,"  Moturipurt  Mould  Moulding 
Mould's  moun-j  mounlain  Mount  Mountain  "mountain,"  mountaineering.  mounted  "mounted," 
mounted.  Mountford  Mountfort  "Mountfort,"  mounting  mounting.  mounts  mounts.  mounts-.  mourn 

 mourned  Mouse  mouth  Mouton  move  moved  moved.  movement  moves  moving  Mown 
Mown.  Moy’s  MP  "mp*,"  Mp.  MP388  mph  m-p-h-  m-p-h)  mph).  mph.  mplifying  "Mpo""," 

 mpod  mproved  MptMl*  mput  MR  -Mr-  mr*  "mr,"  "mr,*"  Mr.  M-ratih  MrChirr  Mrgn 
mr-J.A.l1.)  Mrn.  Mrnhaiu  MrRCH  Mrrdnii  Mrrfgan  MrrOffers-  Mrrtcns  Mrs  "Mrs,"  Mrs. 
Mrs®  MS  ms-.  MS3928  MS3928;  MS3937  MS3947  MS395O  M-slrr  MSnro  Msrk  MSS. 
mstea'd  msufficient  "Msy,"  mt  Mt.i  Mta.  mtage  mtatowty  MtCICT  mtenor.  Mti'iii*  Mtiuic 
MTixiT  Mtmrit  Mtnjl  Mtnty  Mtre  Mtryi ht. "22,89"   M-typc  mu  Mu':  MuAlpinr  mubc  much 
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much-campaigned  much-welcomed  MucTrliT  mud  "mud,"  mud.  Mudd  Mudd’s  muddled  Mudd's 
muddy  "muddy,"  mudguards  mudguards.  MUDSLINGER  Mugan  Mui  Muijpn  muil  Mulholland 
"Mulholland,"  Mulholland.—1.  Muliiner.  Mulliner  Mulliner.  Mulliner;  Mulsanne  "Mulsatme,"  multi-
branch  multigrades  multiple  multiplied  multi-tubular  Multi-Union  Multi-Union. The   Multum  mum 
"mumbling,"  Mum's  Mumtu  Munaruu  mUniled  Munro's  Muns  Murch’s  murdered  "mure," 
murmured  Murray  Murray's  museum  Museum.  museum”  mush  mushroom  music  musical 
Musketeer  must  muster  mustering  MUtirc^l  muttering  mutual  mutur-cars  Muv's  muxh  Muy 
MV  mviung  MvlW J   Mvnnr  MVÜtW  MwOBn.  MxTUt  my  myriad  myself  "myself," 
mysterious  mysteriously  "mystery,"  mystery.  mystery—his  mystification  mythology)  n  n QI it 
"Tankard,"       n ti u SiHver       n  'n  n)  N*  N.  N. Pe.mores 3rd 23 0.59      n.  n.'  N.|.  N.20  N.B. 

 N.C.O.  n.iunn  n.p  n.R.G.) ..   N.S.  N.S. NS.   N.S. N.S.   N.S. —   N.W.  N.W.7  N.W10.  n; 
N\nh  N^ickailh  n^nr^d||rativy  na  "nadiiion,"  nae  nail-biting  "nails,"  Nailsworth  nainufaeture^s 
nally  name  Name Handicap  Actual       name  "name*,"  "name,"  name.]  named  "named,"  namely 
"namely,"  nameplate  names  names!  "names,"  names.  Nanny’s  Napier  "Napier,"  Napier.  Napier-
Bentley  "Napier-Bentley,"  "Napier-Railton,"  Napoleon  narrow  narrowly  Nash  Nash 27.08 1st   Nash 
28.52  Nash 27.08   Nash 28.52   Nash Nash   Nash 27.08   Nash  1st   Nash 28.52   Nash Nash   Nash 
Nash-  'Nash  Nash)  "Nash),"  "Nash,"  "'Nash,"  Nash.  Nash’s  Nash-B.M  Nash-B.M.W.  "Nash-
B.M.W.,"  Nashes  "Nashes,"  Nashes.  NashFs)... 1st   Nash's  "nastily,"  nasty  NAT.  National 
"natives,"  Natter  "natter,"  Nattriss Alvis  2511       natural  naturally  "Naturally,"  naturally.  nature 
nature.  Naval  navigation  Navy!)  Nazi  nbers fitted with   NC  ncar  nci.  NDI  ndJng  ndlUa)  ndr 

 ndwy  ndy  ne  near  "near,"  nearby  nearby*  "nearby,"  nearer  near-immortal  nearly  nearside 
near-side  neat  neatly  necessarily  necessary  necessary.  necessitated  necessity  neck  neck.  Ned 
nee  need  need*  needed  "needed,"  needed;  needle  Needless  needs  negative  negative;  negativtly 

 "neglected,"  negligible  negligibly  negotiable.  negotiated  negotiating  neighbourhood  Neil  neither 
nep  nephew)  "ner^iiuii1,"  nerobatr^s  nerve  nerves  nervous  nervously  Ness  nest  —nest  net 
Netherlands  nett  nette)  netted  Neufchateau  neutral  "neutral,"  Nev  Neve  NEVE.  never  never' 
never^t^leih^s^s  never-ending  neverlhj*al*^ss<  nevertheless  "Nevertheless,"  never-to-be-settled  Nevil 
Neville  new  new)  "new,"  new.  new.”  new/  new’  new”  Newall  Newalt  new-bodied  newcomer

 "newcomer,"  newcomers  newer  Newhaven  newly  newly-1  newly-made  Newman  Newman’s 
Newman's  Newoll  Newport  News  News    .... 36     news  News.  Newsagent  newsagents  news—and 

 newshounds?  News-Letter  "newspapers,"  Newton  next  "Next,"  next.  nf  nff  nffatlJ1. 
"nfortunately,"  ng  nhird-party  nHr^1^^^^^cl-then-lhc-nth^^  ni  ni.  Nic  nice  nicely  "nicely," 
nicely.  nicer-looking  Nicholl  Nicholson  "Nicholson,"  Nicholson's  Nick  nickci  nickel  nickel-chrome

 Nickels  nickname  nick-name  nidi  Niekols's  nier  Nigel  night  "night),"  night*  "night,"  night. 
night’s  nightmare.  night's  nights.  night-work  niit^.  nile  Nimh-Wesi  Nimrod  Nimwegen  nin. 
nine  "Nine,"  nine.  ninedty-one  nine-race  nineteen  Nine—that  ninety  ninety-one  "Nininion,"  ninth

 nion  nippy  niri  Nish's  nit  Nitre  bt   niwximw^  NJ  nl  nlli^jji'Ird  nlliii^rin  nlplll  "nLrf,A^-
StenHaA"  nlternatives  N-lype  NM  nml  Nmn*  nmtng.com  nn  nnal  nnd  nnerm.pW  nnkei 
nnnoiim'crs  No <—Bluebell   no  No =   no  no'  "no,"  "No,”"  No.  No. Name Car   No. Name Car 
Date c.c.      No.  No. Bitrant.   No. Ei   no.  N'o.  "No.,"  No.1  No.1 VSCC   No.10  No.2 VSCC  
No.2 No.144   No.2 No.157   No.2 No.166   No.2 No.167   No.2 }   No.4 VSCC   No.4 No.154   No.4 )  
Unlimited       No.5  VSCC   No.5 No.159   No.5 }   No.6  July   No.6 No.   No.6 November   No.6    2nd     

 No.8  No’ember.  NOBBY  Noble  Noble;  nobly  nobly.  Nobody  —Nobody  nobody’s  nod  nods'
 Noel  Noggin  Noggin?  noggins  Noggins.  NoHlurn  noi  Noie  noil-members.  noise  "noise," 

noise.  noises  noises.  noisiest  noisy  nolle  nolt|ilug  nominal  nominated  non  non-Bentley  non-car-
breaking  nonchalant  non-competing  non-competitive  "non-competitor,"  non-competitors  none  none. 
non-existent  Nonhampmulkire  non-oampetIna.  non-original  non-owners  non-owners.  nonsense 
"nonsense,"  nonsense.  nonsenses  nonsenses.  non-skid  non-standard  non-started  "non-started,"  non-
starter  "non-starter,"  non-starter.  non-starters  "nonstarters,"  "non-starters,"  non-stop  non-vintage  noon

 noon.  noonday  no-one  nor  Nora  NorD  Norfolk Bentley   "Norfolk,"  Norlon-lloopcrs  norm 
normal  normally  Norman  Norman’s  Norn  Norns  Norrid--SjsmOiiI)  Norris  Norris 6|-litre 27 26.2      
Norris  Norris'  "Norris,"  Norris’s  Norris-SpHedtil.  north  Northam  Northampton  Northampton Lancia  

 "Northampton,"  Northamptonshire  North-East  NORTHERN  North-West  NortnnI ... ... .„ ..      Norton 
Norton)  "Norton,"  Norton.  Norton’s  Norwich  nos  Nos.  nose  "nose,"  nose.  noses  Nosh  Nosh” 
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 "nosh-in,"  nostalgia  nostalgic  not  'not  nót  "not,"  not.  not:  notab|y  notable  notably  note 
note—  "note),"  note).  "note,"  note.  Note.—When  notebook  noted  Notes  "notes,"  notes.  note—
the  noteworthy  nothing  nothing.  notice  noticeable  noticeably  noticed  noticed)  "noticed,"  notices 

 noticing  notified  noting  notion  not-so-modest  Nottingham  "Nottingham,"  Notwithstanding 
nourishinHy  NOV  Nov.  Novel  novelty  November  "November,"  November.  November/December 
NOVEnBLR.  now  Now)  "now,"  now.  Now’  Nowadays  "nowadays,"  nowhere  nownlralll'ht 
noxious  npeecl  npff  np-lu-LSllO-c.r.  nppenrnnce  n-ptrdiUftJ  nr  Nr.  n-R.  nr^ele  Nrno 
nrrnsi»ns.  nruugh  nrw  ns  n's  nsired  nsw  nt  NT.VLVIDS  ntator  "ntd,"  nth  nth.  NTJ127 
NTLEY  ntlSTIJW  ntlv  NtMiilkltn  ntn  Nto“‘  NTOEMBBR. (TC   nttlm?plh^e^rr  nuCR  nude 
nude.  nudge)  Nuffield  nuind  nuinty  nUirraldy  Null*.  number  NUMBER .   number  "number," 
number.  number.)  Number........................  Number..................................  Number........................................ 
Number..............................................SL3067  Number.........................................FB33O1 
Number.........................................FB33O6  Number.........................................PB3543 
Number...................................NT1I77  Number...................................UL  Number..................................RL4439 
Number.............................KW  numbered  numbers  "numbers,"  numbet  numerous  nume-rous  numninni 
nun  nuniR*ririi  Nun-qualifiers  nunrM  "nun-sarted,"  Nurburg  Nurris’  nursed—and  nut  Nutdng 
Nutheld  nutrient  nuts  "nuts,"  "nutshell,"  Nutt 7.5 41.88 41.13 7      Nutter  "Nutter,"  Nutting  Nutting. 

 Nutting;  "Nutur-ally,"  nvicta 27.45   nvnrwObdcl.org  Nw»  NW2  NZIE  N'ZIE  o  o *  O  o 
Robertson-Rodger   o  o M. Chambers   o 4398 83  o  o 4398 82  o  o BoP. Ortwe   o 4398 75-23 Nil 
"9,29"      o c?   o H   o  o Wilton   o  o Co   O  ö  O&wwtvoufa  o*rr  "O,w"  O.  O.'a  O.A.P. 
"O.A.P.),"  "O.B.E.,"  o.c.  "O.C.,"  o.h.  o.h.v.  "o.i-,’"  O.T.U.  O.UÖ  o/c  o/j  o^  "o^^^h^j^^-
),A.F.)" 27.4   o^j^cürr.  O^ng  o|der  O|ympia  o’  "O’Connor,"  o„  O1  o2:Q6  o5 Oo25   OA-fore) 
Oak  Oakington  Oalc  oars  oartm  oatme?  oauvr  OB  Obeyesckere's  Obeyesekere’s  obii  obilD 
OBITUARIES  obituary  Obituary—T.  OBJECT.  objective  objectives  obligation  obligatory  obliged 
obliterated  obscured  obscures  "obscurity,"  observation  observations  observe  observed  observers 
obsolete  obstruction  obtain  obtainable  obtained  obtained.  obtaining  obvious  obvious.to  obviously 
"obviously,"  occasion  "occasion,"  occasion.  occasional  occasions  "occasions,"  occasions.  occauoat 
occupants  occupants—in  occupied  occupy  occupying  occur  occurred  "occurred,"  "Och,"  Ochoa 
o'clock  oco  Ocrober  Oct.  OCTOBER  October-  "OCTOBER,"  OCTOBER.  October—and  odd 
odd.  odd-bodied  ODDEST  "Oddmedods,"  ODY  oE* De   "OE.149,"  oeL  oeo.  of  of ","   of  of 
View   of  of'  óf  öf  "of,"  of.  of:  of?  ofawards  off  off—  off!  off)  "off,"  off.  off: 
"off’,"  "offence,"  offending  offer  offered  offering  Offers  offers.  offfeialising  office  "office)," 
office.  officer  Officer.  Officer’s  "officers,"  officers.  offices  official  officialdom  officially 
"officially,"  officials  officials'  "officials,"  officials.  offset  "offset,"  offside  off-side  off-song  off—
they  ofi  oft.”  often  "often,"  often.  ofthe  oft-repeated  og  ogaiciuw  Ogle  Oh  "Oh,"  OHC 
ohil  oh-so-slow  oi  oi-723  Oificers  oiher  oiil-aecelcrating  oil  "oil,"  oil.  oil'and  oil-comers 
oilcoolers  oildrum  oilier  oilier.  oil-pipes  oils  "oils,"  oil-tip  oil-warning  oily  Oj-|ltre  oKenzie 
ol  ol'  OL.  Ol.odi  Ol»  Ölad  old  old!  "old,"  older  older.  oldest  "Oldham,"  old-school 
Oldsma  "old-time,"  old-type  olï  Olive*  Oliver  "Oliver,"  Olley's  ollieials  "olliii^MHi,"  olme 
olseley  "o-lwayy,"  Olwcr  Olympia  "Olympia,"  OM  Om.  Ombersley.  omeo 22.44 bst   omissions. 
omit  omitted  omitted.  ommentarv  on  on Sr*pt<*lllh-*r 3rd nt D.^ujiifuul      on  on with   on  "on," 
on.  on.”  on?  on”  on—but  once  "once,"  once.  Oncle)  oncr  onc-tonner  one  one'  one! 
"one,"  one.  one.—Ed.  One:  one;  one?—Ed.]  one’.  one’s  one-day  one-fifth  one-lap  ONE-
LUNGER.—A.  one-make  one-pot  onerous  ones  one's  "ones,"  ones.  one-third  one-time  one-way 

 onil  Online Goodwood Benjafields   online  onlookers  onlv  only  only)  only).  "only,"  only:  only’ 
 onslaught  onto  ontrol  on—valves  "onwards,"  onwards.  Onze  —ö----------o  Opel  OPELS  Open
 Open 1st—48.   Open 1st—71.   open  Open Bodies   Open  "open,"  open-car  opened  opened' 

opener’  opening  opening.  Opening.Run  openly  opens  Opens at Goodwood   operaiing  operanng 
operate  operated.  operating  operating.  operation  operation.  operational  operations  opinion  opiniön 
"opinion,"  opinions  opinions.  opp^Iduon  opponent’s  opportunities  opportunity  oppose  opposed 
Opposite  opposite)  opposition  "opposition,"  Ops  option  optional  optional.  option—to  opulent  or 

 "Or,"  Or.  "Orange,"  Oratory)  Orchard  orcnsion  order  order)  "order,"  order.  order.)  order» 
ordered  ordering  orders  orders.  ordinary  "ordinary,"  Ordnance  organ  Organisation  "organisation," 
organisation.  organisations  Organisatorn.  organise  organised  "organised,"  organised.  Organiser 
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organisers  "organisers,"  organisers.  Organisers—Major  organising  Organization  organize  organized 
organizing  Orieans  Orient  Oriental  orifice  Origin  original  "original,"  originality  originally 
originated  Orion  orir  OrL>|  Orleans  Orleans 156.7   Orleans  "Orleans,"  Orlebar's  ormer  Orr 
Orred  Orr-Ewing  Orr-Ewing 27.2 26.'   Orr-Ewing  "Orr-Ewing,"  'orrible  orse  orthodox  Orttewell 
Ortw^ller  Ortweiler  Ortweiller  Ortweiller 4398 75.23 Nil 0.29      "OrtwelHer,"  ory  os  Oscar 
oscillation  oss  "OSU,"  Oswestry  ot  ota  otdiiihs  oth  OTHER  other*  other’s  otherchild  others 

 others'  others!)  "others,"  others.  otherwise  otherwise.  Othier  Ottweiler  otype’  Ou  ÖU?  Oub 
Oub. ( t   oudrn|r  ought  oui  ouI-accelerate  OULTON  Oundlrr  our  oür  ourselves  ourselves.  ous 
out  out)  "out),"  "out,"  out.  out-accelerated  outbreak  "outbuildings,"  outburst  out-circuit  outcome 

 outcrops  outdated  outdistanced  outdistanced;  Outer  outfield  outfits.  out-flung  outing  "outing," 
outing.  outings  outings.  outlay  outlet  outlook  outnumber  "outnumbered,"  outpaced  "outpaced," 
output  outrigged  Out-rigged  OUTS  outside  "outside,"  Outsider.”  outskirts  outstanding 
"outstanding,"  outstanding.  outstandingly  outward  outwardly  outwards  Ov  oval  over  ove-r  over! 

 "over,"  over.  over;  over^-iitres  over’.  over”  "over-3,000-c.c."  overal  overall  "overall,"  overalls. 
 overboard—  overbodied.  overcome  overcome.  overcoming  overdrive  over-drive  over-easy  over-

enthusiast  "over-excitable,"  overflew  overgrown  OVERHAU  overhaul  "overhaul,"  overhaul. 
overhauled  "overhauls,"  OVERHAULSS/sOlV  overhead  overhead.  overheard  overheating  Overland 
overlay  overlook  overlooked  overlooking  "overlooking,"  overlooks  overnight  over-night  overrun 
oversee  over-shadowed  overshadows  oversize  oversquare  overstated.  "oversteer,"  Overstone  overtake 

 overtaken  overtaking  Overton Mk   overtook  overturned  over-turned  overturning  "Overy," 
"óvision,"  Ovr  Ow  owe  owed  Owen  "Owen,"  owing  Owl  "Owl,"  Owl’s  OWM<JS  own 
"own,"  owned  "owned,"  owner  owner!  owner)  owner*  "owner,"  owner.  owner-driver  owners 
Owners'  "owners,"  owners.  owners.)  Owners’  ownership  ownership.  owning  owns  owns*  ox 
OX14  Oxfam  Oxford  "Oxford,"  Oxford.  óXJïk  Oxon.  -o-x-o-o-o-o-o-  oxy-acetelyne  oycrhealcn 
oyota  p  P Cnlllnu   p  P&A  p&p.  P*J  "p,,"  P.  "p.,li"  p.11  p.14  p.36/37)  p.476  P.A. 
"P.C.,"  p.'h  p.h.  "p.h.,"  P.H.J.W.  p.in.  P.ll  p.m.  "p.m.,"  P.O.  P.O.A.  P.O.R.  p.tn..  'p/L.  p-
^>eiding  p^nty  P^trkrr  p^Wiuon  p|ays  p|ease  p|easure  P|wrf.-  P’   „*•  P’s  p«yHe  p»ls  P° 

 P25  P3  "P554,"  P79)  PA  Paai  Paaie  Pace  "pace,"  "paces,"  Pacey-Hassan  pack  pack. 
package  "Packard,"  packed  packing  "packing,"  Pacr  PADDOCK  "Paddock,"  "Paddock,”"  Paddock. 

 paddockin  Paddock—whetrein  Paddock—young  paddork  Paddy  Padgett  Padgett Mk   Padgett 
"Padgett,"  Padgett’s  "Padre,"  pads  page  Page Soim   page  Page.  Page’s  pages  Page's  pages. 
pages—-“Well  Paget  pagr  pah  PAI  paid  paid)  paid.  painstaking  "painstaking,"  paint  "paint," 
painte.d  painted  Painter’s  painting  paints  pair  paired  pairing  pairs  "pairs,"  Palace  Palace 
Stanley  Palace  "Palace),"  "Palace,"  Palace.was  pale  Pall  palm  Palmer 6.8 45 43.5 —•      Palmer 
"Palmetto,"  palming  pam  pan  pan.  Pancheri  panel  panel.  panelwork  Panhard  panic  "panic," 
Panks  pano  pantechnicon  "Pantiles,"  "Panting,"  Pantom  paper  "paper,"  paper-based  papers 
"paperwork,"  parade  "Parade,"  parade.  Parade—No.  "Paradis,”"  Paradoxically  paragons  paragraph 
"paragraph,"  paragraph.  parasolled  parasols  parched  PARDEY  Pardon  "parenthesis,"  parents 
"parents,"  parii-ipning  pariKulirly  PARIS  "Paris,"  Paris.  PARISH  Paris-Nice  park  Park VSCC John

 Park vscc Handicap   "Park,"  Park.  PARK—7/8th  Parke  parked  Parker  Parker Alfa-Romeo 1930 1750 
 Parker  Parker-  Parker)  "Parker,"  Parker’s  Parker's  parking  Parking” Guy   Parkinson 8 43.43 42.08 

7.5  Parkinson  Parkinson 0.04 0.00119212962962963  "Parkinson,"  parkland  Par-kmson  parks. 
parnchulr-brake  Parne||  Parnell  "Parnell,"  Parnell’s  Parnell's  ParneU's  Parry  parry.  "Parson," 
Parsons  part  'part  "part,"  part.  part—after  partaken  parted  participant  participants  participate 
participating.  participating»  participation  partictHars  particular  "particular,"  particularly  particulars 
parties  "parties,"  parting  "partisan,"  partly  "partner,"  partnership  Partridge’s  PARTS  parts) 
"parts,"  parts?  party  party.  party-which  Parvo  pas*  "PAS,"  pass  passage  passcng  passed 
"passed,"  passenger  passenger!  passenger.  passenger/navigator/ministrator  passenger’s  passengered 
passengers  passenger's  passer-by  passes  passing  "Passini,"  Passmore  Passmore's  passwords  past 
"past,"  past.  pasta;  Pat  Pataee  "patch,"  Patent  "Patents,"  paternal  path  Pathfinder  Patience 
"patience,"  patient  patiently  patisserie  Patrick  "Patrick,"  Patrick’s  patrol;  patron  Patron’s 
patronised.  patted  pattern  "pattern,"  patting  Paul  "Paul,"  Pauline  paur  pause  pavement  Paxton’s 

 Paxton's  pay  payable  paying  payment  payments  payments.  Payne  Payne 6.2 37.33 37.06 6     
Payne  "Payne,"  PB  PB.  pBace»  PC.  pce  PCGB  Pcirnllum  p-Citrc  pctul  PE  pe.GD 
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PE.lMORE  peace  "Peace,"  peaceful  peacefully  peacetime  peacetime.  peacock  PEAK  pean  Pearce
 "Pearls”,"  Pearson’s  Peck Austro   Peck  Peck’s  pecks  Peck's  peculiar  pedal  pedal.  pedal-

reaction  pedals  "pedals,"  pedals.  pedcstrianism  pedestrian  pedigree  Pee  peed  peefnenied  Peek 
Peemore ... Bentley   Peep.  peering  "peers,"  Peggy  Peliy  Pelly  Pelmore  Pelmore ... Bentley   Pelmore 

 Pelmore Paul   Pelmore  Pelmore 4398 85.13 99.41 0.12      Pelmore 4442 77.93 91.22 0.25      Pelmore 
"Pelmore,"  "Pel-more,"  "Pelmore,."  Pelmore.  Pelmore';  Pelmore’s  Pembroke  PemvMk  pen 
penalised  penalties  "penalty,"  Pence  "pence,"  Penfold 6.4 40.28' . 43.23 —     Penguins”  Peninsula 
penmiMlan  Pennell  pennk  "'Penny',"  PENRITE  Penrite's  pension  Pensive  Pentony  penultimate 
people  people’s  "peoples,"  peopte  peppering  per  Per^liUci  perceived  perceptible  Percival  Percy 
père  perennial  perfect  perfect.  perfectly  "perfectly,"  perfor^nance. It   perform  perform.  performance

 "performance,"  performance.  performance;  "performance’,"  performances  "performances," 
performances.  performed  pe'rformér  performer.  performer—on  performer—rounds'-the  performing 
perhaps  "perhaps,"  perhaps.  peril  peril.  perilous  perils  perimeter  period  "period,"  period? 
periodical  periods  "periods,"  periods.  Perkin»  Perkins  Perkins'  Perkins’  permanency  permanent 
permanently  permission  permit  Permit.  permits  permitted  "permitting,"  perplexing  perron  persistent 

 person  "person,"  person.  personal  personalities  "personalities,"  personally  "personally,"  personnel 
persons  "perspective,"  persuade  persuaded  "Perthshire,"  Perthshire.  "Perthycolly,"  perusal  pervaded 
pervading  perversion  'pervert  "pessimistic,"  pessimists  "pessimists,"  pet  Petei.  Peter  Peter! 
"Peter,"  Peter’s  Peter”  Peterborough  Peterkin  Peters  Péters  Peterson  Petit  Petre  "Petre,"  Petre's 

 "petrifying,"  petrol  "petrol,"  petrol.  petrol-driven  Petroleum  petrols  "petting,"  petuniae  Peugeot 
Peugeot) <.  ... -       "Peugeot,"  Peugeot.  Peugeot-J.A.P.  Peugoet  pfirtin  ph  P-h  pH.  Phantom 
phase  phased  Phcenix  PHCNIX  Pheasant  "Pheasant""®"  phenomenal  phew.  phICh  Phiiv  PHIL 
Philip  Phillip  Phillips  "Phillips,"  Phillips.  philosophy  Phis  phizog  Phoenix  phone  'phone 
phoned  Photo  photo)  photo*  "photo,"  Photo:  Photo-Call)  photofinish  PHOTOGaaPH.  photograph 
"photograph,"  Photograph}  photographed  photographer  Photographers  photographic  photographs 
Photographs } Donington   photographs  "photographs,"  photography.  Photos  photos)  "Photos)," 
"photos,"  Photos:  Phototroph  photps  phrase  "phrase,"  phrases  phriograpas  Ph-rpoint  Phtio-Call) 
Phus  pi  pi.  pic:.)  Piccadilly  "Piccadilly,"  pick  picked  picking  pick-up  Pickworth’s  picnic 
picnicking  "picnics,"  pics)  pics.)  Pictori.  picture  picture)  "picture,"  picture.  picture”  pictured 
pictures  PICTURES (chronology)   pictures  picturesque  picturesque.  picturesquely-named  PICTURE
—'This  piddock  pie.  piece  "piece,"  PIECE.  piece-de-resistance  pieces  pieces.  Pier  "Pierpont," 
Pierre  Piers  "pies,"  Pig  Piglet  "Piglet,"  pigs  PiHeth  PiHs  Pi-iiy  "Piiots"""  pile  'Pile  piled 
pilgrimage  'Piling  Pilking-on  Pilkington  Pilkington’s  Pill  pillar  pillars  pilot  "pilot,"  pilots  pineii

 Pinewood  "pinion,"  Pinkcrlmi's  pinked  Pinkerton’s  pink-gin-filled  Pins  "Pinsent,"  pint  Pint. 
Pints  pioirly-suppiirted  Pioneer  pip  pipe  "pipe,"  pipe.  piped  Piper  pipes  pipes.  pipped  pipping

 pipsqueak  Pique-nique.  Pirelli  Pirrpnit  piston  piston-head.  pistons  "pistons,"  pistons.  pistons» 
piston-type  PIT  "pit,"  pit.  pitch  Pitchford  "Pitchford,"  pities  pits  "pits,"  pits.  pits/paddock  pit-
signals  Pitt B.M   Pitt’s  Pitta  Pitta/  Pitts  Pitts 6.2 32.11 32.3 6      Pitts  Pitt's  "Pitts,"  Pit-War  PIT-
WORK.—One  pity  "pity,"  pity.  pixu  pJ.  pjrale  PjuI  pl  PL1150  plac  place  Place 6 35.17 35.25
6.4  place  place!  "Place,"  place.  place. •   place.  place...  place?  placed  places  "places," 
"places,”"  places.  placing  placing*  placing.  placing»  placings  "placings,"  plain  plaintive  plait?” 
plan  'PLANE  planned  "planned,"  planned.  plans  plant  Plaque  plaque)  "plaque,"  plaque.  Plaque.
—Photo  plare  Plas  Plas)  Plas;  plaster  plaster.  plate  "Plate,"  Plate:  plateau  plated  plates 
plates.  platform  plating  platinum  plauE  play  played  Player  playing  plaything.  Playtime—Arch-
Marshal  plcatc  plead  pleaded  pleasant  pleasantest  pleasantly  "pleasantly,"  please  please!  please) 

 please?  pleased  pleasing  pleasingly  pleasure  pleasure.  pleasures  plenty  plers•.ant  plethora  Plh 
pliginr  Pliilli]'»*4l^^^-<riCi  Pllklngtou  Plm^(4|i  PlOOs  plot  ploughing  Plowman  Plowman Vauxhall 
1928 4224  Plowman  "Plowman,"  Plowman’s  Plowman's  Plownum's  ploy  Plss  Pltilllps  Plu 
Pluce’s  plucky  plug  "plug,”"  Plug.—Most  "plugging,"  plugs  plugs*  "plugs,"  plugs.  plumbing 
plumes  pluming  "plural,"  Plus  "plus."""  pm  PMB' scdptum   Pme  "pmjiose,"  pmtrr^rrd 
pneachuLe-lleilkcs  Pnipe’  Pnrkrr*JiAiP\.„.  Pnrk'rrJiAiPjS  pnUty  "Pnx,"  po**fffl®oci  Po^so  pOB| 
P-oc-  pocket  "pocket,"  pocket.  pocketed  podium  PODIUMS  podurn  Poe  "Poe,"  poignancy; 
pOinna'igM  point  "point,"  point.  poin-te^!-tail  pointed  pointing  pointless  points  "points,"  points. 

 points;  points—one  point-totters  poise  "poke,"  pokes  poking  pole  police  Police BDC   Police 
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Gordon   Police BDC   Police  "Police),"  "police,"  Police.  Policeman.”  policy  polish  polished 
"polished,"  polished.  polishing  "polishing,"  polite  politely  "political,"  politicians  Pollock  Pom 
Pom.  Pomeroy Vauxhall 1914 4000       Pomeroy  "Pomeroy,"  POMEROY.  Pomeroy’s  Pomeroy's 
pompously.  Poms  Pond  Pond!  ponder  pont-H^:3l  Pool  "pool,"  Poor  "poor,"  Poore  poorly 
Pootc  pop  Pope's  popnlrrise  "popper,”"  poppetvalve  popping  populace  popular  population  Porrest

 Porsche  "Porsche,"  Porsche.  "Porsches,"  port  portal  Porter  Porter.  portion  portion. Their  
"Portishead,"  Portland  ports  Portway  pose  "pose,"  posed  poser  posh  position  "position," 
position.  positions  positnjn.  "posniun,"  possess.  possessed  possessed.  possessing  possession 
possibilities  possibility  possible  "possible,"  possible.  possibles.  possibly  post  post.  postage  postal 

 post-dinner  Poste  "Poste"""  posted  posterity  posterity.  POSTPAID  postponed  posts  "posts," 
POSTSCRIPT  post-vintage  postwar  post-war  posubiliiy  pot  "pot,"  potch  pote  potency  potent 
"potent,"  potent.  potential  pot-holes.  pot-hunting.  pots  Potter  Potter’s  Potts  poulet  pound 
pounding  "pounds,"  poured  pouring  PoUrr-Muirr  "pourse,"  Pour-speed  Povey  powder  Powdermill 

 Powell  Powell 7.5 45.63 45.79 —      Powell  "Powell,"  Powell’s  Powell's  power  "power,"  power. 
Power’s  power-driven  powered  powered1  powerful  power-loss  Powers!  power-units.  Powys 
Powys-l.ybbc  Pp  "pp.,"  pq  PR  "Pr^cott,"  practicable  practically  practice  "practice,"  practice. 
practice-day  practices  practicestopped  practicing  "practitioners,"  Pradtn^lian  praise  praise. 
praiseworthy  pranged  pranks  Pratt  praying  prc'1914  prccedeil  prc-srlerlcd  Pre  Pre*  Pre-*  pre-
|9|7  pre=war  pre-1932  pre-1950  precariously  precautions  preceded  "preceded,"  precedent  preceding

 precious  precipitated  precipitately  precipitation.  precise  precisely  precise—the  Precision  precision. 
 precluded  preconditions  precursor  predicted  predilection  predominated  predominating.  Pree 

preeisrly:  Prefects  prefer  preference  preferred  preferring  pre-ignition.  prejudice  prematurely 
premier  premises  "premises,"  preoccupied  preordained.  preoturiset  preparation  Preparation. 
preparations  preparatory  prepare  prepared  "prepared,"  preparing  preponderance  Prescott  Prescott   292
challenge      Prescott  "Prescott,"  PRESCOTT—1st  presence  present  present*  "present,"  present. 
presentable  presentation  presented  "presented,"  presenting  preserve  "preserve,"  preserved  preserves 
preserving  presided  Présidence  President  "president,"  President.  President:  President’s  presidential 
Presidents:  Press  Press MotorSport April   Press MotorSport March   Press MotorSport January   Press 
MotorSport October   Press MotorSport February   Press MotorSport August   Press MotorSport October   Press 
MotorSport September   Press MotorSport October   Press MotorSport September   Press MotorSport June   Press
MotorSport October   Press MotorSport May   Press MotorSport February   Press Classic   Press The   press 
press)  "Press,"  press.  Press/Press The   "Pressbox,"  pressed  presses  pressing  pressure  pressurising 
Presteigne  "Presteigne,"  prestige  "presto,"  Preston  "Preston,"  presumably  pretending  pretentious 
prettily.  pretty  "pretty,"  "pretu1u^blv,"  prevail.  prevailed  "prevailed,"  prevailed.  prevailing 
prevalent  prevent  prevented  "prevented,"  preventing  previous  previously  prewar  Pre-War  pre-war. 

 price  price.  Price’s  priced  priceless  PRICES  "prices,"  prices.  Prichard  prickly  Prickly..  pride 
 Priest  Priest'  "Priest,"  Priest.  Priest’  primarily  primary  prime  primed  primitive  Prince  Prince's
 Princess  principal  principals  principle  principles  print  print.  printed  printing  prints  Prints* 

prior  Prior's  pristine  privacy  private  "private,"  privilege  "privilege,"  privileged  Prix  Prix.  prize 
 "prize,"  Prize. Excellent   prize.)  prizes  "prizes,"  prml  prnvidrs  pro  pro^ducts  probable  probably
 probing  problem  problem!”  problem.  problems  "problems,"  problems.  Proby  procedures.  proceed
 proceeded  proceedings  "proceedings,"  proceedings.  process  process.  "processes,"  procession 

processional  "processional,"  procurable}  procured  prodigious  Prodi-irUon  Prodin-lna  produce 
produce.  produced  produced.  producing  produc-s;  product  producten  production  production. 
productions  products  product's  "products,"  products.  productton...  professional  proficiency  "profit," 
Profound  profusion  "progr^essed,"  program!®!  programme  "programme,"  programme.  programme® 
programmed  programmes  progress  progress.  progress—and  progressed.  prohibitive  project 
"projectile,"  "PROJECTS,"  projects.  Prolher^oe's  prolonged  promenades.  prominent  prominently 
promise  promised  promising  promote  promoted  promoting  Prompt  prompted  prompted. 
promptitude.  promptly  prompts  pronounce  pronounced  proof  proofs  Prop  propaganda  propellant 
propelled  propeller-shaft  proper  "proper,"  properly  properties  property  property.  proportion 
proportioned  proportions.  proposal  proposal.  proposals  propose  PROPOSED  proposed.  proposes 
propound  proprietor  "proprietor,"  prop-shaft  "propshafts,"  prospect  prospect.  prospective  prosper 
prospered  Prosser — N.S. "N.S," •—      protect  protect.  protected  protecting  protection  protege  protest
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 protest.  protesting  prototype  "Prototype,"  Prototype:  prototypes  protruded  proud  prove  proved 
proven  provenance  proverb.)  provide  provided  provided.  Provides  providing  province  proving 
Provins.  provision  "Provision,"  provisioning  provisions  provoke  proximity  prr*«iilh^o|  prr-Climaxl 
Prttr  prudent  "prudent,"  prui|t^'e!  Pruttii  Pry  Pry's  PSA  "psawuds,"  pseudo-sports  P-skc-t  PSt’ 

 pt*.  pt*.;  ptcmier  pTecision.  P-tjpes)  "—pTts,"  pu^lling  pub|ic-house  public  "Public," 
publicaddress  public-address  publication  "publication,"  publication.  publications  publicity  publicly 
publiehed  publish  published  "published,"  published.  published—a  publishers.  publithed  "puce," 
Puck  puffs  Pugh  pui.  puioi  puipne  Pul  pul|  pull  pulled  pulley  pulling  pulls  pull-up. 
Pulver--next  pump  pumped  pumps  "pumps,"  puncture  pundit  "'-pundits,"  puneei.  punishing  pupil 

 pur  purchase  purchased  PURCHASED.  purchases  pure  purely  purfcrt  purls  purple  purporting 
purpose  "purpose,"  purpose.  purpose-built  purposeful  purposes  "purpr.,"  purring  pursue  pursued 
pursuing  pursuit  "pursuit,"  Pus  push  pushed  pusher  pushing  pushrod  push-started  pusuutt  put 
put.  Putney  "Putney,"  puts  putting  PuU  puzzled  PVT  "PVT,"  "Pwk,"  pylon  "pylon," 
"pylons,"  Pyramid!  "Pyrenees,"  PyWi  Q  "Q&A,"  Q/.oSf-- Black   'QAiDr  qf  qi  Qiyiüo  QJA 
qj-litre  Qn  Qome  "Qook,"  QQ  QQ.CM--- Green   Qqq'.;. Green Black   Q-typ»*  Q-typr  Quadrant 
quaint  quaiter-mile  qualification—except  qualified  qualified.  qualifiers  qualifies  qualify  "qualify," 
Qualifying  qualities  "qualities,"  quality  QUALITY:  qualms  quantities  quantity  quarries  Quarry 
quarry.  Quartctmaine'v  quarter  Quartermaine Vauxhall 1925 4300       Quartermaine  Quartermaine’s 
Quartermain's  quarter-mile  "quarter-mile,"  quarters  Quarts  Quatermaine’s  Quatre  quck  QUEEN 
"Quell,"  queries  query  question  "question,"  questioned  questionnaire  questions  "questions,"  queue 

 quick  quick!  "Quick,"  quick.  quicker  "Quicker,"  quickest  Quickest.  quickie  quickly  "quickly," 
 quickly.  quick-th  quick-thinking  quiet  quietens  quietly  quietness  "Quill,"  Quinney  quintuple 

quirk-artion  quite  quite.  qujtr  quota  quotation  quote  quoted  "quoted,"  Quotient” 
QUPERCHARGED  quurter-mile  R  r 1  i       R  r'  r-  r**‘ < __  R*l  r*upu  "r," 
"r,«»tnlll^nllt<>r•"  R.  R.A.29  "R.A.C,"  R.A.C.  "R.A.C.,"  R.A.C.—Col.  R.A.F.  "R.A.F.,"  R.arr 
R.B.  R.D.Gregory 9   r.e.  r.h.  R.ijwer  R.N.  "R.N.,"  "R.N.V.R.,"  r.nguiKla) ...   r.p.m.  "r.p.m.," 
r.p.ni.  r.p.ni.)  r.r*.  "r.r,"  r.r.  R.R.O.C.  R.S.  r.t.  R.W.G.  r/^iictmc.  r/M^'i  "r'/rfiXb,i*lik"  r/t  r^

 r^)lUlinued  r^«e  r^Ai'crmc  r^-ar  r^do  "r^hasHs,"  R^ipitr.  r^m.’  r^n  r^n:  R^r  R^TtL^^chil-l 
r^vder) .   r||?lIS  "r~L)J""'"  r“»gi'm  r--“liil-  -r<\  'r< olo  r«Mur)  r«niest  r»n  R10B.  R11B. 
R12B  R12C  'R13439'  "R14B,"  R1ÜB.  R2A  "R2A,"  R5B  R8C 5 2 1-08.0       "R8C,"  R9B 
"R9B,"  RA  ra.in-splashed  ra^^e  "ra^ue,"  ra||y  Ra«  rabbits.  Raby  RAC  race  race Patrick   Race

 Race JA.   Race JA   Race  Race  8th   Race  Race Cindy   Race  race'  race-  Race—  race*.  "race," 
 race.  race. D.L.L.   race.  RACE.—Archie  Race:  race;.  race”  "Race”,"  race»  race—a 

RacecarStory  race-course  raced  raced!  race—including  racer  "racer,"  Racer.  racers  racers. 
RACES  "races,"  races.  race—the  Raceway  "Raceway,"  racier'  racing  Racing)  "racing,"  racing. 
racing-driver  Raciny  racng  raco  'rad  "Radburn,"  Radford  "Radford,"  radiator  radiator)  "radiator," 

 "radiators,"  radio  "radio,"  radio.  radio/stereo  "radio/stereo,"  radio;  "Radlet,"  Radley’s  Radley's 
Radnorshire.  radter  Radweld  RAF.  rage—in  Raglan’s  ragmed  rags  Rahs  Rahy  Rai  raid  RAII-
TiON  rail  rails  Railton  Railway  rain  rain) 7   "rain,"  rain.  rained  raing  raining  "raining," 
rainstorms  rainy  raise  raised  raising  rait:  Rajorrl 31.2   rakish  rallied  rallies  "rallies,"  "Ralls’," 
Rally  Rally  148 Rumblings       Rally  Rally J.   Rally BARC H   rally  Rally—  Rally) Guy   "rally," 
Rally.  Rally. Guy   Rally.  rallycross  rally—just  RaLLyo  Ralph  rame  rammed  Ramponi  ran 
"ran,"  Ran.  ran:  Rance  ranchester  rancour.  Randal  rang  range  "range,"  range.  ranged  ranging 

 ranied  ranius'mcinlters  "ranks,"  Ransford  Ranso  rap  Raphael  Raphael) Benz 28.48   rapid  rapidly 
 rapidly'  "rapidly,"  Rapidr  Rapier  Rapier)  rapture  rar  "rar,"  rar.  rararl  rarburetter  rare  "rare," 
 rare.  rarely  rares  rarest  Rarilaten  Raring  "rarities,"  Rarr  rarr.  rars  "rars,"  rars.  rars—and 

rash  rasp—few  rat  RATE  RATE 44018   rate  rate.  Rated  rates  Rather  "rather,"  rati  Rating 
ratio  ratio).  "ratio,"  ratio.  ratio»  ration  ration)  rationed  "rationed,"  rationed.  rationing—those 
ratios  ratios)?  "ratios,"  rattle  rattle.  Raughton  ravages  Ravaii  Ravensden  raves  raving  raw 
raw.;  raxe  Ray  RAYMOND  Rayner  Rayner's  Razor  RB  Rb«J  RC  Rc^lirt'C.  rccor.i  Rcjlliii 
Rclis  Rclnispet'livr  "Rcnau.lt,"  Rc-nlar  Rcnllav  rcuit  Rcuuli»  Rcvoir  Rcwlcv  rd  "rd,"  Rd’. 
Rdev  "Rdf.,"  Rdlb-Royci  rdstr.  RDvley  re  "re,"  re.  re.higuar)  re.sjie^tively.  re/nri 
"re^^<^c^""^c--hirri^-|."  rea|  rea||y  reach  reached  "reached,"  reaches.  reaching  reaction  reactions 
Read  "read,"  read.  read:  readable  Reade  reader  Readers  readers.  readily  "Reading,"  reading. 
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re-adiusr  reads  reads:  ready  ready.  real  reali-ed  realisation  realise  realised  realising  Realistic 
reality  really  "really,"  realm  reams  reappeared  rear  "rear,,"  rear.  rear-braked  "rear-engined," 
rear-placed  re-arrange  re-arranging;  rears  rear-wheels  reason  reasonable  reasonably  reasons 
"reasons,"  reasons.  re-bodied  reboditd  rebodying.  "re-bored,"  reboring  "rebuHt,"  rebui|d  rebuild 
rebuild.  re-builder  rebuilding  re-building  rebuilding.  rebuilds  "rebuilds,"  Rebuilds.  rebuilt  re-built 
rebuilt*  recall  recalled  recalling  recalls  receipt  receive  received  receivedso  receiving  recenidy 
recent  recently  "recently,"  recently.  "recently-acquired,"  recently-formed  reception  receptive 
recession  "re-chromed,"  reckoned  recognised  "recognised,"  recognition  recognize  recognized 
recollection  recollections.  recommend  recommended  recommended.  reconditioned  "recor,"  record 
"Record,"  record.  record.”  record-breaking  recorded  "recorded,"  recorded.  recording  Records  
Maintenance   records  Owners   records  "records,"  recovered  "recovered,"  recovered.  recovery. 
"Recr^<Buglrltl),"  recruiting  recsird  rectangular.  rectified.  rectitude.  red  Red :   red  Red’s 
Redacteur  Redding’s  re-designed  redevelop  Redfern Lea   Redgate  red-letter  red-light  redolent 
redoubtable  redout.  redress  reduce  reduced  reducing  reduction.  Reed’s  reel  Reel’s  reelected  re-
established  re-estrblithmentl  refer  reference  "reference,"  references  "references,"  referendum  referred 

 referring  refers  refiistraiion  reflect  reflected  Reflecting  reflection  "reflection,"  refngeratten.  refuel 
 refurbished  refurbishing  refused  Reg  Reg.  regain  regained  regains  Regal  regard  regarded 

regarding  "regardless,"  Reggie  Regimes-and  Reginald  Region  "region,"  Region’s  Regional  Region's
 register  registered  "registered,"  "Registered.............................February," 

"Registered.............................March,"  "Registered............................August," 
"Registered...........................February," 1929   Registered...................23rd  Registrar  Registration  regret 
regretfully  regrettably  regretted  "re-ground,"  regrrtlablv  REGULAR  regularity.  regularly  "regularly," 

 regulations  "Regulations,"  regulations.  rehandicap  "rehandicapped,"  re-handicapping  Reich.  "Reid," 
 "re-i-eived,"  reinforced  reinforcements  reinvent  re-i-ognise-d  reiunntig  reject  rejoicing  "rejoicing," 
 rejoin  re-join  rejoin.  rejoined  rejuvenate  "re-laid,"  relaied  related  relating  relation  "relations," 

relative  relatively  relativity  relaxation  "relaxation,"  relaxed  Relay  'relay  Relay.  released  released. 
 releasing  relegated  relentless  relevant  reliability  reliable  reliable.  relic  relief  "relief,"  relief. 

relined  relinquished  relir* menl  relive  RellecLlng  Reltospei-ftve  reluctant  reluctantly  RELY 
relying  rem'  rem^iins  remain  remain)  remainder  remained  remaining  remains  reman  remark 
remarkable  remarkably  remarked  remarked!  "remarked,"  remarked:  remarks  "remarks,"  Rembrandt 
remedy  remember  remember)  "remember,"  remember.  remembered  "remembered,"  remembering 
remembers  remind  reminded  reminder  reminiscences  reminiscent  remit*  remittance  Remote 
remote-c  removal  remove  removed  "removed,"  removing  Remus  "Remus,”"  Remus”  Remy 
Renault  Renaults  Renaux  rendered  rendezvous  renew  "Renew,"  renew.  renewal*  renewals 
renewed  renewed.  Rennard  Rennie’s  renowned  Renril  Rens  rent  RENTIEY  renting  Rentlcs 
rentre  reopened. (Mon   Rep.  repainted.  repair  repair.  repaired  repairer—which  repairing  REPAIRS 
REBUILDS   repairs  "repairs,"  repassed  re-passing  repay  repeat.  repeat»  repetition.  Repiica. 
replace  replaced  replaced.  replacement  replacing  replete  "replete,"  replica  "replica,"  replica. 
replied  "replied,"  replied.  replied: “   "replies,"  reply  reply.  report  "Report,"  report:  report» 
reported  reporter  "reporter,"  reporting  REPORTS  "reports,"  reports:  reposed  repr=  represent 
representative  representatives  "representatives,"  represented  represented.  represents  reprint  reprint. 
reproduce  reproduced  reproducing  REPRODUCING.  repulsive  reputation  repute  reputed  request 
requests  require  required  required.  requirements  "requirements,"  requirements.  requires  requiring 
reraospert  rereived  resAiton  rescue  rescue.  rescued  research  research.  resemblance  resemble 
resembled  "resembled,"  reserve  "reserve,"  Reserve.  reserves)  "reservor,"  reshuffled  re-shuffling 
"residling,"  resignation  resistance  resisted  resisting  "resitart,"  Resnits  resolute  resolve  resolved 
"resort,"  resounding  resource  "respe,"  respect  respectability  respectable  respected  respective 
respectively  "respectively,"  respectively.  respectively'.  "respects,"  respecttvely.  respeslively  respite 
resplendent  respond  responds  response  responsibilities  "responsibilities,"  responsibilities.  responsibility 

 responsibility.  responsible  responsive  "resprayed,"  "respwiively,"  rest  rest*  "rest,"  "rest,,"  restart 
 re-start  restarted  "restarted,"  restarted.  restarting.  restaurant  restful  resting  restoration  restoration. 
 "restorations,"  restore  restored  restorers  restoring  restraint  restricted  restriction  restrictions  resufti 
 resulfbeing  resuli  resulls:—  result  "result,"  result.  resultant  resulted  resulting  results  Results } 

Silverstone VSCC       'Results' Vol   RESULTS)  results.  Results:  results;  RESULTS—BDC  resume 
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resumed  "resumed,"  resuming  resurgam”—Out  Resurgence.  ret  "retailers,"  retain  "retain,"  retained 
 retained.  retaining  retaken  retaliating  Retani  retarded  "Retd.,"  retire  "retire,"  retire.  retired 

"retired,"  retired.  retirement  "retirement,"  retirement.  retirement—it  Retirements  retiring  retold 
retort  retreading  retribution  Retrospective  Re-tt^ieing  return  "return,"  returned  "returned,"  returning

 returns  "Re™"""  Reunion  "Reunion,"  re-united  reur-rnd.  rev  rev.  rev.-counter  rev^rsi^  reveal 
 revealed  revealed.  reveals  revelled  revenue  reverberations  reverence  reverently  Reverse  reverse. 
 reverse-camber  reversed  "reversed,"  reversing  revert  reverted  Reverting  Review  2 September      

Review  113 August       Review  I June       Review  2 September       Review  5 June       Review  11 December   
 Review  14 September       Review  15 December       Review 15 December   Review 17 June   Review 18 

September   Review 20 March   Review 21 June   Review 22 September   Review 23 December   Review 25 
June   Review 26 September   Review 35 December   Review 36 March   Review 43 December   Review 77 
July   Review  77 July       Review  112 May       Review  115 February       Review  128 May       Review  131 
February       Review  140 May       Review  150 November       Review  152 May       Review  174 November      

 Review  43   Review  45   Review  4   REVIEW  REVIEW "MARCH,"   REVIEW  REVIEW "B.D.C,"  
REVIEW "JUNE,"   REVIEW  REVIEW "SEPTEMBER,"   REVIEW  REVIEW DECEMBER.   REVIEW 
REVIEW "SEPTEMBER,"   REVIEW  REVIEW "MARCH,"   Review  REVIEW "DECEMBER,"   REVIEW 

 REVIEW "DECEMBER,"   REVIEW  Review'  "Review,"  Review.  Review’  Review—Ed.:  Reviews 
Revis  revisions  revitalised  revitiied  Revival  revived  reviving  revolved  revs  "revs,"  revs.  "revs.,"

 Revtev  revved  revving  rew  "reward,"  reward.  reward.—Eds.  rewarded  rewarding  rewrite  Rex 
Reynolds  "rf,rnla1dff"  Rfeoan—Tim  RfO^Cscr  RG  RG17  RgardeJ  Rhcims  rhe  Rheinberg 
Rheinis  Rhetoric  RhjKim.  RHOt  rhu  Ri  Ri WntTng-^irt^n^uu^l (lidSA-crff.   Ri  ri.h  RI2B.  "rial,"

 RIB  "RIB,"  ribbed  Ric*  Ricardo  Rich  "rich),"  Richard  Richards  Richards . Alvis  2511     
Richards  Richards'  "Richards,"  Richards’  Richards’s  Richardson  Richardson 8-litre 24 26      
Richardson.  Richardson’s  Richardson's  richer  Riches  Richi U>nd'o  richly  RichmoDd's  Richmond's 
Rick  Rickett’s  ricr  rid  ride  "ride),"  "riders,"  "RIDGEWAY,"  riding  ridmg  Riel  rig  right 
"right""."  right)  "right,"  right.  Right:  right;  right?  rightful  right-hand  right-handed  "right-
hander,"  rightly  rights  rigid  rigidly  rii  riiitdiirlrd  RiJii.n'  'Rikiv  "ril^""1"  Rilcv  Rilcy  rile 
Rile*  Rilev  Riley  "Riley!,."  Riley)  "Riley),"  Riley).  Riley);  Riley)—70.29  "Riley,"  Riley. 
Riley. (Harold   Riley.  Riley/Alvis.  Riley—Gerard’s  Riley-Girling  Rileys  Rileys.  Rilrv  Riltci  Rim 
rims  rims.  rin  ring  Ring.  rings  rings.  Rinu^’ll  Ripitn  ripjurniiag  'Ri'r-  riri:  Ririnjc  Ririp'liua 

 Ris^ltes-t  rise  "Rise,"  rising  risk  risks  Risotto-Frascatis  rist  Rita  rival  rival.  rivalry  rivals 
river  river-patrols.  RIVERS  Rivers-1  "Rivers-Fletcher,"  Riverside  rivet  rivets  RIVETT....  Riviera 
Rivort-Flelchor(MiG.).  rivp.h.  Ri-vteca  Rj  "Rja'i^r^al),"  rjftheLricklewood  rjimnv) ...............  rj-litre 
rkif’il  'RL  'RL^'^39'  RL3439  RLE  Rlhiy)u.  Rli'hinimtl  rlior  rlose  rloutd  rlsu  rlthongh  rlutrh 
Rm  RmiM  rmurtlrtg.  rn  —rn  rn.p  rnall  rnc^u1^Ure  Rnhard  rnissm^  rnl^i.  rnliyrnrd  rnlrrprl•'r

 rnnil  rnnipreascd-air  rnnst  rnoneh  rnph  rnpK/u/  Rnrlog  rnrr  "rnrrs,"  rns  rntnmrd  rntrrlnllllng 
 ro  road  "Road,"  Road.  Road?)  Road”  Road-Circuit  road-circuits  road-equipped  road-holding 

Road-racing  road-rarmg;  road-roller  roads  "roads,"  roads.—L.  roadside.  roadside»  roadside® Having 
 "roadster,"  roadster.  road-valid  roar  roared  roaring  Rob  Rob®  Robarts  robbed  Robert 

"Robert,"  Roberta  Roberts p.110   Roberts p.109   Roberts  Roberts'  "Roberts,"  Roberts.  Robertson-: 
Robertson-Rodger  Robertson-Rodger (S)   Robertson-Rodger*  "Robertson-Rodger,"  Robertson-Rodger’s 
Robertson-Rodger's  Robertsopr  Roberts's  Robin  Robin’s  Robins Bugatti 26.6 25       Robins’  Robins» 
ROBINSON  robust  Rochester  Rock  rockers.  rocketed  rocks  "rocks,"  rocky  rod  Roddy  rode 
Rodger  Rodger rec. 1 29.15 28.15      Rodger  Rodgers;'  Rodney  rods  "rods,"  Roebuck  Roebuck” 
Roger  Rogers  Rogers ... Bentley   Rogers  Rogers 2996 68.22 78.79 0.44      Rogers  Rogers'  "Rogers," 
Rogers?  Rogers’  RoHs-Bentley  RoHs-Royce  Roj  Roland  role  "ROLE.—Stir-fi""«"  ROLE.-Stir-ling 

 Rolfe  "Rolfe,"  Rolfe's  roll  rolled  rolled.  roller  rollicking  rolling  "rollK,"  Roll-Royce  Rolls 
Rolls-  "Rolls,"  Rolls.Rnyer  Rolls-Royce  'Rolls-Royce  "Rolls-Royce!),"  Rolls-Royce) ... .. .       "Rolls-
Royce,"  Rolls-Royce.  Rolls-Royce:  Rolls-Royces  "Rolls-Royces,"  RolMirta  rolnre||^mp•  Rolt  Roltc-
Bv-it  Rome^>)  Romee).............................  Romeo  Romeo 22.44 1st   Romeo  "Romeo),"  "Romeo," 
Romeo.  roming  rommcnlatoe  Romoo).........................25.Ü  romp  romped  Romulus”  Ron  Ron. 
Ronald  rondi-tions  "rondMi',r"  ronid’  Ronoc  "rontinued,"  roof  roof.  roofs.  Rook 7.4 56.3 48.69 —  

 room  "room,"  Room.  room—free  rooms  Rooney  root  "root,"  Rootes  "Rootes,"  rope  Roque—
a  rorner  "rorner,"  rornered  Roscoe  Roscoe's  rose  Rosemary  ROSES  Rosuihi  rosy  rosy. 
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Rotary  rotated  rotating  Rothschild’s  rotjueWMcfl  rotor.  rotten  Rotts-Royce  rouge.”  rough 
roughly  "roughly,"  round  "round,"  round.  roundabout  rounded  rounded-tail  rounds  roupé  roupr* 

 rourse  rousing  "Rousst-Hall,"  route  "route,"  route.  route-marking  Routen  routes  routine 
Routledge  routrw  ROVER  Rover.  Rovers  roving  Rovrf^•Co^np^'rJ  row  "row,"  row.  Rowe 
"ROWK,"  Rowley  "Rowley,"  ROWLEY.  Rowley’s  Rowley's  rows  Roy  Royal  Royale.  Royalty 
Royce 29.44   Royce 29.19   Royce 1914 7248   Royce  "Royce,"  "Royces,"  ROYSTON "July,"  
ROYSTON  RP  Rports  Rq^t  Rr  R-R  rr*p  rr'.  rra  Rrahhnm  rraMin  rrazir  rrcholl  rream 
RREC'Bulletin’ Issue   rrendn^d  rr-hiudi^jp  Rrieudeni  Rrlcy)  Rronklam^l*  rrretpontlble  rrronl.  rrront. 

 Rrrord.  rrrqirr-r.A.r’.)  rrspectivrly  rrTf.ltssr-  rrunk-Jiandle  rrv> f'   "rrvruling,"  Rs  rscAR.  rsct 
rship.  rsl.  rswut.  Rt.  "RT4700,"  R-tdiv-  Rtecent|y  RTH  rthi)  RtlClarls'  Rtlver»toiic  Rtly 
RtMltt  rtüw  RtviK*'*  RtVri  R-type  R-type—was  RU  ru^m^l^^!ahlr  rubber  rubbish  "rubbish," 
Rubin’s  rucing-car  RUCK  Ruddigore.  Ruddock  "Ruddock,"  Ruddock’s  Rudd's  rude  rudely 
Rudnig Bentley   Rudnig 4 0.00116203703703704   Rudnig  Ruesch  Ruesch’s  ruffled.  rugged  rugger 
Rüh^c  Ruil 4A'.   ruiming  ruing.  ruining  rule  ruled  Rules  Rules—I  Rumbleguts  rumblin’ 
Rumblings  Rumblings   .... .... 34     RUMBLINGS  rummed  rummeri-iHlo'r*  rumour  rumoured 
"rumoured,"  rumours  "rumours,"  RUMPLER  Run  Run 2nd   Run  Run 2nd   Run Secs   Run 2nd  
Run Secs   run  Run 2nd   RUN  run)  "run,"  run.  run.’  run;  runabout  runaway  run-in  run-in. 
runn  runner  "runner,"  runner..  runners  "runners,"  "runnersup,"  runner-up  runner-up.  running 
"running,"  running.  running’  running»  runs  "runs,"  runs.  runway  runway.  runways  Rupert  rural 

 rurri  Rus-c-h  rush  Rushbrook  rushed  rushes  rush-hour  rushing  Rushton  Russel  Russell Bentley
1930 4500  Russell  Russell 8 5 11 1-14.9      Russell  "Russell,"  Russell's  Russ-Turner  "Russ-Turner," 

 Rusty  Rutherwyke  ruts  ruuuiug  Ruynvmil  rvcri  r-'vo'r  "Rw^uiint»,"  RwlM  rx-A.W.F..  rx-
Birkin  rx-fc.™  rXhE*  rxjiluin  "rx-T,T."  ry  Ryland 3 2.04   S  S 4 D0 140 4398 Entrant     S  s 3 
27.27 "24,27"       s  s g T   S  S'  "s'""^."  "S),"  S).  S). "3,"   S)>rcj:tl) ... ... ...       S*  "s*,.;"  s*-c. 
S*CIAI  S*o4  "S,"  "S,C,"  "S,S."  S.  S. 28.511   S.  s. No.   S.  s. No.   S.  "S.),"  "S.,"  s.; 
"S.101,"  S.3  "S.3,"  S.3.  S.4  S.B.A.C.  S.C.C  S.C.C.  S.C.C. 23   S.C.C.  "S.C.C.,"  S.C.H.D.  S.E.

 S.l  "S.l,"  S.O  S.P.S.  S.R.  S.S.  S.S.).  "S.S.,"  S.S.100  S.S.C.  S.S.lOO’s  S.U  S.U.  S.U.-
carburetted  S.U.N.B.A.t  "S.U.s,"  s.v.  S.W.  S.W.14  S.W.16  S.W.8  S.W.I.  S.W.IO.  S.W.t 
"S.W»7,"  s/c  s/c.  S/E  S/e.  s/ft.  'S:  s^  s^*pel^*di«lly«  s^.  S^^^stio^  s^^’i;  s^^isjfactton 
s^'^t^éfication  s^et  S^imdi•  s^ir  S^iturday.  s^norl^  s^nt  S^r.  s^w*.  S^X'.  S|M<^êhl) i   S|s>HiiL
£  S-’iCnt’  s’il  s<eh  S»  S»»ii  S  s°  7rdo 17.83tïaS Slver      S000  S0o.;  S2  S3  S3.0  S4  S5

 S7.nl  s9tublr  "Sa,"  Saatch.  sable  Sabre’s  sack  sacking  sacrificing  sad  Sadler)  sadly 
"Sadly,"  sadly.  SAE  saes.  "Safari,"  safe  "safe,"  safely  safer.  SAFEST  SAFEST^-7!  safety 
safety.  safety-^sleepei^s  sag.;  Saginson’s  said  "said,"  said.  said:  sailed  sailing  "Saimson,"  Saint

 sairifiiing  Sake  "salad,"  Sale May   Sale November   Sale January   Sale July   sale  sale-  sale. 
sale.. "," ..   sale:  SALE?  Sale’  sales  salesman  salesmen  Salisbury  Sally  Salm<^n.  Salmon 
Beckenham   salmon  SALMSON  "Salmson,"  SALMSON.  Salmsons.  Salome  SALON  saloon 
saloon*.  "saloon,"  saloon.  saloon;  saloons  "salt,"  salute  Salvador!  Salvadori  salvaging 
Salvardori's  Sam  same  same'dimate  "Samlesbury,"  Sammy  sample  Samuel trazer   "Samuel," 
Samuelson Peugeot 44.71   Samuelson Peugeot 1914 7410       Samuelson Sunbeam 1914 3298       Samuelson 
Samuelson'*  "Samuelson,"  Samuelson.  Samuelson^  Samuelson’s  Samuelson's  sand  Sandercombe 
Sandercombe’s  sands  sandwich  sandwiches  Sandy  "Sandy,"  sane  sanely.  sang-froid.  Sanin  sank. 

 Sann  sans  "sapping,"  Sargent  Sarginson  Sarginson’s  Sargiomt  sArjuo ftjtUel.   sart  Sarthe  sash 
 sashes  sat  Sath  satiie  SATISFACTION  satisfactory  "satisfactory,"  satisfied  satisfy 

"satrsfocturily,"  saturating  Saturday  Saturday).  "Saturday,"  Saturday.  Saturdays  SATURDAY'S 
"Saucer,’’"  Saunders'  sausages  savcil  save  saved  saving  Savoy  saw  "Sawers,"  Sawers’  sawing 

 Sawyer)  Saxl’s  say  say)  "say,"  Say.  saying  saying:  says  "says,"  SB  Sb ci.p   sbë- 
SbvUrwDnb  sc)  SC.  Sc^u.  Sca^rf  scalding  scale  scaled  scar.  scarce  scarcely  scares  Scarf 
Scarlet  Scars  scattered.  scatteredo  SCC  scenarios  scene  "scene,"  scene—Mulsanne  scenery  scenes

 scenting  Scesch  SCf^K^RCHAROKI*  schedule.  scheduled  Schei  Schell  Schellenberg  Schellenberg 
Barnato-Hassan 0.000950231481481482   Schellenberg.  Schellenberg’s  scheme  Schneider  School  School 
W.A.L.   school.  schoolboy  schoolboys.  School's  ScI  Scintilla  Scj^irf's  Scmcb  Scmmence 
ScmuelsJii  "scmutS,"  Scndcb'  scone  scoop  "scoop,"  scooping  scope  "scope,"  scorching  score 
Score-board.  scored  Scores  scoring  scorn  scorned.  Scotland  "Scotland,"  Scotland.  Scots  Scott 
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Scott’s  Scott-Brown  Scottish  Scott-Moncrieff  Scott-Moncrieff.  Scott-Russell  "Scott-Russell,"  Scott's 
Scouller  scouts  scr.  Scrafch  Scraftdh  Scraiih  scramble  scrap  scraping.  scrapping  Scratch 
Scratch   "Spun,"       Scratch  Scratch David   scratch'  "Scratch,"  scratch.  Scratch-man  scratchy  scream 

 screamed  screaming  screen  screw  screwed  screwing  Scribbans'  scribbling  scribe  scribed  Scries 
 scroot  Scrr&baas  scrubbed  scrubbed.  "Scrubs,"  scrutineenng  scrutineer  "scrutineer,"  Scrutineer: 

Scrutineer’s  "scrutineered,"  Scrutineering  "scrutineering,"  scrutineers  Scrutineers'  Scrutineer's 
"scrutineers,"  Scrutineers’  scrutinised  Scrutinising  scrutinizers  Scrvais  scs'.;  Scuderia  scuffle  scuttle

 "scuttle,"  scuttling  se*e.;  SE*Nl.tY  se^.;  se^’iocf  SE7 (wss   sea  Sea VSCC Supersports L.C.      
"sea,"  sea.  seafront  Seair-Mtinrrn^iT  seal  "Seal,"  Sealed  "sealer,"  Seaman  Seaman Riley 33.4 32.6   

 Seaman  Seaman’s  Seamandid  seamless  search  Sears  Sears — N.S. N.S. —      Sears  "Sears," 
Sears’  seas.;  seaside  Season  "season,"  season.  season’s  season—rather  seasons  Season's  SEAT 
seat.  Seated  "seated,"  seated”.  Seater W.B.9   seater  "seater,"  seater.  seater—-it  seating  seaweed 
Sebastian  Sebawan  Seber.  Seber’s  Seber's  sec  sec.  sec.).  sec.*  "sec.,"  sec.;  sec.-mark.  "sec:t-
place,"  sec;  Seca  SECA—i8th  seci.od  seci^tnds  SeCil;  second  "second,"  second.  Second... 
secondhand  "Secondly,"  seconds  "seconds,"  "seconds,”"  seconds.  seconds. (F   seconds.  Seconds: 
seconds;  secrecy  secret  Secretary  "Secretary,"  Secretary:  Secretaryship  secreted  secretly  secrets 
secs  secs io   secs  "secs),"  "secs,"  secs.  secs. 123   secs. 134   secs. 155   secs. 163   secs. 222   secs.
560  secs.  "secs.,"  secs.—a  secs» SUver   section  Section).  "section,"  section.  section;  section? 
Sections  "sections,"  sector  secund  secure  secured  secured.  securely  securing  security  Sedan 
sedanca  sedanca-d--vl!le  Sedate  "sedate,"  sedately  Sedatieve  Sedgewick  "Sedgewick,"  Sedgwick 
Sedgwick 7.2 39.52 38.16 7      Sedgwick  "Sedgwick,"  Sedgwick.  Sedgwick.” Aye.   Sedgwick’s 
Sedgwickian  Sedgwick's  seduced  see  "see,"  see.  see.'  see-.  see.*  "see.,"  see..  see.;  seeing 
seeing.  seek  seeking  seem  "seem,"  "seeme,"  seemed  "seemed,"  seemingly  seems  "seems,"  seen 

 seen!  "seen," Sutton   "seen,"  "seen,”"  seen.  seen.)  sees  "sees,"  "sees.,"  sees...  see-saw 
Seet:ion.  seetr  "seetuid,"  Sef  Segrave  sei  sei.  Seilmwnee  seiz.e  seized  seizing  "seizure," 
seldom  select  selected  "selected,"  selecting  selection  "selection,"  selector  "selector,"  self  self-
booking.  self-confessed  self-imposed  selfish  self-reliance  self-respect  'self-service'  seli-manage 
Selincourt  SELL  "sell,"  SELL.  selling  sell-thingummy  Selsdon  seltzer  "semi-circle,"  semi-helix 
semi-professional  "Semmeiue,"  Semmence  "Semmence,"  send  sending  senior  "senior,"  seniority. 
"Senr.,"  sensation.  sense  sense).  senses  sensible  sensibly  senside  sensitive  sent  sentatives 
sentiments  Sentler  sentto  SEP  separate  separate.  separated  separating  Sept.  Sept.‘5O Silverstone 
BDC   Sept.'46  Sept.'48 Overstone   September  "September,"  SEPTEMBER.  September’s  sequelae 
sequence  ser.  ser.;  sera;  Seraphic  seratc^  Serge  sergeant-major  Serial  Serie*  series  series. 
serious  serious.  seriously  serious-minded  serpentine  serrnces  servant  serve  served  "served)," 
serves  service  service)  "Service,"  service.  serviced  Servicemen  services  services.  servicing  Servin

 serving  servire  servo  servo-brakes  "sess,"  session  "session,"  sessions  set  "set,"  "Seth-Smith," 
Setmurthy  sets  s'ets  sett  sett!  setteem  setting  settle  settled  settling  seven  "seven,"  Seven. 
seven-lap  Sevens  "Sevens,"  seventeen  seventeenth  seventh  "seventh,"  seventh.  "seventies," 
seventies.  seventy  "seventy,"  seventy-eight  seventy-nine  "seventy-nine,"  several  severe  "severe-," 
severest  Sewell  sextet  Seymour  Seys  Sfak. '' 8  sfdeways  sfnioa’c  Sfow  "SgT""?®" : J • 1..’     
shackle  shackle-pins  shade  shades  SHADOW  shaft  "shaft,"  "Shafts,"  shahcis  "shahcis,"  shaken 
Shakespeare  Shakespeare's  shaking  Shakspeare  Shakspeare’s  Shale  "Shale,"  shall  shambled  shame 

 Shamley  Shan  Shanley’s  shape  "shape,"  shaped  shaping  share  shared  Shari  Sharing  sharp 
Sharp*  sharper  Sharratt  Sharrott  shatlock  shattered  shattering  Shattock Atalanta  1486       Shattuck 
Shaw  "Shaw,"  Shaw.  Shaw’s  Shaw's  Shblsley  she  she’s  sheared  shearing  Shea-Simonds  shed 

 "shed,"  shedding  Sheen  sheep  sheer  "Sheesley-Walsh,"  "sheet,"  sheet.  Sheet.”  Shekhar  shell 
"shell,"  Shell-Mex  shelslev  Shelsley  Shelsley)  "Shelsley,"  shelter  sheltered  Shenstone  Shepherd 
Shepherds  "Shepperton,"  sherries  shghUv  Shibden  shield  shies  shifted  shifts  Shilling  shining 
shiny  shipshape  shipyard  shire ... Bugatti   Shirts  shock  shock-absorber  shockabsorbers  shock-
absorbers  "shockabsorbers,"  "shock-absorbers,"  shockabsorbers.  shock-absorbers.  shocking  shod  shoe 
shoe-boxes  shoes  shoes!  Shone  Shoocmita 3/4% 0.00103356481481481   shook  Shoosmilh  Shoosmith 
Shoosmith Mk   Shoosmith  SHOOSMITH.  Shoosmith’s  Shoosmith'i  Shoosmith's  SHOOT.—D.  shoot-
up  SHOP  "shop,"  shop.  shop.”  shopping  shores  short  Short L.C.   "short,"  short.  shortage 
Shortages  short-chassis  "short-circuit,"  shorten  shortened  shortening  shorthand-typist  "shorting.""" 
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Shortly  shortly.  shortly—-probably  short—unless  shot  shots  Shoueli  should  "should,"  shoulder 
shoulders  should—the  shout  shouted  shoved  show  show-  "Show,"  show.  SHOW.—D.  showed 
shower  showered  showing  shown  "shown,"  showpiece  Showrooms  "showrooms,"  shows  Show-
time  shp  shrine  shrink  "Shropshire,"  shrug  Sht.iirk  S-Htre  sHU  "Shuckburgh,"  "shudder,"  shunt

 Shuttleworth  Shuttlewurth  SHversinne  SI  'Si  Si/;rreTrr oi   "Si:plji«,haru»:o"  si^uHer.  Si^verstome. 
 Si’oim  Siam  "Sias-lal),"  siatiunary  SiauJ  sïBbtS  Sic  sick  "sick,"  sick.  Sid  side  "side," 

Side.  side. Another   side—and  side-by-side  side-members  side-mount  sides  side-valve  sideways 
Sidney  Sidney’s  "sigh'ind,"  sight  sight!  sight.  sight;  sights  Sights .... .... .... .... 290 this    sights. 
sign  "sign,"  signal  "signal,"""  signals.  signed  significant  signify  signs  Sih  SiHIHi's  SiHver-
ulun>) . ... ........       si'i.  SiicjJimii  siIooh-ici-  Siiriini  Siiverstone  Sijher-s^^i^r*) ii^ ...........   Sil^^rone 
Silcock Allard 23.79 1st       Silcock Allard 23.79   Silcock Allard 23.45   Silcock  silence  silence.  silence.” 
silencer  "silencer,"  silencer.  silencers  silence'rs  "silencers,"  silent  silent)  "silent,"  silently  Sillars 
silliest  silly  "silly,"  SiltkdWm-  SILVEERTONE  SILVEIRTONE  Silver  "silver,"  silver-covered 
SILVERDALE  Silveri^tune.  Silverntotre  Silverslone  SILVERSTONE  'Silverstone  Silverstone) 
"Silverstone),"  "Silverstone,"  Silverstone.  Silverstone. Photograph   Silverstone.  Silverstone.” 
SILVERSTONE:  Silverstone’s  SILVERSTONE—25th  SILVERSTONE—6th  Silverstone—Gordon 
Silverstones.  Silver-tone  silverware  Silves-loste  Silvia  Silvminne.  Sima-Violet  sime  simi|ar 
simil;arity  similar  similarly  "Similarly,"  Simms  Simon  simple  "simple,"  simple.  simpler 
simplicity  "simplified,"  Simply  "simply,"  Simpson  Sims 7.2 47.81 47.85 —      Sims  Sims'  Simtlam 
simulator.  simultaneously.’  "sin.gle-sieiter,"  Since  "since,"  since.  sincere  sincerely  "Sincerely," 
sincerity  Singapore  Singer  Singer-engined  single  "single-cylinder,"  single-seate  single-seater  "single-
seater,"  sinister  "sinister),"  Sinit|j  sinker  Sinun-Miirliiil ...   si'oktc  Si'oKTs  Si'oR  sip'daHsed  Sir 
"Sir,"  sir.  sirable  sirk  Sirs.  Sisson’s  Sissons  Sissons ... Bentley   Sissons °2  3rdi 25.57 Tankard.    
Sissons  Sissons 6597 77.69 89.25 0      Sissons  Sisson's  Sissons*  "Sissons,"  Sissons.  Sissons’  sister 
"Sisyphus,"  sit  site  site) Eastbourne   sitting  sitting-room  situated  situation  Siu'»SRS*tviKii  Siw-
O^iIl  six  Six 1 Q 1-34.0       Six 3 14 1-31.2       Six  "''Six"""  Six)  "Six,"  six.  Six”  six-chimney 
six-cylinder  Sixes  "Sixes,"  "sixes,'"  Sixes.  six-inch  six-lap  sixpence  Sixpence "October,"   Sixpence-

 six-second  sixteenth  sixth  "sixth,"  sixth.  Sixty  Sixty-four  size  "size,"  "Sjira-iiMl)," 
SJKre^!^r........................211J  Sjm€^)iiI)i  SJtSce.  Sjur^i  Sjweinl)  SjwMI  Sjxor'ts  skates  Skeggs. 
'skelpit'  skelpit.  sketches  sketchy  skew  ski.  skiB  skid  "skid,"  skidded  skid-pan  skies  skilfullv 

 skilfully  skill  "skill,"  skill.  skill—at  Skinner  skipping  skirted  skirts  Sky  Sky^master. 
Sl^kn^^^••  SL3C^70’i  slab  slackened  slammed  slap  S-lap  "slap,"  slarboard  "s-large,"  slate 
"Slater,"  sleek  sleeker  sleep  "sleep,"  sleep.  sleepers  sleeve  sleeves.  Sleigh  slender  slept 
Sletharry  slew  slice  slicing  "slick,"  slid  slide  "slide,"  slide.  slide.”  "slides,"  slid-I  sliding 
"sliding,"  slier M.G. 2l.6 1st       sligh:  slight  slightest  slightly  slim  slime-slogging  slimestorming 
slip  slip.  slipped  slippery  slipping  slither  S-litre  sll  Sllg  "Sllverntonc"")" ... ... ..       Slnitlvr 
Sloane  Sloman’s  slopes  Slorr  slots  "slots,"  slow  "slow,"  slow.  slowed  slower  "slower," 
slower.  slower-lapping  slowest  slowing  slowish  slowly  slowly.  slowness  Slrx.  slteM  Slteock 
S'ltSder.;  Slublx-rtlold  sluggard  sluggishness  "Sluplelon,"  slush?  sluwer  Sm)nell-o^'-  SM3904 
SM3904.  SM3905.  SM3919.  "SM3923,"  SM39Ö4  smaiL-rar  small  "small,"  small—but  smaller 
smallish  smart  "smart,"  smartly  smarts  smashed  Smashes  smashing  sm-c-decl  Smeed 6 33.62 34.9 
6.4  Smeed  smell  smelled  Smi  SMILE  "smile,"  smiled  smiling  smiling.  Smith Aston   Smith 
Smith 6.2 39.22 38.57 6.2      Smith  Smith 27.6 29.4   Smith  "Smith,"  SMITH.  Smith’s  "Smith’s," 
Smith's  smiw  Smling  "Smnncr-J.A.P,"  smoke  "smoke,"  smoke.  smoked  smoke-screen 
smokescreen.  smoke-screen.  "smoke-screen."""  "smokin’,"  smoking  Smon  smooth  "smooth," 
"smoothers"""  smoothly  smoothly).  smoothness  smote  smtrid  smudge  sn  snaked  snaking  snaky 
snapped.  snapping  snappy  snatched  snatchy  Sncrts  snculiung  snd  sneeen<fal  Snellen  Snetterton 
Snic  Sniinitct  Snipe  "Snipe,"  sniriteU  sniversary  "snngler-tealer,"  snow  "snow,"  snows  snper-
charged)—64.4  Snr.  snugly  so  s'o  so)  "so,"  So.  So.xi  soaked  Soap-Box  soc.  so-called 
sociable  social  socials  SOCIETY  Society’s  Society's  socio-economic  Söderström  "Sodgwlrk,"  Sods

 soe.;  soft.  softbscked  softly  "softly,"  softly-lit  software  "software,"  SOi^DisMc-  Sok  Solarium 
 "Solarium,"  sold  soldier  soldiered  sole  Solely  Solex  solid  solid.  "Solihull,"  solo  solution 

solution.  "solve,"  solvent  solver  "solvers,"  somc  some  some "reason,"   Some  "some,"  somebody 
 somehow  someone  somersault.  Somerset  Somerset.  something  "something,"  something. 
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something.”  sometime  sometimes  somewhat  "somewhat,"  somewhat.  somewhere  SOMME  Somner. 
son  "son,"  son.  song  sonic  sons  sons.  soo.;  soon  "soon,"  sooner  Sopwith's  sore 
SoredSUPer  Sorrell’s  "sorrow,"  sorrows  sorry  sorry.  sort  sort.  sorted  sorting  sorts  sorts.  sot. 

 SOtUr  sou  sought  soul  "soul,"  souls  sound  "sound,"  sound.  sounded  sounding  soundly 
sounds  source  source Venue Event Race Driver Result     sourced)  "sourced,"  "sources,"  south  south. 
"Southall,"  Southampton  "Southampton,"  Southdown  Southern  Southon H.E. 36.02   Southon H.E. 1923 
2235  Southon  "Southon,"  Southon’s  Southon's  south-western  SoutS  Souveernr  Cup   souvenir 
sowed  Sowman  "Sowman,"  Soxse^x  Sp. 1930 2456   Sp. 4168   sp^-ed  Spa  space  spaced  spaced—

 spacious  spamed  span  span.  spanner  spare  "spare,"  spare.  spareparts  spares  sparewheel  spark 
 spark.  sparking  sparkling  sparks  Sparrow  Sparrowhawk  spartan  SpCcial)  Spccially  SPCGT 

Spcto  spe^'ial  speak  speaks  Spear  Spec  Spec. 22.95   Spec. 23.03   Specaf  Specia|  Special 
Special  Bentleys   special  Special 27 27.6   special  Special   0.000959490740740741       Special   
0.000989583333333333  Special   0.00109375       Special   0.00113888888888889       Special   
0.00115046296296296  Special  Special 1949   special  Special .... .... 33       special  Special)  "Special),"

 Special).........................BLRS'dijik*  "Special,"  Special.  Special.”  Special;  Special”.  specialise 
specialised  specialised.  specialises  specialising  specialist  specialist-firms  Specialists  "Specialists," 
Speciality  speciality.  SPECIALLOID  specially  specials  Special's  'specials'  "specials,"  Specials. 
special—still  species.  specific  specifically  specification  "specification,"  specification.  specifications. 
specified  specify  SpeCil.l.  specimen  specimen.  Speclal  spectacle  spectacle—  "spectacle,"  spectacle.

 spectacles  Spectacular  "spectacular,"  spectate.  "spectated,"  spectator  "spectator,"  spectator. 
spectator»  spectators  spectators'  "spectators,"  spectators.  spectators’  SpecuO  Sped  sped.  Spee 
Spee^  speech  "speech,"  speeches.  speechless  speed  speed 17   speed Start   Speed  Speed of   Speed 

 Speed'  speed*  "speed,"  speed.  speed»  speedily  "speedometer,"  speeds  "Speeds,"  speeds.  Speed-
Six  speedster  speedster-.  speedy  "speet’,tors"  "Speldhurst,"  Spence  "Spence,"  Spence’s  Spencer 
spend  spend’.  spending  spent  Spero  Spero’s  Spero's  Sperral.  speted  "Spevkd),"  spiecial-bodied 
Spiers  spigot.  Spikins  Spikitit  spile  spilling  Spim  spin  spin.  spindle  "spindle,"  "Spinney," 
spinning  spins  Spirit  "Spirit,"  spirited  "spirited,"  spiritedly  spirits  spiritual  spit  spit!  spite 
"Spitfire,"  Spitfire.  splendid  splendid.  splendidly  "splendidly,"  splendidly.  splendour  spline.  split 
split-pinned  split-second  Splkins  spnadsbew  SpoBTS  Spo-CiiI)  SpoHon’s  Spohts  spoiled  spoils 
"spoils,"  spoilt  spoke  spoken  Spollon  Spollon 4   Spollon 41   Spollon ERA   Spollon  "Spollon)," 
Spollon’s  "Spollon’s,"  Spon  Spons  "spons,"  sponsored  sponsorship  Spooner  spoons  Spori* 
Spori* up   Sporl»  Sporla  Sporln  Sport  sport' act’ed   -Sport*  "sport,"  SPORT.  sport.s-cir  "sport’," 

 Sport»  sported  sporting  sportingly  sports  Sports-  "sports,"  Sports.  sports/  sports/radng 
SportsCar December   SportsCar February   sportscar  Sports-Car  SportsCars  sports-cars  "sports-cars," 
sports-cars.  sports-ear  "sportsgirls,"  sports-i-ar  sportsman  sportsmen  "sportsmen,"  sports-racing 
sports-rars  spo-s.l  spot  "spot,"  spot.  Spotlight  spotlight.  Spots  spotted  Spout  Spouts  Sppn 
sprags?)  Spra'lni).  Spratt.  spray  spray.  Sprcial  spread  spreading  spreadsheet*  Spring  "spring," 
spring.  springs  "springs,"  springs.  Springtime  Sprint  Sprint  Ewen   Sprint  "SPRINT,"  Sprint. 
SPRINT—21st  sprint-bodied  sprints  "sprints,"  Sprite  Sprite) ... ... ...       Sprite.  sprmt  Sprocket 
sprockets  SPROUTS  spruce  sprung  "SPt^)RT,"  Spu  Spud  spun  spur  "Spur,"  SPURT  Spurts 
"Sputire,"  Sq.-Ldr.  squadron  "squadron""."  square  "square,"  square;  squat  squeeze  squeezed 
squib.  Squire  "Squire,"  sr^«  sra*.;  SracklW  Srar-  Srars  src.  "src.,"  src..  src.;  sre  sre.) 
srecmd  sreimd  sreoud  Srhnuln«land  Srivenioite  srlf  sronrs  SroRTS  SroU-MunCtir-rf  sround 
Srptrmb^'r  srr.  Srr«ed  SrsHiitl)  srt  SrtbbbrrUrl^l  Sr'Ui-Kr»wii  ss  SS).  SS.  ss]k  ss'0.  SSm^^ 
st  St*  "st,"  St.  st.n  St'>  st»  stability  stable  "stable,"  stable.  stable”)  stablemates  Stacy-
Marks  Stacy-Marks 0.04 0.00103240740740741   Stacy-Marks  Stadium  staff  "Staff,"  Staff. 
"StaffordSpecial,"  STAFFS.  Staffs.)  stage  "stage,"  stages  staggered  staggering  stagnated  Stainless 
stall  stalled  stalls  stalwart  stalwarts  "stalwarts,"  stamp  stamped  Stan  "Stan,"  Stan|ey  Stan’s 
Stan<ling  Stanbridge’s  stand  standard  standard—  "standard,"  standard.  standard:  standardized 
standard-looking  standards  "standards,"  standing  standing!  standing-start  standnig  stands  standstill 
staning  Stankw  Stanley  "Stanley,"  Stanley?”  Stanley-Turner  Stan's  Stansfield  Stanur  Stapleford 
Stapleton  Star  star^t  "stare,"  Staride  stariline  stark  "stark,"  starling  stars  start  "start),"  "start," 

 start.  START.)  START.—Em  started  "started,"  started.  starter  starter.  starter-motor  starters 
starter's  "starters,"  starters.  starting  "starting,"  starting-line  "starting-position,"  startline  startling 
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"startling,"  starts  starts.  "starts”,"  start—the  starvation  starve  state  "state,"  stated  "stated," 
statedly  stately  States  static  stating  station  Station)  Station.  stationary  statue  statutory  staunch 
staunchest  stave  staved  stay  stay.  stayed  staying  stays.  steadier  steadily  "steadily,"  steady 
"steady,"  steak  steam  "steam,"  steam.  steamed  Steamer 1911 1150   steamers.  steaming  Steamy 
Stechman  stecud  StedaH’s  steeds  steel  "steel,"  Steele  Steele’s  steep  "steep,"  steepened  steeper 

 steepest  steepness  "steer,"  steering  "steering,"  Steering.  steering;  steering-box  "steering-boxes," 
steersmanship.  Steevens  Stenhouse  "Stenhouse,"  step  Stephen  Stephen Mk   Stephens  Stephenson 
steps  stereo  sterile.  sterile»  stern  Steve  Stevenson  "Steward,"  steward.  steward;  Stewarding 
stewards  "stewards,"  Stewards:  Stewart  Stewart 3/4% 0.000962962962962963   Stewart  Stewart—  Ste-
wart 7 48.61 48.1 7.1      Stewart’s  Stewart's  Steyr  stick  sticking  stiff  stiffer  stiH  still  "still," 
still.  stimulate  stimulating  stir  "stir,"  stirface  Stirling  Stirling’s  stirring  "stirring,"  stirrup  Stitt 
stl||  Stnbberficld  STOCK  STOCK.  stock;  Stockbridge  STOCKED  stoclt  stole  stolen.  stone 
stone VSCC Event   Stone’s  "Stoneleigh,"  stones  Stone's  STONEWALL  stood  Stoop’s  STOP  Stop! 

 "stop,"  stop.  stoppage  stopped  "stopped,"  "stopper,"  stoppers  stopping  stops  stops.  "stopwatch,"
 store  "store),"  stored  stored.  stores  stories  storm  storming  Storr  Storr’s  STORT  story 

"story,"  story.  Stout 6.5 39.23 38.99 6.8      stout  Stout) Bentley 1927 4398       Stout.  Stout/Hartridge 
stowage  Stowe  Stowe.  str  straight  "straight,"  "straight,”"  straight.  Straight.)  straightened 
straightforward  straightforwardly  straight—sustained  straight—the  strain  Strain) Bugatti 30.6   Straker 
Straker-Squire  stranded  strange  strangely  straps  "straps,"  Strasbourg  Stratford  Strathcarron’s 
Stratos  Stratton  Stratton 31 . 30.6       Stratton;  straw  "straw,"  strayed  stream  streaming  Streatham 
Streather  street  "Street,"  Street.  streets  strength  "strength,"  Strengthened  stress  "stressed,"  stretch 

 stretcher-bearer  Stretton  Stretton’s  strewn  Stribley  Strickland  strict  strictly  strides  striking 
string  "string,"  stringent  stringing  strings  strip  striped  stripp^rd  stripped  "stripped,"  strive  stroke

 stroke)  stroke).  Stroke. Cubic   stroll  strong  strong-armed  strongly  strot  strove  struck  structure 
struggle  struggled  struggles  struggling  strung  struts  Stuar  Stuart  Stuart’s  Stuart's  stub  "stub-
axle,"  Stubbcriicid  "Stubbcriicid,"  stubble  stub-exhimut.  Stublierfl^'M  stuck  "stuck,"  Studebaker 
studied  studio  studs  study  "study,"  study.  studying  stuff  "stuff,"  stuff.  stuffing  Stuff—the 
Stuhbcrlieid'x  Stump  "stumps,"  Stun-  Stung  stunning  stupendous  Stupid;  sturing  stuttering 
Stuttgart  Stutz  stvle.  style  "style,"  style.  Styles  "stz&ruuj,"  SU  subalterns.  subcases.  Sub-
Committee  subdued.  subject  subject)  subject.  subjected  sublime  submergence  "submergence.""" 
submit  subscribe  subscribed  "subscribed,"  subscribed.  subscribers  subscription  subscription* 
subsequent  Subsequently  subsidiary  substantial  substitute  substituted  subtracted  subwnbed  succeeded 

 succeeding  succeeds  success  "success,"  success.  success®  successes  successful  successful. 
successfully  successfully.  "succession,"  successive  SuccessS'id.  succumbed  "succumbed,"  such  suck 

 sucoaed  sucrr^>^si^oii  sucs.;/  suctt*^  sud  Suddenly  suddenness  Sudjic  "Sudjic,"  Sudjic's  Sue 
"sue,;"  sue;  suecraibed  Suez  suffer  suffered  "suffered,"  suffered.  suffering  suffers  suffice 
sufficed  sufficient  sufficiently  Suffield  suflering  suggest  suggested  "suggested,"  suggested. 
suggesting  suggestion  suggestions  suggestions*  suggests  SUH  SUIMll^KO  suit  suit’  suitable 
suitable.  suitably  suited  Suiza  sulkiness  Sully  S-ulrf  Sulvadori  sum  sum.  summarising 
summarized  summarizing  summary  summary.  summed  SUMMER  "summer,"  summer.  Summerfield 

 Summerfield Avon   Summerfield’s  Summerfield's  "Summerlea,”"  summers  summit  summit.  Sumner 
 "Sumner,"  Sumner.  Sumner’s  sump  "sump,"  sumps!  sun  Sunbeam  Sunbeam)  "Sunbeam," 

Sunbeam.  Sunbeams  "Sunbeams,"  Sunbeam-Sunbeam  "Sunbeam-Talbot,"  Suncym  Sunday  "Sunday," 
Sundays  Sundays.  Sunderland  sundry  Sundym  sunk  sunny  sunshine  sunshine!  sunshine.  sunshine
—probably  suntan  "suntan,"  suoceufully  suop  supeMiarged).  Super  superb  superb.  superbly  supe-
rcharg-d  supercharged  supercharged)—  supercharged).  super-charged)—75:7  "supercharged," 
supercharged.  supercharged;  supercharger  Supercharger:  "superchargers,"  supercharging  superehurged 
super-het  superior  superiority  "superiority,"  super-quick  Super-Spoits.  Super-Sporting  Super-Sports. 
supervision.  supplement  supplementary  supplemented  supplied  suppliers  suppliers.  supply  support 
support.  supported  "supported,"  supported.  supporter  supporters  supporting  suppose  "suppose," 
supposed  supremo  suprrcharg.ed  sur  Sure  "sure,"  surely  surface  surface-  "surface,"  surface. 
surface—however  surfaces  surge  surged  surgically  surmount  surnmeii'inioilher  surpassed  surplus 
surprise  "surprise,"  surprise.  surprised  Surprised.  surprises  surprises!  surprising  "surprising," 
surprisingly  "surprisingly,"  surprisingly.  surreptitious  Surrey  Surrey.  surrounded  surrounding 
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surroundings  surrounds  Surtax  "surveillance,"  surveyed  survival  survive.  survived  surviving 
"survivors,"  "SUs,"  suspect  "suspect,"  suspected  suspects  suspend  suspended  "suspendejs," 
suspension  suspension)  suspension.  suspicion.  Sussex  Sussex.  Sutcliffe 7.5 49.86 49.34 —      Sutcliffe 
SutldM  Sutton  Sutton 2996 63.44 69.17 0.5      Sutton  "Sutton," ? 2996 63.44 69.17 "o,5o"     "Sutton," 
Sutton... Bentley   Suuthun'H  Süver-Mtoiic  suw:  sv  svbo  Svent  sv-hcli  "Svston,"  sw.;  Sw.llnv 
"SW1,"  SW7  Swainsun 4A   swallow  swallowed  swam  swamped  Swanton  swap  swapped 
swapping  sway  Swayne  SwccH)  swears  Swede  Sweden. ULF   Swedish  sweeping  Sweet’s 
sweetheart  "sweets,"  swerved  swerving  swerving.  Swift  swing  swing-axle  Swinson  Swiss  switch 

 "switch,"  switched  switches.  switches—an  "Switzerland,"  swopped  sworn  swung  SxA’erS  sxle 
Sy|e  sybaritic  Sycons  Syd  Sydenham  Sydney  symbol  Symond’s  Symonds M.G. 23   Symonds M.G. 
22.76 2nd  Symonds  Symonds'  Symonds*  Symonds’  Symondsmi  Symondson Bugatti  3257      
Symondson  "Symondson,"  Symons  Symons’s  sympathetically  sympathised  sympathy  SymundJ 
synchromesh  synchronise  syncopated  Syne.  synem  SYNOPSIS  sysem  system  "system,"  system. 
system?  systems.  Syston  t  t 37.07   t  t for   t  t ---   T  t r '   t  t-  t)9(00hrs.  t*'l  "T,"  T. 
t.*71  t.9u«-Ci-|.  t.c  "T.C.),"  "T.C.,"  "t.f.s.,"  T.G.)  T.J.T.  t'.l  T.T.  "T.T.),"  T.T.).  T.Ti  t.u 
T.V.  t/A  t/c  t/e  t/e.  t:i.!..:i  T?d  T?jLaL  T^11-'1  t^-anp^r  t^i’lit  T^iey  "t^'res,"  t^rhani 
T^ris  t^ro.  T^rtL«iishQ  t|ierd.t  -T~J  t’.  t’hrislnphrr  t£  t>  t>.  t>.I  t>~  t>i||^1^|l1|HH  T>m 
t«  T«a-«nfin.d  'T»k  t°int  t2  T35B  T43  T45  t4s.  t4tia.53r«i  t937  Ta  "TA,"  TA/B/C/Ds  tab

 table  tables  tabulated  tabulating  tabulation  tace  tack  tacked  tackle  tackling  tacks  "tacks," 
"tact,"  tactful  tactics  tactics.  tad  tag  tai  taift  tail  "tail,"  tail.  tailed  TAILPIECE  tails  tain 
Takahashi  take  'take  taken  taken.  take-off  take-off!”  "take-off,"  takes  takes second   taking 
"taking-pan,"  Tal^lc-nur's  "tala),"  "tala,"  Talbot  "Talbot,"  Talbot.  "Talbots,"  talcntLu.'  tale 
talented  talents  tales  Talisker  talk  "talk,"  talked  talking  "tAllii-Romoo),"  tally  "tally,"  Tam 
tangible  tank  "tank,"  tanka  "tankard,"  tankard.  tanks  "tanks,"  tanleymann.co.uk  tans  tantrums. 
Tanvyn  Tanya  Taopaifc  tap 1   tape  taped  Tappets  tapping  taps  tap-speeds  "-tar"""  "tares," 
tarfe  Targa  target  tarmac  task  task:.  tasks  tast  taste  tasteful  tasteless  taster  tasting  tasty. 
Tatra  Tatra.  TAtres  tats  tat™  taught  taurd  TAuto  tav.; Sc^Jit   Tavlor  "Tawny/oatmeal," 
"Tawny/silver,"  Tawny/silver.  taxes  Tay  Taylor Stanley   TAYLOR  "Taylor,"  TAYLOR.  Taylor's  tb 

 TB.  tb^e  tbasurl  tbei  tbr  tbs  tbslev  tbut  TC  tC.<)o|p•e-1J.A.P.)  TC^ayx  Tcall  tchat  T'cn-
cn^giiicd  tcrapt  "TCs,"  TD  tdiifl^-^nnik  tdl-lltrr  te  &   Te  t'e  te=t  tea  "tea,"  "teach,"  teadi 
teads  Teal — 44.98 43.23 7.5      Teal  Teal • 30 33.6       Team  team'  Team—  'team  team) "3rd,"  
"team,"  team.  team?  "Team—Aldington,"  Team-car  team-mate  teams  Team—Turner  team—win 
"tear,"  tears  teast  teatiter  tec.  tec.;  technical  "technical,"  technically  Technieal  technique 
technique.  techniques  Tecnauto  Ted  "Ted,"  Teddy  teds  tee  "tee,"  tee.  tee.;  teeming  teen 
Teer—Best  teeth;  Teheran  teitijg  tel  Tel.  Tel:  Telegrams:  Telegraph  TELEGRAPH”  Telegraphic 

 Telejauge  "telepathy,"  telephone  "Telephone,"  telephone.  Telephone:  TELEPHONE:01923  telephones
 Television  Telex:  tell  "tell,"  telling  tells  Telly  temerity  tempera  "temperament,"  temperamental 
 temperametally  temperate  temperature  temperature.  "temperatures,"  Temple  Templeton’s  temporarily 
 "temporarily,"  temporary  temptation  tempted  "tempted,"  ten  "Ten,"  ten. It   ten.  tenacity  tend 

tendencies  tendency  TENDER  tendered  tenders  tending  tends  ten-lap  tennis  tens  tense  Tense—
I  tensely  tensile  tensile.  tenterhooks  tenth  ten-year-old  ter  ter.:  Terence  teri'*ific  term  "term,"

 terminal  terminally  "terminate,"  terminated  termini  terms  Terrace  "Terrace,"  Terraplane  terrible 
terriers  terrific  terrifying.  terrifyingly  Terror. {Rivers   Terry  tert.  test  Test—  "test,"  Test. 
TEST?  test—an  tested  tester  testify  testify.  testiis  testing  "testing,"  tests  Tests W.A.L.   Tests 
Tim   "tests,"  tests.  Teutonic  Teviot  tewew  text  "text,"  text.  Tf  tf2.  tfgft  tfl&WSÏi'.  tfvimr 
tfw  Tgg  th  th 24 0.27   th W.   th  TH!  th*  "th,"  th.  th. "Tickets,"   th.  T-H.  th.it  "tH.R.G.)," 

 "Th.-Schncider,"  th?  Th’  Thad  thaj  THAMES  than  thank  thanked  "thankfully,"  Thanks 
'Thanks  "thanks,"  tharCV.  that  that'  'that  "that,"  "that,'"  that.  that.—Ed.}  that’s  That's  THE 
THE i   the  THE |   THE  THE NO-   the  the Mountain   THE  the ™   the  the'  the-  'The  —the 

 thé  The*  "the,"  the.  the:.  THE?  The_'allotted  The1  theAdmiralty  "theatrically,"  theie  their 
"theirs,"  them  them!  "them,"  them.  them.)  theme  "theme,"  theme.  themselves  "themselves," 
themselves.  then  then!”  "Then,"  then.  then1  Thence  "theoe,"  theory  There  'There  "there," 
there.  there?  thereabouts  thereafter  "Thereafter,"  thereafter.  thereby  therefore  "therefore,"  therein 
THEREOF  there's  thereto  thermal  thermometer  "thermometer," These  "these,"  thesereen  The-
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Strange  theu  They  THEY.”  They’re  they've  Thh  thi*  Thi^d  thick  thickened  thickened* 
"thickly,"  Thiel  Thiesen  thin  thing  "thing*,"  "thing,"  "thing,”"  thing.  thing;  thing’s  thing”.... 
things  thing's  "things,"  things.  things”  "thingy,"  think  "think,"  thinking  "thinking-caps,"  think—or

 thinks  thir^d  Third  "third,"  third. David   third.  Third..6..........  Third..6z......  "Thirdly,"  Thirds: 
thirds—what  Thirlby  Thirlby's  "Thirldene,"  thirst  thirst-provoking  thirteen  "thirteenth,"  thirties 
Thirties.  thirty  thirty-  thirty-five  thirty-second  thirty-six  this  'This  "this,"  this.  this:  this?” 
this—a  this—Culy  Thistlethwaite  Thistlethwayte  Thistook  thiw  thmk  Thniki^n^sim  thnt  Tho 
Thomas  Thomas'  Thomas’  Thomas’s  Thomas's  Thompson  Thompson.  Thorn.  Thornton  thorough 
thoroughbred  thoroughbreds  thoroughly  thoroughly.  Thorpe’s  those  thou  though  "though,"  thought 

 "thought,"  thought?  thoughtfully  thoughtless  Thoughts  thousand  thousands  Thr  thrashing  Thrbo. 
 Thrclfall  Thre  Thre’Ldrs  threads.  threc  three  "three,"  three.  Three/Foiir-and-a-Half.  Three: 

three-branch  three-fifths  three-litre  three-litre.  three-litres  "Three-litres,"  THREEPENCE  threepenny 
three-quarter  threequarters  three-speed  three-wheeled  three-wheeler  Threfall  Threlfall  Threlfall 
McDowell   Threlfall  'Threlfall  "Threlfall,"  Threlfall.  Threlfall’s  threw  thrill  thrilled  thrilling 
"throat,"  throb  throes  throne  throng  throttle  through  "through,"  through.  throughout  "throughout," 

 throughout.  throwing  thrown  Thrupp  thruttle  ths  ths;  Tht  Thu  thuis  Thum  thumb-nail 
'Thunde  thunder  thundered  thundering  thunderous  thunderously  thunderstorm  thunk  Thurloe  Thurn 

 "Thurn,"  Thurn’s  Thursday  "Thursday,"  thus  "Thus,"  thus.  thus:  thut  thw  Thwaites  thwarted 
 Ti  Ti F.   tI’adlllnr-  Ti1L)  tiati  tib  ticked-ofï  tickets  tide  "tidiness,"  tidy  Tie  tie.  tied 

'tied  TiG  Tiger  Tigger  tight  tighten  tightened  tightening  tighter  tight—no  tii.pJi.  tiie  tiir  tij 
 tike  til  til.  Til.M'.l  tile  till  Tiller  Tills  Tilvrrstnnr  Tim  "Tim),"  "Tim,"  Tim.  Tim’s 

timbers  Time  Time 1st——79.   time  Time Net   time  Time'  time—  time)  time).  time*  "time," 
time.  Time. Stuart Wilton   time. R.   time.  time;  Time»  time—clutter  time-consi.nnng  timed  timed. 

 time—in  Timekeeper  "timekeeper,"  timekeeper’s  timekeepers  timekeepers'  time-keepers  timekeepers’
 time-keepers’  timekeeping  timer.  Times  'Times'  "times,"  times.  timing  Timothy  timr-s  Tim's 

tin  tin*  tin.  "Tinbacken-Haggeby,"  tinder  tine  Tingle  tingled  tinglnn  tiniest  "tinkering," 
TINNER.  Tin-rn/nn'i  Tins  tins-  tint  tiny  "tiny,"  tion  "tiotiuurs,"  tip  Tipo  Tipper  Tippetts 
Rolls   tire  tired  tired.  tireiv  tireless  tiro  tiroup)  tiS;  tit  TiT.  Titamc  titanic  tit-bit®  TiTi) 
...  title  title.  "titled,"  titled’  titles  tive-lap  tivelyi  Tiverton.  tj-ttlre  tk>  tkdlt speet   tkiU'  tkr 

 Tkribs  tl  tl ... ...   tl  Tl_n-  tlbaxn  tlee  tlian  tliat  tlic  tlie  "Tlitre,"  Tllc^m-HIliAC-iHlRlj 
tllerd  Tllfe  tlllJllh<  tlper  Tlpjer  Tlrwi  tlurd  Tm  tme hlver   TMG  T-mi  tMOr  tn  t-n  tn.p.g.

 TN33  tneedi  Tng-  tnghfully  TniT  TNLIKE  tnSeeuet.  Tnylnr  to  to'  to-  to—  'to  "to,"  to. 
 to.” ‘   to:  to:—  To;  TO^J^-on  "toafher,"  toap-hoxeo  toast  "Toast,"  toast—a  Toby  today  to-

day  "today,"  today.  to-day.  to-day?  Today's  toe  toe!  toe.  toe.;  together  "together,"  together. 
together;  toi  tOi*  toia  "Toiciro,"  toiphy  tojdo  token  told  "told,"  tolerated  Toler's  Toll  toll. 
tollE  "t-ollifortahlv,"  tom  tomir)*-  Tomkinson  Tomkin-son  ton  ton 43864   ton  "ton,"  ton.  tongs

 Tongue  tongues  "tongues,"  "Tongue's,"  tonight.  Tonlmin  Tonlmin’s  tonneau  tonneau-lady.  tons 
Tontag^ir  Tony  Tony'.  too  "too,"  too.  too.;  too;  took  tools  Toone’s  tooth  tooth’s  Top  top!

 "top,"  top.  topics  tor  tor.  tor.;  tor’s  Torbay  tore  torential  t'ornmeututor^s  torpedoed  torque 
 torrential  torsional  torsionals  tortuous  Tot  total  total.  Totally  totted  touch  "touch."""  touched 
 touched-at  touching  tough  "tough,"  Touhnin  TOUR  tour.  "tourcr,"  toured  "Tour-en-Bassin," 

TOURER  tourer) ..............................   "tourer,"  "tourer,”"  tourer.  tourer.*  tourer;  touring  touring trim 
with   TOURING  "touring,"  tour-ing-bu^dird  tours  Tow  towage  towards  towed  towed-in 
towering  towing  Towle Vauxhall 1928 4224       town  "town,"  "town-carriage,"  towns  Townshend 
"Townshend,"  towrope  "tow-started,"  toytart  Tozer  Tozer’s  tports-cur  Tprcial  tr  Tr.oc-.a.  tr^-ing 

 Tr^oph^x  tr^unsi^i^i^s^rii  tr«  Traafic  trace  traces  track  "track,"  track.  track;  Track—by 
"track-driver,"  tracks  "tracks,"  'trackside'  track—where  tractable  TRACTION  traction.  tractorish-
looking  trade  trader»'  TRADERS  tradition  tradition.  traditional  "traditjon,"  tradnum  tradtti.na 
traffic  traffic.  trailer  "trailer,"  trailing  train  train.  trained  "training,"  trains  tralie  tram  Tram-
driver-;  tramp  tramp.  tramped  TRANSACTED  transaction.  Trans-Ams  transfer  transferred 
transfused  transit  transit.  transmission  transmission-  Transmission.  transmitting  transpired 
"transpired,"  transport  transport!  "transport,"  transported  transporters  Trans-Sahara  transverse 
transversely  trant.  trantmittiun  trap  trapeze  trapped  trappings  Traugott’s  trauma  travel  travell 
travelled  Travelling  trawled  Tray.  treacherous  treasured  treasurer  Treasurer:  treasures.  treasury 
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treat  treated  "Trecn-Riley,"  Trecu-RÜey)  tree  tree.  Treeh  Treen  Treen's  trees  trek  tremendous 
 "tremendous,"  tremendously  "trend,"  TReSilent  tri—  tri-^cli.  "tr'ia^,"  tria|  tria|s-raunlug  trial 

Trial VSCC   Trial VSCC  Tim       Trial)  "Trial,"  Trial.  Trial:  TRIAL—15/16th  TRIAL—8th  Trials 
VSCC   trials  Trials L.C.   Trials BDC   Trials L.C.   Trials WuA.L.’Bill'   Trials WAL.'Bill'   Trials 
"trials,"  Trials.  Triangle  "triangle,"  "tribulation,"  tribulations  tribute  "tribute,"  Trice  trick  trickles 

 tricks  tricks.  tricky.”  trie  tried  trier.  tries  trifle  "trifle,"  trifling  TriGii1  trim  "trim,"  trim® 
 Trimble  Trimble’s  Trimble's  trimming  tri-mu.  trio  "trio,"  trip  "trip,"  tripped  Trisha  triumph 

triumphantly  Trla|  TRnj IK   Trnpbv  Trnph^v  Trnphv  tro  trodden  "Troissereux,"  Trojan  Trojan’s 
 trolley  trom  "Tronville,"  troop*  TROPFEN-AUTO  Trophidi  Trophies  'Trophies  Trophies. 

Trophies;  Trophy  Trophy—  Trophy)  "Trophy),"  "Trophy,"  Trophy.  Trophy. (Ashley   Trophy. 
Trophy:  Trophy—not  Tropin  Tropin-  trouble  "trouble,"  trouble.  trouble-free  troubles  troublesome 

 "trourtd,"  Trrcm  tr-tiling  Trtr'n  true  "true,"  Truehn  Truelove.  Truett  Truett’s  truly  "truly," 
Trum^m  "trumpets,"  trundling  trunk  trunk.  Truphr  trust  trusting  trusty  trving  try  trying 
trying.  ts.or  "tS/iiO"""  TSil  tssy  tSÜtrc  tsvents-  TT  TT!  tta  'Tta  ttAioxii  ttair  ttarhealrr 
tte^-.;  tteondl  tti.i*.ii.  TT-like  tto  tton... Bentley   ttovd  ttraight.  ttuc  ttv^reedr-  Ttwrn  T-type 
t™  tu  tü  Tuba  Tubbs  "Tubbs,"  Tube  TUBES  "tubes,"  tubs  tubular  Tucr  Tudor  Tudor? 
Tuer  Tuer's  Tuesday  "Tuesday,"  tuition  Tuiukintun  TUj  "Tulfrot,"  Tulloch Hudson   Tulloch 
"Tulloch,"  tumblers.  tun*.  tune  tuned  tuner  "tuner,"  "tuners,"  tuning  "tuning,"  tunny  Tun-ruginil

 t'uoi'rr-J.A.P.)  Tuottle  TUP *   tup  tuprrclb^rged  Turbo  turbo   0.000946759259259259       turbo 
"Turbo,"  turbo-charged  turbo-charger  "turbo-prop,"  Turbo's  Turido  turn  "turn,"  turn.  turnd  turned

 turned.  turned-out  Turner  Turner’s  Turner's  turning  "Turning,"  turnings.  turnout  turn—the 
Tuson  Tuson’s  tussle  tussle.  tust  Tut  TV  tv?  "tVinlrrlHltlom,"  "tvrex,"  "tw,'"  T-w. Mortimer 
(2.4-lH-e Hc^.lry       twain?  Tweed  Tweedie  Tweedie.  tweeked  "twelfth,"  Twelve  twenty  twenty-
eight  Twenty-five  twenty-seventh  twenty-three  Twenty-two  twice  "twice,"  twill  twin  twin-blower 

 twin-cam  twin-camshaft  twin-cylinder  twin-gearbox  twin-rear  twin-S.l'.  twin-S.U.  Twis*  T'wiss 
twisty  Twitc^en  twitching  twite  two  two-  two)  "two,"  two.  Two. 5-lap   two.  two.’’  Two: 
two-by-two  two-day  two-dozen  two-fifths  two-fingered  two-lap  two-seater  two-seater*  "two-seater,"

 two-seater.  two-stage  two-star  two-thirds  two-way  Two-wheeler  TWs  twu  TXT  txu.4^5  Tye 
Tye's  "tyHimted,"  Tyjm  ty-litre  Tyne  Tyo  Type  Type*  "Type,"  type.  types  types.  typical 
Typically  tyre  "tyre,"  tyre.  tyred  Tyrer  TyrerlB.M.W.) ...   Tyrer's  tyres  tyres!  tyres)  "tyres," 
tyres.  tyre-scrubbing  Tyrrr  tyUem  ™  U Record BDC   U  ü  ü O—   u*  U*h  "U./S.,"  "U.A.C.," 

 U.K.  u.MMso.)  "U.S.A,"  U.S.A.”).  "u/^c,"  U|  u>  U»H»  u1'  U1;re s   uand  'uarO 
uaScrpeieing  "üatoon,"  ubiquitous  ubvimi'-lv  Ucn-y  ucr  ucrntt  UCtay)  uctuully  UDaimm  UDC 
UdD.  Ue»Tjr.cgan  uestion  uf  uf'oremrn-tiuned.  uftrr  ugain  ugatudin  ugh  UGll -   Uglow 
"Uglow,"  ugnihcant  Ugonda  UH  uh*  uH-.  uh—a  UHJ  UHMsv.  uhout  uhti  ui  ÜIAZER-
NA8H  uibstunntolly  Uidjiin  Uies  uii  uiiliuhrd  uineas  UIOS-- Green   uiTnei  UJ  UJ-  Uj-lilre 
UJS  UK  UK.  UL  "UL-7,"  ulamorous  ulass  ulcaii  uld-  Ulf  Uliiv  ULLETIN  Ulnrk  Ulster 
"Ulster,"  Ulster.  ULTB  ultimate  ultimately  Ultra  ultra-short  "uluminium,"  u'm  UMBLINGS—
continued  "umbrella,"  umc  umlaeisl*  ümley  umne  umnUrtiti^iimt-  "Umph,"  Umrdky  un  un- 
Un_imited_Sportso_  "Unabashed,"  unable  unaffected  unanimous  "unanimously,"  "unasstiiled," 
unattractive  unauthorised  unaware  unbalanced  unbelievable  unbelievably  Unblown  "unblown," 
unbroken  "unbroken,"  Unbroken.  "uncertain,"  unchallenged  unchanged  Uncle  uncmhusiasuc 
uncomfortable  uncommon  uncomplainingly.  unconditional  unconfined.  unconscious  und  undamped 
under  "under,"  under-2  underestimated  undergoing  undergrowth—fifty  underlining  underlying 
underneath  underpins  underpowered  "underpowered,"  undershield  understand  understandably 
understanding  understeered  understood  undertake  undertaken  "undertaken,"  undertakings.—Ed. 
underwear  underwent  undet  undoing  undone  "undone,"  undoubtedly  "undrithield,"  undue  unduly 
une  unearthed  unemployed.  unenviable  unequal  unequalled  un-ERA-like  un-etiated  uneventful 
unexpected  "unexpected,"  unexploded  unfamiliar  UNFINISHED  unfmtumitely  unfortnnntr|v 
Unfortuately.  unfortunate  "unfortunate,"  Unfortunately  "Unfortunately,"  Unfotunately  "unfounded," 
"UnfuHwaiey,"  unhappily  "Unhappily,"  unhappy  unhurt  unhurt.  unidentified  uniformity  uniforms 
uniil  unilagging  unimportance  unimportant-  UNINGS  uninspiring  Union  "Union,"  UNION—RAC 
Union-Special  unique  unique)  unit  "unit,"  United  "units,"  units.  UNIVERSAL  University  Unkm 

 unknown  "unknown,"  un-Lancia-like  unleash  unleashed  unless  unlikely  unlimite^  unlimited .Mrs.  
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 unlimited  "Unlimited,"  UNLIMITEP  unlocked.  Unluckily  unlucky  "unlucky,"  unmarked 
unmistakably  unmodified  unnatural  unnecessary  unnerved  unnoticed.  unobtainable  unofficial 
unofficially  unorthodox  unperturbed.  unperturbed»  unplaced  "unplaced,"  unpleasant  unprecedented 
unquestionably  unreasoned  unreliability  unreliability.  Unrepeatable  unriait.  unrivalled  unscrewed 
unselfish  unshaven  unspoilt  Unstandard  unsteady  unstinting  unsuccessful  unsuitable  Unsupercha 
UNSUPERCHARGED  Un-supercharged  unsuspected  Unsuuercbargeti  untapped  Unterurkheim.  until 
untlouk  unto  untouched  untried  Untroubled  UN-U^OAL  unused  unusual  Unusual;  unusually 
Unveiiing’  unveil  unveiled  unveiling  "unwell,"  unwell.  unwieldy  Unwlm  unyielding  üo.;  uohll 
uoi  uojivr'Norton  uol  uolhlng  uouu  uouuhI  up  up!  up!—was  "up),"  up).  "up,"  up.  up.' 
up.”  up”  up—-—”  update-their  up-ending  upgrade  upgrading  "upheaval,"  upheld  upheld? Yours  
uphill  "upho|stery,"  uphold  upholding  upholstered.  upholstery  uplifted  uploaded  upon  "upon," 
upper  upright  Ups.  upset  upside  upstairs  "upsweep,"  upto  up-to-1100’s  up-to-3-litre  Upton 
"Upton,"  up-to-the-minute  upward  upwards  "upwards,"  ur  Uraig^'cll  Ural  Urd;  Urdimite^  urge 
"urge,"  urged  URGENTLY  "urgently,"  urges  uri.suprrchargrd  URQUHART  Urrkr|rys  urtrng  us 
"us,"  us.  US;  us^'enis  USA  USA.  use  "use,"  use.  used  "used,"  used.  useful  "useful," 
useful.  usehtl  useless.  user*  user.  users  uses  using  ussctr^T»Ii^rs.  —ussex  Uster  Ustories 
usual  "usual,"  usual:  usually  ut  Ut;  Utd  utilising  Utility  utm:  utmost  Utö.  utter  utterly 
utting  U-turn  UTW  UtwdljK  uu  uud  Uulk-R^uyce  uuotnelre  Uurt  uuy  UV  UV 3108   "uvcr-
riin,"  uve  Uw  UW1S  Uwmn  UX  uxle  V  V 1 •V   V  V  K  V  V Mit»di<ll ïhrrOZhr-NiiBsïh 
wit       V  V'  V*  "V,"  V.  V.12  V.250  V.8  V.C.C.  "V.D.,"  'V.-'fr- 4 100 140 4398 Entrant    
V.S.C.C  V.S.C.C.  V.S.G.G.  v^jnTrr  V^lrrrn  V’  v<*ti  V12  V12 2 2 1-16.3       V12 (photo:   V12 
V16  V-16  V52  V8  "V8),"  V8.  "V935,"  "V938,"  vacated  vaccination  "vaches,"  "Vadum,"  Vai

 Vailna  Vale  "Vale,"  Vallambrosa.  Vallombrosa»  vals  value  value.  valued  "values,"  valve 
valves  "valves,"  valves.  Vampire  V-AMzMt  van  Vancouver  Vancouver.  Vanden  Van-den-Plas 
Vanglmn  "vanguard,"  vanish  vanished  vanished).  vanl^shed  vanM  vanquished  Vans  "VANS," 
Vanxludl)  variant  variations  varied  "varied,"  varieties  varieties:  variety  "variety,"  various 
variously  Varley  varnish  vast  "vast,"  vastly  vast-margin.  "vat,"  Vau.Xhall). "3,"   Vaughan 
"Vaughan,"  Vaughan’s  "Vauwhall,"  Vauxball.  Vauxha||  VauxhaHe  VauxhalDi  Vauxhali  Vauxhall 
Vauxhall ","   Vauxhall  Vauxhall)  "Vauxhall,"  vauxhall.  VauXhall;  Vauxhalls  "Vauxhalls,"  "Vaux-
halls,"  Vauxhalls.  Vauxhat|  VauxhaU  VauxhaU-engined  Vauxlmll)  VCiJ  Vcrorftj*  vcrv  vdie 
VdP  VdP 1929   VEAR's  vehemence  Vehicle  "vehicle,"  vehicles  "vehicles"""  "vehicles,"  veil  vein

 velocity  Velorette  Velox  ven  ven-  Venablcs-Llewelyn  Venables  Venables-l.lewclyn  Venables-
Llewellyn  veneered  venerable  Venezia.  vengeance  ventilating  ventilators  vent-pipe  venture 
ventured  venue  venue.  venues  venues.  ver^-  veranda  verb  verb.  veren  verge.  verge»  verified. 

 veritable  Veritas  Veritas)  verllcally  "Vernon-Crossley,"  vers  Versailles  versatility  versatility? 
verse  version  versus  verv  verve  "verve,"  verve.  very  "very,"  Vessey  Vessey’s  vet  "vet," 
vet^y  Veteran  "veteran,"  Veteran.  veterans  Veteran's  veterinary  Vetetan  vetinary  Vgam.  VH-
cngined  VI  VI'  "VI,"  VI.  VI/S.l  "VI/S.l,"  VI/S1   0.00090625       VI/S1   0.000940972222222222      
VI/S1   0.000966435185185185       VI/S1  VI/S2   0.000887731481481482       VI/S2   0.000924768518518518    

 VI/V8   0.000883101851851852       VI’  VI2  via  Viatagc  vibration  Vic  Vic.  VicePresident  "vice-
president,"  "Vice-Presidents,"  vicfifity  "vicinity,"  vicinity.  vicious  viciously  victor  "victor," 
VICTOR.—R.  victor^.  Victoria  "Victoria,"  Victorian  Victoriana  victories  victorious  victory 
victory.  video.  vied  Vieux  view  view.  viewed  viewpoint  "viewpoint,"  views  "views,"  vigilance.

 VIGNETTE.  vigorous  vigorously  vigour  VII  "VIII,"  "VIII.,"  Viimrciir  vii-tors  village  villages 
 "villages,"  Villandry  ville  "ville,"  Villi  Villiers  "vim,"  VimshaH)  vindicated!  vindictive 

"vineyards,"  Vingt  Vingt-quatre  Vinlage  Vinta^  Vintage  Vintage 1st—44.   Vintage 1st—52   Vintage 
 Vintage ....   vintage  Vintage-  Vintage*  "Vintage,"  vintage.  Vintage;  vintage-car  VINTAGE-

HAPPY  vintagent  VINTAGENTS  Vintagers  vintage-wise  vintaginity  Vintagr.  Vinthgc  ViOi-PREs 
violent  Violol  virile  "Virnxhall,"  Virtage  virtual  virtually  virtue  VIS2  viscosity  Viscount  vise 
"visibility,"  visible  visii  vision  vision.  visit  visited  visiting  visitor  visitors  visits  visor  "visor,"

 vistt  vital  "vital,"  vitriolic  Viu.fi  Viuxbnli  Vivian  v-K  VKrr  Vl  Vlckerx-Arms1rnngs  Vl'ell*. 
 Vlembers  VlHe  vlill1l.ll.  Vlrrr.rBHls-Retiz  VMiiinn  Vmxhuli  vn  Vnihicviir  Vnlrxludl•Villi*-r.s 

Vntage  Vnuxii.lll1  Vo|.  voice  "voice,"  Voisin  Voiturettes  VOL  Vol.  Vol.6  volume  Volumes 
"volumes,"  volunteer  Von  Vorkshiremeii  vote  "voter,"  votes  voting  vou  vouch  vous  vr 
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Vrnxhalls  vrori  vrxo  vs.  vs. Handicap   Vs^  VSCC  VSCC.  VSCC‘Bulletin’ Vol   VSCC’Bulletin’ 
Vol  VSCC’s  VS-cngbied  VS-cnglurd  vS-engmed  Vsnden  vtsii  V-twin  V-tw-in  V-twin.  V-twju 

 V-twlU.  Vu  vurled  VVkSoSï.  VV-Utre  Vwtqr  vWwi  vx  "vy2F""" Black   w  w *1   w O  W 
 'W  W&todtnle  W*  "w,"  "-w,"  "W,C.l." Drinkt   W.  W. N.S.   W.  "W.),"  w..  W.2.  "W.9," 

W.A.Jones 9   W.B  W.B.  W.C.  W.C.1.  W.C.2  W.C.2.  W.H.C.  "W.l,"  W.l.  "W.O,"  W.O. 
"W.O.,"  "W.O.-ism,"  W.O’s.  W.R.  W.R.S.  W^./if/'DES-BEAZ  w^^'K  w|||  W||by  W’ih  w<>n 
w«.  w'°  W29  w3  WA.L.Cook  Wa|es  wa>  wa«||  waaurn  wag  Wag.  wager  wages.  wagging 

 Wagner  Wagner’s  wai  wait  Wait!  "wait,"  waited  waiting  "waiting,"  wajs  "wake,"  Wakefield 
 "Wakefield,"  Wakefield’s  waking  wal  waler*Imiind  walk  walk.  walked  Walker Darracq 3998  

Walker  Walker 28.4 28.4   Walker 41-litre   Walker  Walker 2nd   Walker 7th   Walker “Bluebell   Walker 
2nd  Walker 1st   Walker 2nd   Walker (photo   Walker 4th   Walker 3rd   Walker Engine   "Walker," 
Walker.  Walker’s  Walkerley.  Walker's  Walker—with  walkie-talkie  walking  "Walki-riil,t-7I^S'^-ji." 
walkover  walk-over  Walkrr's  Wall  "wall,"  wall.  walled  Waller  Waller.  Waller’s  Wallington 
"Wallington,"  Wallington’s  Wallington's  Wallis  wallop.  wallow.  walls  walnut  Walsall  Walsh 
Walsh.  Walter  Walton  waltz  wane  waned  want  wanted  wanting  wants  War Cars   war 
"War"","  "war,"  war.  war:  war—and  war—August  Ward  Ward.  Ward;  Warden—where  Ward's 
"wardv,"  Waring Alvis  2511       Waring  warm  warmed  warming  Warmingto^i  Warmington  war—
much  Warner’s  Warne's  Warrington’s  warriors  wars  wars.  "war-thoughts,"  wartime  War-time 
Warwick  was  was'  w-as  was!  "was,"  was.  Wash  washed  washer  Washes  washing  wasn’t 
"wasn’t,"  wasn’t.  wasn't  wasted  wasted.  wasteful  waste-pipes  wat  watch  "watch,"  watch. 
watched  watching  watching*  water  "water,"  water—but  watercooled  water-cooled  "Waterhouse," 
watering  Waterloo  waterside  water-walking.  "Watford,"  "Watkins,"  Watling-Greenwood’s  Watney 
Watson  Watson Bentlev 33.1b   Watson  Watson’s  WATTAGE  Watts’  wav  "wav,"  waved  waven 
waves  wax  way  Way B.M.W. 1971   way  "Way"","  "Way""."  "way,"  way.  way’  way”  ways 
Way's  "ways,"  wayward  wbda  wc  wcand.  WCC  wcciaw-  WCifiiiBu(taut1  wcrnlii  WD7 
"wdbs.e,"  w—dGp  wdh  Wdls  we  We-  'we  we.)  we’re  we11  weakened  wealth.  weapon 
weaponry  wear  wearing  wears  weather  weather-  "weather,"  weather.  weather-beaten  weaved 
Weaving  web  Webb  Webb.  Webb’s  Webb-Marsh-Pickworth  Webb's  WEBER  webs  website 
Snetterton National   website Silverstone National   website Silverstone Motor   website Silverstone AMOC  
website  "website,"  website.  WEBSITE:  website?  website»  "websites,"  webs—see  "WEBSTER," 
wed  wedding  Wednesday  "Wednesday,"  Weds  wee  weed  weeding  weee  week  week*  "week," 

 week.  Weekdays.  weekend  week-end  "weekend,"  "week-end,"  week-end.  weekend's  weeks 
weeks).  "Weeks,"  weH  weH-known  weigh  "weigh*,"  weighs  weight  "weight,"  weights  weight's 

 weiiher)  Weir  Weir’s  weird  weisee’e  Welch  Welch.  welcome  welcome.  welcomed  welcomes 
weld  welded  welded.  welding  welds  well  well'  we'll  "well,"  well.  well;  well-being.  well-
earned  well-handicapped  Wellington  well-known  well-merited  well-organised  well—particularly  well-
presented  Wells  well's  well-thumbed  well-turned  well-used  well-wishers  wellworn  well-written 
Welsh  Welsh.  "Wen,"  wen-known  Wensum  Wensum.  went  "went,"  Wentworth  were  were- 
we're  "were,"  were.  were:  were-Miss  weren’t  "weren’t,"  weren't  werre  Werth  "Wesl.on," 
Wessex  West  WESTBROOK  western  Westminster  Weston-super-Mare.  wet  "wet,"  Wetherbv 
wetohe:  "wetted,"  We've  "Weybridge,"  Weymanntvpe  wf "IO,"   Wf- 4 D0 140 4398 Entrant Black   
wffi  wfih  WfL. Black   WflM  Wh  WH.  wha  Whale  Whale”  whale-like  whaler  whales 
"Whalley,"  Wham  what  what'  "what,"  What?  what’s  Whatever  "whatever,"  whats  "Wheatcroft," 

 "Wheathampstead,"  Wheatley  wheel  wheel!  wheel)  "wheel,"  wheel.  wheel1cackl  wheelbase 
wheelbase).  "wheelbase,"  wheelbase.  wheel-base.  wheelbase;  wheelbase—and.  wheeled  wheeler* 
wheelers  wheels  'wheels  "wheels,"  wheels.  Wheels. "Start,"   wheels.  wheelspiii  wheelspin 
wheelspin.  wheel-studs.  wheïr  WHem  when  "when,"  whence  Whenever  Whenman  where 
"where,"  whereabouts  whereafter  Whereas  wherefrom  "wherein,"  Whereupon  Wherever  whether 
w'hether  "Whetstone,"  which  —which  "which,"  which.  whichever  whicn  Whiddinpton 
Whiddmglon  whii  while  "while,"  whiled  w-hilit  whilst  whimsically  Whincop Bugatti 27 bst      
Whincop  "Whincop,"  WHINCOP.  Whincop’s  Whincop's  whine  Whippet  whirh  whirred  whisked 
whisker  "whiskers,"  "whistles,"  Whit  white  "White,"  Whitehaven  Whitehead’s  Whitehead's 
Whitfield  Whitney  "Whitney,"  Whitsun  Whittingham  Whittingham Ford/Bugatti  3622       Whittingham; 
Whittingham’s  Whitworth  Whlncop  who  wh'o  "who,"  whoever  whole  "whole,"  wholesalers 
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wholly  whom  "whom,"  whos*-  whose  whp  whreh.  whst  whtvlbas^*)  whUe  wHU-known  why 
 "why,"  why:  Whyte  Wi •ir   Wi  Wi!mshurst—Best  Wi*dnm  wi-alber  Wias  wicked  wicker 

Wicksteed’s  wide  wided  widely  widely1'  widening  wider  "wider,"  widespread  "Widmcre," 
wiDners  widow  "width,"  width-judging  Wieken  WiekMeed  wife  wife!  wife)  "wife,"  wife. 
wife's  wigging  Wiggle  wih  Wihesden  "Wiiale,”"  wiih  wiiiier  Wiiliam  "Wiilker,"  Wiimshurst 
wiiwn-i  wiJh  "Wijkander,"  Wikc’s  Wike  "Wike,"  wiki  Wilbv b  Wilbv Atalanta 30.05   Wilbv 
Atalanta 25.86 1st       Wilbv Frazer   Wilbv  Wilby Frazer   Wilby .Aidanta 30.05   Wilby Frazer   Wilby 
Atalanta 30.05   Wilby Atalanta 25.86   Wilby  Wilby's  Wilcock Talbot  2276       Wilcock Talbot 1909 2214    

 Wilcock’s  wild  wildly  wildly.  WileiM-k's  wilh  Wiliiamton  Wilkins  "Wilkins,"  Wilkinson 
"Wilkinson,"  Wilkinson’s  Wilks;  Wilks’  will  'will  "will,"  "will’,"  WILLCOX.  William  Williams 

 "Williams,"  Williams.  Williamson  Williamson 26 26   Williamson  "Williamson,"  Williamson. 
Williamson. Patrick   Williamson’s  Williamson's  WILLIE  willing  "Willingdon,"  willingness  Williumi 
Willltmsnn  Wills  "Wills,"  Wills.  Wills’  willt  Willys  "Wilmhurst,"  Wilmhurst’s  Wilmshurst 
Wilmshurst 7 43.44 42.54 —      Wilmshurst  Wilmshurst 2nd   Wilmshurst "3rd,"   Wilmshurst "6th,"  
Wilmshurst "20th,"   Wilmshurst 4th   Wilmshurst "1st,"   Wilmshurst Fastest   Wilms-hurst  "Wilmshurst," 
Wilmshurst.  Wilmshurst’s  Wilmshurst's  Wilrorks’s  Wilson  Wilson.  Wilson’s  wilt  wilting  Wilton 
Wilton ... Bentley   Wilton ... Bendey 4 80 149 2996 Entrant   Wilton  Wilton 2996 62.25 77.21 0.44      Wilton) 

 Wilton) M.G. 21.78 1st       Wilton... MIG   Wilton;  WILTON'S  Wiltshire 3 0.00113773148148148  
Wiltshire  wily  win  win*  "win,"  win.  winch  winches  Winchester  winching  wind  wind; 
Winder  Winder.  Winder's  winding  windless—but  Wind-or-Richards  window  "window,"  window. 
window-panes.  windows  "windows,"  windows.  windscreen  Windsor l<»A   Windsor  Windsor-R 
Windsor-Rchards  Windsor-Rich  Windsor-Richard’s  Windsor-Richards  Windsor-Richards Vauxhall 26.41  
Windsor-Richards 1   Windsor-Richards I   Windsor-Richards  "Windsor-Richards,"  Windsor-Richards’s 
Windsor-Richards's  Windsor-Rlchards  wind-swept  windy  "windy,"  wine  wines—all  wing  "wing," 
winged  wings  wings)  "wings,"  wings.  wing-stay  Winn  Winn 3 0.0012349537037037   winnen 
winner  winner •   winner  "winner,"  "Winner.....S.,"  Winner....3....  Winner.tytytffO^mp>h. Won   winner; 

 Winner^  Winner’s  winner—and  WINNERS  winner's  "winners,"  winners.  winnet  winning 
"winning,"  winning.  "winnrrt,"  wins  "wins,"  winter  Winterbottom  Winterbottom’s  Winterbottom's 
winters.  Wintney  Wintour  wintry  Winxio^n  wiped  wire  wired  wireless  wires.  wire-spoked 
wiring  wiring.  wis  Wisdom  "Wisdom,"  wise  Wise’berg’s  wisely  wish  "wish,"  wishbone 
wishbones  wished  wished.  wishes  wishes.  wit  with  wi-th  with!!!”  "with,"  with.  withdrawn 
"withdrawn,"  withering  withheld  Within  within.  Withington  Withington 0.04  0.00102314814814815      
Withing-ton  without  withstand  W'itilv  witness  witness—at  witnessed  wits  WiUesdeD  WiUNm-ton 

 wiuulug  wives  wizard  WJaguar  WJIftttV  WJllam  WK  wklt  Wl  Wl^nlog1ao  wl||  Wl|by 
wl|l.Il  Wl|ton  "Wl|ton,"  wland-Thomas  Wlck-steed's  Wldiesttete  wliieb  wliinh  W-Litre  Wlke 
Wlli-ook  WlllinKAT  WllmshiifM  Wlnlarlt^otlom  wlule  wM  wM.ti  wm^ng  wm>  Wmdsor-
Riclmrds Itala 27.13   Wmy  wn  Wnaston  wnd  wne  wngk-seater  wnrri  wns  Wntling-GrrH  WO 
"WO,"  wOaCut.  Wobb  WOBMF  Woggie). Guy   Woggie.  Woggle  Woggle.  wOi’  woixing 
Wolseley  "Wolseley,"  woman  women  won  "won,"  won.  won;  won’t  won’t.  "Wondc-ote," 
wondeeiug  wonder  "wonder,"  wonder.  wondered  wonderful  wonderfully  wondering  wonders 
"wonders,"  wone  won't  won't.  WONTNEY  wood  "Wood,"  wood.  Wood’s  Woodall's 
"Woodcotc,"  Woodcote  "Woodcote,"  Woodcote.  Woodcote. (Harold   Woodcote.  Woodcote. "Patrick,"  
Woodcote.  Woodcote-in-the-Wet.  wooden  Woodgate  Wooding  Woodley  Woodley’s  "WoodnoSe," 
Woodrole  "Woodrote,"  Woods  wood's  "Woods,"  Woods:  Woodside  Woodstock  Woodward 
"Woodward,"  woodwork  wooe  Woolf  Woolpack  Woolston.  Woolwich  Woozley  Woozley’s 
Worboys)  Word  words  "words,"  words.  words:  wordy  wore  work  "work,"  work.  work;  work”

 workable  worked  Workers  working  workiug  workmanlike  workmanship  workmen  workplace 
works  "works,"  "works,”"  Works.  workshop  workshops  work—the  world  world—  "world," 
world.  World.’  World.”  World’s  world-famed  world's  worlds.  worldwide.  worm  Worm-Drive 
Wormwood  worn  worried  Worrl  worry  "worry,"  worse  "worse,"  worshipping  worst  worth 
"worth,"  Worthington's  worthwhile  worthy  Wortley’s  wortn^gtion'i  Worton?  wOs  wotdd  wotth 
wouI  would  "would,"  wouldn’t  wouldn’t.  wouldn't  wouldUave  wound  wound-up  Woxton  wr 
"wr," JtMM   wr.  Wraith  wrapped  wrapping  Wrapson  wrath  Wrbb  "Wrdi,"  wreck  wreckage 
wrecking  wrench  wrest  wrestled  wretched  Wrig|ey  Wright Lagonda 4453   Wright  "Wright," 
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Wright.  Wrigley  "Wrigley,"  wrioe  wrist  write  "WRITE,"  Write:  writer  "writer,"  writer.  writer's 
 writes  writes—  writes:  writing  written  written;   “David       wrong  wrote  wrote:  Wroxton  W-

roxton  'Wroxton  "Wroxton,"  Wroxtrn  Wroxtum  "wrr,"  Wrrd.  wrrr  wrutrnc  wrvice  wry  WS1 
wsicsms  Wslsh.  wsr  wss  WT  "wt,"  wt»ti  wteh  wten  WtfLSSELEY  WtHesden  wtlvarn  wtond

 WtudLote  WU  wu*  wua  wull-desueved  "wure^r^,"  wus  Wuud  WUVIUiCLUB  WW  ww^t: 
WW1  wW-HUS&ir-A •**   wwMwm.  wwt  wwup*1  www.nl  www.s  www.toiesen-^.de  Wyatt 
Wyatt) 26.8 27   "Wyatt,"  Wyatt’s  Wye;  Wylder  Wythop  Wythop.  x I   X  X'  X' Hiilcv   X' 
X**.ll  "X,"  "X-',"  X.  X. ^'.p<retolne^l   X.’  -X.V-  X?  "X^:||(i^::^:,:ftn"  X^y|•.  "X19"""  x2
‘Race   x2  ‘Hendon’ ‘Race       x2  ’Race’ ‘Small’       x2 ’Engine’ ’Empty'   x2 'Trial' ’Trial’   x3 ’Race’ 
‘Owner’   X4  XA9R  xenophobes)  "Xeozie,"  xer.)  xERA)  Xg  'X-HlreHCailcy  XI  "XI,"  XII. 
XIII.  Xish  XIV.  XK  Xk!2<l  XKI20  XKI2II  XKI'UII .. ..   Xl  XLF  Xlfu-Rm^neo  X-litre  X-
member  Xn  "Xnglnise,"  Xntas  XofljaujhH)  XP  XPAG  xrns  Xrw  XrwinT  Xrx^I  XS  Xs. 
XSx  XT  XT*  xtr  "-x-uAy11"""  xuM  XV.  XX  'XX  XXII  XXIX.  XXV.  Y  Y DRIVERS  
Y REVIEW   y  Y.  y.i  y;  Y^tdeshire.  Yank  yanked  Yarburgh  Yarburgh’s  yard  "Yard,"  yard. 
yards  "yards,"  YARDS.  yardstick  "yardstick,"  Yates  Yates'  YatOs  yc*r  "y'cars,"  "yds.,"  year 
year'  "year,"  year.  year. • » •       year.  year’s  "year’s,"  yearly  years  years'  year's  "years," 
years.  years.”  years’  years»  year—the  year—they  "yei,"  yell  "Yellcw,"  yellow  "Yellow," 
"Yellow/silyer,"  Yes  Yes!  "Yes,"  Yes.  yesteryear  yet  yet)  yet*  "yet,"  yet.  "yeur,"  yg.  yiari 

 yield  yielded  yielding  yjü A Ulllvll   YL  Ymbihiro  YO2189.  YOBBO  YORES’  Yorkshire 
Yoshihiro  you  —you  "you),"  you).  "you,"  you.  you:—  you?”  you’.  you’d  you’ll  you’re 
you’ve  you—and  you'd  youi  "Youis,"  young  Young.  younger  "younger,"  youngest  youngsters. 
your  you're  yours  'Yours  "Yours,"  yourself  "yourself,"  youthful  you've  YP  Ypres.  Yrs.  YT 
YU  yuHdranl  'YX  z  Z*^  Z^ucs.  Z>  Z28-FORD8vMORRISS-BbM2002TURBO  Zag  zAU/1  zb= 

 "Zborowski,"  Zclt^ian  ZDipniiir  "Zealand,"  Zebra  Zeiss  "Zenith,"  zest  Zig  zig-zag  zig-zagged 
 Zimbabwe.  Zimmer  zj?>£zzz  z-litre  Zollcr-E.R.A.  Zoller  Zoller-blown  "Zoller-blown,"  zQ 
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